




SX-146 Receiver
This is an amateur band receiver of advanced design em
ploying a single conversion signal path and pre-mixed 
oscillator chain to assure high order frequency stability 
and freedom from adjacent channel cross-modulation 
products. The SX-146 employs a high frequency quartz 
crystal filter and has provision for installation of two more 
crystal filters. The receiver may also be used from 2 to 30 
mc, with the exception of a narrow gap at 9.0 me, with the 
connection of auxiliary oscillators. The highly stable con
version oscillator chain may be used for transceiver opera
tion of the matching HT-46 transmitter.

FREQUENCY BANDS: 3.5-4.0; 7.0-7.5; 14.0-14.5; 21.0-21.5; 
28.0-28.5; 28.5-29.0; 29.0-29.5; 29.5-30.0 mc (28.0 to 28.5, 
29.0 to 30.0 requires extra crystals at users option).

SENSITIVITY: Better than 1 pv for 20 db S/N.

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6JD6 RF amplifier: 12AT7 
Signal mixer and cathode follower; 6AU6A 9 mc IF ampli
fier; 12AT7 AM detector—AVC rectifier—product detector; 
12AT7 USB—LSB crystal oscillators; 6GW8 Audio ampli
fier and audio output: 6BA6 Variable frequency oscillator; 
6EA8 Crystal heterodyne oscillator and pre-mixer; Plus 

I diode power supply rectifier, ANL diode and AVC gates
/ diode; *6AU6A —100 kc crystal calibrator oscillator; *Har-

i/ monic generator diode. -

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 5%" x 13%" x 11". Shipping wt, 
j 20 lbs.

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Frequency: Power off 
CW-upper-lower and AM; Audio gain; Band selector—3.5, 
7.0. 14, 21.0, 28.0, 28.5, 29.0, 29.5; Selectivity—0.5, 2.1, 5.0 
kc (0.5 and 5.0 kc filters optional extra); Pre-selector; RF 
gain; AVC on-off; Cal. on-off; ANL on-off; Phone set jack; 
S-meter.

REAR CHASSIS: S-meter zero adjust; Internal-External 
oscillator switch; Slave oscillator output; External oscil
lator input: Antenna socket; Speaker, ground and mute 
terminals; Grounding stud; AC power cord.

POWER REQ.: 105/125 volt-50/60 cycle AC-55 watts.

I-F SELECTIVITY: Uses a 6-pole crystal filter to obtain a 
nose-to-skirt ratio better than 1 to 1.8.

Amateur net, $269.95

Model HA-19 plug-in, 100-kc quartz calibrator available 
as accessory. Amateur net, $19.95
*Part of HA-19 calibrator.

Available in Canada from Gould :

HT-46 5-band transmitter
All new from the ground up! Here’s the “new breed” trans
mitter that matches your SX-146 . .. works independently 
or may be interconnected for transceiver operation.

FEATURES: 180 watts PEP input on SSB; 140 watts on CW; 
Frequency control independent or slaved to SX-146 re
ceiver; Upper or lower sideband via 9 mc quartz filter; 
Built-in power supply; Press-to-talk or optional plug-in 
VOX; grid block for keying for CW.

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 3.5-4.0, 7.0-7.5, 14.0-14.5, 
21.0-21.5 me and 28-30 mc in four 500-kc steps. Crystal 
supplied for 28.5-29.0 mc coverage. Other plug-in crystals 
at user’s option.

TUBES: 6-BA6 VFO; 6EA8 Heterodyne crystal oscillator 
and mixer; 12AT7 Carrier oscillator-third audio; 12AT7 
Mic amplifier; 6EA8 9 mc I-F amplifier and AALC; 6AH6 
Mixer; 12BY7 Driver; 6HF5 Power amplifier; 0A2 Reg.

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Frequency Tuning; Opera
tion-Off, Standby, USB, LSB, CW-Tune, Standby LSB USB; 
Microphone gain; Driver tune; Carrier level; Band selector; 
Final tune: VFO selector—Transmitter-Receiver; Dial cal.; 
Calibrate Off-On; Meter MA-RFO.

REAR APRON FUNCTIONS: AC Cord; Ground lug; Fuse; 
Key jack; VOX accessory socket; Antenna jack: Receiver 
input (for transceiver); 11 pin control socket; bias adjust.

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 5%" x 13%" x 11". Shipping wt., 
26% Ibs.
HA-16 Vox Adapter, $37.95 Amateur net, $349.95

R-51 Speaker,
4 x 6 inch oval speaker and attractive 24 hour clock.

amateur net $34.95

ha/ficraffers
Fifth and Kostner Aves.. Chicago, Illinois 60624 

Co, Export: International Division.



Across horizons—to all corners of the earth—the wish goes out in many 

tongues as radio amateurs exchange friendly holiday greetings.

To this worldwide fraternity with its honored reputation for service to 

others, Collins would like to send its good wishes for a joyful season.
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jSBEl 

has a corner on the market

Extra value is right around the corner in every SB-34 transceiver 

in the form of a very special built-in power supply.

This power supply 
will operate with 
117V AC input...

and equally 
well on 
12V DC...

The supply is transistorized—has a heavy- 
duty power transformer. One changes input 
voltages merely by using the appropriate AC 
or DC-plug/cable set. Both are packed with 
every SB-34. (You see the input power plug 
and the two power transistors in the rear 
corner photograph of SB-34). This two-way 
power supply is standard, built-in equipment 
in every SB-34 and included in the price so 
that there is no need to look for such fine

print statements as, "AC power supply, ex
tra” or, “Inverter for DC extra.”
In SBE advertising one simple statement 
covers it all, “Suggested price 395.00." When 
you unpack a sparkling new SB-34, 4-band 
transceiver you get a single compact unit 
that is ready to play ... in your car... or at 
home. You need only a microphone, an an
tenna. a source of power and a keen desire 
to work the world on sideband.

In every SB-34 transceiver, extra value is right around the corner, performance is inherent.

Power input: 135W P.E.P. input. (Slightly lower on 15). Frequency range: 3775-4025 kc, 7050-7300 kc, 14.1-14.35 me, 
21.2-21.45 me. 23 transistors, 18 diodes. 1-zener, 1 varactor, 2-6GB5’s PA, 1-12DQ7 driver. Built-in speaker. Prewired 
receptacles on rear accept VOX and Calibrator—both units optionally available. Size: 5"H. UV4*W,  10"D.

Write today for your copy of the new SBE four page brochure

RAYTHEON R A2C T. H E O N C_O M P A N Y 

213 East Grand Avenue, South San Francisco, California 94080

Export sales: Raytheon Company, International Sales & Services, Lexington 73, Mass, U.S.A.
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A Christmas QSO to all the 
HAMS in this whole wide 
wonderful world

AMECO

A SUBSIDIARY OF

AEROTRON

FM AND AM TWO-WAY RADIO • SSB AND ISB COMMUNICATIONS 
• CONTROLATOR FUEL CONTROL & DATA EQUIPMENT • 

AMECO HAM, CB AND SWL EQUIPMENT



* Official appointed to act temporarily in the absence of a regular official

Section Communications Managers o£ the ARRL Communications Department
Reports Invited. All amateurs, especially League members, are invited to report station activities on the first of each 

month (for preceding month) direct to the ¿CM, the administrative ARRL official elected by members in each Section. 
Radio club reports are also desired by ¡SCMs for inclusion in QST. ARRL Field Organization station appointments are 
available in areas shown to qualified League members. General or Conditional Class licensees or higher may be appointed 
OR«, OES, OPS, OO and OBS. Technicians may be appointed OES, OBS or V.H.F. PAM. Novices may be appointed OES. 
SCMs desire application leadership posts of SEC, EC, RAI and PAM where vacancies exist.

...ATLANTIC DIVISION
Delaware
Eastern Pennsylvania 
Maryland D. u, 
Southern New Jersey
Western New York 
Western Pennsylvania

W3HC 
W3ZRQ 
W3QA 
W2Z1
K2HUK 
W3NEM

John Thompson 
Allen R. Bremer 
Bruce Boyd 
Edward G. Raser
Charles T. Hansen 
Robert E. Gawryla

CENTRAL

1016 Parkside Drive
212 Race St.
290 Bloomsburg Ave., Apt. 6-3
19 Blackwood Drive
Warner Gulf Rd.
U63 N. Allen St.

DIVISION

Wilmington 19803 
Tamaqua 18252 
Baltimore, Md. 21228 
Wilburtu Gardens, 

Trenton 08628
Holland 14080
State Coiiegc 16801

Illinois 
Indiana 
Wisconsin

W9PRN 
K9IVG 
K9GSO

Edmond A. Metzger 1520 South 4th St.
Mrs. M. Roberta Kroulik 401 Ei Portal Drive 
Kenneth A. Ebneter 822 Wauona Tra il

______ DAKOTA DIVISION

Springfleld 62703 
Michigan City 46361 
Fortage 53901

Minnesota 
North Dakota 
South Dakota

W0TCK 
W0DM 
K0TXW

Herman R.Kopischke. Jr. RFD 2 
Harold L. Sheets 21 Euclid Ave.
Seward P. Holt Box 58

...... .  DELTA DIVISION „................ .

Janesville 56048 
Grand Forks 58201 
Clear Lake 57226

Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Tennessee

K5GKN 
W5PM 
W5EMM 
W4UVP

Don W. Whitney 1117 North Drive
J. Allen Swanson, Jr, RFD 1, Box 354-E
S. H, Hairston 2321-27th Ave.
William A. Scott 115 East Holston Ave.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION

(P.O. Box 311). Osceola 72370
Covington 70433
Meridian 39303
Johnson City 37601

Kentucky 
Michigan 
Ohio

WA4KFO
WHEN
W8AL

Lawrence F. Jeffrey 1605 Antler Ave.
Ralph P. Thetreau 27209 W. Six Mlle Road
Wilson E. Weckel 1317 Logan Ave., N.W.

HUDRDN DIVISION

Owensboro 42301
Detroit 48240
Canton 44703

Eastern New York 
N. Y. C. & Long island 
Northern New Jersey*

W2EFU 
K2IDB 
W2LQP

George W. Tracy 
Blaine S. Johnson 
Louis J. Amoroso

MTDWFVT

1138 North Country Club Drive 
266 Cypress St.
180 Pleasant Ave..
DIVISION

Schenectady 12309
Massapequa Park, L. 1.11762
Bergenfield 07621

Iowa 
Kansas 
Missour 1 
Xs'ebrasKa

W0BDZ
K0BXF 
W0TPK 
W0GGP

Owen G. Hill RFD
Robert M. Summers 3045 North 72nd,
Alfred E. Schwuueke Edgar Star Rte
Frank Alien Box 272

__________ NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

GUman 50106
•Bethel 66009 
Rolla 65401 
Gering 69341

Connecticut W1GVT
Eastern Massachusetts W1ALP
Maine K1DYG
New Hampshire W1SWX/K1DSA
Rhode island K1AAV
Vermont K1MPN
Western Massachusetts W1BVR

Jukn J. McNassor 218 Berlin Ave.
Frank L. Baker, Jr. 85 Solar Ave.
Herbert A. Davis RFD 1
Robert Mitchell Box 137-A, RFD
John E. Johnson 30 Fruit St.
E. Reginald Murray 3 Hillcrest Drive
Percy C. Noble 8 St. Dennis St.

__NORTHWESTERN DIVISION

Southington 06489 
Braintree U2185 
Franklin 04634 
Chester 03036 
Pawtucket 02860 
Montpelier 05601 
Westfield 01085

Alaska * 
Idaho 
Montana 
Oregon 
Washington

KL7DG 
W7ZNN 
W7TYN 
W7AJN 
W7HMQ

John P. Trent 2429 Maple Ave.
Donald A Crisp 3727-14tliSt.
Joseph A. D’Arcy 1916 Haggin Ave.
Everett H. France 3335 S.E. 116th Ave,
Everett E. Young 2217 Filth St., S.E.

___ PACIFIC DIVISION

Anchorage 99504
Lewiston 83501
Anaconda 59711
Portland 97266
Puyallup 98371

East Bay 
Hawaii 
Nevada 
Sacramento Valley 
«an Francisco 
San Joaquin Valley 
Santa Clara Valley

K6LRN 
KH6BZF 
W7PBV 
WA6JDT 
WA6AUD 
WÖJPU 
W6ZRJ

Richard Wilson 
Lee R. Wical 
Leonard AI. Norman 
John F. Minke, 111 
Hugh Cassidy 
Ralph Saroyan 
Jean A. Gmelin

ROANOKE

107 Cordova Way 
45-601 Liuku Rd.
652 Utah St.
6230 Río Bonito Drive
77 Coleman Drive
6204 E. Townsend Ave.
10835 Willowbrook Way
DIVISION ... ___

Concord 94521 
Kaneohe 96744 
Boulder City 89005 
Carmichael 95608 
San Rafael 94901 
Fresno 937U2 

upertino 95014

North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
West Virginia

W4BNU 
K4LNJ 
W4SHJ
W8JM

Barnett S. Dodd 420 West Franklin BL
Clark M. Hubbard 124 Fant Lane
H. J. Hopkins 8600 Hammett Ave.
Donald B. Morris 1136 Morningstar Lane

.... ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION

Salisbury 28144
Union 29379
Norfolk 23503
Fairmont 26554

Colorado 
New Mexico 
Utah 
Wyoming

K0TTB 
WA5FLG 
W7VSS 
W7CQL

Donald Ray Crumpton P.O. Box 223
Bill Farley 1306 Spruce
Gerald F. Warner 4765 South 275 West
Wayne M. Moore 142 South Montana Ave.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

Alamosa 81101 
Alamogordo 88310
Ogden, 84401
Casper 82601

Alabama
Canal Zone
Eastern Florida
Georgia
West Indies (P.R.-V.I.)
Western Florida

K4WHW
KZ5TT
K4SJH 
W4RZL
KP4DV
W4RKH

Edward L. Stone 1806 Spring Ave., S.W.
Mrs.Lillian C.Smith P.O. Box 191
A. L. Hamel 220 N.E. 25th St.
Howard L. Schonher P.O. Box 1902
Albert R. Crumley, Jr. P.O. Box 10073
Frank M. Butler, Jr. 494 Elliott Rd.

„ SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION ___

Decatur 35601
Balboa
Pompano Beach 33064
Columbus 31902
Caparra Heights

San Juan, P.K. 00922 
Fort Walton Beach 32548

Arizona 
Los Angeles 
Orange 
San Diego 
Santa Barbara

W7FKK 
W6BHG 
W6DEY 
W6LRU 
WA60KN

Floyd C. Colyar 3411 West Pierson St.
H. G. Garman 3732 Chatwin Ave.
Roy R, Maxson 1434 South Olive St.
Don Stansifer 4427 Pescadero
Cecil D. Hinson 1933 Coventry Court

..... WEST GULF DIVISION . ............

Phoenix 85017 
Long Beach 90808 
Santa Ana 92707 
San Diego 92107 
Thousand Oaks 91360

Northern Texas 
Oklahoma 
Southern Texas

W5BNG
K5CAY 
W6AIR

L, L. Harbin 
Daniel B. Prater 
G. D. Jerry Sears

CANADIAN

4515 Calmount 
.1401 E. Oklahoma Ave. 
5634 Eskridge St.
DIVISION

Fort Worth 76107
Enid 73701
Houston 77023

Alberta
British Columbia 
Manitoba
Maritime 
Ontario 
Quebec 
Saskatchewan

VE6TQ 
VE7FB
VE4.TT
VE1MX
VE3NGVE2OJ
VE5QC

Harry Harrold 
H. E. Savage 
John Thomas Stacey 
J. Harley Grimmer 
Richard W. Roberts 
Jim Ibey
Mel MIUS

1834-5th Ave. N.
4553 West 12th Ave. 
19 Cottonwood Cres. 
40 Rosedale Ave.
170 Norton Ave.
209 Brookdale Ave. 
P.O. Box 801

Lethbridge, Alta.
Vancouver 8, B. C.
Brandon
Fairview, Halifax Co., N. S.
Willowdale, Toronto, Ont, 
Dorval, P. Q.
Saskatoon
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NEW from International
SINGLE SIDEBAND 

9mc EXCITER-DRIVER 
50-54mc MIXER-AMPLIFIER

The SBX-9 Exciter-Driver and the SBA-50 Mixer-Amplifier 
provide the perfect combination for 50-54mc SSB operation. 
Performance, versatility and reliability are incorporated 
into this new SSB pair. A tremendous value at a low price!

Exciter-Driver 9mc
Tubes.- 6BH6 Oscillator

12AX7 Audio
7360 Bal Modulator 
6BA6 RF Amplifier

Filter: Four crystal half lattice
Carrier Suppression 45db min. 
Unwanted SB Atten.40db min.

Output: Provides voltage drive for 
mixer such as SBA-50

Controls: Carrier Balance 
Microphone Gain 
Test Switch 
USB-LSB Switch

Metering: RF output for balance 
adjust Two sensitivity 
ranges available with 
front panel switch.

Mise: Relay included for push-to-talk
operation. Crystals for upper 
and lower sideband included. 
Requires high impedance microphone. 
For operation on 117 vac 60 cycle power.
$125.00
Order direct from 

International Crystal Mfg. Co.

® Mixer-Amplifier 50-54mc
Tubes: 6U8A Oscillator-Mixer

I 12BY7A Amplifier
is 6360 Linear power amplifier
« Drive: Requires 9mc sideband signal
« from SBX-9
® Output: SSB single tone 10 watts
* Controls: On-Off Power

PA Grid Tune
X PA Plate Tune

PA Load Tune 
Metering Switch 

Metering: Oscillator
’s 9mc Drive
® Buffer Grid
« PA Grid

RF Out
v Crystals: Three positions, uses 3rd
• overtone 41-45mc range.
• Crystal frequency = final
J frequency —9mc
J Mise: Accessory socket provided for
i connecting keying circuit to

SBX-9. Comes with three crystals. 
Specify frequency when ordering.
For operation on 117 vac 60 cycle power. 
$145.00

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL. MF& CO., INC.
18 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY» OKLA. 73102
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THE AMERICAN 
RADIO RELAY
LEAGUE, ¡nc.,
is a noncommercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for 
the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and 
experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radtorfor the 
advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for 
the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.

If is an incorporated association without capita! stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. 
The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League 
is noncommercial and no one commercially engaged in the manu
facture, safe or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership 
on its board.

“Of, by and for the amateur/' it numbers within its ranks practi
cally every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the sfandard-bearerin amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide 
interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; owner-., 
ship of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not 
prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted only to 
licensed amateurs.

All general correspondence should be addressed to the adminis
trative headquarters at Newington, Connecticut.

PastPresidents
«E». HIRAM PERCY MAXIM, Wl AW, 1914-1936 '

ZfflgKj EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, W8CMP, 1936-1940 
wg» GEORGE W. BAILEY, W2KH, 1946-1952
\1® GOODWIN L DOSLAND, W0TSN, 1952-196?

HERBERT HOOVER, JR. W6ZH, 1962^1966

Officers
President.................... .... ROBERT W. DENNISTON, W0NWX

Box 73, Newton, Iowa 50208
First Vice-President . . . . WAYLAND M.GROVES, W5NW 

1406 West 12th Street, Odessa, Texas 79760
Vice-Presidents . . ; , . . CHARLES G. COMPTON, W0BUO

GILBERT L. CROSSLEY, W3YA 
Secretary.................... ........................ ....  JOHN HUNTOON, W1LVQ
Treasurer, ........ ... DAVID H. HOUGHTON

225 Main St, Newington, Connecticut 06111

Honorary Vice-Presidents . . , . . ALEX REID, VÉ2BE
FRANCIS E. HANDY, W1BDI

General Manager ...... . JOHN HUNTOON, W1LVQ 
Communications Manager . . ; . FRANCIS E. HANDY, W1BDI 
Technical Director . . . . . , GEORGE GRAMMER, WIDE 
Assistant General Manager . RICHARD I. BALDWIN, Wl IKE 
Assistant Secretaries ..... PERRY F. WILLIAMS, WWED 

WILLIAM SMITH, KOCER 
225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 06111

General Counsel . . . . . . ROBERT M. BOOTH, JR., W3PS 
1100 Vermont Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20005

Associate Counsel ... . . ARTHUR K. MEEN, Q.C., VE3RX
Suite 2212, 44 Kina St. West, Toronto 1, Ont.

DIRECTORS
Canada

NOEL B. EATON...................    VE3CJ
R.R. 3 Burlington, Ontario

Vice-Director: Colin C Dumbrille................VE2BK
116 Oak Ridge Drive. Baie d’Urfe, Quebec

Atlantic Division
GILBERT L. CROSSLEY.............................W3Y A 
734 West Foster Avenue. State College, Pa. 16801
Vice-Director: Jesse Bieberman................ .. W3KT 

RD 1 Valley Road. Malvern, Pa. 19355
Central Division

PHILIP E, HALLER....................................W9HFG
6000 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.60629

Vice-Director: Edmond A. Metzger......, W9PRN 
1520 South Fourth St., Springfield. Illinois 62703

Dakota Division
CHARLES G. COMPTON............ W0BUO 

1011 Fairmount Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55105
Vice-Director:

Delta Division
PHILIP P. SPENCER............. W5LDH/W5LXX 
29 Snipe st.. Lake Vista, New Orleans, La. 70124 
Vice-Director: Max Arnold............ W4WHN 

612 Hogan Road. Nashville. Tenn. 37220
Great Lakes Division

DANA E. CARTWRIGHT. ........... W8UPB 
2979 Observatory Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45208

Vice-Director: Charles C. Miller...................W8JSU 
4872 Calvin Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43227

Hudson Division
HARRY J. DANNALS.......................W2TUK

RFD 1. Arbor Lane. Dlx Hills, Huntington,
N.Y.11743

Vice-Director: Stan Zak...................  K2SJO
13 Jennifer Lane, Port Chester, New York 10573

Midwest Division
SUMNER H. FOSTER............. ..............     W0GQ
2110 Goblin’s Gully Dr.. 8.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

52403
Vice-Director:

New England Division
ROBERT YORK CHAPMAN.............. ...W1QV

28 south Road, Groton, Conn. 06340
Vice-Director: Bigelow Green.................... W1EAE

11 Law's Brook Rd., South Acton. Mass. 01771
North western Division

ROBERT B. THURSTON.. . . ............... W7PGY 
7700 31st Ave., N.E.. Seattle, Wash. 98115

Vice-Director: B. Rex Roberts....................... W7CPY
837 Park HUI Drive. Billings. Mont. 59102
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“It Seems to Us...”

NEW OPERATING MANUAL

The League's family of publications has a 
new addition — with the appearance this 

month of the long-awaited Radio Amate.ur's 
Operating Manual.

Except for “beginners” items (e.g., code 
book and license manual), ARRL’s handbook 
and manuals have been principally in the tech
nical field. The new arrival, therefore, is a 
departure from past practice in that it is the 
first product, specifically for sale, in the operat
ing area.

Not that there has been a void of material 
treating operating matters. On the contrary, 
our Communications Department has been 
prolific in preparing informational and working 
materials to assist station operating activities. 
But in the past, the League has distributed 
almost all operating data free of charge on 
an individual request basis. An emergency 
communications manual. An assortment of 
operating aid cards and leaflets covering pho
netics, RST, GMT conversion, countries list, 
etc. A RACES pamphlet. A brochure on Na
tional Traffic System organization. And the old 
standby. Operating an Amateur Radio Station, 
sent free (despite its nominal cover price of 
25 cents) to hundreds of thousands of amateurs 
aud prospects, including one to each new 
licensee.

Now the essence of these and related ma
terials has been gathered, plus some additional 
areas of coverage, into the new volume. The 
goal of this manual is to provide between two 
covers a guide for operating in all modes of 
transmission and in all forms of amateur inter
est, including contests, ragchewing, emergency 
nets — the whole bit. To achieve a complete 
“grass roots” approach — and, not inciden
tally, to avoid additional burdens on an al- 
ready-busy Hq. -. the job was done outside 
the staff. The author is George Thurston, 
W4MLE, long-time SEC of Western Florida 
and earlier the co-author (with W4IYT) of an 
excellent manual on state-wide emergency 
amateur communications.

Professionally a journalist, W4MLE con
sulted at length with numerous specialists in 
the fields of RTTY, c.w., phone, DX, RACES, 
AREC, NTS, to provide broad coverage with 

authoritative as well as helpful data. That 
we hams are pretty much individualists with 
strong convictions was again apparent in dif
fering viewpoints — even from the “experts” 
— on procedures as well as policies. It was, 
indeed, resolving such matters which delayed 
the manual well beyond its expected appear
ance.

Even now, no one will claim that the result 
is Utopian. It is the first attempt, and future 
editions can be improved with your help. 
Put a copy ou your operating table. Let us 
(or W4MLE) know of any instances where 
you find the material short of the mark, or 
lacking in some area, of coverage. We’ll ap
preciate it, and so will future purchasers. 
More important, it will help raise the general 
level of operating competency if we all pitch 
in to make it really a group project with the 
manual a composite of the efforts of all of us.

Because a book of this nature is a service 
to amateur radio to an extent even greater 
than other ARRL manuals, it has been priced 
at a low figure to obtain widespread distribu
tion. It’s a good buy. Betcha a buck you'll 
think, so too!

RACES
Some personnel primarily active in the 

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service have 
been concerned — a few even incensed — at 
the ARRL Board’s action last May in putting 
RACES activity under the ARPSC banner 
along with AREC and NTS. They are fearful 
that this action was an attempt to “take 
over ” or some other manner interfere with the 
RACES organizational structure. There is no 
substance to this view.

RACES is basically an amateur activity — 
licensed to, organized by, and manned largely 
by hams. It is an integral part of the amateur 
performance in the “public interest, conven
ience and necessity.” The Board’s action was 
simply to grant more formal recognition to this 
fact, and to show continuing support of c.d. 
through closer liaison with RACES. As with 
the combining of AREC/NTS recently, basic 
activity continues as before, but now with 
even closer cooperation between the three 
groups.
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League Lines . .
HamQuest 67 is rolling along with growth in both club and 
League membership. See page 47 for details; then make sure 
your club is participating. What? You're not a club member 
and know of no group in the area? Write us for a kit of info 
011 how to organize a ham club.
In addition to the regular RTTY bulletin ,■ W1AW now has an 
extra transmission each Wednesday evening (0000 GMT Thurs
days) first with 170-cycle shift to assist those using or 
intending to use narrow-shift techniques, then repeated 
with the standard 850-cycle shift.
Sorry, DXers, but a heavy workload plus staff illness pre
vented our making the deadline for this issue with the 
DXCC Honor Roll and complete current membership list. Next 
month for sure.
An anti-League amateur who prefers to believe his hero's 
malicious rumor that ARRL lost 14,000 members last year 
"dares" us to print the true figure. If he would (could?) 
read, he'd find we did—on page 41 of the March issue. It 
reported a loss of 680 Full Members in 1965, eight-tenths 
of one percent.
QSL de WWV! A first-day QSL will be sent amateurs reporting 
reception of initial Bureau of Standards time and frequency 
transmissions from the new location at Fort Collins, Colorado. 
December 1 at 0000 GMT marks the changeover—that's the 
evening of November 30 here. See page 53 November QST for 
details.
We were pleasantly surprised to find a BuStans survey 
indicating that amateurs comprise 35^ of the users of 
WWV time/frequency/propagation services. A complete story is 
now in the works, aimed at January QST, on the station setup 
and operations, authored by Yardley Beers, W0EXS, Chief of 
the Radio Standards Physics Division.
A new 20-kw. self-starting emergency power supply has been 
installed at W1AW, replacing the 25-year-old hand-cranked 
units. This will insure continuity of full station operation 
in the event of power failure. Test runs are made weekly to 
keep the equipment in top condition.
MARS and ARRL have agreed on a series of standard message 
texts, supplementing the ARRL numbered texts, principally 
to facilitate morale traffic from Viet Nam. See page 92 
for the new "MTX" texts in case one shows up on your 
local net.
With the Christmas traffic, hard-working net managers 
and control stations would appreciate additional stations 
reporting in to section nets. If you're new to traffic work, 
just listen in for a session or two until you can grasp 
the procedures in use. And say—there's lots of good pub
licity for ham radio in delivery of a Christmas message 
from a G.I. or student a long way from home.
And speaking of Christmas, may yours be a happy one! 
Season's greetings from the crew at Headquarters.

10 QST for



The FET v.f.o. and its line power supply. The panel is 
Ya -inch aluminum, 7 by 10 inches.

The Field-Effect 
Transistor as 

a Stable 
V.F.O. Element

BY G. D. HANCHETT,*  W2YM

T
he October 1960 issue of QST described 
a v.f.o. that at the time appeared to be as 
stable as possible without going to extreme 
expense.*  Many of these v.f.o.s. were built suc

cessfully by the author and others. Moreover, 
variations of the original oscillator were con
structed for frequencies as high as 12 Me., und 
some physically smaller units were designed for 
mobile operation. New developments in transistor 
technology, however, now make possible a v.f.o. 
that not only provides excellent stability at 
moderate cost but a number of other important 
advantages as well.

The recently-announced RCA 3N128 is a high- 
frequency, high-transconductance version of the 
silicon insulated-gate field-effect transistor. This 
device, using the metal-oxide-semiconductor con
struction, is more commonly referred to as an 
“MOS” transistor. From a very practical point 
of view, the MOS transistor performs more like 
a vacuum tube than any of the other semi
conductor devices. It combines the vacuum 
tube’s very high input impedance with the 
transistor's very low power dissipation and oper
ating potentials. These basic characteristics pro
vide the v.f.o. designer with two major advan
tages :
1) Operating potentials can be obtained directly 

from a 12-volt source, such as an automobile 
battery, dry battery, or low-voltage power 
supply.

2) Because so little heat is generated within 
the device, it becomes practical to enclose 
the transistor in the box with the timing coil 
and capacitors, instead of mounting it out
board as was necessary for the vacuum-tube 
v.f.o.

Circuit Details
Fig. 1 shows that this oscillator is basically of 

the Colpitis type. The tuning range is spread 
* Radio Corporation of America, Electronic Components 

and Devices, Somerville, N. J.
1 Hanchett, “Stability with Simplicity,” QST, Octo

ber, L'Ml).

over practically all of the tuning dial. As in the 
previous tube models, the effect of changes in 
transistor element capacitances is minimized by 
use of a voltage divider consisting of (’4, (\, 
und Cc, with the transistor connected across two 
of them. The use of fairly large values at C5 and 
(8 almost completely supresses the effect of 
transistor capacitances. A radio-frequency choke 
provides the needed low Hi drop for the source 
current of the .MOS transistor. A resistor was 
tried, but the voltage drop connected with it 
over-biased the transistor.

Because the MOS transistor by itself will not 
provide rectified gate current, a silicon diode is 
used in the gate circuit. This diode contributes 
considerably to the frequency stability of the 
oscillator by making possible a degree of auto
matic bias comparable to that obtainable with 
a vacuum tube.

The v.f.o. output is taken from the MOS 
transistor oscillator through a two-stage negative
feedback amplifier which performs two basic 
functions.
1) It greatly minimizes the effect on the oscil

lator of a change in output conditions.
2) It provides a convenient means of adjusting 

the output voltage of the v.f.o. by altering the 
value of IQ.

As in the tube model, the use of silver-mica 
capacitors assures a fairly stable temperature 
characteristic.,

-0”
This transistor analog of WZYM’s

tube v.f.o. (described in October <> 
jf 1960 QST) uses a newly-developed "J' 
X high-frequency FET. With its isola- y*  
X tion amplifier, the oscillator delivers X 
X the same output as its tube predeces- X 
A sor — but from a low-voltage d.c. X 
<> supply. Specifications are given for •> 
■C*  two popular v.f.o. frequency ranges 
"$■ in addition to the original 3.5—4 Me. "y*
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4-e.av. t-tOV.

!!' Adjust for 2V. peak output
Fig. 1 —Circuit diagram of the variable-frequency oscillator and buffer. Except as indicated, capacitances are in pf. 

(^Atf.l. Resistances are in ohms (K-- 1000); resistors are Vi-watt composition.
Ci—Double-bearing variable (Miiien 23100 or 23050— 

see table below).
Cs—-25-pf. air trimmer (Hammarlund APC-25 or equiva

lent).
Cs, Ct, C;, Cn—Silver mica; see table below for values.
C?—2200-pf. silver mica
Cs, Co, Cis—Ceramic disk.
Cio, Cn — Feedthrough type.
Ji—Coaxial connector, chassis mounting.
Li— See table below.
Ri—12,000 to 47,000 ohms; select for 2-volt peak output 

level at input to transmitter.
RFCi—Miniature 2.5-mh. r.f. choke, iron core (Millen 

J300-2500).

Tuned-Circuit Data

3.5-j.O $.0-6.6 8.0-!).
Me.Me. Me..

Lj — No. of turns 17* 14%* 11 1 M
Wire size 20 20 18
Turns/inch 16 16 8
Diam., inches 1 1 1

''t, pf- 100 50 50
C2, pf. 25 25 25
C3, pf. 100 None None
Cf4, pf. 390 390 270
C6, pf. 680 680 560
(X, pf- 680 680 560

•B à W 3015, Polvcoils 1748, AirDux 
816T.

** B & W 3014, Polycoils 1746, AirDux 
808T.

Oscillator and buffer components are mounted on two 
tie-point strips underneath the tuned circuit. The lower strip 
supports the oscillator components, with the 3N1 28 pro
jecting downward from the center of the strip in this view. 
The upper strip is for the two-stage buffer; in this case the 
transistors project upward on either side of the mounting 
screw. The short length of coax cable runs to the connector 

on the rear of the shield box.

Mechanical Details
Like the vacuum-tube unit, the MOS v.f.o. 

requires great care in the mounting of the oscil
lator components. The complete v.f.o. is housed 
in a 4 X 5 X 6-ineh aluminum utility box. The 
MOS oscillator, less its tuned circuits, is mounted 
on an II. II. Smith No. 1070 lerminal strip, as 
shown in the bottom view. The two-stage ampli
fier is mounted on a similar strip. Power is carried 
to the closed unit by means of 1500-pf. feed- 
through capacitors mounted at the rear of the 
u Lili t y box along with the 25-pf. frequency-setting 
capacitor. The timing capacitor should be a high- 
quality, two-bearing type; in this particular oscil
lator, a Millen 23100 MKF was used.

.Maximum rigidity of the oscillator circuit is 
obtained by the use of a special bracket, formed 
from one of the utility box covers. The box 
cover material is soft aluminum and can be bent 
easily with the aid of wood blocks and a vise. 
Hardwood blocks and a hammer are used to make

12 QST for



Fig. 2—Circultof regulated power sup
ply for the FET v.f.o. Capacitances are 
in nf., capacitors are electrolytic. Re
sistors are ’/2-watt. For mobile use, a 
12-volt car battery may be substituted 
for rectifier/filter supply to the left of 

line AB.
CRi—10-volt 1 -watt Zener diode. 
CRa—6.8-volt 1-watt Zener diode.
Ti—6.3-volt 1.2-amp. filament trans

former.

the bends square and sharp. When bolted securely 
to the front and back of the oscillator box, the 
bracket not only supports the circuit components 
but helps stiffen the box itself.

To facilitate mounting the variable capacitor, 
the holes for the mounting feet are slotted. In 
addition, during assembly the shaft nut and 
mounting spacers are tightened to the side of 
the box first, and then the 6-32 screws for the 
feet are tightened. Special clamps designed to 
hold the coil are cut from thin Incite or poly
styrene in strips *llch wide and 2/4 inches 
long. Holes are drilled at both ends of each strip 
so that they can be bolted to the standoff in
sulators.

The silver-mica capacitors, which form a part 
of the tuned circuit, must be mounted so that 

there is no possibility of motion. Small feed
through insulators are used as tie points to hold 
them as shown in the inside top view. For maxi
mum reinforcement of the entire unit, new covers 
were cut from /¿-inch aluminum panel stock and 
fastened to the boxes with a liberal number of 
self-tapping screws.

Although any suitable dial and panel arrange
ment could be used, the particular one shown 
employs a Millen 10037 “no string'’ panel dial. 
The dial is mounted on a small panel and the 
assembly in turn is bolted to the v.f.o. box with 
1 1 /-inch metal pillars. Though large, the dial is 
free from any noticeable backlash and provides 
adequate illumination and an eusy-to-read scale.

The panel is provided with a single-pole, 
double-throw switch, which can be connected

The tuned circuit !s sup
ported by a bent alumi
num sheet extending 
from the front to the 
rear of the 4 by 5 by 
6-inch box. The trimmer 
capacitor, Cs, is mount
ed on the rear wall, as 
are also the coaxial 
output connector and 
feedthrough bypass ca
pacitors for the power 

leads.
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Inside the power supply, which is assembled on the flanged 
section of a 2'4 by 2!4 by 4-inch Minibox. Components 
in this unit may be mounted in any convenient way. Con
nections going to the v.f.o. are brought out through the 
octal socket at the left; a.c. input and control terminals 

are on the strip at the right.

so that in the “spot” position only the v.f.o. 
supply can be turned on, but in the transmit 
position this function is transferred to the main 
transmitter power-supply control so that it is 
activated by the transmit/receive switch.

Fig. 2 shows a suggested power-supply circuit

for 120-volt, f>U-cycle operation. The regulator
in this circuit also can be used for mobile work.

The vacuum-tube v.f.o. article prompted many 
requests for information on how tlie unit could 
be adapted for use at other frequencies. Gen
erally speaking, this MOS transistor circuit is 
useful at any frequency up to and including the 
144-Mc. band. For those interested, (toil and 
capacitor information is provided for two addi
tional frequency ranges: a 5 to 5.5-Mc. range for 
s.s.b. transmitters, and an 8- to 9-Mc. range for 
50- and 144-Mc. transmitters.

Performance
The performance of the v.f.o. leaves very 

little to he desired with regard to aeliieving 
minimum frequency drift. For example, the 3.5- 
to 4-Mc. unit described showed a frequency drift 
of less than 30 cycles in two hours after a 30- 
sccond warm up. The 5- to 5.5-Mc. unit drifted 
less than 50 cycles for the same period, and the 
8- to 9-Mc. unit drifted slightly more than 200 
cycles.

Acknowledgement
The author wishes to acknowledge the valuable 

aid given by Mr. L. Kaplan in the design of the 
two-stage feedback isolation amplifier.

ARRL DX Competition Rules for DX
PHONE: February 4-5 and March 4-5, 1967 C. TF.: February 18-19 and March 18-19, 1907

The starting time in each instance is 0001 GMT Saturday, 
ending at 2400 GMT Sunday. Phone und c.w. are separate 
contests und separate logs and summaries must be sub
mitted for each mode. KII6 and KL7 will be considered as 
DX, separate from the VE/W group.

Multipliers for DX stations will consist of the 48 con- 
tineiital United States, plus VE1-VE8 and VO, a possible 
total of 57 per band. Each completed QSO counts three 

points. Logs must contain calls, dates, times, bands, ex
changes (report and power for DX, report and state/ 
province for W/VE) and points. You may use your own 
forms or obtain logs from ARRL, 225 Main Street, Newing
ton, Conn., U.S.A. 06111.
Your entry must be postmarked by April 22, 1967 to 

be eligible. Please enclose photos and soapbox comments 
with your reports.
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Low-Loss Coax
Reduced Attenuation Through Improvements in Construction

BY FREEMAN F. DESMOND, * AND RICHARD TUTTLE, * W1QMR

W
w have all used RG-8/U or similar cables 
for radio-frequency transmission. Very 
often we have wished for a cable with 

lower losses and improved power-handling capa
bility — one that is also relatively easy to install 
and reasonable in cost. Such a. cable, with com
patible connectors, has been designed and is now 
available.

To see how this improvement is accomplished, 
we should first look closely at various coaxial 
constructions and examine the factors which 
cause losses. The ideal coaxial cable — an inner 
conductor suspended, by air alone, concentrically 
inside an outer conductor — is for all practical 
purposes impossible; actual coaxial cable must 
lie manufactured with supporting material or 
dielectric between the two conductors. The loss 
in percent of total contributed by each of the 
cable components may be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1—Relative loss distribution in coaxial cable as 
a function of frequency.

At 100 Me. approximately 80 percent of the 
total loss is copper loss in the center conductor. 
At lower frequencies this percentage contribution 
to loss is even greater. Therefore, the center con
ductor is the most important factor to consider 
in reducing cable losses in a given frequency 
band.

The Center Conductor
It would be most, desirable, to achieve lower 

attenuation, to increase the size of the center 
conductor. We do not, however, wish to change 
the characteristic impedance nor contribute sub
stantially to size or weight of the cable. Since 
impedance is dependent upon the geometry of 
the cable,

„ 138. L)
— /yy logio —

V A d 
where Zo = Characteristic impedance 

K - Dielectric constant 
I) — Dielectric diameter 
d = Center conductor diameter 

merely increasing the size of the center conductor 
would change either the characteristic impedance 
or add substantially to the overall size and weight 
*c/o Times Wire & Cable, Wallingturd, Conn.

of the cable, neither of which is desirable. The 
dielectric constant is the area that we can change, 
if a material of lower dielectric constant can be 
used practically.

Solid polyethylene (dielectric constant K => 
2.3) is the dielectric material of most coaxial 
cables. By changing to foamed polyethylene 
(K = .1.5) we may increase the center conductor 
size and lower the attenuation without changing 
the overall diameter or the impedance. In this 
dielectric minute air bubbles are encapsulated in 
the polyethylene during manufacture. Incorpo
rating air bubbles brings the finished product 
closer to the dielectric constant of air (1.0), which 
is the goal, and achieves the lowest attenuation 
characteristic. With cellular polyethylene, costly 
pressurization of the cable is not necessary, as it 
is in the case of disk-supported, helical-supported, 
or spline-supported semiflexible coaxial cables.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the attenuation and power 
capacity vs. frequency of RG-8A/U, Times 
T-4-50 and Times J'2-inch Alumifoam. The lower 
attenuation is evident in the latter two because 
of increased size of center conductor and changed 
dielec trie constant.1

Fig. 2 also illustrates another point: When a 
stranded center conductor is used instead of a 
solid, smooth, center conductor the spiraling 
of the stranding results in a spiraling of the r.f. 
current along the conductor, creating a longer 
r.f. path length. Coupled with the higher resis
tivity of the center conductor because of the 
contact resistance between the strands, this con
tributes to higher attenuation in the finished 
cable. RG-8A/U has a stranded copper center 
conductor, while T-4-50 and J i-inch Alumifoam 
have solid-copper center conductors.

Jacket Material
Another factor which may affect attenuation 

is the jacketing material of the cable. Most 
flexible coaxial cables use polyvinylchloride 

! T-4-50 is a flexible cable with foamed dielectric and 
braid outer conductor; Alumifoam is similar but uses 
seamless aluminum tubing; as the outer conductor. Both 
are made by Times Wire & liable Div., International 
Silver Co., 358 Hall Ave., Wallingford, Conn. 06492. —• 
Editor.

.....................as....... 
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e I he path between transmitter and an- © 
® tenna can be a lossy ones expecially at ® 
® v.h.f. and u.h.f. Every decibel lost t^ub- ® 
E tracts from antenna gain or transmitter e 
e output, so why lose any more than is ® 
J absolutely necessary? Here’s a look at ® 
s the characteristics and application of « 
® some of t he newer cables. ®
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Fig. 2—Attenuation in decibels per 100 feet o f 
cable vs. frequency.

(p.v.c. I as the jacketing compound. However, to 
use p.v.c. — a relatively hard, brittle substance 
— it is necessary to add plasticizers to make the 
compound pliable aud flexible. The nonresinous 
plasticizers compounded with p.v.c. have a 
tendency, with sunlight and summer tempera
tures, to leach out of the p.v.c. and migrate into 
the. polyethylene of the dielectric. The migration 
of the plasticizer through the braid into the 
dielectric causes the dielectric constant and power 
factor to rise, with a resulting rise in the v.s.w.r. 
and an increase in attenuation. A rise in attenua
tion of 1 or 2 db. per 1.00 feet is not uncommon, 
once contamination has begun. -Also, with the 
migration of the plasticizer the p.v.c. becomes 
brittle and nonpliable, resulting in cracking and 
breaking of the jacket.. RG-8/U, RG-ll/U and 
RG-17/U are examples of coax cables with con
taminating p.v.c. jackets.

The dangers of this condition have been recog
nized, and in many of the military cables, iden
tical in every respect except for jacket material, 
the older styles have been replaced by new ones, 
(.tables such as RG-8A/U, RG-11A/U, and 
RG-17A/U uses p.v.c. jackets with a resinous 
plasticizer which does not leach out or migrate, 
and thus does not contaminate the. dielectric. 
Life expectancy of this type jacket is in excess 
of fifteen years.

High-molecular-weight, carbon-black-loaded, 
polyethylene jackets such as Xelon contain no 
plasticizers of any kind, consequently a useful 
life of 25 years or more can be expected. Because 
of this, polyethylene jackets permit direct burial 
and are usually specified for submersible appli
cations.

Impedance Uniformity
Attenuation is also increased by substantial 

v.s.w.r. Since v.s.w.r. is a function of the im
pedance of a. cable, it follows that the more 
uniform the impedance the lower will be the 
v.s.w.r. (for a given termination). Because co
axial cable is manufactured of plastic materials 
by means of bulky extruders, it cannot be held 
to the tolerances of machined parts, especially

in lengths of many hundreds of feet. Each indi
vidual extruder has its own peculiar eccentrici
ties that cause variations in the cable during
manufacture.

These variations in dimensions are very small 
but, unfortunately, sum up electrically along a 
length of cable and, at specific frequencies, may 
result in a v.s.w.r. as high as 4:1 even though the 
cable is properly terminated. In cable construc
tions where impedance uniformity and low 
v.s.w.r. are critical, the impedance can be held 
to tight tolerances by close control of the extru
sion processes.

Cable Construction
Taking the foregoing into account, let us look 

at RG-8A/U, shown in cross-section in Fig. 4. 
The center conductor is stranded copper and the 
dielectric, is solid polyethylene. The attenuation 
of RG-8A/U could be improved by 25 percent if 
we could increase the center conductor size and 
change to foamed polyethylene. This has been 
done in cable such as Times T-4-50, now available 
at about the same cost as RG-SA/U. Note 
that the overall diameter is the same, Fig. 4, 
but the attenuation is substantially improved 
(Fig. 2) and the cable weight is improved (99 lbs. 
/WOO ft. for RG-8A/U, 94 Ibs./lOOO ft. for 
T-4-50).

However, for longest life and most carefree 
installation, even further improvements have 
been made. The largest factor contributing to 
degradation of attenuation in foamed poly
ethylene flexible coaxial cables, especially above

Fig. 3—Power-handling capacity as a 
function of frequency.

100 Me., is moisture. Since moisture affects the 
power factor, the effect of moisture in the cable 
becomes significant as we increase frequency. 
This can be seen from the formula for atten
uation :

a ~ K \' f + Ki / (P.F.)
where a = Attenuation

K, Ki = Some constant
f — Frequency
P.F. --= Power factor

As frequency is increased, the power factor be
comes a more significant figure. Moisture has
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been known to degrade the power factor by as 
much as ten times.

But how does moisture get into a cable? It 
enters flexible cables as water vapor, which is a 
very penetrating gas. This vapor condenses to 
water or moisture, changes the power factor and 
consequently raises the attenuation. For this 
reason, a solid, seamless, pinhole-free, metallic 
barrier or shield which positively excludes water 
vapor’ gives the longest-lived cable. In addition, 
with a solid metallic sheath the radiation into 
and out from the cable is eliminated, and isolation 
in the order of 100 db. is achieved.

In cables such as the Times Alumifoam series 
moisture is precluded during manufacture by a 
completely dry core, und with the addition of the 
aluminum tube the foamed polyethylene is under 
constant pressure. Moisture traps and vapor

PVC Jacket

Solid 
polyethelene, 

dietectrud

Copper Baud.

Stranded, popper 
C&tdec Cotai.

RG-8A/U

Seton. Jacket

Copper Braid.

Foatned. ... -.. 
polyethelene

.285 .405

I

Solid. Copper 
Center Cotta.

T-4-50

Seamless Aluminum 
Tube

Solid Copper.
Center Cond.

Foamed, polyethelene 
dielectric —

'/j-INCH ALUMIFOAM (AM5012P)

RFC Jacket

RG-17A/U

Fig. 4—Cross sections showing construction of 
various types of cable.

Fig. 5—Representative cable installation for a 
rotary beam antenna.

1) Transmitter.
2) Transmitter output connector.
3) Flexible 50-ohm coax (T-4-50 or RG-8A/U).
4) Type N connectors or flexible-cable to solid-sheath 

splice.
5) Solid-sheath foamed-dieiectric cable (Fi-inch Alumi- 

foam).
6) Type N connectors or flexible-cable to solid-sheath 

splice.
7) Flexible coax (T-4-50 or RG-8A/U).
8) Cable clamps.
9) Tower.
10) Rotator.

paths are designed out, and the user has a self
sealing cable.

For above-ground applications, the seamless 
shield serves the dual function of electrical shield 
and protective cover. It eliminates the necessity 
for an outer jacket and thus represents the most 
economical use of weight and space to achieve 
desired electrical characteristics. To approximate 
the electrical characteristics of /¿-inch Alumi- 
foam in an RG cable, it would be necessary to 
use RG-17A/U (attenuation, 0.85 db. at 100 Me.: 
power handling, 3.6 kw. at 100 Me.; cost, approxi
mately 30 percent higher). Cross sections of the 
two types are shown in Fig. 4.

System Installation Using Semiflexible 
Coaxial Cable

Fig. 5 illustrates a typical system installation 
employing /¿-inch Alumifoam. The cable is sim
ple to install, and connectors are readily available 
for it.

It is generally most convenient to run from 
the transmitter to the wall of the shack with 
flexible coax (RG-8A/U or T-4-50), although to 
eliminate losses, this run should be kept as short 
as possible. One end of this short rim should be 
terminated in a connector that will mate with the 
transmitter, and the. other end may terminate 
either in a type N or go directly into a splice 
connector. Splice connectors to accept flexible 
coax in one side and solid-sheath coax in the other 
are also available.

(Continued on page ISO
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The Selectoroid A Simple
High-Performance

Audio Filter

BY LEWIS G. McCOY, * WUCP

T
here is an old axiom in amateur radio that 
goes: ‘‘If you can't hear 'em, you can't 
work 'em.” This is something a Novice 
quickly realizes, because even under poor skip 

conditions the Novice bands, are very crowded, 
if the Novice is unable to hear the station he is 
trying to work, because of QRM, it can become 
very discouraging.

One of t.he unfortunate facts of life is that the 
average inexpensive beginner-type receiver is 
woefully lacking in selectivity — the ability to 
separate signals. Usually, the selectivity of the re
ceiver is directly related to its cost. This is because 
additional circuits are required to provide selec
tivity. Also, many amateurs are reluctant to dig 
into their receivers t.o improve them. However, 
there is a way to obtain greater selectivity, at 
no great cost and without making any changes in 
the receiver. The method we have in mind is 
audio selectivity.

The Selectoroid described in this article is a 
device that will greatly improve the c.w. selec
tivity of a receiver, doesn't, cost much, and is 

* Beginner and Novice.

simply plugged into the receiver. It is designed 
to help the Novice separate c.w. signals in a 
crowded band and, in addition, could be a real 
boon to transceiver owners desiring to improve 
the c.w. selectivity of their units. Most trans
ceivers have only one degree of selectivity, and 
that is for reception of s.s.b. signals. Although 
the transceiver may cover the c.w. bands, there 
is no provision for the additional selectivity that 
may be required for such work.

What It Is And How It Works
The Selectoroid is an audio filter with a 

built-in amplifier stage. Two parallel-tuned cir
cuits, Fig. 1, are. used to provide the selectivity; 
these circuits use toroid coils resonated at ap
proximately 750 cycles by appropriate capacitors.

Many newcomers confuse selectivity with 
bandspread. Bandspread is the timing rate of a 
receiver. For example, one receiver may require 
only two turns of the tuning knob to cover 
3500 to 4000 kc., while another would take five 
turns of the tuning knob to cover the same 
range. The latter receiver could be said to have

At the right is the power transformer 
and the 12AU7 is mounted approxi
mately in the center of the chassis. 
Any chassis or box of suitable size can 
be used as the component arrangement 

is not critical.
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Fig, ] —Circuit diagram of the Selectoroid audio filter. All capacitances are in ¡¿f. Capacitors marked with polarity are 
electrolytic. Resistances are in ohms; all resistors are '/2-watt.

Ci—‘0.01 /¿f.t disk ceramic.
C2,C3‘—0.5 fj.f.t paper (see text).
CRr—Silicon rectifier, 400 volts p.i.v. or more.
J»—Headphone ¡ack, open-circuittype.
h—Phone ¡ack.
Li, La—88-mh. toroid (see text).
Pi—Headphone plug.
5!—Single-pole, four-position wafer switch, with a.c.

switch mounted on back (Centralab 1465 or 
similar).

Sa—Part of Si.
Ss—Single-pole, single-throw toggle.
Ti—Output transformer, 10,000-ohm primary, 3.5-ohm 

secondary (Knight 54 A 1448 or equivalent).
T2—Power transformer, 1 25 volts, 15 ma.; 6.3 volts, 0.06 

amp. (Knight 54 A 1410 or equivalent).

more bandspreud than the former. However, 
because one receiver has a slower tuning rate 
than the other it doesn’t mean that one has the 
.ability to separate signals better than the other. 
Selectivity is the ability of a receiver to select, 
or separate signals.

The theory in adding or improving selectivity 
io a receiver is not too complicated. Any tuned 
circuit will lend to reject signals that are not on 
the frequency to which the circuit is timed. How 
well it does this depends on the Q, or quality 
fad or, of the circuit. A circuit with a low Q has 
poor selectivity while one with high Q can be 
very selective. While “high” and “low” are 
relative terms, the toroid coils used in this unit, 
are capable of providing tuned circuits with t/s 
on the order of 50 or so at 700 to 1000 cycles, 
and this can be classed as high Q for audio 
frequencies.1

The passband of a receiver usually is about 
”000 to 5000 cycles wide. Any audio tones lower 
than the actual upper limit will have more or 
less the same amplitude. However, if you permit 
just a very narrow band of audio frequencies to

i Hoff, “ High-Performance RTTY Filters," QST, August 
1966.

» The Selectoroid can prove a real boon C 
/ fo Novices whose receivers have poor C 
/ selectivity — it can easily make the J 
( difference between a partial QSO > 
« and a 1OO percent one. Also, it will / 
< do an outstanding job of improving | 
C the c.w. selectivity of receivers hav- £ 
J ing only s.s.b.-width filters. (
5 P.S.: And it doesn't cost muchl ( 

reach your headphones or speaker while excluding 
or attenuating the other tones that may be 
present, you improve the selectivity of the re
ceiver. That is exactly what is done with the 
Selectoroid. The tuned circuits in the filter are 
resonated at approximately 750 cycles. The 
Selectoroid rejects those frequencies above and 
below approximately 750 cycles while actually 
amplifying the narrow band of audio frequencies 
close to 750 cycles.

I low well this is accomplished is shown in Fig. 
2. Fig. 2 shows the audio passband from 300 
cycles to 1700 cycles. Any tone more than 100 
■••ycles either side of 750 cycles is attenuated to 
the point where the audio is practically inaudible 
when listening with headphones or speaker.

In many instances, the user may not. desire or 
need the very high degree of selectivity provided 
by the Selectoroid with both of the tuned circuits 
operating. We’ve provided a switch, ¿>:t, that 
removes one of the tuned circuits, thereby 
broadening the response curve. With the single 
tuned circuit, there is still a definite peak at 750 
cycles, but if. is nowhere near as sharp as with 
both, circuits in. In addition. Si can be used to 
switch the filter completely out, leaving the 
receiver output in its normal condition.

Fig. 2 shows the selectivity with both circuits 
tuned to the same frequency, 750 cycles, and 
the peak at this frequency may prove to be 
sharper than desired by some amateurs. If one 
of the circuits is tuned to a slightly lower fre
quency than the other the effect, is to widen 
the passband of the overall filter. The filter 
will still be sharp, but may sound more pleasing 
to the ear. In any event, it is easy to experiment 
along these lines. Try adding a 0.005-af. or a
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Fig. 2—The solid curve shows the response of the Selecto- 
roid with both filter circuits operating. The dotted curve 

shows the selectivity with a single circuit.

O.l-ftf. capacitor in parallel with C\. Those values 
will broaden out the peak.

Additional Circuit Information
The amplifier tube used in the Selectoroid is 

a dual triode, a 12AU7. Other dual triodes such 
as the 12AT7 and 12AX7 work equally well.

The base connections are the same for all three
types.

A simple half-wave rectifier is used in the 
power supply. Voltage out of the filter is about 
130 volts, and if your receiver has an accessory 
socket, as some do, anything from 100 to 150 
volts at 10 ma., plus the 6.3-volt a.c. heater 
requirement, will power the unit.

An audio output transformer is used in the 
plate circuit, of I ib- If you don’t care to use a 
speaker, a 27,000-ohm resistor can be used to 
replace the transformer primary. Fig. 1 shows 
this alternate hookup.

Construction Information
The toroids used at Lt and L? are types made 

for teletype units. Several amateurs run adver
tisements in the classified Ham-Ads every month 
for 88-mh. toroids at varying prices averaging 
about 50 cents each. These transformers have 
two windings which must be connected in series 
in order to get 88 mh. Fig. 3 shows how they 

(Continued on page 150)

USE THESE o- 
TWO WIRES 
FOR S8mh, O'

SCRAPE OFF 
INSULATION, 
TWIST ANO 

SOLDER

Fig. 3—This drawing shows the method of connecting the 
windings of the 88-mh. toroid to obtain the

required inductance.

The power supply filter 
components are mount
ed at the right in this 
view. Atthe left are the 
two 88-mh.toroids with 
their capacitors, C2 and 
C3. The switch on the 

rear is S3.
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Transceive Modifications for the Heath SB-300/SB-400 
Combination

BY WILLIAM M. BRELSFORD,*  K2INO/K3FXJ

aftbk using the Heath SB-400 transmitter 
ZX and the SB-300 companion receiver for a 

-L * short time, the author decided that a more 
convenient method of switching from transmit, 
to transceive operation would be helpful. Origi
nally, changing from one mode to the other re
quired changing a jumper cable inside the trans
mitter in addition to changing the setting of the 
function switch. This article describes a few sim
ple circuit modifications that enable the operator 
to change the. equipment from one mode to the 
other by using the function switch only. Provision 
is also made for transceive operation while using 
the transmitter v.f.o.

Transmitter Modification
In its original form, function switch FS2R 

was used to supply B plus to the v.f.o. (l.m.o.) 
and to the heterodyne oscillator in the transmit 
position. It also fed B plus to the receiver hetero
dyne oscillator-amplifier when in the transceive 
position. Function switch FS2F, on the same 
wafer with FS2R, was used to remove B plus from 
the carrier generator during transceive. In the, 
modification of Fig. 1, FS2R is used to select the 
l.m.o. from the transmitter, or from the receiver. 
The heterodyne oscillator and carrier generator 
switching is done with a double-pole double
throw toggle switch (¿>i) which has been added to 
t.he chassis (inside the cabinet) between the front 
panel and the heterodyne crystals. FS2F can be 
used to remove B plus from the l.m.o. during 
transceive, unless the receiver modification men
tioned later is also made.

First, the red wire connecting lugs 3 and 11 
of F82R is removed. The wires originally con
nected to FS2R are removed and connected as

follows: (1) Red wire from lug 8 connects to 
terminal 1 of jS’ia, (2) Red wire from lug 3 con
nects to terminal 2 of 8’ia, (3) White-violet, wire 
from lug 7 connects to terminal 3 of Sia, (4) Violet 
wire from lug 11 connects to pin 5 of Vy. Similar
ly, the wires connected to FS2F are removed 
and connected as follows: (1) Orange wire from 
lug 12 connects to terminal 4 of Sib, (2) White- 
yellow wire from lug 1 connects to terminal 5 of 
Sib- Terminal 6 of Sib is unused.

Next, connect coaxial cable (RG-174/U) to 
FS2R as follows: (1) From the receiver l.m.o. jack 
on the rear panel to lug 7, (2) From the bottom 
side of the mixer bandpass circuit board (con
necting to the bottom of the l.m.o. jack) to lug 
8, (3) From the l.m.o. (with R^ across the phono 
plug as before) to lug 11.

Receiver Modification
A second modification provides additional 

flexibility and convenience of operation. It 
(Continued on -page 1^6)

Fig. 2—Circuit modifications to the SB-300 receiver. 
Switch $2 is a small d.p.d.t. single-section 

phenolic rotary wafer switch.

10 \ 
REC. zq 
L.M.O. / I 
JACK V"

♦ Dept. of Statistics, The Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore, Maryland.

JACK 
ON CKT. 
SOARD

TRANS.
L.M.O.

REO o ra HET. OSC. COILS

REC. HET. OSC./AMR

CARRIER GEN.

’La ON REC.)
4, '

SB-400 transmitter. St has been added and is a d.p.d.t. 
toggle switch. The circuit shown in dotted lines is added 
only if the SB-300 receiver is modified as shown in Fig. 2.
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A PASSIVE LIMITER
BY GEORGE SCHLEICHER,*  W9NLT

An interesting audio limiter circuit 
using diode switching of resistive at
tenuators. It does not "slice the top 
off the signal" sharply the way sim
ple diode clippers do, and thus has 
relatively little effect on the band
width of a speech signal.

A
 limiter circuit can be constructed with, 

passive elements: the design of this one 
is such that it will not generate high-order 

harmonics and it need not be frequency sensitive 
in the audio range. The limiter uses a multi
plicity of T-section attenuators in tandem; each 
section is unusual in that a pair of diodes is 
connected in series with the shunt arm. The 
diodes function like switches that open in the 
absence of a potential but close when the voltage 
applied to any section of the attenuator rises 
to a predetermined level. The closing of the 
shunt path causes the loss of the attenuator sec
tion to increase to its design value. The switching 
action is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 —The basic limiter circuit. Closing Si increases the 
attenuation without changing the frequency-transmission 

characteristics. Si should close when Ln 
reaches a predetermined value.

As a result of the switching action each section 
of the attenuator will offer a small loss to the 
low-amplitude portion uf an electrical signal and 
a higher loss to amplitudes of higher level. The 
maximum loss of any attenuator section is gov
erned by its design. The maximum amount of 
compression that the limiter can provide is de
termined by loss of each attenuator section and 
the number of sections that are connected in 
tandem. Good results have been obtained by 
using ten or twelve sections in tandem, each 
section having a maximum loss of two or three 
decibels. The maximum amoimt of compression 
that will be realized from a limiter of this type 
will be equal to about half of the total loss of 
the attenuator sections.

When a voice signal is modified by limiting 
action there is necessarily a change in the har
monic relationships within the signal. Listening 
tests indicate that heavy limiting using a limiter 

* 1535 Dartmouth Lane, Deerfield, 111. G0015

of this type causes a voice signal to become 
somewhat “bassy," but tliis effect is hardly 
noticable if the voice signal has been limited to 
a bandwidth of only 3 kc. by means of a filter.

Diode Action
Solid-state diodes exhibit resistance in the for

ward conduction mode. This resistance can vary 
from a fairly high value (over 10,OLIO ohms) to 
less than 100 ohms. It will depend on the voltage 
across the diode and the materials of which the 
junction Is made. The materials also determine 
I he manner in which the diode will begin con
duction. For example, copper-oxide junctions be
gin conduction more slowly than germanium or 
silicon.

Design Principles
The characteristics of the diodes and the de

sign of the at tenuator sections should be com
plementary. The diode resistance when conduct
ing should be low enough to be negligible in 
the shunt, arm of the attenuator; in. the non
conducting mode it should be high enough to 
make the shunt appear as an open circuit.. Pairs 
of diodes are used so t hat the positive-going aud 
the negative-going portions of a wave will be 
similarly affected. The voltage at which the 
diodes begin conduction determines the range 
over which the limiter will be effective. The 
limiter circuit should be driven from a source 
having an impedance ut Least as high as the 
design impedance of the attenuator sections, 
and it should be terminated in a similar im
pedance. Since the diodes are connected in the

These scope pictures show the effect of limiting on wave
form. (A) Sine wave (765 cycles) before limiting; (B) 

Same signal after 8 db. of limiting.
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shunt arm of the attenuator the basic limiter 
design can be applied to both balanced and un
balanced (one side grounded) attenuators. The 
circuit described here uses imbalanced T sections 
for simplicity.

A Practical Circuit
Building a limiter of this kind can start with 

the acquisition of about two dozen diodes of a 
given type. Their forward resistance should be 
measured using an arrangement similar to that 
shown in. Fig. 2. Measurements should be made 
in increments of o.()5 or o.l volt starting at zero 
and continuing until the current tlirough the 
diode reaches its maximum rated value for the 
type of diode under test. A graph can then be 
drawn plotting junction voltage against resist
ance (resistance! is first computed by dividing 
the voltage by the resultant current). Fig. 3 
shows the kind of curves that result when differ
ent diodes are measured this way. Using the 
curve for the 1N34A as an example, it is evident 
that the resistance will drop to about 200 ohms

Fig. 3—Resistance of three types of diodes measured 
with the test circuit shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2-rTest setup for measuring diode resistance. Ri 
is a linear control.

and that there is a “knee” in the curve at a 
potential of 0.45 volts. The potential is significant 
because it corresponds to the input voltage at 
which limiting action is maximized. The diode

'The reriHtance measured in this way is a “d.c.” resis
tance, and while for higher accuracy in circuit design the 
dynamic resistance, should be determined, its measurement, 
is considerably more diflicult. The extra complication would 
nut be warranted unless it were necessary to know the exact 
attenuation at different voltage levels. 

resistance at the knee (250 to 300 ohms) is used 
in designing the attenuator sections.1 The shunt 
resistance used in the at tenuator should be about 
ten times the diode resistance at this point, or 
2700 ohms if the nearest standard resistor value 
is chosen.

Knowing that the shunt resistor will be 2700 
ohms and desiring a loss of about 2 db. in the 
attenuator leads to the conclusion that the 
characteristic impedance of the attenuator should 
be 72 ohms. (These conclusions arc arrived at 
through the help of the formulas given below.) 
The resulting limiter circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 
11 should be noted that between attenuator sec
tions t.he output series resistor of one section has 
been combined with input series resistor of the 
following section (72 j- 72 = 144 ohms). Again 
the nearest standard resistor value 1150 ohms) 
has been chosen for use in the circuit. The wave
form photographs show how compression changes 
the shape of a sine wave.

Fig. 4—(A) Practical circuit for a single section. (B) Cascaded sections; note that the 75-ohm series arm on the output 
side combines with the 75-ohm series arm on the input side to make the single value of 1 50 ohms between adjacent shunt 
arms. Half-watt resistors are satisfactory. In this circuit Ti is assumed to have a turns ratio such that the plate resistance 
of the preceding amplifier tube is transformed to a value of resistance that fs low compared with the characteristic 
impedance, 600 ohms, of the attenuator. Likewise, the input impedance of the device to which the limiter is connected is 
assumed to be high compared with 600 ohms. When this is not true, R; and Rz should be selected so that total input 

and output impedances are 600 ohms.
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Appendix
Attenuators are Iohs.v resistive networks. They 

are usually designed to have the same impedance 
at. their input and output terminals. Unbalanced 
attenuators are usually referred to as “T” or 
“tt” attenuators since these letters describe the 
circuit configuration. Their balanced counter
parts (for use in ungrounded circuits) are referred 
to as “H” or “O” attenuators.

(Inly four simple formulas are needed in de
signing T attenuators: they are as follows:

2.0 =

Zi

n = 0.5

150U".5)

, 0.5 . ,
loO — - oO ohms

■ solving for n

from (3)

Loss (expressed in db.) — 20 log । (1)
Gut

a = 1,0 (2)
tin

n. (the series resistor value ) = Z----- ~ (3)
1 + n

b (the shunt resistor value ) = Z------- (4) 
1 — ii-

(Z is the characteristic impedance of the at
tenuator).

As an example of the use of these formulas, 
assume that you are designing an attenuator of 
150 ohms impedance with a loss of 6 db.:

150 •—2__ 
(1 - 0.52)

150 —— = 200 ohms 
0.< 5

I from (4) 
j

A single attenuator section of 150 ohms imped
ance and 6 db. loss is shown in Fig. 5.

Some representative attenuator section values 
are shown below. They are included as an aid in 
designing limiters of the kind described here.

Fig. 5—Attenuator used as an example for calculation 
as described in the Appendix.

antilogarithm of 0.3 = 2.0 l slide rule 
I or log table

6 = 20 log 1__  

/ out 

/jn

6 í

' out 

Ln

from (1)

0,3 = log 1

I out
Â7

Loss, db.
1
2

4

a resistance
57.5

115.
171.
224.

b resistance
8500
4310
2840
2100

These values are based on an attenuator imped
ance of 1000 ohms. For other impedances the 
values should be increased or decreased propor
tionately. |q5FF—|

/ ont
■C

Stravs 3a
Navy MARS Slow-Scan TV Activity

Two weekly slow-scan TV nets have been estab
lished within the Navy MARS program. They meet 
on (>970 kc, nt 2200-2300 Sunday GMT (5:00 p.m, 
EST), and at 0300—(JlOU Wednesday GMT (10:00 
p.m. EST Tuesday, U.S. day). Participating at. the 
start «are stations in Duvall, Washington (N0AUX- 
W7FEN); Waldron, Indiana (N0YVC-W9NTP); 
and Boulder, Colorado (N0ZPJ-WA0NLQ). The 
primary purpose of the nets is to develop more 
widespread use of slow-scan which could add to the 
present Navy MARS emergency communication 
capability. Net activities will include dissemination of 
technical information on siow-sc.au TV and experi
mental activities aimed at optimizing this mode of 

communication. Navy MARS members desiring to 
participate should submit a request to their Navy 
MARS District Director via their Area Coordinator.

Some G00 amateurs aud 200 YLs from. 17 countries 
attended the International Ham Convention in 
Knokke, Belgium, September 12th through the IGth.

Technical meetings covered such varied subjects 
as meteor scatter and parametric amplifiers. The 
preredings of the conference and some interviews 
were transmitted via amateur TV on 435 Me. 
through special permission granted to ON4RT and 
ON4LP, members of the Amateur Rclevision Asso
ciation. DJ4ZC was presented the Comte Lippens 
Trophy for his work in launching a translator carry
ing balloon every Sunday, permitting tracking and 
scatter experiments.

The convention was sponsored by u group of 
Knokke amateurs, including 0N4UM, ON4IB, 
ON4LV and ONL-1322. (Thanks ON4BX)
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A 50-WATT

UNIVERSAL MODULATOR
BY DOUG DEMAW, WlCER *

B
efoke you point an accusing finger and ask, 
“Who needs an a.m. modulator?” consider 
for a moment that “ancient modulation,” 

as it is sometimes referred to by the s.s.b. gang, 
is still popular on v.h.f. and on 160 meters. Listen
ing in on these bands will convince the observer 
that a.m. hasn’t gone the way of hard-rubber tires 
and muzzle-loading rifles . . . yet. The use of 
a.m. is more popular on the v.h.f. bands than is 
s.s.b., although the latter has seen limited use 
on 6 and 2 meters for quite some time.

This article, then, is intended for those stalwart 
operators who still use a.m. and are interested in 
building a modern 50-watt modulator. Several 
features have been included in the circuit, making 
possible certain functions that are frequently 
overlooked in run-of-the-mill designs. Speech 
clipping and filtering is used. Control circuits 
enable the operator to choose between manual 
operation, push-to-talk, or fool-switch control 
when activating the transmitter and modulator. 
During c.w. operation, foot-switch control of 
the transmitter is still available to the operator 
by merely throwing the phone-c.w. switch on 
the modulator to the c.w. position. Jacks, which 
are located on the rear of the modulator chassis, 
make available the necessary connections for 
triggering external control circuits.

* Assistant Technical Editor, QST.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++♦ 
❖

J Some modern components and a few 
up-to-date circuit ideas are combined in < 
this general-purpose modulator. Speech 
clipping and filtering have been included ♦ 
in the design, permitting greater audio J 

<S> power for weak-signal work. A relay, ♦ 
J some switches, and three rear-chassis J 
♦ jacks make possible a variety of control- ♦ 

circuit combinations for activating the 
♦ equipment to be used with the modulator. 4 
♦ ♦ 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

An attempt was made to modernize the. modu
lator, physically, tliis being an important consid
eration if one is to have a modern-looking layout. 
With tliis end in mind, rocker-type switches, one 
red and one black, were used for a.c. and d.c. 
control of the power supply. To match the motif 
of the switches, rectangular pilot-lamp assem
blies were used as indicators. The meter is also of 
modern design.

Circuit Discussion
A high-impedance microphone is connected to 

■Ji, Fig. 1. The audio from the microphone is 
amplified by Fia- R.f. filtering has been added to 
Ilie input circuit of Fja and consists of a 33,000- 
olun resistor, in series with the lead from J\ to 
pin 2 of I' ia, and a 470-pf. capacitor from pin 2 to 
ground. This feature is especially helpful in keep
ing howls and squeals from appearing on the 
transmitted signal when r.f. is picked up on the 
microphone lead -. a common malady during 
operation on the higher frequencies. Additional 
r.f. filtering, consisting of a 1000-ohm resistor 
and a 470-pf. capacitor, has been added to the 
grid circuit of Fib.

After further amplification by Fib, the audio is 
clipped by CR\ and CRi. The amount of clipping 
is set by adjustment of Rt, the clipping-level 
control. The setting of R. determines the gain of 
t.he modulator after clipping takes place. Silicon 
diodes are used in the low-level clipper circuit 
and are biased with positive voltage from the 250- 
volt bus so that they will not conduct until a 
3-volt audio signal is applied to them.1 The higher 
the setting of Rt, the greater the amount of clip
ping. Audio harmonics generated by the clipper 
are filtered out by Lt and its associated bypass 
capacitors. The audio is amplified further by Vi 
and is then transformer-coupled to the grids of 
the modulator tubes, Fs and IT. Tt is a 1:3 inter
stage transformer and provides a voltage stepup 
to the grids of the Class ABj 7027As.

1 The value of may have to be changed from the 
specification given in Fig. 1 to secure the desired 3 volts. If 
so. the necessary value can be determined experimentally.
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The 7027A tubes were selected because they are 
designed for high-power, low-distortion audio 
work. Their characteristics are considerably 
better for audio titan those of like-power TV 
sweep tubes which could have been used. The 
screen voltage for the 7027As is regulated at 300 
volts by two 0A2s. A multi-match modulation 
transformer is used for I/ and permits the modu
lator to be matched to any one of a variety of 
Class C loads which might be encountered.

Although a Stancor P-6315 power transformer 
is used in the power-supply section of the modu
lator, an old TV-set transformer could be substi
tuted for Ti. Most TV sets use transformers of 
similar specifications and these will do a good 
job. The rest of the power supply is of common 
design, so a detailed description will not be given. 
Bias is developed by borrowing a small amount 
of a.c. voltage from one side of the secondary 
winding of Ta, through a 0.02-juf. capacitor, and 
rectifying it. through CRj. Approximately 30 
volts, negative, is needed at the 7027A grids to 
establish the correct operating conditions. If the 
builder prefers to have adjustable bias a 100,000- 
ohm, 2-watt control can be installed in place of 
fQ, and the bias voltage taken from the arm 
of the control.

Because silicon rectifiers are used for 
through Cllfi, and because capacitor-input filter
ing is employed, the power supply delivers ap
proximately 150 volts. A 600-volt capacitor is 
used at Cj to allow adequate safety margin for 
the surge voltage of the supply.

Rectified voltage from CTQ is used to operate 
relay Ki. Contacts break the center-tap connec
tion of 7’3, thus turning the supply on and off. 
The relay can be manually activated by 1S4 when 
»S3 is in the manual position. When 6'3 is in the 
p.T.T. position, Ki can be controlled by the 
microphone switch or by a foot switch con
nected to J5, when »S’? is turned to the c.w. posi
tion the foot switch can be employed to activate 
the control circuits of the r.f. deck and the an
tenna relay by using it to short circuit ./4’s con
trol line. On c.w., the secondary winding of is 
switched out of the B-plus line at ./a, by Ssb- 
A spare set of relay contacts, Kib, connected to 
Je can be used to control other external devices, 
should the need arise.

Building the Modulator
The general layout is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

A 10 X 17 X 3-inch aluminum chassis serves as 
a foundation for the modulator. A 7-inch alumi
num rack panel is made fast to the chassis by 
attaching it with a pair of steel chassis brackets. 
The brackets give added rigidity to the chassis 
— a necessity because of the heavy transformers 
used.

»Square holes for mounting and Tj were cut 
in the chassis with a hand nibbling tool. A saber 
saw or keyhole saw would work just as well. The 
holes for the rocker switches and the indicator 
lamps were made in the panel and chassis by first 
drilling numerous small holes around the desired 
cut-out area, knocking the resulting slug out of
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Fig. 2—A look at the top of the modulator chassis. The 
power supply is located on the right, the speech amplifier 
tubes are at the upper left, and the modulation transformer 
is at the lower left. The control relay, Ki, is at the center of 

the chassis, just behind the meter.

the metal, and then tiling the holes to size. If a 
2,Il-inch punch is not available for making the 
meter hole in the panel, a fly cutter can be used. 
If neither tool is available, the system used for 
cutting the switch and pilot-light holes can be 
employed.

Some Final Comments
The plate-to-plate load impedance for the 

modulator tubes is 6600 ohms with the voltages 
used. Once the load into which the modulator 
is to work has been determined, the matching 
sheet which is supplied with the modulation 
transformer can be consulted for the correct, 
primary and secondary connections.

Because of the resistance and capacitance val
ues used in t.he speech-amplifier stages of the 
modulator, and because of the characteristics of 
the dipper-filter, the audio response is reasonably 
fiat from 300 to 3000 c.p.s., falling off rapidly 
above and below that range. This feature will 
help to keep the on-the-air signal narrow and 
clean.

The amount of clipping used will be pretty 
much the choice of the operator. Between 6 and 

I LI decibels of clipping seems best, for the author's 
voice. Others may prefer to dip as much as 12 or 
15 decibels. The more clipping that is used, the 
bassier the audio will seem to be, at times impair
ing the readability of the signal. By setting Ri far 
in a counter-clockwise position and advancing 
R« for uear-muximum gain, the clipper will be 
effectively disabled. An oscilloscope is useful for 
determining the various settings of Ri and Ri 
that will be desired by the operator. These set- 
things can ba logged for future use.

The idling current of the modulator output 
tubes is approximately Tl milliamperes. The 
maximum plate current on voice peaks should, 
not exceed 200 ma. Because of the typo of bias 
circuit used with this modulator, overdriving the 
7027As will result in an increase in bias which 
will in turn reduce the plate current of the modu
lator. This condition will be readily apparent, if 
the operator observes the plate-current meter. 
The increase in bias results from the How of grid 
current when the 7027As are driven too hard. The 
added bias charges Cs beyond its normal-30-volt 
level and causes the plate current to diminish. 
This change is particularly evident when the 
operator ceases to talk into the microphone, 
when the plate current will slowly return to the 
normal no-signal value as C*  discharges back to 
its -30-volt level. This bias quirk serves as a con
venient built-in over-drive indicator.

The microphone connector, J1, can be selected 
to match the user's microphone plug. Any 3-ter- 
minal type will be satisfactory if push-to-talk 
operation is desired.

A word of caution: Do not. attempt to operate 
the modulator without a proper load. The author 
wired T? for a -1000-ohm secondary impedance 
and used two 2000-ohm, 25-watt power resistors, 
series-connected, for a dummy load during test
ing. The load was connected between J2 and Ju.
Operating without a secondary load can destroy 
the modulation transformer.

If you’re an ‘‘ancient-modulation” enthusiast, 
this 50-watt. modulator might, be just right for 
that 100-watt r.f. strip you’ve been planning to 
build. If not, you may get some circuit ideas from 
this article. Whatever the case, a.m. is here to 
stay for a while, at least, and this unit is capable 

of giving you a clean audio signal 
and plenty of control-circuit flexi
bility for use in a modern a.m.-c.w. 
station.

Fig. 3—A bottom-chassis view of the 50- 
watt modulator. The power supply section 
is at the left, the speech amplifier and 
clipper circuits are at the upper right, and 
the terminal block of the modulation trans
former is at the lower right. The phone-c.w. 
switch is visible at the top center of the 

chassis, just above the relay socket.
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Some Jlotes on. 

the Operation, 

of Jladial-'Beam 

Jetrod.es

Panel controls, from left to right are, plate band switch, 
output tuning capacitor (above) and loading control 
(below), input band switch, and a.l.c. biasing potentio
meter. This view also shows the tube plate connections.

Evolution of a
Grounded-Grid Amplifier

BY WAYNE W. COOPER,*  K4ZZV/W6EWC

w * really simplified approach to building a 
ZX linear amplifier is to use a grounded-grid 

-l circuit. All that is needed are tubes, a 
tank circuit, and a power supply,” it has been 
said, and some commercial and ham-built ampli
fiers use this concept. However, not all types of 
tetrodes lend themselves to such cavalier treat
ment.

The amplifier shown in the photographs was 
designed around a pair of 40X300A tetrodes, 
although the general principles to be discussed 
will apply equally to other tubes of this family, 
such as the 4X250 and 1X150, or their OX 
counter-parts. Tubes in this series were selected 
because they are small, rugged, and are often 
reasonably priced on the “new surplus” market. 
They also have the advantage of a cathode not 
connected to the heater, and therefore they can 
be used in the grounded-grid configuration with
out the need for filament chokes or a low- 
capacitance heater transformer.

*9302 N.W. 2nd Place, Miami Shores, Florida 33150.

However, they cannot be used as high-M zero
bias triodes, with the control grid and screen tied 
together and grounded, as can some other types, 
because the control grid tends to hog most of the 
drive and its dissipation ratings are exceeded 
long before rated output is achieved.1 This condi- 

1 Welch, Technical Correspondence, QST, April, 1959. 
p. 46.

The completed amplifier (inverted) with shielding In place.

Although grounded-grid operation has its virtues, the author points out that the simplicity 
popularly associated u'ith this type of circuit may not altvays be one of them. He discusses 
some of the problems involved in the design of his own amplifier
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Ci, C?>—Two 0.01-¿if. mica capacitors in 
parallel.

C2—Mica, see table for value,
C4, Cs—Mica.
C5—TransmitHng-type mica (Cornell-

Dubilier type 9H).
Ce—Disk ceramic, 6000 volts.
C7—Fixed air capacitor, see text for con

struction.
C9—3000-volt variable, see text.
Cio-Cis, incl.—Capacitances made up of 

100-pf. 5000-volt ceramic ca
pacitors (Centralab 858S-100N) 
in parallel as required. See text.

Ch—Receiving-type variable (National 
TMS-300, Hammarlund MC- 
325, or similar).

Cj5—Air trimmer.
Cie-Cid, inch—Feedthrough capacitor. 

Used between amplifier and 
power-supply chassis.

Ji, Je—Chassis-mounting coaxial recep
tacle.

J2, -fat Ji—Closed-circuit ¡ack.
J,-—R.F. type phono ¡ack.
Ki—D.p.d.t. 24-volt d.c. relay (Jennings 

RB-3, Guardian 1200-2C-24A, or 
similar).

Ki—Similarto Kj,s.p.d.t.
U, L-2—See table and text.
Mi, M2—D.c. milliammeter, see text in 

reference to M2.
Pi, Ps—Headphone plug.
Ri —Linear control.
RFCr—R.f. choke from ART-13, replace

ment for choke in 32V, or Raypar 
RL-100.

Si—Two-section, four-pole 5-position ce
ramic rotary switch. (Centralab 
2515), poles and corresponding- 
position contacts connected in 
parallel on each wafer.

$2—Replacement switch for HT-33, see 
text.

Fig. 1—R.f. and control circuitry of K4ZZV’s grounded-grid amplifier. Except as indicated otherwise in the diagram, 
or listed at the left, fixed capacitors of decimal value are disk ceramic, 1000 volts.



lion can be avoided by grounding both elements 
for r.f. through bypass capacitors, but operating 
them, at their normal d.c. potentials. Tliis was 
not considered to offer any serious problem.

Since experience seemed to indicate that the 
pair of tubes would show an input impedance in 
the vicinity of 50 ohms, the amplifier was fed 
directly with RG-S/U coax line.

Upon completion of the construction, initial 
tests were made using 2500 volts on the plate, 
regulated 360 volts on the screen, — 55 volts of 
bias on the grid, and a two-tone input signal. 
Everything seemed to be working fine until oper
ation was carried down to 15 meters. On this 
band, r.f. feedback caused very unstable opera
tion. In the simple input coupling system being 
used, the tube, output tank, and excitation 
source are in series. The r.f. output current has 
to return to cathode through the exciter output 
coupling system and the coax line. Although the 
line was shorter than the li2U wave-length usu
ally considered permissible, the reaction was 
there. And then, too, the exciter output circuit 
was not designed to carry the additional r.f. 
current, some 2 amperes in this case. A quarter
wave line could have been used, but this would 
have meant a separate line for each band, and 
switching five lines doesn’t lend much to rapid 
band changing.

There went the first, simplification. A timed 
circuit had to be added. Now, the excitation 
voltage is developed across this input circuit, 
and the return current is confined to a short 
direct path within the amplifier itself. Very- 
high-U input tanks are used. These are pretimed 
to the center of each band with the aid of a grid
dip oscillator. They work very well across the 
phone portions of the bands without readjust
ment. The fly-wheel effect of these tanks also 
improves the regulation of the driving signal, 
reducing the distortion that is likely to occur, 
because of changes in amplifier input impedance 
over the driving cycle, when a simple random 
length of coax is used to feed the amplifier.2 *

The next problem to be encountered was to 
find that the amplifier was not linear out. to the 
required 500 ma. of plate current. On bringing 
up the drive, a knee appeared in the scope
2 Orr, Rinaudo, Sutherland, “The Grounded-Grid

Linear Amplifier, QST, August, 1961.

trapezoid pattern3 at about 375 ma. with opti
mum loading. When the loading was increased
so that the output dropped 20 per cent, the
knee was pushed out to 400 ma.

Super-cathode drive4 was then tried. In its 
simplest form, tliis arrangement is the same as 
the high-^ zero-bias triode connection mentioned 
earlier, but with the grid tapped up from ground 
on the input tank. This reduces the drive to the 
grid, while maintaining full drive to the screen. 
The tap can be adjusted to limit the drive to a 
level that will keep the grid dissipation within 
rating. To assure tliis, the tap was placed far 
enough up on the input coil so that the grid cur
rent would not exceed the rated Class C value 
with full drive applied.

With this modification it was found that the 
amplifier could now be driven to a plate current 
of 600 ma. before flaUtopping. However, con
siderably more drive was required for full output. 
Drive requirements were reduced to a more 
reasonable level by the use of a small amount of 
screen voltage. This also required some grid bias 
to place the operating point at the most linear 
portion of the tube curve. The slight concavity 
in the trapezoid pattern that had appeared un- 
currected with the zero-bias connection was also 
rectified by the introduction of a suitable value 
of grid bias.

Circuit
The final circuit that emerged from these tests 

is shown in Fig. 1. The high-C input tank circuits 
are selected, according to the band in use, by the 
double-pole switch Si- A band-switching pi 
network is used in the output, circuit. The 
amplifier is switched in and out by relays Ki 
and Kt. A second pole on Ki (Kib) switches 
the amplifier grid to cutoff bias to let things cool 
down on standby and it also eliminates diode 
noise while receiving.

Provision is made for metering grid current, 
screen current and cathode current. A system of 
plugs and jacks is used to make connections to

3 In this instance, the trapezoid pattern, is used to check 
plate linearity only. It will not indicate possible distortion 
of the driver signal by nonlinear loading of the input circuit 
caused by changes in amplifier input impedance over the 
driving cycle.

4 Single Sideband Principles, Pappenfus, Bruene and 
Schoenike» pp. 159, 193. McGraw Hill*

This view shows the metering jacks, and 
the construction of the a.I.c. coupling 

capacitor C7.
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Fig. 2—Bias and relay-power circuits. 
Capacitances are in ^f.; resistances are 
in ohms. Capacitors of decimal value 
are disk ceramic; others are electro
lytic. Diodes are 400 p.r.v., 750 ma.

Bi—75 c.f.m. blower.
Ra—Wire-wound control.
I;—Power transformer: 96 volts, r.m.s., 

40 ma.; 6.3 volts 6 amperes 
(Merit P-3044).

Ta—25.2-volt 1 -ampere filament trans
former (Merit P-2962).

the two meters, which are mounted on the panel, 
but exterior to the amplifier enclosure. A 500-ma. 
meter is used to measure cathode current. The 
other meter has a 150-ma. scale, and may be 
plugged in to read either grid current or screen 
current. The zero-set screw of this meter is 
adjusted to give a deflection of 20 ma. with no 
current flowing through it. This is to take care of 
reverse screen current, which is normal under 
certain conditions.

Relay-voltage and low-impedance adjustable 
bias supplies are built into the amplifier unit. 
The circuits of these supplies arc shown in Fig. 2. 
Other supplies (105 volts regulated for the 
screens, and 2500 volts for the plates) are exter
nal. A VR-105 is used in the screen supply, and 
its series resistor is adjusted for a VR-tube cur
rent of 40 ma. without load.

Included also is an automatic load-control 
circuit. A small amount of r.f. is coupled out of 
the output circuit, rectified by CRi, and fed 
back to the a.l.c. input of the exciter. The a.l.c. 
adjustment potentiometer, Rt, applies reverse 
bias to the diode to control the amplitude of the 
a.l.c. signal.

Construction
While it is probable that not many will want 

to duplicate the amplifier shown in the photo
graphs in all mechanical details, constructional 
points will be reviewed briefly. The tubes and 
input-circuit components are mounted on and in 
a 4 X 6 X 3-inch aluminum chassis which is 
mounted from the 7 X 19 X i fs-inch panel on 
spacers. One side of the chassis is cut out to fit 
t.he exhaust flue of the blower.

A 7 X 7 X 2-inch chassis accommodates the 
relays and components of the bias and relay 
supplies. The components of the pi network are 
mounted on a L-shaped subpanel attached to the 
amplifier-tube chassis and to the panel, using 
spacers about 2 inches long for the latter.

Copper strip is used for connections in the 
output circuit. Referring to the photographs, one 
end of a wide strip joins the two wrap-around 

anode clamps. The other end of this strip goes 
to the top end of the plate-circuit r.f. choke, 
RFC\. A narrower (JX-inch) strip attached to the 
same terminal of the choke supports one side of 
t he blocking capacitor Cg. The other end of the 
capacitor is supported by a short .Vg-inch-wide 
strip attached to a 2-inch ceramic pillar. Capaci
tor Ct is formed by attaching a length of 
J »¡-inch strip to the top of a ceramic feedthrough 
insulator mounted in the power-supply chassis, 
immediately below C's. The strip is bent so that 
5-4 inch of its length runs parallel to the capacitor- 
to-pillar lead, and spaced H inch from it. The 
lower terminal of the feedthrough insulator is 
connected to Cs which is mounted inside the 
chassis. The 2-inch ceramic pillar also serves as 
a tie point for the tank coil and tuning capaci
tor Cg.

The vacuum capacitor, plate band switch, and 
the fixed loading capacitors are mounted on a 
subpanel. There is a total of 12 fixed capacitors, 
each having a capacitance of 100 pf. Units are 
strapped in parallel, as necessary, to provide 
the capacitance values shown in the circuit 
diagram. Variable capacitors Cu and C'is are

Rear view showing the general layout of components. 
Bandswitch connections to the fixed output capacitors 

may be seen at the lower left.
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mounted on a side apron of the power-supply 
chassis. The latter may be adjusted with a 
screwdriver from the rear.

The plate band switch, 6'2, was salvaged from 
an HT-33. 11 exactly filled the bill for the author, 
but those who wish to build a similar amplifier 
may have to improvise if they can't dig up 
something similar. A heavy-duty switch, such as 
one of the new Millen units,6 might be used for 
the coil. It is not strictly necessary that this 
switch be progressively shorting. If a nonshorting 
switch is used, the arm should be connected 
to the output end of the coil, and the contacts to 
the taps in conventional fashion. A smaller 
progressively-shorting switch, such as the Centra
lab P1SD ceramic wafer with matching index 
assembly, should be adequate for switching the 
fixed loading capacitors.

The tuning capacitor (C'g) in the photographs is 
a vacuum unit (similar in ratings to the Jennings 
UCSF-500) having a maximum capacitance of 
450 pf. However, the capacitance needed to tune 
to the 75-meter band with the coil inductance 
specified for Ln is approximately 250 pf. If space 
is available, a standard air variable having a 
maximum capacitance of this value (such as the 
Johnson 154-9) should be suitable.

Table of Tuned-Circuit Values
Band *2 L, — turns L¿ — yh.
4 Me. 0.01 Mf. 5 8
7 Me. 0.0047 Mf. 4 4
14 Me. 0.0027 Mf. 2 2
21 Me. 0.0011 Mf. 2 1.25
28 Me. 620 pf. 2 1
See text for other details.

Coils
The input coils are wound on a form inch 

in diameter, using No. 14 wire. After removing 
each coil from the form, the proper fixed capacitor 
should be soldered directly across the coil. The 
spacing of coil turns should then be adjusted 
until a grid-dip meter indicates resonance at the 
center of the desired operating range. These coils 
are supported between the switch terminals and 
a common tie point.

The pi-network coil was wound with No. 8 
wire on a mandrel tapering from 3 inches o.d. 
to 2 If inches to give a better form factor on the 
higher-frequency bands. A few extra turns were 
wound on the form at the start. After guesstimat
ing the spacing, a grid-dip meter, a fixed capaci
tor of known value, aud an LC chart were used 
to locate the taps to give the inductance values 
shown in the table. In this instance, the coil has 
a total of 16 turns, with taps at 5, 9, 10/4 arid 
12 turns from the output end, the large-diameter 
end of the coil being the output end. If preferred, 
heavy-duty variable-pitch coil stock may be 
substituted, using the same method to determine 
the. tap positions.

6 New Apparatus, Q8T, July, 1966. p. 29.

Bottom view showing the coil taps, variable output capaci
tor and the scope coupling capacitor. The input band 
switch and input-circuit components are assembled inside 

the small amplifier-tube chassis, bottom center.

The tap leads are of /¿-inch copper ribbon. 
After soldering these leads to the coil, the whole 
assembly was silver-plated to give it a “com
mercial” appearance. All other copper connecting 
strips and clamps were given the same treatment.

Adjustment
The general objectives in adjustment are to set 

the grid tap on the input circuit, at a point that 
will limit the grid dissipation to within rating, 
use sufficient screen voltage to reduce the driving- 
power requirement to a reasonable value, and 
adjust the grid bias for best linearity. These 
adjustments are not entirely independent of each 
other, or in respect to loading, and considerable 
time was required to arrive at the combination 
that was finally used. In the amplifier described, 
the grid is tapped down from the cathode about 

1 / of the total number of turns in the input coil 
for each band. Screen voltage is regulated at 105 
volts, while the bias is set at approximately — 10 
volts. The adjustment of bias is rather critical. 
A few per cent either way can bring the distortion 
products up fast. The scope may be left con
nected for on-the-air monitoring. These adjust
ments resulted in a grid current of 10 ma. when 
the amplifier is driven with a two-tone test signal 
to a point just below flat-topping - plate cur
rent about 600 ma. The zero-signal current is 
about 225 ma. Methods of checking overall 
linearity and distortion are covered in the 
A.R.R.L. Handbook and will not be repeated 
here.

The a.l.c. control should be adjusted to bias 
off the a.l.c. diode until the amplifier is fully 
loaded. Then the bias should be backed off until 
the cathode meter kicks up to peaks of about 
350 ma. on average speech. IQST—j

SWITCH
TO SAFETY!
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and Gadgets
A V.h.f. Lazy-H Antenna

An Attic Array For Cliff Dwellers

G
etting an indoor antenna to perform satis- 
_ fuctorily is not always easy. Certain sacri

fices will result from any attempt to install 
an indoor antenna. Yet, by taking advantage of 

broadband antennas and effecting the best pos
sible impedance match to them, worthwhile 
results can be secured from an “attic special.”

The 2-meter Lazy II described in this article, 
is an old standby which should bring back a few 
nostalgic memories to 10- and 20-meter operators 
who have dabbled with combinations such as 
this. The entire system, including 40 feet, of 300- 
ohm ribbon line, cost, the author less than two 
dollars. It took about 45 minutes to cut. the wire 
to length, tack the system to the attic wall, and 
adjust the matching transformer for an s.w.r. 
of 1:1. At, optimum efficiency this antenna 
theoretically should be capable of a maximum 
gain (bidirectional) of about 5.9 decibels. The 
overall efficiency will be governed by the place
ment of the array with respect to house wiring, 
water pipes, gutters and downspouts. The an
tenna should be kept as far away from such things 
as possible, to lessen the chance of pattern dis
tortion, detuning effects, and absorption of the 
signal.

Of any number of simple indoor antennas tried 
for operation ou 6 and 2 meters, the Lazy-II 
has been superior to all others used.

Making The Antenna
A 10-foot length of a.c. zip cord was used for 

the W1CER Lazy-H. The cord was split at one 
end and the two conductors were pulled apart, 
making two 10-foot lengths of insulated wire. 
Each wire was pinned to a length of 115.5 inches 
and pinned to the attic wall in the configuration 
shown in Fig. 1, so that their center sections 
B-B, crossed. A piece of cardboard, SM inches 
square, was used as a spacer at. the point where 
the two are transposed, permitting uniform 
spacing to be maintained between the phasing 
line. The insulation was stripped from the wires 
at the points marked A', permitting the match
ing transformer to be soldered into place. The 
matching transformer was fasluoned from a 
20-inch length of 450-ohm open-wire line.

Tuneup
A Transmatch1 is used at the author's station 

for coupling the v.h.f. equipment to the 300-ohm 
i The Radio Amateur’s V JI .F, Manual, pp. 188-189. 

transmission lines which feed the antennas. Initial 
tests were made by terminating the transmission 
line with a 300-ohm iioninductive resistor and 
applying a few watts of transmitter output power 
to the line through an s.w.r. bridge. The Trans- 
match was adjusted for a 1:1 s.w.r. reading and 
the dial settings were noted on paper. Next, the 
terminating resistor was removed and that end of 
the feed line was tapped along Ti, experimentally, 
until a I ;1 match was obtained at the same set,ting 
of the Transmatch controls that gave a 1:1 
match with the 300-ohm termination. The dimen
sions given in Fig. 1 should be well within the 
“ball park” and should provide a close match at 
145 Mc. The matching transformer should be 
adjusted for your favorite portion of the band. 
Frequency excursions to other parts of the band 
will be possible, but the s.w.r. will rise somewhat 
as you depart from the part of the band to which 
T। has been tuned. The Transmatch will permit 
matching the transmitter to the line and will 
disguise the slight mismatch at “off” frequencies, 
enabling the transmitter to load up normally. 
If coax line is preferred, a balun transformer1 
can be attached to Ti in place of the 300-ohm 
transmission line after the system has been 
tuned as just described. This will permit the use 
of 75-ohm coaxial line, if desired.

Performance
Since the Lazy-H is a bidirectional array, 

it should be oriented for maximum radiation in 
.your favorite direction. In the author's ease, 
north-south directivity was desired so the array 

(Continued on page 150)

A « 38.5 INCHES
B » 38.5 INCHES
Tt« 20 INCHES

SPACING BETWEEN
POINTS “X" « S'/z INCHES.

Fig. 1—Dimensions for the 2-meter Lazy-H antenna. 
Make certain that the center sections, B, are transposed 

as shown.
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Break-In Monitoring
with the HA-1

Simple MuterIMonitor Switch

Using Transistors

BY DOYLE D. THOMPSON,*  W4PLL

1 nyone owning a Hallicrafters HA-1 electronic 
key can quite easily add circuitry that 

X A. mute ¿he receiver and feed the signal 
from the built-in side-tone oscillator of the HA-1 
to the headphones.

The circuit of the system is shown in Fig. 1. 
The side-tone oscillator signal is fed to Qb while 
the receiver output signal is fed to Qi. The two 
transistors have a common collector resistor, R\, 
across which the headphones are coupled.

With the key open, the back contacts of the 
keying relay of the II A-l (Ki) close the emitter cir
cuit of Qi, and the receiver output signal is heard 
in the headphones. When the key is closed, the 
emitter circuit of Qi is opened, muting the receiver 
output. Simultaneously, the sidetone oscillator 
is keyed, and its signal is heard in the headphones.

Construction
The transistor switch unit was constructed on a 

copper-clad board of 3 by LM inches, using 
“homemade” techniques, as can be seen in the 
photographs. This type of printed-circuit work 
*3213 London Hoad, Greensboro, N. C. 27405.

can be easily accomplished using any of the 
existing kits that are listed in most catalogs. The 
circuit was first drawn up on paper. The paper 
was taped to the copper-clad board while a small 
drill was used to drill holes for component mount
ing. After the holes were drilled, the board was 
polished with steel wool to remove any burrs 
around the holes. The circuit was then drawn on 
the copper, using a liquid resistant. (I have since 
found that tape markings make a much better- 
looking job.)

When the drawing was completed, the board 
was placed in a small plastic tray and covered 
with the etching solution. After the proper length 
of time, the board was removed from the solution 
and washed thoroughly. Be sure to examine the 
board to see that all excess copper has been 
etched away before the resistant is buffed off 
the copper with steel wool. This leaves a bright 
printed-circuit board.

The components were mounted on the board 
by passing the terminal wires through the drilled 
holes. All components were placed on the side 
opposite the copper, of course. When soldering
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Fig. 1 —Circuit of the break-in switching 
adapter for the HA-1 electronic keyer. 
Capacitances are in gf.; resistances are in 
ohms. Capacitors with polarity indicators are electrolytic; 
others are disk ceramic or Mylar. Resistors are ’/2-watt. 
PA Is a plug to fit the receiver headphone jack. Qi, Q2 
and are referred to in the text. Other component 
labels refer to the original HA-1 circuit diagram. See text 

for terminal connectors.

(P() (?}

0
RCVR. 

HEADPHONE
JACKTO TRANSM.

KEYING

1 
t

be sure to use a small soldering iron, as too much 
heat will cause the copper to pull away from the 
board. Heatsinks should be used on the transistor 
leads while they are being soldered to the board. 
(Small alligator clips work well.) The circuit is 
also adaptable to conventional wiring, but even 
inexperienced hands should have no difficulty 
with the simple printed-circuit work involved 
here.

A small aluminum bracket was made up to 
mount the circuit board on the rear of the keyer 
chassis. The nuts holding the balance and weight 
controls were removed from the keyer chassis 
and the bracket mounted by sliding it over the 
two control shafts and replacing the nuts. This 
can be seen in tlie photographs. A “step” was 
formed in the bracket to space tlie board a half 
inch or so away from the HA-1 chassis to avoid 
interference with components inside the cabinet, 
and to keep the transistors away from the 
heat of the keyer tubes. A small notch was filed 
in the rear corner of the keyer chassis (above the 

ground terminal) to provide a passage for wires 
connecting the board to the keyer.

Keyer Modification
The HA-1 keyer must be modified slightly, as 

follows, to accommodate the added circuitry:
I) You will find a yellow wire running from 

the output transformer to the headphone jack. 
Disconnect this lead from the jack and reroute 
it to Terminal 6 of control outlet S0\. (Leave the 
speaker wire connected to Terminal 6,)

2) Remove the 47-ohm resistor if31 from the 
headphone jack. This resistor is no longer needed, 
as the speaker will be a permanent load for the 
transformer

3) Unsolder the remaining wire from the 
headphone jack and transfer it to the other (now 
vacant) terminal of the jack. This will connect 
the “tip” terminal of the headphone jack to 
Terminal 7 on SOj.

4) Remove and discard the wire running from 
Terminal 3 of SOi to Terminal 5 of the Ki relay 

socket.
5) Place a 270,000-ohm re

sistor between Terminals 1 and 3 
of the UA2 (Us) socket.1

1 Tube-base diagrams indicate an 
internal connection to Pin 3 of the 0A2. 
Investigation shows that this pin is not 
connected to either of the two tube ele
ments. However, a lead from this pin 
does extend into the gas-idled envelope. 
While no trouble has been experienced 
by using the pin as a tie point in this 
application where the voltage intro
duced at the pin is a matter of only a few 
volts, it is probable that this connection 
in other applications involving higher 
voltage might cause ionization troubles.

The break-in adapter is mounted at 
the rear of the HA-1 chassis by means 
of a bracket fastened underthe mount

ing nuts of the balance and 
weight controls.
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Copper side of the circuit board. Notice the step in the bracket which spaces the board away from the HA-1 chassis.

6) Be sure to remove the jumper from Termi
nals 6 and 7 on the keyer control plug Pt-

After modification, no external connections 
should be made to Terminals 4, 6 or 7, on the 
control plug.

When the board has been mounted on the 
HA-1 chassis, the numbered board terminals, 
shown in Fig. 1, should be connected to similarly- 
numbered pins of socket Sth in the HA-1. Board 
Terminal X should be connected to Pin 3 of 
t.he 0A2(Ts) socket. Connections I, 2 and 3 to 
the receiver headphone plug, Pa, and to the 
transmitter keying terminals are made to the 
similarly-numbered pins of plug Pt of the HA-1. 
Thus, all external connections may be removed 
by unplugging Pt- Transmitter keyer circuits 
will remain unchanged, as will the key-lever con
nections.

While I had the chassis out of the cabinet, I 
added a 50-^1'. electrolytic capacitor from Pin 1 
of the 0A2 socket to ground. This is not really 
part of the modification, hut the capacitor was 
needed to clear up some a.c. modulation on 
the keyer tone. Over the keyer speaker, this 
modulation is not objectionable but, when 
listening with headphones, it becomes annoying. 
In my keyer, a Sprague TV A 1414 capacitor 
worked well.

The keyer must be operated with the mercury 
relay Kt in a vertical position: therefore turn 
the keyer chassis upright. Plug in the headphones, 
control plug and key lever. If everything is 
correctly wired, you will hear your receiver audio 
in the headphones when power is turned on. 
When the key is operated, the keyer tone will be
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heard in the headphones. Volume of the tone is 
adjusted by the keyer volume control. Receiver 
volume is controlled by the receiver controls. Do 
not run the receiver volume too high, or the 
transistor stage may limit, causing distortion.

With a t.r. switch, grid-block keying, and the 
modified keyer, you are ready for the rewarding 
experience of full break-in operation. The a.g.c. 
characteristics of the receiver will govern the 
speed of receiver recovery. The receiver a.g.c. 
switch should always be placed in the fast posi
tion, which allows between-dot listening when 
sending at fair speeds. At speeds ranging to the 
fastest available on the keyer, you can still hear 
the other station when he touches his key.

This unit could be used with other relay-type 
keyers. Different transistors with the same 
specifications, such as the RCA SK3011, could 
also be used, as the circuit is not critical.

Two modifications were made after the pictures 
were taken. A 0.004-Mf. capacitor was added from 
collector to ground to clear up faulty switching 
caused by r.f. picked up on the headphone leads, 
when running high power. In the first unit con
structed, the Q*  emitter resistor had a capacitor 
in parallel with it. It was found that removal of 
this capacitor softened the switching of Qo. This 
change lowered the gain of the stage somewhat, 
but this is not a problem as the level is still 
sufficient for the headphones. These modifications 
are included in Fig. 1

The transistor switch unit has given an excel
lent account of itself since it was first put in use 
early in 1963. For the little time and effort it takes 
to construct, why not try full BK for the added 
enjoyment it gives to c.w. operation? ¡QBT- ]
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MORE
More Audio for this

MODIFICATIONS Handi-Talkie

FOR THE

KNIGHT C-100

BY ROBERT D. STREETER, W9IQI

Adding a miniature transformer to the 
circuit hoard of this handi-talkie results 
in improved transmitting readability 
because of increased modulation per
centage.

T
he Knight C-100 handi-talkie kit is a very 
economical unit which delivers good per
formance. It can be used in the 10-meter 
band by merely changing the FA-5 crystal and 

slightly retuning the inductors.* 1 Owners of the 
C-100 have no doubt noticed that the unit is 
low in modulation percentage when transmit
ting. As two units become farther apart during 
operation, understandable voice communication 
diminishes rapidly, although the silencing of 
superregeneration hiss, brought about by the 
carrier from the other unit, is still quite notice
able. This article describes a modification to the 
C-100 which is easy to do, costs very little money, 
and will greatly improve the modulation of the 
transceiver.

The problem appears to be caused by the lack 
of output voltage from the microphone—the 
speaker becomes the microphone during transmit 
— and does not provide enough audio voltage to 
drive the speech stages. This lack of audio limits 
the percentage of modulation.

Changing the Circuit
It is inconvenient to modify the existing audio 

stages to produce higher output. Adding another 
audio stage would also be inconvenient. The 
circuit change should affect only the transmitted 
signal — not the operation of the unit during 
receive. It was found that a step-up transformer 
could be added between the speaker and the 
audio-amplifier section which brought about a 
very noticeable increase in talk power of the 
C-100. The transformer is used during transmit 
only, requiring that transmit-receive switch 
circuitry be rearranged slightly.

The kit should first be wired according to the 
instruction book, then adjusted for normal opera
tion. Next, disassemble the C-100 so that you 
can get to the foil side of the circuit board. This 
operation will require the removal of the antenna, 
the front cover, the speaker, and the printed- 
circuit board. Turn the circuit board toward you 
so that the foil side is facing up and so that the 
switch is on your left. The foil pattern of the 
unmodified circuit board (switch area) is shown 
in Fig. 1, at A. In Fig. IB, the same pattern is 
shown but with some areas of the copper cut 
away. This modification should be duplicated, 
using a sharp knife to remove t he unwanted cop
per. The areas to be removed are labeled 1, 2, 3, 
and 4. ¿After the copper has been cut, apply 
a hot soldering iron to the portion of the copper 
that is to be removed. This will loosen the adhe-

2917 Westbrook. Apt. 412, Fort Wayne, Ind. 46805
1 QST, March 1964, page 36. Radio TV Experimenter 

Fall of 1963.
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(A) (B)

sive, making it easy to remove the metal. Two 
jumper wires are next added to the board as 
shown in Fig. IB. One of the wires is connected 
between points a and b. The second wire is used 
to join points c and d. A third wire is connected 
between points h and i. Fig. IC. The new trans
former, T-i, is connected to the board at termi
nals e, f, and g.

Fig. 1 — Step-by-step illustrations of the changes to the 
printed-circuit board of the Knight C-100. At A, the origi
nal circuit. At B, sections of the p.c. board have been 
removed. Jumper wires are added from a to b and from c 
to d, as described in the text. A jumper wire is connected 
between h and i at C. Points e, f, and g show where 

the new transformer, h, is connected.

The modified circuit is shown schematically in 
Fig. 2. The circuit changes and additions are 
drawn in dashed lines. The new transformer is 
wrapped in black vinyl tape, after installation, 
and is tucked into the case of the C-100. The 
transformer leads should be left long enough to 
make this possible.

This completes the modifications. The trans
ceiver can now be tested and a pronounced 
increase in talk power’ should be noted. 1 wish 
to thank K8DDG and K9VRP for their help in 
testing the converted units. |ïïffF—|

Fig. 2—A schematic diagram of the modified C-l 00 showing the circuit changes in dashed lines. The manufacturer's part 
numbers have been retained to simplify comparison checks between the old circuit (instruction manual) and the new one. 
Ts (shown dotted) is a miniature transformer whose primary impedance is 500 ohms each side of the center tap. The 

secondary impedance is 8 ohms. An Olson Radio T-333 was used by the author. Other similar types are suitable.
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¡Recent Equipment^
To acquaint -you with, the technical features of current amateur"geon.

The Drake 2-C and 2-NT

N
ewest additions to Ilie Drake line of amateur 

gear are the 2-0 receiver and the 2-NT trans
mitter, t wo pieces of equipment that, while made 
to go hand-in-hand, nevertheless can be used quite 

independently.

THE 2-C RECEIVER
One glance at the 2-C receiver will identify it 

as a member of the Drake family of amateur 
equipment, and a closer look will make it clear 
that the resemblance is more than skin-deep. 
Although priced moderately, the 2-C has the 
essential features that, amateurs look for in a 
3.5-30-Mc. amateur-band receiver these days. 
For those who want more, there are “frills” 
available as accessories.

The 2-C has a basic tuning range of 3500 to 
4000 kc. .All other bands are converted to this 
frequency range, which then becomes a tunable 
intermediate frequency. The beating oscillator 
for each band is crystal-controlled. From 3.5-4 
Me. the signal is converted to an intermediate 
frequency of 455 kc., and then finally converted 
again to a 50-kc. i.f. The 50-kc. output is 
detected by either an envelope or product 
detector, and the audio output is boosted in a 
three-stage amplifier before being delivered to 
the speaker or headset.

The receiver uses a mixture of tubes and semi
conductors, the latter seemingly having been

The tunable i.f. circuits in the 2-C receiver are in the shield 
box at left center near the panel. The two-gang capacitor 
that tunes the r.f. circuits is at the left. The crystal calibra

tor, in the center at the rear chassis edge, 
is a plug-in accessory.

chosen for those spots where they can do a 
satisfactory job without increasing the circuit 
complexity. Tubes are used where high input 
impedance and relative freedom from cross- 
modulation effects are important. The overall 
result is a reduction in size and power consump
tion while utilizing the advantages of both types 
of devices.

The circuit layout is shown in block form in 
Fig. 1. The r.f. circuits for the 12BZ6 antenna 
stage and 12AU6 first mixer - - the latter is an 
amplifier rather than a mixer on the 3.5-4-Mc. 
band, where the crystal-controlled h.f. oscillator 
is inactive — are gang tuned by a dual capacitor. 
This control is separate from the main tuning, 
as is now common practice, and although the 
band switch is marked for the five amateur bands 
between 3.5 and 30 Me. the actual tuning range 
in each switch position is such that there are no 
gaps in coverage between 3 and 30 Me. The r.f. 
ci rcui ts are designed around shielded transformers 
wliich have tuned-circuit coils for the 7- and 
28-Mc. ranges, coupled to a single primary in the 
ease of the antenna transformer and to an 
untuned secondary coil in the case of the mixer 
transformer. For 3.5 Me. additional fixed capa
citance is shunted across the tuning capacitors. 
On 14 and 21 Me. external inductances are 
added in series with the 28-Mc. coil, the whole 
being connected in parallel with the low-fre- 
frequency coil on bands from 14 Me. up.

The h.f. oscillator which beats with the incom
ing signal to convert it to 3.5-4 Me. is a crystal- 
controlled 2N3394 with its base grounded for r.f. 
Broadly-resonant tuned circuits are used between 
the collector and ground, a single coil being used 
for all crystal frequencies, which lie approxi
mately between 7 and 25 Me. Fixed capacitances 
are switched across it as required for the range 
in use. A low-impedance coil coupled to the 
tuned circuit, is used both for feedback and for 
output to the 12AU6 mixer grid. The crystal in 
use (none is needed for 3.5-4 Me.) is connected 
between the hot. side of this coil and the 2(43394 
emitter to operate as a series resonator. Sockets 
for crystals for the 7-, 14-, 21- and 28.5-29.0-Me. 
amateur-band ranges are on the chassis, and 
there is an auxiliary socket, selected by a slide 
switch, on t.he side of the receiver for plugging 
in crystals to cover all other frequencies. Any
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Fig. 1 —Block diagram of the 2-C receiver. The same 25-Mc. crystal is used in the h.f. oscillator side TO 
for 21-21.5 and 28.5-29 Me. Crystals for other 10-meter ranges can be plugged in an in

auxiliary crystal socket on the side of the receiver.

500-kc. range between 3 and 30 Me. can be 
covered by using external crystals of appropriate 
frequency in the auxiliary socket.

The third tube in Fig. 1 is a 12BE6 converter, 
with its control-grid circuit tuned through the 
80-meter band simultaneously with the timing 
of the variable oscillator, which operates 455 kc. 
higher. The circuits associated with this tube 
are rather well shielded, preventing stray pickup 
of strong 80-meter amateur signals when 3.5-4 
Me. becomes the tunable i.f. The stage is coupled 
through a double-tuned 455-kc. transformer to 
another 12BE6 which changes the frequency to 
50 kc. The 455-kc. step suppresses images of the 
3.5-4 Me. range, and it also offers the oppor
tunity, in the following converter, to select 
upper- or lower-sideband reception without 
retuning the suppressed-carrier frequency. This 
is done by choice of the 12BE6 oscillator fre
quency, which is either 405 or 505 kc.

The 50-kc. circuits provide the receiver’s 
adjacent-channel selectivity. There are four 
t uned circuits at this frequency, coupled through 
capacitors at the hot ends. The selectivity is 
varied by changing the coupling capacitances, 
three degrees of bandpass being available — 
4.8 kc., 2.4 kc. and 400 cycles at the 6-db.-down 
points. The frequency of one edge of the selectiv
ity curve is held constant for all three band
widths. The skirts of the curves are steep, giving 
quite high suppression of the other sideband or 
audio image. A 12BA6 follows the filter for ampli
fication at 50 kc.: its output is stepped down 
through an untuned transformer for driving the 
semiconductor detectors.

The a.ni. detector is a diode-transistor combi
nation, while the product detector is a dual-diode 
balanced-modulator circuit practically identical 
with one often seen in transmitting modulators. 
The difference, of course, is that the b.f.o. output 
and i.f. signal are mixed together to produce 
an audio signal, rather than using audio and 
r.f. to produce an i.f. output. The b.f.o. has 
a balanced output winding for driving the diodes, 

while the i.f. input and audio output are unbal
anced. The b.f.o. frequency is set about 500 cycles 
below the i.f. bandpass.

The amplified automatic gain control incor
porated in t.he receiver uses a circuit that is a 
semiconductor analog of a tube a.g.c. amplifier. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the circuit also provides 
manual gain-control voltage. With F2, the 
manual gain control, at minimum (maximum 
gain) the voltage at point A is about — 1.5 volts 
with respect to chassis. In the absence of i.f. input 
to the base of the 2N3394 the transistor takes 
little or no collector current and the voltage at 
a.g.c. terminals 1 and 2 is likewise —1.5 volts. 
Terminal 1 biases the grid of the 12BA6 50-kc. i.f. 
amplifier and terminal 2 supplies grid bias to the 
J2BZ6 r.f. amplifier and the second 12BE6 
mixer. An i.f. signal causes the collector current 
to rise, making the voltage at the collector (and 
terminals 1 and 2) more negative and reducing 
the gain of the three controlled stages. The 
voltage at terminal 2 is less than that at terminal 
I by the drop in Hi, so the last controlled stage

Fig. 2—Amplified a.g.c. circuit. I.f. input is taken from the 
plate of the 12BA6 i.f. amplifier. C; is 0.47 pf. forthe long 
time constant and 0.001 pf. for the short. R; is 680K on 
the short time constant and is shunted by 33K when the 
long time constant is used; this changes the ratio of a.g.c. 

voltages available at terminals 1 and 2<
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Etched-circuit boards, mounted vertically on the bottom 
of the chassis, are used liberally in the 2-C. The long switch 
shaft just to right of center in this view is the selectivity 
control. The four 50-kc. if. circuits are mounted horizontally 
on a small panel next to the switch, and extend toward 

the rear of the chassis.

has its gain reduced more rapidly than the two 
earlier stages. The release time constant of the 
a.g.c. circuit is set by the 2.2-megohm resistor 
and Ci; two values, approximately 11.75 second 
and 0.025 second, can be selected by a change in 
capacitance. The a.g.c. also can be switched off 
completely.

The manual gain control varies the bias 
voltage because the. drop through it increases 
as its resistance is increased. Rs is an internal 
adjustment for setting the maximum gain. The 
mute terminals are normally shorted, as indi
cated in the drawing, but when the short-circuit 
is removed the controlled stages are biased back 
sufficiently to cut off output,.

The audio amplifier following the detectors has 
three stages, with negative feedback for reduction 
of distortion. A power transistor is used in the 
output stage. The two low-level stages get their 
d.c. supply through a large dropping resistor from 
the tube plate supply, but the power transistor 
is supplied from a 12-volt d.c. rectifier-filter 
system.

The usual complement of controls is included 
on the front panel, and although the receiver is 
small these knobs do not get in the way of the 

main tuning control. The tuning capacitor is 
string driven, with a light “feel” and no dis
cernible backlash. It takes Illi complete turns 
of the knob to tune through the 500-kc. range, 
an average of about 43 kc. per turn. The dial 
is calibrated in 10-kc. divisions and the scale is 
quite linear. The direction of dial rotation from 
the low- to I he high-frequency end of a range is 
the same on the 3.5 and 28-Mc. bands, but 
reverses for 7, 14 and 21 Me. The hairline indica
tor of the dial can be moved mechanically to 
align calibrated points with the harmonics of a 
100-kc. oscillator. A plug-in 100-kc. calibrator 
is available as an accessory.

The cabinet construction is similar to that used 
in earlier Drake equipment; that is, the top and 
bottom are wrap-around pieces each removable 
without disturbing the other. The chassis is 
copper plated. Etched-circuit subassemblies are 
liberally used, and from examination of the 
bottom of t.he chassis it is evident that a major 
share of the wiring is on these subassemblies.

Phono connectors are provided on the back for 
antenna input, external muting control, loud
speaker connections, and for feeding in sidetone 
from a transmitter. The sidetoue is introduced 
in the first audio stage immediately following the 
audio gain control. There are also sockets for 
two additional accessories, a noise blanker and a 
Q-multiplier/noteh filter. When plugged in, these 
operate in the 455-kc. section of the receiver, as 
indicated in Fig. 1. The function switch on the 
front panel, in addition to the conventional 
“off,” “standby” and “on” positions, has three 
extra positions for external muting, for cutting 
in the noise blanker, and for turning on the 
100-kc. calibrator.

Drake 2-C Receiver
Height: 6 inches.
Width: 11 5,4e inches.
Depth: 9 3/32 inches.
Weight: 13 % pounds.
Potver Requirements: 115 volts a.c., 

50 /OO cycles, 30 watts.
Price (Hass: $230.
Manufacturer: R. 1.. Drake Co., Miamis

burg, Ohio. 45312

QST---------------— QST---------------- QST

THE 2-NT TRANSMITTER

T
he circuit and styling of the Drake 2-NT 
transmitter have been coordinated with the 
2-C receiver so that together they form a com
plete station, suitable both for the Novice and 

for any e.w. man who finds 100 watts input 
enough for his activities. Set side by side, the 
two present a continuous-looking panel display, 
and the total table space required is only 22 
inches wide by 10 inches deep.

The 2-NT is a five-band (3.5-30 Me.) crystal- 
controlled transmitter in which a good deal of 

thought has been given to convenience in con
trol and operation. Although it has three stages, 
as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1, there is 
only one adjustment to make at any given 
transmitting frequency. A built-in relay switches 
the antenna from the receiver to the transmitter 
at. the instant the key is closed, and holds it 
there for a period of time (up to five seconds 
after opening the key) that the operator can 
select by a panel control. The hold-in can be 
made short enough so the antenna switching 
occurs between dots and dashes, if desired, for 
real break-in operation.
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The relay does other jobs, too. Another set of 
s.p.d.t. contacts is used as a switch for muting 
the receiver while transmitting and, on the 
“make” side, for closing the cathode circuit of 
the oscillator. The oscillator runs continuously 
for a length of time determined by the “delay” 
control, actual keying being done in the 12BY7 
driver stage. If the delay is short, the hold-in time 
for the oscillator is equivalent to differential 
keying.

There is also a built-in sidetone oscillator, 
keyed along with the transmitter, with its 
output going through a third set of relay contacts 
to a connector on the back of the set. The sidetone 
can be introduced into the receiver simulta
neously with muting so that the code being sent 
can be heard. A sidetone output-level control 
on the panel allows the. volume to be adjusted. 
The sidetone is convenient for Novices, espe
cially, since they will often be in contact with 
stations on frequencies sufficiently different from 
their own so that the actual transmitted signal 
cannot be monitored. The tone oscillator also 
can be used for code practice, a “standby” 
position being provided on the function control 
so the sidetone signal can be heard in the receiver 
without generating an r.f. signal.

The crystal oscillator uses the pentode section 
of a 6EA8 in what is ordinarily called the "grid
plate” circuit. Broadly-resonant fixed circuits 
are switched to the plate for cither fundamental

crystal output or multiplication according to the 
band in use. The oscillator is intended for use 
with 7-Mc. crystals on all bauds except 80 
meters, where 3.5-Mc. crystals are used. A single 
plate circuit suffices for both 3.5- and 7-Mc. 
operation. A 14-Mc. circuit is used for 14 and

The final amplifier in the 2-NT transmitter is shielded by 
the perforated-metal cage which dominates the chassis. 
The oscillator and buffer tubes are between this enclosure 

and the front panel.

(A)

Fig. 2—A—Relay control circuit used in the 2-NT. This provides an adjustable hold-in for the oscillator, antenna switching, 
and other relay-controlled switching while the transmitter is being keyed. The hold-in time is set by fa, and will be as long 
as five seconds with the full 15 megohms. A 5-megohm variable resistor will provide ample delay for most operators, 

fa is approximately 0.15 megohm. Any medium-;*  triode can replace the 6EA8 section.
B—R»fi indicator used in the 2-NT. lisa neon bulb lightly coupled to the input side of the final amplifier’s pi network.
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Oscillator and buffer stages are separated by a baffle 
shield, and a box shield surrounds the final amplifier band 
switch, TVI filter, and antenna relay. Non-r.f. wiring is on 
an etched board mounted vertically at the center. The left
hand section contains the power-supply components. As in 

other Drake equipment, the chassis is copper-plated.

28 Me., and one tuned to 21 Me. is switched in 
for 21-Mc. final output.

The 12BY7 driver operates as a straight 
amplifier on all bands except. 28 Me., where it 
doubles from 14 Me. The driver is neutralized 
to prevent self-oscillation, and circuits with 
fixed tuning for each band are switched to its 
plate. Once properly aligned, these circuits 
require no adjustment within a band, so there 
is no panel control of their taming. This stage 
is keyed by the blocked-grid method. A negative 
supply included in the transmitter furnishes the 
blocking voltage, biases the final amplifier to 
cutoff, operates rhe delay circuit, and delivers 
the small amount of current needed by the tran
sistor sidetone oscillator.

The 6IIF5 final amplifier is also neutralized, 
and works into a pi network with fixed 50-70-ohm 
output. Only the input capacitor of the pi is 
adjustable: in fact, this is the only tuning 
control in the transmitter. The amplifier is tuned 
by watching the meter, wliich is in the 6HF5 
cathode circuit,, for the usual dip, along with 
maximum glow of the r.f. indicator lamp on the 
p inel alongside the tuning control. This indicator 
is a little out of the ordinary, being a neon lamp 
connected directly across the input side of the 
pi network through a small capacitance, as 
shown in Fig. 2B. With fixed loading, the brighter 
the glow the higher the r.f. output to the load. 
There is a panel control for setting the power 
level in the amplifier, a potentiometer wliich 
adjusts the screen voltage on the MIF5. The 
plate meter is marked at 75 watts input for the 
benefit of the Novice user.

Before the r.f. output, reaches the coaxial 
connector on the back of t he transmitter it goes 
though a low-pass filter for reducing harmonic 
output in the TV bands. Aside from providing a

crystal, key and 50-ohm load (an accessory an
tenna-matching network will be available for
this purpose) there is little, if anything, that the
user has to wire up before putting the trans
mitter on the air.

The plate power supply uses the voltage
doubler circuit with a half-voltage tap for the 
oscillator, driver and control-tube plates. The 
plate voltage for the amplifier is 500 volts.

As mentioned earlier, the function switch has 
a stand-by position which allows use of the side
tone oscillator for code practice. In tliis position 
the oscillator and final cathodes are open. There 
is also a “spot " position in which the oscillator 
is turned on and the driver can be keyed, but 
the amplifier cat hode is open.

There are two crystal sockets on the panel, one 
for each of the two popular types of crystal 
holders. They are wired in parallel. The crystal 
can be, replaced by a v.f.o. (a matching unit will 
be available) with its output fed in through one 
of the crystal sockets. When an external v.f.o. 
is used it can be turned on and off (providing 
it has cathode keying), along with the 6EAS 
pentode, by connecting the v.f.o. cathode to the 
(>EA8 cathode through a phono connector pro
vided for that purpose on the rear of the chassis.

The RC constants in the grid-block keying 
circuit are such that the keying is slightly on the 
hard side, although clicks do not extend appre
ciably beyond the audio beat note. It is an easy 
matter, however, to eliminate clicks altogether; 
a 1-pf. capacitor connected across the 0.02-uf.

(Continued on page 140)

Drake 2-NT Transmitter
Height — 6%2 inches.
Width — 974 inches.
Depth — inches.
Weight — 12^/2 pounds.
Power Requirements—115 volts, 50/60 

cycles, approximately 2.8 amp.
Price Class —$130.
Manufacturer — R. L. Drake Co., Mia

misburg, Ohio. 15312
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PLASTIC QUAD FRAME
Technical Editor, QST;

Having experienced the disadvantages of using 
both aluminum tubing and bamboo for cubical 
quads, I began a search for something better. The 
new quad would have to be light in weight, weather
proof, strong, easy to construct and low -in cost. 
We raise avocados at this QTH and use a large 
amount of plastic water pipe for irrigation. The 
pipe met each of my requirements.

Plastic pipe of this type comes in various sizes and 
strengths. It may be purchased from most irrigating 
companies or hardware stores. Be sure t<> obtain the 
rigid high-pressure type.

Taking a 7-foot section of 2 t^-inch pipe for the 
boom, I drilled four 1-inch holes 90 degrees apart at 
each end. Then two 20-foot sections of %-inch pipe 
(1 inch o.d.) were inserted into each end of the boom 
in crisscross fashion for spreaders. (The two pairs of 
holes for the spreaders must be offset about 1 inch 
so the spreaders can cross each other and not moot 
head-on in the center of the boom.) The spreaders 
were then ‘‘pinned’’ together, where they crossed 
inside the boom, by drilling a small hole directly in 
the center of each spreader and inserting a No. 16 
nail. No spider is required with this arrangement.

To fasten tho boom to a mast, drill a 1 ^-inch hole 
vertically through the center of the boom and pass a 
standard TV mast through the hole. Then drill a 
%-inch holo horizontally through the boom and mast 
mid secure both firmly together with a ^-Inch 
galvanized bolt. Care should be used to see that the 
11^-inch hole is drilled at exactly the right point on 
the boom. This method of mounting is advantageous 
for simplicity and strength, and no guying or other 
support is requiredi

After securing the boom to a 10-foot mast I 
attached wires for the 10- and 15-meter directors and 
reflectors. Drilling through the pipe and feeding the 
wire through these holes was found to be the best 
method. The assembly was turned in windmill 
fashion to reach the end of each spreader.

WA6IPD*$ plast’c-tubinq quad-antenna frame.

After 72-ohm coax was attached and tuning ad
justments made, the quad was raised to an elevation 
of 35 feet. It has been in place now for some nine 
months and has withstood winds to 70 m.p.h. and 
temperatuies from freezing to over 100 degrees with 
no noted defects. In warm weather there is some 
drooping of the spreaders, but it is considered 
insignificant.

A 20-meter quad would require additional rigidity 
in both the plastic spreaders and boom. A 1-inch 
board inside the boom, secured with wood screws, 
would provide the necessary support. A similar 
arrangement within the spreaders should also work 
satisfactorily. For 20 meters, the spreaders may be 
increased in length by using standard plastic pipe 
couplings and plastic pipe cement. — U. A. Rideout. 
WA6IPD.

V.F.O. STABILITY
Technical Editor, QST:

The article in September QST titled “V.F.O. 
Stability—Recap and Postscript’’ was not only 
very enlightening but also very encouraging to those 
of us who are still home builders with ham-made 
rigs. I’d like, however, to add one thing: To enhance 
stability over the long run, leave the v.f.o. on con
tinuously. Let it and other frequency-sensitive 
equipment operate 21 hours a day.

Wasteful? Perhaps; but the inherent gains greatly 
override the small increase in power consumption. 
Tubes will last and last and last. The equipment 
will remain warm and dry, and be much less sub
jected to sudden shocks caused by the turn-on/turn- 
oR type of operation. The equipment should, how
ever, be appropriately fused. This would normally 
be the case anyhow, but it is absolutely necessary 
for continuously-operating units.

At this moment, a BC-221, BC-348 and a ham- 
made v.f.o. right out of the 1953 Handbook are in 
continuous operation. The BC-221 has been running 
for close to 20 years with tu|?e changes approxi
mately every 5 years. The BC-348 has been oper
ating continuously for the last 20 years, with tube 
changes also approximately every .5 years and nary 
a breakdown from pooped condensers. — John 11. 
Asher, WJNXB. Box $9, New Suffolk, Long Island, 
New York 119M.

Technical Editor, QST:
... I believe that the real cause of frequency 

shift due to heater voltage change was left un
explained. The article is correct in saying that the 
drift is not caused by expansion of the tube elements. 
Actually, the drift is caused by a change in cathode 
interface resistance, which is very sensitive to 
cathode temperature. By adding an unbypassed 
resistor in series with the interface resistance, the 
change in resistance becomes a very small part of 
the total series resistance.

So far as 1 know, all receiving tubes as well as 
a few of the low-power transmitting types use oxide
coated cathodes. These cathodes are made by spray
ing or otherwise coating a metal, which is usually 
nickel, with a mixture of barium and strontium 
oxides to a thickness of about one thousandth of 
an inch. After further processing in a vacuum, the 
oxide coating becomes the cathode emitter when the 
metal base is heated to the proper temperature ■— 
about 850 degrees Centigrade. The cathode has a 
fairly low resistance through the oxide material and 
a somewhat higher resistance between the oxide 
and the metal surface — the interface resistance. 
The metal has negligible resistance by comparison.
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Both the oxide and interface resistances are affected 
by tlie cathode temperature which in turn is affected 
by changing heater voltage. These resistances are 
also variable with age. ¿Assuming that a tube has 
been properly aged to begin with, the resistance will 
increase during the Life of the tube. Furthermore, if 
a tube is allowed to run with heater power only 
for long periods of time, without any plate current, 
the interface resistance increases very rapidly. Be
cause of this effect as well as thermal stability 
reasons, the oscillators in our v.f.o.s should be 
running whenever the tubes are turned on. — 
Raymond F. Rinaudo, Wf>KEVt 3088 Greefwak 
Court, San Mateo, California.

Technical Editor, QST:
As a follow-up to George Grammer’s excellent 

article on v.f.o. stability (September QST) I can 
offer several experimental notes which might be of 
interest. These tips were encountered while investi
gating the same basic circuit several years ago.1 
This version used a grid circuit on 1.75 Me., and 
voltage-divider capacitors of 0.006 pi. each. ¿Aside 
from drift caused by heat transfer from tube pins 
to the tuned circuit (as reported by Grammer), the 
major cause of drift was found to be r.f. heating of 
the voltage-divider capacitors. It should be pointed 
out that aside from plain mica and silvered-mica 
capacitors there are available mica capacitors with 
six variations of temperature coefficient. (Color 
codes and coefficients are listed in the Handbook 
and other publications.) From a practical stand
point, a series of tests with various types of these 
mica capacitors in the voltage divider showed no 
one type to be superior in terms of lower drift. 
Some plain mica types turned out to cause less drift 
than some silver types, and about the only con
sistent improvement resulted by using three 0.002- 
ni. units in parallel in place of a single 0.006-^f. 
unit. Dipped mica capacitors were not tested. Ex
pensive, glass-sealed micas proved no better than 
standard molded types.

The 1.75-Mc. v.f.o. grid circuit was made up of a 
fixed inductance (a toroid) and a tunable inductance. 
This combination worked well in the original cir
cuit. However, the toroid form is quite sensitive to 
stray 60- and 120-cycle fields and this shows up as 
ripple modulation on the oscillator output. This 
effect was encountered in a transistorized version 
of the circuit winch was being tested with a battery 
as power supply. For those who haven’t tried it, 
trying to remove a.c. ripple from an oscillator pow
ered by a battery represents quite a challenge! — 
Jack Najork, W2HNII, 708 Tamaqucs ll'a.*/,  JTW- 
fidd, New Jersey.

Technical Editor, QST:
In reference to the v.f.o. article in September 

QST, I would like to pass along some of my experi
ences commercially with v.f.o.s. We have found the 
temperature characteristics of all components to 
be quite different from each other. To have them 
stable I always cycle them, three times, heat (hotter 
than they ever will be in normal operation — about 
130 degrees) and cool at about 0 degree F, each 
cycle about 5 minutes. If there are clusters of capaci
tors across a coil, for temperature compensation, 
they are cycled as above as a unit.

It is often stated in v.f.o. articles that zero com
pensating capacitors are the best. This is not so — 
zero capacitors are the most unstable. They drift 

1 “Inductive Tuning for High-O RF Oscillators," GB 
Ham New«, September-October, 1961.

about 30 parts per million plus or minus and never 
come back to the same place next time on start-up. 
Thus, if you have compensated for negative drift, 
the “zero” capacitor may go positive, and when it 
docs you have a bigger drift today than yesterday, 
for a while. Actually, the most stable is the negative- 
30 type, which always stays negative. Thus nega
tive compensation can correct it.

The problem in any v.f.o. is to locate where the 
heat is changing the inductance or capacitance. 
Drift is not corrected by just adding an NP0 
somewhere in the capacitive element of the circuit, 
as many articles state.

The most common problem is v.f.o.s that jump 
frequency, and this is caused by internal contact 
problems of the capacitors themselves. This is a 
manufacturing problem. In the case of jumping 
frequency, a complete new set of capacitors, cycled 
by the heat/cold mentioned above, is the only cure. 
To try and find which single one is at fault is a chore 
and not worth it. — Grant E. Makinson, W8DBC, 
3003 Dahlia Drive, Dayton, Ohio ^57^9.

ESSA II
Technical Editor, QST:

On August 14th, Dale Thompson, W7YVL, and 
myself received the accompanying picture from

(Continued on page 138)

Weather map transmitted by ESSAII, received by W7UGV 
and W7YVL with equipment of the type described by 

by K2RNF in November 1965 QST.

Fig. 1—Demodulator and remodulator for obtaining direct 
positive prints of pictures transmitted by ESSA Nimbus 

satellites.
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S
hades of T.O.M.! Have you folks ever been 

keeping Hq. especially busy! Requests for 
more literature. For more campaign kits.

Memberships. Renewals. Handbook». Booster 
pins. Gold-stamped brief-cases: Gift subscrip
tions. Bragging letters of accomplishment with 
promises of more to come. Why-don't-you-do- 
it-this-way letters, with good ideas we’re passing 
along to clubs. And so on. Our clerical crew says, 
“Who the heck thought up this HamQnest 67 
campaign anyway,” because it’s cut, down their 
morning coffee break (the boss says hurray!).

September, the first month, was a slow starter, 
with many clubs getting reorganized after a 
summer hiatus. October started” The upsurge,, 
and indicates that November will bca'-doozy; 
Keep the correspondence and rfe<|ueslS'T:?>ffiifi^ 
gang. And if your club hasn’t yet star/ed a 
HamQuest project, use a needle at ty next 
meeting!

We’re not the only ones stirred u#’ by this 
HamQuest 67 campaign — here’s whast some of 
the clubs and individuals have been Riling us:

As a League-affiliated club, we ¿u® participating 
in the recruitment drive and I int<;ttd to sign up every 
ham who has tlie price of a p^T/ARRL subscrip
ts on/membership. The benetiSsiwe can realize from 
this drive include: ■'

Our Treasury makes a small profit on each appli
cation processed throughitMtolub and we can win 
some of the special Handiest prizes.

We edge closer to Itfi'.;, League affiliation as we 
sign up more of our WflLS members.

We give the League, a stronger voice in amateur 
radio matters.

We raise the percentage of League-affiliated hams 
in our Southwestern Division, giving our elected 
officials a strong voice at ARRL meetings.

We help support some of the fine League activi
ties which benefit from every year — such as 
training fill®, training handouts, operating hand- 
putSL awards, contests, etc.
n We have ftiiiiicreased ability Jjp,,elect tlie League’ 
ilfficfiift whoSifiltdb the job best..........  ...Wig=

As members of ARRL, we can help improve its 
activities and direct its aims through unified action; 
non-affiliated individual hams can accomplish little 
towards improving the amateur radio service.— 
IT6LS

Please send your campaign kit for “HamQuest 
67.” Our radio club is in desperate need of it, as I 
am the only member of the ARRL, and proud of 
it. — WB2TR A’

A hot discussion got started after the “Ham- 
Quest 67” topic was introduced. We discovered 
that the majority of our membership is still League- 
minded and associated. This is not to say that 
there are no differences of opinions among us — 
opinions of disappointment, chagrin or dissatis
faction with one thing or another, just may be 
found in the “Correspondence From Members” 
column that appears in QST in any month.

The enlightening result of our discussion about 
the League was that, as angry as any of the dissenters 
may have been about their particular points of 
view, none would advocate an outright break with 
the AHRL. Hope of correcting or eliminating the 
points of friction seemed to be the closing theme of 
this discussion. Hope, of course, was a good note to 
end on. — W2QNL

Needless to say, the strength of amateur radio 
is and always has been in direct proportion to the 
strength of its radio clubs and the League itself. 
Give this League-sponsored program a lot of your 
personal effort because the benefits are many. — 
Hampden County Radio .tss'n.

- approved and backed by entire
Ft-lQb*5^p  up the good work. — Caldwell Radio Club 

\ Less than half the licensed amateurs in the United 
states and Canada are members of ARRL. Less 
than one-fourth are members of any radio club. 
Y^amateur radio operates in a highly competitive 
fiel<I,\It goes without saying that without strong 
orgail^ation m would be crowded out in short 
order,-ARRL provides this nationally, and world
wide through the International Amateur Radio 
Union. Rhi/o Clubs, more than 1800 in this country 
alone, are tha backbone of ham radio locally.

The Hartford County Amateur Radio Association 
feels that e^rjAbam should be a member of an active 
radio club and. ARRL. We are making every effort 
to tie in strongly'yith the HamQuest 67 program 
announced in QST.Hartford. Cimtilij ARA.

\
As our members!^) at, the present time is small 

(17) we feel that your HamQuest 67 club pro
motion kit will be of Areat help in increasing and 
maintaining our membership and activities. The 
general feeling of the iijjjb at present is one of 
enthusiasm and enjoymei^of the facilities of the 
club and its activities. TTK feeling I would like 
to see continue aud grow, f^t for the enjoyment 
factor alone however, but als<^ for the service we 
can, perform. — iVi YFCHVAIRVC.

“ Wc in our radio club hero, at, the University of 
South Florida read about yoni HamQdcstlGI in 
the QST. We would be very interested in receiving 
such a campaign kit for getting new members 
to our club and the League. So please send us such 
a kit! — SM3CUS, Secretary

You may be interested to know that our club 
voted unanimously to support HamQuest 67 at our 
last meeting. In fact, the club is going to “sweeten 
the pot” a little for the one bringing in the most 
new members. — WA^LKX

1 am pleased to note the concern for the future 
of ham radio expressed by the ARRL in QST and 
thoroughly endorse your HamQuest 67 concept. 
... WA8.MXW

Your exciting and revolutionary new “Ham
Quest 67” has truly inspired me to believe it should 
be a great and needed boon to amateur radio. — 
WA0DVR ES
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Hints and Kinks
For the Experimentes

LIGHTNING CALCULATOR

T
he Type A Lightning Calculator can be made 
more useful by marking the ham bauds on 
the frequency scale with either a ball-point pen 
or a colored pencil. — Norm Cucud, K1LEII

CHASSIS MOUNTING OF PRINTED- 
CIRCUIT-TYPE TRANSFORMERS

M
iniature audio transformers, designed for 
printed-circuit board mounting, can be 

altered for direct mounting to any metal chassis 
as shown in Fig. 1. A brass strip is soldered to 

the case of the transformer to serve as a mount
ing plate. Two 4-40 clearance holes are drilled 
in the plate to accommodate the mounting 
screws.— W1CKK

Fig. 1 —Miniature printed-circuit-type transformer 
modified for direct chassis mounting.

F.S.K. FOR THE HX-50

IpBEQUENCY shift keying can be obtained with 
■ the Hammarlund HX-50 by varying the bias 

on. the Varicap used to shift the v.f.o. frequency 
in the u.s.b. position. As shown in Fig. 2, all 
that is needed is a 50,000-ohm potentiometer and 
a phone jack. This circuit works well if the key
board contacts are kept clean. The keying comes 
up right (isn't inverted) on all bands.—Jim 
Wilson, WA6BRB

and a phone ¡ack converts the HX-50 to f.s.k.

STRENGTHENING FEEDTHROUGH 
CAPACITORS

M
ost v.h.f. feedthrough capacitors are easily 

damaged if bumped or subjected to undue 
strain. By coating the ceramic part of the unit 
with epoxy cement at each side of the mounting 

flange as shown in Fig. 3, the fragile portion of 
the capacitor body is reinforced. Drying time 
takes about 24 hours. — W IC ER

CERAMIC FEEDTHROUGH 
CAPACITOR

Fig. 3—WICER's method for strengthening 
feedthrough capacitors.

"UNPOTTING” PERMAKAY FILTERS

I
n the “Hints and Kinks” column of QST for
May, 1963, G. L. Roberts and J. D. Gooch 

tell how to modify the Motorola Permakay 
455-kc. filters for ham use. The authors state 
that the potting compound must be removed 
carefully and that it, “may take an hour or 
two.” It took me six hours using a steam drill. 
After the job was completed, all I had was a 
very battered filter and the desire to find a sol
vent for epoxy potting compound. Epoxy com
pares with glass for hardness, and it is unaf
fected by water and most common solvents. 
However, I found that acetone will slowly dis
solve epoxy. Acetone has little effect on the 
components in the filter, although it will soften 
the coating on the ceramic capacitors. This is no 
problem, as .you are going to replace the capaci
tors in the filter anyway.

The “unpotting” job will take two or three 
days. Take a paint can with a tight-fitting lid 
and lay the filter flat on the bottom of the can.

Pour in some acetone, but not so 
much as to cover the bakelite 
base of the filter. Put the lid on 
the can and wait. 12 to 24 hours. 
Then clean off all the epoxy that 
is loose and soak the filter once 
more. Repeat this procedure its 
many times as necessary.

— Donald S. Krchbtel, W7PLE
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HW-12 RATTLE
rpnosu whose cars have developed mysterious 
A rattles after the installation of aIIeathIIW-12, 
HW-22 or HW-32 might try removing the unit 
and bending back slightly the bracket that sup
ports the lamp illuminating the meter. It seems 
t hat road vibration will cause the lamp to biunp 
against the rear of the plastic meter case in a 
most annoying manner if the lamp is allowed 
to rest near the case. — Robert .4. Sullivan, 
IV0YVA/9

EQUALIZING THE LOW-VOLTAGE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE HW-12 AND 
THE SB-100

A
fter reading W9LSZ’s hint in QST for May 

1966 on using the HP-23 a.c. power supply 
with both the HW-12 and the SB-100, 1 feel 
that it should be pointed out that there is an 

easier and safer way to accomplish the desired 
results. The HW-12 will operate from a low B- 
plus source as high as 325 volts (250 volts is 
normal) if the voltage supplied to the screens of

Fig. 4—To operate the Heath HW-12 from a low B-plus 
source of 300 volts, it is only necessary to remove the 

jumper from A and install the components 
shown in the dotted lines.

the driver and final-amplifier tubes is dropped to 
the proper value. As pointed out in the HW-12 
instruction book and as shown in Fig. 4, it is 
only necessary to add two resistors and change 
a couple of jumpers to do this. The resistors re
quired for the modification are a 100ü-ohm, 
5-watt unit and a 10,000-obm, 7-watt unit.

The above modification has an added advan
tage over the previously described hint: if either 

transceiver is operated mobile, the low B-plus 
tap in the HP-12 d.c. supply may be set at 300 
volts, and the rigs will be interchangeable with
out attention to the power supply. Also, there is 
no switch that could be inadvertently left in the 
wrong position, permitting too high a voltage to 
be applied to the HW-12 and possibly burning 
out three tubes.

— Robert C. Clark, K9HVW/WA^VYL

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY

T
he circuit shown in Fig. 5 is an 8.7-volt 500- 
ma. electronically filtered transistor power 
supply based on a design submitted by Ralph 
W. Parlette, WB6.JOY. Easily constructed, the 

supply is inexpensive, has good regulation and 
very low ripple. CRy through CIQ form a bridge 
rectifier and C’i, a capacitor-input filter. Zener 
diode CRa provides the reference voltage for 
emitter-follower Qi. CQ smooths out. the small 
amount of ripple that appears across CR*,.  The 
effective capacitance across the load is equal to 
the current gain of Q, multiplied by the capaci
tance of Ci. Rj limits the amount of current 
through CR?,'. it is adjusted for a Zener current 
of approximately 15 ma. (no load). CQ is an r.f. 
bypass capacitor and IQ provides a small (10 ma.) 
bleeder load for the supply.

The output voltage of the unit is equal to the 
Zener voltage minus the emitter-to-base bias 
voltage of Qi. Other voltages can be obtained 
by using different Zeners and changing Ry. IQ 
should be chosen so that the Zener will operate 
as a more or less constant voltage reference 
for the transistor regulator at output loads of 
0 to 500 ma. yet stay within its maximum current 
rating when no external load is attached. Qi is 
not special: any similar pow’er transistor should 
work. Of course, the higher the current gain of 
the transistor, the better will be the electronic 
filtering. Qy should be mounted on a heat sink.

Power-supply ripple at full load was measured 
with an oscilloscope at 4 millivolts r.m.s. In
creasing both Ci and CQ to 1000 ^f. lowered 
the ripple to approximately 1 millivolt r.m.s. 
If less filtering can be tolerated, removing C'2 
from across the Zener will raise the ripple to 
15 millivolts r.m.s. The output changed only 
0.1 volt as the line voltage was varied over a 
30-volt range. Increasing the external load cur
rent from 0 to 500 ma. dropped the output 
voltage 0.2 volt. — IV1 YDS

Fig. 5—Circuit diagram of regulated 8.7-volt transistor 
power supply.

Ci—electrolytic. 
C2—electrolytic. 
Cn—disc ceramic.
CRi, CR2, CRs, CR4—50 p.i.v. 

2-ampere silicon.
CRs—9.1 -volt 1 -watt Zener (General Electric 

24XL9.1).
Qi—Delco or Motorola 2N1970. 
Ri—composition.
Ra—Vt watt composition.
Il—24- or 25.2-volt 1-ampere filamen 

transformer.
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BY FRANK M. KRATOKVIL,* W3BA

T
he wide acceptance of store-bought trans
mitters among amateurs has had a consider
able impact on the TVI situation, both 
statistically and as a practical matter. For years 

I suspected that a plateau had been reached in 
the number of reports of amateur involvement 
in interference to TV reception. The latest sta
tistics of the Field Engineering Bureau (which 
operates the District Offices and Monitoring 
Stations familiar to all amateurs) indicate that 
there is an actual drop, however slight, in TVI 
reports involving amateurs. I keep repeating the 
phrase “involving amateurs” because TVI is on 
the rise where t.he Citizens radio operator is 
considered. While amateur TVI problems have 
lessened, the drop is small and could be reversed 
in coming years, with operation on 28, 50 a,nd 
144 Me. increasing due to better propagation 
conditions.

The statistics (for the first nine months of each 
fiscal year, licensed stations) are:

Amateur TVI Involvement
M "jor C'ases* L
1965 1963

64 56

Minor Cases 
i960 1936 
6771 6514

Total 
1965 1936 
6812 6577

The above does not include a large number of 
TVI cases handled by TVI committees.

The purpose of this article is to discuss the 
trend and tell you of some of the Bureau’s prob
lems with TVI cases. Some personal experiences, 
not only from the regulatory standpoint but 
from that of an operating ham, are related as 
well as some encountered by our Field office 
engineers.

Many amateurs are currently doing their best 
to sell ham radio as a public service. This is 
good. It lessens the good, however, to gain in 
one aspect, of public (and Governmental) rela
tions and lose some ground, or neglect close-in 
battle areas, in the furtherance of the program. 

* Retired Chief Field Engineering: Bureau, F.C.C., 11300 
Montgomery Road, Beltsville, Maryland 20705

1 A Major Case is a time-consuming one or one that other
wise stands out

I must confess that, through the years as an 
operating ham, I had mixed feelings about 
amateur operation. My job in running different 
districts (Detroit, Dallas, Buffalo and Supervisor 
South Atlantic Area, R.I.D.) made it necessary 
to keep the population enjoying radio and TV 
reasonably happy. Difficult ham interference 
problems caused a great deal of concern and not 
a little overtime (unpaid). Telephone calls from 
irate listeners or viewers would reach home. 
Frequently the selling job done by the amateur 
in the first place, or occasional arrogance or 
unconcern about his neighbors, was the greatest 
hurdle to overcome. Then there were those cases 
where a crippled or elderly person, deriving or 
claiming to derive great enjoyment from TV 
(or radio) would experience interference and the 
means of obtaining technical relief were not. 
present. It. is easy to say: “relocate your TV 
antenna, put in a 85.00 high-pass filter or get a 
new set,” but frequently the advice cannot be 
taken. In one widely publicized case in the State 
of Pennsylvania over 120 letters were written 
to TV-set, manufacturers to supply filters for 
irate viewers. Some of these people were out of 
work and the service charge meant a tax they 
found unpleasant.

On the other hand there were cases where the 
amateur involved in a TVI case practically re
built the TV set of the complainant to make it 
TVI proof, something which is not recommended 
on an individual responsibility basis.

Commercial and public stations have also, on 
occasions, taken a broad approach to the inter
ference situation. I recall that one Eastern b.c. 
station furnished beautiful radio sets to many 
complainants, thereby stilling the complaints. 
A police radio facility, when it moved into a 
residential neighborhood, gave away or may have 
even installed wave traps to reject, their signals 
in complainants’ receivers. The policy has been 
to have commercial stations first service their 
own complaints.

The point I am making is that good public 
relations demand some sacrifices or extra effort,
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whether or not the party causing the interference 
is in the right. Some foreign administrations put 
the interference problem right in the ham's lap 
to satisfy the complainant. It is easy to see where, 
some injustice could result in such an approach 
in the congested and changing U. S. society.

TVI Committees are a good way to handle 
the problem of interference, but it is a fact that 
there are committees that have not been effec
tive. The load put on a committee adjustor is 
a difficult one. While a few committees may have 
a combination of service men and amateurs, 
the adjustor usually has an ingrained liking for 
amateur radio and is obviously pro-amateur. 
Yet he must put himself in the shoes of the TV 
viewer in trying to judge the merit of the com
plaint. Remember that somewhere near 10 per 
cent of the cases handled by the Field Engineering 
Bureau’s field engineers arc basically the result 
of bad amateur technical practice. It is quite 
possible for the bam to be at fault (even with 
store-bought equipment ). Also, it may be asking 
a great deal of a filter to reject a volt induced 
into a nearby TV antenna, compared to a hundred 
microvolts received from a TV station. Is tliis 
good public relations on the part of the high- 
power operating ham? Legal remedies arc possible 
in some cases, since no one is expected to go to 
extreme measures to enjoy ordinary reception.

The committee adjustor should be a technical 
man and make a good public appearance. It 
does make a difference in most cases. So many 
TVI committees have been successful in solving 
cases that they must have learned the right 
combination.

For the ham who does not have a TVI com
mittee locally, or who wants to handle the com
plaint himself, the above advice still holds as 
he becomes the adjuster. It is important for him 
to make a record since it is on this that the 
case will be judged at the District Office or Wash
ington headquarters. A map of the neighborhood 
showing the location of the station and the 
complainants is very helpful in reporting the 
matter to the FCC, should the latter have sent 
iiim the notice of TVI. When the amateur’s 
position becomes so logical and technically cor
rect, and the report shows his cooperation, the 
hand of the Field Engineering Bureau Engineer 
in Charge is strengthened in bringing the issue 
to an ending.

Back to the technical side of the question, 
there is no doubt that the use of coax or twin 
lead transmission lines have helped in many 
cases to lessen the impact of strong fields of 
radiation close to receiving TV antennas. Con
trary to some opinions, I believe that vertical 
antennas, now used in greater degree, lessen 
TVI. It is harder to make a station TVI proof 
if it operates on all the ham frequencies.

Another trend that cuts into the number of 
TVI cases is the use of s.s.b. The inability of the 
complainant to identify the station causing TVI 
results in some lack of pursuit of the complaint. 
Narrow or wide-band f.m. does the same thing.

Still further, there is the growing number of

mobile amateur operations. Mobile amateurs
cause very little TVI of long standing, and
there is no house wiring to conduct interference
to the next door neighbor.

Another trend which reduces TVI cases is 
the common practice of manufacturers of TV 
sets to build a high-pass filter into the set, at 
the factory. Also, the widespread practice of 
furnishing a filter when a TVI committee or the 
Field Engineering Bureau Engineer so recom
mends, or upon a simple request from the set 
owner helps.

The increasing field strength of TV signals 
also causes a reduction in cases. More TV stations 
on the air give more variety and many people, 
to avoid interference, tune in the same program 
from another city. The growth of CATV or 
pipeline TV can operate to lessen the chance of 
amateur interference.

I strongly 'support the League’s attempts to 
get amateurs to construct transmitters and the 
auxiliary equipment in a station. Here, however, 
we get into a conflict. New or experimental gear 
tried out on the air or in an unshielded room 
is more apt to cause QRM to TV than a proven 
piece of equipment. The answer is to monitor 
TV stations while testing gear and, in fact, it’s 
a good idea while operating at other times. Let 
us keep on experimenting, but also be careful 
and observant- If amateurs will keep alert to 
the outside effects of their operations, they will 
lose no friends in the battle for public support 
of their use of radio frequencies.

Not. only is the reading of the Handbook and 
study of the ARRL TVI kit2 recommended, 
but individual TVI comments appearing in 
articles on other subjects should be noted. Hams 
sometimes run into the combination wherein an 
exciter is TVI proof but when connected to an 
equally TVI-proof amplifier, trouble results. 
.Even with plate and screen voltage disconnected 
on a final, u pesky cathode-grid circuit can 
cause trouble. On the other hand, a linear has 
been known to help suppress TVI. A methodical 
approach to solve the pesky problems is recom
mended.

If I may digress at this point, one of the 
(Continued on page 144)

" Available without charge from ARRL.
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H
mmmmm, the kit finally arrived. Sign slip, 

take precious package, close door . . . 
and run like mad to get to table and tear 

open the package.
Well, what do ya know? Looks like it will be 

quite a beautiful item when it’s assembled. Just 
look at that gorgeous panel! Hmmmmm, what’s 
this marking on it? “Inside Panel No. 3. Finish 
goes face down.” Hope the outside looks as good 
as the inside will. Maybe I can use this on the out
side, and it would look better. But I’m getting 
ahead of myself. Gotta start, at the beginning and 
build the thing right all the way through.

Better check packing slip . . . Everything 
seems to be here. Ahhhhh, here’s tho instruction 
book. Says to spread out parts according to dia
gram number one. What the heck, I’ll spread ’em 
out my own way and save a little time and . . . 
Oops!

Oh, well, it’ll only take me an extra t,wo or 
three hours getting the parts unscrambled and 
then set out the right way . . . Gotta do it by 
the book, ya know.

Now to get started on this kit . . . Hmmmmm, 
take four angle panels and mount according to 
Diagram. Four . . . There, that's that. Should 
have used the screws to mount ’em with, but 1 
need a few screws . . . what the heck, the mask
ing tape seems to be holding the panels OK. They 
touch the chassis, so guess that proves that I’ve 
got electrical contact.

Ahhhhh, finally got the chassis panels all to
gether. Now to start mounting the big parts. 
What’s this? “Mount v.f.o. section in shielded 
box supplied for this purpose.” Don’t see why 1 
should waste this little box just for that. I can 
put QSL cards in the little box with the holes in 
it, and throw some chicken wire over the v.f.o. 
section. That'll save me at least five minutes, and 
this little box must be worth at least 25 cents. If I 
keep thinking smart like I’m doing now, 1’11 really 
save a lot of time and money on this kit.

Now to start mounting the smaller parts. Don’t 
see why 1 should put these little capacitors on the 
power leads. As far as that goes, why use this 
shielded wire for the power leads? I’ll use some of 
this scrap wire and save the cable. What the heck 
it can’t make that much difference. The manu- 
iacturers always throw in little unnecessary parts 
and circuits.

Don’t see why I should use all of these resistors 
and capacitors and “chokes” between tube pins 
and from wires that should be grounded. 1’11 just 
connect ’em with straight wire and improve the 
design while I’m saving money.

Hmmmmm, now all I have to do is solder 
everything I’ve got done so far and I’m almost 
through, i don’t have to use as much solder as the 
instruction books suggests. Don’t need as big a 
soldering iron, either, i’ll just use a drop or two 
where it looks like I should use it, and save even 
more time and money . . .

Now I need a few knobs . . . Hmmmmm, 
these knobs sure would look nice on that dresser

Red Wire
To Post Three

BY ROBERT M. HOLT,* WÄ0MFF

in the other room. Guess I’ll just put a little tape 
on the controls and let it go at that. Why the heck 
should I have a little knob pointing at what set
ting the controls are on? If I can't remember 
where to set the controls it, won’t do me any good 
to use this rig when I’ve finished building it. I’ll 
just tune the rig by feel ... if the manual says 
to set to number four, I’ll just turn the control 
until it seems about half-way turned . . .

Now what? “Mount four meters as indicated 
in Figure 24.” Why waste the meters? I’ll just 
use one and save the other three for something 
else. All I’ll have to do is bring all the wires out
side the cabinet and when I want to measure 
something I’ll just tie the right wires onto the 
meter. It’s smart thinking like this that saves 
money . . . and gives a professional finished 
job . . .

Now to plug in this little beauty and see how it 
does.

ZZZZzzzzzzzzzz! Crrrrraaaaaaaaaaccccckkklle! 
Pooooof!

What an awful smell! Must be the power trans
former . . . nope, can’t be that — I used it for 
capacitors . . .

How the heck do ya like that? Send ’em your 
hard-earned money, and what do they do to ya? 
They send ya a piece of junk that doesn’t even 
work at all!

I know I followed all of the instructions cor
rectly — even fixed it up a place or two! Maybe I 
better check the wiring diagram to be sure . . .

“ Connect red wire to Post Three . . .’’That’s 
funny—I got the red wire connected to Socket 
One.

Not only do they send ya lousy merchandise, 
they also have all of the instructions written 
completely wrong!

I tell ya, they shouldn’t be allowed to sell this 
gyp junk to poor guys like me who follow the 
instructions . . . [nST—|*625 8. Union Ave., Pueblo, Colorado. 81005
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STATION DESIGN FOR DX
PART IV — (a) Propagation Quirks and (b) Operating Tips

BY PAUL D. ROCKWELL,*  W3AFM

D
iscussion of propagation will be mainly on 

(a) use of the long path, (b) the twilight 
zone, (c) use of meteor bursts for quick 

identification of weak local signals, and (d) use 
of WWV advices.

It is well known among DXers that signals 
frequently come in better the long way around 
the earth. This applies mainly to patlis exceed
ing about 4000 miles the short way. Under some, 
conditions, the optimum path Hips from s.p. 
(short path) to l.p. (long path ) iu a few minutes, 
and it is difficult to choose optimum propagation. 
The neatest station-design to ascertain the better 
path is that in use at W6AM. Ho brings each 
end of each rhombic, through transmission line, 
into his shack. By appropriate relays, the path 
may be tested or operated on in less than a 
second simply by flipping a switch. Similar 
technique can be (but practically never is) ap
plied to driven arrays and Yagis.

The question of when, in a longer term, it is 
desirable to search for long-path openings, is not 
easily answered. Recent experience gives the 
operator his best competence. However, some 
general guidance is to look along the twilight 
zones.

The twilight zone, globally, has an important 
relation to h.f. propagation. For example, on the 
long hauls, about 6,000 to 20,000 miles (s.p. or 
l.p.), phenomenally good transmission can be 
realized for small portions of the day, on paths 
nearly parallel with this zone. According to the 
relation between the maximum useable fre
quencies (m.u.f.) and operating frequencies, 
propagation may be better on the day or night 
side, or directly along the twilight zone. Season
ally, the zone runs due N-S at the equinoxes; 
*5800 Hillburne Way, Chevy Chase, Md. 20015

mornings NW-SE in summer, NE-SW in winter; 
evenings NE-SW in summer, NW-SE in winter. 
The NE and SW directions are for northern 
latitudes. Long propagation paths perpendicular 
to a single intermediate twilight zone, on the 
of her hand, tend to be poor, especially when the 
zone is tiear mid-path. This is because MUFs 
are usually much different in night and day 
zones — sometimes called the ‘‘contrast” prob
lem. An appreciation of these phenomena is useful 
iu estimating diurnal and seasonal openings to 
various parts of the world.23

A chart, from information prepared by Frank 
Smith, W5VA, is presented as Table III. Frank 
has maintained daily schedules for several years 
over difficult DX paths — notably with VU2JA, 
plus 4S7NE as well.

Sometimes signals arrive from unexpected 
directions — neither s.p. or l.p. Particularly, ar
rivals from north and south have been reported 
for DX signals as much as 60° displaced in 
geometric, azimuth. Signals reflected from the 
aiu'ora zone are usually characterized by a 
gravelly sound. To a lesser extent, tliis can be 
observed on signals propagated through the 
aurora.. When Europeans are heard working the 
Far East, it’s a good sign that Far East propa
gation will be good, later in the day, from the 
United States.

Some propagation phenomena are useful for 
preliminary identification of signals in DX work. 
One of these phenomena is signal enhancement 
by reflection from meteor trails. The enhance-

28 Persons interested in h.f. propagation should acquire 
and study an excellent value in this field: Ionospheric Radio 
Propagation (NBS CRPL), 1965, From Supt. of Documents, 
USGPO, Washington, D. C. 20402, $2.75. See also “Simpli
fied CRPL DX Predictions,” QST, July 1957, p. 28. 

The Geochron Map-Clock. Hams at 
first stand transfixed before this—then 
steal occasional looks. It shows the sun 
and daylight zones imperceptibly 
moving across the Earth, with diurnal 
and seasonal corrections built in.
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ments may be 2U-1.O-40 db. in amplitude, and are 
typically about one second in duration. Un
fortunately they are not always present. When 
they are, they serve to distinguish weak nearby 
(non-DX in the 20-meter skip-zone) signals from 
bona fide weak DX. An appreciation of this saves 
the time of waiting for the weak station to 
identify himself by sending his call letters. 
Another phenomenon, useful in recognition, is 
t he well-known rounding of keying envelopes by 
multipath transmission. That is, keying which 
has passed through several propagation hops and 
has arrived by a combination of several paths, 
is likely to sound softer (in the sense of less 
clicky) than ground-wave or single-hop propa
gation signals.

11 is conservative of one's time in general listen
ing, to spend more time in good conditions than 
bad. WWV sends propagation advices every 
five minutes. While these are for the North 
Atlantic only, their extremes are indicative of 
conditions in general. A few minutes, at ‘‘N7” 
pay off better than an hour at “W4.” At 
W3AFM, a receiver is kept on WWV. A digital 
clock permits turning this receiver on a second 
or two before the announcement. Thus the check
up takes only about ten seconds. An automatic 
timer could be installed. City power runs typi
cally st3 seconds of accuracy.

To be guided wholly by NBS-CRPL dicta, 
however, can (a) subtract the fascination of the 
completely unexpected, and (b) cause loss of 
country contacts. On rare occasions, a choice 
DX find will turn up on an otherwise dead band. 
Sometimes these signals last only a few minutes, 
and are heard by only one or two W stations, 
within a hundred-mile distance of each other.

Operation and Subjective Elements
Time and keen operating practices can be 

traded off, to some extent, for station technical- 

effectiveness. Especially in this era of well- 
equipped DXpeditions, it is more, important to 
be active on the right frequency at the right 
time, than to have the ultimate in DX e.r.p. 
Thus, a station at home, a home within 20 min
utes drive of the place of work, and a job that 
doesn’t, require being out of town on trips, can 
add more to the countries total (if that’s your 
criterion of performance) than a 200-foot tower 
and 50-foot boom.

A mountain-top summer-cottage, well sited 
and well equipped, may be the answer (a) for 
contest or week-end DXing, (b) if there are 
motivations to get the hobby out of the home, 
or (c) if the home location is DX-wise impossible. 
Remote control of the country sites is not out 
of the question — but is seldom put to practice, 
because of the costs and difficulties. W6YY u.h.f.- 
remotes transmitters etc. at Mt. Wilson, eleva
tion 5710 ft., from his home at La Canada, 
California!

Neighborhood relations and station esthetic ap
pearance are often problems. Even if it would 
fit on the home lot, a hundred-foot lattice tower 
and fifty-fool, boom may be out of the question. 
In cities, the type of antenna beyond which 
troubles are likely to develop with neighbors is 
often something like a 45-foot tel escoped-pipe 
self-supporting mast, with a 25-foot boom light
weight Yagi. Such a practical compromise, how
ever, will not compete in contests, no matter 
how good the operator, against a fully equipped, 
well-sited station. The latter, of course, usually 
has a good operator along with it.

Flag-poles, if of interest for good-looking mast 
construction, are made by John Lingo and Son, 
Inc., P. O. Box 1237, Camden, New Jersey. 
Pneumatically telescoping masts are marketed 
by Andrew Corp, P. O. Box 807, Chicago, Ill. 
(10642. Coste of the latter range from 82.000 to 
^8,000 for heights of 30 to 100 feet.

TABLE III WSVA's LP/5P DX Chart

Season Long Path Short Path

Feb.- -May South Africa and Indian Ocean 13-15Z Near East 22-02Z
India 14 and 02Z
Malaya 14Z
Oceania <)2-l)6Z

May—Aug. (Same as above, but Malaya and Oceania better: India worse, near nil)

Aug.—Nov. (As above, but India strong. Malaya shifts to 22Z gradually) 
Oceania 22-24Z

Nov.—Feb. Europe and North Africa 13-15Z
India, Near East and Far East from 

opening to 15Z
Oceania from 20-22Z

Europe and North Africa 15-17Z
South Africa 1.8-22Z
Malaya (rare) 13and24Z
Oceania (better l.p.) 13-14Z

Notes: 1. East Coast subtract 1 hour: West Coast add 1 hour to times above.
2. Months may be read February 15, etc. for W5 land; February 1, etc. for northern U. 8. latitudes.
3. 4th Quarter l.p. sigs under South Pole reach W5 1 hour earlier than W8/1/2/3; sigs over North Pole 1 hour later.
4. November-February 01-02Z; India and Gus/Asia l.p.: FB8XX 589SP — Band sounds dead, actually is net.
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Recommended Station "Library”
Callbooks, U.S. and Foreign
W9lOP’s "Second Op"
ARRL Countries List (Op Aid 7)
ARRL Antenna Book
ARRL Radio Amateur’s Handbook
ARRL Radio Amateur’s Operating 

Manual
Radio Handbook, Editors and Engi

neers
The Radio /Amateur Handbook,

R. S. G. B.
Subscriptions to: QST, CQ, 73: 

WGDXC and LIDXA DX News 
Bulletins

"The DXer Magazine," Gus Browning 
W4BPD, RFD 1, Box 161 A, Cordova, 
S. C. 29039

Radio Amateur World Atlas and 
maps, published by Radio Amateur 
Callbook, Inc.

National Geographic Atlas of the 
World; also, one of their globes.

Complete set of instruction books for 
equipment in use.

QSLs, SAEs, IRCs, foreign postage (see 
W2SAW), ARRL station log, rubber
stamp for self-addressing envelopes.

U. S. postage stamps, including 11c, 15c, 
25c, etc.

Letter scale, 0-9 oz., with vernier 0-2 
oz., such as the German "Bilateral” 
tvhich sells for about $4-00.

Of the above, the importance of the DN 
News Bulletins is the item most likely 
to be overlooked by neophyte DXers. 
There are several other bulletins: 
Geoff Watts, VERON, LIDXA speed- 
postcard service, NCDXC, SCDXC 
monthly bulletins, etc.

Operating Tips
Much has been written on operating practices 

for DX effectiveness. Listening is far more pro
ductive than calling CQ. In this connection, the 
tradeoffs represented by Figure 6 are recom
mended over the more conventional ones of 
Figure 7. (Part 11, October QST).

It is better to listen several times a day for 
short periods, than to listen for the same total 
time in one session. In tuning, as from 14,000 to 
14,100 kc. repeatedly, it is slightly preferable 
to ‘‘snap back” (as is done by oscilloscope 
horizontal sweep circuits) than to tune uniformly 
back and forth. In contests, it is preferable to 
tune from high to low, as “the pack” predomi
nantly moves the other way. In pile-ups, a short 
call precisely timed and on the right frequency,

can be more effective than a longer call at higher
power.

Logging, filing, and QSL procedures cannot be 
neglected. DX intelligence (“G-2”) is very im
portant. DX-alert nets are good. But when they 
are not. available, it is sometimes possible to 
exchange alerting services over telephone land
lines. Particularly useful are DXers who have 
retired from full-time employment and spend 
several hours a day scanning the bands. Having 
tools, test gear and spares close at hand can be 
a practical advantage in the event of breakdown 
at a critical time — some wrong Sunday after
noon.

Zeroing Capability
It is desirable to be capable of zeroing-in with 

an accuracy better than 100 c.p.s. on. top of 
the station communicating with the desired 
DX station. This can be accomplished most 
quickly by the use of a very sharp receiving 
filter (say, 200 c.p.s.). It. is very helpful if a 
second receiver can be employed to permit the 
zeroing operation to be performed without de
tuning the desired DX station, which may be 
very weak and fading into and out of the noise. 
It is especially convenient if the second-receiver 
v.f.o. can be cross-coupled, transceiver style, 
to the exciter, so that the transmit frequency 
automatically follows that of the zeroing receiver.

A problem that plagues some exciters is that 
the spotting zero is different, from the key-down 
zero. Such a situation can seriously impair DX 
effectiveness.

Receiver frequency calibration should have 
accuracy of * 1 kc. or bid,ter over t.he 14,000- 
14,100-kc. range. This is to permit prompt action 
on DX news-bulletin or other DX tips.

Break-in Capability
Full break-in is a very desirable feature. Use 

of even t.he best available t.r. electronic switches 
may degrade station DX performance materially. 
This is because t.he noise figure, at. best, is m- 
ferior to that of a good receiver. However, these 
devices are sufficiently good to be useful during 
transmissions. A way of avoiding degradation 
during the most critical listening periods is to 
by-pass the t.r. switch automatically when the 
transmitter is switched off. Figure 8 (blocks 
3, 4 and 5) in Part III, November QST, illus
trates the interconnections and components. 
The B&W Model 381 has proved satisfactory 
at W3AFM; it permits full c.w. break-in by 
signals S6 or better. With it, one can tell while 
sending the approximate level of clutter on the 
calling frequency.

Shaping of Keying Characteristic
It is well-known that the corners of the r.f. 

envelopes of keyed characters should be rounded 
to prevent clicks. For intelligibility, the leading 
corner should be less rounded than t.he final 
corner. What is less well-known is that a con
siderable improvement ias much as 3 db. in 

(Coutinwd on page 152)
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For Safety’s Sake
BY H. W. MORGAN, M.D.,*  K0JTP

M
y quad had been in the air for six years 
and needed to be checked over. K0IDN, 
a nearby ham friend, provided a gin pole 

and enough rope from his hay-lift equipment to 
lower the quad for inspection. I knew there was 
a loose connection somewhere in the system as 
a high wind caused an intermittent make and 
break in the sigBids.

I usually hire a professional climber to do my 
high work, ever since 1 spent a summer vacation 
in the hospital as the»result of a flag pole br^Kng' ’ 
with meiat the age offlR..Howevei^wb young 
hams, Tomand Cap, volunteered icFdb the climb
ing for me. A safety belt was provided and a 
safety rope was rigged fortheSecond climber.

The quad came down easily. We had thought 
about that when we put it up! only two bolts 
twisted off in the removal process and these 
were easily replaced. The bad., connection. was ’ 
found to be a coax fittings which had.beeil im
properly soldered. ’

td 'the,, 
yoke supporting the quad boom. The old' ypke 
vras removed-¿lid'''replaced with a new 6ne. This-- 
necessitated the drilling of four holes in a floor- 
flange bearing plate attached to the upper end J 
of the pipe .rised in rotating the quad-from the » 
ground. The two boys accomplished this^ working 
together at the top of the tower with a quan§rr^ 
horse electric drill powered by a hedyy-duty 
extension cord. Three of the four holes had been 
drilled and the bolts inserted with Tom working- 
alone at the top of the tower when the accident 
happened.

Cap and I were on our backs on the ground 
watching the procedure when a cry came from 
Tom at the top of the tower. Being a physician, 
I first thought that Tom was an epileptic and 
had suffered an epileptic attack. Cap, however, 
was an old lineman and shouted that it appeared 
that Tom had been electrocuted. Fortunately, 
he was mistaken. For an old man I really made 
time around the corner of the house, fell as I 
made the turn, but was able to grab the extension 
cord close enough to the plug to remove it, even 
while I was falling. Tom immediately dropped 
the drill which he had been unable to release 
before that time. I insisted that he wait at the

• 1312 Fourth S.W., Mason City, Iowa 50401

top of the tower before unhooking the safety 
belt until George could climb up to help him. 
He made it down without difficulty and within 
thirty minutes was back at the top of the tower 
helping replace the quad. There was not even 
a burn on his hand which held the drill, or on 
his feet where he was in contact with the tower 
except for a pair of tennis shoes; What had 
happened?

„ drill is a heavy-duty job and ig;provided 
with'Kgiduhd; wire but this was not used, sincelhe 
extension coM'.'was a 2-wire typerThe drill was 
all of 25 years old ¿and the .ground wire had long 
since broken off af the plug ,end. Only a¿shortt 
length remained of..Hie ground cord and this 
was doubled^up inside the’plug. I had tested 
the drilíptiutbek previous day, using the same 

extension fdord at the base of the tower,
» and the boys had drilled Several holes on this 
¿ occasion without experiencing any difficulty. In 
i checking the drilHttimediately after the accident, 
'T-found the.ground wire, exposed and in close 
proximity to one of the. rivets holding a plug 
contact in place. Tteis possible that the ground 
wireBtouched this rivet , and the polarity was 

««ucL that; the metal casé’of....the drill rwasrofcthe 
: ihot.iSide Of the line. My wifKalsO’ told me that 
■ during the time we were working; the electric 
■'«enn'eat ice the house went off at least twice for 

a few seconds. Remodeling of the -substation 
. supplying our power is in progress and it was 

thought that this was responsible for the inter
ruption.

What can be learned from this near-fatal 
accident? First, never work alone. Have someone 
on the ground capable of disconnecting any 
electric circuit. You have four minutes in which 
to restore circulation to the brain either by 
cardiac massage or artificial respiration. Other
wise, brain damage will result even though life 
may be restored. Second, a safety belt or rope 
must be used. Heavy tools, such as the electrical 
drill, should be secured with a line, too. Last 
but not least, remember that a trusted tool may 
develop a defect.

My new extension cord is a 3-wire cord and 
the few remaining 2-wire plugs in my home, 
shop, and ham shack will soon be converted, 
for safety’s sake. ¡QST—I
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What Wives

Think About

Ham Radio
BY DONALD G. ROSS*,  W2JMZ

H
ave you ever considered the possibility 
that your wife may be less than enthusi
astic about your ham radio interests? 

That she may be negatively inclined towards it 
because of its costs or the amount of time you 
spend at it instead of on family activities? Surely 
you’ve heard some XYLs comment unfavorably 
on some phase of our hobby, even bitterly at 
times, and it may have set you to wondering 
whether you are keeping ham radio in its proper 
perspective in your home. If so, you are not alone.

The thought occurred to the writer that it 
might prove illuminating and beneficial to many 
hams to find out generally what wives think 
about our hobby so that individually we could, 
perhaps, better understand the female point of 
view and thus not lose sight of perspective. Are 
the complaints heard isolated examples one 
would expect of any hobby, or do they repre
sent a general undercurrent of feminine resent
ment against amateur radio?

A Survey is Made
The best way of finding out was to conduct a 

survey of those most qualified to pass judgement 
— the wives themselves! A questionnaire was 
prepared and sent out to wives of hams in every 
state in proportion to state population and about 
equally divided between those living in metro
politan centers and those from rural areas. 
Three aspects of ham radio were considered 
prime subjects for inquiry, namely: 1. Cost 
2. Amount of Operating Time 3. The Content 
of The OM’s Contacts. The responders were 
asked to check off one of several statements 
(ranging from good to bad) which came closest 
to representing their views on these major topics. 
Additional information was requested such as 
value of station, whether the OM’s antennas 
disfigured the home, and how the OM spends 
Iiis operating time, i.e., ragehewing, DXing, 
traffic handling, emergency communications or 
experimenting. Each recipient was encouraged 
to submit any additional information she wished

* Mossy Brook Boad, High Falls, New York. 

and to go into detail beyond the scope of the 
questionnaire proper.

.Before the returns began coming in, it was 
assumed that a goodly percentage of the XYLs 
would relish this convenient opportunity to 
strike back at ham radio if they harbored but 
the slightest antagonism, so it was only normal 
to anticipate a wide diversity of opinion. It was 
hoped, however, that the composite opinion 
would be preponderantly one-sided and not 
about equally balanced for and against ham 
radio, since in the latter case the poll taker’s 
personal views could tend to color the picture 
he reports.

Survey Findings
Well, fellow OAls, most of you can begin to 

relax, for you may not have known up to now 
just how grateful most wives are that you have 
and enjoy such a wonderful hobby as amateur 
radio! Collectively tliis is exactly what they say, 
and they say it with undisguised enthusiasm! 
Given their chance to take pot shots at our 
hobby, they rejected this avenue of reply be
yond doubt and went out of their way, through 
letters, to praise it, liighly. Now this is not to 
imply that all wives think thia way, for a mi
nority do not, and some who praise it today 
did not always favor it as they do now. A legiti
mate problem area exists or can exist in some 
households where ham radio is an invisible yet 
most real “third party” for the wife to contend 
with.

Let’s take a look in detail at what our wives 
have to say.

Cost
One would think that the monies spent by 

OMs on gear could be a source of friction in 
many households. Probably because of the ma
turity of most hams, this simply isn't so. The 
wives report overwhelmingly that these invest
ments are kept within reasonable bounds, even 
though the average station outlay reported is 
dose to $1000 (ranging from $200 to $3000,X 
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am very interested in his contacts. I hope that
some day our kids will also become interested.”

Content of The OM's Contacts

Some 8C>% of them felt the OM spends only 
what the family can afford and only after other 
obligations are met. 10% thought the purchases 
are kept within reason even though the OM 
has a tendency to overlook other obligations at 
times. Only 4% feel the husband spends more 
than the wife believes should be spent, and there 
was not a single instance ÍO%) reported where 
the OM spends money badly needed for family 
matters. There just doesn't appear to be an issue 
on this aspect of ham radio. The few comments 
made were all favorable.

Amount of Operating Time
Nearly every hour spent operating in most 

shacks is time spent outside the circle of the wife 
and children. Do they resent this exclusion? Far 
from it! Only 7% were of the opinion the OM 
spends too much time on the air, time tliat 
should be spent with the children or on other 
worthwhile matters. Some 62% believe the 
amount of operating time is completely reason
able and, surprise of all surprises, there were 
41% who would not object to more operating. 
Except for a special situation covered later, 
there are few wives who feel tlie OM goes off 
the deep end on his operating time. Hottie com
ments are:
Missouri — “ When an operator’s children are. 

young and still at home I feel tliat after 
church activities, lodge meetings, Boy Scout 
business and other outside obligations are 
taken care of, the little extra time left need 
not be spent with the eliildren. When the OM 
is operating its o.k.”

Illinois -..“ I think my husband's ham radio is 
very interesting. It gives him a lot of pleasure, 
and 1 appreciate having him home so much 
rather than having him gone all the time for 
bowling or some other such activity. 1 don’t 
always understand what he. is doing, but I 
enjoy seeing his engrossed enthusiasm when 
he is building equipment or operating on the 
air."

Nebraska — “ My dad is retired and also a ham. 
He cannot afford much, but put his rig to
gether and has a ball with it. I really love the 
guy who started this hobby. My dad spends 
all his tíme at it. If it weren’t for tliis hobby, 
1 can’t imagine how he'd spend his time. This 
way he has no time to think of ever ailing! As 
for my husband, I would much rather have 
him home relaxing and enjoying himself than 
out in some bar, ¡So if he talks all evening and 
is enjoying himself, he could be on all night 
if he wanted to. Life is too short, and if tliis is 
such a great hobby that a guy likes it enough 
to really delve into it, he should be aide to." 

South Dakota- "I certainly would not object 
to my husband spending more time on his set. 
In fact I wish he could find more time for it. 
His job is very time consuming and he is also 
very active in civic affairs. Our three children 
and their activities keep him quite busy. I feel 
that hamming is a relaxing hobby for him and

This portion of the questionnaire dealt with 
the subject matter of the. majority of the OM’s 
contacts, phone and/or c.w. They were asked 
whether contacts were usually with stimulating 
people on interesting subjects, or did they deal 
mostly with the subject of ham radio itself and 
perhaps seem repetitive and even dull. Here a 
greater diversity of opinion was noted. 75% 
thought the contacts interesting, and 25% 
thought them. dull. The written comments did 
indicate, however, that probably more than one- 
quarter of the wives do think the content of the 
contacts is less than stimulating. Comments: 
Florida — “I do enjoy the contacts with friends

and family and the many friends he lias made 
on the air.”

Illinois — “His phone contacts deal mostly with 
the trivia of ham radio, .yet 1 get considerable 
enjoyment from listening.”

Ohio—-“When our children are in bed in the 
evening, I join my husband in his shack and 
enjoy listening and sometimes talking.”

Indiana—“Let’s face it — most hams are not 
very interesting or informed on anything be
yond equipment. Wish someone would invent 
a noise-squawk silencer for ham rigs, as I 
would appreciate less yak-yak about equip
ment and more rounded conversations.”

Ohio — “lie has some interesting contacts when 
the people he contacts are interesting, but 
from my experience most hams can only talk 
about antennas, ham gear, etc. My husband 
prefers stimulating conversation but rarely 
raises anybody who has anything interesting 
to say.”

California— “As far as I’m concerned, the con
tent of his on-the-air conversations are of no 
more concern to me than my ou-the-phone 
conversations with my friends are to him. 
Personally, I believe hams could all benefit 
from knowing more about their fellow hams 
than just the history of the other fellow’s rig.”

Ham Antennas
The great majority of wives (84%) feel that 

the OM’s antennas do not disfigure the home.
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This was borne out further by the nearly com
plete absence of written comments on the sub
ject. It appears that those who feel otherwise 
(16%) do not hold strong contrary views. An 
explanation for this may lie in the fact that 
nearly every home in America has a TV antenna, 
and one or two more make little additional dif
ference.

The OM's Interests in Ham Radio
The most popular aspect of amateur radio is 

ragchewing, since 80% of the wives indicated 
this activity on the part of the OM. Experiment
ing of one form or another was reported by 64% 
of the wives. DXing came next at 41%, with 
traffic handling and emergency communications 
work reported by 25% and 23% respectively. 
Many commented favorably upon the fact their 
husbands enjoy building some of their own gear 
in preference to buying it ready made.

When Ham Radio Can Be a Source 
o£ Friction

Ham radio can be a source of friction in some 
marriages either shortly after the OM obtains 
his license or, if already a ham, after the honey
moon is over. This is the period when the wife 
receives her first exposure to the hobby, and her 
reactions can be most antagonistic if she feels 
her husband spends too much time humming 
and not enough with her. Nearly all the negative 
comments received relate to the period uf the 
first few years when the wives were adjusting to 
t.he presence of ham radio in their homes.

Generally it could be stated that the OM is 
at fault, although it should not be overlooked 
either that some wives (bless them.) are chronic 
eomplainers and others can be as selfish in their 
demands as a man can be in his. Not all mar
riages are happy ones, either. Nevertheless, some 
men unquestionably go overboard on radio at 
the outset. Later some bring hamming into 
proper perspective, to the point where the wife 
then accepts it and often endorses it. The follow
ing excerpts indicate this problem area and the 
manners in which some wives have responded.

Ohio —■ “I became interested in the hobby when 
my husband did. Then it developed into a dis
ease. For the next two years his hobby was 
almost a “ hell-ou-earth. ” He was on the air 
every waking minute during the week and all 
day Saturday and Sunday. We never visited 
friends, attended movies or even left the house 
in those two years. His TVI problems irri
tated the neighbors, made linn nervous and 
almost drove me insane. Needless to say, what 
interest I had in the hobby soon faded. Then, 
after those two miserable years, he slowed 
down to a reasonable pace. In fact, he gets on 
the air only a few times a month. 1 would not 
cure if he got on more often as lung as he gets 
his needed sleep at nights. 1 know a few hams’ 
wives who have the above problem not only 
for two years as 1 had them, but as a contin
uous problem.”

New York—-“My husband is an avid ham. 
He’s worked with young hums, taught radio 
classes and been active in a radio club. He 
works hard to support us and I feel that any 
time he can find to “ham it up” is like frost
ing on a cake — enjoy it. 1 haven’t always felt 
this way. I do feel, however, that if a man 
enjoys his radio to his family then there has 
to be something uninteresting in the family, 
and perhaps mother should look over her de
mands on dear old dad.”

Ohio — “ When we were first married ham radio 
was a constant source of friction between us. 
Then 1 found that 90% of the ham wives had 
no interest in radio. When my husband went 
to see a ham buddy, I went along instead of 
staying at home mad. I met the wives and 
made many good friends. As to resenting my 
husband’s interest in radio, I have just the 
opposite reaction. Our nine year old boy seems 
interested in amateur radio. I encourage it, 
because I feel it is one of the best hobbies a 
man can have. More wives should join in 
instead of fighting it. They would find a lot 
of friends and a lot of fun. Not be hams, but 
show some interest.”

California — “ My husband has been a licensed 
ham since he was 15. So one might say lie is a 
dyed-in-the-wool operator. For this reason I 
have come to like amateur radio, following 
the well-known adage. “ If you can’t fight ’em 
join ’em.” He is president of a mobile radio 
club. It is unique in that it allows the men to 
pursue their hobby while also being geared to 
please family interests at the same time. The 
meetings are open to women, and we have 
potluck dinners preceding many of them. 
Some wives are paid up members and a few 
have been elected to office. Maybe if more 
wives were given the opportunity of belong
ing to a group of this kind, there would be 
fewer bitter wives throughout the country.” 

It would be well if all husbands gave thought 
to the amount of time they spend hamming. 
Despite the warm approval given by most wives, 
to the 7% who feel too much time is spent on 
radio it can be a very real problem. At least try 
to learn whether your wife thinks you are guilty 
in this respect.
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Rx For Needed Relaxation and 
Making Friends

I t is evident that most wives are deeply con
cerned with the matter of their husbands get
ting sufficient time to relax and enjoy some sort 
of hobby. Their hearty approval of ham radio 
seems based upon tlieir recognition that most 
men do work hard to support the family, usually 
under pressures far more taxing than those con
fronting them as housewives and mothers, and 
therefore they are most solicitous of the hus
band's welfare when he is home and away tem
porarily from the eroding effects of tris job. 
Wives think of it as a worthwhile hobby, in itself 
quite interesting to many of them, but more so 
in that it keeps the OM by the family hearth and 
by its very nature leads to socializing and the 
establishment of new friendships. Taken in the 
overall they, just as their husbands do, find it 
hard to top. See if you concur in these observa- 
tions from these sample comments.
Florida — “ My husband has always had what 

he wants for his ham radio. He is retired and 
operates whenever he wants to. I do not object 
at any time. It has been a wonderful hobby for 
him. He has had. an ailing heart, so I am 
grateful that he can enjoy tliis. It keeps him 
happy and contented.”

Missouri — “ He enjoys his ham contacts very 
much. We have made many new friends, some 
of whom we visit. We have picnics each sum
mer with a group. Also I attend hamfests with

him. We have had servicemen stop by to thank 
us for phone patches he ran for them. Hams 
are a very nice group of people. When we 
built our home, one ham got electrical supplies 
for us at cost, another did the wiring and a 
third helped finish the walls. To me, ham radio 
is not only a hobby for my husband but a 
wonderful way to make new friends.”

Washington — “I do enjoy ham radio. We have 
many friends in California and have wonder
ful times at the s.s.b. conventions.”

New York—-“Since leisure time is at such a 
premium in our house, I must say I do resent 
too much time spent on the radio. On the other 
side of the coin. I’m very pleased that my 

husband has such an absorbing and enjoyable 
hobby, for now and for those retirement years. 
He’s made many friendships through ham 
radio. There is a lol to be said for it. Some
times the odd jobs don’t get done around the 
iiouse, but life being short as it is — guess I’ll 
worry less about the house and more about 
my husband’s health and pleasure.”

Kansas — “My husband obtained his license at 
a time when all we had was 32 volt power 
from a wind charger. He built all his own 
equipment and continued studying radio. 
Later he passed a Civil Service exam and was 
hired by a government agency. So you see his 
profession all started with ham radio. We have 
made a lot of friends through ham radio. 
Back in the '30s we didn’t have much to go 
on, but we had friends around that we would 
visit every morning or once a week via radio. 
Today we meet hams who notice our license 
plate and stop to chat with us. I would have 
liked a license myself except that the code was 
too much of a problem for me.”

New York— “As you see he has been operating 
for 32 years and that's how long we have been 
married. We have made some very fine friends 
through ham radio; some we have met and 
others (too far away) we hope to meet when 
we retire and have time to travel. I think it 
is a wonderful hobby for any husband, as long 
as he keeps within the budget and time of the 
family’s pleasure. My husband has always 
been pretty considerate and I, therefore, do 
not have any complaints against ham radio.” 

Wisconsin — “ After a few years went by I fi
nally accepted this hobby of his as a member 
of the family. Now we get along fine. Re
cently, for the first time, he put me on the air 
and I received the biggest thrill of my life to 
talk to these operators. Now I am learning 
the code! My husband is real proud to take 
me to the hamfest they have here every so 
often. He is proud also to tell everyone 1 am 
learning the code. Of course, to me, it’s such 
a thrill to meet the other hams' wives.”
There was one letter that came quite close to 

embodying in its few lines the consensus opinion 
of the many wives so kind to submit their 
thoughts, and about as fine an endorsement as 
one could hope for.
Iowa —■ “ I am happy to give you my opinion 

and reaction to my husband’s ham radio ac
tivities. First of all, I want to say that he built 
a lot of his equipment—sometimes using 
“junk.” I never cease to be amazed at his 
capabilities along these lines. I can’t remem
ber that I ever resented tliis hobby, but I do 
know, as the years pass, I am happier and 
more thankful that he has such an interesting 
(to him) and entertaining way to relax. I have 
no interest in radio except for the enjoyment 
he derives from it. I’m hoping it will help 
make his retirement years tolerable.”

(Continued on page 1401
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20th V.H.F. Sweepstakes —January 7-8
attention v.h.f. operators! The 1967 V.H.F. 
A Sweepstakes will start at 1400 your local 
standard time on Saturday, January 7, 1967, and 
end at midnight local time on Sunday, January 
8. Remember, contacts count only when the 
contest is in progress at both ends of a QSO. 
So join in the fun this year. Just call CQ Sweep
stakes or answer such a call.

Remember that, unlike the v.h.f. QSO parties, 
in the SS sections count only once no matter what 
band they are worked on, although you may 
work the same station on a different band again 
for additional contact points. Example: W1HDQ 
works WA2BAH on 50 and 144 Me. for com
plete exchanges of 2 points on each band; 2 + 2 
gives 4 pointe but only one section multiplier. 
So bandhopping will increase your score.

In scoring, the multiplier is the number of 
sections worked plus ten. Each complete exchange 
counts two points. Sample: Suppose W6GD0 
made 100 contacts in 17 different sections:

100 QSOs
X 2 (if all SS data exchanged in both direct ions) 
200 (QSO pointe)
X27 (17 sections plus 10)
5400 (claimed score)

You can get log forms by writing to ARRL, 
225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111. Logs 
must be postmarked by February 4 to be eligible 
for score listing and awards.

Rules
1) Eligibility: Amateur operators in any ARRL section 

(see page 6) operating at home, or mobile or portable under 
nne call on or above 50 Me. are invited to take part. Yukon- 
N.W.T. (VES) counts as a separate multiplier.

2) Object: Participants will attempt to contact as many 
other stations in as many ARRL sections as possible.

3) Contest Periods: The contest starts at 2:00 p.m. your 
local time, Saturday, Jan. 7, 1967. and ends at midnight. 
Sunday, Jan. 8, 1967. Contacts between stations in differ
ent time zones can be counted only when the contest period 
is in progress in both of the zones concerned.

4) Exchanges: Contest exchanges, including all data 
shown in the sample, must be transmitted and receipted for 
as a basis for each scored point.

5) Scoring: (a) Contacts count one point when the re
quired exchange information has been received and acknowl
edged, a second point when exchange has been completed in 
both directions.

(b) Foreign entries: All contacts with foreign countries 
(such as Mexico and the Bahamas) count for score. All for

eign countries are grouped together as one, and a section 
multiplier of no more than one may be claimed for contacts 
with all foreign stations contacted. Foreign stations may 
only work stations in ARRL sections for contest credit. 
Foreign stations will give their country name in the ex
change.

(c) Final score is obtained by multiplying total contact 
points by the sum of different ARRL sections worked (t.he 
number in each of which at least one SS point has been 
credited) plus 10.

6) Conditions for Valid Contact Credit: (a) Repeat contacts 
on other bands confirmed by completed exchanges of up to 
two points per band may be counted for each different station 
worked. (Example: W1IIDQ works WA2BAH on 50 and 144 
Me. for complete exchanges of 2 points on each band; 2X2 
gives 4 points but only one section multiplier.)

<b) Cross-band work shall not count.
(c) Portable or mobile station operation under one call, 

from one location only, is permitted.
(ci) A transmitter used to contact one or more stations 

may not be used subsequently under any other call during 
the contest (with the exception of family stations, where 
more than 1 call is assigned to one location by FCC/DOT).

(e) Contacts with aircraft mobiles cannot be counted for 
section multipliers.

(f) Contacts made by retransmitting either or both sta
tions do not count for contest purposes.

While no minimum distance is specified for contacts, 
equipment in use should be capable of real communications 
(i.e. able to communicate over at least a mile).

7) Awards: Entries will be classified as single- or multi- 
operator, a single-operator station being defined as one 
manned by an amateur who neither receives nor gives as
sistance to any person during the contest period. Certificates 
will be awarded in each ARRL section to the top-scoring 
amateur in the single-operator classification. In addition, a 
certificate will be awarded to the top Novice in each ARRL 
section where at least three such licensees submit valid con
test logs. Multioperator work will be grouped separately in 
the official report of results in QST.
When three or more individual affiliated club members 

compete and submit logs naming the club with which they 
are identified an ARRL certificate will be issued to the lead
ing club member, A letter must be received from the club’s 
secretary itemizing participating members and approximate 
claimed scores. When less than three individual logs are re
ceived there will be no club award or club mention.
A gavel with an engraved band will be offered the affili

ated club whose secretary submits the greatest aggregate 
score, provided such scores are confirmed by receipt at 
ARRL of the individual contest logs from such members. 
Only the score of a bona fide club member, operating a sta
tion in local club territory, may be included in club entries, 
Claims from federations, radio club councils, or other 
combinations of radio clubs, will not be accepted, nor can 
special memberships granted for contest purposes be 
recognized.

8) Conditions of Entry: Each entrant agrees to be bound 
by the provisions of this announcement, the regulations of 
his licensing authority, and the decisions of the ARRL 
Award Committee.

9) Reporting: Reports must be postmarked no later than 
Feb. 4, 1967, to be considered for awards. ¡OST-—]

EXPLANATION OF V.H.F. SS CONTEST EXCHANGES

Send Like a Standard
Msg. Preamble, the. .... .NR Call CK Place Time Date

Exchanges Contest num
bers 1, 2, 3, etc., 
a new NR for 
each station 
worked

Send your 
own call

CK 
(Readability 
and strength or 
RST of station 
worked)

Your ARRL 
section

Send GMT 
time of 
transmitting 
this NR

Send date of 
QSO

Sample NR 1 W1AW 59 CONN 1905 JAN 7
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Western hilltoppers (leftto right): WB6KBZ/6 of Santa Clara Valley on top of Mt. Hamilton (Lick Observatory location), 
George says that the % base-loaded whip mounted on the camper top worked well from that 4300-ft. spot; K7AUO/7 
multioperated by K7IUN K7BVT W7ADV and W7RPT at Timberline Campground, Mt. Adams in Washington; and 

K8REG/0 at the side of Mt. Evans in Colorado, the peak is 14,240 ft. and the highest auto road in the world.

September V.H.F, QSO 
PARTY RESULTS

Enthusiasm up —- Conditions down

COMPILED BY ELLEN WHITE*,  W1YYM

S
SPTKUBBR10—1.1, 1966, the weekend scheduled 

for the September ARRL VHF QSO Party 
was heralded earlier that week by fine condi

tions. By the time the contest period got under 
way, however, you might have known it— con
ditions had changed. Once again, it was a contest 
for the persevering.

Approximately 310 reports were received from 
the W/VE group, with unusually fine comments, 
shown elsewhere in this report.

Looking down the mnltiplier/band chart we 
ean see the obvious results of poorer 6-meter 
conditions. Only 13 stations topped 15 sections 
on that band. Two, on the other hand, was the 
interesting band for multipliers this time around, 
with many stations inaking the minimum chart 
figure of 10 sections. The sixth call area was most 
consistent with 22Ü and 432 Me. activity reports.

This was the test that took a mountain top, 
operators and transmitters plus all the trimmings 
to bring in a top score. The mountaintoppers 
brought in the big scores led by K1UGQ/1 with 
over 48-K, W2PEZ/1 37-K and K1YLU/1 with 
»•lose to 24-K.

The next, big ARRL V.H.F. Test will be the 
V.H.F. Sweepstakes, January 7-8, 1967. Rules 
are shown elsewhere in t his issue.

Single and multioperator V.H.F. QSO Party 
awards are scheduled for mid-December mailing

Soapbox
“The 6220 Club of N. J. operated from a new portable 

location, in New Hampshire on Pack Monadnock. In gen
eral, activity was not as good as usual and we lost out in 
operating time as we only had 8 operators (compared to 
the 12 to 14 when we are in N..T.). A wonderful contest 

* Asst. Communications Mgr., ARRL.

and camping weekend with great weather." — W2PEZ/1. 
“Just. got borne from. Europe and lucky to find the contest 
on.” — KiMTJ. “Enjoyed working the contest and look 
forward to «January.” — KlKKK. “W2PEZ/1 was the 
top signal from N. H. and WA1DR0/1 the tops from 
E. Mass. These Parties are inn!". - IT 1I1TL. ‘‘I was on a 
short trip to enjoy early autumn in Northern New Eng
land but had no contest luck until I worked VE3CDX/W1 
on Mt. Mansfield in Vermont while I was mobile.” — 
W A2ZPDfl. “Ninety percent of my 2-meter contacts 
were on c.w. My operating time was limited due to time 
outs to rest my left leg which was in a cast. Conditions in 
R. 1. were poor and where, were all the So. Jersey VHFers? 
Kudos, again, to K1TPK.” -■- Ki A BE. “Too bad 522s 
can’t copy s.s.b., I heard only one other station on s.s.b. 
during the weekend, my neighbor W1WK.” KlOJQ. 
“My first contest, and a lot of fun." — WAdCRK.. “Oper
ation on 144 was with a Communicator from the car. On 
6, the station was a one-half watt, transistor transceiver 
with a .3-element portable beam packed up 3 miles (on 
the hoot.) to the summit of Stratton Mountain at a 3856 ft. 
elevation in South-central Vermont. DX was Mt. Wash
ington, N.H. (WAfiADI/l) 100 miles northwest and 
WA1BAR Portland, Conn. 90 miles to the south.” 
W1HDQ/1. “C.w. on the low end of 6 and 2 was helpful 
in picking up VE2, VE3 and WA8 for us. Good weather 
on Mt. Wachusett.” — Kt YLUit, “Having 2 small chil
dren and lots ot weekend company doesn't give one much 
time for contest operation.” —• KtBUF. “Friday night 
before the contest, the two-meter band was open to VE3 
and W8.”— IWO, “A great rime although I was <lis- 
appointed in the 2-meter activity."’' - WA.tDRO/1, “Be
low average conditions. No temperature inversion. I heard 
Florida stations on bursts Saturday night but couldn’t 
make contact. Few stations south of Connecticut were 
good copy on either six ur two.”—KtTPK. “We were 
generator powered and the generator began spewing out 
oil early Sunday afternoon. We thus had to close down 
before the closing hours. Until then, the going seemed slow 
at our location atop Grace Mountain, about 1650 feet 
above sea level.”— WtNBN/I. “One of the highlights 
was working W2PEZ/1 on 1215 Me., 5-9 signals both 
ways over a distance of about 55 miles. Conditions on 220 
and 432 were poor. However, real team effort seems to have 
paid off. WA2l* ’QA saved the day, by working 7 hours to 
put the high power 220 Mo. rig back on the air. While ib 
was out of commission, we. heard W2UFT/8 in West Vir- 
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jrinia 5-8 calling CQ 220. He didn’t hear our 10 waiter. 
We’ll get him next time.” — K1UGQ/1. “My single
operator venture was quite dull with the exception of 
220 Me. and six-meter iono-scatter. The 19 sections on 
six were obtained without the benefit of sporadic-E or 
aurora. 220 was useful in providing 7 sections and 12 con
tacts to bolster our mediocre score. At first there was no 
keying in the rig because I had just completed it. When 
I couldn’t raise W3ARW on a.m., £ clipped a key into the 
circuit and made tlie contact, right away. LESSON: always 
have e.w.!” -- ¡xl WHS.
“I only recently completed installing the Benton Har

bor lunchbox with, homebrew supply in my car and wel
comed the opportunity to check it out. Eureka it worked!” 
— W A&DAH ¡2. “ AH operation was on .144 Me. c.w. 
Thanks to the gang for getting on.” - W2LWT. “A very 
unusual contest from many angles. WA2S00 was not 
competing so I had no real trouble with QRM. Most con
tacts were in excess of 100 miles and there was little local 
activity. Two meters paid off better than in the past 
couple of years. There seemed to lie less pressure, with 
more, time used for comments from other stations.” •— 
K^DUR. “The guys who have six-meter TVI should try 
sideband and watch their troubles disappear.” — WBsO YK. 
"Not only my first v.h.f. contest but my first time on 
v.h.f. and it sure was a lot of fun.”. WB2JYV. “This 
is the call of a military station at ESA STRATCOM- 
CONUS Facility at Fort Monmouth, formally the Radio 
Propagation Agency. The site was Red Hill in Middle- 
town, N. J. with an elevation of 220 feet. The two portable 
eight in West Virginia came back to us on 2 but couldn’t 
copy us. We wish there had been more activity above 
1 KMc. Look for us in the future with higher power and 
better antennas.”— WB2RWB/2, “ About average band 
conditions for this particular time of the year. Activity 
on 220 and 432 in Maryland and around New York City 
seems to be very poor. This is one of the most enjoyable 
contests to work during the year.” -- W2EIF. “The Mur
ray Hill Amateur Radio Club operated under this call.” 
....W2GKR/8-. “The chart you used, in Sept. QST for the 
.Tune report is, in my opinion, an. excellent idea. Your 
presentation lets us check quickly and easily how our 
friends around the country made out. Although band 
conditions were not especially good here, I beat all pre
vious efforts on 144 Me. sections and my contacts on 432 
were up. I missed skeds with K1JIX in E. Mass, and 
W1QW.T in W. Mass. Managed to work two stations on 
all four bands, W3ARW and VE3ZZZ. Next year I hope 
to add 1296. Keep up the good work.”. K2YCO. "We 
heard W2PEZ/1 on both 6 and 2 no matter what direction 
our antenna faced throughout the contest.” WB^TEO.
“Where was everybody?”—WA3E0P/3. "Operated 

the entire contest under emergency power in the field. 
Finished homebrew 6-meter rig the morning of the con
test.”— K3YQS/S. “Sideband, c.w. and u.h.f. really paid 
off this time in spite of the efforts of a four foot black 
snake to provide QRM. We’d like to see more u.h.f. sta
tions dust off their gear. 220 seems very inactive in Penn
sylvania although we got and gave good signal reports.” 
'-KJHKK/S. “Although band openings were just a 
little above average and no spectacular openings devel
oped, eager operators led to a respectable score. The new 
two meter 32-element collinear got a good workout. We’re 
planning expanded operating on the higher hands in June

DIVISION LEADERS
Single Operator
W2EIF Atlantic

Multioperator
K3MTK/3

WA9JFM Central WA9UV
W0LCN Dakota
WABDXA Delta WA4VNP/4
WA8MPW Great Lakes WA8BCA
WB2PMP .1 ludson W2GKR/2
K0TLM Midwest W0LB/0
K1WHS New England K1UGQ/1
K7BBD Northwestern K7DBR/7
W6GD0 Pacific WB6PXN/6
WA4LTS Roanoke W4TRC/4
W0AJY Rocky Mt. K8REG/0
K4 ABT Southeastern
WB6GFD Southwestern W6NLO/6
W5WAX West Gulf K5CFM
VE2BZH/2 Canadian VE3ZZZ

and also expect to be on in the January contest from the 
mountaintop.”—W3AD/3. “A highlight for me was 
working Ohio on two meters, the first time in almost two 
years.”-— IVA3CBC. “We were set up on Backbone 
Mountain, the highest point in Maryland, near the west
ern border. All operation was on emergency power, and 
to conserve power, both receiving setups were totally 
transistorized.”.- W8ASA/3,
"Due to some misfortunes, the Greenville VHF Society 

did not get to the mountain. Of all the many contests 
operated, however, this was the most rewarding. 1 had 
many schedules that paid off with added sections. I found 
that the ability to operate all bands at the same time was 
profitable and lastly, morning scatter on 6 can be one of 
your best section helpers. Hopefully the next one will be 
from the mountain with K4GWY, ’ ■—WA4LTS. “The 
only ones having any luck were the portables in the moun
tains.”— WA4&CE. “More contacts due to mor© local 
activity. Excellent scatter on the 11th, early morning. 
With c.w. we could have picked up many needed sections.” 
- K.4HQI. “Worst local activity ever experienced, with 

only one very short 6-meter or opening.” •— K4FJW/4. 
“ A typical mountain-top contest, for us. Once on top of 
the mountain some of the gear wouldn’t work. A bad 
generator forced us to use low power and none of our 220 
and 432 skeds panned out. and it was cold.” — W4FDO/4.
“I did work more sections than in any other contest, 

»'skip not counting) by groundwave. I heard Oklahoma 
City stations working skip in Virginia, N. C. and Tennes
see about 2300 GMT Sept. 10. I couldn’t hear anything 
here, so guess I was just on the edge of the skip zone. The 
use of c.w. added several sections that I couldn’t work on 
phone. My best contact was c.w. to c.w. with WA4MBZ 
in Memphis, about 300 miles. Iono-scatter Sunday morn
ing but no takers. 1 heard K8OXC on sideband very 
well.”— “No openings at all but ground wave
was in and out.”— WA5DXA. “The generator failed, 
the two-meter converter was ineffective and no 6-meter 
opening. Not the lowest score I’ve posted, but close!”.  
W.5IXR/5. "This is a new experience, quite different from 
low-band contests. Six was shot. However, I did manage

New multioperator muscle in the Hudson Di
vision and a group to watch in the future, the 
Red White and- Blue Group, WB2RWB/2. 
Shown is WA4HRX at the 220 and 432 station 
inside a mobile van. Antennas used for those 
bands, 7-L 220 Me. and 11-L 432 Me., fed 
with RG-9 and !4-wave beercan coaxial 
sleeve matching—wooden booms. The six 

foot dish covers 1-10 Kmc.
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The top six-meter section total in the country (21) was
posted by W3KWH, the Steel City Amateur Radio Club
of W. Pa., manned solo by W3ZGI. Here’s the six-meter

operating position with an old 6C21
experimental final on the right.

to gain quite a few points through working locals.” 
WA5KBH.
“Here in the Orange Section activity was nil. Even 

usual activity was low on both 6 and 2. Sorely missed 
were K6BPC/6 and K6OKC/6 which usually supply a 
Santa Barbara multiplier. Plan to have beams up 50 feet 
and a two-meter converter by VHF SS time.” — WB6PH0, 
“ Longhaul tropoprupagation seemed worse than usual 
but local low power activity was higher than usual. None 
of my 2-meter Utah skeds (coordinated on 75 meters» 
panned out although 1 did get pings from W7RQT/7. ft is 
embarrassing not to work your own section. My only 
1296 (¿SO was with K6HCP 100 miles away in SUV, as 
there isn’t any activity here in Sac. V. on this band.”.  
W6GD0. “We were portable at Leek Springs Hill at an 
elevation of 7621 feet, approximately 60 miles east of 
Sacramento in Eldorado County.” -.WB6PXN /6. “I had 
hopes of doing better but 1 had to take time out to take 
my wife to the hospital. We now have a 9 lb. 4 oz. baby 
girl. It isn’t a contest multiplier but it sure is one around 
home.” — WB6GFD.

“ We were located at an altitude of 7626 msl.” — HV- 
I)A Y/7. “ We were in Washington at a campground near 
timberline between six and seven thousand feet. Except for 
a few lapses, 75 meter sideband (around 3810) served ex
cellently as a much-needed liaison for setting up schedules. 
I’d say it is a necessary part of every mountain-top excur
sion. In case W7UDM didn’t send comments along with 
his log, let me say those guys sure knocked themselves out 
for very few contacts. They drove 1000 miles round trip 
for 5 or 6 contacts. They took 144 and 432 KWs along, 
big antennas and then found hardly anybody to talk to. 
Kind of discouraging, but OX can be done from there if 
people will only put out the effort. My experience is that 
from 8 to 11 a.m. local time is far better than any other 
time, at least for 2-meter tropo dx. Does this concur with 
others’ experience?” — K7 AUO/7. “Contest location was 
on top of 8200 foot Scott Mountain, 50 miles north of 
Boise, Idaho. Poor tropo conditions prevented two-way 
contacts with W6GDO in SV and W7JRG in Montana. 
First known Idaho-Utah and Portland, Oregon-Idaho 
contact.”—W7UDM/7. “We had our usual cold front 
v.h.f. contest weather. Despite this, I was able to work 
Idaho for state #9 on 2 meters.” — K7ZIR.

“ As always a lot of fun, but conditions way down from 
the excellent June contest tropo. Activity in Ohio, Indiana

Highlighting activity from the Central Division was the 
two-band Wisconsin effort by WA9JFM, topping his 

section and division with 5010 points.

and Michigan took a nosedive Sunday when an Ohio ham
fest took the attention ot a great many of the two-meter 
gang. Once again thanks to the mountain toppers, mainly 
W8ASA/3, W2UFT/8 and W4TRC who handed out Md., 
W. Va. and Va. The ARRL VHF contests are a big boon 
to VHF interest and activity.” — W8Q0H. “There seemed 
to be a dearth of activity, particularly on 220/432. We 
were surprised not to hear New England stations particu
larly because K2HLA on Eastern L. I. had a terrific signal. 
We heal'd WlAZK but Don apparently didn’t have his 
beams to the SW. Ditto K1ABR (these on 144 Me.) The 
VE3 stations had very strong signals on 2 meters. Most of 
2 meter operation was via c.w. This group will operate 
from a fixed location from W2UFT in June, provided we 
can solve the 50 Me. TVI problem, which is horrendous. 
This amounts to a mammoth public relations program.” 
— W2UFT/8, “ None of those * UQ Contest’ operators oper
ating at 145 Me. took time out to tune down to 144.11 Me. 
where easy extra points were waiting for them. At least 
they could have had the courtesy of specifying where they 
were tuning aud saved some of us a lot of frustration. It 
was fun anyway (at least after the heat of the contest 
cooled us down!).” — W8FAZ, “Don’t wait till tomorrow 
to work them as they won’t be on! ” — W8WEN. “ Missed 
Indiana, W3 and VE3 for additional sections. Handicapped 
by an 8-month old Jr. op., but he cooperated exception
ally well. Looking forward to the next one and better two- 
meterconditions.” - ■ W8HQL.
“Conditions here in Chicago were extremely bad. Just 

one week earlier would have been great since there was a 
very respectable aurora opening covering Colorado to 
N. Y., but that's just the way the ball bounced. The noise 
Level was much higher than even our normally very high 
noise level and signals were only better than normal ground 
wave levels in a narrow band running from Cincinnati to 
Sturgeon Bay, Wise., on the two-meter band. We could 
have added Mo. on 2 and Ohio on 6, however we didn’t 
have s.s.b. available. K9VKF is a sightless op. and kept 
his log in Braille, transcribing it after the test. We both 
enjoyed the QSO Party and hope to participate again in 
the future.” ™ K9.TAM. “Conditions seemed great. Either 
our added ten feet on the tower helped or those boys to 
the south know that we are up here in north-central Wise.” 
— K9EWG, “The worst 6 and 2 meter band conditions iu 
five years of contest participation. There was about 5 
minutes of “E” skip on 6 and 2, both south and east. 
We used to work under the call of K9PAF.” — IFApL/l’’. 
“ Heard six sections oa two. but worked only one. Next 
time I’ll have more than a “TWOer.” — WA9NVY. 
“ Never heard or worked so many on two in any contest. 
Six was fairly good but not as active as during the June
Party as far as states worked. WA.9JFM. “Didn’t
realize v.h.f. contests could be so much fun. Lots 1 worked 
felt, they had to give a time check as part of every ex
change, hi.” W9GFF. “One of the operators at WA0POY 
(during a short nap away from the rig) dreamed he was 
working a VK on 50 Me.I Activity in greater Kansas City 
Teas noticeable by its absence. The Kansas SCM K0BXF 
was good for a contact on six and two.” — WA0FLL/0. 
“Six meter conditions were poor even from 13,000 foot 
on the side of Mt. Evans, Colorado, the highest accessible 
Mt. peak (by road) in the world! No DX, no groundwave 
and no activity. Besides all this, we experienced freezing 
rain, snow, hail and temperatures of 25 degrees. But boy 
vv hat a view I ” —• K8REG/0.
“1 operated portable on a hill about 600 foot above 

the mean altitude around the Montreal area, some 35 
miles west of the city. Conditions were poor to fair. Activ
ity was poor in Quebec hut appeared good south of the 
border. Looking forward to the January VHF SS.” — 
VE2BZH /2. “My city QTH is difficult because of many 
trees. So. the cottage again seemed to be it. Again i got 
the 32 elements up, but also added the 5-L for 50 Me., not 
knowing at the time whether I'd be able to get any worth
while signal on either baud. This year the test was a real 
challenge because conditions were not at all good. Of my 
27 contacts, all but 3 were on c.w. or s.s.b. I’ve been moni-
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toring the f.m. band and think it is a very good indicator 
of 2-meter conditions. When things look promising, 1 am 
able to hear both Montreal and Syracuse area stations. 
I’m sure that if I could get a few guys interested in turn
ing out about 6 to 7 a.m. EDT we could work all over the 
eastern seaboard. Next year I think 1*11  try to get some
thing on for 220 and 432 although I don’t want to bite 
off too much and I already have about a ton of gear at 
the cottage.”— \rE3CRA/S.

Disqualifications
In accordance with V.H.F. QSO Party Rules, the entry 

of WA0HKP has been found invalid.

SCORES
Tn. the following tabulation, scores are listed by ARRL 

Divisions and Sections. Unless otherwise noted, the top 
scorer in each section receives a certificate award. Columns 
indicate the final score, the number of contacts, the section 
multiplier, and the bands used. A represents 50 Me.; B. 
144 Mc.;C, 220 Me.; D, 432 Me.;and E, 1296 Me. or higher. 
Multiple-operator stations are shown at the end of each 
section tabulation. An asterisk denotes a Novice Award 
Winner. A double asterisk denotes a Headquarters staff 
member, ineligible for an award.

ATLANTIC DIVISION

W3CGV W3HC 
K3UHTT W3BDP

Delaware
1533- 64-21-ABCD«46- 47-18‘AB 
462- 42-11-A 
324- 26-12-BDK3(4BD/3 (12 oprs ) 1584-132-12-AB

Eastern Pennsylvania
K3WJB 3276-182-18-ABWA3AAN 1812-151-12-AW3MPX 690- 69-tO-AK3JHE 350- 35-10-A
WN3FPK* 170- 34- 5-B
WN3FDB 140- 28- 5-BWN3FZF 1-BK3MTK/3 (4 oprs )16,135-461-35-AB 
W3AD/3 (6 oprs )7938-294-27-AB
K3ZSG (K3ZSG, WA3s ONC 
FVK) 7326-220-33-ABC

W3AHW (K3SQO, W3s ARW PMG) 6273-142-41-ABCDK3TYJ/3 (6 oprs )2412-I34-18-AB 
K3YQS/3 (K3s QGQ YQS, WA3BCD)2329-137-17-AB
K3YGH (W3s GFN JUZ)1617- 66-21-AB

Md.-D.C.
WA3CBO2660-140-19-ABWA3EOP/31012-W3GKP 689-
WA3GBK 296-WKT3ELA*  260-WN3FYZ 1-

92-11-AB 
53-13-B
37- 8-B52- 5-B
I- 1-BW3PGA/3 (5 oprs ) 5808-264-22-ABK3SNL/3 (K3s QMD ZSS,WA3AKZ) 2176-136-16-AB

W8ASA/3 (4 oprs ) 1666- 98-17-AB
Southern New Jersey 

W2E1F 5915-150-35-ABCD 
VYN2UVB* 200- 40- 5-B WB2MNM155- 31- 5-A WB2RVE 150- 25- 6-AB WB2SPJ .102- 17- 6-A WA2HSP 60- 15- 4-B WB21GC 32- 8- 4-B 
WN2UOX .1- I- 1-B WB2NVG (5 oprs )

4488-203-22-ABC WB2UEY/2 (WB2s UE Y YJL) 420- 70- 6-AB
Western New York 

K2YCO 3192- 95-28-ABCD K2LFB 1710- 89-19-ABD K2DUR 1488- 93-16-AB WA2TEY1260-105-12-AB

WB2OEW2
1064-

WA2KND490- 68-
76-14-AB

WB21PX
K2ACQ VVA2YRHVVB2KYQ W2ADNW2UOX/2 (5 oprs ) 8995-257-35-AB
W2OW (14 oprs ) 5249-181-19-AB
W2OFQ/2 (9 oprs ) 3294-183-18-AB
K2ERQ (11 oprs.)2465-145-17-AB
WB2SEJ/2 (WB28 HQL SEJVFC) 424- 53- «-B

Western Pennsylvania
W3KWH (W3ZGI. opr.) 1869- 89-21-A
W3BWU 1196- 90-13-ABC
W3HÜE 1121-WN3FUN 188-W3DJM 140-K3TTP 45-K3HKK/3 (10 oprs.)14,280-313-40-ABCD

CENTRAL DIVISION
Illinois

W A9OUU 2310-165-14- A BK9RVG 1557-173- 9-BW9VWY 812-116- BWN'9RN'Q*530-106-  5-B 
WA9MSZ 280- 70- 4-B 
WA9OBQ 268- 67- 4-B 
WN9R8N*
W9GFF 
WA9FXH WA9SKJ WA9NVG W9AXT WA9OTTK 
WA9RIF WA9FHI W9VPU W9DI

268- 67- 4-B236- 59- 4-B204- 51- 4-B
196- 49- 4-A184- 46- 4-B174- 27- 6-BD 170- 34- 5-A55- 3-B28- 4-AB

14- 6-BD
165-
102- 4-WA9LIV (11 oprs.)3312-2O3-16-ABCD

K9JAM(K9VKF.W91PO) 2574-234-11-AB
Indiana

K9QCB 1344-109-12-ABCDK9MMH 1092- 78-14-ABWA9NLA/9664- 83- 8-ABWA9NJL 210- 30- 7-A
W9BRN (W9BRN, K9MRI) 1760-160-11-B

Wisconsin
WAMFM 5010-334-15-AB

K9OXY/9 (K9OXY, W9GJL WA9LZM) 1430-126-U-ABE

WA9OFF 657- 73- 9-AB
K9VNM 456- 76- 6-B
K8TFL/9 168- 42- 4-B
W9TQ 144- 36- 4-B
WA9MCC 42- 21- 2-BWA9NVY 7- 1-B

K9EWG (5 oprs.)186- 81- 6-B1VA9RNW (5 oprs.)
330- 55- 6-A

DAKOTA DIVISION
Minnesota 

W0LCN 154- 22- 7-B
DELTA DIVISION

Louisiana
WA5DXA 176- 44- 4-ABWA5OZH 102- 34- 3-AWA5KBH 52- 26- 2-ABWA5DRK 24- 24- 1-AWA5JVL 7- 7- 1-A

Mississippi
W5CKY 126- 16- W5CUU (W4WZC, WA5NLO)

7-BD W5CUU,
3-AB15-

Tennessee
K4FJW/4 80- 16- 5-A WA4VNP/4 (5 oprs.) 940- 94-10-ABWA4UCE (WA4OKP, 

WBLCDE)45- 15- 3-A

(Calls in bold-face 
type denote sin- 

Minimum gle-operator section 
Number of ’ leaders.)
Sections 15 10 2 2 1

(Calls in bold-face 
type denote stn- 

Minimum. gle-operator section 
Number of leaders.)
Sections 15 10 2 2 1

Band (Me.) ¡50 144(220 432|129(i Band (Me.) |50|144|220|432 1296
K1ABR 
W1ALE
W1CB/1» 
W1DHT*  
WA1DR0/1 
K1FFE
W1JSM
W1LUA/1*  
W1NBN/1*  
W100P 
K1QIZ/1*  
K1TPK 
K1TZD 
K1UGQ/1*  
K1WHS 
KI YON 
K1YLU/1*  
K2ACQ 
W2AQT 
W2AQV 
K2AK0 
WA2BNK 
K2CBA/2 
K2DNR
W2EIF 
K2ERQ*  
WAZEtTS 
W2GKR/2 
W2GKZ 
W2HF 
W2LWI 
WB2OJJ*  
W20W» 
W2PEZ/1*
WB2PMP 
WB2QLP*  
WB2QZZ 
WB2RWB/2*  
WB2TE0*
W2UFT/8*  
W2UOX/2*

16

18
19

15

15

16

11

14

10
11
11
12
13
10

10
10

20
15

16

14
20
10
10

17
13

16
10
11
21
11
17
16
15
11
18
12
12
19
Ifl

3

5 
o

5

o

10

10
6

4

4

3

4

4
6

11

3

6

4

4

2

1
2

1

1

1

W2WEB/2» 
WN2WVA 
W3AD/3*  
W3ARW*  
W3BDP 
WA3OBO
W3CGV
W3GKP 
W3HC 
K3HKK/3*  
W3KWH 
K3MTK/3*  
W3PGA/3*
W3RUE 
K3ZSG*
WA4LTS
K4SUM 
WlTRC/i’
W5CKY 
W6GDO 
WB6GFD 
K6HMS 
WB6KAP 
K6KLY
W6NL0
W6PUZ 
WA8BCA*
W8CVQ 
W8Q0H 
W8WEN
W9AXT 
W9BRN»
W9LIV*  
K9OXY/9*
VE2BZH/2
VE3AIB 
VE3BPR 
VE3DSE 
VE3ZZZ*

17
21
18

15
18

15

15
10
15
18
11
10

13
13
18

17
12
11
16

12

13
14

11

10

14

6

2

2

3
4

3

■1

2

4

4

4

3

4 

o

5

2

6
3
4
5
4

4 

«

2

3 

■

1
2

1

1

* Multi-operator Station.

GREAT LAKES 
DIVISION

Michiqan

W8CVQ 630- 61-10-ABD 
W8HQL 280- 70- 4-B 
W8HPZ 116- 29- 4-AB 
W8IBB 80- 16- 5-B 
W8QK (K8UCQ. WA8MOA) 105- 21- 5-A

Ohio
WA8MPW2220-222-10-AB 
W8QOH 1391-107- 13-B 
W8WEN 1302- 93-14-B 
WA8LOW 1274- 91-14-AB 
W8JRN 777-111- 7-AB 
WN8SJL*  156- 52- 3-B 
WN88OW 57- 19- 3-B 
WN8UPC 34- 17- 2-B 
VV8FAZ 12- 4- 2-BD 
WA8BCA (14 oprs.)

8088-337-24-AB 
WA8M8F (WA8s MRW 

MSF dVV)
2340-156-1S-AB
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HUDSON DIVISION Vermont
Eastern New York

K2CBA/2 (W2JKI, opr.)
1827- 78-21-ABCD

WlHDQ/1**
170-

W2AQV UM- 75-20-B 
W2TAVT 1365- 65-21-B

W1EXZ
W1QQ 
WA2ZPD/1

17-10-AB 
X- 4-AB 
2- 1-B

K2DNR 1156- 6X-17-B
K2ARO 704- ra-U-BD 
WB2TNM

318- 53- 6-A 
W2HF 252- 26-12-BC
W2TP 224- 28- X-B
WB2WQ 192- 32- 6-A 
WA2URG 174- 29- 6-B

K1Q1Z/I (4 oprs.) 
2457-117-21-AB

WA2ÖAH/2
27- 9- 3-A

WA2MMI (WA2MM1,
WB2UHZ)

1568-112-14-AB
WB2OJJ (WB2s MYK OJJ) 

605- 55-11-B

WN2WU8 (4 opts.)
25C- 50- 5-B

W1IPJ/1 (4 oprs.) 
19X0-110-18-AB

W1ARE (Wis ARE DAO) 
330- 30-1 l-AB

Western Massachusetts
K1UI.Z 1032- 86-12-AB
W1UWX 754- 58-13-AB
W1UCB 216- 23- 9-ABC
K1UGQ/1 (12 oprs.)

48.190-742-61-ABCDE
K1YLU/1 (X oprs.)

23.880-571-40-ABCD
WINBN/l (5 oprs.)

5510-177-29-ABCD

NORTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

N.Y.C^L.I.
WB2PMP

6960-240-29-AB 
WB2QAF 1350- 90-15-AB 
WN2WVA*

1 lxó-118-W-B 
WA2EUR 810- 52-15-ABD 
WB2UKQ 560- 70- 8-AB 
WN2WVU441- 63- 7-B 
WB2JTE 420- 60- 7-AB 
W2GKZ 360- 36-10-B 
WB2HME 330- 55- 6-A 
WN2VGR 240- 40- 6-B 
WN2TTZU 172- 43- 4-B 
K2EVE 168- 28- 6-A. 
W2KXG 145- 29- 5-B 
WB2MEO 140- 35- 4-B 
WB2TEO (WB2s EDF TEO

TW) 7O98-273-26-AB 
WB2QLP (WB2s MZE QLP) 

6720-28.0-24-AB

Idaho

Northern New Jersey
WB2QZZ 2736-152-18-B 
WA2BNK

1080-108-10-B

WN2YRD 40- 20- 2-B

WB2RWB/2 Í6 opra.)
12.X18-360-34-ÀBCDE

WA2WEB/2 (9 opra J 
I83O-16O-3O-ABC

WB2MZH (WB2 MZH 
NCX) 1392-116-12-AB

MIDWEST DIVISION
Iowa

K0KPQ 354- 59- 6-A
Kansas

W0FH (68- 28- 6-AB
WA0FLL/0

100- 25- 4-AB

The top New England Division and Connecticut single
operator score was posted by KI WHS, Dave's v.h.f. 
antenna array consists of a Tri-ex crank-up tower sup
porting 9 elements on a 31-ft. boom for 50 Me., a 32- 
element Telrex Quad array for 144 Mc. and a temporary 
6-element 220 Mc. Yagi. The top two meter antennas 

are 93 feet off the ground.

W0LB/0 (7 oprs.) 
L290-129-I0-AR

WA0POY (4 oprs.) 
945-105- 9-AB

Missouri
K0TLM 432- 54- 8-AB

K1FFE 1110-65-15-BD
WIDOM 1044-116- V-AB
WA1BFD 990- 90-11-A
WTHIL 
W1MÍ

793- 61-13-AB
780- 65-12-B

W1KBN (K1OPW. opr.)

NEW ENGLAND 
DIVISION

KI WHS
Connecticut

13.448-315-41-ABC
KIYON 3286- 86-31-ABCE
WA1EAZ 2190-146-15-AB
K1TZD 1728-101-16-ABCE
WA1EQC 352- 44- X-B
WIAW (W1WPR, opr.)**

W1OOP 
WA1FBQ 
WA1AEZ 
WA1FCD 
K1BUF 
WAIDPX 
W1OTR/1 
WA1EJE 
K1OJQ 
WA1DYU 
W1CTR

690- 
594- 
3fiR. 
357- 
288’ 
1.25- 
110- 
104- 
84- 
68-
36-

«9-10-AB 
27-it-rn
46-
51-
36-
22-
26-
21-
17-
14-

8-AB
8-AB 
5-A 
5-A 
4-B
4-A
3-A

W7TTDM/7
*.W7sDPE 8MV UDM) 

W7LIQ (4 opr% 5' 4‘B 
16- X- 2-B

Washington
K7BBO 1089-121- 9-AR 
WA7FHG 183- «I- 3-AB 
W7GZN/7 36- 18- 2-A 
K7DBR/7 (K7s DBR IVO) 
__ _ 3Û0-100- 3-AB
S7AUO/7 (4 oprs.)

96- 32- 3-B 
WA7BTG (WA7BTG, 

WN7CVZ)
58- 29- 2-AB

W1QJL 
WAlGlS 
K1QPN 
WAI FIX? 
WAlGRK 
W1LUA/1

256- 32- 
130- 26-
105- 2 b
60- 29- 
33- 11-

(9 oprs.)

8-AB 
5-AB

WICB/1 (Kis AYZ ZTA, 
WA1DCT1

Maine
KI MT J 372- 3M2-AB

PACIFIC DIVISION
East Bay

8x- lì- 4-D
12- 4- 3-B
6- 3- 2-B

Nevada
216- 17-I2-ABD

WB6FHH
WB6LFJ

K7ICW

(2.U70-349-34-ABC
W1DHT Í5 oprs.)

2415-115-21-AB
K1KKK71 (Kis KKK SUB.
WAWWE1510- 85- 6-A

Eastern Massachusetts
WAlDRO/l

3780-210-18- AB

New Hampshire.
W1ALE 1X26- 72-22-ABCD 
WAI GIR 132- 22- 6-B
W2PEZ/1 (8 oprs.)

37,048-809-44- ABODE
Rhode Island

K1TPK 5676-258-22-AB
KIABR 1743- 83-2l-AB

Sfioramento Vallen
W6GDO

4158-136-27-ARCDEWNÖTOA 44- 22- 2-B
WA6GXB
WA6JDT

11- 2-B 
4- 1-B

(Continued on page 14^)

WB6PXN/6 (W732KVB, 
WB6PXN. K7BCD) 

630- 70- 9-AB
San Joaquin Valley

K6UJG 248- 31- 8-AB

The top score in the contest was amassed through the multioperator-efforts of K1UGQ/1 f with close to 50-K for a 5-band 
performance. Antennas for the Mt. Greylock (W. Mass.) operation were 3/3 yogis for 50 Me., 8/8/8/8 J-beams for 
144 Mc„ 15-L yagi for 220 Me., 24-L colinear for 432 Mc. and an 8 ft. dish for 1215. On the left, 220 Mc. operator 

WB2RDF seems to be saying to K1KSG "It's a WA6 alright, but he's portable 21"
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«^PUBLIC SÉRÌV1CE CORES'*
________________________f--s . _____ ______________________ :

CONDUCTED BY GEORGE HÄRT,*  W1NJM

Succeeding By Success
npuB mark of a successful salesman is to be 
Table to sell someone something lie doesn’t 
need or doesn’t want. Anyone can sell a com
modity in great demand; but good salesmanship 
can male the demand through various different 
kinds of appeals, then turn tliis artificial demand 
into sales profits.

At a convention we attended some years ago, 
we noted that each of the featured speakers 
represented one of the exhibitors, and the under
lying purpose of each talk or demonstration was 
to sell the exhibitor's product. When it came 
our turn to talk we pointed out that this was 
fine, and we hoped all exhibitors would benefit 
measurably (and be able to increase their QST 
advertising budget thereby); but that we also 
had a product we wanted to sell — amateur 
radio public service. We then went about our 
sales “pitch.”

This convention, was a rare exception, because 
we were given an opportunity to speak to the 
entire assembly, not just those amateurs who 
were interested in public service. This is possible 
at comparatively small gatherings, but not 
practical at the really large conventions. At 
these, our talks on public service are delivered 
before an audience of amateurs who are already 
interested in the subject and who may already 
be participating in it — otherwise they would 
not be there.

How, then, do we reach the average amateur 
to get him interested? By writing QST articles? 
By bulletins? By generating publicity releases? 
How do you ignite that initial spark of interest 
among the main body of the amateur fraternity 
which is basically disinterested?

We have tried just about everything, most of 
it with indifferent success. It mtns that no 
matter what we do, about l)U% of the licensed 
amateurs put up a terrific resistance to having 
any close connection with the public service 
program. We have pondered this and marveled 
at it and condemned it, but there it is. What’s 
to do?

Recently, we have been advising ECs writing 
us about it to forget about the disinterested 
majority and concentrate on the enthusiastic 
minority of those who are willing and eager to 
take part in our program. The more often we 
give this advice, the better we like it. If every- 
body interested pitched in and made the program 
succeed, even if only in a small way, those not 
in it would start to look toward us with interest, 
maybe even envy. Bo your group consists of 
only half a dozen hams in a community boasting 

* National Emergency Coordinator.

two hundred, and this is terrible but no matter 
what you do, you can’t seem to get anyone 
else interested. Is the thing to do to go beating 
the bushes for more prospects? Is it progressive 
to be a supplicant or a mendicant? Or is it better 
Io be able to present yonr ARPSC group as a 
going thing in which participation is an honor 
to the participant rather than a favor being 
asked of him?

Just as those who attend ARPSC meetings at 
conventions are the ¡unateurs interested in 
public service work, only those interested in the 
subject read this column. We hope you will 
speak with pride of your group and leave no 
opportunity neglected for doing so among ama
teur gatherings. Tell them of the interesting 
things you do, the people in high places you 
meet, the deep satisfaction you get from knowing 
that what you are doing is important. Relate 
anecdotes of amusing incidents during tests, 
drills, emergencies. Resist I he impulse to sneer 
back at those who sneer at you. And among 
those of your ilk, work hard to make your 
organization succeed, for nothing attracts par
ticipation like success. ARPSC will always have 
its loyal adherents, and you etui say what you 
please about “fair weather friends,” but if our 
program is Io be No. 1 in fact as well as in 
fancy we need all the friends we can get. So a 
principal factor in success is success itself. Make 
your program a success and the ham world will 
flock to your banner. Maybe we have been trying 
to do it in the wrong order— WlNdM.

The AREC and RACES members of the Albany Amateur 
Radio Assn, were able to drag themselves away from 
the feasting long enough to have this picture taken. 
From left to right we have: (first row) K2ACB WB2SFN 
WA2HFT WA2RWR WB2PUH. (second row) WA2BAH 
WB2OIM WA2OYV WA2JWO WA2WSY WB2BZE. 
(Third row) W2DSK WB2RBG. (Back row) W2MCN 

W2AWF (EC/RO) W2IWI K1KIY.
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NATIONAL CALLING AND
EMERGENCY FREQUENCIES (kc.)

Diary of the AREC
While on his way home after attending a convention 

in Arlington, Texas, on June 5. W5YCK stopped at the 
entrance to the Southeast Freeway to wait for traffic. As 
he looked across the highway, be saw a car strike some
thing and begin to roll. W5YCK grabbed the mike of his 
"-meter f.m. rig and began to call for help. By this time, 
the car was rolling end over end down a hill and finally 
landed upside down and then rolled over on to his wheels 
when he finally came to rest. By this time. WN5NFA an
swered W5YCK’s emergency call and told him that the 
police had been called and were on their way. K5PIC 
and K50LJ, who were passengers in W5YCK’s car, ran 
over to the wreck to see if they could help the driver. 
They found both seats covered with glass fragments and 
a young man unhurt but shaking and saying how lucky he 
felt. Another call by WN5NFA relayed the information to 
the police that the driver was unhurt but trapped in the 
car. Within twelve minutes after the initial call, police 
curs arrived and the- driver freed. •— Wo YCK.

In-mid-August, W6RT was the relay for communications 
between two physicians, one in London and the other in 
Viet Nam, in consultation involving heart surgery on a 
16-year old Vietnamese girl. The consulting physician 
was in a London hospital room, the one performing the 
operation in the hospital ship Repose off the South Vietna
mese coast. “One of the best hookups I’ve ever had,’’ said 
W6RT, a retired marine general. — WB3BJL.

The opportunity to demonstrate international coopera
tion between bams was provided by the Canadian Cen
tennial Canoe Race from Montreal to New York City on 
August 22 29. The trial for a longer race during Canada’s 
Centennial celebration in 1967 provided much favorable 
publicity for the AREC.

Organized by VE2AUU, Canadian NEC, a large group of 
VEs and Ws participated. Two yachts equipped with 75 
and 2 meter equipment and two ears, similarly equipped, 
accompanied the canoe teams. The operators handled 
traffic, ranging from medical first, aid to any changes in the 
race plans. Because of a telecommunications blackout in 
Canada, the amateurs were the only source of information 
for Canadian press, television and radio. W2ODC, VE3YC, 
VE3CGO, VE2ABV and VE2K0 maintained schedules 
during the day with hams accompanying the race and the 
Trans-Canada ARPSC net every evening to pick up race 
results and traffic from VE2K0, for dissemination to local 
news outlets and officials throughout Canada. — V ESALE. 
SEC Quebec.

Early on the morning of August 23, W5RNL was awak
ened by flood waters of the Pecos River lapping at his back

From Aug. 29 through Sept. 3, amateurs from Shenan
doah, Pa., provided communication for the centennial 
celebration, which included radio control for six parades 
during the affair. Those members of the Schuylkill Co. 
AREC who participated (and pictured above) were: (I. to r.) 
WA3BEX WN3DPS WA2KAP W3ORJ (second row, I. to r.) 
W3ZRQ (E. Pa. SCM) K3HXS K3IAC K3FMF WN3EKU.

FULL TIME

3550 7100 50,550
3875 29,610 145,350

PART TIME
7250 14,225 21,400

14,050 21,050 28,100
Full time frequencies are for use 24 hours per day 

but only for emergency and traffic calling pur- 
pu.se«. No transmissions for any purpose (except 
calling for emergency help) the first minutes of 
each hour.

Part time frequencies are for traffic calling and 
general amateur use except in an FCC-requested or 
FCG-declared emergency, at which times they be
come full time frequencies.

This is a voluntary amateur program, designed 
to show what we can do without FCC regulation. 
Its success will require us all to work together. 
Any amateur wishing to assist, is invited to use 
ARRL notification cards to be sent to stations not 
observing the rules.

door. Water was running through his garage, so there was 
no question about the necessity of packing his family and 
a few necessities into his housetrailer and heading for 
higher ground. At 1136Z the same morning, the FAA flight 
service station personnel at Carlsbad, N. Mex.f airport 
found themselves completely without point-to-point com
munication, The flood waters had washed out the teletype 
and telephone lines connecting the airport with Roswell 
and Albuquerque. The air-to-ground frequencies were 
temporarily used to maintain communication but had to be 
relinquished quickly as they were needed for the primary 
air-to-ground links. W5PKW, an employee at the El Paso, 
Texas station, got the idea of using amateur radio to 
supply the missing communication links. For his partner. 
W5PKW chose W5RNL and with the help of a small plane, 
was located with his family on the hilltop they had selected 
for safety. W5PKW and W5RNL maintained communica
tion airport to airport on 75 meters, handling such vital 
information as the filing of flight plans, pre-tlight briefings, 
hourly weather reports and various types of miscellaneous 
traffic were handled for five solid days.
On August 28. both stations could cease their emergency 

operation as telephone service had been restored and the 
Carlsbad service was back in business.— IF55G.

When a tornado struck Cleveland, Ohio, on £ept. 29. 
AREC and RACES members quickly came to the fore and 
provided emergency communications for the Red Cross. 
Base and mobile communica tions were provided during the 
entire emergency under the direction of K8MBV, Asst. 
EC for the Red Cross. The following amateurs were known 
to have participated: JF8s SUS PJN OKE GMS AZO, 
K8s GVK YYK VMC AJC JGH MBV JSE BIE MMM 
OBX QOT SGX MHK QOT, IMO TTB GEO SDO 
GFV PXL.-IFJ.8PQL, Acting EC Cuyahoga County, 
Ohio.

The Los Alamos AREC/RACES crew couldn’t wait for 
SET weekend, they had the real thing on Sept. 28, when 
a ditch digger took out a main telephone trunk line (with 
1200 pairs of line) and blacked out most of the New Mexico 
community. Amateurs were called shortly after the line 
was cut and within 30 minutes communication was estab
lished to the Medical Center and within an hour, various 
mobiles and fixed stations were in operation around the 
town. The local 10-meter emergency net wag used. Emer
gency traffic was handled for the c.d. director and various 
medical services. Within 3H hours after the telephone lino 
was cut, temporary telephone service was restored and the 
amateurs were no longer needed. Those amateurs known to 
have participated were: Wo# MDW MYQ OJM, K5s EJW 
ITTT MFD QIN RHR WFY. — K5MFD, EC Los Alamos, 
New Mexico.
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The Tulsa, Okla., ARECt under EC W5DFQ, provided 
emergency communication tor the local police on Sept. 
29-30. during a 36-hour search for a 10-year old boy who 
had drowned in the Arkansas River. The AREC crew 
provided much needed communication from boat to boat 
and from shore points to the various search vessels. Not 
only did they help with communications, but provided 
operators for various boats, helped with dragging operations, 
provided some feeding services along with the Red Cross 
and provided lighting equipment throughout most of the 
«earch. Those amateurs known to have participated were: 
W« DFQ DBZ GZS, Kos ZCJ LDR GMP, IVAJs BPS 
OEM KCL LXS and WN5QK0. — K5ZCJ, SEC Okla
homa.

On Oct. 2, W8YHTJ/mobile in Canton, Ohio, was heading 
for home when he came upon an auto accident. He put out 
a call on the local ten-meter AREC frequency and was 
answered by K8DHJ. When informed of the situation, 
K8DHJ phoned the police who dispatched a car to the 
scene.of the accident.— K8DH.T, EC Canton, Ohio.

On Oct. 7. VE2ALE, SEC Quebec, heard reports of a 
collision between a freight train and a school bus at a 
crossing in Dorion, Que. The Western Quebec AREC Net 
was alerted and ten amateurs stood by in case their assist
ance was required. VE2ALE went to the scene of the acci
dent and found VE2ALF assisting the rescue teams but 
amateur radio was not required for emergency communica
tion and the net secured. —• FEMALE, SEC Que.

W6MLZ, EC Western San Gabriel Valley, Calif., sched
uled a drill to check the promptness that both communica
tion and medical personnel could be alerted and go into 
action in a short period of time. WA6NLG and WA6TWS, 
both ECs, and K6SUJ were alerted by phone to activate 
their nets, detail mobile units to proceed to the nearest 
hospital or police station and report to net control when 
they had arrived. The longest time for atiy mobile to report 
on station was 15 minutes and the shortest 3^ minutes. 
The longest time to report to the area of a police station was 
5 minutes, indicating very good cooperation by those 
involved in the drill. — W6MLZt EC Western San Gabriel 
Valley, Calif.

On May 22, the Glens Falls Area, N.Y., AREC was 
called upon to provide communications for the local little 
league parade. Various divisions of the parade organized iu 
different parking lots and mobiles were used to link the 
divisions together «luring the organizing period as well as 
during the parade. K2E JZ/mobile was deployed to head the 
parade line and K2PBE/mobile took up the end nf the line 
along with some ambulances so she could give messages to 
the ambulances should they be needed along the route. 
W20BR, WBSs OMP JDD KBQ, were ail mobile and in the 
line of march at the end of each division. WB2UEX oper
ated from his home station as a control point and relay if 
needed. He was also available to provide any other type of 
communication should it be needed. — K2AYQ, EC Glens 
Falls Area, N.Y,

A rather large scale drill was held in Canada on May 29, 
organized jointly by KLM Airlines and Canadian NEC, 
VESAUU. The exercise presumed a complete failure of all of 
KLM’s normal communications channels aud consisted of 
many messages to various cities from Quebec to Vancouver, 
B.C. Long haul traffic was sent via the Trans-Canada 
ARPSC Net, while local and section nets were used for 
delivering purposes.

In Quebec City, VE2ADR acted as NCS of the Trans
Canada Net and to receive traffic with VE2BVH relaying 
on 80-meters to VE2AP/mobile at the home of the KLM 
official. Activity was heavier in Montreal with VE2XT, 
operated by VE2AUU, as eastern control backed up by 
VE2KO who handled incoming traffic to Montreal on 20 
and was connected to VE2XT via a teletype link. VE2HV, 
who was at the same location as VE2XT, operated on 
2 meters through the local repeater to pass traffic to various 
mobile units stationed at the homes of local KLM em
ployees. VE2BZH/mobile was located on Mount Rigaud, 
about 35 miles west of Montreal. He was a standby control 
station operating both 20 and 2 meters.

Some conventions attempt to set up a station for talk-in 
purposes, but few if any have one set up specifically 
for traffic men to meet their NTS commitments. The 
Southwestern Division Convention was one of those rare 
few and this shot of the operating position shows Bob 
Howe, K7NHL, TWN manager, about to NCS PAN. 
Photo by WA6YWN.

In Saskatchewan, SEC VE5CU received information 
from VE2AUU as to the details of the test and arranged for 
VE5LG, acting EC, to have operators available. Four 
Saskatoon operators were available for the operation which 
lasted for 2V$ hours.

In Alberta, VE6FK, SEC, arranged to have VE6s XC 
HM BR standing by on the Trans-Canada net to handle 
traffic with VE6AKV in reserve. VE6FK set up a 75 meter 
station at VE6BR’g QTH and handled local traffic there 
with mobile units used for delivery. VE6XC commented 
that, “ trying to stand by on 20 and send traffic on 75 and 
vice versa is quite a business.”

British Columbia was on the other end of the string and 
SCM VE7FB tells us how his boys handled the delivering 
of traffic. VE7SE did all the communicating with the 
Trans-Canada Net. After receiving traffic, he would go to 
the B.C. Emergency Net and VE7FB would send the 
messages received on 20. VEZASU/mobile moved to Bur
naby to deliver the traffic in person and parked outside 
one addressee's borne. VE7AHX/mobile was told to go to 
Fisher Man’s Cove. VE7FB suggested he phone first to 
obtain directions to the addressee’s house. The addressee 
suggested that VE7AHX stay right where he was and tele
phone the messages to him. VE7AEN was their floating 
mobile unit, used for relays. When VE7AHX went to the 
cove, VE7FB told VE7AEN to move into a position so he 
would be able to relay traffic from VE7SE.
From indications received from all hands, the test was 

a big success and VE2AUU deserves much credit for setting 
up such an extensive operation.

Forty-eight SEC reports were received for August, 
representing 18,799 AREC members. This is one less 
SEC report and about 2,000 less AREC members. We still 
have a few SECs who. for some reason, don’t feel it is impor
tant to send in monthly reports. Please fellows, these reports 
are most, important in that they reflect some activity or 
interest on your part. We aren’t as anxious to see large or 
impressive totals as we are to simply receive a report form 
indicating that you are still alive. How about it?
Those sections heard from this month are: Conn.. E. 

Mass.. Maine, N.H., E.N.Y.. N.Y.C.-L.I., N.N.J., S.N..T., 
W.N.Y.. E. Pa.. W. Pa.. Del., Ala., E. Fla., Ga.. Ky., 
N.C., Tenn., W. Fla.. Ark., N. Mex., Okla., 8. Tex., E. Bay, 
Los A., Orange, S. Bar., S.V., Mont.. Nev., Ore., Utah, 
Wash., Mich., Ohio, 111., Colo., Kans., Minn., Mo.. Nebr., 
S. Dak.. Que., Ont.. Man.. Sask., Alta., B.C.

RACES News
Working with the Central Peninsula Civil Defense and 

Disaster Association, under the call WA6YBE/6, twenty-
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two amateurs in the San Francisco Bay area assisted as 
operators in attendance at the San 
Mateo County Fair during the week 
of August 5. W6VZE indicates that 
over 200 messages were sent and the 
general public bad a chance to see ama
teur radio operators doing their stuff. 
Special mention goes to WA60XE and 
WA6NVQ who remained on standby 
for 12 hours per day, every day and 
handled the bulk of the outgoing traffic. 
- IFdFZ^.

National Traffic System
NTSers everywhere will be interested to know that two 

of our three NTS Areas now have official Area Staffs to 
assist headquarters in selecting replacements for manager
ship vacancies at Region and Area level (Section level 
vacancies are -filled by the SCM) and in general to be of 
assistance in guiding the destinies of NTS in their respective 
Areas.
The idea originated on the west coast in 1952. The first 

Pacific Area Staff consisted of W6JZ, chairman and TCC 
director Pacific Area; W7NH, Pacific Area Net manager; 
WGIPW, RN6 manager; W7PKX, RN7 manager; and 
W0KHQ, member at large. There was no TWN then (it 
was a part of RN6), and there was a vacancy as member-at- 
large which later was filled by W6HC. Today the PAS 
consists of W6TIC. chairman and member at large; 
W7NHL, manager Twelfth Region Net; K7JHA, manager 
Seventh Region Net; W7DZX, director TCC Pacific; 
W6VNQ, manager Pacific Area Net; WB6BBO, manager 
Sixth Region Net; and W6E0T and WA6BRG, members 
at large. Since it came into existence, every Region and 
Area net manager and TCC director in the Pacific Area 
has been appointed at the recommendation of this body.

Last spring at the National Convention in Boston, the 
first steps were undertaken to set up an Eastern Area 
Staff similar to PAS. Just as we go to press with this issue 
of QST, the procedure has been completed. As was and 
is the case with PAS, the Eastern Area Staff of NTS consists 
of the Region net managers, the Area net manager, the 
TCC director and three “members at large” (informally 
abbreviated MAL). The latter were selected by vote of 
the eight “automatic” members, and then all eleven 
members voted for one of their number as chairman. As a 
result, we have the following lineup for the EAS: W2ZVW, 
chairman and member at large: K1WJD, manager EAN; 
W3EML, TCC director Eastern; W1EFW, manager IRN; 
WA2GQZ, manager 2RN; K3MV0, manager 3RN; 
W4SHJ, manager 4RN; W8CHT, manager 8RN; VE3BZB, 
manager ECN; and two additional members at large, 
W2SEI and W4DVT. Tentative plans are being made for 
the first formal meeting of the complete EAS some time 
near the turn of the year.
Those amateurs whose calls appear above are the ones 

who are in leadership capacities above Section level. 
There is no intention on the part of either of these groups 
to usurp the present functions of any NTS net manager at 
any level. The PAS and EAS are concerned primarily with 
two functions: (1) replacement of Region or Area net 
managers or TCC directors when vacancies occur, and (2) 
the general liaison function among the various NTS 
echelons. They are also available for consultation by 
Section net managers on internal problems, but will take 
no initiative in this respect, nor in the internal functions of 
Region or Area nets.
We suppose the question will naturally be asked: How 

come you have a PAS and now an EAS, but no CAS? The 
answer is simply that so far there has been no proposal 
made for a CAS. We did not solicit for the two existing 
“staffs” and do not intend doing so for the Central Area. 
If the net management in that Area wishes to establish a 
Central Area Staff, we shall be glad to work with them on 
it as we have for Pacific and Eastern Areas, but “area 
staffs” are not considered a necessity; they are an expedient 
which can operate to the betterment of NTS.
What has all this to do with you, the average NTSer? 

Everything. One of the things that makes NTS the tightest 
operating organisation in amateur radio is the fact that its 
participants have the whole picture, not just the local one. 
livery NTSer knows that he is part of a nationwide traffic- 
handling organization, not just a member oi a local net. and

George “Rolie” Chamberlain, W1UIR, Is the PAM for 
both VHF and HF nets in Eastern Mass.

is interested in the overall aspects. The makeup and func
tioning of Area staffs is one of them. — Wl NJM.

September report»: 
Se*-

Net s ions
EAN......... 30
CAN...______30
PAN. ......... 30
IRN..... ...,60
2RN. . ....... 60
3RN.... . 6U
4RN. .........57
RN5. ......... 60
RN6..... . 60
RN7. ........ .30
8RN.......... 60
9KN. . .......  .30
TEN......... 60
ECN. . ........28
TWN....... 17
Sections2..... 1983
TCC Eastern. . ! 2()3
TCC Central. . .‘.»0«
TCC Pacific... 120

825
649
1259

Traffic Rate
Aver- 

age
Represen
tation (l4 »

1714 1.231 57.1 95.0
1133 <903 37.8 100
1623 1.020 b LI 87.8
470 .305 7.8 95.0
326 .614 5.4 96.0
549 .414 9.2 99.6
510 .379 9.5 90.5
695 .332 11.6 72.9
1052 .890 17.5 100
491 .562 16,3 74.8l
620 .361 10.3 93.5
455 .671 14.8 98.3l
758 .584 12.5 73.3
88 <195 3.1 65.61
210 .381 12.4 29.41

11,595 5.8

Summary*.  . . .2655 25,042 EAN
Records......2211 22,113 1.183

8.4 86.7
15.4

5 Representation based on one or less sessions per day.
- Section/Local nets reporting (66): CPN (Conn.); 

RISPN (R.l.J: Alta SSB; MDDS (Md.-D.C.-Del.); PHD 
MOSSBN MOTTN (MoJ; QFN FMTN WFPN GN 
(Fla.); EPA WPA PTTN EPAEPTN (Paj; VSBNE 
VSBNL VSN VN (Va.); BN OLN OSSBN (Ohio); KTN 
(Ky.); Mich. 6 QMNF QMNS Wolverine (Mich.); NONE 
NCNL NCSSBN (N.C.); PTN (Maine); EMNN WMN 
(Mass.); QIN (Ind.); LAN (La.);GSN (Ga.); BUN (Utah); 
WSN (Wash.); CHNN (Colo,); OZK (Ark.); ILN (Ill.); 
TN TPN TSSBN ETPN (Tenn.); NJ6 NJ2 NJEPTN 
(N.J.); NCN SoCal 6 (Cal.); AENB AEND AENH 
AENM AENP AENO AENR AENT (Ala.); Iowa 75; 
GBN (Ont.); NTTN (Tex.); OQN (Ont.-Que.); WSBN 
(Wis.); NYCLIVHF NYCLIPN NLI (N.Y.C.-L.I.).

5 TCC functions not counted as net sessions.
Well, we have some more new records. No doubt about 

it. net sessions and traffic are increasing by leaps and 
bounds. Unfortunately, the percentage of increase in 
traffic is slower than the corresponding increase in sessions 
so our “Average” figure is well below the record points.
Have you noticed something different about the above 

tabulation? Take a look at the representation column and 
compare it with previous lists and you will see that we no 
longer are using an individual net to establish the record for 
each month. From now on, the representation figure shown 
under the “Summary” and “Record” headings will reflect 

iContinued on page 1^}
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50th ANNIVERSARY FOR SJRA

More than 200 members,their ladies and guests attended 
the 50th anniversary dinner. (Photos by W2OGZ).

Seldom do radio amateurs organize a local club 
which continues to remain active over several 

generations of membership.
On September 10th, the South Jersey Radio 

Association celebrated its 50th Anniversary with a 
banquet dinner in Pennsauken, New Jersey. Two of 
the charter members, Roger W. Barrington, W2LY, 
and Gordon Kressel, W2BQ, are still active and 
were present at the affair.

The SJRA was organized in 1916, two years after 
the founding of ARRL, for those interested in the 
technical development and operation of wireless 
communications. The crashing spark passed word 
of the organization meeting at the home of William 
Phillips. C. Waldo Batchelor was elected president 
by the forty founding members present.

The early history of the SJRaA closely parallels 
that of ARRL and amateur radio in general. When 
World War I silenced amateurs in 1917, the SJRA 
responded with a wireless school to train urgently

Presentation of “President Emeritus” award to W2BQ 
(left), SJRA charter member, by W2VX.

needed operators. From the end of the conflict until 
the late 20s were difficult times for amateur radio 
with the Secretary of the Navy seeking control of 
all radio stations, and the birth of the broadcast 
ei a. Activity was low but the SJRA continued to 
function under the guidance of a handful of mem
bers.

During all this time SJRA amateurs were pioneer
ing the short waves. Norman R. Weible, 3BWJ, 
gained national prominence by being the first 
North American amateur to communicate with a 
South American using a vacuum-tube transmitter 
and a short wavelength.

Memberships and attendances grew during the 
1930s with such well-known persons as Major 
Edwin Howard Armstrong, inventor of several re
ceiver circuits, Kenneth B. Warner, then ARRL 
General Manager and Editor of QST, and John 
Reinartz, appearing before the club.

War came again in December 1941, silencing 
amateur radio and depleting clubs. However al
though the membership was small, SJRA continued 
to meet. Postwar, with members returning, activities 
picked up and in 1950 the club acquired the call 
K2AA as a memorial to William Ebensperger, a 
past president.

The year 1952 marked the beginning of nation
wide recognition of the club having won the club 
award for the ARRL VHF Sweepstakes; SJRA 
went on to win the same event eight more times 
through 1960. The club has remained active in 
ARRL-sponsored events such as JDX Contests, 
Field Day participation and QSO Parties. K2AA/2 
placed first nationally in the four or six-transmitter 
class Field Day competition from 1955 through 
1964. SJRA is probably best known through the 
amateur ranks for its annual picnic which draws 
over 1,000 attendance and is the largest gathering 
of Mid-Atlantic amateurs.

Membership in the SJRA now numbers more 
than 200. President Amor Klotzbach, W2FVS, 
cites affiliation with the ARRL. participation in 
League events and the various facets of club activity 
as the strength behind the 50-year history of the 
South Jersey Radio Association. ¡OST—?
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Happenirij^^ the Month

MASSACHUSETTS LICENSE PLATES
The 19.66 session of the Massachusetts Legis

lature adopted a bill for “vanity license plates” 
bearing initials and other combinations of letters 
to be available upon payment of an extra fee of 
89.09. Unfortunately — despite the feeling of the 
governor and the registrar of motor vehicles 
that iunateur plates belong in the public service 
category — the legislature unmistakably in
cluded amateurs under the “vanity” rules.

Another attempt to exclude amateurs from 
the “vanity” class will be made in the next ses
sion. Massachusetts amateurs interested in the 
matter should be in touch with their representa
tives at the appropriate time during the next 
sitting.

Doug Hyslop, VE8YQ, president of the Polar Amateur 
Radio Club (VE8RCS), presents a certificate of appreci
ation to Len Jarrett, VE3EWE, chief operator of VE3WSB, 
at the World Scout Bureau in Ottawa. The certificate 
thanks the scout headquarters station for its part in 

handling morale traffic for the men at Alert 
in the Northwest Territories.

STAFF NOTES
Headquarters announces with pleasure that 

D. William Smith, K0CER, of Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, has joined the permanent staff as an 
assistant secretary for membership services. 
He is 27, is married and the father of a three- 
year-old YL. A student of journalism, at the 
State University of Iowa and Arizona State Uni
versity, Bill spent three years as a newsman at 
KELO-TV. He has been active on all the ama
teur bands from 40 to 2 meters, having worked 
some 150 countries on the “d.c.” bands, 48 states 

on 6 and 19 states on 2, mostly by meteor scat
ter. He’s served as public information officer for 
the Sioux Falls (Jivil Defense organization and 
was chairman of a v.h.f. convention in 1965. 
He’ll be answering your letters ou licensing and 
regulations, League affairs and International 
Amateur Radio Union matters, writing news for 
QST, doing public relations work, and meeting 
you at club meetings and conventions in the 
future,.

IB. J. Sngusi,
With regret we report the passing of Donald 

J. Angus, W9CYQ, of Indianapolis, Indiana on 
October 1 at the age of 79. W9O YQ was a director 
of ARRL from the Central Division from April 
15, 1930 to January 1, 1931 and was ARRL Sec
tion Communications Manager of Illinois from 
July 1, 1926 to July 15, 1930. Earlier, he had 
been Assistant Division Manager for Southern 
Indiana. As founder and past president of the 
Indianapolis Radio Club, OM Angus was also 
active in Masonry, boating, archeology and pho
tography. He was an engineer and inventor with 
more than 30 patents to his credit, and helped 
found the .Esterline Angus Instrument Co., 
serving as its president when he retired in 1960. 
Throughout, he had been active in amateur 
radio on c.w.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting 

No. 311
September 24, 1966

Pursuant to due notice, the Executive Committee of The 
American Radio Relay League, Inc., met at. the Head
quarters offices of the League in Newington, Connecticut, 
at 9:30 a.m. September 21, 1966. Present: President Robert 
W. Denniston VV0NWX, in the Chair; First Vice President 
VV. M. Groves, W5NW; Directors Charles G, Compton, 
W0BUO, Gilbert L, Crossley, W3YA, Noel B. Eaton. 
VE3CJ, Carl L. Smith, W0BWJ; General Manager John 
Huntoon, W1LVQ. Also present were Assistant General 
Manager R. L. Baldwin, W1IKE; General Counsel Robert 
M. Booth, Jr,, W3PS; and Communications Manager F. E. 
Handy, W1BDI.
Examining the mail expression of opinion of directors 

concerning the application of By-Law 3 to the election 
procedures, the Committee, found a majority indication of 
intent to make the 3(>-d»y grace period retroactive, and 
accordingly agreed to so apply the By-Law in determining 
director eligibility.

The Committee proceeded to examine nominations in 
the director elections, with careful attention to the applica
tion of the eligibility rules concerning membership, license 
status, and freedom from commercial radio connections. 
The Committee made findings and ordered actions as 
detailed below, all by unanimous action.

Central Division

For Director:
Philip E. Haller, W9HPG, was found lawfully nominated 
and eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was there-
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Reigning over activities atthe Hudson Division Convention 
October 15-16,1966 was''Miss Amateur Radio of 1966,” 
Laurie Bausch, WB2PIV of Elmont, New York. Laurie re
ceived her coronet from Director Harry J. Donnais, W2TUK, 
center, while Vice Director Stan Zak, K2SJO, left and Al 

Smith, WA2TAQ, banquet chairman, look on.

upon declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly re
elected as Director from the Central Division for the 1967— 
1968 term without membership balloting.

For Vice Director:
Edmond A. Metzger, W9PRN, and Sidonius M. Pokorny 
W9NRP, were found lawfully nominated and eligible and 
their names ordered listed on ballots to be sent to Full 
Members of the Division.

Hudson Division

For Director:
Harry J. Dannals, W2TUK, and Christopher DiPasqua, 
WA2YQW, were found lawfully nominated and eligible 
and their names ordered listed on ballots to be sent to Full 
Members of the Division.

For Vice Director:
Stan Zak, K2SJO, was found lawfully nominated and 
eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was thereupon 
declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly re-elected 
as Vice Director from the Hudson Division for the 1967— 
1968 term without membership balloting.

New England Division

For Director:
Robert York Chapman, W1QV, was found lawfully nomi
nated and eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was 
thereupon declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly 
selected as Director from the New England Division for 
the 1967-1968 term without membership balloting.

For Vive Director:
Bigelow Green, W1EAE, was found lawfully nominated and 
eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was thereupon 
declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly re-elected as 
Vice Director from the New England Division for the 
1067-1968 term without membership balloting.

Northwestern Division

For Director:
Robert R. Thurston, W7PGY, was found lawfully nomi
nated and eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was 
thereupon declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly 
re-elected as Director of the Northwestern Division for the 
1967-1968 term without membership balloting.

For Vice Director:
Newton W. Brumbach, W7FMJ, was found lawfully nomi
nated but ineligible due to class of license. R. Rex Robbeiijs 
W7CPY, was found lawfully nominated and eligible. Being 
the only eligible nominee, he was thereupon declared, 
pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly re-elected as Vice 
Director of the Northwestern Division for the 1967-1968 
term without membersliip balloting.

Roanoke Division

For Director:
Victor C. Clark, W4KFC, was found lawfully nominated 
and eligible. Being the only eligible, nominee, he was 
thereupon declared, pursuant- to the By-Laws, to be duly 
elected as Director of the Roanoke Division for the 1967— 
1968 term without membership balloting.

For Vice Director:
L. Phil Wicker, W4ACY, was found lawfully nominated and 
eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was thereupon 
declared, pursuant, to the By-Laws, to be duly elected as 
Vice Director of the Roanoke Division for the 1967-1968 
term without membership balloting.

Rocky Mountain Division

For Director:
Rois R. Council, K0ATZ, and Carl L. Smith, W0BWJ, were 
found lawfully nominated and eligible and their names 
ordered listed on ballots to be sent to Full Members of the 
Division.

For Vice Director:
John H, Sampson, Jr.. W7OCX, was found lawfully nomi
nated and eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was 
thereupon declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly 
re-elected as Vice Director of the Rocky Mountain Division 
for the 1967-1968 term without membership balloting.

(Continued on page 156)

The Sangamon Valley Radio Club presented amateur 
radio to more than a million spectators attending the 
Illinois State Fair, 2200 of them amateurs who signed in 
at the booth. Shown, left to right, are WB2SK1, WA9- 
RKK, W9PRN, WA9GUM, WN9SID, and WN9SlN’s 

XYL.
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LA1ITU ESTABLISHED FOR ASSEMBLY
Amateurs attending the XI Plenary Assembly 

of the International Radio Consultative Com
mittee (CCIR) in Oslo this summer found a 
multi-position station awaiting them. The in
stallation, LA1ITU, was a cooperative effort 
between the Norwegian Telecommunications 
Administration and the Norwegian Radio Relay 
League. LA11TU was situated on the top floor 
of the NTA headquarters building overlooking 
the harbor and city of Oslo. The equipment was 
loaned by local amateurs, provided by the 
NRRL, or purchased especially for the station 
by the NTA. The top of the building was decked 
with rotary beams for 2, 1Ü, 15 and 20 meters, 
a 10-through 40-meter trap vertical and an 80- 
meter dipole.

Several of the amateurs attending the Assem
bly had requested operating permission from 
the Norwegian government but under existing 
regulations, operation by non-citizens was not 
permitted. The NTA chose the special station 
as the best way to provide amateur operation. 
Regulations were relaxed to allow transmitter 
operation, as long as a Norwegian amateur was

W3ASK,K3BGX, Did FZ and LA5KG a t LAI ITU, Norwegian 
Telecommunications Administration headquarters, 

Oslo, Norway.

in control of the station, and were further re
laxed to allow third party traffic on the part of 
overseas visitors.

It is understood the situation has led to steps 
being taken to allow non-citizen operators to 
secure permission to operate in Norway on a 
reciprocal basis, and that discussions have been 
initiated.

(Thanks to K3BGX for story and picture.)

President Guiseppe Saragan of the Republic of Italy 
presents Gold Medal Award to Ray E. Meyers, W6MLZ

W6MLZ WINS COLUMBUS AWARD
Ray E. Meyers, W6MLZ, was presented the 

International Institute of Communications’ Co
lumbus Gold Medal Award at Genoa, Italy, 
October 18.

Ray was the first American to receive the 
Medal for Humanitarian Services. The citation 
read in part: . . . “has devoted his time to the 
teaching of radio telecommunications techniques 
to the physically disabled people through his 
international network of handicapped amateur 
radio operators, created and sponsored by him.”

W6MLZ founded the International Handi
capped Network in 1959 after inventing a special 
device for paralyzed twin brothers enabling them 
to operate their amateur stations. One of the 
boys told Meyers it would be wonderful to have 
a whole network of handicapped radio operators 
with whom they could talk over the air. The 
idea of the IHN grew rapidly into a worldwide 
network of 2,600 handicapped amateurs.

DX OPERATING NEWS
(Bold face indicates changes since the most recent 
QST listing.)

United States Reciprocal Operating Agreements 
currently exist only with: Australia, Belgium, 
Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, France, India, Israel, Ger
many, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Nicaragua, Paraguay, 
Peru, Portugal, Sierra Leone and United Kingdom. 
Several other foreign countries grant FCC licensees 
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amateur radio operating privileges on a courtesy 
basis; write headquarters for details concerning a 
particular place.

Third-Party Restrictions
Messages and other communications — and then 

only if not important enough to justify use of the 
regular international communications facilities — 
may be handled by U. S. radio amateurs on behalf 
of third parties only with amateurs in the following 
countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia. 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Greenland (XP calls only), Haiti, Hon
duras, Israel, Liberia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Permis
sible prefixes arc: CE CM CO CP CX EL HC HH 
HI HK HP HR OA PY TI VE VO XE XP YN 
YS YV ZP and 4X. Canadian radio amateurs may 
handle these relatively unimportant third-party 
messages with amateurs in Bolivia, Chilo, Costa 
Rica. El Salvador, Honduras, Israel, Mexico, Peru, 
U. S. and Venezuela. Permissible prefixes are: GE 
CP HR HK K OA TI W XE YS YV, 4X and 4Z.

DX Restrictions
United States amateur licensees are warned that 

international communications are limited by the 
following notifications of foreign countries made to 
the International Telecommunication Union under 
the provisions in Article 41. of the Geneva (1959) 
conference.

Cambodia, Indonesia1 (including West New 
Guinea), Thailand and Viet Nam2 forbid radio 
communication between their amateur stations and 
amateur stations in other countries. U. S. amateurs 
should not work HS XU 3W8 or SE. Canadian 
amateurs may not communicate with Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Laos. Thailand, Viet Nam and Jordan. 
Prefixes to he avoided are HS JY XU XW8 3W8 
and 8F.

1 VV0GTA/8F4 has permission tor international com
munications from U. S. and Indonesia officials between 
October 18 and December 31, 1966. No third party traffic 
is authorized.

- K1YPE/XV5 has permission for international com
munications from U. S. and Vietnamese administrations 
and is authorized to handle third-party messages with 
U. S. amateurs.

IARU Headquarters continues to spread the word about 
the value of amateur radio. Here, at a dinner meeting in 
Nicosia, Cyprus, in early September are (I. to r.) Cyril 
Collins, ZC4SC, president of the Cyprus Amateur Radio 
Society; Mr. Embodoklis, Director of Planning, Cyprus 
Telecommunications Authority; and ARRL Hq. staffer 
W1IKE, at the time of this photo the newest member of 
CARS! Both at this meeting and at others set up by the 
very able leadership of CARS, Wl IKE had an opportunity 
to discuss present and future amateur radio problems 
with Cyprus amateurs and Cyprus government officials.

QSL BUREAUS OF THE WORLD
For delivery of your QSLs to foreign amateurs, 

simply mail cards to the bureau of the proper 
country as listed below. Cards for territories and 
possessions not listed separately may be mailed 
to the bureau in the parent country: c.d., cards 
for VP8s go to RSGB in Great Britain. W, K, VE 
and VO stations only may send foreign cards for 
which no bureau is listed to ARRL. See “How’s 
DX?” for QSL information on specific stations.

For service on incoming foreign cards, see list 
of domestic bureaus in mostQSTs, under “ARRL 
QSL Bureau.” Bold face listings indicate cor
rections or additions.

Aden: Amateur Radio Club, Signal Squadron, RAF
Khormaksar, B.F.P.O. 69, London, England

Algeria: G. Deville, 7X2RW, 21 Blvd. Victor Hugo, Alger 
Angola: L. A. R. A,, P.O. Box 484, Luanda
Antarctica: K.C4AA cards go to the Office of Antarctic 
Programs. National Science Foundation, Washington 25, 
D. C. KC4US cards go to K1NAP, COMCBLANT, 
USN, CBCEN, Davisvxlle, E. Greenwich, R. I.

Argentina: R.C.A., Carlos Calvo 1424, Buenos Aires, BA 
Austral/ Antarctic French Lands: via Malagasy Republic 
Australia: WIA, 23 Landale St., Box Hill, E. 11, Victoria 
.lusfna; Oe. V.S.V., Box 999, Vienna 1/9
Azores: via Portugal
Bahama Islands: Bahama Amateur Radio Society, 

Box 913, Nassau
Bahrein; (AU MP4) Ian Cable, MP4BBW, P.O. Box 425, 

Awali
Barbados.' Amateur Radio Society of Barbados, High

gate Signal Station, Flagstaff Road, St. Michael
Belgium: Postbox 634, Brussels 1
Bermuda: R.S.B., P.O. Box 275, Hamilton
Bolivia: R.C.B., Casilla 2111, La Paz
Brazil: L.A.B.R.E,, Caixa Postal 2353, Rio de Janeiro 
British Guiana: D. E. Yong, VP3YG, Box 325, Georgetown 
Bulgaria: Box 830, Sofia
Burma: B.A.R.T.S., P.O. Box 800, Rangoon
Burundi: via Congo (9Q5) QSL Bureau
Canal Zone: Ralph Harvey, KZ5RV, Box 407, Balboa
Cape Verde Island: Radio Club de Cabo Verde, CR4AA, 

Praia, Sao Tiago
Cayman Island: via Jamaica
Ceylon; 4S7WP, P.O. Box 907, Colombo
Chagas: via Mauritius
Chile: Radio Club de Chile, P.O. Box 13630, Santiago 
Colombia: L.C.R.A., P.O. Box 584, Bogota
Congo: (TN8) QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 2239, Brazzaville 
Congo: (9Q5) U.C.A.R. QSL Bureau, B.P. 3748, Elisabeth- 

ville
Cook Island: ZK1 QSL Bureau, % Radio Station Raro

tonga, Rarotonga
Costa Rica: Radio Club of Costa Rica, Box 2112, San Jose 
Cuba: ANRAC QSL Bureau, P.O, Box 6996, Havana 
Cyprus: C.A.R.S. QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 216, Famagusta 
Czechoslovakia: C.A.V., Box 69, Prague 1
Denmark: E.D.R. QSL Bureau, ÛZ6HS, Ingstrup
Dominican Republic: R.C.D., P.O. Box 1157, Santo Do
mingo

Ecuador: Guayaquil Radio Club, P.O. Box 5757, Guayaquil 
El Salvador: Club de Radio Aficionados de El Salvador, 
QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 517, San Salvador

Ethiopia: Kagnew Station Amateur Radio Club. ET3USA.
APO, New York, N. Y. 09843

Faeroes Islands: P.O. Box 184, Torshavn, or via Denmark 
Fiji Islands: P.O. Box 181, Suva
Finland: 8.R.A.L.. Box 10306, Helsinki 10
Formosa: (BVllJS calls only) Taiwan American Radio Club.
USARSCAT, Box 8, APO, San Francisco, Calif. 96263 
All other BY stations: QSL Bureau, C.R.A., Box 2907, 
Keelung, Taiwan, Rep. of China

France: R.E.F., Boite Postale 26, Versailles 78
France: (F7 only) F7 QSL Bureau, % Base MARS station 

APO, New York, N. Y. 09083
French Oceania: Radio Glub Océanien, P.O. Boi Î74

Papeete, Tahiti ’
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Germany: (DL1 <fe DL5 only) MARS Radio Station. 
Hqtrs. 93rd Si£. Bn. APO, New York, N. Y. O'JO 16 
09175

Germany; (Other than above) D.A.R.C., Box 99, 8 Munich

Ghana: G.A.R.S, QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 3773, Accra 
Gibraltar: RAF Amateur Radio Club, New Camp, RAF 
Great Britain (and British Empire;: R.S.G.B. QSL Bureau, 

t t2MI, Bromley, Kent
Greece: George Zaralis, P.O. Box 564, Athens
Greece iSV0a only): Signal Officer, Hqtrs. JUSMAGG, 
APO, New York, N. Y. 09223

Greenland: via i Denmark
Greenland (KG1, 0X4 and 0X5 calls only): KG1A-KGIE 

<0X5) to MARS Director, OX5BX, APO. New York, 
N. Y. 99023. KG1F-GK1Z (0X4) to MARS Director. 
OX4FR. APO, New York, N. Y. 09121

Guam: M.A.R.C., Box 445, Agana, USPO 96910
Guantanamo Bay; Guantanamo Amateur Raffio Club, 

Box 55, FPO, New York, N. Y. 09593
Guatemala: C.R.A,G., P.O. Box 115, Guatemala City 
Haiti: Radio Club d*Haiti,  Box 913, Port-au-Prince 
Honduras} Jacobo Zelaya Jr., HR1JZ, Bo. Buenos Aires,

13 Calle 505, Tegucigalpa, D. C.
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Amateur Radio Transmitting So

ciety, P.O. Box 541
Hungary; H .S.R.L., P.O. Box 214, Budapest. 5
Iceland; Islenzkir Radio Amatorar, Box 1058, Revkiavik 
ìndia: A.R.S.L QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 534, New Delhi 1 
Iran: Amateur Raffio Soc. of Iran, APO, New York, N. Y”.
09205

Ireland: I.R.T.S. QSL Bureau, 24 Wicklow St., Dublin 2
Israel; I.A.R.C.. P.O. Box 4(199, Tel-Aviv
Italy: A.R.I., Viale Vittorio Veneto 12, Milano 401
Jamaica; Mr. Lloyd Alberga, Jamaica Amateur Radio 

Association, 76 Arnold Rd., Kingston 5
Javan: (JA only): J.A.R.L., Box 377, Tokyo Central
Japan: (KA only): F.E.A.R.L.-M-, APO, San Francisco, 

Calif. 96525
Johnston Island: KJ6BZ, MARS Stn., Det. 1, 1957 
(jimm, Gp., APO, San Francisco, Cal. 96305

Kenya: RSEA QSL Bureau, Box 30077, Nairobi
Korea: Korea Amateur Radio League. Central Box 162, 
Seoul

Korea: (HI^ HL QSL Bureau, Signal Section, USFK/ 
ELSA, APO, San Francisco, C’alif. 96301

Kuwait: Alhaf Nasir H. Khan, 9K2AN, P.O. Box 736, 
Kuwait, Persian Gulf

Lace: Houmpbauh Saignasith, XW8AL, P.O.B. No. 46, 
Vientiane

Lebanon: R.A.L. QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 3245, Beirut
Liberia: Liberian Radio Amateur Ass’n., Post Box 

1477, Monrovia
Libya: bA QSL Service. Box 372, Tripoli
¡Mchtenslein : via Switzerland
Luxembourg: R. Schott, 35 rue Batty Weber, rch sur/- 

Alzette
Maran: via Hong Kong
Madeira Island: via Portugal
Malagasy Republic (Madagascar): P.O. Box 587, Tana

narive
Malawi: 7Q7RM, P.O. Box 472, Blantyre
Malaya: QSL Manager, M.A.R.T.S., Box 777, Kuala 
Lumpur

Maldives; via Alden
Malta: R. F. Galea, 9H1E, “Casa Galea, ’ Railway Road, 

Birkirkara
Mariann Islands; see Guam
Marshall Islands: KX6 QSL Bureau, via KX6BU, Box 444, 
FPO. San Francisco, Calif. 96555

Mauritius: Paul Uaboche, VQ8AD, Box 467, Port Louis
Mexico; L.M.R.E., P.O. Box 907. Mexico, D.F.
Midway Island: KM6BI, Box 1 4, FPO, San Francisco, 

Calif. 96643
Monaco: Pierre Anderhalt, 3A2CN. 19 rue Grimaldi
Mongolia: JT1KAA, Box 639, Ulan Bator
Morocco.- A.A.E.M., P.O. Box 299 Rabat
Mozambique: L.R.E.M. QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 812, 

Laurenco Marques
Netherlands: V.E.R.O.N., Postbox 400, Rotterdam
Netherlands Antilles: VERONA, P.O. Box 383, Willemstad, 
C’uracao

New Zealand: N.Z.A.R.T., P.O. Box 489, Wellington
Nicaragua: C.R.E.N. QSL Bureau, Box 925, Managua
Nigeria: QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 1044, Samaru, Zana

Northern- Ireland: via Great Britain
Northern Rhodesia: see Zambia
Norway; N.R.R.L., P.O. Box 898. Oslo Sentrum, Oslo 1
Nyasaland: see Malawi .
Okinawa: O.A.R.C., APO, San Francisco, C’alif. 96331
East Pakistan: Mohd, AP5CP, Tiger Amateur Radio Club,

Dacca Signals, Dacca 6
West Pakistan: Ahmed Ebrahim, AP2AD, P.O. Box 65, 

Lahore
Panama, Republic of: L.P.R.A., P.O. Box 1.622, Panama I
Papua: VK9 QSL Officer, P.O. Box 201, Port Moresby (or 

via Australia)
Paraguay: R.C.P., P.O. Box 512, Asuncion
Peru: R.C.P. Box 538. Lima
Philippine Islands; P.A.R.A. QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 4083, 
Manila

Poland: PZK QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 320, Warsaw 1
Portugal: R.E.P., Rua de D. Pedro V., 7-4'*,  Lisbon
Puerto Rico: KP4YT, P.O. Box 1061, San Juan, Puerto 

Rico 00902
Rhodesia: R.S.S.R., P.O. Box 2377, Salisbury
Roumania: Central Radio Club, P.O. Box 95, Bucharest
Rwanda; via Congo (9Q5) QSL Bureau
Samoa (American}: Clark Browne, KS6AX, Comm, officer, 

Government of American Samoa, Pago Pago 96920
Saudi Arabia: HZ1AB, 7244th ABRON-COMM.. APO, 
New York, N. Y. 09616

Scotland: via Great Britain
Senegal; Ch. Tenot, 6W8BF, P.O. Box 871, Dakar
Sierra Leone; Radio Society of Sierra Leone, P.O. Box 907. 

Freetown
Singapore: QSL Manager, M.A.R.T.S., P.O. Box 777
South Africa: KA.R.L., P.O. Box 3037, Cape Town
Spain: U.R.E., P.O. Box 220, Madrid
St. Vincent: QSL Bureau, I’.O. Box 112, Sb. Vincent, West 

Indies
Surinam: QSL Manager (PZ1AR), Surinam Amateur 

Ratlin League, P.O. Box 240, Paramaribo
Swan Island: Swan Island, West Indies via Tampa, 

Florida
Sweden: Sveriges Sandare Amatorer, FACE, Enskede 7
Switzerland: ILS.K.A., 6233 Huron/LU
Syria: P.O. Box 35, Damascus
Tanzania: RSEA, P.O. Box 2387, Dar es Salaam
Trinidad and Tobago: Les. A. Thomas, 9Y4LT, Los-Iros

Road, Erin. South Trinidad
Turks and Caicos Islands: via Jamaica
Uganda: R.S.E.A. QSIj Bureau, P.O. Box 3 433, Kampala
Uruguay: R.C.U., P.O. Box 37, Montevideo
U-B^.R.i Central Radio Club, Box 88, Moscow
Vatican: HV1CN, Domenico Petti, Radio Station, Vatican 
City

Venezuela: R.C.V., P.0. Box 2285, Caracas
Virgin Islands: Graciano Belardo, KV1CF, P.O. Box 572, 

Christiansted, St. Croix. V. I. 00820
Wake Island: Jack A. Chalk, KW6EJ, P.O. Box 415, 

Wake island 91930
Wales: via Great Britain
West Pakistan: Lahore Amateur Radio Society, P.O. 

Box 65, Lahore
Yugoslavia: 8.R.J., P.O. Box 48, Belgrade
Zambia: Radio Society of Zambia, P.O. Box 332, Kitwe

WStrays^
Teen-age hums: William Morris, WA5MUF, is 

collecting data on unusual or outstanding activities 
and accomplishments of teen-age hams, potentially 
for use in QST. Write him at 100-10 Imperial St., 
El Paso, Texas 79024.

The Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, too. It's 
06111.
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Strays Si
Nevada — The Southern Nevada Amateur Radio Club, 

Inc. is hosting the Second Annual SAROC Sahara Amateur 
Radio Operator’s Convention, January 5. 6, 7, and 8, at 
the Hotel Sahara, Las Vegas, Nevada. For information, 
write P.O. Box 73, Boulder City, Nevada 89005.

COMING A.R.R.L. CONVENTIONS
January 21-22, 1967 — Florida State, 

Miami
April 22-23. 1967—New England Divi

sion. Swampscott. Massachusetts
June 30, July 1-2, 1967 — ARRL Na

tional, Montreal, Quebec

The Foundation for Amateur Radio, Inc., with 
headquarters in Washington, D.C., announces its 
intent to make the third award of the John Gore 
Memorial Scholarship for either graduate or under
graduate study, full or part time. The scholarship 
pays $250 for the academic year, and is subject to 
renewal.

Licensed radio amateurs who intend making a 
career in electronics or related sciences may now 
apply for the academic year 1066-67.

To be eligible, applicants must have completed 
one year in an accredited college or university and 
must be enrolled in a course of studies leading to a 
degree. They must also be radio amateurs holding 
a valid FCC license of at least a General class rating. 
Preference will he given to applicants from the 
area served by the Foundation — the District of 
Columbia, Maryland and Virginia, although those 
living elsewhere are not excluded.

Requests for application should bo made not 
later than December 30, 1966, and should be ad
dressed to: Chairman, Scholarship Award Com
mittee FAR, Inc., 10224 Farnham Drive, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20014.

The Foundation for Amateur Radio, Inc., is a 
non-profit organization devoted to the advance
ment of amateur radio. It is composed of trustees 
representing radio clubs in the Washington-Balti
more area.

John W. Gore, W3PRL, in whose honor the 
scholarship was named, was until his death in 1960 
the president of the Foundation. A prominent radio 
amateur in Baltimore for many years, he was a 
vice president of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding 
Corporation there.

Feedback
A line was inadvertently left out of the caption on 

the top of page 49 in the “Hints and Kinks” section 
of November QST. The last three lines should read 
as follows: “Once the adapter is installed, tighten 
the nut. Be sure to loosen this nut before removing 
the adapter.”

Feedback
Don’t worry, you fellows who are wiring the 

Heath SB-100. Our Man from Headquaxters who 
said on page 45 of September QST that his didn’t 
work the first time had made a wiring error. He 
points out that the mistake was easily corrected 
by using the “In Case of Difficulty” section of the 
SB-100 instruction manual.

Stolen Equipment
While I was staying overnight in Montreal (Can

ada) September 28, a thief cut the cables and ripped 
my KWM-2. (serial 13638), d.c. power supply, 
(serial 10902) microphone, speaker, antennas and 
even the antenna mount from my car. I would 
appreciate any information on the equipment. Ned 
Culler, W3JW, 286 Wilis Road, Connellsville, Pa. 
15425.

On or about September 20, there was a theft from 
the Amateur Radio Club of the State University 
of New York at Stony Brook, L. I., New York, of 
one SR-4.2 v.h.f. transceiver (serial No. 442100.6000 
(56). Of particular interest, the power cord, instruc
tion manual, and D104 microphone were left behind. 
Any one or all of the club members will be glad to 
deliver the power cord to the thief in person! Should 
any pertinent information turn up, please collect 
call Myron Doucette, W2JFG, at 516-246-5921.

On August 24, a Lafayette HA-650 6-meter Trans
ceiver, with crystals, microphone, carrying case and 
RCA alkaline batteries, was stolen from- my car. 
Any information leading to recovery of the items 
would be appreciated. Reid Edies, WA2TBT, 31-21 
54th St., Woodside, New York 11377.

Nearly 50 years ago, Albert Marsh, 1GP, helped Harry 
Horovitz get his first license, 1ETE. Mr. Marsh moved to 
another town and the two soon lost track of each other. 
Now, fifty years later at the Shelburne Hotel tn New 
York City, the Quarter Century Wireless Association 
presented Harry (r.), now WA2MMN, with 50-year plaque. 
Guess who also showed up for the occasion? Yes, Albert 
Marsh. The "do you remember” talk went far into the 
evening and had to be resumed the next day on the air!
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Correspondence 
From Members-

The publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents«

DECC
C The number and variety of awards available to 
amateurs for one kind or another of operating 
achievement is indeed staggering. Certificates are 
available for 100 or more countries, copying code, 
working the states or British Empire, etc.

Nevertheless, I propose one new award for those 
whose preference in the pursuit of our hobby makes 
it impossible to compete for any nf the traditional 
awards. It is high time the ARRL provide concrete 
recognition to a comparatively small group of 
amateurs who labor at ham radio night after night, 
weekend after weekend, with none of the usual satis
factions. These are amateurs who find success in 
failure, achievement in disaster and pleasure in pain.

I suggest, therefore, the ARRL DECC, or 
Defeated Experimenter’s Casualty Club. The 
philosophy of DECC is simply this: formal attention 
to those who tinker with gear, but who rarely, if 
ever, succeed. DECC awards should be issued on the 
basis of personal and equipment casualties. Soldering 
iron burns, lacerations from, undeburred chassis 
holes, punctures from drill twists, aud so forth 
would all qualify. A certain number of burned out 
transistors, resistors, capacitors and vacuum tubes 
submitted to the Award Committee would also be 
required for qualification, as would any major 
construction project which did not work after 
endless nights of testing, trouble-shooting and 
rebuilding. Wives should be allowed to submit 
evidence toward qualification. Holes inadvertently 
drilled in kitchen tables and solder burns on oriental 
rugs would fall into this catagory. A program of en
dorsements would have to be established to maintain 
interest in the award. Memberships thus conferred 
would be lifetime, except for those members who, 
even by accident, later construct a working piece 
of gear. They would immediately be disqualified 
and their membership in the elite DECC forever 
cancelled. — Julian N. J Min, W91IT/, Skokie, 
Illinois.

MEMBERSHIP
C Read with shocked surprise your editorial in 
October QST reporting only 30% of licensed ama
teurs are ARRL members.

With less than L3 representation and support it 
is commendable that the ARRL has accomplished 
so much for amateur interests. Any licensed amateur 
who has had personal experience with local or 
regional civic and scientific organizations will agree 
that the ARRL record of achievement on behalf 
of amateur radio is outstanding.

In the light of these facts, I am equally surprised 
at the splinter groups that have arisen for the pur
pose of undermining ARRL policies aimed at up
grading the status of amateur radio. The purely 
negative attitude and weakening effect of these 
groups will help focus attention on the accomplish
ments and positive objectives of ARRL in the forth
coming HamQuest G7.

The prime reasons for membership in ARRL 
so well outlined in your editorial deserve more 

publicity and emphasis among licensed amateurs. 
— Ben Dahle, KG ASG, Carmel, California

Ml I am without a doubt the world’s worst ama
teur radio fan. I’m normally not «a joiner, but when 
ARRL membership renewal time comes around 
each year I renew it because I feel that as long 
as I am an amateur and hold that FCC ticket 
it- is my duty to help support the organization that 
made it possible.

If some of the complainers lived in some of the 
foreign countries where they don’t have the freedom 
of the air waves that we enjoy, I feel that more of 
them would be more likely to help the League and 
what it. is trying to do. I have renewed my subscrip
tion in some of the leanest years I ever had and some
times wondered where the next dollar was coming 
from.

It is because of amateur radio that I today hold 
my present position of Chief Engineer for WZIP 
and WZIP-FM. My construction of a transmitter 
that you had in the Handbook of some years ago 
led to the job offer.

I know some people will no doubt say what’s so 
extraordinary about all this, that he went through 
high school and so on. But that’s just it: I never 
went beyond the freshman year of high school 
through no particular fault of my own, but I was 
a victim of circumstances. — Richard 8. Allison, 
1V8HQJ, Cincinnati, Ohio

C Congratulations and a mighty salute to K6RCO/2 
for his commentary (August QST Correspondence). 
The case for ARRL couldn’t have been put better. 
It is a classic!

Just one additional point: if it were not for the 
ARRL those egotistical hyenas that publish maga
zine “X” couldn’t be able to operate their all
bought stations at all, for there would be no amateur 
frequencies. — Arthur Hallam, W8CLQ/5, New 
Orleans, Louisiana

ML I was shocked. . . .
The other day a young General Class who 

lives near me asked if he might see my latest QST. 
I thought it odd as it was the second month in a 
row he asked the same question. He said he wanted 
to see the DX results, to find out whether some 
stations he had worked submitted their logs. 
I said I’ve had mine for a week now and his should 
be here any day. He told me he didn’t get QST 
nor was he a member. I asked if some of his other 
young friends who were licensed belonged. He said 
I was the only one around. Here is a fellow with 
WAS and WAC, trying for DXCC. It’s not that he 
can’t afford it; his rig is twice mine. I don’t think 
we paying members should carry these freeloaders. 
Every application for League material should be 
checked against the membership list. I am certain 
many members join me in this feeling. — H. N. 
Helder, K.3RPY, Bethesda, Maryland

ML Why don’t some of these freeloaders who claim 
$5.00 is too much think of membership as a possible 
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Christmas or birthday gift? That’s how 1 got my 
membership. — Phil Smith, Stratford, Conn.

c It seems to me that the ARRL should give the 
same services to non-members us it does to members. 
Yuu have always worked for the good of amateurs, 
non-members as well as members, and I think 
it should remain that way. If this policy results 
in higher dues, OK. I still think it is the correct one.

Have you considered the possibility of making a 
service charge on all certificates, to members as well 
ns to non-members? It seems reasonable to me that 
the applicant should pay the cost of processing his 
application. I see this as applying to certificates only, 
not to technical aid. A fair charge cun be set and 
published for certificates, but this would be almost 
impossible for technical advice or other aid. — 
David R. Coahran, WA7FNK, Pullman, Washington

<L Why doesn’t the League up its dues to cover its 
expenses? Most organizations to which I belong 
have had to do so since 1960, and I’m sure that a 
reasonable boost in dues can be made if a simple 
explanation of expanding costs were given to the 
members. — Glenn R. Markus, WA3CZT, Bowie, 
Maryland.

C, I don’t see how you manage on such low dues. 
It seems to me that $10 wouldn’t be out of lino. —• 
Robert J. Fulton, WOFIL, Elmhurst, Illinois.

TWO QSTs?
<T As a graduate student, married and devoting full 
time to a hospital internship, I have little time for 
operating activities and, I am sorry to say, even less 
time to devote to even a cursory review of the 
current QST. Thus, it makeslittie sense to continue 
my subscription, for in all honesty I have little 
interest in the technical articles which fill your 
publication. However, I would like very much to 
support the League in all its activities, and would be 
quite willing to pay a reasonable membership dues 
tiven without receiving QST. I think that there are 
perhaps others in my position. One possible solution 
would be to reduce QST to a somewhat lower budget 
ARRL journal, and to provide a larger glossy tech
nical journal for those hams who are willing to 
subscribe to it at an additional cost. The basis for 
this suggestion is that it would seem that the 
publication cost of QST, taken out of all membership 
fees, is the villain here, and that the proposed plan 
above would free more dues money for ARRL 
activities, rather than subsidizing the publication of 
a technical electronics journal. — Lewis F. Lester, 
R2KJV /W1BPE, Storrs, Connecticut.

DESIGN FOR DX
C, Articles such as “Station Design for DX” and 
photos of outstanding DX stations may scare off 
.some of the less-fortunately-endowed aspiring 
DXers. While there is no doubt that to be a consist
ent winner all the goodies usually described are 
essential, lots of DX can be worked with much less.

For example, W2HSZ has been sited in a large 
apartment building overlooking the N.Y. Central 
tracks (d.c. powered with lots of noise when trains 
go by), in the Bronx River valley (hills on both east 
and west sides at least as high as the antennas), 
antennas consisting of dipoles and various kinds »»f 
wire beams (non-rotatable), less than 5()0 watts 
input to a bedroom closet, self-imposed quiet hours 
for less TVI annoyance (8 p.m. to about 11 p.m.) 

and last but not least, a non-permissive XYL.
Still, over the last ten .years confirmed countries
stands at about 300, WAE-l, and WAZ have been
earned, and at least 1000 QSLs have been collected.
1 achieved over 200,000 points in last DX test 
without breaking quiet hours nor staying up past 
midnight!

The moral of this story is: without a big array (for 
all bands) at least a kw., a perfect site arid unlimited 
DXing hours you just ain’t agonna beat W3CRA, 
W6AM el al, but you can still have a lot of fun and 
DX — which, after all, might be more important. — 
Bud Enge, W21ISZ, Scarsdale, New York.

I fear that W3AFM’s article with its casual refer
ence to Yagis on 70-foot booms atop 100-foot towers, 
hilltop sites, etc., will prove most discouraging to 
some of the younger, DX-indined members of our 
fraternity who simply don’t have the means for 
such “station design.’’

If so, I suggest that they procure a copy of the 
July, 1959, issue of QST and read therein the article 
“Ivory Tower Confessions” by Don Mix, WITS. 
Don’s article has the added merit of being a minor 
masterpiece of wit and good writing.'—Rupert A. 
Lloyd, Jr., WBt'GF, Angdessur-Mer (P.O.), France,

CONTESTS VS. QRN
c October QST has some 22 pages covering some 
stupid QRM contest and nary a word about the most 
important Senate Bill 1015. Isn’t a lack of QRN 
more important than some contest? Why don’t you 
promote something important instead of teaching 
hams to be lids with your “Sunday Driver” con
tests? I cannot understand why the Senate Bill is 
nearly completely neglected and QRM Contests, 
appliances and their advertising so heavily pushed. 
There seems to be an increasing amount of Club 
Homebrew Contests around here and the chronic 
complaint I hear is that parts are hard to find. 
Naturally, nothing is advertised in QST so nothing 
is marketed. Can’t the League see that it is respon
sible for turning hams into appliance operators by 
its advertising of built-up gear? If you’d advertise 
only parts and kits you’d perhaps begin to restore 
the word “amateur” to amateur radio, instead of 
pushing it out of existence — which will happen one 
of these days. — Bill Ray, W6KZF, Mill Valley, 
California.
[editor’s note: August 1965 QST, page 48, and 
August 1966, page 59, covered the “QRN” bill 
which, despite FCC urging, failed to pass this session 
of Congress.]

<£ In reading October QST about the ARRL DX 
competition, I would again like to strongly suggest 
that this be cut down to only one weekend for phone, 
one weekend for c.w.

It is just not fair to one’s family to work for two 
week-ends in one contest. Nor is it fair to one’s work 
and perhaps most of all it is not fair to QRM the 
bands for those not in the contest. Certainly the 
ARRL always considers the rights of all amateurs. 
You know the ham is balanced etc., etc.

Please consider these points and eliminate the 2nd 
weekend in ’68, OK? Then, I will be an active par
ticipant and feel as if I’m not being unfair to my 
family or fellow ham. — Dr. Louis Persons, WJ.PJG, 
Port Myers, Florida.
[editor’s note: No participant has to work the full 
number of hours, and most of us don’t.|
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Electric Filters
By F. S. Dellenbaugh, Jr. * *

.Notes on. Ethereal Adornments
Practical Design Data for the SingleAVire'Fed Hertz Antenna

By L. G. Windom*

THE term i>.'applied to a
circuit having the anility to dis
criminate -¡between electric currents,. 
or vvltag^.T>f different‘character» 
istie«. Usually the us« ot the term 

is restricted to ciauuis diserimfriati.njt-.with 
respect to frequertty'^rdy, »» which ease 
they are often caiiea d'.wavs1’ Alter»; “TAa^ 
simplest filter <>f this type ivi condenser, 
which is used extensively in rndm hook
ups to separate direct and alternating cur
rents. Thus if our radio frequency ia 
i.wuO.inio cycles «corresponding to a ;<ou 
meter wave) and wo pass it thru a can- 
deiisiT of 0.001 microfarads capacity, the 
condenser will have « reactance of:— 

;?.ifC (2) (a) (1,000,000) (0.001) (IO-*)
159 ohms, which is quite low compared to 
the other resistance in most radio circuits 
and so has little effect, upon the passnge 
of the high frequency current. This same 
condenser when transmitting o-udfo fra- 
«mency nf tout) cycles vein have 1000 times 
the reactance nr iss.nnn ohms, which will 
reduce the andio frequency to n small 
fraction of the »mount that would flow if 
the omdensec were not- present. In this 
Way fairly good separation of the audio 
anil radio frequencies m obtained. But 
suppose that instead of the relatively low 
audio frequency we wished to get rid of 
Mouther radio frequency, say a <H)0 meter- 
wave; tai-responding t<» 750,001) cycles. The 
emdenser has a reactance of 212 ohms for 
this frequency, and so does not discriminate 
between a and AU« meter ware suffici
ently to lie ->f practical use in separating 
ulir from the other.

The same argument holds true in Just 
the reverse manner with a single jnduct- 
the reverse manner with a single induct- 
the high reactance and the low frequencies 
i«ing passed without much opposition. But 
still the discriminatory power exists only 
in a very rudimentary form and in order 
to obtain guvd filter action, combinations 
ui inductance and capacity are used.

Ths simplest eombinsa filter is the . 
■familiar resonant circuit. These circuits 
•Bret of £1«rtrleal Engineering, Jinwechueette JntUiute ot Technology.

are .ex two kinfl«, tbe sortes resonà-nt mr*  
*uit ancuihe paraiiel résonant cirSUiL .1b 
the sert« ¿résonant an inductafica 
and cnpgCÇy are conm^tad in sériés. If 
àsvanatflc/requency voltage is impressed, 

',the cnrSertt increases witn frequency ,up 
to'the ruinant point, afttt Which it airain 

. dies away^ If the lusses'are. small the 
current may become-' very great. at ihe

resonant point, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
parallel resonant circuit consists of a con*  
denser and inductance connected in parallel 
and is identical with that used for tuning 
in radio receiving sets. It has somewhat 
opposite characteristics' to the serie*  reson
ant circuit The voltage across the ele
ments is always equal to the impressed 
voltage, and a*  the frequency rises from 
some low value the current entering the 
circuit from the power supply decreases 
until at resonance it is only enough to sup
ply the losses. The current surging around 
in the closed circuit made by the two ele-

♦h# Jlllyj.iûSi, ifwiûXj^w perhnjw host to disre
gard all fot* previo'» material m relation to theSOGKEB or later in the < <mrue of amateur 

ifov< fopment, one must have some sort 
ui nutonm, skyhook, or as you like it. ' 
In the earlier stag™ it ronswte generally 

of mcrelv-“»’’ antenna- then later attnr rruv h 
„d-cp i'll thought, if is Pt!»" antenna. These, lew;, 

notes rnnrern themselves only with that tmicfi- 
ntrocitv. the suiKlo-wiro-fwi (cromi-bror-d» 

r.Jtfurr-ewTi-nt) itert?. 1 hie tvpe has the ad
vantages ot simplicity, case of erection, yer/ 

Fin ISnilKY ARRAVDRWFVr V^vfl
f-uir THE CURRENT DISTRÌBtjflÓN OR TUR 

ifAUiATUR

..ntrnn.. Ut luu juutrM vae atbvmmte m r.tuns 
,■■■ 4 iraiuu.

hili «.Riciency and. as win appear later, can bo 
¿■■rigiwd on paper and erected without the u»,ud. 
pruning tipt'ration,

Tlie infortnat inn herein contained Is duo to tho 
etFr.rts oj John Bwne ut the Itell TeTcplu.ni« 
1-id^ndur«-«. ovd,T. WWi. WsZil, WBDKJ? 
tat Brooke, nisn »1 the Bel] Telephone Inhom- 
terire. W^'^V and oxhUEM? and Jack Ryder, 
WstHJZ. un<l<r the din-etion of Prof. IV, I,. 
J..-a.ntt of th«' departments! F.foetrical Engineer
ing, (>hm Stain University. The writer net» 
wdety a»« reporter and all credit-is due the above- 
named men.

interest- in the Hnfde-wire-h-d Hort*  antenna 
for amateur work started mainly with an article 
bv WiIIumm, 9BXQ. in the July, 1925. QST fol
lowed bv several, others including th« ro-hn«h in

fnf. rwgrnuvnvrr.rsirn XETHOfí or rtto 
■r*RWNING THE FUNtHVEVTlf. fir THE Afi- 
TENNi is m rN^rnr AV .iMUErKR tv run 
CSHTER or THE RAnremR ty/< AfMU.fr FOR 

AfAJUitUX CURREHT
Thit if tv-S • árvi thf mulle eitaisaiart

FIG. .•. — THfftV TRE CURRENT Ut TÙE OERTER 
t'F THF RADIATOR WAR WtWJrtTW TN THIS 
¿•ARTICULA» CASH, THE CURRENT PÍÜTRIItH- 

rtON WAS AS Sltuu fi
VM, «• èx »♦ —VM a, taMt-uAvr, ws^«t««n, aUSeusk ft

Byrnn and Brooke erected a special experimen
tal station ut W8XJ (Ohio Stata University),

Electron-Coupled Oscillator Circuits
Combining the Features of Oscillator and Buffer Amplifier 

By J. B. Dow*

IN a paper recently pub&hcd ù the Trowed- 
tajs of the I nt tituie af Radio Enfineerti 
the writer described »eversi electron tabe 

«■scillator circuit« having a high degree of fre
quency stability under such operating conditions 
as »re usually eneouatreed in practice. Reaction 
dite to the influence of terminal apparatus upon 
frequency wm reduced greatly in these circuits 
by the us« of elwiron oaupltng between the fre- 
quency-detenntainK portion and other parts of

FIO. 1----A HARTtJìX VERSTON OF THE ELECTRON. 
OSmXATO«. COMBININO TUE OPERAT. 

INO FEATUK1S OF AN OSCILLATO^ ANO BUFFCS 
AMPUfì£R

inductance from
arg gh*n  in aecpartoetable.

the circuits, The output portion of thia family of 
circuits forms no OMential part of the frcquency- 
^caerating portion, This isolatian. of the two parte 
nf the circuit make» it possible to reduce apprecia
bly reaction due to variable loading conditions, 
which reaction is inherent with ordinary oscil
lator circuita because the cuaventional method*  
<>i coupling by capacitive, inductive or conduc
tive means permit the constants of terminal 

> apparatus to be transferred directly in the form 
of equiyakn«*  into the frtqueacy-detemdnins; 
«.-ircuit.

The above-mentioned paper also showed how, 
fry suitable choice of potentials for the two anode«, 
> • Rurr-ii <*  Engmswins, N»yy Department, Wiihiastoa,

• >I>o»r,“A Raeent D«»|opment In Vseuam Iub»O««n- 
htor ClréuiU,” A-e. Dwember, 1931.

eampensating effects emild be obtained whereby 
the change in frequency duo to a 20 per cent- 
change in supply voltage could be reduced to Im* 
than 3 eyrtre per million. The circuits are, there
fore, markedly free from frequency modulation.

It is not the purpose of the present article to 
duplicate the information conveyed by the l.R E. 
paper, but rather to present the latest develop
ments in thia family of oscillator cirenita.

Th» dpw circuit» differ from those previously 
described in that the inner anode serves both 
as an anode for the cscfilatian generator and 
■vi an electrostatic shield (screen grid) to re-*  
move the influence of the outer anode upon 
that portion of the electron stream between 
the filament and inner anode. The inner an- 
eda, therefore, must be maintained at sub
stantially zero radio-frequency  potential with 
respect to ground, which concurrently re
quires that the filament be allowed to assume 
nqcb radio-frequency potentials assredictated 
Ly its position in circuit. The filament 
heating energy accordingly must be supplied 
through suitable choke coils, transformers or
other means as indicated below.

F igs. 1,2,3 and 4 show Mveml circuits dif
fering in structure, but alike in so fur as their 
gimeral principles of operation are Concerned, 
'.these circuits are recommended as master 
oscillators in preference te thore covered by 
the T R.E, paper for the reason that no neu
tralizing adjustments are necessary, aud be
cause any ordinary d reign of four-clement 
tube appears to fit the requiremeuta of the- 
eireuits.

The basic oscillator circuit« shown in Figs. 1 
and 2 are of the Hartley type. The circuit of Fig. 
I inchides an ordinary four-element tube of the 
Type "24, '65 or '50 class. The screen grid serve« 
also m an anode for the generator portion of the 
circuit and is tied to tbn shielding or to ground 
through blocking condenser Ci, The resonant 
rirruit Ltfi fixes the frequency of Mcillatfon. 
The filament is fed by Its connection to the heat
ing source A through a conductor within the 
copper tubing which form*  the induetaww to- 
The copper tubing is itsdf used m the return 
conductor for the filament supply. This form of 
construction eliminates the tired for supplying 
th" filament heattag energy through choke cell« 
which at frequencies above 3000 kes, become diffi
cult to design because of the large size wire re
quired.

A 14-Mc. Rotary Beam Antenna for Trans
mitting and Receiving

An Effective Way of Increasing Transmitted and Received Signal Strength
By John P. Shanklin, V/3CU*

ALTHOUGH the general 1<Im of directional 
/A antennas for both transmitting and rs*  

J. .V reiving has attracted the interest of most 
of us at one time nr another, the very nature of a 
fixed type directional system, concentrating its 

energy along one path toward a limited group of 
possible receivers, runs contrary to the amateur’s» 
natural desire to communicate with anybody ia 
almost any direction- '¡Tie fixed type of direc
tional antenna system is. therefore, of Limited use 
in amateur work. While it may bn of great ad
vantage for rommuiucatfon in the particular 
direction toward which it points, it is a decided 
handicap to communication in every other 
direction.

What we want then, for our work Is a directive 
system that can be pointed in any direction. Th.« 
only alternative to this would be a number of 
separate systems, one for each direction in which 
we might have occasion to work—which, of 
course, is completely "ouf' for most of 1», But 
the antenna system of adjustable directivity is 
not. in fact, the rotary 14-mc. -directional an
tenna system that has been in use at W3CIJ for 
¿Mime time hag »Iy>wn the idea to be entirely

*M»rion,'ra.

practicable and, by tiie excellent »suite it ho? 
given with a hibwalt 'phone-e.w. rig, has demon
strated that such a system is more than worth 
the expense and work required to construct it 
and get it Into operation.

For instance, on three typical nights when, 
with a rood non-directional antenna, only oc- 
ciwional VK’s were heard and these were mostly*  
unreadable, using tho beam for both transmitting 
and receiving seven nut of eight VK’s heard were 
worked. Five reported the 'phone readable and 
<>ne CISC was entirely on ’phone. With the beam 
swung around to point on Puropa, several good 
’phone OW'ii have been (md with stations there, 
and the ease with which they have been worked 
hse given me the idea of going after a 'phone 
W.A.C. as soon m time permits.

The many request*  for descriptions oi the sys
tem that have been received from follows eon*  
tacted while using it show that it has mdt’prend 
interest among hams.

FIG. I—SPACING AND LENGTH OF THE Kito 
.MENTS OF THE BEAM

fíete that the fefiector wire*  are Melai*  longer than the u.umniu white the director*  are elifhti*  thorter. ÏA< 
percental*  vaiua are sfom tn the text.

January, 1932 (July 1934) QST for
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Radio Control of Model Aircraft

Details of a Simple System Adaptable to Any Unmanned Mobile Unit
By Rojs A. Hull*  and R. B. Bourne**,  WlANA

The "QSL Forty"

A Compact and Inexpensive 3.5- and 7-Mc. Transmitter
By Fred Sutter,*  W8QBW-W8QDK

Here b another MJ In which the ham is Jeulned to play a big part. As fat glance the controlling ot model, hy radio it not ham radio at we ordinarily underrtand it. On ucond glance, though, U become, a perfect kgUimate 
Earn activity and one to which the amateur fait, heir becau^ he alone (aside from scientific institution, with esperimentalllcenses) If pnedrgrd ratio the transmission. The game ■> as chock full of problem, a, it is of thrills

HE applicationham radiolu the opera- ■■ W3DIA, The ship was arranged to fly ordfnnnlw.^ 
tion of controlled model ho®^ nirptarrog ,_:with right t!B30er and theunastpreof an <ild-tims~-
and autos has rffiCfcivcrf.retatiyclv little at- «»uader ononScd from the rtceiwr served in gngr< 

tention to date. But rtTIiitist.1«,said that thw .an altcrnatiireWt rudder. Thcafiip mad? scvcrut 
individuals who have played with radio cuntrojg(_ ,xikc<.»sfi.tl with the control working.-but a^t
models invariably rcvoal a 'V-‘~ " tmttmelv crae-kup endedmodels invariably rcvoal a
tremendous enthusiasm tor 
their game. During tbe last 
few years, coinciding with 
the development nf success
ful gasoiino-cnguie-driven 
model airplanes, wb tmvo 
scfii a steady climb in the 
interest in the subject and 
have iiccn called upon 
quite frequently for details 
ot a practical system.

Most barns ure,usually 
far from being one-hobby 

moat invariably, an inter- 
•■at in the other science« 
and the crafta, A eommnii 
interest in ham ratlin, tu i-u- 
nauttes, model building 
and photography, ts almost

Built that way and our in
terest in aircraft led us, 
this summer, to take an 
active interest in this prob- 
fem of radio control, For- 
tunatdy, just as our inter
ests really blossomed, we 
wore able to take a brief 

THE EXPERIMENTAL  RADIOCONTROLLED 
SAILPLANE IN FULL FLIGHT

fhr toattntridtr present, few real difficultier once

pounds complete.
at Elmira, New Y'ork, and
found (amongst the usual array of Interesting 
things) a radio-controlled model sailplane, built 
by Carl W. Thompson, Jr., of Wilmington, und 
equipped with radio gear by H. M. Plummer,

‘AeeoeUtn Editor, Q3T- 
"MkW mienesr ii 

the experiment- Vie were 
fortnniitcetiough to be able 
fn acquire the rt mains and 
wj, on our return to Hart
ford, were able to go right 
ahi-ud with an attempt at 
the control problem, 8inco 
that time a» have had 
more than a hundred flight» 
(with »once fifteen seven» 
cra«kiips!) and the wholn 
equipment has been rebuilt 
and rebuilt until substan
tially nothing is left of the 
original. But if anyone 
think« that the program 
was tedious work, they're 
crazy I We have had our 
full share <>f thrill*  in thia 
ham gmw but the business 
of controlling a dizzy air- 
piane galloping across the 
sky has set a now all-tlrao 
high for sheer fun.

TUB I'lliiUUEM
A casual glance at th® 

problem would lead anyone 
to imagine that it is al! a 
perfectly simple business.

uf receiver that produces enough change in tho 
plate currant nf an output tuhn to Ojierata a 
relay of some kind, the relay then being connected, 
to a control device which produces the necessary 
effect, (.'laser examination, however, reveals a 
bust of problems which arc juicy morsels for any

IH THE June. 1936 issue of QST appeared an 
article by Mr. Frank Edmonds, W2DIY, 
which to the present writer’s way of thinking 

is highly inspirational. (But Jet’s drop this “pres
ent writer” stuff and have a real ham talk in the 
first person singular. OK?) In fact it is even more 
than inspirational; it fairly stampedes one into 
sction. Atanv.mtc it stainpesd<4 me, aud’thhnj 
resulted hsfa-at W8QBWr^ afeetng w« <rW

B‘rrH CHASSIS AREA THE SAME AS THAT OF A 
Pi is IVARO, THIS LITTLE «IO PACKS QUtTB A 

WALLOP

and 61.6(1 tube«, Tri-tct. mongrel and straight 
circuits with all kinds of values nnd coils, And 
(’rime the Uawnl A tiny transmitter using ths 
fij.fitj tube, straight circuit, on a wee chassis 

bv 514 inches, which would light a 40-watfc 
(J. E. Mazda dummy load to more than full 
brilliancy, Non- if van will measure your (¿SL 
iwil and find that it is 31 £ by ft tv inches you will

why this one was christened the "QSL 40." 
My original thought in this wan to arrive at a 

simple •iseiUatnr with snup enough to excite that 
Big Tube which is the dream of everv now ham. 
A 6L6G running a 300-watt amplifier—as Mr. 
Edmunds puts it in his article, "this two ntago 
set-up would be a nice ng for c.w.," a irry mira
cle of understatement! But when I found out how 

• 1000 Kenslngtnn Rond, Crnrn» Paint«', Mich.

the little fellow Went io town both her® afr 
W8QBW and at W8QDK the big tube idea faded 
down to about 8and the 2000-volt transformer 
went- <>n the nh«'lf and is still there. R.l.F.

N"W, as to results, On 40 meters the rig hag 
worked all W districts from thia QTH, which Is ia 
(irnss.» I'ointe, Mich., along the shore of Lake St. 
Clott^A report otStT is unusual, 88 and 89 being 
rathefcthe •rule.-Thci poorest report so far ia S+ 
from W7G£F in Stafftield, Oregon, about 177A 
rnilcCmid !&• next poorest is Si» from W6KBZ, 
Itano, NvVft&i, about 1920 miles. When W8QDK, 
wetit <m the ¿r for tlie firri time tn July, 1937, the 
firstSS CCya resulted in. 24 QSO’s, on 40 meters.

-all during darhgJjtJwitirs, Surely no rca«<»niiWy 
winded ham can demand more frum a $1.35 
bottle, ’

TOE PHOTOGRAPHS
Looking at the phot««graphs it will be noted 

that in front is the piat<'-c<,>efnn«cr knob and th« 
plate meter. On the side are th«- key binding post», 
at the back a S-prong socket for the power aud un 
top are the coil, tube, i-iystnl and protective 
pilot bulb. Underneath is an r.f. chuke, a resistor, 
three tubular candm"ers and, of course, the 
meter und fno-p^fd, midget, There isn't inueh 
which could be left out except perhaps the pilot 
bulb, but as this with its socket easts hut 14 cents 
it is good inexpensive crystal insurance. Tlie cost 
uf all this exclusive of crystal, which every- ham.

October, 1937 (February 1938) QST for

9

b ... . . •2 With this issue, QST’s Fiftieth Anniversary 
2 Year comes to an end, and with it the series of 
2 “QST Classics.” In this last group we’re treating 
2 you to the title pages of a few pace-setters—a 
2 classic on filter design, the single-wire fed 
£ "Windom” antenna, the first rotatable beam, 
b the first electronic keyer, the first popular articles 
5 on the e.c.o. and on model-airplane control. And 
i last but not least, the QSL Forty — which needs 
£ no introduction to any ham of the middle 30s.
j If the articles in this "Classic” series have 
2 given the younger generation temporal perspec- 
2 live on developments whose impact made a last- 
2 ing impression, and have given the graybeards 
2 a few nostalgic moments, we are satisfied. The 
i? choice of articles has not always been easy, and 
!’ many meritorious contributions have had to be 
i? omitted. Any old timer could come up with a few 

favorite candidates of his own, but we couldn’t 
s print ’em all!

o
5

The drctronlc her male«« dashes u well aa dole, at 
sptedi from IS to 10 ytotdi per minute. Speed ia gtuckij» 
regulated by turoios one control.

Electronic 
Keying

BY HABKY BEECHUn,' WSILE

,.4b Electrical Which Makes Both Dois and Dashes
TMn docbt the deairabititv uf a semi- 

Hutomati«' key wliich would make dashes as well 
ns dots has occurred to many lunnb-nr» No one, 
however, seeing to have designed it key uf this 
s«irt which is practicable for home construction,1 
Realizing the need fnr snrh a key, the author 
aume time ago started work on one which would 
d.o th® job electronically. As might, be expected, 
the early attempts were crude nnd in one way or 
another did not fulfill all the specification« that 
Mt<'h a device as this diould. Since tiie work wok 
»lone in spare time the whole works would be 
shelved, aonietimfiR for months, until a new idea 
would suggest Itself.

Tlie final circuit® presented here are in ouresfi. 
ination foolproof and simple. The parts neco<wary 
are readily obtainable, aud cost about what one 
would have to spend for n good speech amplifier. 
The heart of the key is the argon gaa-filled triode 
Type 8Rft, used in a modified sweep-oscillator 
circuit, with the rest of tbe apparatus to adapt 
it to practical electronic keying appiications. In 
tIm hands of a goad operator the device is capable 
of sending perfect code at «peed« from IA tn 4« 
word« per minute. Three- convenient controls — 
overall speed, dash length, and dot length — per
mit the operator to set the characteristic best to 
suit his style of sending. With the key thrown tu 
either tha dot or dash position a characteristic 
begins immediately, and a train of charncters will 
follow if the key is held down; however, if the key

• W«oulh Mal« St., Milltown, N. J.
> There ia a cuaehanKat key of tbi» type available com. 

»ore«a!iy, but Hiec-he-lcal ronatrueiion rf th» n«m«w»sax

is released the action i« tmmediafelv to cut off 
the characteristic. Pressing the key always «tarts 
a new characteristic. At any given speed th® space 
between dashes in a train nf dashes is exactly 
the same ns the «pace between dot*  in a train of 
•lots; this is »et automatically by electronic means. 
All characters in a train are the same length.

How It VTorks
In the following explanation of the electronic 

kny, it b> ncnwiarv to keep in mind the character
istic« of the 885 gas triode, which is a miniature 
thyratron. Like all thyratrons, tiie grid is effec
tive as a control clement only in «letennining the 
plate voltage at which the gax m the tube will 
ionize; once ionization occurs tiie grid loses con
trol and the plnte-eaUiode circuit behaves as 
though there were no grid in tiie tube. As is the 
ease with other gas tubes, a certain minimum 
viltrige is neccraary to maintain ionization; at a 
critical v»JMge known as tlie extinction potential 
the ionization ceases and there is no current flow 
in tiie cathode-plate circuit. The extinction po
tential is a constant for the type of tube (in 
the cose of the SHA it ts about 15 vnlts) and is 
independent of the grid bins. The break«t<iwn or 
starting potential. h»w«‘V«w, is determined <!i- 
roetjy by the grid bins and can be varied aver a 
range of 30 to 300 volts, approximately. Hie of- 
fective plate-cnthode resistance is quite low when 
the tube Ls ionized, and i« extremely high when 
there is no gaseous condurftan; w« have, there- 
fore, a tube in which the transition from no pint© 
current to high pinta current is extremely abrupt. 
This is an ideal characteristic for keying applies-

Only those who have had an opportunity to try a key which makes dashes as well aa dots 
can appreciate what a fascinn ting gadget it is to operate. And wliat a c.w. Utopia it would 
be If some of those “speed” artists had to make dashes of length commensurate tv the dots 
which rip-«nort from a flying bug vibrator I Thia key will not only force vour fist into closer 
resemblance to perfect Continentuh it will enable vou to send faster, more easily, and 
improve yuur timing on regular keys. Here’s how it works an«I iiow to make St.

April 1940
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CONDUCTED BY LOUISE RAMSEY MOREAU,* WB6BBO

A YL Club is..............

C
lub,” according to Webster, “is an associa
tion of persons for some common object 

. . . meeting periodically.” There is no more 
literal illustration of that definition than the 

many YL clubs. We all have other affiliations, 
literary, cultural, patriotic, social, fraternal, and 
the neighborhood group who meet regularly, 
even though we ladies see each other daily. But 
the YL organizations are different in “tone” 
from these many others. That “common ob
ject,” amateur radio, flavors the conversation 
before the meeting, governs all the stages of the 
formal business proceedings, is very probably the 
theme of the program, and, in the chatter follow
ing adjournment, again is the major subject.

The Ontario Trillion», sent this picture of the five YLs who 
made YL history in VE-land in 1932 as the first YL group in 
Canada. They posed for a picture this summer, still as 
active as ever. Left to right VE3CLT, VE3BBO, VE3EUY, 

VE3BII, VE3DGG.

A YL club is a luncheon, or an afternoon, or 
an evening meeting. It’s licensed women amateur 
radio operators — Novice, General, Extra Class, 
and, in some cases wives of operators who, while 
unlicensed, have been included in the membership 
because of their interest. The anonymity of our 
call letters is a camouflage on the air where our 
voices are the only identification of the YL, so 
that these meetings are an excellent place to 
unmask the gals who prefer c.w. or RTTY.

For the newcomer to Amateur Radio it's as
sociation with women who speak the same lan
guage, and a chance to gain even wider circles of 
friends, and those many other “fringe benefits” 
that are open to the YL operators alone.
*YL Editor, QST. Pleasd send ail news notes to 

WBSBBO’s home address; 1036 East Boston St., Altadena, 
Calif. 91001

A club is—familiar sentences: “conditions 
were rough but I got that new country . . .” 
“we changed the antenna system and . . 
“I’m hoping for a new receiver before the next 
YL/OM . . or “so you're WA2XXX why 
don't you get on fone?” It’s putting faces on 
fists, and voices, and culls. It’s a business meeting: 
correspondence from YLRL; from t.he adopted 
DX-YL’s: official bulletins from ARRL: plans 
to man the radio booth at the USO; results of 
club participation in Field Day, with a ripple of 
laughter and a flurry of comment over the wind
storm and the tent: or a serious discussion over 
the comparative qualities of the candidates for 
ARRL, or YLRL offices. It’s discussion of con
tests, and nets; and as warm a welcome to the 
new gal with the ink of the FCC signature still 
damp on her license, as to the QCWA member 
who just transferred to the community.

Within the club is the answer to the question: 
If I join, what’s in it for me? Whether it be on 
the wide scope of the international groups, or the 
local gals’ monthly meeting, it’s women on an 
equal conversational level of QSL’s, certificates, 
net participation, local Public Service activity, 
contests, conditions, equipment . . . you name 
it, it’s there, each woman’s personal interest 
within the whole scope of the amateur service. 
Most of all it is the personal touch of association 
with a group whose “common object” is one of 
the most rewarding of the many organizations 
that are exclusively feminine.

Edie McCracken, Kl EKO. 1967 YLRL President. Edie works 
all bands 80 through 10, but prefers 75 phone, and 15 

and 20 meter s.s.b. especially contest operation.
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The very active MINOW’S held a gettogether atthe Walla 
Walla, Washington Hamfest, enrolled three new members, 
and sent this picture. Left to right, Front row: K7RBE, 
W7IXR, K7RAM, K7TWQ, WA7BDD, and K7MFS. Back 

row: WAZDXI, K7JRB, K7UBC, W7NOB, K7PVG, 
W7FDE, WB7RFE.

Karla HamheR K8HDO
Karla Hambel. K8TTD0, is a most remarkable YL. Karla’ 

was bom with what even the doctors considered an almost 
insurmountable handicap of no arms, with her hands at her 
shoulders, and as if that weren’t enough, one leg longer 
than the other. It was their opinion that she would not 
only be unable to feed herself, or write, but probably she 
wouldn’t be able to walk either.
No one thought to tell Karla that she couldn’t do these 

things so she not only did them, but she made exceedingly

gond grades in high school, and at Oberlin College. Her
original desire was to be a teacher, but she went with the
Goodwill Industries instead where, in 1965, she was named
“Goodwills Worker of the Year.”

Tier Amateur operation has been as successful as all her 
other activities. Especially active on 75 meters, Karla was 
Net Control Station on the Ohio State Phone Net, with 
BPL as the result of her traffic work. She is also active on 
the Ohio s.s.b. nets, and works OX on 15 meters.

Karla’s desire is to help other handicapped people, and 
to make the functions of the Goodwill Industries known to 
more persons. Considering her successful record up to now, 
it is a pretty good conclusion that she will do just that. 
She doesn't seem to know what the words impossible, or 
can’t mean.

SEASON’S GREETINGS
Listen dear old Santa Claus
Bend an ear this way,
Please make sure the OKI’s know
What I’m going to say.

Some gals want a brand new rig,
Another wants a key, 
And a lot of QSL’s 
They’d all like to see.

All YL’s would like to have
Certificates a-plenty.
If you have them in your pack, 
Please give each one twenty.

It’s obvious my little brain
Isn’t very bright,
Please send me, dear Santa Claus
Lots of news to write.
And, before the deluge of greetings start on the air, and in 
the mail, my own wishes for a very happy Holiday Season 
to all of you. H

December 1941

. . . This month’s cover depicts a mighty rugged 
tank circuit for 112 Me. The inductance is in the 
form of a short horseshoe magnet on the two “ poles ” 
of which is mounted tiie split-stator condenser. 
George Grammer, W1DF goes on to describe the 
112-Mc. rig which incorporates this piece of gear. 
It. is adapted for use witn a vibrator power supply. 
This feeds a 6V6GT for the oscillator. The rig is 
modulated by a 6N7 with a 6J5 speech amplifier. 
Simple but good.
... In another article, George discusses at length 
the requirements for and the standardization of 
112 Mc. emergency gear.
. . . K. B. Warner, in his editorial, points out that 
some items such us inercury-vupor rectifier tubes 
are getting scarce and reminisces about chemical 
rectifiers, sync, jobs, kenotrons and the like. He 
says the real answer is in conserving the life of the 
rectifiers we have by operating them properly, with
out overload, and as little as possible. He also sug
gests greatly increased use of IGO meters, what 
with the imminent loss of 80 meters to the military. 

For good measure, he gives some pointers on learning 
to copy on the mill.
. . . Nice article with plenty of pictures describes 
the doings at the Gallups Island U.S. Maritime 
Service Training Center. They have a live-wire 
Ham Club and put on quite a show at the New 
England Division Convention in October.
. . . The famous Paragon RAG is now 25 years old, 
it says here. Bet there are some of them around 
even now (1966). We’d love to have one for the 
Museum.
. . . Ostensibly for the Junior Constructor, there 
is a lot of meat in un article on Meter Shunts. A lot 
of us today might profit by this dope.
. . . Anticipating the need for mobile operation on 
a greatly expanded scale, Vernon Chambers, 
W1JEQ has a really compact 2.1^-meter receiver. 
It is a super-regen, of course, and has two stages of 
audio. Reminds me of my first super-regen, in that 
I, too, had two stages of audio and the Magnavox 
speaker could be heard half a mile down wind. It 
was Armstrong’s original circuit.
. . . Here’s a ham, Leo Sadowsky, W20FU who 
got his ham ticket even though he is deaf, inarticu
late and blind. Picture shows him at his rig along 
with the famous Bob Gunderson, W2JIO, his in
structor. Leo copies code by the sensation of feel
ing engendered by a strong 60 cycle note in the 
earphones. What a guy!
. . . Clinton DeSoto, W1CBD describes a vacuum 
Tube Voltmeter, the total cost of which is $17.00. 
This is good reading right now for any one wishing 
to construct one. (No guarantee on costs today).

— W1ANA
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CONDUCTED BY SAM HARRIS,*  W1FZJ

Plain Talk About Antennas

E
ven the most inexperienced novice will admit 
that his antenna is an important part of his 
station equipment. Unfortunately, even old 

timers are occasionally guilty of assuming that a 
terminated feedline is evidence of a good radiator. 
Actually, all a good v.s.w.r. indicates is that most 
of the power leaving the transmitter stays out 
there somewhere.

It doesn’t tell you that power is reaching the 
antenna although except in rare cases it is ac
ceptable evidence that your feedline is neither 
open nor shorted and has some sort of power 
dissipating load on the far end. It might mean 
that you forgot to remove the dummy load 
and connect the antenna or it might mean that 
you have a well-matched antenna. Tt does not 
tell you whether your antenna is any good either 
for transmitting or receiving signals. As a matter 
of fact the only practical way to check antenna 
performance is to use it.

Now naturally one assumes that you have 
measured your v.s.w.r. and that some effort 
has been made to minimize it. Remembering 
that while it is permissible to monitor v.s.w.r. 
at the transmitting end of the feedline the 
matching adjustments should be made with the 
indicator as close to the antenna as possible, for 
maximum indicator sensitivity.

On-the-air checks will be greatly facilitated 
if you have the foresight to top off your an
tenna stick with a comparison dipole. The com
parison antenna need not be a simple dipole 
but should be simple enough to insure proper and 
known operation. A pair of dipoles stacked a half
wave apart and fed in phase will, for instance, 
yield a gain of four db. under almost any situation 
and make an ideal comparison antenna. The pro
cedure for cheeking antenna performance under 
these circumstances is obvious. It is important, 
however, to be sure that the level indicator on the 
receiver means something. The switching system 
used to change antennas should maintain the 
line impedance and hopefully allow the antennas 
to be switched rapidly (one half second or less).

A comparison antenna mounted above the 
main beam is not always practical. In this ease 
another location can be selected. Any comparison 
antenna is better than none. Naturally as high 
and in the clear as possible is always best. The 
comparative measurements made under these 
circumstances will not be as meaningful but in 
general they tend to favor t.he main antenna and 
a little experience will yield usable results.

There are, of course, numerous other methods
♦P.O. Box 1738, Arecibo, Puerto Rico 00613. 

of evaluating your antenna performance. Most 
of the alternatives however, are ways of evaluat
ing your system performance as a whole. (Like 
winning contests, breaking records or maintain
ing long-haul schedules, etc.) The important 
thing is to use some system which will tell you 
whether your near-super blooper is giving you 
16 db. gain as advertised or 6 db. as is likely.

V.h.f. DX
Moonbounce on 432 Me. anyone? GM3IQL writes the 

following: “May I seek the cooperation of the enthusiastic 
‘Moonbouncers*  of the U.S.A. We of the v.h.f. group of 
the ‘Dunfermline Radio Society’ would very much like 
to arrange a few skeds on 432 Me. with any moonbounce 
group in the States. Anyone interested in working GM 
by this mode should contact me at the following address: 
Andy Lawrence, GM3IQL, 2 Castleblair Lane; Dunferm
line, Fife, Scotland.’’ There should be some takers on this 
request Andy. Hope so, and good luck to all of you.
From XE1PY: “I was able to obtain nine Motorola 

mobile units which I have converted to operate on 145.450 
Me., five of which are in operation by XE1FE. XE1CA, 
NE1IG, XE1GE and XE1PY. All are being operated into 
antennas with gains of 13 to 17 db. XE1UA and myself 
expect to have 1 k.w. final inputs shortly. XE1CA and 
XE1PY are on standby daily from approximately 1400 
GMT until 0300 GMT and the others from about 2300 
until 0300 or later. ¿UI stations operate a.m., and skeds 
are held on Sunday and Wednesday at 0230 GMT. Six 
meter activity remains about the same as in the past with 
the following stations active: XE1GE, XE1FE, XE1IG, 
XE1CT, XE1CA and XE1PY. Occasionally XE1RN, 
KE1SC. XE1FU, XE1TW. XE1CU and XE1ANN also 
operate 50 Me. In San Luis Potasi XE2GGL and XE2EEL 
are active. All are on a.m. with the exception of XEIANN 
who is on s.s.b. and XE1PY who is both a.m. and s.s.b.” 
Very good to know there is so much activity out your way.

Aurora
Seems that just about everyone on 144 Me. and a few 

stations on 50 Me. caught the auroral session of September

Southern California V.H.F. Club *‘on location.” From left to 
right: WA6R1K, W6UFJ, WA6ARC, WA6WIZ, WA6WKF, 

W6FNE, K6YUL
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3 and 4 and all concerned considered it “ fantastic.” How
ever, the stations to whom it was of the greatest interest 
are those who had “firsts.” The ‘‘firsts” 432-Mc. auroral 
contact ever reported was held at 0027 GMT on September 
4 between VV9AAG and K9AAJ. Dallas, W9AAG gave Lee 
the same report as his two-meter aurora signal (good) 
and K9AAJ’s report to him was readable but weak. W9AAG 
runs 30 watts to a 2U39 with a 40-element yagi and K9AAJ 
is running 450 watts to a 96-element beam. Dallas reports 
that he was receiving both tropo and aurora signals from 
Lee. The aurora-refiected signal was a little higher in 
frequency than the tropo and he had his choice of pure 
t ropo, mixture of both or just the aurora signal, depending 
on setting of the dial. During this same opening Dallas 
heard stations on 144 Mc. from Massachusetts to Colorado 
as well as a few W5’s including W5UGO/5 and W5RCI.
Another “first,” this one on 144 Me., was due, in part, 

to the enthusiasm of an SWL. Sez VV6GDO: “First aurora 
I’ve ever heard! WB6KAP said he was hearing aurora on 
15 meters so we made a test on 144 Mc. No soap! We 
then tried 50 Mc. with marginal auroral note heard. Then 
Don Kellum, an SWL in Vashon, Washington, (See! He 
is enthusiastic!) called on phone to tell me he had copied 
my 144-Mc, s.s.b. while I was testing with WB6KAP. He 
then called W7WVE in Seattle and Dick and I made it 
S9 on s.s.b. on 144 Me. I also worked K7ZIR (c.w.) at 
Portland, Oregon and heard K7AAD. WB6KAP worked 
W7WVE and K7ZIR on c.w, I was first heard at 0100 
GMT by the SWL and signals were good here from 0200 
ti> 0600 GMT.” Congratulations to all of you boys and 
keep up the good work!

Apparently the recent auroral sessions have not been 
as good on 50 Me. although the few reports we have re
ceived sound good. From K1WHS we hear that on August 
30 he worked stations in 6 states including 5 call areas 
plus VE3 on 50 Mc. On September 3 he worked everything 
from Maine to the Carolinas and as far west as Iowa and 
Minnesota with all states in between worked. In addition 
VE1, 2, 3, and 4 were all copied during the aurora. Arn’s 
new six meter rig is getting results! K3MSG notes that while 
copying WIAW code practice on 40 meters Aug. 3U he 
noticed the auroral note and on tuning to 50 Me. found a fine 
auroral opening on August 30. And in South Carolina 
WA4LTS sez that on September 3 50 Mc. brought in 7 
call areas and 15 states worked.

Auroral reports for 144 Mc. were received from the 
Province of Quebec (VE2BZH) to Virginia (WA4ISR) to 
Oklahoma (K5IQL) and the previously mentioned report 
from W6GD0 in California. VE2BZH noted that the ses
sion started for him on September 1 at about 2200 (IMT 
and lasted until 0800 GMT on the 2nd. During that time 
he worked stations in 10 sections with good reports both 
ways. VE2JO, VE2TT (s.s.b.), VE2BMQ and VE3AGA 
were also active during the aurora. K9AQP/1 writes that 
although fie was unable to work anyone with his 15 watts 
on c.w. from the top of Pack Monadnock in New Hamp
shire he heard W9BRN, W3PMG, K2IEJ, K1EVU, 
K2YCO, KIBKK, VE3BGA, W8AEC, K3ZDQ and 
K8ZES plus a number of others during the aurora of 
September 3. K3CFA netted a new state, Rhode Island, 
when he worked K1ABR during the same session and 
brought his total to 18 states worked, on 144 Mc. Joel also 
worked a number of stations in 1 and 2 lands plus several 
VE2’s.
At Winchester, Virginia, WA4ISR worked his first au

roral contact (of the evening) about 1730 and stayed with 
the opening until 0300. During this time he worked 17 
states in 6 call areas plus VE3 bringing his total to 23 
states worked on 144. Only state heard that wasn’t worked 
was Kentucky IW4HJQ). K'SIQL at Yale, Oklahoma, 
be» that the aurora was in and out on September 3 but 
there was a conspicuous absence of s.s.b. signals. (EPT 
sez they were on c.w., Frank.)
K8PBA, K9DZY, K9HMB and W0DQY were all par

ticipants in an auroral contact via s.s.b. on the 3rd. Reports 
were 5 7A or better. W8PT reports working WA0FDY via 
aurora on August 29 and hearing Is, 2s, 3’s and VE3’s 
on the 30th via aurora. W8Q0H sez: “The aurora of Sep
tember 3 was far and away the best in my five years on 
two meters. WWV was sending a *W2 ’ forecast and a quick 
check of 144 Mc. showed the session already in full swing 
at 1900 EST. The opening continued without letup until 
finally gave up at 0100. Beam directions shifted rapidly from 45 degrees east oi north, through due north and ua

WB6GFD mans the 1296 position for the San Fernando 
Valley Radio Club. W6SD/6 atop Magic Mountain in the 
Los Angeles section. (June V.H.F. Contest) The club’s 4 band 
effort netted 176 exchanges with a multiplier of 16.

far west as 60 degrees west of north at which heading 
W0YMG in Kansas was worked. Activity was high, with 
over 100 c.w. stations logged. Some of them in normal 
tropo range have never been heard before or since, so the 
activity is there, but everyone is listening and few making 
noise.” Paul is hoping to set. up skeds with western states 
who still need Ohio on two meters,
A final report on aurora received from Ed, W1HDQ: 

“Very good aurora on the night of October 3. First ob
served it on six and two around 1830 EST and worked 
W9BRN on 144 Me. with a strong c.w. signal. Seemed to 
be few DX signals here, though W9RRN was in most of 
the evening. Heard stations calling WA9D0T in Wisconsin 
but never heard him here.” Thanks Ed, that’s the only 
report received to date concerning that particular session.

Signals that sound like aurora may not always be of 
auroral origin. In this day of large satellites, space probes 
and you-name-it in orbit, it behooves us all to check closely 
on any strange signals we hear on the v.h.f. bands. W0LER, 
Minneapolis, gives a prime example: “At 0413 Sept. 26 1 
heard W9QXD. Chicago, calling CQ on 144 Me. Hesounded 
like aurora, but. much stronger. After a 10-minute QSO 
we heard W9B0Z calling, and had a short QSO, after which 
he called CQ again, but started to fade out. and soon was 
gone. The optimum heading for the beam was changing, 
ending in the northeast, ft sounded very much as if the 
signals were being reflected from something in orbit.
The morning prior to this a space probe was launched 

from Wallops Island, and they exploded a cupper-barium 
mixture at an altitude of about 500 miles. Was this the 
source of our ‘auroral’ reflection? Any similar obser
vations?”

144 Mc. and Up
Diligence and patience are beginning to pay off for a 

few of the 1215-Mc. enthusiasts. K1Y0N sez: “Success 
at last!” Ted worked W1HDQ/1 on Talcott Mountain 
from his home QTH (14 miles) for his first 1215-Mc. con
tact. APX 6’s were used at. both ends. WB6IOM in Los 
Angeles has been keeping skeds on 1296 Mc. every Sunday 
with W6DXJ and sez that during September the signals 
were always useable on c.w. and three out of four times the 
signals from WB6I0M were readable on s.s.b. in San 
Diego. Pete, WB6I0M. is presently working on construction 
of a 16-foot paraboloid for all bands up to and including 
the 3300-Mc. band. K6UMV is also working on antennas. 
Don lias built prototype antennas for the Aries Satellite 
on 432, and 223 and a collinear on 1296 Me. He is running 
tests now on pattern shapes and impedance of each.In answer to the quip “ Where do the Wl’s get all those 
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dishes?” (Jan. ’66 QST), W1DNK/K1NGJ sez: “Here, 
right now, I have two iO-foot dishes for the taking. Just 
have to lug them away. Any takers?” Sounds like a good 
deal to me! Know what would happen if 1 was still in that 
area? You fellas just never would ’a seen the offer! But 
there’s a problem: this guv’s on Nantucket island, a 39- 
mile ferry ride from Woods Hole, Mass!
Down here in Puerto Rico it’s easy to tell when winter 

is coming upon us just from the OYS reports received. 
A good percentage of the v.h.f. group is preparing to build 
or already building new equipment for the favored band or 
hands. K3LLR is planning a 12'J6-Mc. converter, a 432 
converter and preamp and a 2-meter preamp. K4EJQ sez: 
“Trying like mad to finish the 500-watt amplifier on 432 
as well as the half kw. on 144. Me. Each rig about three 
quarters finished but I have a hot iron and few parts. 
Started a new converter for 144 Me. Got up nerve enough 
to stack a couple of long yagis on 144 and it helps quite a 
bit. Started cavity number 2 for 432 Me.” Sounds like Jim 
will have a busy winter!
W4HHK wants to start working on his UPX 1 for 1296 

Me, and would like to hear from anyone who his success
fully modified this unit. Paul sez that skeds plus good tropo 
conditions are paying off on 132 Ale. ¡¿keds with stations 
in Texas at distances of from four to live hundred miles 
produced contacts on September 3, 21 and 25. Stations 
worked were W5AJG and W5HPT. On October 2 contacts 
were made with W5AJG, W5LDV and W5UKQ (Louisi
ana). The last contact makes it ten states for Paul on 432 
Me. Equipment used at W4HHK was the 18-foot dish, 
300-watts output and transistor r.f.-crystal converter with 
75 A3.

At Cocoa Beach, Florida, WB4AYD is working on a 
420-Me. converter tripler, and in Las Vegas, K7LCW 
is building a 432-Mc. 5<H>-watt final P.A. designed for 
class ABi operation using 4<JX250B’s. Al tells us that 
on September 4 during a tropo contact with W6DQJ 
signals peaked up so much that the boys shifted to 432 
Me. K7ICW immediately received WGQDJ (running 400 
watts on. 432.039) RST 2 2 9 with QSB.
At Kalamazoo, Michigan. W8CVQ sez best conditions on 

432 Me. were observed on September 10 when WA9I1UV 
was worked. Walt (W8CVQ) is working on an f.m. system 
for 432 Me. for his winter homework. At Cleveland, Ohio, 
W8FAZ agrees that September 10 was really good on 432 
Me. Joe sez; “WA8RMC’s signal climbed steadily in 
signal strength until by 2130 EDT it was saturating the 
receiver system here! No local has ever been so loud at 
this location (including 144 Me.). At 2130 contact was 
established but my signal was reported very weak. A 
checkup after the QSO showed no r.f. at the end of the 
dipole of the Yagi and it turned out that a lead to the 
milliameter had been severed. But I worked WA8RMC! 
Fantastic!” Joe also tells us that WA8RMC has 250-watts 
input and a 96-element collinear up 90 feet. He is on ATV 
holding skeds with W8PSX daily, on the hour from about 
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. EDT. W8PSX has about 9-watts input 
and an 11-element Yagi up 65 feet. Other ATV enthusiasts 
in the area are W8EM0 and WA8IAU. Out in California 
the ATV bug is strong with W6QDP. WB61JI, K6MWN, 
W6VCF W6TZS, W6WJW and W6SGD.
K6SQH writes that he now has his 220-s.s.b. rig on 

the air and is getting consistently good reports (8 9) from 
K6VYP 150 miles away. Next project sez Bill is a pair of 
4CX300A’s and an 80-eIement antenna. He also reports 
that there are about 30 regulars on or near 22.075 Me. in 
his area and they “are getting up a head of steam on this 
220 s.s.b. and digging out the lOA’s etc.” 220 Me. seems 
to be coming into its own too! W8PT is running meteor
shower scatter schedules with W1AZK and W0EYE on 
220. Results nil to date but the boys expect better results 
in the major showers. Jack (W8PT) called our attention 
to a goof we made in the September column. Station he 
worked on 432 Me. was W5CKY in Jackson, Mississippi 
and not W5RCI as stated.

50 Me.
From Connecticut and Kentucky we have RTTY news. 

WA1ANP writes that he is working on an AFSK teletype 
station for six meters running 25-watts input. John ««a 
that W1ORI and K1YBZ are also working on 50-Mc. 
teletype gear. K4FPW at Louisville, Kentucky, hopes to 
complete his v.h.f.-h.f. RTTY control panel and convertor 
within the next few months. Otto is also putting up a

VHF problem Down Under. VK3NR says the Kookaburra 
bird wreaks disaster upon lightweight 144-Mc. beam ele
ments. Noel’s daughter, Lisa, did the sketch and while she 
may have exaggerated the size a bit It is in fact, quite 

a big fat bird.

ground plane for six and two meters with six and two 
omni-directional dipoles. Not much skip news for 50 Me. 
recently but Dave, K1WIIS. tells us that on September 
10 there was a nice duct opening out to Ohio. The only 
stations on the air out there were K8AIALM, K8UQA and 
WA80XC, all on s.s.b. WB2VVJ reports that the Southern 
New Jersey 6-meter net meets every Friday evening at 
2000 on 50.9 Me. Nice to know when and where those 
elusive southern New Jersey stations cun be found.
An interesting contact between K2SUO and WA6AKM/ 

MAI in the Carribean on 50 Ale. was reported by K2SU0. 
Most interesting part of the event was that Serafino was 
using a G 50 with about 27 watts out into 6 elements 30 
feet up. Word received from WB2VFX. WA3ELA. 
WA4YXK and K8AQA all indicate the same conditions 
• >n 50 Ale. “Skip is all but dead and ground wave is picking 
up a bit,” so say the boys. WA4FZV, WsAIBH and 
WA9FIH report the only opening heard on 50 Ale. during 
September was on the 23rd when each of the boys heard 
one or two skip stations.
WAsWKF reports a nice contact with XE2I0 on August 

22 and WA4FJO mentions an excellent opening to Puerto 
Rico and Cuba on August 31 (too late for his last report). 
Fred has started a wintertime project of reconstructing 
his instruments and gear from tubes to transistors. Good 
luck, fella. Homework for WBoGHB consists of conversion 
of his Knight C-100 into a six-meter transceiver. Bill plans 
to try solar power with this rig. WA8GRI sez his absence 
from the v.h.f. bands is due to the fact that at present he is 
converting all v.h.f. phone operations to s.s.b. Looks like 
everybody is building!

Roger Zaruba, WB20YK se«: ‘There is Fi on six! At 
1500 on October 2 1 heard a Spanish speaking a.m. station 
on 50.195 Ale. After a few minutes 1 was able to get the 
prefix of his call, CE. His QTH was given as Santiago, 
Chile. Signals were about 5-7 and he remained strong with 
little QSB. There was another CE station who I couldn’t 
identify. 1 couldn’t make a two-way contact. Rig here is 
an 11X30 and 5-element beam at 30 feet. Receiver is an 
1IA350, CN5OK combo. Watch for Fa!” O.K. Roger, we 
will!

(This report is worthy of special attention, for it gives a 
clue as to when to look for north-south DX on 50 Me. 
During the two previous solar activity peaks it was regu
larly observed that there were short periods of exceptionally 
high maximum usable frequency just before or just after 
pronounced ionospheric disturbances. Note that this report 
refers to Oct, 2, and there was an excellent auroral opening 
on the 3rd. If wc are to have South American openings on 
50 Ale. before the current solar cycle reaches its peak about 
2 years hence, they will almost certainly occur just before 
or just after auroras. Keep track of auroral dates, and watch 
for recurrences «approximately 27 days later. “A word to 
the wise — !”.- W1HDQ)

SWITCH
TO SAFETY! 1
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CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,*  W9BRD

Who?
Where were you and what were you doing at 

1700 GMT, December 7, 1941? Ever since that 
fateful Sunday of long ago it’s been an annual 
pastime for older W/K generations to exchange 
reminiscenses of the moment. We recall being in 
QSO with W6RMP of Sacramento on 20’s high 
c.w. end. He interrupted his transmission with a

FORT SHAT7ER. TiRRITCRYTOP MAWAH, U. S. A,

Aif/ । KW

Urt ! Mt fiiMAm
...... OP p H. .

i&S. R$< ........... j: .A.... ' SHwh -Qt20X

K prefixes meant off-the-mainland DX 25 years ago.

QRX. After a brief pause he came back with 
TURN ON YOUR BC SET and a very hurried 
73. That was the last QSO for our parallel 6L6s 
till we eagerly hauled ’em out of the cellar for a 
go at 28 Me. five long years later.

This silver anniversary of the bombing of Pearl 
Harbor reminds us that one of amateur radio’s 
most famous QSOs remains unfinished. Let’s go 
over the story again as related by W2RJ, then 
W2TNC, in a 1954 QST.

. . . On the morning of December 7.1941, at aboufc 
0700 Hawaiian time, [I was operating! K6SKZ at 
Fort Shafter on 14,200-kc. 'phone, working a station 
in the Colorado-Utah area. As you no doubt can 
well imagine, there came a bit of confusion around 
there at that particular moment. The operator of 
the mainland station heard some of t.he fracas in 
the background and asked us— W2GQY and my
self— what all the noise and fuss was about. We 
said QRX while we look outside and find out. I 
don’t think we ever did come back to the guy. For 
all we know he may still be holding the circuit 
open, waiting for our reply.

Inasmuch as he is one of the few Stateside persons 
who actually heard the commotion that morning, 
we would like to establish his identity. [We have 
been! unsuccessful in locating the old K6SRZ logs 
for that period.

It’s unlikely that the end of this KGSRZ con
tact still stands by for the answer to his inquiry. 
But who was he, and what became of him? A 
recent letter from W2GQ.Y confirms that the 
mystery is still unsolved.
What:

After some bewitching, bothering and bewildering false 
starts improved autumn conditions finally took hold. The 
week end DX elan is really beginning to clean up on 28 
Lie. In addition to persistent African openings, scattered 
reports of W/K-Enrope 10-meter work arc finally dribbling 

* 7862-B West Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 111. 60656.

in. Watch out for ten this spring! But the “How’s” Band
wagon is overdue to tour 20 meters this month, so let’s 
hitch up Jeeves and hit the road. . . .
Of) c.w. is the theme of dispatches filed by Ws 1AYK 

1CNU 1ETV 2JBL 3HNK 3JZJ/9 4Y0K 7VRO 
8QXQ, Ks 1ZJA 3FKU SMIIG/6 9UIY 0DEQ, WAs 
1CYT 1DGT 1FGN 4WIP 5EQA 6SLU 8GGN 8MCQ 
8MGD 8PYL 9MQI, WBs 2LBJ 2LDX 2UIIZ 2YVZ 
GIEX GOLD and HER concerning tlie radiotelegraphy of 
CE» I AD 1DN (14,005 kc.) 0200 GMT, ILA 2OR 3AG 
3CJ OAC (2) 4, CM2s BD JB O, WS (3) 22, GN8s FF MZ 
(85) 20, GOs 2BO (27) 1, 2FC (17) 1, «AH 6MD 21, 8HB 
23, CPs 1BX (9) 1, 1IW 5AQ 5EZ, GRs 4AE (fl) 0. 6AI 
(BO) 17, 6CK (4) 20-23, 6FY 19, 6GO CD 21, 6JJ (20), 
7IZ, CTs ID J 7. UK 1OI 1VB (00) 7, 2BO (21) 22, GXs 
1AAC (80) 21, IBC 1FB (10) 0, 3BBD 21, DMs 2ADC 
2BDN 2CJN 3LOG 3NBJ 4BO 4PL, DUs IMS 13, 1OR 
(40) 19, 1VM (75) 14, 7SV 8, EAs 6AR 6BH (30) 20, 8DQ 
8FE 8FG (CO) 21, 9AM 9AP (28) 10, 9CG (25) 15. 9EO 
(15) 21, Els 2BA 4, 28 22, 3AK (80), 4AZ (45) 0, 9J 2?, 
ELs 2D (25) 23, 2J (45) 13, 2X (C>0), 2Y 3F, EP2BQ (55) 
18, ET3s FMA USA (50) 14, F8TT/FC (5) 17, FB8s XX 
YY (100) 5, FG7s TD (12) 10, XF (21) 11. XJ XK (45) 
22, XT XX (65) 18-19, FK8BG 7, FL8s HM (70) 18, MC 
RA, FM7s WK (50) 21, WQ (39) 20, FR7s ZD (50), ZN, 
FY7» YG (30) B. YJ (18) 0. GB2LS, GGs 3PLX (32), 4LI 
8HT 7, GDs 3RWF 5SF (86) 11, GM3SVK 14 of the Shet
lands. HAs 1SB 2ME 3GF 3KNA 3MB 4FG 4KYB 5A F 
SCO 5FE SFW 5KDQ 0, 6NC 6NE 6NI7PJ 8KUC 8KW0 
SUH 9KOB, HCXs CV MF (HS) 23-1, OG (80) 23, HI8s 
LC (45) 23, XAL (10) 21, HKs 3BAE (38), 4BQ (20 ) 23, 
4EX 5YC 7AHM (37) 4, 7DI («0, 21, 7X1 (55) 22, HL9TH 
(35) 18, HP1BR, HRs I KS 2BS 5LB, HZ3TYQ (44) 22, 
ITls AF (20) 1«, AGA AGI CDS DZS GAI SBT SEP 
(50) 13, ZGY, three dozen JAls, J As 2BI (GO) 14, 2BY 2DO 
2DWZ 2HO 2JW 2KFQ 2TH 3BIP 3GKI 3IG 3KEM 
3ZP 4DGG 4OK 4OR 4VR/3 SAB SGZ GAA 6BXA 6ELB 
BEU 6YCU 7ARW 7AZL 7FS 7IJ 7NI 8AA 8BB 8BFI 
OBE 0AC 0BBB 0BVO 0WW 0XD, JT1AG (30) 1-2, 
JXs 3P (80) 18, SCI (21) 0. 6AF (38) 14, KAs 2DJ 2DW 
2KS 7AB (41), 8JT, KB6s CG 16, CZ (40) 9-10, KGs 4CX 
6AAY (70) 14, 6AIG (IS) 11, 6AQA 8-11, 6IG 6NAA (18) 
12, KJ6LD, KL7s CEX TI, KM6BJ (50) 15, KP6AZ 4. 
KRs BOO 12, 6JS (47) 13, BOS 13. 6TW 8DG, KSs 4CC 
6AA 6AY (10) 3, 6BH 4, 6EJ (29) 2, KV4s AA (79) 20-22, 
CI (35) 21, DB, KX6s BQ (20) 12-13, EN ER (GO) 10, 
KZ5s BG GN TX (60) 22. LJ2T, LUs IZA 1ZD (70) 7, 
1ZX (20) 1, 2ZG (50) 12, 6ZC (25) 12, LZs IBC IBM IFP 
1HP IKKZ 1KSV ISP 1VM 2AW 2FFZ 2KGO 2KKR, 
2KKZ 2KLK 2KSK 2KSL, Mill, MP4s BDF BEU (fiO)
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13, BFK, OAs 4KF (10) no, 4PF (65) 23, 4UO 4VE (31) 
13, 8D/3, OD5s FC (75) 21-22, EE (tio) 21, EJ EK (20) 
0, EL LX 22, OKICM/mm, OXs 3BX (75) 19, 3LP (30) 
23. SAO 1, OYs 2AD (20) 23, 211 2J (37) 21, 2YL 3H (6), 
SSL (49) 23, 6FRA 15, XP (20) 22-23. MM (75) 12. 
PE2EVO, PIls IC/mm, KMA. Pis 2MI 1, 2MH (12) 10. 
3CC (21), PZ1BD (IS) 22, RAEM (80) 8 of Moscow, SMs 
1C.TV 11, 0AFN 3, 0AIIQ 0, OBNX (12). 0CBC 0KY (22) 
J, SUls AR (20) 21, DL (60) 21, GA 18, IM (70) 1.SV1DS, 
TAs 1AV (48) 20, 2AC (35) 20-21, TF2s AK (36) 15, WJQ 
Will (33) 2 23, WJW (30) 2. TI2s CJH 0, KR 22, PZ 14, 
TR8AG (62) 22, TTSAR, TU2BK (60) 2, TY2BC (70) 21, 
U.As IKED (19) 2 of F.J.L., 2AG 2DX 2FJ 2KAP 2KAT 
2KBD 9BO 9CC 9CM 9DP 9EE 9EM 9ES 9EU 9FN 9FW 
9GE SOW 9.1 H 9KAG 9KCA 9KQA 9KUN 9LU 9MR 
9OA OOH 9OU BPC 0PG OPP 9TM 9VB 9WC 0AG 0BP 
0E.I 0EQ 0ER 0FC 0KAE 0KFG 0KFK 0MA 0NR (3) 13, 
UBS*  AU CV HS IF IS KBE KBV KHQ KNF KNH KNW 
MN QA SP SR T.J UN WJ WL XG ZM ZO, UG2s AA (30), 
AX CB 2, IA 8, KAC KAG KBC 11-12, KBE (10) 3, 
KIM KMZ OM OZ WJ WP TA, UD6s AM AY (23), BR 
BV 3-4, BZ (13), CE (70) 9, UF6s FN LA 3-4. QB. UG6s 
AW WJ (00) 15, UH8s AA 3, BO (SO) 18, BZ (29), DE 
(100) 6-7, DH DC (12). KAA (65) 13, NA, UI8s Al (5) 
1-2, AP AX (60) 17, DA FB CI (15) 17, HG IK (68) 7, 
KAD 3, KIA (85> 16, KID (70) 6-7, KHA (70) 8, KTC 
(70) 14, LC LK (33) lx, MF, UJ8s AC KAA (100) 6, MC 
(45) ft, UL7a AA BG BX (26), FM (52) 12, GQ (22) 1-2, 
GW .IE (25) 2-3, KDD (70) 9, NB 2. QB RN SA YK, 
UM8s AL (20) 3, AP (58) 4, KAA (40) 10, KAI (40) 2, 
UNI» BC BK 4, BN BR 22, UO5PK (57) 3, UP2s AY (55) 
4, BV BZ 4, KBA KBC (60), KCF KNP NK (70) 0, NR 
NV 0-1, PT 21, UQ2s AB KBQ 22, KCT KCS (62) 3, 
URJs KAE KAW LO (23), UT5s AV (35) 4, BP (50), 
BQ BX (20) 4, FI HF HP KKE KSB LF (17), LT, UV3s 
ER TQ, UWs OKA 2, 9EX «$) 1, 9OA aOV/mn (13) 14-15 
in the arctic, 0AF 0FK 0JA 7, UY5s AN (35) 4. HB, 
VE1AED/SU (85) 21, VKs 1RD (29), 6RS 7GK 7-8, 7SM 
(SO) 7, 8HA (2» 17, 9BJ/p x, 9CJ6. 9FZ 9GN (60) 11-12, 
9GW(S1) 11,9TB (60) 11.9YW0MI (80) 4,V01GF(50) 
I, VPs 1LP 23, 2AZ (60) 21, 2GLE 2GTL (40) 2, 2KJ (64) 
23, 2LS 8, 2RS (47) 12, 5AR 6AK 6BW 7DJ 7NP 14-23, 
7NQ 7NT 8IIJ (50) I, 8HY SIN (15) 1-2, 81Q (4) 0, 8IU 
(21) 2, 811' (40) 21.8JA (SS> 22, 8JD (4) I, 9BO 9BP 9DL 
9EP 9FW (60), 9FX (30) 4, VQs 7HY 7VY 8AT 8AW 13, 
9BO (60) 22, 9BJ. VRs 2DK (35-45), 2EK (55) 8, 2ER 
4CR (15) 13, 6TC 7, VSs 5JC 16, 6FK 16, 6FO 9ADF 
(65) 21. 9ALV (19), 9ARV (50) 14, 9ASP (100) 17, VU2s 
DIA (35) 14, GW (ot>, HK JI JN LE (15) 15, NX 17, SV 
lift) 1 I, TS XO (30) 17-18, W5VWU7KS6 4. WA5NOSZ 
KL7 ((iO).XEs IAAG 1EK 1MMU 1NL 1VY2AAF 2EEL, 
YA1BW. YNs 1AA 1SL 3KM (40) 4, YOs 2BS 2BV 2CJ 
2FU 2KSD 3CR 3JL 4KAF 5Cn 5LC 6XU 7DL 7DO 80F 
8ME 80V OEM. YSs 1DHE 1DHS 2OB (75) 10, 2RC (72) 
5. YVls AB EN (45) I, multitudinous YUs, ZB2s A AM AP 
(95) 18, ZC4s AK (05) 19, GB (17) 13-14. JU 3, TX (25) 
7, ZDs 5G 14, 5M 14, 7IP (57) 22, 8BUD 2, 8J (55) 18, 
8JN 8WK 8WZ (30) 8-20, ZEs ICQ 4JS 22, 5JJ 8JJ 8JN, 
ZL5AD (181, ZPs 5OG (25) 22, 9AY 0, ZSs 1ANT 16 of 
Antarctica, 8L 15, 4S7s EA 15, EC (23) 16, EG (33) 17. NE, 
4X4» 11J (4) 21, JC JR (60) I, QA QG SK TP VB VG WN 
3-4, 4U1ITU, 5A3TT 4, 5R8AM, 5W1AZ (45) 4. 5X5s 
SA (5) 20, SR (5) 22, 5Z4s 1R (SO) 19, JD (47) 20, 6O6BW 
(401 21, 6W8s BB BL (20) 23, CQ (10), DD DG (34) 1, 
6Y5s AK BB (35), FH (35) 13, GH 23, XG, 7Xs 3VJ (70) 
21, 0A1I (30) 12, »AP (78) 10. 8J1AF (20) 16. 9Gls FQ 
(35) 21, FY (10), 9HIs AD AK 20. AP. 9J2s GJ (401 16, 
JC (27), WR (15) 17, 9K2AK, 9Ms 2AV 15, 2ED 15, 2FR 
(52) 17. 2FZ <10» 16. 2LN 15-17, 8RS, 9Q5s IA LJ (60) 
13.QC21, QR(50), RD, 9Vls JW 14-15, J Y 15, LK 15, MO 
(15) 16. MT (75) 16, NM NV 17, 9X5s AB (35) 20, SA 19, 
9Y4s DS (100) 11, LT 11, TR VT and VU (20) 11-12. 
Note the lively upsurge in polar-path work with VU2» and 
central Russia.

phone developments, reported by Ws 2DY 3HNK 
4YOK, K1ZJA, WAs 4WIP 5AER 6BSO/1 xGGN 

8MAS SPKG, WB2s LBJ WX UFN UHZ YVZ, VP7DJ 
and s.w.i. W. P, Kilrov, feature the presence of CE6EJ I, 
GN8BB 4. CP8AP 2, CRs 5SP 21, 6CO (196) 23, 6GO 
(201), 6HG 7AP (198) 11, 7FM (230). 7GW (230), 8AB 
(238) 21-23, 8LA’7, 9AH (198) 11, CT3s AT (115) 21, 
AV (206) 23. DU1RS (204) 12-13, EAs 6BG*  (110) 21, 
6BH*  (115) 11, 8AII (230)'17-18, E16AY 0, EL2s F 21, 
R 20, 8 (140) 19, FB8s WW 12, XX (204) 5. VY (100) 5, 
EH8CD (110) 17, FK8s AB (206) 5, AU (235), BG (112) 
6, FL8RA (160) 20, FM7WN (190) 22, FO8AQ 6, FW8RC 
(245) 6, FR7ZD (187) 3, FY7s YL (225) 19. YM (211), 
G’Cs 2LU/p (235), 8HT (230) 22, GD3TIIT (200) 11, HASs 
DU (236) 23, FE (215) 5, HCs 2OA (17) 16-17, 5BZ (294) 
21.5NW (108) 13, HH9s DL (336), GR (336), HI8NX0 1, 
HK» 200 (103) 22, 6GM 2, 7YB (202), IIL9s KW (208) 
12. TB (214) 11, HP9FC/mm (115) 11, HRls JR RG SO 
■ 114) 2t,HSs me (11(0 16-17,4AK (118) 15 both taboo for 
W/K/VE/VOs, HVs 1UN (223) 19, 3SJ (260) 20. HZ1AB 
(202) 1, ISls DMN (135) 22. GF SMN 20, IT1SAI. JAs 
1BZY 13. 6AFL 14, 8NU 12, K3LZC/4X (2.54). KA2K8 
(250) 7, KB6s CP (206), CZ (210) 12, KC4VOS (227) 13, 
KC6BW (245) «, KGa 4BD (220) 9, «AAY (320) 8, 6ALW

13, 6IF (117) 13, KJ6CF (325) 4, KL7s CKQ (228) 3, FRY, 
KM6CE, KR6s BA (273) 14-15. CL (245) 7, CO 12, JM 
(215) 11 KJ (228) 15. JW 12, UA 12, UL (240), KS6BK 
(270) 5-6, KV4CF G02) 0, KW6CJ (260) 10. KX6s BQ 
(300) 10, BU 13. BX (225) 22, DB (3301 5, DC (310) 7, 
,EN, KZ5s MM NH (217) 7, LX1DB (116) 19. LZ1BZ 
(213) 23, MP4s BDP (113) 15, BEU (113) 19, BFX (273) 
15. DAN 21, MAH (262) 19. OA6s BJ 2,1 22, OD5s BA BZ 
(270) 20. EP (330) 6, OEs JSF (194) 21, 5HBL (286) 20, 
OH0s NI (123) 15, NJ (246) 6, OK6KAR (110) 10, ON8UG 
(241), OXs 3BX (110) 13, BAR (170) 19, 5BO (233) 1, 
OYs 2.1 (210) 18, SRJ (204), PJ2MI 23, PZ1BX (277) 
11, SV0s WL of Crete, WV (120) 11, TF2WJN (205) 22, 
TGs 8IA (133) 7, 9EP (330), 0AA 4, TI4JP (234) 21, TR8s 
AD*  (225), AG (140) 20, TU2BA, U5ARTEK (il0> 13-14 
of the Ukraine, UAs SUE (213) 2, 0AI (200) 0, 0ETT (125) 
17, 0YE (219) 15, UD6s BR (220) 3, BV (116) 5, UF6FE 
(244) 12, UH8AY (286) 15, U!8s AG (130) II, MN (215) 2, 
UL7BF (210) 14, UOSs PK (120) 6, WS (116) 17, UR2AR 
(225) 16, VEs 1AED/SU (237) 11, 2BUJ/SU (141) 21, 
3FJZ/SU (130) 18, 3FZU/SU (214) 22. VKs 6KK (103)

9M8RS, in cozy Kuching quarters, runs an Eddystone 
888A inhaler and an SB-400 driving homespun grounded- 
grid 813s. A ground-plane usually does the radiating on 
14,040-14,060-kc. c.w. or 14,180-14,220-kc. s.s.b. You 

may know Ron better as old VS4RS.

9, 6PM (235) 9, 7SM (200) 6. 7ZL (127) 7. 8AV (202) 12, 
9AF (222) 12, 9AG (217) 12, 9BW (105) II, 9DJ (218) 12, 
9GN 12, 9JK (110) 14. 9NT (137) 12, 9X1 (150) 15, 0LN 
(140) 7 of Antarctica. OMI (¡80) 4-5, VO1AQ, VPs 1AB 
(123) 7, 1HB (289) 21, 1WS (277), 2KD 16. 2KM (251) 
21, 2MH (222) 23, 2SY (225) 23, 2VV (211), 5RB (160) 23, 
6RG (160) 23, 7NA (230). 8IK (216) 1, 9BN (HO) 23, 
VQs 8AR (230) 12, 8AX (197) 7. 9EF (199) 22, 9G (197) 
13. 9RH (195) 22, 9TC (196) 12, VRs 2DI (235) 12, 2EK 
2FC 7, 4LN (237) 5, 6TC (172) 5, VSs 5MII (120) 11, 6AJ 
14. 9ABL (118) 14, 9ARV (198) 0. 900 (198) 22, VU2b 
CK (163), NR (166, 250) 2, W7ALE/KG6 13, WAs SING/ 
KL7 0PNJ/KG6 (21«> 12. XE1HHM, XP1AA (233) 2. 
XT1AC (252) 3, XW8s BJ (184) 13-14, BS (2361 13, YAs 
1DAN (250) 17, 1JC (1471 18, 3TNC (2251 2, VO3GY 4, 
YSls AG (112) 8. TA (290) 2, YU2RAZ, YV5s AMP 
(126) 8, BME (230 ) 23, BXB, ZC4CN (230) 2, ZD9BE 
( 210) 9, ZF1GC 1, ZPs 5CF (123) 22, 7BM (117) 12. ZSs 
2MI (170) 13 nf Marion isle, 8L (212) 13-14, 3A2BF (141) 
20, 4S7NE (2181 16, 4UHTU, 5As 3TT STU 1275) IX, 
5H3JR (265) 20-21. 5N2AAF (210), 5R8AK (120, 233) 
12. 5U7AK (237) 20, 5Z4IR (210) 18-19, 6O1AU (218) 
17, 6W8CZ (1601 9, 6Y5DM 1, 7Q7s EC (198) 11. PS 17, 
7X0A1I (1601 18, 8J1RL (160) 12, 9G1EZ (227), 9K2AM 
GWi) 17, 9L1HX (230) 17. 9Ms 2UW (120) 17, »MY 
¡301) 10, 20V (120) 17, UIS (130) I6, 9Nls BG MM 
(206» ¡2. 905» CW (200) 6, CZ (155) 6. GI I. HF (215) 
21, HT (286) 21, OD (300). PI 1, 8H (230) 21. SS (149) 
‘..'2, 9U5BB (138) 17-20, 9V1JY (210) 14, 9X5AV (103) 
22 and 9Y4VT, the few asterisks going for non-s,s,b.ers. 
As average skip shortens on 14 Me,, more and more DX 
appears to be fleeing downward to dodge U. S. phone sub
band QRM. And they’re heading for more spacious 15 and 
10, perhaps.

Next month we'll have the DX story on other bands, 
(15 phme) Ws 2DY 3HNK 4YOK 8MLX, K1ZJA. WAb 
4WIP 8GGN 8MGD 9MQI, WB2s LBJ LDX SOK. 
VP7 -J; (15 e.w.) Ws ICNU 2BAI SUNK 3JZJ/9, Ks 
1ZJA 3UMM 5MHG/6 9U1Y, WAs 1 EYF 5EQA 8GGN 
8MCQ 8MGD oMQi, WBs 2LBJ 2LDX 2UHZ 6IEX, 
WNs 4BV8 5OSY 5PUQ 6SAZ 7FLR 8TYF; <40 c.w.) 
Ws 1AYK 2JBL 3HNK 8QXQ. Ks 1ZJA 2MFY 3FKU 
8YS0 WUIY, WAs 8GGN 8MCQ 0JTB, WBs <LDX
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2UHZ 2YVZ 60LD, WNs 5PUQ 7FLR 9PQY; (80 e.w.') 
W1SWX, WAs 6SLU 8MCQ 9MQI; (10 phone) WAs 
2LDX 2VFA 4WIP 8GGN 9MQI, G3IDG, HER; (10 
e.w.) W9TGN, WA2VEA. WB2LDX, G3IDG; HER: 
(40 phone, 75, etc.) KIZJA, WB6OLD aud tuner Kilroy 
telling the tale, in addition to “How’s” correspondents now 
pounding their mills Jeevesward. QTC? QRV!

Where:
AFRICA — “This station is going QRT early next year,” 

- writes 601KI1. “The QSL bureau will close at the 
same time.” K0CER/1 of ARRL will advise us when a 

replacement Somalia bureau is lined up W1IKE
of Hq. learns that OK1PD has concluded 7G1A work. 
QSLs for that station should go via Czechoslovakia’s CAV 
bureau. “If you’ve never received your QSL from 7G1A, 
send another,” Dick urges. “Some were lost.” ...
W7WLL, who has added FL8HM to his QSL responsibil
ities. is told officially by the U.S.P.O. that International 
Reply Coupons postmarked U.S.A, can be redeemed in this 
country only at post oilice branches <»f issuance ______ _
W5KGJ, W/Ks-ouly QSL aide to 9Q5DS as of September 
23, 1966, has a new address: 2112 Graham Av., Oklahoma 
City, Okla., 73127. Non-W/Ks can QSL 9Q5DS to J. 
DeBois, % OTRACO MECANO, P.O. Box 98, Kinshasa 1, 
R.C. W7VR0 became an honorary member of
SARL for outstanding QSL assistance rendered in behalf 
of ZS1XR ....... W2GHK*s  DXpedition of the Month
facility began dispensing 9J2BK confirmations in October. 
Stu still seeks ZD8AR logs for QSOs made on October 
23-25,1965.
ASIA — There is rhyme aud reason to those U.S.S.R. 
¿1 Nine and Zero calls. K3KM0, courtesy W7MKW, 
relays the pattern from International Short Wave League’s 
Monitor: UA9/UV9/UW9 A-B, KA-KB, Chelyabinsk; 
C-E KC-KD, Sverdlovsk; F-G KE-KG, Perm; H-1KH-KI. 
Tomsk; J-L KJ. Tyumen; M-N KM-KN, Omsk; O-P 
KO-KP, Novosibirsk; Q-R KQ-KR, Kurgau; S-T KS-KT, 
Orenburg; U-V KU-KV, Kemerovo: W KW, Bashkir; 
X KX, Komi; Y KY, Altai. UA0/UV0/UW0 A-B KA-KB, 
Krasnoyarsk; C-D KU-KE, Khabarovsk; E-F KF, Sak
halin; G KG, Khabarovsk: I KI, Magadan; J KJ, Amur; 
L-M KK, Primorsky; O-P KO-KP. Buryat; Q-R KQ, 
Yakutsk; S-T KS, Irkutsk: U-V KU, Chita; W KW, 
Krasnoyarsk: Y KY, Tuvinian; aud Z KZ, Kamchatka. 
OCEANIA—Accentuating the negative: WB2LDX is 

informed there’s no ZM7 in Cosmaria; in fact there’s 
no Cosmaria in ZM7. . . . FAA’s KG6APA tells W1BGD 
of ARRL that he’s never used his KG6AGA label. . , , 
VK3C0 assures K0VFN he has no connection with 9K2 
couiirmations . ... ..... . _. W2GQY-W4ANL ran across an old 
batch of uumailed K6SRZ QSLs from ins pre-WW-H 
Hawaiian days. The postage on each is conspicuous, a mere 
1-center. Talk about the ravages of inflation. — remember 
those two deliveries per day?

EUROPE — G3IDG, who gives many a 21-Mc. new
comer his first G, comments: “Your Novices seem to 
QSL direct 100 per cent. 1 find it difiicult to get over to 

them the fact that DX stations cannot follow suit. As of 
October 3rd overseas postal rates from the U.K. have been 
raised, and it just is not practicable to QSL direct to WNs. 
We are not all of the landed rich, as most W/Ks seem to be 
(that’s how it appears to others, 1 can assure you, when 
15-year-olds air-mail QSL cards) and, while we are only 
too willing to QSL, it must be via bureaus.” Verily, all 
DX-working U.S.A, stations should keep self-addressed 
stamped envelopes on tile with their local ARRL QSL 
Bureau managers. G31DG states a generally valid rule of 
QSL supply-demand ____W1DGT and SM0UU 
iterate that many SM5s now are assigned the SM0 prefix, 
former suffixes remaining the same. “The change was made 
primarily because of the heavy 8M5 QSL load.” Wonder 
how the remedy is working out, especially for the be
leaguered chap who inherited the SM0 QSL load!
ZB2AS informs W8BEK that ZB2 BB and F should be iu

quotation marks ____NRRL’s LA IND verifies the
prefix switch for Norwegian outposts. Svalbard (Spits
bergen, Bear, etc.) now is JW, Jan Mayen is JX. and Nor
way's antarctic area stations will sign 31' calls
The_ mailbag indicates that many of us are unaware that 
UT5 and UY5 are supplementary Ukrainian prefixes, and 
that UV and UW stations are simply new-style UAs 

W2GHK says GC2LU/p QSLs hit the post in 
mid-October.

Hereabouts—wiwpo of arrl’s busy dx Ceu- 
tury Club Desk certifies W2CTN for a very special 
“DXCC”. “.Jack has beeu QSL manager for stations 

located in at least 100 countries. So far no one is able to 
come up with ‘CTN-handled cards from a century’s worth 
because a few are on the ITU/T'CC Ban List. This ‘DXCC’ 
via Jack could eventually happen, though.” ...    _
The month’s “QSLers of the Month” turn out to beON8FC, 
CP1BX, CRs 4AJ OGO, CX9AAU, DL5HH, EL2AT, 
FP8GA, JA1OA, KS4CC, OD5EJ, 0E3REB, 0N5DI/LX, 
0X4FC, SP8AVB, UC2BF, UH8B0. VK9GN. VP2KJ, 
YU3NP, YV5BXB, 9Q5LJ, 9Y4s LT and VU, all saluted 
in. “How’s” dispatches filed by W8QXQ, WAjs 4WIP 5HEC 
6BSO/1 8GGN 8MGD, WB2s UFN and WWH. QSL 
agents Ws 3HNK 4NJF 6LDA, K2s MGE and MYR also 
draw applause. Any especially quick QSL action you feel 
should be acknowledged here? ’Alp! The following
italicized brethren hunt hints on prying pasteboards from 
reluctants mentioned: W1BPY, AP5HG, JT1AG; WHS RR, 
ITR2HA ’57, ST2DB '57, TF2WCK ’57, VP5BL ’58, 
VQ4GB ’59, ZS3.J ’59; W8AFN, HL9KJ, VU2AJ, 
ZB2AR/mm, 6W8BL; WA8GDR, UPOL-10; WA8PKG. 
FG7XL, KR6GF, XW8s AX aud AZ. Got a gimmick? 
----- _ Know of any overseas stations needing Stateside 
QSL helpers? Pray put them in touch with volunteers 
K2KTK, WAs 4UHK 4WRW SAIL 9MQI and D. Krall, 
WA7FLR/6, 152 La Sonoma, Alamo, Calif., 94507.
QOUTH AMERICA — “Do not expect prompt QSLs 
O from VP8JD of South Orkneys,” cautions WA1DJG. 
“His mail service is necessarily slow.” WA6B8O/1
says the same for KC4VOS, a guest at Russia’s Vostok 
antarctic outpost. “He won’t be back until next April, so 
don't expect QSLs before then.” . ....... „ WB4EDD (ex- 
WN4YZC) advises, “QSLs for my operation as VPIDX 
can go yia W4HGW, GAIT aud GMD required, as well as 
s.a.e. with unaifixed postage.” Here’s a good spot
to restate that “How's” has no space to duplicate data 
already available in. the Ccdlbook, but listings may be re
peated after six months or so if there is fresh evidence that 
the information remains useful. Now let's check specific 
items, bearing iu mind that each is necessarily neither 
complete, accurate nor “official”. . . .
CE3CJ, V. Osorio, 1895 Julio Prado St., Santiago, Chile 
CO2BO/CO4, J. Horsky, Box <5-22, Piestany, Czechoslo

vakia
CO7HC, Box 64, Camaguey, Cuba
CR6GO, A. Branco, Box 73, Luso, Angola
CR6IX, P.O. Box 82, Nova Lisboa, Angola
CTs 1QT 3AT (to W6ITH)
CTs 2YA 3AU, Yasme Foundation. P.O. Box 2925, 

Castro Valley, Calif.
DL4/DL5 c/o AIARS Radio Stn. Hq. 93rd Sig. Bn., APO, 
N. Y. N. Y. 09175

EA8AH, T. Nonuekens, Parque Guajara 59, La Laguna 
Tenerife, Canary Islands

EL9NB, Box 548, Monrovia, Liberia
EP2GF (to W2NSD/1)
ET3GB (via K5LRE)
FL8HM (viaW7WLL)
GD3RWF (to G3RWF)
HB0AFH (to HB9AFH)
HI8IBA. P.O. Box 951, Santo Domingo, D.R.
HKlQQ/TJ8/am, H. Olarte, B.P. 5370, Douala.
Cameroon

HM1DM (via JA3AYU)
HS4AK, A. Kosko, P.O. Box U-121, Bangkok, Thailand

VK0MI recommends high-pass filters to indignant and dignified residents of Macquarie Island. They’re always dressed 
for dinner. (Photo via G. Johnston, Wls BPY and WPO) At another isolated outpost,right, the staff of Adak’s popular 

KL7A1Z takes time out for the camera —(left to right) K5OZL, WA4KJR, visitor K2QDN, WA2NPU and K3GAT.



Hs AMP/Ml CAQ/Ml SGS/Ml, P.O. Box 22, Salerno, 
Italy

IÖRB (via W2GHK)
IPUT (vìa I1CSG)
KIRNL/mm, R. Johnson, OE Divn., USS Ranger (CVA-

61), FPO, San Francisco, Calif., 96601
K2DET/KV4 (to K2DET)
KG4VOS (to K0YKJ)
KL7FRY, F. Cunningham (W8DGPI, GE Co., APO, 

Seattle, Wash., 98736
KZ5GN (via W7VR0)
MP4DAN (to DJ 4 AB)
OA8AE, K. Branscome, Box 2192. Lima, Peru
OD5EJ (via SM0AIO)
OX4FC (to XP1AB)
PA9CT (to W61TH)
PZ1BX, P.O. Box 2003. Paramaribo, Surinam
SPÒSO (via WA1DJG)
SV1DS, J. SguropuioB, Ekateu 20 St., Athens, Greece
SV0WL (via W3ÖJK)
TAls AV DS (via SM0KV)
TA2s BK FM YQ (via DJ2PJ)
TF2AK (via W4AIA)
TF2WJN, W. Rogers, Box 47, FPO, New York, N.Y., 09571
TF2WJU (via W4VBB)
TR8AG, G. Vallier, B.P. 157, Libreville. Gabon
UH8BO (to 0K1ADM via CAV)
UP2NV, Box 310, Kaunas, Lithuanian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
VEAFJZ/SU, J. Argyle, CFPO 5019, Bellville. Ontario. 
Canada

VK2BIH (via W1BIH)
VK2BRF (vìa W1TX)
VP1DX (via W4HGW)
VP2GT, Box 21, St. Georges, Grenada, W.l.
VP8IO (via CX2AM) _ , .
VP8JP, British Antarctic Survey, Port Stanley, Falkland 

Islands
VP9FC (via WA2VID)
ex-VQlGDW (to CX9AAN)
VQ9AA/d (via W4ECI)
VQ9a BG/d TG/d (to VQ9» RC TCI
VQ9G (via W2GHK)
W2ZXY/KW6, P.O. Box 188, Wake Islands
W6BGT/KJ6, P.O. Box 444, APO, San Francisco, Calif.,

96305
WA5NOA/VP9, P.O. Box 44, 1934th Comm. Sqdn., APO, 
New York, N.Y., 09856

XP1AB, R. Davidson, Box 142, 2001th Comm. Sqdn., 
APO, New York, N.Y., U9121

YA1DAN, E. Daniels, c/o U. S. Embassy, Kabul, Afghan
istan

YAINSD (to W2NSD/D
YS1RGP (via YS1O)
ZD5G, C. Wintie. Box 434, Mbabane, Swaziland
ZF1EP (via W4PJG)
ZS1ANT (via SARTA
5A3TW, P.O. Box 2390, Tripoli, Libya
5N2AAM, C. Rust, Box 9141, Lagos, Nigeria
5N2AAX. S. Bedford, P.O. Box 3380, Lagos, Nigeria
6O1GB, G. Butler, c/o U. S. Embassy, Mogadiscio. Somalia
6O1KH (via DARC of Germany;
OX-6Y5BB, H. Stockwell. VE3BCU/W4, 1000 Marsh Rd.,

Charlotte, N. C., 28209

9Vls JG and JW, left and right, teamed up with 9V1s
LG NQ and NR to demonstrate amateur radio at Raffles
School, Singapore, In early August. The Viceroy, AR-88
and a long-wire produced 23 countries and many W/Ks,

(Photo via WB6BMW)

7Q7PBD (via W2GHK)
9A1DFD (to I1DFD)
9J2BK (via W2GHK)
9M6NQ, J. WaUinh, Box 399, Jesselton, Sabah 
9Q5DJ (W/Ks via W5KGJ; see preceding text) 
9Q5WE, P.O. Box 1559, Bukavu, R. C.
Ws 1ALP 1APU 1AYK 1BPY 1UED 1WP0 1YYM 2DY 

2FX 2JBL 31INK 4CCB 5KGJ 7VRO 8QXQ 9GFF, Ks 
3FKU 3UMM 4PRT, WAs 4WIP 6BSO/1 6SLU 8GDR 
8GGN 8PKG, WBs 2AM0 2UHZ 6IEX. W. Kilroy, 
DARC’s DX-MB (DLs 1EP 3RK), DX Club of Puerto 
Rico DXer (KP4RK), Far East Auxiliary Radio League 
News (KA2LL), Florida DX Club DX Report (W4MVB), 
Japan DX Radio Club Bulletin (JA1DM), Long Island DX 
Association DX Bulletin (WB2HXD), Newark News Radio 
Club Bulletin (L. Waite, 39 Hannum St., Ballston Spa, 
N. Yj, North Eastern DX Association DX Bulletin 
(K1IMP), Northern California DX Club DXer (Box 608, 
Menlo Park, Calif., 94025) and VERON’s DXpremt (PA0*  
FX LOU TO VDV WWP) supplied the preceding directory. 
Got some bitties for the kitty?

Whence:
OCEANIA — W7FNE/mm writes encouragingly from 

Djakarta while aboard SS Hudson'. “Arrived here in 
early September and I applied to local authorities for per

mission to operate my linear. Tonight, about three hours 
before sailing time they came aboard, and said yes, it would 
be okay with them. Unfortunately, the necessary paperwork 
wouldn’t come through before departure. Shucks! The 
official said next time I should come up and see Mm and he 
would let me on the air. Not sure when that will be, but 
watch for W7FNE/8F1 one of these days. Indonesia has 
turned an important corner and it's just a matter of time 
until they're on the DX bandbagon. I’ve helped them all 
X can with information, crystals and old QSTs. If some of 
you OMs would pitch in with dispensable ham literature, 
etc., to help them get started we’ll all have a new country 
to work, xou can write my friend at marine radio PKI, 
W. Donald, Djakarta Radio, c/o Gang Spoor IV-69, Dja
karta, Indonesia. A few kind words from the States would 
be welcomed.’’ VK0MI was in East Melbourne
Hospital the end. of Oct. and is QRT through the end of 
the year. W1BPY says his WAS hunt for N. H., R. I. 
and Vt grows desperate. You rare New Englanders may 
find Col around 14,080 kc. during the wee hours . _. _ . _ 
Pacific patter via the clubs press: VKs 4SS and/or 5XK 
anticipate Lord Howe isle action about now on 20, 40 
and 80 meters. , . . VK5N0 watches for the States on 
1802 kc. at 1045-1200 GMT. HI8XAL, KL7FRY and 
ZD7RH are other goodies heading for 160. . . . ZLlHW’s 
log lists some nine thousand different W /Ks. . . . VK9AM 
play» hard to get from Nauru on 21-Mc. a.m. but W4CHA 
plans to help VK9RH unrarify Norfolk island for a few 
months.
A SIA — Boy Scouts go hand in glove with amateur radio 
lY wherever they may be. For example, WB6BMW re
ports 9V1JG officiating as 9V1SJ at a recent Singapore 
Scout Jamboree, working DX on 20 and 40 phone and c.w. 
....___ More reciprocity news from WA6TGY: 4X4OC/ 
W6 fired up in late August_for six fast countries including 
QSOs with the homeland, 4X4s BL and DK 
MP4DAN is quite popular from Das island on 15 s.s.b, 
, ... . _ . _ HS4AK is said to be HSlAK’s new tag, an item 
still off limits for W/K/VE/VOs aud other International 
Telecommunications Union signatories.

AFRICA — W6ITH claims the first Madeira reciprocal 
„ license for a Yank, CT3AT. Reg also holds CTIQT 
and PA9CT credentials . „ Peace Corpsman WA6LBP

writes, “Guinea is becoming rare again, for the government 
issued no new licenses for the past year. The only two li
censees here at present are 7Gls L and IX (0K3IX), both 
inactive.” As W1IKE confirms, former 7G1A is back in 
Czechoslovakia HK1QQ signed portable-TJ8 for
a spell with hopes of claiming TJ8QQ and other rare Afri
can tags, W9GFF nailed Herman as HKlQQ/TJ8/am 
______  W2GHK says VQ9G is K0BKW, ZD9BE signed 
special Tristan call ZD9A for a spell, and 7Q7PBD is back 
with Malawi friends .. ....Afrigrams via literature <>f
aforementioned clubs aud groups: A British scientific team 
may keep VQ7s HY and/or VY available from the Aldabras 
into next year. . . , VQ8AI*s  recent absence was due to a 
blitzed power transformer. . . . 5N2s AAW and AAX 
made good their Dahomey threats as TY2BC in October.

FL8HM, who favors 15- and 20-meter DXing, resides 
permanently in Djibouti as a government communications 

supervisor. (Photo via WZWLL)
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VU2JN catches his share of DX with an 5-40, v.f.o. 50- 
watter and dipole. Jayaram teaches at Trivandrum 
College of Engineering, site of this tidy layout. (Photo 

via WA6SLU) 

. . . ZS3XG is well-traveled DJ7XG. . . . XT1AC took 
a very dim view of those October 20-s.s.b. pile-ups.
ITUROPE — 'Til be on Crete for two .years.” announces 
12j SV0WL (\V3('JL). “I plan a lot of hamming— s.s.b., 
RTTY and some c.w. At present I'm using a 328-1, 75S-1, 
Model 19 and ground-plane. A tower, beam and linear are 
coming up. I operate 20 and 15 mostly but 10 is checked 
regularly. On week ends watch for SV0WL around 2000 
GMT, 14,300-14,330-kc. sideband or 14,090-kc. radiotele- 
typy.” You may have worked Bill previously as DL5CL 

.. .. ... Jellystune Park officials point out that SAI0KY 
is not on Bear island, I Yyyytc^, Boss, —- Jeeves] ( You're not 
always so funny, either, Jeeves.) Anyway, if you work 
three members of the Swedish Railway Radio Club whose 
membership includes fifty hams in seven BM call areas, 
vou’li earn a fancy sheepskin called SVJF. Full specs are 
available from 8M3 V\ B... . _ . _Bl&upunkt-WerkeGMBIT, 
the prominent German firm, makes available a handy eight- 
page booklet for recording DXCC. WAS, etc., progress. 
DL7CW says they’re gratis; just write the outfit at 32 
Hildesheim, Pustfach, Dept. BTG. Germany    
EA8AII. via W4CCB, says five EA8 QSOs between De
cember 20, 19GB, and March 20. 1907. may qualify a 
W'K/VE for tlie Tenerife Eternal Spring award. QSOs 
must include exchange <»f the previous day’s minimum and 
maximum local temperatures, a tricky switch. One lucky 
e trant might even qualify for a paid trip to EAS-land if 
plans work out. Check details with Tenerife Eterna Pri
mavera Award, P.O. Box 215, Tenerife, Canary Islands 

„ That was HB9AFH signing HB0AFII in Liech
tenstein with fast c.w, contest action in November .... 
Ils AMP and SGS lugged RTTY gear to San Marino in 
August for keyboard-style expeditionary work. W2FX 
tells W1LVQ that many W/Ks were worked--------------G3-
1DG has QSQd 150 Novices in 22 United States on 21 Me. 
Allan tiles a plea for shorter CQs and more careful listening 
by WNs, as well as brief initial transmissions con lined to 
log essentials. KN, incidentally, means no callers, please 
..... .. - HRB caused early October DXcitement as 10RB 
in a United Nations neutral pocket A European
s.s.b. net on 7046 kc. is directed by GW3AX. VERON’s 
DXpresx says breakers from all continents, phone or c.w., 
are entertained.

SOUTH AMERICA — There's cozy coexistence far south 
of the border where Yank KC4VOS is based with the 

Russian Antarctic Expedition at Vostok station. WA6BSO/1 
finds him rolling through around 14,227 kc. at 0230 GAIT 
and says he’ll be there well into 'tt7 WA1DJG
learns that VP8JD, South Orkneys, should be workable on 
14,031 kc. for another year or more. Steve’s with the British 
Antarctic Survey team Enzo Sommaruga, jr., son
uf the late OX2AJ, is determined to reactivate his father's 
famous call on DX bands. FB, OM! WB4EDD
writes, “L’m planning a trip to British Honduras this month 
and have been assigned the call VP1DX. I’ll use c.w. on 
IGO, SO and 40 meters at night, concentrating on higher 
bands during the day. I’m expecting to work a batch of 
SO- and 40-meter Novices and will also try s.s.b.” Ben will

stay with VP1PV Southern addenda via club
news sleuths: KC4USB of Byrd station occasionally shows 
on 14,222 kc,, 0700 GAIT, . . . Easter’s CE0AC surprises 
guys on the low brink of 20 and 40 c.w. around 0100 GMT. 
. . . LU6ZC puts Deception isle on 7012 kc. at 0700 or so. 
while l/Us 1ZG and 2ZG give VP8EG local QRM on 20 
and 10 c.w. on South Orkneys. Elsewhere the VP8 situation 
shapes up as HJ IQ .IA on, 14-Mc. c.w., HZ 20 a.m., CW 
7- and 14-Mc. s.s.b. from the Falklands; IK IN IU IY on 
c.w. in the antarctic vicinity; and IV due to offer 20-meter 
code from South Shetlands this month.

HEREABOUTS--GY5BB, big multiband noise from 
the Caribbean for some time now, goes hack to VE3- 

BCU/W4 in Charlotte this month. Doc will wish he had 
that call back when pile-ups get rough W7FNE/-
mm, after a 'round-the-world swing aboard SB Hudson, 
remarks, “1 maintained skeds with K3JH every day on 
i f.OdO-kc. c.w. This may be some sort of record for one- 
frequency DX. I ran about 750 watts to a simple vertical, 
so the -•'ecret must be Joe’s big-bertha antenna. I copied 
K3JII fine business near North Borneo when he forgot to 
turn on his final.” (These grounded-grid rigs have advan
tages, Jeevesj [Not necessarily. Boss — you never cntild 
get push-pull ’10s neutralized,-..Jeev?x\ New
comer VP9FC hopes to provide more than his share of 
Bermuda phone contacts on 10 through 75
K2AIFY signs up with the giant-killers by working good 
stuff on 7 Ale. with his 45-watt Adventurer and inverted 
\ ee ....... . „ DL1CR/W3 figures he’s probably the first. 
U.S. reciprocity licensee from bis country. “Been working 
from W3APO, Lancaster, but 1 hope to be. on the air soon 
with my KWAI-1 and doublet on 15 meters.” Fritz signed 
DL1UR/LUX in ’5B, also OE9YZH earlier this year 

WA.5HEU, Columbus, Alias., finds his state still 
in heavy demand among the crowd. Ken's 100
watts and two-elemeut quad are available for schedules 

October activity by l’’P8s US and UY helped 
commemorate St. Pierre & Miquelon’s 150th anniversary 
of French affiliation K4UAn and W4PJG are
mentioned in conjunction with October’s ZF1EP effort 
. VP Is AD JAI RC and TC all frequent 14.332 kc.
at 2000-2200 GMT ___  Ws 1BGD 1BPW 1PFA
IB PO 1.1 YAI, K11MP, W2s GUK and SAW were pro
grammed for the lively 10th annual New England DXCC 
meet at Waltham early in November. iqs^CZl

M^Straysl^
Stolen Equipment

An LK-2U0U Linear Amplifier was stolen from a 
parked trailer at. the recent sideband convention 
at the Newporter Inn, Newport Beach, California. 
A manufacturer’s prototype, it. carries the trade 
name “BTI,” Serial No. 1743. A reward of $200 
has been offered for information leading to its return. 
Brad Thompson, P.O. Box CCCC, Indio, Cali
fornia 92201. _
Worked any Novices lately? W4KN had fun working and 
confirming Novices alone for his WAS. This was only the 
second time this has been accomplished and certified 
(W1WPO did it about 13 years ago). W4KN's certifi
cate dated October 20,1966 bears the number 17,326, 
an indication of the continuing popularity of the League’s

WAS Operating Achievement Award.
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Big Seasonal Traffic Expected from Viet 
Nam. Just about a year ago the first MARS 
channels were opened to Viet Nam. March. 
1906 QST (page 94) carried the story. It was 
stressed that whenever any of the messages are 
transferred from military to amateur channels 
the re-file must bear VIET NAM VIA MARS 
in the preamble, so the origin and proper han
dling may be apparent to all. (There are no pro
visions for third-party interchange on amateur 
channels with this country.) The exact proce
dure necessary in making a refile from MARS 
to Amateur message form also was indicated in 
March QST.

As of this December we report that the three 
services have continued to operate and expand 
the number of Military Affiliate Radio System 
stations active in this morale sustaining work. 
According to latest accounts there are now 35 
stations in VM in the operation . . . some four 
times the early traffic capability. All things point 
to the expectation that there will be a very 
heavy volume of Christmas and New Tear 
Greetings from the lads overseas. To make serv
ice from overseas as good as possible, the serv
ices, while welcoming message filings from the 
families and close friends of servicemen, suggest 
that amateurs and MARS members not solicit 
publicly or unnecessarily for such traffic origi
nations, with a view to avoiding the overload
ing and delayed service that would be expected 
from unwarranted soliciting of traffic.

In making a delivery of any traffic from 
service personnel, may we again urge operators 
to use utmost tact and thought in order not to 
cause any alarm or concern. Instead of just the 
terse announcement, that you “have a message" 
it is better to say, “I have greetings . . . from 
Viet Nam for you.” The services are suggesting 
the fullest use of our ARL-texts to keep mes
sages concise, so that more traffic handlings can 
be completed in the time the frequencies are 
open for communication, and more people 
served.

New . . . MTX Numbers Will Expand 
Fixed Texts Available To Servicemen. The 
Chiefs MARS USA, U,SN and USAF have 
adopted several new and additional fixed text 
messages and formally asked ARRL to include 
such messages in its group of numbered texts. 
The League is honored that its basic A RL-texts 
have become a generally useful instrument for 
home-contacts and with the first 1967 reprint
ing of our CD-3 (Numbered Texts) plans to 

add the following new texts, exactly as put for
ward by the Joint MARS Panel. These arc 
identified as MTX (military group) numbers. 
To avoid confusion the distinguishing numbers 
are in the same continuing series they will bear 
when they become part of the ARRL CD-3 
Numbered Radiogram List. (Category VII. 
Military will be added to the present, texts: 
I. Relief-Emergency Ilse. 11. Thanks or Social 
Messages. III. Anniversaries. IV. Weddings and 
Birthdays. V. Greetings and Seasonal and VI. 
Miscellany.)

We publish hen,with the new list of texts and 
the distinguishing numbers that in either MARS 
or amateur channels may denote the full mean
ing indicated. The purpose, of immediate publi
cation is to permit the widest use feasible, at 
the earliest, and so that on the MARS circuits 
at least, these meanings can be. thus transmitted, 
saving circuit time during the holidays.

Number
EIGHTY SIX .

EIGHTY SEVEN 
EIGHTY NINE 
NINETY

NINETY ONE

NINETY TWO

NINETY THREE

NINETY FOUR

NINETY FIVE

NINETY SIX

NINETY SEVEN

NINETY EIGHT 
NINETY NINE

Text
Everything well here. Hope all wel 
there. Will write later.
Send.....dollars as soon as possible. 
Am sending...... dollars immediately. 
Arrive at... (place) - safely. Will write 
a» soon as possible.
I am in the hospital and receiving ex
cellent care. Will write soon. Don’t 
worry. My new address is.... .....

Please arrange quarters for......... 
days.
Have been reassigned to...........  
Will write as soon as possible.
Will travel on temporary duty orders 
to....(place).... on.... (date)......

Will arrive.. (place!... .on... (date)...

Send no further mail. Will send new 
address soon.
Leave granted. Should arrive on.... 
........ (date)............
Leave denied. Will write later.
Please arrange transportation to meet 
me.

Precaution: Where NUMBERS fill out or complete any 
MTX text, /inures must be used, avoiding confusiou with 
MTX/ARL designators which are always spelled out.

MARS use of the new MTX fixed texts was 
effective J November 196B. While decoding 
ctiti take place prior to re-file into amateur 
circuits, as it always must on amateur channels 
if a receiving amateur does not have the 
ARL-list (from CD-3) the numbers can be used, 
as above, if a receiving station has avail
able this December QST list of MTX-numbers. 
If and when handling on amateur circuits, and 
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referring tn the. above l-ist without decoding, all 
traffickers may use MTX just as ARL is ordi
narily used . . . with MTX-substituted care
fully for ARL in the CD-3 procedure for han
dling all numbered text messages in amateur
band work.

Holiday Suggestions; Use Those NCEFs. 
The National Calling and Emergency Frequen
cies base their claim to your attention on the 
fact that thousands of amateurs constantly are 
tuning back-and-forth across the designated 
spot frequencies 21-hours a day. The easy (and 
reliable) way, if you send your Thanksgiving 
and Christmas messages early, is to file ’em 
right now to send from your personal station via 
vour SECTION NET. An alternative way is 
to use the NCEFs, 3550-, 3875-, 7100 kc., and 
29.64- 50.55 and 145.35-Mc. (the full-time 
NCEFs) to find stations at specific points in the 
states other than your own. Also 7250- 14050- 
and 14225 Kc. are useful NCEFs. All of them 
ought to be kept busy, every day, and used 
properly and to the full, by (¡very amateur, 
between the nightly Section-Net sessions that 
you can know about by consulting the Net 
Directory or Station Activities in QST.

flow to Use the NCEFs? For the first 5-mins., 
every hour you don’t! Whatever your interest 
refrain from transmitting then. (This is the time 
for listening at these points for emergency only 
calls.) Right after, an<l at all other times, »end 
directional CQ», calls with your traffic lists, of 
the destination points of your traffic. This is 
designed to be the way, on these frequencies, to 
get a taker at or near any W/VE destination. 
When you get a taker, for traffic or rag chewy 
who answers on this NCEF, both stations should 
move to another agreed upon frequency for 
handling the traffic or further conversation. 
That leaves the NCEF clear for first calls.

Suggestion to Traffic Netters. The NCEFs 
are for you too! “The net” is a prime means of 
operating with fun and efficiency and will re
main your first responsibility. But tliink how 
traffic can be supplemented, and some obtained 
I'or delivering in your state, if you make a point 
of doing what all amateurs are asked to do for 
emergency and disaster monitoring. Put a recei ver 
on the appropriate NCEF and constantly bend 
an ear, whenever you arc home or in the shack.

Sending Your Radio Greetings for the 
Holidays. Don’t let this holiday season go by 
without remembering the distant friends by 
radiogram! As the .Postmaster General says, 
“start them early.” Unless your daily amateur 
work is in the traffic group, you should put your 
message(s) in standard form, either by filling 
out the spaces on an ARRL message blank, 
consulting the text of Operating an Amateur 
Radio Station or the convenient Operating Aid 
No. 9A (gratis from ARRL).

How to Start Your Traffic. Your Section 
Net, whose frequency and time of operation is 
given in the ARRL Net Directory, can most 
often solve any slight problem of a reliable 

handler for routing your traffic. (Any OVS, 
URS or OPS should be glad to arrange for draft
ing and originating any traffic through his sta
tion for anyone not on the air!) But we're on 
the air; how to do it? An hour or .two before the 
time for net operation you tune up quietly on 
the net frequency, so not to bother anyone. 
When the NCS comes on at net time, call in, 
during the roll call or in answer to the general 
net call. When recognized just give the number 
and destinations of messages. Give the city, if 
in your state. Cover all distant points by merely 
saying you have “thru” traffic. The NCS will 
tell you to stand by, and then or later, tell .you 
which station to give your traffic to. The message 
can be considered on the way, once you have 
cleared with the station you are paired off with, 
and the operator receipts (R) for the message. 
Enter this call and the time and date (handling 
data) right on the message for the record. In 
receipting the operator has pledged his responsi
bility to see the message on its way accurately 
as speedily as possible.

Other Methods: Yes, you can make a project, 
on the air out of combing the bands for a de
pendable station near the destination for your

BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE
Winners of BPL Certificate for Sept. Traffic:

Call
K6BPI... W3CUL.. 
K5TEY. . 
K0ONK.. W7BA. . . 
WöRSY..
W6GYH. . K6EPT, .. W3EML,, 
W1PE.X.. Ä: 
WB6QXY. WASHUN W6ZJB... 
W7HMA. K3MYS.. W3VH. . . WA4RQR. WA4SCK. 
WQWW.. 
W9JTJK. . W7LQE. . 
W8RYP.. W6EOT,, W6BGE. . 
W6VNQ.. W5OBD. .K7TUY, , WA9CCP. WB2ÜZY. W6MLF..WB2OHK.

Late Reports: W4LEV (Aug.).

Orin. Reed. Re-l. del.
.4561 2595 2430 165, . 152 1297 1203 71. .142 996 995 1.115 859 837 12652.. 140 533 344 140, 125 521 502 6. . .5 552 4W 1129,. .79 438 54ß, .134 505 398 27. .20 516 451 27482 420 5409 333 53. . , . 0 393 393 0...15 336 331 85.. .17 334 329
.125 296 252 12.. 93 297 261 *7
. .7 475 13V
...27 303 288. .79 214 173 71. . 12 314 235 4..18 239 1170 20...19 267 226 35274. .16 217 293 16. .25 267 24ß
..12 260 258. .15 262 214 41..219 173 132. .28 246 211 34. . .9 245..18 248 233 6.238 209
.195 396 303 88

Total 
9751 
3023 2134 1823 
1307 1157 1154 1109 
1072 1064 1014 910 821 
786 767 688 
685 
658 639 623 567 
565 547 547 544 512 538 532 532 526 519 518 
505 ÔO5
982

More-Than-One-Operator Station
K6MCA... ........ ..28 314 301 13 ßßß

BPL for 100 or more oritilnaliont-plu*  deliveries
WA4BMC 235 W4PQP 190 WA3ATQ 184 
WA2VYS 154 K5VFR 153 WA6VFM/6 150 W4ILE 144

WA6OQM Hi 
W4RHA 106 
WA4AJY 102 K8PBA 102Late Report: 
WA9GJU (June) 

113WA4PDM (Aug.) 
106

BPL medallions (see Aug. 1954. p. 541 have been awarded to the following amateurs since last month’s listing: WA2UPC, K6IUV, WA8CFJ, WA0IAW.The BPL is open to all amateurs in the United States, Canada aud U.S. Possessions who report to their SCM, a message total of 500 or a sum origination and delivery points of 100 or more fir any calendar month. 
All messages must bo handled on amateur frequencies 
within 48 hours of receipt in standard ARRL form. 
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message, if .you enjoy casual operating aud in
sist on handling the message direct, instead of 
by systematic relaying. But this is often con
sidered less practical than the experience of 
using the organized nets and their NTS inter
connection. We would suggest using the estab
lished c.w. and voice nets, the organized ama
teur way to handle formal message intelligence, 
rather than chance it to those with main inter
ests in other directions than traffic. Best of suc
cess with .vour amateur operations in the Holiday 
Season. ■— F.E.H,

ELECTION RESULTS
Valid petitions nominating a single candidate a» Section 

Manager were filed by members in the following Sections, 
completing their election in accordance with regular League 
policy, each term of office starting on the date given.

Iowa
Western New York 
Idaho
Maritime
Nevada
Now Hampshire 
8an Francisco 
Delaware 
Southern Texas 
Mississippi 
Alabama

Owen O. Hill. W0BDZ 
Charles T. Hansen, K2HÜK 
Donald A. Crisp, W7ZNN 
J. Harley Grimmer, VE1MX 
Leonard ML Norman, W7PBV 
Robert C. Mitchell, WlSWX 
Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD 
John Thompson, W3HC 
G. D. Jerry ¡Sears, W5AIR 
8, H. Hairston, W5EMM 
Edward L. Stone, K4WHW

Aug. 17,1966 
Aug. 17,1966
Aur. 17, I960 
Oct. Hi, I960 
Oct. ¿2, 1966 
( let. 26, 1966 
Nov, 19. I960 
Dee. 19, 1966 
De?, lu, 1966 
Dee, IS, I960 
Dec. 26. 1966

In the Northern Texas Section of the West Gulf Division, 
Mr. L. L. Harbin, W5BNG, and Mr. Spero J. Spiro, 
W5PCZ, were nominated. Mr. Harbin received 3S8 votes 
aud Mr. Spiro received 275 votes. Mr. Harbin’s term of 
office began Sept. 12. 1966.

CLUB COUNCILS AND FEDERATIONS
Amateur Radio Council of Arizona, Gary M. Hamman, 

W7CAF, Secy.. 1420 E. Missouri Ave., Phoenix. Ariz. 85014.
Chicago Area Radio Club Council, Inc.. Karl Kopetzky, 

K9AQJ, Secy., 1052 Loyola Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60626.
Federation of E. Mass. AR Assns., Eugene H. Hastings, 

W1VRK, Secy-Treas., 28 Forest Ave., Swampscott, Mass.
Lus Angeles Area Council of ARCs, Inc., Gene M. Kistler 

WAGOKZ, Secy., 10218 Wth Ave., Englewood, Calif. 90303.
Michigan Council of ARCs. Evelyn R. Penny, WA8HYL, 

Sec.. 17422 Kinloch, Detroit. Mich. 48240.
Ohio Council of ARCs, James W. Benson, W80UU, 

Secy., 2163 Kingspath Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio 45231.
Puget Sound Council of ARCs, Herb Graham, K7ZEP, 

Secy., 12030 — 68th Ave.. So., Seattle, Wash. 98178.
Radio Soc. of Ontario, Inc., A. MEEN, VE3RX, 95 Lord 

Seaton Rd., Willowdale Ont.
San Diego Council of Amateur Radio Organizations, 

Inc., D. Decker, WA6TAD, Secy.-Treas., 5901 Streamview 
Dr., #3, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
Tulsa Council of Amateur Radio Clubs, Larry Russell, 

K5ZCJ, Secy., 11322 East 4th Place, Tulsa, Okla. 74128.

A.R.R.L. AFFILIATED CLUB 
HONOR ROLL

1 lonor Roll clubs are those whose entire memberslup 
consists of members of the League.

June '66 QST, page 100, has already appeared with the 
first section of our Honor Roll. We’re now happy to print 
a second list with additional names. All affiliates showing 
(00 per cent ARRL membership according to their Club 
Report sent in in early ’66 are included in these two annual 
listings. Each year our listings are most largely compiled 
from data given us in or supplementing the current Club 
Annual Report (CD-18) forms. Next February we plan 
again to forward to every active ARRL-afiiliated radio club 
the form for new annual tilings. This is then examined in 
connection with the Board’s 51 per cent requirements for 
continuing aff iliation and also for further QST 100%-listings.
We’re proud to present a list of the Honor Roll clubs that 

will receive our 100% ARRL Club certificates.

Amateur Radio Tech. Society of St. Louis, Mo. 
Bandhoppers Radio Club, Ferguson. Alo.

Binghamton Amateur Radio Assn., Binghamton. N. Y. 
Central Indiana Mobile Radio Club, Beech Grove, Ind. 
Chetimachi Amateur Radio (hub, Thibodaux, La. 
Chisholm Trail Amateur Radio (hub, Inc., Duncan, Okla. 
Fort Venango Mike and Key Club. Seneca, Pa. 
Las Vegas High School ARC, Las Vegas, Nev.
Magic Valley Radio Amateurs, McAllen, Tex.
The .Mike and Key Club of Greenville, 8. C.
Norfolk County Radio Association, East Walpole, Mass. 
Order of Boiled Owls, West Hempstead, N. Y.
Prairie Amateur Radio Club, Galesburg, Ill.
Rome Radio Club, Inc.. Rome, N. Y.
Santa Clara County .AR Assn., San Jose, Calif.
Society of Amateur Radio Operators, Inc., Castro Valley, 

Calif.
South St. Louis Amateur Radio Chib, Webster Groves. Mn. 
Washington Radio Club, Washington. D. C.
Windblowers VHF Society, Inc., North Caldwell, N. J.

ELECTION NOTICE
To all. ARRL members in. the Sections listed below:
Yuu are hereby notified that an election for Section Com 

munications Manager is about to be held in your respective 
sections. This notice supersedes previous notices.
Nominating petitions are solicited. The signatures of five 

or more ARRL full members of the Section concerned, in 
good standing, are required on each petition. No member 
shall sign more than one petition.
Each candidate for Section Communications Manager 

must have been a licensed amateur for at least two years 
and similarly a full member of the League for at least one 
continuous year immediately prior to his nomination.

Petitions must be received at ARRL un or before 4:30 
p.m. on the closing dates specified. In cases where no valid 
nominating petitions were received in response to previous 
notices, the closing dates are set ahead to the dates given 
herewith. The complete name, address, zip code and station 
call of the candidate and signers should be included with the 
petition, it is advisable that eight or ten full-member signa
tures be obtained, since on checking names against Head
quarters files, with no time to return invalid petitions for 
additions, a petition may be found invalid by reasons of ex
piring memberships, individual signers uncertain or ignorant 
of their membership status, etc.

Elections will take place immediately after the dosing 
dates specified for receipt of nominating petitions. The 
ballots mailed from Headquarters to full members will list 
in alphabetical sequence the names of all eligible candidates.

The following nominating form is suggested. (Signers 
should be sure to give city, street address and zip code to 
facilitate checking membership.)

Communications Manager. ARRL (Place and date] 
225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111

We, the undersigned full members of the........ .... 
..................... ARRL Section of the..........  
Division, hereby nominate. .......................
as candidate for Section Communications Manager for 
this Section for the next two year term of office.

You are urged to take the initiative and file nominating 
petitions immediately. This is your opportunity to put the 
man of your choice in office.

- E. Handy, Communications Manager

Present
Term Ends

Ans. 10,1966 
Feb. 14, 1967 
Feb. 25, 1967 
Feb. 25,1967 
Mar. 1,1967

Resigned 
.Mar. 8,1967 
Mar. tl, 1967
Mar. 12,1967

Mar. 15,1967 
Apr. 10,1967 
Apr. 10,1967 
Apr. 10,1967 
Apr. 10,1967 
May 3,1967 
May 18,1967

Section
Santa Barbara 
Colorado 
Sacramento Valley 
Eastern Florida 
Orange 
Northern

New Jersey 
North Dakota 
Missouri 
Maine 
Minnesota

North Carolina 
Michigan 
British Columbia 
Alberta 
Washington 
Los Angeles

Closing Date
Dec. 9,1966 
Dec. 9, 1966 
Dec. 9, 1966 
Dec. 9, 1966 
Dec. 9. 1966

Dec. 9,1966 
Jan, KI, 1967 
Jan, 10, 1967 
Jan. 10.1967 
Jan, 10,1967

Feb. tu,1967 
Feb. 10,1967 
Feb. 10.1967 
Feb, 10, 1967 
Feb. 10, 1967 
Mar, 10. 1967

SCM
Cecil D. Hinson 
D. R. Crumpton 
J. F. Minke, Ill 
Albert L. Hamp! 
Roy R. Maxson 
Edward F.

Erickson 
Harold L, Sheets 
A. E. Sehwaneke 
Herbert A. Davis 
Herman R.

Kopischke, Jr. 
Barnett 8. Dodd 
Ralph P. Thctreau 
H. E. Savage 
Harry Harrold 
Everett E. Young 
H. G. Garman
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DXCC NOTES
Reference is made to the DXCC Note, page 90, January 

1966 QST. Announcement was made therein of the addition 
to the countries list of Ebon Atoll (HO and Cormoran 
Reef (TI). The action was based primarily on authorizations 
issued by recognized representatives of the Ecuadorian and 
Costa Rican governments, information developed subse
quently indicates that the named countries claim no juris
diction and that the authorizations were invalid. Accord
ingly, there was no choice but to revoke the earlier action 
and delete the two locations from the countries list.

Because of the unusual circumstances surrounding this 
activity, a more detailed explanation is in order.

In the summer of 1965, Charles W. Swain, K7LMU, and 
Donald A. Miller, W9WNV, among others, were planning 
a- DXpedition to the South Pacific. They noted that some 
maps <e.g., Rand McNally 1963) showed Cormoran Reef 
as under the jurisdiction of Costa Rica and Ebon Atoll as 
under the jurisdiction of Ecuador. On July 25, 1965, in a 
let ter to Swain, the Consul of Costa Rica in Los Angeles 
authorized operation on Cormoran using the call K7LMU/ 
TI9C, provided the amateur radio rules of Costa Rica 
were observed. On July 26. 1965, by a similar letter, the 
Consul of Ecuador in. Los Angeles authorized operation on 
Ebon using the call K7LMU/HC8E, adding, ‘'Since this is 
sovereign territory of Ecuador, you will abide by the regu
lations of amateur radio in Ecuador during your operation.”

Copies of the letters were mailed by the amateurs in
volved to the Federal Communications Commission with 
the request, that, if acceptable, they be forwarded to the 
ARRL Awards Committee. Upon receipt of the letters 
from FCC, the Committee considered all information then 
available, including the maps and the copies of authoriza
tions from the named consuls. The Committee particularly 
noted the statement that the consulates had contacted 
Quito and San Jose, respectively, to obtain operating per
mission. The Committee thereupon acted to add t.he two 
islands to the countries list, and announced the action in 
January 1966 QST. Based on this action, the DXpedition 
plans were completed and several thousands of amateurs 
were provided with new-country contacts.

Subsequently, it was determined that the maps relied 
upon were inaccurate, that the consuls had mistakenly 
issued the authorizations, that they had not checked with 
their home administrations as claimed, that the two areas 
are actually within the United Nations Trust territory and 
under United States Administration. After learning of these 
most unfortunate errors, the Awards Committee reluctantly 
concluded that Cormoran Re f and Ebon Atoll do not meet 

the criteria for separate status recognition and that they 
must be withdrawn from the list. To rule otherwise would 
have resulted in lowering the stature of the countries list. 
Hq. deeply regrets no credit can be given to those who spent 
many hours attempting contacts on the basis of the origi
nal announcement.
The ARRL Executive Committee, at its late-September 

meeting, was in receipt of a request from W9WNV to review 
the action of the Awards Committee. After extensive dis
cussion, the Executive Committee found no basis on which 
to remand the question to the Awards Committee.
In view of numerous requests for clarification on what 

country confirmations from KX6SZ/Ebon might be claimed 
for, and inasmuch as Ebon has been shown to be part 
of the Marshall Islands (KX6). DXCC credits for KX6SZ/ 
Ebon confirmations may be claimed for Marshall Islands 
only.

DX Test Feedback
The major goof this year is the error concerning the score 

of WA6UUS (now W6EWN). His c.w. score was erroneously 
disqualified and should have appeared as the second high 
East Bay code total with 165,801 points. Additionally, this 
raises the Northern California DX Club total aggregate to 
4,798,268 points. Our sincere apologies, Lindy. Additionally, 
WA2UWA should have, appeared in the countries/band box 
with a total of 31 countries on 80 meters. A transposition 
error resulted in an incorrect score for the Louisville’s Active 
Radio Operators Club of Kentucky. Their aggregate score 
should have appeared as 823,361.

(Tot your DX Test logs yet? New more convenient logs 
and the necessary dupe sheets are ready and waiting.

SUGGESTED 
OPERATING FREQUENCIES

RTTY 3620, 7040, 14,090, 21,090 kc.
WIDE-BAND F.M. 52.525 146.94 Mc.

GMT CONVERSION
To convert to local times subtract the following hours: 
ADST -3, AST -4, EDST -4, EST -5, CDST 
—5, CST -6, MDST -6, MST -7, PDST -7, 
PST —8, Hawaiian — 10, Central Alaska —10.
A convenient conversion card is available, free 

of charge, from the ARRL communications De
partment, 225 Alain St., Newington, Conn. 06111.

@ CENTURY CLUB AWARDS @
The annua] December fisting for the DXCC and the DXCC Honor Roll cannot appear in this issue due to unusual 
workload and administrative circumstances. The annual list and the Honor Roll will appear in the January issue of QST.

From Heptember 1 through September 30. 1966, DXCC Certificates based on contacts with 100-or-more 
countries have been issued by the ARRL Communications Department to the amateurs listed below.

K2MGE. . .315 WB4BMV .162 YUI 8 J... 116 K4AVC... .108 SM6CPG. , .103 G3OLN... .100K9ECE.. . .310 MLCL..,.. .149 K5YAA/VO1 OH0VF... .108 WB2PXU. .103 K4BP. „.. .100W2GQN. . . 302 WA5ALB. .142 WÎAA.... 112 WA4VAI..
F2RK. ...

.108 DM2BYN . . .102 K4ILW.. . . 100DJ7ZG. - . .270 LA9NC.. . .141 112 .106 HB9AGO. , , 102 W6HCX.. .100XE1CE.. SM5BFJ... . 140 WA7BOA, . 111 W48MU.. .106 HM2BD... , 102 W7SFF... . 100W6NWZ. . .246 K4LFC. . .130 DL2DK... 110 DJ4VX.. . .105 SP9RB. . . .102 WA8NQC. WA9JDT. . 100K4IKR.. . . 244 WA7BOB. , 12!) VE8DM. .. 110 K1WJL... .105 W1DAY.. . .102 .100K2KER.. . .213 JA1GTF, . .125 MOTA.... 109 WA5HEC. .105 K2HWF. . . .101 W0DCP.. .100JA4BJO.. .. 237 W4TXE. . .123 WKHKG.... 109 DL1DAA. .104 K3OIO , , . . .101 WA0BSZ.. ..100K3UZY.. . .232 W4NML.. .120 K1LMS.... 108 VE6AQL.. .104 WA0HMP .101

VK5MS....W2GQN...
.325
.282 KH6BB.., UL2DM. . ..162. .158 W6ABJ...

K5BXG. . ..118 . .Ill K9YWY, . . 3M6AMD , ,107 . 107 HM2BD,, LA4DJ. . . ..102. . 102 K3RPY,..., 100
KX6BW....100WA6Z1Q... .229 HLCn.... . .146 W1AA.... . ,110 K08PH.. . . . 105 W4TZT. .... .102 PA0POB.... 100W2MVR... .207 VE3WQ... .. 136 W4TRG. . ..109 W6OMR... .104 WIDAY.... .101 WA3APO/4.100W6EUF...,,.201 K4LFC. .. . .128 W0YDB.. . .109 F2RK.... .103 WISER,, , , .101 W6MRU/4 .100JA4BJO...,,.197 W2ESC... . . 120 DL9CQ... ..108 K1IYD.... . 1U3 WB2BEE. . .101 W7HLH.... 100WA9GSW. ,..IBS W4TXE. . .. 120 JA4ZA.... . .107 W8BRL. . . .103 DJ6VH... ..100 W7ZPV... .100
WA0HMP..1OO
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A.R.R.L. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Dates are thown^n GMT

Dec. 2: CP Qualifying Run —■ W6OWP 
Dec. 14: CP Qualifying Run — WlAW 
Jan. 5: CP Qualifying Run — W6OWP 
Jan. 7-8: V.H.F. Sweepstakes
Jan. 11-15: CD Party (c.w.)
Jan. 17: CP Qualifying Run —- WlAW 
Jan. 21-22: CD Party (phone)
Feb. 3: CP Qualifying Run — W6OWP
Feb. 4-5: DX Competition (phone)
Feb. '1-19: Novice Roundup
Feb. 10: Frequency Measuring Test
Feb. 15: CP Qualifying Run — WlAW 
Feb. 18-19: DX Competition (c.w.) 
Mar. 4-5: DX Competition (phone) 
Mar. 18—19: DX Competition (c.w.) 
June 10-11: V.H.F. QSO Party
June 2125: Field Day

Dec. 3-4: N. E. QSO Party, Connecticut 
Wireless Assn. (p. 126. last issue).

Dec. 4, 18: 160 Meter Tests (p. 101, 
last issue).

Dec. 10—11: New Hampshire QSO 
Party, Nashua Mike and Key Club (p. 
.130, last issue).

Dec. 10—11: Zero District QSO Party 
(p. 103, this issue).

Dec. 17-19: Ohio QSO Party, Upper 
Arlington Radio Club (p. 113, last issue).

Jan. 7-9: Va. QSO Party, Roanoke Val
ley Amateur Radio Club (p. 116, this 
issue).

Jan. 28-29: La. QSO Party, Lafayette 
Amateur Radio Club (next issue).

Feb. 10-12: QCWA QSO Party (next 
issue),

Feb. 11-12: Me. QSO Party (next issue).

CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM
Twice each month special transmissions are made to 

enable you to qualify for the ARRL Code Proficiency Cer
tificate. The next qualifying run from WlAW will be made 
Dec, 14 at 0230 GMT. Identical tests will be sent simul
taneously by transmitters on c.w. listed frequencies. The 
next qualifying run from W60WP only will be transmitted 
Dee. 2 at 0500 Greenwich Mean Time on 3590 and 7129 
kc. CAUTION! Note that since the dates are given per 
Greenwich Mean Time, Code Proficiency Qualifying Runs 
in the United States and Canada actually fall on the eve
ning previous to the date given. Example: In converting, 
0230 GMT Dec. 14 becomes 2130 EST Dec. 13.
Any person can apply. Neither ARRL membership nor 

an amateur license is required. Send copies of all qualifying 
runs to ARRL for grading, stating the call of the station 
you copied. If you qualify at one of the six speeds trans
mitted, 10 through 35 w.p.m., you will receive a certificate. 
If your initial, qualification is for a speed below 35 w.p.m. 
you may try later for endorsement stickers.
Code practice is sent daily by WlAW at 0030 and 0230 

GMT, simultaneously on ail listed c.w. frequencies. At 
0030 GMT Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, speeds are 
15 20 25 30 and. 35 w.p.m.; on Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
and Sundays, speeds are 5 10 13 20 and 25 w.p.m. For
practice purposes, the order of words in each line may be 
reversed during the 5 through 13 w.p.m. tests. At 0030 
GMT daily, speeds are 10 13 and 15 w.p.m. The 0230- 
0320 GMT runs are omitted four times each year, on desig
nated nights when Frequency Measuring Tests are made 
in this period. To permit improving your fist by sending 
in step with Wl AW (but not on theairh and to allow check
ing strict accuracy of your copy on certain tapes note the 
GMT dates and texts to be sent in the 0230-0320 GAIT 
practice on those dates:
Date Subject of Practice Text from Oct. QST 

Dec. 5; It Seems to Us, p. 9 
Dec. 8: Key Clickst, p. 11
Dec. 16: Yagi vs. Quad, p. 20
Dec. 20: V.F.O. Stability . . . , p. 26
Date Subject of Practice Text from Understanding Ama

teur Radio, First Edition
Dec. 28: Linear and Nonlinear Circuits, p. 57
Dec, 30: Mixer Circuits, p. 58

WlAW SCHEDULE, DECEMBER 1966
The ARRL Maxim Memorial Station welcomes visitors. Operating-visiting hours are Monday through Friday 

3 p.m.-3 a.m. EST, Saturday 7 p.m.-2:30 a.m. EST and Sunday 3 p.m.-10:30 p.m. EST. The station address is 225 
Main Street, Newington, Conn, about 7 miles south of Hartford. A map showing local street detail will be sent 
upon request. The station will be closed December 25 and 26.

GMT* Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

0000
0030

.........
Gode Practice Daily110-13

RTTY OBS3-7
and 15 w.p.m.

0100 C.W. OBS1 C.W. DBS1 C.W. OBS1 C.W. OBS1 C.W. OBS1 C.W. OBS1
0120-02004 7.080 3.555 7.080« 3.S556 7.080

0200 Phone OBS1 2 Phene OBS2 Phone OBS2 Phone OBS2 Phone OBS2 Phone OBS2
0205-0230*
0230

......... .........  3.945 50.7 145.6 1.82
Code Practice Dally! 15-35 w.pm. TThSat., 5-25 w.pm. MWFSun.

3.945

0330-04004 3.555 7.080 1.805 7.080 3.555
0400 RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3

0410-0430*
0430 Phone OBS2

3.625
’.Phone OBS2

14.095
Phone OBS2

7.045
Phone OBS2

Í 4.095
Phone O BS2

3.625
Phone OBS2

0135-0500*  
0500 C.W. OBS1

7.255
C.W. OBS1

3.945
C.W. OBS1

7.255
C.W. OBS1

3.945
C.W. OBS1

7.255
C.W. OBS1

0530-0600*
0600-0700
0700-0800
2000-2100

.........

14.280

3.555«
7.080
3.945
21/285

7.080«
3.945
7.255
14.095

3.555
3.555
3.945
21/285

7.255
7.255
3.555
14.280

3.555
7.080
3.945

2100-2200 14.100 11.280 14.100 14.280 14.100
2300-2345 7.255 21/286 21.16 21/28° 7.255

1 C.W.OBS (bulletins, 18 w.p.m.) and code practice on 1.805,3.555, 7.08,14.1, 21.075, 50.7 and 145.6 Me.
2 Phone OBS (bulletins) on 1.82, 3.945, 7.255, 14.28, 21.41, 50.7 and 145.6 Me.
3 RTTY OBS (bulletins) on 3.625,7.015 and 14.095 Me. 170/850 cycle shift optional in RTTY general operation.
4 Starting time approximate. Operating period follows conclusion of bulletin or node practice.
5 Operation will be on one of the following frequencies: 21.075, 21.1.21.41, 28.08 or 28.7 Me.
6 WlAW will listen in the novice segments for Novices on band indicated before looking for other contacts.
7 Bulletin sent with 170-cycle shift, repeated with 850-cycIe shift.

Maintenance Staff: Wis QIS WPR NRG. * Times/days in GMT. General operating frequencies approximate.
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S^StraysSf

An amateur radio exhibit was set up by the Ottawa Ama
teur Radio for Scouting 66 for a Boy Scout Display and 
Exhibition held in Ottawa, Canada. Actually, it was a 
joint exhibit with the Boy Scouts World Bureau with the 
objective being to promote interest in amateur radio in 
general and in the annual Boy Scout Jamboree-on-the-air. 
Nearly 60,000 people attended the show and the amateur 
radio station was one of the most popular exhibits. Shown 
in the photograph are VE3DFM (seated), VE3EWE 

(center), and VE3CDG.

Pioneer speakers at an Antique Wireless Association 
historical meet at the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia are 
(I. to r.) Clarence Tuska, co-founder of ARRL, Paul Godley 
leading participant in the 1921 trans-atlantic tests, and, 
Roland Bourne, W1ANA, Curator of the ARRL Museum. 
The two-day series of programs included papers on early 
tube development, history of old NAA, Grebe receivers 
and pioneer telegraph equipment. In addition there were 
demonstrations of early amateur detectors and audio 
amplifiers which aroused considerable interest. Other 
speakers for the occasion were curators from the Smith
sonian and Dearborn Science museums. (Photo courtesy 

Bruce Kelley, W2IC0

The Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, too. It’s 
06111.

Here's Hugo Van Paassen, WN6SLU, the first amateur 
to qualify for the ’’Mighty Midget" award. (See QST, 
February 1966, p. 54.) Hugo completed his 10-watter 
just prior to receiving his Novice license, which arrived in 
March. Just about four weeks were required to work 10 
different ARRL sections and receive the QSLs. All of 
Hugo’s contact stock place on 40 meters. Quoting from 
his letter,"The whole trick in making contacts is in waiting 
for the local QRM to die down, usually after midnight 
local time on a weekday night when school is in session. 
Also, the skip has to be working well, and there should be 
no electrical storms within several thousand miles. All 
three of these conditions are satisfied about once a week 
and then, look out!" Hugo's contacts include both sides 
of the country and, for far out DX, he submitted a QSL 
from Pago Pago, American Samoa. Well done WN6SLU!

Along about this time of year the Jr. Operator be
gins to think more about Christmas vacation and 
hamming it up rather than his school work. If his 
English teacher gave a punctuation assignment he. 
might work cross-band — his lesson with his hobby. 
Here is an example:
. (period) — Bird’s eye view of a vertical antenna. 
— (dash) — Horizontal 40-meter antenna.
- (hyphen) — Horizontal 20-meter antenna.
[ ] (brackets— A broken 6-meter Squalo.
( ) (parenthesis) — Two mobile whips traveling in 

opposite directions.
: : (two colons) — Tube socket.
? (question mark) — A 10-meter whip that has hit a 

bridge.
I (exclamation point) — A 10-meter whip that hasn’t 

hit a bridge.
/ (slant bar) — Vertical antenna on the side of a hill.

(at mark) — A rhombic, of course.
QRM, what else?

(from Autocall)
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• All operating amateurs are invited to 
report to the SCM on the first of each 
month, covering station activities for 
the preceding month. Radio Club news 
is also desired by SCMs for inclusion in 
these columns. The addresses of all 
SCMs will be found on page 6.

W3PVY 5. WA3BZO 4. W3ID 3. W3ADE 2. W3BKF 2, 
W3HNP 2. W3NNL 2, WA3CKA 1, K3NZD 1.

MARYLAND-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—SCM, 
Bruce Bovd, W3QA—SEC: W3CVE. RMs: K3JYZ. K3- 
OAE, W3PRC, W3UE, W4ZNW. PAM’s: W3JZY, K3- 
LFD.

ATLANTIC
DELAWARE—SCM, Rov 

K3NYG. RM: W3EEB.

DIVISION
A. Belair. W31YE—SEC:

Net 
MDD 
MDDS 
MEPN

MEPN 
MSTN

Freq. 
3643 
3643 
3820 
3820 
1700Z 
50150

Time 
0000Z 
0130Z 
2200Z

I700Z 
OHIOZ

S-S 
Daily 23 27 1.2

Net
DEPN
DrfMN
Dover 6 & 2

Freq. 
3905 kc. 
50.4 Me. 
50.4 Me.

Local Time
1800
2100
2100

Day

Tue.
Wed.

Renewal: W3RDZ as OO. K3ZMI reports from Ottawa U., 
Ottawa. Kans. WA3DYG has a new kw. generator emer
gency operation. WA3DUM’s dad is WA3DUH. noi WA3- 
OUH as previously reported. Re HamQuest 07. Join one 
of the following groups: Kent County ARC meets the 2nd 
Tue. of each month at 8 p.m. at the Kent County Court 
House, Dover. The Six and Two ARC meets the 1st Tue. 
of’ each month in Dover, W3UDR secy. The Delaware 
ARC meets the 2nd Tue. of each. month at 8 p.m. at N.C. 
Co. Engrg. Bldg, on the Kirkwood Highway, The First 
•State ARC meets the 4th Thurs. of each month at 8 p.m. 
;.i.t the WDEL transmitter site on Bhiplv Rd. Traific: W3- 
EEB 160. WA3DUM 6, WA3CRU 3. K3NYG 2, WA3DYG 
1. W3HKS 1, W3IYE 1.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Allen R. Brein- 
er, W3ZRQ—SEC: W3ELI. RMs: W3CBH. K3YVG, K3- 
MVO. W3EML. PAMs: W3FGQ, W3SAO. New appoint
ments: WA3ERA as EC for Pike county; K3RTX, WA3- 
AIB and W A3 AFI as ORSs; W3FGQ’and WA3EEC as 
OVSh. Amateurs interested in traffic work will be wel
comed to the Penn. Training and Traffic Nel (PTTN) 
nightly on 3610 kc. at 2230Z.'The PTTN had a QNI oi 
363 with QTC 266. EPA C.W. Net had QNI 308 and QTC 
380. EPA Emergency Phone and Traffic Net had QNT 661 
and QTC 303. New Gear Dept.; K3VRP/K3WKG have 
an HBR KW; WA3GIW an HT-32A and SX-101A; 
K3FLT RTTY gear; WA3BSV a 20-meter inverted "V”; 
K3MVO a Drake R4A receiver; K3DSM an HRO-500; 
WA3FGS a 20-meter beam and SB-301 and SB-401. WA3- 
AFI now has a ist-class commercial ticket. WN3GHP, 
stationed at Great Lakes. 111., is looking fnr EPA stations 
on 7.154 kc, from the Sunbury area. K3RTR assisted oper
ations at NSS during Armed Forces Day.. W3NNL hopes 
to make DXCC before his 20 years are up. Nets now be
ing organized: c.d. in Bucks County, see W3BTJR : .'-REC 
in Dauphin County, see K3HHB: club and AREC in 
Cumberland (county, see K3YRM : RTTY” traffic net. see 
K3YVG. Visiting hams: WB6BBO and CM visited W3- 
OUL. W3EML attended the Great Lakes Division Con
vention. W3VR attended the Antique Radio Conference, 
Franklin Institute, W3AES visited K3KDP/WA3AAZ. W3- 
OY attended the Roanoke Valiev ARC meeting. New club 
officers: North Penn ARC— K3ROK. pres.: K3HNW, vice- 
pres.; W3ADX. secy.: K3OZB. treas. Penn Wireless ARC

K3BNS. pres,; W3LCY, \ice-prps.; K3AHH, secy.; 
K3JQH. treas, Delaware U’higb ARC—W3TZT. pres.; 
WA3BME. vice-pres,; WA3BQX. secy.: WA3ATK. treas, 
Abington ARC—WA3CNC. pres.: W3VAP. vice-pres. K3- 
MDG has been discharged from the V.A. Hospital and 
moved to Lansdale. WA3CFU is a senior at West Pittston 
High. We’ll soon close the books for 1966, a banner year 
for EPA. XYL K3NZD and I extend Season's Greetings 
and a prosperous '67 to mH. Traffic: WSCVL 3023. W3- 
EML 1072. K3MYS 685, W3VR 658. K3MVO 290, K3PTE 
286. WA3ATQ 241. WA3CTP 218. K3YVG 190. W3FGQ 
163, W3AEQ 134. WA3AJT 129. WA3BSV 102. W3AIZ 92. 
W3K.TJ 88. W3CBH 82. W3MPX 76. W3ZRQ 75. WA3AFI 
72. K3TNL 54. K3FSV 53, WA3BYH 51. W3VAP 49. 
W3JKX 38. K3WAJ 35. W3OY 34. WA3AJT 30, WA3FWT 
29. WA3CFU 28. W3FAF 25. K3RTX 25. W3AES 23, 
WA3CCC 22, K3KTH 21. WA3BBT 19. WA3ATB 18. K3- 
KKO 18, K3MDG 12. K3PWM 11. W3ELI 10, K3MHD 10. 
W3WEU 8, W3BUR 7, WA3EMY 6. K3HHB 6. W30ML 5,
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Appointments; All active OESs have received new cer- 
iiheates as OVS. K3OAE is the new KM lor MDD. W2- 
N1Y/3 was appointed OO. K3URE is a new OBS; WA3- 
EEQ a new ORB. New Gear: WA3CBC is on with a 
Clegg 66er. Operation'. WA3EOP and WA3ELA swapped 
Novic? for lech : both are active on 6 meters. WA3EOP is 
trying to get IL of M. station, W3EAX, into MSTN. W3- 
JZY is working s.s.b. on the lower hands hut will be back 
on v.h.f. cuiue winter. WA3CFK is publishing the .MDD 
Flyer and reports the Cumberland Valley Two-Meter Net 
Ims been reactivated on 145.62 Me. Sat. at 2200 local time. 
K8KZF/3 is organizing a Post Office Net (PON) in 
Maryland. K3CYA tagged a Russian intruder in the 14- 
Mc. band. New QTH; K3EJF is at Elk Neck State Park 
with the Maryland Park Service at North East. General 
Interest: W3ODQ, W3ECP and WA3BNL were among the 
8l)0-plus hams enjoying the 'Foundation Hamfest at 
Gaithersburg. W3KKY and W3QA gave a demonstration 
of antique detectors at the Antique Wireless Association 
National Meet in Philadelphia Sept. 24, The power com
pany cured a power leak that gave K3LLR bad QRM on 
6 meters, WA3BYW is working on his ORS application. 
W3TMZ has been busy helping several nearby hams with 
antenna installations. After 3 weeks vacation W3MCG is 
raring to go for fall/winter activities. Silent Kev (reported 
by W3ECP): W3PBW died Sept. 3. Traific: (Sept.) 
W3TN 162. WA3CFK 145. WA3BTA 128. W3LBC 120, 
K3LFD 107. K3GZK 99. K3JYZ 99, WA3EEQ 79, K3OAE 
48. W3PRC 44. WA3CVM 36. W3PQT 30. W3ZNW 23. 
WA3BNL 21, W3ECP 20, WA3CBC 16. WA3ERL 14. K3- 
URE 10, WA3EOP 9. W3MCG 9. K3ZIX 8. WA3CEK 5. 
K3NCM 5. WA3FXJ 4. (Aug.) W3PQT 216, K8MZY/3 
200, WA3BDK 22, WA3BYW 3.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM. Edward G. 
Baser. W2ZI-SEC: W2BZJ, RMs: WA2BLV. WA2UPC. 
PAM: W2ZI. The Combined SNJ/NN.T ARPSC and 
NJPN Net Dinner at Bhares Tavern. Sept. 17 was a big 
success with some 42 present, The »SJRA 50th Anniversary 
Dinner .Sept, 10 had over 400 present. A fine report was 
received from WB2VVJ on AREC activities in his area. 
He reports a new v.h.f. net now is operating Fri. at 2000 
on «50.9 Me. WR2VFX also sent in a very comprehensive 
DES report. New OVS certificates have now been sent tu 
former OESs. K2BG has been appointed OO Class II and 
IV. SEC W2BZJ sent a letter to all ECs stating his aims 
and hopes for building up a strong AREC and v.h.f. net 
group in S.N.J, Over 300 attended the SCARA Picnic at 
Egg Harbor Lake. Aug. 28. WA2UPC sent in a written 
report on the SNJ/NNJ combined meeting held near 
Freehold prior to the SET. Arthur Linsinbilger, blind 
operator of Trenton, recently received the call WB2YPU 
und will be on the air soon with a 6-meter rig, K2ARY 
sent his OBS transmissions faithfully, as did WB2SBD. 
WA2DVU is the new NCS for NJPN. Thurs. W2QJO is 
now using n rhombic on 20 meters. W2HAZ is back on 
N.TN after 8 years, WA2UPC entered Trenton .Junior Col
lege. The DVRA held its Annual Clam Bake at the club 
grounds. WB2FJE is a new member of NJPN. WA2WLN 
is a new ORS, N.TN reports for Aug., 31 sessions and 212 
traffic. Traffict (Sept.) WA2BLV 229, WA2UPC 122. W2- 
YPZ 79. WR2TEN .58. W2RG 31. W2ZI 30. K2SHE 18, 
WB2YCT 17. WA2DVU 10. W2BET 8. WA2KAP 7. W2BZJ 
6, WB2SBD 6. W2HAZ 4. (Aug.) WA2BLV 147, WB2TEN 
115, WA2WLN 12. WB2SBD 9.

WESTERN NEW YORK—SCM, Charles T. Hansen, 
K2HUK—SEC: W2RUF. PAM: W2PVI. RMs: W2EZB 
and W2FEB. NYS C.W. Net meets nn 3670 kc. at 1900; 
ESS on 3590 kc. at 1800; NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. at 2200



GMT; NYS C.D. an 3510.5 and 3993 kc. <s.s.b) at 0900 
Sun. and 3510 kc. at 1930 Wed.; TCPN 2nd Call Area on 
3970 kc. at 0045 and 2345 GMT; NYS County Net on 3510 
kc. Sun. at 1000 and 2400 GMT on Mon. Congratulations 
to W2OE on making the BPL. WA2AWK has been ap
pointed EC for Onandaga County. K2ISO renewed as EC 
tor Wyoming County. Our SEC, W2RUF, is actively re
cruiting ECs from those areas not represented or whose 
present EC is inactive. Your club is invited to make 
recommendations directly to her. The new official V.H.K. 
Station appointments are now available. Write to K2HUK 
if you are interested. We are attempting to form a state
wide v.h.f. traffic net with liaison to NYS C.W. and 
NYSPTEN. Anyone who feels that he could be helpful 
in organizing this system is invited to contact either 
K2HUK or W2RUF. The Syracuse V.H.F. round-up was 
well attended and the fine technical talks by W1HDQ, 
W3SDZ and W2IMU were pell worth the trip. F.m. opera
tion on 146.94 Ale. (wide-band) continues to snowball as 
tar as activity is concerned. F.m. repeaters are springing 
up in all likely and unlikely places. The f.m. group is at
tempting to coordinate effort in order to present a unified 
proposal to the FCC for a rules change in order to extend 
the usefulness of this mode for emergency operations. 
W2EUP, 505 Main St.. Ebenezer, N.Y., has agreed to 
continue to act as coordinator. This year’s SET Was the 
best ever. W2SEI has accepted appointment to the East
ern Area staff on NTS. W2RUF spoke at a recent RAGS 
meeting on AREC. WA2HKS spoke to the LARA on 
closed circuit TV. K2LCT spoke to the GRAMS on 
‘Hints and Kinks.” WA2KND spoke to the SI ARC on 
RTTY. The SIARC elected WB2LZM, pres.; K2BWK. 
vice-pres.; WB2YHD, secy.; WA2BMM, treas. The 
A RATS Club 2-meter project is rolling again. Chemung 
County AREC is offering a certificate to all amateurs who 
work five members on 2 or 6. SASE to WA2ZBD. Traf
fic: W2OE 413. K2SEI 405. K2SSX 242, W2RUF 194. 
K2KTK 143, W2AE/2 115, WB2GAL 88. W2FEB 61. WB2- 
RHJ 59. WA2UFI/4 43, K2IMI 30. W2RQF 30. K2OFV 
25. K2RYH 25, K2MQN 23. K2DNN 19. WB2OMY 18, 
WB2NNA 16. WB2IJF 15. W2PNW 14. W2FCG 12, WB2- 
OYE 8, W2TPV 6, WB2NZA 5.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Robert Bl. 
Gawryla W3NEM—SEC: K3KM0. PAM (v.h.f.): K3VPI. 
RMs: W3KUN, K3SOH, W3MFB, W3UHN. Traffic nets: 
WPA. 3585 kc. daily 0000 GMT and KSSN, 3585 kc. Mon. 
through Fri. 2330 GMT. New General Class ticket holders 
are WA3ELB and WA3GEF. K3SMB has a new Lafayette 
HA-410. K3ZHH and WA3BGE are National Merit Schol
arship semi-finalists. W3LMG and W3PNI have moved 
into the Cumberland Valley. K3ZUZ was named to head 
up the MARS station at Letterkenny Army Depot. WPA 
welcomes K3RZE, ORS, who moved from EPA to WPA. 
K3HKK now is on the air with new RTTY equipment. 
K3HKK/3 scored 14,280 points during the Sept. V.H.F. 
QSO Party. K3CXZ now has a "halo-on-a-hearse” for a 
>t‘cond 6-meter mobile station. The Two Rivers Amateur 
Radio Club reports via Spark Gap that its Second An
nual Corn Roast at Renzio Park was a great success. Tlie 
Nittany Amateur Radio Club reports the Ninth Annual 
Pennsylvania QSO Party was a gigantic success and 
wishes to thank all Pennsylvania hams for their help. 
K3EXE and WA3EPQ have found new adventures on 
2-meter c.w. K3CFA increased his 2-meter standing dur
ing the opening the first part of Sept. Endorsements: 
K3JCZ and K3SID as ECs; K3EDO as OBS: K3FF.T as 
()(); W3BOZ and W3TAS as OPSs: W3C A. W3KQD, 
W3KUN. W3LOD and W3RUL as ORSs. Most of the in
formation for this column is taken from club bulletins 
and newsletters. Tf vour club and club members would 
like to he represented here, please send information to 
vour SCM, 1463 N. Allen St,. State College. Pa. 16801, 
Traffic: W3NEM 229. W3KUN 106, W3LOS 83. WA3AKB 
77 W3BLZ 73. K3PYS 55. WA3AKH 31. K3SOH 31, 
K3KMO 20. K3RZE 20. W3OEO 17. W3ELZ 7. WA3DWQ 
6. W3YA 6. WA3EPQ 5, W3GJY 5. K3CXZ 4. W4ZAU/3 4.

CENTRAL DIVISION
ILLINOIS—SCM. Edmond A. Metzger. W9PRN— 

SEC: W9RYU. RM: WA9GUM. PAMs: W9VWJ. WA9- 
CCP and W9KLB, (v.h.f.). Cook County EC: W9HPG. 
Net reports:

gaiuou Valley Radio Club, Inc., are W9GEG, W9UYP, 
WA6GUM and W9RZC. From early reports received, the 
SET on Oct. 8 and 9 had many participants. Also re
ceived were numerous announcements of code and theory 
classes nonducted by the various clubs of the section. 
Those interested should contact the clubs for schedules, 
K9MD0, WA9NJB, W9RSV and WA9NIP were elected 
officials of the Worth Township Amateur Radio Club 
WA9ERH’s new QTH is tlie University of Detroit. K9- 
QOQ has moved to South Bend where lie has accepted 
an electrical engineer position with Bendix. WA9JJE has a 
new tilt-over tower. W9GRJ was named Ham of the 
Month by the Tri-'Town Radio Amateurs Club. K9FI1V 
has moved from Murphysboro to Granite City. K9AVD 
has enrolled at the University of Illinois, at Urbana. 
K9PEN, W9LRI. WA9CCQ, WA9EXZ, WA9JLQ and W9- 
MNL are the newly-elected officers of the Chicago Sub
urban Radio Association. The Ninth Regional Net had a 
traffic count of 445 for Sept., according to RM/9RN 
W9QLW. The Starved Rock Radio Club banqueted W9- 
VOK Oct. 10 upon his 25th anniversary as a. radio ama
teur. W9YH has installed a new Zepp 130 in Height. WA9- 
EPH received his A-l Operator certificate. K9PPX has a 
new TA-36 beam. A new DXCC member is K9AXS. 
WA9KKM has a new Drake R4 receiver. WA9LYV is now 
a General Class licensee. W9LNQ ‘vacationed in VP7- 
Land. W9CWH gave a talk at Northwest ARC on emer
gency operations and message-handling. WA9CCP is the 
only recipient of the BPL award this month. Traffic: 
(Sept.) WA9CCP 526. K9KZB 252, W9AXR 216. W9EVJ 
200, WA9GUM 175. WA9MHU 104. W9DOQ 99. WN9SPA 
98, W9ELL 92. K9AVQ «3. W9NXG 80. WA9SEO 69, 
K9BTE 62. W9HOT 58. WN9RSN 49. WA9MRU 26. W9- 
IDY 22. W9PRN 20. WA9NFS 19. K9HSK 16. WA9RLA 
14. W9HJM 9. WA9HSZ 5. WA9FIH 4. W9LNQ 4, W9YH 
1. (Aug.) W9YH 23. ORAS 1.

INDIANA—SCM, Mrs. M. Roberta Kroulik. K9IVG— 
Asst. SCM: Ernest Nichols, W9YYX. SEC: K9WET.

Nd

TSN
QIN

Freq. Time
391Ö 1330Z Daily 2300Z M-F
3910 0000Z Daily 2130ZM-8
3656 0000Z Daffy

Seyt.ifc .Mgr
213 K9IVG
358 K9CRS
122 W9HRY

W9PMT, mgr. of the Hoosier v.h.f. nets reports Sept.
traffic of 48. K9DHC, mgr. of RFN, reports Sept, traffic 
of 32. W9QLW, RM of 9RN, reports Indiana was repre
sented 100% in Sept. QIN Honor Roll: K9VHY 27. K9- 
HYV 20, K9RLW 20, W9HRY 18, K9WWJ 18. K9JDK 16, 
W9BDP 15, W9ZYK 15. K9EFY. mgr. of IPON, reports 
Sept, traffic of 21. WA9FGT and WA9FXE have built a
kw. linear. W9PMT is the new mgr. of the Hoosier v.h.f. 
nets and K9DHC is the new mgr. of RFN. Welcome to 
W9.TVV and WA9SGA, both from W5-Land, to the Terre 
Haute area. W90IP has put up new antennas for 40 and 
75 meters. Welcome to WN9TUD. of Evansville, who has 
received his Novice Class license. The Tri-State ARC 
transmitter hunt was very successful. WA9FHF is now on 
with a Sw?ui 240, WA9BNX is enjoying a Swan 350 and 
WA9MFY is working a lot. of DX with the Drake line. 
K9URA is building an HB receiver; started out. with 6 
tubes and is now up to 14 tubes,Amateur radio exists 
because. of the service it renders. W9.TUK made the BPL. 
K9.TDK is hack on the air with the Drake twins, and 
proud of his Al Operator certificate. Traffic: (Sept) 
W9.JUK 565. K9TBG 405. WA9OYI 310, W9ZYK 231 W9- 
HRY 171. WA1DAG/9 132. K9HYV 108. W9UB 70 K9CRS 
68, K9FZX 56. W9QLW 54. WA9FDQ 50. K9RWQ 47. 
WA9BWY 42. K9VHY 42. K9JDK 38. WA9JHH 35, W9- 
PMT 32. W9CC 31, K9EFY 30. W9SNQ 30. WA9BGI 29 
K9JDK 27, W9MM 27, W9YYX 25. W9FWH 21. K9DHN 
20. W9DKR 19. K9FTIJ 17. W9RTH 16. W9GFS 14 K9- 
BSL 13. WA9BWT 12. WA9LUG 12. WA9BHG 11 WA9- 
CFW 11. WA9NGN 10. W9BDP 9. K9EOR 9 KOILK 9 
K9LZJ/9 8. W9LG 7. WA9.TTX 6, W9D0K 5. AV9FZW 5*  
K9UEO 5, W9DZC 4. W9EJW 4. WA9G.TZ 3, W9CMT 2*  
K9YFT 2. (Aug.) WA9BWY 50. K9RLW 30. WA9LGQ 24^ 
W9CMT 1.

\’et Freq. Times Days Tfc.
IEN 3940 I400Z Sun. No report
(LN 3760 Daily 211
MCPN 3915 1200Z Mon.-Sat. 187
NCPN 3915 1700Z Mon.-Sat. 206
n,b PON 3925 1700 Mon.-Fri. 303
(f,L PON 50.28 2000 Mon. & Thurs. o 2
ILL PON 145.5 2000 M-W-F 58
TNT Net 145.36 2100 Sun.-Fri. 174

The Illinois gang is sorry to hear that W9IBI is hos
pitalized with a serious heart attack. However, his con
dition is reportedly improving. New officers of the San-

WISCONSIN—SCM, Kenneth A. Ebnefer. K9GSC— 
SEC: K9ZPP. RM: WA9MI0. PAMs: K9HJS, K9TMR 
and W9NRP. New appointment: K9WXS as EC for Dane 
county. W9YT has rebuilt much of its gear and added 
RTTY. New officers of the MRAC are K9ZPP pres ' 
K9WIG and WA9JLU, vice-pres.; W9CUW. treas • Wnl 
KLK. seev.: W9GPI, W9NLY, W9LCD. K9CMX. W9ATK 
and 9LVR, directors. Hope that "W9ZB is enjoying his 
new QTH in Florida along with W9KJW, W9TCD and 
W9QYW, all transferred there recently. W9SQM has his 
HT-30 driving a. 4-400-kw. amplifier. W9REO has re
ceived his General Class license. W9TDG is active with an 
NC-300 and Johnson 200 Invader. W9EWC is getting 20- 
mile QSOs on ham TV. K9GDF led the OOs with 11 
notices in Sept• WA9GJIJ received a BPL certificate for 
June traffic. WA9DWZ is active in Public Service activity 
aiding the Greenfield PD. WA9TZK reports the Rock
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County Emergency Net on 145.3 Me. Sun. ut 0130 GMT is 
doing very well. Net reports :

AVI Freq. Time Days Sers. QNI QTC Mqr.
BEN HUM kc. I300Z Mon.-Sat. 26 250 44 WON HP
KEN 31185 kc. IxuuZ Dcilv K9H.IH
WSBN 3985 kc. 33I5Z Dailv 29 1(151 312 M11MR
WIN 3652 kc. M15Z Dailv WA9MIO
•SWRN 50.4 Me. 0300Z Mon.-Hat. W9CIU

Traffic; (Sept.) WA9NPB 188, W9DYG 174, W9KQB 133, 
KlH.Mlt 108. W9AOW 94, W9CBE 78, W9YT 75. K9GDF 
74. WA9NFG 62, WA9QKP 57. W9NRP 49, WA9NVY 43. 
W9KTP 37. WA9KBF 36, K9UTQ 31. W9AYK 28. WA9- 
GJU 26, W9HPC 18, W9HQT 18. WA9NDV 18, WA9KFL 
17, WA9DWZ 15. K9PKQ 15. K9FHI 12. K9QKÜ 11. W9- 
LWY 9. W9HWQ 8, K9GSC 6. W9OTL 5, W9IRZ 4, 
W0SQM 2. K9ZMS 2, K0OSC 1. (Aug.) WA9DWZ 1. 
(June) WA9GJU 156.

DAKOTA DIVISION
MINNESOTA—¡SCM, Herman R. Kopischke, Jr., 

W0TCK—SEC: WA0IEF. RMs: W0I8J. WA0EPX. 
PAMs: K0QBI. WA0JKT, W0HEN. WA0DWM. MSN 
meets daily on 3595 kc. at 0030Z. MJN meets M-S nn 3595 
kn, at 0100Z. Noon MSPN meets M-8 on 3820 kc. at 18.50Z 
and Sun. at 1500Z. Evening MSPN meets daily on 3820 kc. 
at 2400Z. MSTN meets M-F on 50,4 Me. at O430Z and Sat 
at 0200Z. The PO Net meets Sun. on 3812 kc. at 1830Z. 
The SSB Net. on 3805 kc., has been reactivated and will 

? met at 1730Z. Appointments renewed: W0ISJ as RM 
KOORK as ORS. W0PHD as OVS. WA0IAAV as ORS. 
W0YC as ORS. W0HEN as OPS/EC/ORS/PAM. New 
appointments: WA0BJY as EC. The C.W. Net members, 
in a recent election, voted by a close margin to continue 
the MSN and MJN operations on 3595 kc. rather than 
move to a different frequency. WA0KFJ has a new TO 
keyer. WA0IEF has now worked Alaska to qualify for his 
WAS certificate, W0PET is teaching electronics in Min
neapolis. WA0KWO and WN0NJF held a six-hour QSO 
■ ■n 15 meters recently. They wonder if this mav be a 
record of some sort. W0UNC. WA0BJY, W0FZ and 
W0GKD are active on 2 in the Duluth area. The Roches
ter ARC is sponsoring a Novice study class. A new 100-ft. 
tower graces the penthouse on top of the Olmstead Co. 
Court House in Rochester, topped by 2- and 6-meter 
antennas. K0QBI has a new 50-ft. Rohn tower. K0YOF 
has a tower 76 feet above ground supporting a 6-meter 
beam and W0TCK finallv got his 125-ft. tower up. A 
BPL award went to WA0EDN. Traffic: (Sept.) WA0.TKT 
215. WA0EDN 154. WA0EPX 127. WAOKFJ 71. WA0- 
DVH 66i W0TCK 39. W0ISJ 38. K0ZRD 33. WA0LOH 
31, WA0KQU 28. WA0JPR 20. K0FLT 19. WA0TEF 18, 
K0ICG 16, K0AQT/0 15, K0IGZ 11. WA0MJF 11. 
W0HMX 11, WA0DFT 10, WA0MMV 9. K0ORK 8, 
WA0LOB 5. W0KLG 4, WA0LMK 4, K0SXQ 4, W0- 
SZJ 3. (Aug.) WA0IEF 20.

NORTH DAKOTA—SCM, Harold L. Sheets, W0DM
SEC: WA0AYL. The Minot Amateur Assn, held a 

Halloween Party. W0HVA. W0HJU, K0HFK and WA0- 
ELN have been busy on 2 meters and K0CLD will be on 
sonu. W0H.TTT and W0HVA are working with 1296 Me. 
The Grand Forks gang is bark on 2 meters with several 
fixed and mobile stations on the air. W0DM has a new 
ground-plane up on the brace of his beam. The BARK 
group at Bismarck is active again. WA0EWW is on the 
air with a Galaxy 300. K0QYD should bp back at his 
home QTH by now. WA0OAT has an HT-32 on the air 
in his new location. WA0MS.T is on s.s.b. now with a 
Pacemaker. W0PQW is nn his annual goose-hunting ex
pedition into Canada. WA0DVT has a new Water’s Cnm- 
prrxsttr on the air. The Fnrx Amateur Radio Club is 
meeting at the home of KOO YE and WN0PPK. The 
dub publication, The- Feedline., is being published again 
and a bang-up auction sale is in the making. WA0MND, 
Fveita. was in St. Lukes Hospital in Fargo tor check-up 
but has returned home much better, OM W0EF.T was a 
guest nt WAOGRX’s home. W0KON is living at Coopers
town and busy with NTS on c.w. The Forx Amateur 
Radio Club received recognition for flood work at a local 
Bed Cross -Dinner. Traffic: W0KON/0 77, K0ITP 56, 
WA0AYL 10. W0DM 10, WA0GRX 3.

SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM, Seward P. Holt, K0TXW
SEC: WOSCT. New officers of the Sioux Falls Amateur 

Radio Club are W0OXTJ, pres,: K0EEZ. vice-pres.: W0- 
RRN, secy.; Bill White (license coming) treas. K0PDW 

moving to Las Vegas: New Mex. K0LKH and his XYL 
have returned to Rapid City for the final year at the 
School of Alines. WA0AOY is assembling an SB-ini) in 
his spare time. The So. Dak. S.S.B. Net reports 928 QNI. 
138 QTC for Sept. So, Dak. C.W. Net reports 44 QNI 
and 10 QTC in ten sessions in Sept. K0GSY is off the air 
with receiver troubles and other interests. Traffic: WO
SCT 63. KOVYY 38. WA0LLG 34. W0FJG 8. WA0BMG 
5. W0RWN 5. K0KOY 4, K0TNM 3, WA0CKH 2, 
K0JGM 2, WA0MWN 3.
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DELTA DIVISION
ARKANSAS—SCM. Don Whitnev. K5GKN—SEC: 

WA5KTX. PAM: WA5GPO. RM: K5TYW. NMs: WA5- 
1 IS, WA5HNN, W5MJ0. K5IPS. K5AJO, pres, of the Mis
sissippi County Amateur Radio Assn., reports progress 
in the club's effort to hold code and theory classes for 
citizen land licensees who desire an amateur licewse. This 
is a worthy project and 1 heartily recommend it to other 
clubs in the section. It’s good to have former Arkansas 
SCM W5DTR active again on the OZK Net. A new 
certificate - ailed the ‘ Aliev Cats” eertiticate is being 
i«sued to all stations who work WA5PPD, K5B0C, K5- 
YMU and WA5NCJ. all in Fort Smith. Net reports:

(Sept.)
Net Freq. Time
RN 3815 kc. OdOlZ
APN 3885 kc. l2<inZ
OZK 3799 kc. ntOOZ
APON 3825 kc. 2130Z
(Aug.)
RN 3815 kc. 9991Z

Day ¿»ess. QTC ONI Net Time
Dailv 30 55 636 563 Min.
Mon.-Sat. 26 81 885 1684 Min.
Daily 29 58 153 605 Min.
Mon.-Fri, 22 187 244 660 Min.

Daily 31 43 660 599 Min.

Traffic: W5OBD 532, W5M.JO 301, WA5KEF 193, W5NND 
147, W5CAF 43, K5EDH 30, K5TYW 19, W5YM 13, WA5- 
KAK 12, K5GKN 11, W5DTR 7.

LOUISIANA—SCM, J. Allen Swanson, Jr.. W5PM— 
RM: W5CEZ. V.H.F. PAMs: W5UQR, WA5DXA.

Net 
LAN 
Delta 75 
LAPON

Freq. 
3615 
3999 
3879

Days 
Daily 
Sun. 
Sun.

Time Net Mar.
0039 WA5FNB
1339 WA5EVTÎ
1300 W5KC

WA5KTW now has a new HQ-50 and reports into the 
.Delta 75 and RPEN. WN5QMM replaced his CB call with 
a ham call. W5CKP has been teaching radio theory. 
WA5IMF and WA5CAV are in college, in the SET Louisi
ana LAN. Delta 75 and local nets were all active. Ham- 
Quest 67 was presented to the GNARC at its September 
meeting. K5KQG has resigned as SEC because of a 
change in his business. W5SWS is the new secy, of the 
Chetimaehi ARC. W5PGT. a new 0RS, has designed a 
very beautiful station layout. W5PWX dropped the "N” 
from his call. WASFKF is pres, of the Bolton High RC. 
K5YWG is back at work in Alex after an injury. W5BBV 
has a new trap doublet. WN50IA passed the General 
( ‘lass exam. W5EXI has completed his Heathkit keyer. 
WA5EBO has had 6-meter equipment trouble. W5JFB 
built a new 50-Mc, s.s.b. rig from the junk box, a grid
dip meter and nut up a homebrewed skeleton shot for 2 
meters. W5CEZ has had trouble with his 200-V. WA5KLF 
is NCS of the school student net and new pres, of Monroe 
ARS. W5MCC built a communicntions truck, tlie equip
ment that is, W5UK. the GNOARC station, is in State 
RACES. WA5OCH. the club station at USWLA. is most 
active. WA5EID is working on nutting up his 15/20 beams. 
WA5HGX requests that any bams at LSUNO interested 
in forming a club please contact him. The Southwest La. 
Emergency Net meet*  Sun. at 2000Z on 3850 kc.. according 
to WA5LQZ, WA5JOL is having s.s.b. rig trouble. W5ZBC 
is sporting a new kw, final. W5A.TY edged out W5KC for 
d-vision leafier in the past DX Phone competitifon. W5- 
BÜK is Lark chasing DX and has 300 now. W5SWS and 
WA5CAU, together with W5BV. keeps 3900 hot every 
morning at 1239Z. W5MXQ reports the Jefferson ARC’« 
recent sfeakfest was a grand success, WA5LGO nut up a 
new beam and is hot after DX. Traffic: (Sept.) W5GTIP 
193. WA5.T0T, 146. W5MXQ 135. K5OKR 122. WA5FNR 
77. W5KRX 72, WA5KQN 66. W5PGT 58. W5MBC 32, 
W5 \JY 26. W5B.TG 25. W5ZBC 24. WA5T.QZ 18 WA5DXA 
8. W5MCC 8. WA5HGX 7. WA5KLF 7. W5LGO 6. WA5- 
OCH 6. W5KC 5, WA5.TVL 3. (Aug.) WA5KLF 12.

MISSISSIPPI—SCM. S. H. Hairston, W5EMM— 
«¡EC: W5.TDF. W5TZS. W5GEI, W5EPT and W5PPI arc 
doing a fine job on 3987.5 kc. Plans are in the works for a 
2-meter Mississippi net. Anyone interested, contact W5- 
EMM. WA5.TWD or W5ODV, WA5NLO is doing a fine job 
as Meridian NCS and also is working lots of 15 meters, 
W5CTTU has a fancy beam array for 29, 15, 10 and 2 
meters. W6YCS is now fixed and mobile with a new trans- 
peiver. 1V5WZ, W5OKQ, W5VRH. W5BW and many others 
are handling Jots of overseas traffic. WA2WBA/5 is a wel
come addition to all of our nets, W5.THS, as usual, is 
really dning a fine jnh handling the Gulf Coast Sideband 
Net, Check into our nets: Gulfcoast Sideband Net., daily 
at 1739 CST on 3925 kc.; Miss. Sideband Net, dailv at 
1815 CST on 3888 kc.; “Miss” C.W. Net, daily at 1845 
("'ST on 3647 kc. There are several local nets on 75 and 6 
end 2 meters. Help them out. Traffic: W5WZ 102, WA2- 
WBA/5 87, WA5OKT 23. W5BW 18, W5KDM 6.

TENNESSEE—SEC. William A. Scott. W4UVP—SEC: 
K4RCT. PAMs: W4PFP, WA4EWW. RM: K4UWH.



Net 
TP

TSSB
ETPN
TN

Frey.
3989 kc.

.3980 kc.
39X0 kc.
3635 kc.

Days 
Sun. 
M-Sat. 
Tue.-Sun. 
M-F 
Daily

Time 
I400Z 
1245Z 
0030Z 
1140Z 
0100Z 
0230Z

Suss. ONI QTC
30 1205 408

22 1074 113
22 274 46
60 344 261

The RATS is making plans for its Annual Tenn. QSO 
Party to be field in early '67. It will be better than ever. 
K4UWH reports a total of 25.600 in the W/VE Contest. 
The Delta RC manned a booth at the Southland Mall 
opening in Whitehaven with 436 QTC handled. K4SXD 
is going to xVlicrowave Repair School. Ft. Monmouth, 
N.J.. after a short stay at home. W4FLW completed an 
SB-200 for a bigger signal from Dresden. Anyone not 
receiving the Tenn. Consolidated Roster should send a 
radiogram to W4UVP. Thanks to the section for tine 
participation in SET exercise. The QSL Bureau requests 
that you send your 5x9 envelopes or your cards will be 
destroyed. W7GBL is looking for Tennessee 160-meter 
skeds. Congrats to W4PQP and W40GG on making BPL 
on originations. Traffic: W4PQP 272, K4UWH 268. W4- 
OGG 234. W4FX 179, WA4YEM 138. WA4IBZ 113. WA4- 
YDT 98, W4CXY 74. W4WBK 62. W4UVP 56. W4PFP 35, 
K4COT 24. K4UMW 21. W4TKJ 20. WA4NEC 19. W4VTS 
15. WA4CGK 11. WA4ENW 10, W4TYV 10, WA4IZB ‘J, 
W4TZB 9. W4FLW 4, WA4DBG/4 3. W4SGI 3, K4SXD 2.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION
KENTUCKY—SCM. Lawrence F. Jeffrey, WA4KF0— 

SEC: W4OYI. Appointments: W4BEJ as EC and K4- 
KIS as PAM. Endorsements: W4BEJ as OBS. K4HOE 
as EC. W4MWX as ORS, WA40MH as OVS, W4SZB as 
EC and OPS, WA4TPB as ORS.

Net Frey. Days
EMKPN 3960 M-F
MKPN 3960 Dailv
KTN 3960 Dailv
KVN/KSN 3600 Daily

EST Sess. ONI
0630 22 405
0X30 30 420
1900 30 878
1900/1700 46 327

QTC Mgr.
101 K4KIS
113 WA4KF0
261 WA4AGH
299 W4BAZ

The calls of the college club stations in Kentucky are 
St. Marv’s, WB4ABF: W. Ky. U., WB4DQM; U.K., 
W4JP; E. Ky. St., WA4MCT; U. of Lvl., WÄ4YGT: 
Murray St. WA4ZTF. The Louisville 6-Meter Net has 
been reactivated by PAM K4KZH and is now the Falls 
City Area Traffic Net and meets M-T-F. K4FPW takes 
care of V.H.F. Official Bulletins for Louisville. W4ISF 
has a new antenna system to replace the one lost in a 
wind storm. WA4WWT and WA4TTE have new keyers. 
WB4BEO is now an ARPSC member. WN4EBF is a new 
Novice in Central City. WA4GHQ reports the Lexington 
Area 6-Meter Net meets Sun. and Wed. on 50.7 Me. at 
2100 EST. A few uf those away at college are WB4AIN, 
K4HSB, K4JOP. WA4TPB, WA4UAZ. WA4YDO. Traffic: 
(Sept. ) WA4VUE 297, WA4WWT 230. WA4DYL 164, WA4- 
IIAZ 158, WA4AGH 150. WA4HJM 144. WA4KFO 105. 
K4DZM S3. K4NHY 79. K4YZU 75. WA4TPB/4 74. W4- 
BAZ 73, K4ZQR 60. W4KJP 50. W4I8F 49. K4MAN 42, 
WA4GMA 41. W4NBZ 39. W4KKG 34. WB4ACQ 32. WA4- 
IBG 32, WA4GHQ 26. W4OYI 26. W4RCE 23, K4FPW 22, 
WA4ZIR 18. K4VD0 17. WA4BZS 12. W4CDA 12. WB4- 
ATN 11, W4BTA 10. K4LOA 10, K4HOE 9. W4E0N 4. 
(Aue.) K4DZM 172. WA4ZIR 39. W4OYT 29. K4FPW 7.

MICHIGAN—SCM, Ralph P. Thetreau. W8FX— 
Asst. SCM: K. E. Stecker. W8SS. SEC: K8G0U. RMs: 
W8ELW, K8QLL. W8EU. K8KMQ. PAMs: W8CQU, K8- 
LQA, K8JED. V.H.F. PAMs: W8CVQ. WRY AN. Ap
pointments: W8ELW. W8IBB. W8ILP. K8KMQ, K8MF0, 
W8MGQ, W8OCC. K8QLL. W8RTN as ORSs; K8AQA. 
WA8CTC W8CVQ, WA8DHP. WA8DXW. WA8EFK, 
W8EMD. W8FZ. WA8GRI. W8IBB, WA8KRH. W8MBH. 
WA8OLD, K8PBA, W8PT. K8VEX, K8WXO as OVSs; 
W8AAM, W8OCC, W9JDR/8 as OPSs: W8CQB. W8ZHB 
as ECs. Silent Keys: W8AHV, W8AKR. WA8PTE. W8- 
TRP. New officers of the Southeastern Mich. ARA are 
W8KAZ, pres.; WA8RQI, vice-pres.: K8PJQ, secy.; 
WA8NYK. treas.: WA8GOE. sgt.; WA8BHW, W8HID. 
board. K8DX has a new “modern” 80-ft. 4-wire “L” 
flattop, which works as well as fancy antennas on SO. 
40 and 20! W8HKT retired Oct. 1. and received a new 
Vibroplex as a present. He will stay in Saint Joseph for 
the winter. K8PBA made the BPL on v.h.f. W8RRE is 
home recuperating from an auto accident. S.E. Midi, 
has 220 stations on 146.94-Mc. wide-band f.m., as of Aug. 
1966. W8IWF splits operating time 50-50 on c.w. and 
phone. All Michigan hams again are invited to join the 
D.P. Net on 3920 each evening, c.w., s.s.b. or a.m.. by 
W80QH. WA8ORC is now General Class. The SVARA 
(K8DAC) is buying and putting new gear in the Red 
Cross Bldg. The Elbow Benders Not meets each Fri. at 
0130 on 1XÖ6 kc. In 7 years and 20 days K8PBA finally 
worked 60 Michigan counties on 2 meters, K8GNU now is 
vice-pres. of Van Buren County ARC. WA8QHK is now 
General. The Van Buren Countv ARC now has WSJTU’s 

call, in memory of the deceased “Fausy.” The Great 
Lakes Net has been reactivated on 3932 kc. at 0230Z, K8- 
BMU NCS. W8HDI and K8ILN are loaded with red, 
white and blue ribbons—ask ’em. K8SKZ traded a Halil 
Sr-42 on the new car. WA8QCV und WA8RYW put up 
new towers. WA8MCQ needs Wyoming for WAS. WA8- 
PYL has a new Hy-Gain Monoband on 20 and says it’s 
fine tor s.s.b. and c.w. W8SWF put up a new antenna.. 
Traffic: (Sept.) W8IV 332, K8KMQ 329, WA8OGR 192, 
WA8PII 184. K8HLR 159. W8IWF 159. K8PBA 150. WA8- 
MAM 138. W8ELW 112, W8EU 80, WA8PIM 76, WA8- 
LXY 75, W8IUC 70. WA8IML 60, W8YAN 60, WA8LRC 
58. W8OQH 58, WA8QAF 54. WA8MCQ 44. WA8IAQ 42. 
W8FX 40, W8RTN 40. K8ZJU 40. K8VDA 36. W8FWQ 32. 
WA8CZJ 30. WA8JDF 28. W8PBO 22. W8UFS 21. WA8- 
PYL 20. WA8LXC 19. W8UM 19. WA8OLD 17, W8QQK 
17, W8BEZ 15, K8G0U 15, K8MF0 15. WA8ORC 15, 
K8JED 14. WA5DTR/8 12, W8SWF 12, WA8KMQ 10, 
W8DSE 8. WA8MVH 8. WA8GTM 7. K8ACN 6. WA8RVC 
6. W8HQL 5. W8ATTD 4, WA8DNZ 4, W8TBP 4. W8MRM 
3. WA8PWF 3. K8QTX 3. W8AAM 2, W8ZHB 2. (Aug.) 
WA8BJD 113. W8YAN 60, W8OQH 37, WA8xMQT 35, K8- 
ZJTT 25, K8JJC 11.

OHIO—SCM, Wilson E. Weckel, W8AL—Asst. SCM: 
J. C. Erickson. W8DAE. SEC: W8HNP. RMs: W8BZX. 
W8DAE and K8LGB. PAMs: W8VZ and K8UBK. K8UBK 
drove W8NAL and your SCM to the Findlay Hamfest 
where between 1700 anil 2000 were in attendance with 800 
amateurs registered. W8FX, Michigan’s SCM, was there, 
W8AQ spent a week in the hospital, WA8CFJ is now an 
A-l Operator. K8LGA vacationed in Mass, and N.Y. WN8- 
IIZF is a. new Novice, in Piqua. K8BXT reports that 
WA8OLL and WA8PDG built and are using quad an- 
fennax. K8YPR moved to Pennsylvania, K8NJS moved to 
Boardman, WA8CJI has an Ameco 6&2. WA8BBF re
ceived his General Class license and lias the new S/Line 
and WA8BBG put up a 60-ft. tower. The Huckeyc. Net 
Bulletin showed ten pictures taken at the BN Picnic in 
Mt. Vernon by W8LZE and K8LGB. K8YSO received his 
Extra Class license. Massillon ABC’s MARC New*hret  
says movies were shown of “Why Viet Nam” and "Dar
lington 500” und that. W8OYL spent the entire autumn in 
the Philippines. K8DHJ drove your SCM to the Cincin
nati Hamfest attended by 1898. Hidden transmitter win
ners were 6 meters by K4MED. 2 meters by K4MED and 
% meters by WA4JTO. A tornado touched down in the 
Cleveland area and WA8PQL. Acting EC for Cuyahoga 
County, along with W8OZA. GMS. OKE units 2-5'and 7. 
PJN. SUS. K8AJG, BIB. GVK. JGH, JSE. MBV. MHK, 
MMM. OBX, QOT. SGX. VMC, YYK. WA8GEO. GFV, 
IMO. PXL, SDO and TTA. participated in establishing 
communication. WA8SHP is now General Class. The Can
ton ARC elected K8SWE. pres.: W8TUY. vice-pres.; 
WA8NCK. secy.-treas.; W8NAL and K8RMY, trustees. 
K8SQK is working for G.E. on Shemya in the Aleutians. 
W8JAR is hack on the air after being off for 12 years. 
Greater Cincinnati ARA's The Mike d- Key tells us that 
W8UPB spoke to the club on “Me. mv club and the 
ARRL.” Inter-City RC’s IRC News Bulletin says K8- 
UGA has a new baby son and W8OQ is back nn c.w. 
after trying s.s.b. WA8RAF is now General Class. K8- 
AKA has gone mobile with a Swan 350 ami K8PTM is in 
School of Dentistry at Ohio State U. A new traffic net. 
the Ohio Late Net (LN), has started on 3580 kc. at 0300. 
V.H.F. High Banders’ The Log informs us that W8- 
WSH has a new baby girl. The Babcock & Wilcox ABC 
held a picnic. Southeast ARC’s Fam Fax announces the 
start of on-the-air code practice. Youngstown U. ARC’s 
officers are WA8AGV, pres.; K8ZZD. vice-pres,; WA8- 
FQK, secy.-treas.: K8ZZS, act. mgr. K8HGY is after his 
Master’s at Western Reserve. K8ZHD is going to U. of 
Cincinnati. WA8BBF is now General Class. KSLUV is 
using new SB-100 and SB-200. WN8TTCU is a new Novice 
in Youngstown. WA8SCV is now General Class. WN8SAQ 
has a new Twoer. Parma R.C’s PRC Bulletin says W8- 
CZM left, for Utah WA8PLC has rpplaned K8MVA as 
secy, of the chib and th? club has started its code and 
theory classes. Mt. Vernon ARC held its annual picnic, 
and transmitter hunt. WA8KNS has a new baby girl. 
Westpark’s Radiops tells us W8AJW won 1st place nation
ally in the N.Y. QSO Party as well as top honors in the 
N.Y. Long Island QSO Party. W8RYP mad? the BPL. 
SteuhenviHe Area ARC’« officers are K8APH. pres.: W8- 
CWY. vice-pres.: W8DYF, secy.; K8LQM. treas.; K8- 
VBH, Radio Officer.

Net 
OSSB 
BN 
OBN

QTC Percentoaes
943 16.8
269 8.96
127 8.

Traffic: (Sept.) W8RYP 547, WA8PMN 352. WA8FSX 329 
W8GHT 263, WA80CG 236, WA8CFJ 231, WA8GYT 187
K8UBK 150, K8LGA 149, W8BZX 146, W8DAE 128. K8-
YSO 125. W8NAL 120. W8TV 103. W8OUU 04. W8QZK 84
K8BYR 77. WA8NSL 67. WARPZA 66. W8G0E 64, W8IFC
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62, W8QCU 59. W8ERD 58, K8DHJ 52. K8BNL 45. W8OE 
45. WAXMHO 43. W8FGD 41. W ASLAM 41, WAKPQT, 38. 
WA8JXM 31. K8LGB 30, WA8HTR 28, W8LZE 23. K8- 
DDG 18. W8DQD 18. W8TLC 16. WA8RWK 16. K8LFI 
14, W8WEG 14, WA8KPN 12, VV8MXO 10, W8LAG 6, W8- 
QIH 6. W8EEQ 4. WA8BND 3. K8MMZ 2. K8LRK 1. 
(Aug.) K8DDG 31, K8LRK 4. (June) W8HKB 2.

HUDSON DIVISION
EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM, George W. Tracy, 

W2EFV—SEC: W2KGC. RM: WA2VYS. PAM: W21JG. 
Section nets: NYS on 3670 kc. nightly nt 2400 GMT; 
NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT: ESS on 3590 
kc. nightly at 23l)0 GMT. Appointments: WR2JYV as 
ORS and WB2RBG as OVS. Endorsements: K2IINW and 
WB2HZY as OPSs; W2PKY and W2THE as OR8s; K2- 
BGU as OVS and W2AWF as EC. Amateur regulations 
was the forum discusson at the Albany Club. Antenna 
construction, painting and a new linear are the projects 
at the RPI Club, W2SZ. W2YGC spoke to the Schener- 
tndy (dnh nn the aircraft Hight control renter at the Al
bany Airport. In New Rochelle, a Tel, Co. representative 
spoke Laser communications devices. W8TYR was the 
frnfured speaker nn microphone analysis at the Westches
ter (’minty Club. WA2ZPD reports 125 watts on 2 meters. 
The Union College Club, W2UG, has a 24-lmur service to 
accept student traffic. They report a new 80-meter dipole. 
W2EAF is a new member of Navy MARS. Assisting with 
a new tour-element, beam at WB2GMN were WB2JYV and 
WB2DXL. WB2UHZ assisted WB2YVZ in both theory 
and code. Congrats, We congratulate our two BPL win
ners for Sept, traffic, WA2VYS and WB2HZY. A new ex
citer and linear are under construction at WB2FOA. 
WA4CTAV, traffic mgr., installed, a rig for Novices at 
W2SZ. During tropo opemnss Sept. 1 and 3. K2DNR 
worked 17 new DX stations on 144 mc. Traffic: WB2IIZY 
519. W\2VYS 227. WB2UHZ 64. K2SSX/2 59. WB2QYZ 
58. K2SJN 48. W2ANV 40. W2BXP 38. WB2JYV 38. WP2- 
DXL 34. W2TTRP 27. W2PKY 19. WA2HGB 18. WB20TR 
18. W2SZ 16. WA2WGS 15. WB2FOA 10, WA2ZPD 10. 
K2HNW 9, W2VC 9.

eral, W2NTZ put the new Swan 350 on the air and W2- 
FPF observed that, it's doing real well. W2DP spent, his 
Sept, vacation in. good old Cape Cod with, his Galaxy-5. 
K2OUD is the new president of Flatbush ARC. WB2- 
TOM has new converters on 420 and 1215. Shticks, W2SEU 
couldn't quite get the 88 elrmenr« up on 220 and had to 
settle for only 44! WB2UKQ built an audio preamplifier 
which fines exceptionally well with 60 cycles hut is rather 
flip with other frequencies in the spectrum. He’s coaxing 
it! Traffic: (Sept.) WA2UWA 478. WB2RBA 173. K2UBG 
119. WB2NGZ 98. WB2DXM 06. W2EW 81. WB2SLH 80, 
WB2QKJ 70. W2GKZ 57. WA2RUE 56. WB2PTS 44, WB2- 
RQF 36. WB2UOP 33. WR2O.IX 28, WA2PMW 24, WR2- 
PFY 22. K2UFT 22, WB2MBU 17. WA2RAR 15. WB2- 
EUH 14. W2DBQ 13, WB2EMJ 12. WB2UGP 11. WB2AEK 
10, WB2TCS 10. W2EC 8. WB2TUH 7, W2BCB 6. W2PF 6, 
WB2LTV 6, WB2HLX 5. WB2AWX 4, WB4APN/2 3, K2- 
DGI 1.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—Acting SCM, Louis J. 
Amoroso. W2LQP—Asst, SUM, Edward F. Erickson, W2- 
(’VW. SEC: K2ZFT. ARPSC Section Net. schedules: (all 
times local in effect)

NJN
NJ Phone
NJ Phone
N'J fi
NJ2

3695 kc.
::9on kc.
3900 kc.

51,150 kc.
146,700 kc.

Daily 
Ex Sun.
Sun. 
MAV-Sat. 
Tue.-bat.

7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m,

11:09 p.m, 
10:00 f.m.

WB2AEJ 
W2PEV 
W2ZI 
K2VNL 
E2PTZ

RM 
PAM 
PAM 
PAM 
Mgr.

NEW YORK CITY ANO LONG ISLAND—SCM. 
Blaine S. Johnson. K2IDB—Asst. SCM. Fred J. Brunjes, 
K2DGI. SEC: K2OVN. Section nets;

NLI
VHF Net 
VHF Net 
NYCLTPN 
NLSfrlo)

3630 kc.
145,8 Me.

146,25 Mc.
3932 kc.
3630 kc.

1915 NFt^bfl v
2009 TWTh
1900 F'SSnM
1600 D dlv
1845 Nightly

NYÇLI AREC Nets: See Dec. IMS column for skeds.

K2UFT — RM
VV2EW — PAM
W2EW PAM
WB2DXM— PAM
WB2SLI — RM

New appointments: WB2FAJ and WB2QKJ as ORSs; 
WB2JJW and WB2STQ as GRSs. The MARS 2-Meter 
Link between K2UBG and K2MWN is now active. WA2- 
RUE/6 says “hello” tn the NLI gang and will be looking 
for you guys on the air. 'I'he OPPOSUMs meet ewrv Sim. 
at 0800 local on 146.88 Mc. WA2PMW picked up Michigan 
for his 18th state on 2 meters. WB2MBIT is looking for some 
G-meter c-w.-type operators tn talk up a storm. WB2- 
EMJ belongs to the school film chib and needs some actors 
for n movie. The Kings 15-Meter AREC Net meets every 
Wed. at. 2030 local time on 21.37 Mc. so there’s your chance 
to join a 15-meter AREC net! WA20AO, who has given 
many fine years of devoted service as EC of Bronx Cniin- 
tv. now finds he must resign, and tend tn other things. 
The SEC and SCM wish to thank him fnr all his efforts 
in guiding the Bronx AREC. WA2PSL has been ap
pointed the new Rrnnx Countv EC. WB4APN/2 is plav- 
ing s.s.b. on his new SB-100. The Amateur Radio Lunch
eon (3ub now meets at 1215 noon the 3rd Thurs, of the 
month at “60 ‘East.” Club. Lincoln Building. N.Y.C. If 
you're in town. “C’mon down!” saveth W2PF, chief 
luncher. WA2VKK, up there at Jtharn College, is doing 
a “news” show on WTCB-f.m. WA2YDN is nt Ithaca, 
too! K2UYG is resting his pair of hot little 4-250As while 
he works the K2GL “Contest Super-Station” 1 W2HQN 
is wav out in Oakland. Calif., at Merritt. College while his 
brother. WB2CMD. is over here in East Meadow. WB2- 
tTQP received his General Class license last summer while 
at Camp K1PGQ« WB2UGP reports that his brother is 
sdtine nn at Michael AFB in Tacoma. Wash,, as WN2- 
WTF/7. Hey, I got the old Poly-Comm 62 going again 
with nn eleven-element beam behind it so I can check 
into the V.H.F. Net on 2 meters. Been doing it for bet- 
fnr’n a week now and you should hear how some of these 
voung fellows are handling traffic. The Old Pro's gotten 
’em going like they were born to it. Care to give it a 
frv? Officers of the Cardinal Haves HSRC are WB2SCF. 
pres.; WB2SHZ. vice-pres.; WB2TUT treas. WA2QGG 
is the new chairman of Rockaway ARC« station. K2- 
UHD. Doggone if I didn't hear a. WA2TAQ-fype signal 
corning nut of the new Lynbrook QTH on 2 the other 
night 1 WB2UDD is congratulated on winning his Gen-
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AREC net. skeds are available irnrn K2ZFI. New ap
pointments: WB2WWH as ORS, W2CVW as OVS. WA2- 
TEK has activated a N J. P.O. Net Sun. at 6 p.m. local 
time on 3900 kc. WB2SEZ has taken over as NCS on the 
N'.TN and is doing a tine job. W2PEV has a homebrew 
6146 rig on 2 meters with an eight-element beam and is 
finding many of his old friends. WB2IYO ran an organ
ized message service from a professional society conven
tion in Philadelphia. WR2ATJJ has joined MARS. The 
AREC Traffic Net in Northwest N.J’ now has 11 mem
bers. 50.360 kc.. 8:45 p.m. local. WA2ZKF also has iomed 
MARS. WB2KT0 has a DXCC total of 170/151. and made 
35,520 points in the N.J. QSO Party. WA2SRQ is boiling 
the moisture out. of his rig after vacationing in Long 
island. W2VMX an K2UXJ visited WIAW. WB2ICH has 
entered his second year at Rutgers. WN2YPQ is a new 
member of the Navesink Emergency Net Sun. on 145.8 
Me, at 9 p.m. Miko has 12 states worked so far. WB2- 
WNH and his XYL WN2YOZ are having a h•t of fun on 
80 motor« Jim with traffic and Jane on the Novice hand. 
K2RDX has designed a new antenna balun tn overcome 
corrosion. WR2MXZ finally got his beam up again after 
FD. WB2JKTI is serving in the Armed Forres in Vief- 
Nnm. New officers nf the Trt-Counfv ARA are WA2ASM, 
pros.; W1CKT'2. vice-pros.; WB2HSZ. sory. • WB2NLJ, 
iron«. The club meets every Mon. evening at the Plain- 
field Red Cros« 7th and Loe Place. WA2ASM broke 100K 
points in the VE/W Contest, with a new dipole, WB2UCS 
has 47 states on 6 motors find 12 states on 2 meters. 
K2I1CY is maintaining OBS schedules nn 146,25 Me. Mon. 
and Fri. at 6:45 p.m. and Wed. on 145.80 Me. in spite of 
illness. Bill complains of slack in AREC and traffic ac
tivity in his area. WB2URD and other college students 
find homework keeps them off the air. W2LQP is now 
the Acting SCM for Northern New Jersey and W2CVW 
is Asst. SCM. I would like to thank everyone fnr the fine 
cooperation I have received in the past three and one-half 
yenrst. I know that 5'011 will give Lou the same support 
thnt vnu have given me. f still will be seeing wp in mv 
eapaciiv ns Lou’s assistant. Traffic: (Sept.) WB2OHK 
505. WB2WWH 105. K2VNL 93. WA2TFK 92. WB2TTRD 
72, K2KD0 53, W2CVW 52. WB2SF.Z 46. WB2HFV 27, 
'VB2VTT 26. W2PEV 25. WA2TAF 24 WR2TYO 20. WB2- 
WNH 17. WB2T1! 15. AVR2RMO 13, W2TFM 12, W2DRV 
10 K2EOP 10. W2T,OP W. K2ZFI 10. WB2QT.F 6. WB2- 
KTO 5, WA2CCF 4. K2MFX 4, WB2OHQ 3, WA2ASM 2. 
W2.TDH 1 ( Aug. ) WB2KTO 8. WA2SRQ/2 4. (July) WA2- 
SRQ/2 6, W2VMX 3. (June) WA2RRQ 9. “

MIDWEST DIVISION
IOWA—SCM. Owen G. Hill, WOBDZ— Asst, SCM, 

Bertha V. Willits. W0LGG. SEC; kORRF. Thanks tn 
the Iowa ARRL members tor their vote of confidence. As 
this is my first report it mav not be ns complete as it 
might be, K0BRE is now ’Midwest Division Asst.. Direc
tor. In looking over the files f find numerous certificates 
that need endorsing. Please get your activity reports in 
as soon as possible, KOVDY will have his 6-meter rig on 
the air soon. W0PFP reports aurora present Sent, 9 and 
he made «everrd contact.«. The Inwa 75-Meter Phone Net 
reports QNI 1204. QTC 179 in 26 sessions. The Iowa ¡60 
Phone Net reports ONT 603, QTC 15 in 30 sessions. The 
Iowa 75-Meter S.S.B. Net meets dailv except Sun. on 
3970 kc. at 7 p.m. CDST, The Roosevelt High Radin Club, 
D.M., is sponsoring a QSO Party for the 'Zero District



Dec. 10-11. This is a chance to work rare counties. Traf
fic: (Sept.) W0LGG 1014. W0LCX 450, WA0JEG 71, 
W0USL 71. K0ASR 58, WA0MIH 30. K0BRE 25. WAD- 
JUT 23. WA0DYV 22, W0LJW 20. K0KAQ 19. K0TFT 
17. K0TDO14, W0BKR 12. WA0IYH 12, WA0AFY 9, 
WONGS 6. (Aug.) W0LCX 206.

KANSAS—SCM, Robert M. Summers, K0BXF— 
SEC: K0EMB. RM: WA0JH. PAM: K0JHF. V.H.F. 
PAM: W0HAJ, WA0KSK. K0DGU and K0BYS has 
joined the list of Silent Keys. The JARS, in Kansas City, 
is looking for QSTs prior to 1923. Hams in Salina now 
spend at least one night a month at home. XYLs now 
hold get-acquainted meetings. The first hostess was Irene 
Hatch, the XYL of K0KED. The annual watermelon 
feed of the Salina Club turned out to be quite a juicy 
affair. A father-daughter team, WN0PCM and WN0- 
PCL, now is active on 2 meters in Topeka. W0YMG and 
WA0DEA now have facsimile operations. OVS W0FII 
reported a real fine score for the Sept. V.H.F. Contest. 
W0KSY has been endorsed as ORS. W0KSY is sporting 
a new Drake R-4A and T-4X. WA0CCW reports skeds 
with WA0KHN, 130 miles air line on 2 meters. A new 
v.h.f. net is starting on 52.525 Me. in the north-central 
part of the state and extends into the northwest in the 
near future it is hoped. Two new alternate net controls 
on HBN are WA0HSK, WA0BAI. Top traffic-handler 
on the net in Sept, was K5TEY. AREC Nets are from 3 
zones as follows: Zone 10 AREC Net, QNI 24, QTC 2, 
Net Mgr. W0VRZ. Zone 15 AREC Net, QNI 41; C.W. 
Net QNI 10, QTC 1; 6-Meter EM. QNI 15, QTC 7: 
Zone 13, QNI 41, QTC 0. Traffic: WA0MLE 389, K0GZP 
172, WA0LLC 114, K0JMF 83, WA0KGZ 77, K0BXF 
63. K0EMB 63. WA0CCW 53. W0AVX 43, K0UVH 31, 
K0MRI 29. K0GII 17. WA0EMQ 15, K0KED 15, W0- 
FDJ 14. K0MZZ 9, W0KSY 6, K0LPE 5, W0ILB 4.

MISSOURI—SCM, Alfred E. Schwaneke, W0TPK— 
SEC: W0BUL. K0AEM is now EC for St. Louis Coun
ty, replacing K0JPL, now manager of the Show-Me Net 
(SMN) and" RM. WA0FLL is Clay County EC. K0JPJ 
is ORS and OPS. Appointments renewed: K0GSV as 
OO, K0BWE as OPS, WA0FLL as PAM. K0AIB is 
RACES-C.D. Radio Officer for the K.C. Area with 
K0ORB as alternate. An alternate c.d. control station 
has been set up by K0ORB at his office under the call 
K0VRB. WA0.TSY joined the Silent Keys. The ARC of 
Central Mo. (W0SXY, Sedalia) had a display of 80-, 
40- and 6-meter gear with RTTY during the CB conven
tion at the State Fairgrounds. A radio club has been or
ganized at Kirksville State Teachers College. WA0DGG 
and WA0LUE are attending UMR at Rolla. WA0FMD 
is net recorder for MON. WA0CWV is at Lackland AFB, 
Tex. K0UVC is in the Peace Corps in Africa. K0IHY 
has moved to Arkansas, completed second Master’s degree 
and is on the faculty of Ouachita University. WA0KYB 
installed a 50-ft. tower, a new TO keyer and received a 
WAC certificate. WA0HQR has a new Galaxy III with 
home-made power supply. OO reports were received from 
K0JPJ and W0QWS. Sept, net reports:

mg up on all Nebraska nets as winter sets in. Traffic: 
WA0GHZ 257, WA0KGD 143, WA0NUK 138, W0LOD 
51, WA0LOY 42, K0JFN 29, K0UWK 29, W0BFV 21. 
WA0GVJ 21, WA0MOB 19, WA0KHE 16, K0QKW 16, 
WA0PDE 14, WA0FIQ 10. W0GGP 10, WA0LLQ 10, 
WA0PCR 10, W0YFR 10, W0GEQ 7, WA0IBB 7, K0- 
VTD 7, K0DGW 6, W0ERW 6, W0HOP 6, K0IXY 6, 
WA0EEI 5, K0FJT 5, W0LJO 5, W0PQP 5, WA0DXY 
4, WA0IXD 4, W0NIK 4, WA0JAV 3, K0FRU 2, K0- 
OAL 2, WA0IXF 1. 

—

ZERO DISTRICT QSO PARTY 
Dec. 10-12, 1966 

sponsored by
The Roosevelt H. S. ARC of Des Moines

Rules'. 0200-0500 GMT Dec. 10. 2300 GMT 
Dec. 10-0300 GMT Dec. 12. AU bands may be 
used, as well as both c.w. and phone. Stations 
may be worked once per band (phone and c.w. 
are considered separate bands). Call CQ 0.

Exchanges'. 0 stations send QSO number 
RS(T) county and state, all others send number, 
RS(T) and state, province or country.

Scoring: One point per contact and multiply 
by the number of states (maximum 8) added to 
the number of different counties worked. 0 sta
tions use states, provinces and foreign countries 
(and other 0 district counties) as a multiplier.

Awards: Certificates to first and second place 
in each state, province and foreign country and 
to the top scorer in each 0 district county.

Frequencies: 1815 3575 3950 7075 7230 14,075 
14,300 21,075 21,290 28,600 and u.h.f. and v.h.f. 
bands. Novices try 3720 7165 and 21,110.
Any station interfering with traffic will be dis

qualified.
Logs showing dates, times, stations worked, 

exchanges, bands and modes and claimed scores. 
All should be accompanied with an s.a.s.e. and 
sent no later than Jan. 10, 1967 to the Roosevelt 
H.S. ARC, c/o Cliff Davidson, 5200 Shriver 
Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50312.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
CONNECTICUT—SCM, John J. McNassor, W1GVT 

.-SEC : W1PRT. RM : W1ZFM. PAM : W1YBH. Sept, net 
reports :

Net 
CN 
CPN

Freq. 
3640 
3880

Days Time Sees. QNI QTC
Daily 1845
M-S 1800 30 479 172

Net 
MEN 
MoSSB 
MoPON 
MTTN 
MON 
QMO 
MSN 
MNN 
PHD

Freq. 
8885 
3963 
3810 
3940 
3580 
3580 
3715 
7063 
50.4

Time 
2330Z 
2400Z 
2100Z 
2300Z 
0100Z 
22OOZ 
0300Z
1800Z 
Ó13OZ

Days 
M-W-F 
M-Sat. 
M-F 
M-F 
Daily 
Sun. 
Daily 
M-Sat.

Sees. 
13 
26 
21 
21 
30

4 
30 
25

Tue. (GMT) 4

ONI QTC 
174 8
653 154 
284 201 
220 46
196 201 
(9 —
85 24
64 13
63 —

Mqr, 
W0BUL 
K0TCB 
W0HVJ 
WA0RLM 
W0WYJ 
WA0FKD 
K0ONK 
W0OÜD 
WA0FLL

Traffic: (Sept.) K0ONK 1823, K0AEM 201, W0HVJ 164, 
W0ZLN 113, W0TDR 106, K0YGR 103, WA0FMD 84, 
WB4BMO/0 80, W0OUD 74, W0EEE 67, WA0JIH 64, 
K0TCB 47, WA0FKD 27, WA0LYE 24, WA0KBZ 23, 
W0TPK 22, W0RTO 20, W0BAZ 19, K0JPS 17, WA0- 
HQR 15, K0OYV 15, W0BUL 14, WA0CHH 12, W0GBJ 
12. WA0KYB 12. K0ORB 8. K0ENH 4, WA0FLL 4, 
WA0ELM 3, W0GQR 2, K0YLP 2. (Aug.) K0ORB 16, 
K0IJS 6. (July) K0JPS 26.

NEBRASKA—SCM, Frank Allen, W0GGP—Appoint
ments: WA0NVZ as OO. Net reports for Sept.: Nebr. 
Emergency Phone Net, WA0GHZ, QNI 1595, QTC 92. 
Nebr. C.W. Net (NEB) WA0GHZ, QNI 120, QTC 43. 
Western Nebr. Phone Net, W0NIK, QNI 565, QTC 51. 
Dead End Net, WA0MCX. QNI 384, QTC 41. Nebr. 
AREC Phone Net, W0IRZ, QNI 166, QTC 4. Nebr. 
Morning Phone Net, K0UWK, QNI 1077, QTC 53. Nebr. 
AREC C.W. Net (NACN), WA0EEI. QNI 10. Nebr. 
Storm Net. no report received for Sept. Nebraska Cen
tennial cards and certificates are being given in largo 
numbers with a fine turnout of Nebraska hams. The 
Nebraska Amateur Hall of Fame is gaining momentum 
with W0FZZ spearheading the program. Traffic is pick-

CPN high QNI: W1GVT 28, W1YBH 25, K1SRF 23. 
W1MPW 22, K1EIC 21, W1LUH 20, K1LFW 18, WA1GBA 
17, W1FVU 16. SEC W1PRT is working to establish an 
AREC state-wide net as discussed at the EC meeting 
held at ARRL. AREC members are urged to assist local 
ECs to get the net going soon as possible. The Oct. 
SET created considerable interest and activity with good 
cooperation from nets, clubs, ECs, AREC, etc. The New 
London Hamfest was a great success. W1QV is pleased to 
be N.E. Director for the next 2 years. The Hartford 
County ARA’s code and theory class is held Thurs. p.m. 
at ARRL. Officers of the Conn. Council ARC ’67 are Wl- 
WHQ, pres.; W1EFW. vice-pres.; K1VII, secy.; K1FEM, 
treas. Waterbury ARC’s officers are K1OQK, pres.; Kl- 
WLG, vice-pres.; K1OVF, secy.; W1GTE, treas. WA1- 
DUV is a new General Class licensee. Kl'MRI received 
the 500 County award, all 50-Mc, A3 operation. W1ZJJ/ 
VE1 returned to the Hartford area. The Slo-Speed C.W. 
Net meets at 2200 GMT on 3748 kc.; the Conn. Council 
Net Wed. at 6:30 p.m. on 3930 kc. We would like to have 
more 2- and 6-meter traffic nets operating in 1967. Con
tact the SCM for details. New Official VHF Station 
certificates are available. See page 112 Oct. QST for de
tails. Send the SCM a radiogram for applications. My 
sincere thanks to all who have helped so much to make 
the duties of SCM a pleasure to perform. Your continued 
help is needed to make Connecticut the activity leader! 
All amateurs are invited to aid their clubs in support of 
HamQuest 67. A Merry Christmas and a Happy -New 
Year to All. Traffic: (Sept.) W1EFW 474, K1LMS 196, 
K1EIR 131, W1NJM 119. K1OQG 97. WA1CYV 96. WA1- 
FN.I 80. K1STM 72. K1ETC 67. W1BDI 64, K1SXF 56, 
W1GVT 55, WA1BLP 52. W1KAM 47, W1MPW 42, K1SRF 
37. W1QV 36, W1KUO 32. W1YBH 31, W1LUH 29, WA1- 
DEM 22. K1UUD 20, K1BXC 18. WA1FGN 15, K1QPN 
15, WA1DUV 14, K1YGS 11, W1FDQ 9, W1BNB 8, Wl- 
OBR 7. W1ZL 4. (Aug.) WA1DEM 13, W1ZL 6, (July) 
W1CTI 6.
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EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, frank Baker, 
Jr., W1ALP—W1AOG, our SEC. received reports from 
ECs, Wls QMN. STX, LVK. KLs DZG, ERO, PNB, 
WA1BZJ. New appointments: W1YQF No. Andover. Wl- 
H.PV for N.E. States Emerg. Phone Net as ECs; W1OFK, 
Kis FWF, GKA, WAls DPX. BFD as OYSs; WA1BFD 
as OPS. WA0GSA/1 as ORS. Endorsed: KIBGK a» FAM 
tor 6, K1PNB aa RM tor Novice XU C.W. Net, WAIDLT 
as ORS. W1ADD is the new RO for Lynn. W4ZAE, ex- 
W1CRX, is back in Brevard. N.C. W1ALP had LO-Nite 
at his QTH. with Wls UIR. AOG, HPV, OFK, K1PNB 
and XYLs. The 6-Meter Crossband Net had 22 sessions. 
287 QNIs, 9 traffic. EM2MN had 22 sessions. 212 QNTs. 
108 traffic. W3ROQ/1 is hack on the air. W1U0H is home 
after a long trip over the Pacific. WIALP attended the 
Norfolk Countv RA meting at WAlAZR’s QTH. W1AWA, 
WA1AZR and K1KVZ spoke at the Chelmsford ARA. 
Congrats to our N.E. Director and Vice-Director on their 
reeifu'tion. W1SB and W1AEB are Silent Keys. K1QGV 
is new in Quincy on 6. W1FDN is on 2. Danvers ARA’s 
new officers are K1TWJ, pres.: W1JLX, vice-pres.; Wl- 
ZMO, secy.-treas. W1VMD showed pictures of the club’s 
FD and CD activities. The T-9 Club met at WlIIB's. 
K1DCB has a new Tri-beam. W1VAH built a 500-kc. 
s.s.b. generator. The Massasoit Club now meets at the 
G.A.R. Hall. High St., Hanson, the 3rd Tue. of the 
month. W1EVX its going to Italy to work. The South 
Shore Club held a meeting. WA1FSI is becoming active 
in our nets. K1BUF got the Viking 2 fixed and now is on 
20 c.w. W1KLG has a new 67 Mercedes Benz. WA1EOT 
has WAS and DXCC is next on 15 and 20. K1DZG went 
to V()l-Land and stayed with VO1EI. WIMPY’ and 
VE1NZ visited him. The Somerville Y Chib meets Fri, 
at 1900. New officers are WAIFHJ. pres.; WA1FIQ. vice- 
pres.; K1YIJB. advisor. WA1DCJ/1 is teaching electron
ics at high school, W1UOP is working 15 DX. Wls MVO, 
LR and JAJ are on 75. K1LDC is on 6. Wls, HKG, VRK. 
THT. KCO, Kis CKS and LDC went to the New London 
Hamtest.. WA0GSA/1 has a new final, with 4CX250B, 
450 watts. EMNN had 64 QNTs. 38 traffic, 13 sessions. 
.NCSs are WAls EUU, EVD and FPF. (.’ode practice is 
given on 3733 kc. Mon.. Wed. and Fri. bv WAls FPF. 
EUU and K1PNB. The Townsend AREC meets on 50.52 
Me. the 1st Mon. K1ESG is busy on nets as NCS, WIDAL 
i« back on the nets with a new transmitter. K1VPJ says 
the Needham Emerg. Net. is hack on. W1ZLX has certifi
cates for Ist-place Mass. QSO Partv 65. Norfolk Countv, 
Mass. 66 CHC Party. WA4JYB/1 says W1MX will be 
active in traffic this year. WA1DPX is working 'DX <m 
2 and 6. K1ETT has an indoor joystick on 20. WIMRQZ 
VE1. from Prince Edward Island, Canada, had a swell 
time operating as DX. K1YUB is busy at B.C. W1TKG 
is on many bands. K3QDD is going to MIT. KINAY’ 
spoke on MARS at t.he Wellesley Club. K1LZV aud Wl- 
EPZ aie having rig troubles. K1FJM worked Del. for 
state No. 11 on 2 and now is at W1YK. K1RNL/MM, on 
tlie USS Ranger, wants tn thank many people for their 
help with traffic. PA0FAS was at a meeting of the 
Quannapowitt RA, The Framingham Club has started 
meetings. The Cape way RC met at WIGPL’s. W1ZSS 
tells us that there are 11,042 hams in Mass.. 8709 in E. 
Mass and 2333 in W. Mass. Traffic: (Sept.) W1PEX 1064. 
K1CLM 163, W1EMG 151. WA0GSA/1 151. K1PNB 133. 
K1ESG 83. WA1EVY 78, K1GKA 55. W1UTR 55. WIDAL 
52. KI VP J 51. W1DOM 4.7, WA1EUU 46. W1OFK 43. 
W1CTR 36, WA1EYY 30. W1ZLX 28. WA1EAT 26, 
W1AOG 21, K1EYM 21, W1ZSS 21. K1RCD 19. W1- 
MX 16. K1WJD 13, WAIDPX 12, K1VOK 10, K1ETT 
9. WA1DED 8. W1MRQ 7. WA1DLT 6. K1LCQ 5. Kl- 
YUB 5. WA1DEC 4. W1HIL 4, K1OKE 4. WA1FST 2. 
K1LCQ 2. (Aug.) W10JM 113, K1WJD 23. WA1EUTT 21, 
KIBGK 16. (July) K1W.TD 14. (June) K1W.TD 15.

MAINE—SCM, Herbert A. Davis, K1DYG—SEC: 
K1QIG. PAMs: K1WQI, K1ZVN. RM: K1TZH. Traffic 
nets: Sea Gull Net. 1700 to 1800 and 2000 to 2100 on 3940 
kc. Mom through Sat,, Pine Tree Net, daily at 3596 kc. at 
1900, W1SNE. of Rockland, passed away recently. He was 
active in most of the nets also the round-table rag-chews 
and active on many of the bands 80 through 10 meters, 
also 2 meters. He will be sadly missed by all who knew 
him along the way. W1U0T has his USA-CA 10000 
award. WA1BEB has put nut a Pine Tree News Letter 
for stations interested in. that net with lots of informa-, 
tion in it. W1ROM is building an s.s.b. 6-meter trans
ceiver. W1QDV is nn 2-meter facsimile. WA1FNU has a. 
General Class ticket now. The certificate endorsements 
have been very good and at. this time just about up to 
date. Traffic: K1WQI 76, W1GU 55,

GSPN 3842
VTNHN 3685
NHPoN 5982
MVAREC 5082
< 'BP 28.6

moz Sun.
2230Z M to F 22
24OOZ M to F 23
OIUOZ Mon. 4 
2315Z Thurs.

61 23 K1UZG 
K1BGT 
KIDWK 
W1JB

K1YSD, our new SEC. can use help to improve our N.H. 
emergency setup. K1MNK is the new Strafford County 
EC. Endorsements: K1AC. as OKS. W1ET as DPS, 
KiDWK as EC. Central New England Net’s new officers: 
K1VHT, net mgr.: KiWUD, asst, net mgr.: VVA1EYY, 
seev.-treas. New N.H. hams: WA1FBC. W'AIFJX. WN1- 
GWX and WN1GXK. K1YSD has a new HW-12. W1EVN 
is going on RTTY. W1PYM is home from California. 
W1YMJ is active on ’MARS frequencies. K4ODC is a new' 
resident of N.H. The Nashua Mike & Key Club held its 
Annual Baked Bean Supper and new OVS certificates 
were presented to W1BXM, W1CTW, W1DUB, W1IQD 
and W1QKA. K1NBN won the C.W. DX Contest and 
K1OBT won the phone part. Traffic: (Sept.) W1ALE 43. 
K1BGI 18, K1PQV 12, W1SWX 7. K1YSD 7, W1EVN 5, 
W1MHX 4. (Aug.) W1ALE 34, K1BGI S3. K1PQV 13.

RHODE ISLAND—SCM, John E. Johnson, KUAV 
—SEC: W1YNE. PAM: WITXL. RM: W1BTV. V.H.F. 
PAM: K1TPK. New appointment: K1SXY as OES. 
RJSPN report: 30 sessions, 4X4 QNI and 74 traffic. The 
W1AQ Club of Rumford issued the following WRI certifi
cates: No. 86 to WA9EZP, No. 87 to WA1BLC and No. 
88 to WA1BFD. The following club members participated 
in a DX-Pedition to Washington County. R.L. to assist 
hams in obtaining that county for the WRI certificate: 
K2KMF/1, K1HM0, K1CZD, K1LII, K1LXQ and Kl- 
AiMG, The club members recently installed a beam and 
completed work on the club station. K1EWL has returned 
to ■■■■liege and W1KWA has ret-umed to Rhode Island af
ter spending some time working in New Hampshire. The 
Fidelity ARC elected WA1EEJ, pres.; WA1BOP, secy.; 
VVN1GGD, treas. SET messages were received from the 
following: Wls WLG, QLT, FEQ. YKQ, BTV, AFO, 
POP. HJF. JFF. HIM, Kis VYC, ABR. TPK, VPK. 
WA1CSO, WN1GBO and KN1CLQ. The SET Operation 
was a huge success in Rhode Island because of the fine 
operation of AREC units and all traffic nets. Traffic: Wl- 
TXL 407. W1YKQ 94. W1BTV 81. K1TPK 43. KIVYC 
33, K1YVN 28, K1YEV 19, WA1EEJ 17.

VERMONT—SCM, E. Reginald Murray, K1MPN— 
SEC: W1VSA. RM : K1UZG. Net reports for Sept.

84 
(lr. Mt. 
Vt. Fone
VTCD
VTNH
VTSB

Freq. 
3855 
3855 
3990« 
3685' 
3909

Time 
2230 
1400 
1500 
2230 
¿300 
1330

Daus QNI QTC
M-S 476 11
Sun. 130 0
Sun. 31 8
M-F 69 26
M-S 758 55
Suu.

NCS
W1VMC
W1UCL
WIAD
K1ITZG 
WTCBW

The Burlington Amateur Radio Club, Inc. has elected 
VVN1GFC. WA1BOB. W1HRG. W1VSA. K21OW/1 as 
trustees. K2I0W/1 was elected president. W1VSA treas, 
and Fran Hall is clerk. The CVARC once, again will spon
sor the Vt. QSO Party to be held next Feb. 18-19. Traffic: 
uSept. J KIBQB 273. KWZG 25, K1MPN 13. W1FRT 7, 
W1KJG 2, (Aug.) K1UZG 22.

NEW HAMPSHIRE—SCM. Robert C. Mitchell, 
W1SWX/K1DSA—SEC: K1YSD. PAM: K1APQ. RM: 
W1DYE.

Net Freq. Time Days Sess, ONI OTO Mgr.
GSPN 3842 2300Z M to F 26 791 99 K1APQ

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, Percy C. 
Noble. W1BVR-SEC: K1IJU. C.W. RM: KILTY? With 
the return to fall activity we now have information for 
this section, of QST. courtesy of the club bulletins (with
out which we’d have darn little to report I) Prom Hamp- 
den County'. WA1GJO and WA1GAB are new members 
of the club. W1ANA was the speaker at the Sept, meet
ing; K1LDT is chairman of the "HamQuest Membership 
Drive”; K1PMK is the new’ proxy: an electronics class 
is to he held prior tn each meeting; WA1BNR has a new 
SB-100: WluPF is active in MARS. Eram Hnmrnd 
(Pittsfield): WIDOW is active on 160; K1TNB is a 
stamp collector: WA1CPD is working on an s.s.b. rig; 
WA1DHI has one of the. most, beautiful set-ups in the 
area. From Movtachusett Club". New officers are W1FKT, 
pres,; K1ZDX. vice-pres.; W8FXX/1, 2nd vice-nres.: 
W1VBT, : ecy.-treas.: W1BYH. trustee. From VgUru 
Amateur (Springfield): Speaker of the month,—W1CLX, 
-•-oa DX. The club net meets at 9 p.m. Sun. around 28.6. 
New club members are K1RJW, K1UJX, WN1GCC and 
WN1FVN. The New England Teen-Age Not meets Tue., 
Wed. and Thurs. at 7 p.m. to handle traffic on 3.88. Any
body is welcome. K1ZOC is Wk on 15 after a spell in 
the hospital. End of information from club bulletins. In
dividual reports were received from K1I.TV, W1YK, Wl- 
DWA, K1WZY. W1EOB mul W1DVW Goss than one
tenth of the reports we should get). The Fall WMN Pic- 

(Continucd on page iu8)
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is the essence
cf amateur radio

David W. Nurse, W8GCD 
President, Heath Company
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ANNOUNCIN
The NEW 2K-2 floor con
sole $675.00
In three short years the orig
inal 2-K set new standards 
for high power performance 
in the amateur service and 
established a tradition of 
excellence throughout the 
entire amateur world. Now 
the 2 K-2 reaches new levels 
of achievement in electronic 
and mechanical designs.
The NEW 4-K “Commercial” 
floor console $980.00
Four kilowatts PEP on SSB, 
two, kilowatts continuous 
duty CW, linear AM or FSK. 
The 4-K has been specifi
cally designed for commer
cial and military services 
requiring extra power, extra 
reliability and yet contained 
in the same compact cabi
net as the 2-K.
All 2K-2 and 4-K models are available for operation on any frequency from 3.5 me to 30 me.

6% FINANCE CHARGE • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF 
PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models. 
Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back 
within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin.
TED HENRY (W6UOU) BOB HENRY (W0ARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)
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A dynamic new line of 
Linear Amplifiers for 

the amateur, commercial 
and government services

The NEW 2KD-2 desk model $675.00
AH the famous 2-K power and reliability in a smaller, lighter 
two piece configuration with separate power supply. The 
total weight of both RF desk and power supply is 75 lbs. 
The NEW 2KR-2 RF deck only (no power supply) $425.00 
For those who want to provide their own high voltage, fila
ment and relay power supplies, we offer the RF deck only 
of the 2KD-2 desk model.

For the discriminating user the 2K-2 and 4-K will be avail
able shortly in automatic tune designs . . called the 2K-2 
auto and 4-K aUto..They are designed to achieve either 
remote or local control of six channels with fully auto
matic operation.

Write for complete descriptive literature

CALL DIRECT ... USE AREA CODE

Butler 1, Missouri 816 679-3127
11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif. 213 477-6701 
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 714 772-9200 
6116 N. 27th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 602 AM 4-3895

East Coast Rep.: Howard Laughrey, 2 Elizabeth St., Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514, (914) CE 8-3683

"Worlds Largest Distributors of Short Wave Receivers"
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(Continued from -page 1041
nic was held at WlBVR’s cabin in Lanesboro with a
pretty good attendance. W1DWA won the West. Mass.
July CD Partv. Traffic: (Sept.) W1DWA 80, W1BVR 50,
W1DVW 32, K1WZY 26, W1EOB 2. W1YK 2. (Aug.) Kl-
WZY 38.

SUB-MINIATURE SOLID STATE

TV CAMERA
FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT OR AMATEUR TV

• Measures only 2%" x 4" x 7" (excluding lens and 
connectors).

• Weighs only 3Y2 lbs.

• Advanced circuitry utilizing 35 semi-conductors most 
of which are silicon.

• Resolution guaranteed to exceed best capabilities of 
standard 525 line TV receivers.

• Field-effect input circuit provides noise-free video. 
This is a VANGUARD exclusive.

• RF output 30,000 microvolts adjustable for channels 
2-6.

• Video output 1.5 V p-p composite with standard nega
tive sync.

• Viewable pictures obtainable from as low as 1 ft. can
dle of illumination to bright sunlight.

• Vidicon controlled automatic light compensation elimi
nates electric eye and provides error-free compensation 
for light level changes of up to 120 to 1.

• NEW VANGUARD "HI-FI" vidicon enables use of any 
8 mm movie lens instead of 16 mm lens required by 
other TV cameras.

• Electronically regulated power supply and thermally 
compensated circuits eliminate change in picture qual
ity when line voltage and temperature fluctuate.

• All parts guaranteed for 1 year (except for open fila
ment on vidicon or breakage).

Dealer inquiries invited. Exclusive territories available to 
those qualified for CCTV service and installation.

VANGUARD LABS
196-23 Jamaica Ave. Hollis, N.Y. 11423
Dept. S-12

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
ALASKA—Acting SCM. John P. Trent, KL7DG 

—Alaskan amateurs hearts were saddened by the death 
of our recent Acting SCM, Daniel R. Wright, KL7ENT, 
on Oct-. 8 in the State uf Washington from a heart attack. 
Dan was president of the Anchorage Amateur Radio 
Club and active as an instructor of amateur radio on his 
own free time. He gave unstintingiy of himself to the de
velopment of our hobby in Alaska. The Northland Ama
teur Radio Club put “A Ghost Town On The Air” by 
traveling to Chitna, Alaska on Halloween. KL7FKO and 
KL7CDG handle blood bank radio traffic through Alaska. 
KL7BTP expects wedding bells sunn. KL7DG is teaching 
general theory for NARC classes. KL7FLS, the mother 
of five, Is active in Army MARS and the able secretary 
of NARC. The Anchorage Amateur Radio Club is active 
with winter meetings. KL7FNW graduated from the 
Novice ranks. KL7OT. from Aniak, Alaska, is YLI dog 
team musher from Kuskodwim coimtry. KL7FJZ helped 
the NARC get Amateur Radio Week in Alaska. KL7FE 
will address the N ARC on s.s.b. techniques. KL7CZ is on 
'Middleton Island for the FAA. KL7CUK joined the 
QWCA. KL7PJ is the new owner of Yukon Radio Supply. 
WL7FRL has a Drake 1-A and is studying for General. 
WL7F0X is mending after an auto accident. K0CSJ/KL7 
is on vacation to the lower 49. The PARKA is having a 
family dinner for YLs, XYLs and their OMs for a pre
Christmas get-together. The latest member of NARC’s 
training program is 83-years-young Frank Loder, who is 
well on the way to a Novice ticket. The NARC received 
its ARRL charter iu October.

IDAHO—SCM, Dona.d A. Crisp, W7ZNN—The 
FARM Net convenes at 0200 GMT on 3935 kc. Mon. 
through Fri. New appointments: K7CPC as OO and K7- 
HLR as ORS. We need SEC. EC. OO, OPS, ORS, OVS 
and OBS applicants. Congratulations to new FARM net 
officers W7VPS, mgr., and W7GGV, net control. The 
Lewiston-Clarkston Club set up club station W7VJD at 
the Nez Perce County Fair. W7GMC and your SCM at
tended the ARRL Northwest Division meeting at Walla 
Walla. W7CVJ and W7GGT provided emergency com
munications for the Moscow area following a fire in the 
telephone building. Among those assisting were K7NDX. 
K7CTS. W7MTTL. W7LOF. K7ROE, WÄ7DDF. W7OZ.T. 
W7QEL, WHY, W7IDT, WA7EWV, K7THX and the 
Idaho C.D. Net. W7IY is net control for the early C.D. 
Net at 1415 GMT and W7Y0N is net control and W7- 
GTTQ and K7OSX are alternate net controls at 1515 GMT 
on 3990.5 kc. Farm Net traffic (Aug.): 22 sessions, 542 
check-ins. 93 traffic handled. (Sept.) 20 sessions. 512 
check-ins. 110 traffic handled. Traffic; (Sept.) W7HLR 
370, W7GMC 182, W7GGV 32. W7ZNN 10, WA7EWV, 5. 
(Aug.) K7HLR 171. W7GGV 58, WHY 15.

MONTANA—SCM, Joseph A. D’Arcy, W7TYN— 
Asst. SCM/SEC : Harry Roylance, W7RZY. ‘

Montana Traffic Net 
Montana RACÉS 
Montana PON 
Billings AREC 
Great Falls AREC

3910 kc.
3996.5 kc.

3885 kc.
3915 kc.
3910 kc.

M-F 
1-3rd Sun« 
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.

1800 MST
0900 MST
0900 MST
0930 MST
0915 MST

New appointments: W7VNE as EC of Deer Lodge Coun
ty. W7RZY and W7TYN attended the Division meeting 
of the ARRL at Walla Walla. W7KJX attended as an 
observer. The Simulated Emergency Test was a great 
success in Montana. New calls in the Butte Area include 
WA7FBJ, WA7FOB and WA7FLB. K7JXL and the gang 
in Great Falls are reorganizing the Big Sky Radio Club. 
The Billings Club is starting its annual membership 
drive. K7SYQ has a new 350 on. K7TZZ is on with a TR- 
3. K7AZF is teaching in Washington. W7TPD is moving 
to Miles City. W7WVL is now working in Anaconda. K7- 
GEK recently tonk a trip to the Chicago Area. WA7ANY 
is a new call in Libby. Montana is very much in need of 
a c.w. traffic net. If you are interested in such a net, 
contact vour SCM. Traffic: K7LDZ 151, K7DCH 60, K7- 
EGJ 34, K7MRZ 18.

OREGON—SCM, Everett H. France, W7AJN— 
SEC: W7A JN. RM : W7ZFH. Section nets:

Net Time local Freq. Davs Mgr.
OSN 1900 3585 M-F K7IFG NTS
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SOLID STATE 

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOCK FREQUENCIES

Available in the following frequencies from stock:

2M

Model 
301-D 
301-E1 
301-E2

Input me 
144-148 
144-145 
145-146

Output me 

50-54 
.6-1.6 
.6-1.6 
28-30 
14-18

■-— ... ... i

301F 
301-Q 
301-R 
301-S

144-146
144-148

a»
144-148
143.5-148.5

7-11
30-35 R F COtwv LR^^R

6M

20M

CB

40M
CHU 
WWV

Int’l.
Marine

Aircraft •

Fire 
Police 
VHF Ma
rine 

etc.

Weather ■

CUSTOM 
MADE

(4-6 weel
For promi 

posit. New

301-B1 50-51 .b-l.o
301-B2 51-52 .6-1.6
301-C1 50-54 7-11
301-C2 50-54 14-18
301-J 50-52 28-30
301-G 13.6-14.6 .6-1.6
301-Al 26.5-27.5 .6-1.6

. 301-A2 26.8-27.3 3.5-4.0
301-K 7-8 .6-1.6
301-L 3.35 1.0

,301-H 5.0 1.0
301-11 9-10 .6-1.6
301-12 15-16 .6-1.6

,301-M 2-3 .6-1.6
'301-N1 118-119 .6-1.6
301-N2 119-120 .6-1.6
301-N3 120-121 .6-1.6
301-N4 121-122 .6-1.6
301-N5 122-123 .6-1.6

. 301-N6 123-124 .6-1.6
301-P1 154-155 .6-1.6
301-P2 155-156 .6-1.6
301-P3 154-158 7-11
301-P4 154-158 104-108

. 301-P5 156.3-157.3 .6-1.6
301-W1 162.55 1.0
301-W2 162.55 10.7
301-W3 162.55 107.0

301-X Your choice of any one in
put and output frequency between 
.6 and 163 me.

<s delivery on custom converters) 
it shipment please include postal money
fork City residents add 5% sales tax. New

>..-..... -......... . ........ *

ANY CONVERTER $16-95
NOW ONLY PPd-

except 301-X, $18.95 ppd.

The model 301 uses 3 of the very latest type epi
taxial planar UHF transistors for unsurpassed gain 
and low noise at all frequencies. It can operate 
from 6 to 18 volts (positive or negative ground) 
without any significant change in gain or frequency. 
The circuit consists of a tuned R.F. amplifier, crys
tal controlled oscillator and a low noise mixer. More 
than 30 high quality parts carefully assembled and 
tested. Sensitivity is better than Vz micro-volt for a 
6 db signal to noise ratio even at 160 me.

Q Enclosed in a sturdy 16 gauge, 3!s" x 2^" x 
13i" aluminum case with mounting ears, transfer 
switch and two SO-239 (UHF) receptacles.

# 100% made in the U.S.A.

B 2 year guarantee on all parts including transis
tors!

• Free 24 hr. SPECIAL DELIVERY anywhere in the 
U.S.A, if you send a money order or cashiers 
check. With personal checks allow 2 weeks to 
clear the bank before shipment can be made. 
No shipments made on Saturdays, Sundays, 
holidays, and 2 weeks in August.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
9 volt battery eliminator with 110 volt cord. 
Only $2.95 ppd.

R.F. cable adapters in 6", 12" or 18" lengths 
with PL-259 plug on one end (mates with con
verter). Other end your choice of Motorola male 
or female, RCA, BNC or PL-259. Price $1.25 each 
postpaid cable with 2 plugs.

order or cashier's check. COD's must include 20% de
York State residents add 2% sales tax.

VANGUARD 1 ADC DepLS‘’21 /> IS 196-23 Jamaica Ave.
W W Hollis, N.Y. 11423
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BSN 12WI-1830 3823 Daily K7IFG MTS
AREC I »00 3875 Daily WÄ7AHW

QST
PROTECTOR!

come 
1966

QSTs get older, they be- 
more valuable. Are your 
copies being scattered 

about the shack? If so, why not 
file them neatly. The best way to 
accomplish this is to place them 
in sturdy, good-looking OST 
Binders.

Finished in reddish-brown f'abri- 
koid with stiff covers, each 
Binder holds twelve issues of 
QST, opens to any page and lies 
flat. Your copies are protected 
and always available for easy 
reference.

• Holds 12 issues of QST
• Opens to any page and lies 

flat
• Protects and preserves your 

copies
• QSTs always available for 

reference

QST BINDERS (POSTPAID) 

Each—$3.00
Available only in the United States 

and Possessions

/AMERICAN RADIO RELAY
LEAGUE

Newington, Conn. 06111

The new manager nf the AREC Net is WA7AHW. ap
pointed by W7AJN upon reconimendation. He reports 
net sessions 30, attendance 490. maximum counties 15, 1 
QST. 66 contacts. W7DEM reports for the Grants Pass 
urea, WN7EEJ now is WA7EEJ. WA7CGW and WA7CKL 
now are using a Heath Twoer. Stations with 2-meter 
f.m. me W7MEV, W7TCT and WA7ADW. Traffic: W7ZB 
186, WA7CHD 73. W7GUH 64, W7ZFH 63. W7DEM 14, 
W7AJN 5.

WASHINGTON—SCM. Everett E. Young. W7HMQ 
—SEC: W7UWT. RM: W7OEB. PAM: W7LEC- V.H.F. 
PAM : W7PGY. NTS nets:

WSN 3535 Dailv 020uZ QNI 379 QTC 483
NTN 3970 Daily 2»30Z QNI 925 QTC 660
WARTS 3970 Ex-Huii. OJOOZ QNI 783 QTC 163
N8N SLOSPEED 3700 Ex-Sun. QNI 404 QTC 135
NWSSB 3945 Daily No Report

Sess. 30 
dess. 30 
Sesg. 26 
Sessi. 28

Walla Walla Valley lads again put on a great Hamfest, 
W7PGY, Northwestern Division Director, conducted a 
very FB session at which programs for the coming season 
were set up. Attending were SCMs from Montana, Idaho. 
Oregon and Washington. SECs from Montana. Idaho and 
Washington, Washington RM and PAM along with RN7 
Manager and TCC Kep. The meeting, held in Walla 
Walla Sept, 24, must he considered very successful. ORS/ 
OPS, K7JHA, says the Tech. Net again is going along 
Sun. on 3970 kc. R.M/Oo/oRS W7OEB says the Richland 
ARC had a tough go during tlu» summer, K7PVF-PVG 
were seen among the gang at Walla Walla. K7KSF is re
covering FB from surgery and now operates from a hos
pital bed in the shack. K7VNV was among first to get 
on with 'Hamquest 67.” K7PWM now- is at Burien and 
works at PNA. ORS/EC W7GYF took in the CBN Set- 
To on Snoqualmie Pass in Sept, and reports a good turn
out. ORS W7AIB states the Clallam County ARC has 
been assigned the call W7FEL as a memorial to deceased 
past-president, Bob Burke. EC W7AJV -sends in an in
activity report. OBS R7CHH keeps the bulletin service 
going and now is rebuilding the Final, ORS/OPS W7RXH 
now is heard with a new’30-1^-1, OBS W7GVC tells us 
Walla Walla County will have a. new EC soon. SEC W7- 
UWT reports K7PXA is the new EC for Clallam County. 
EC/OPS W7MCW uses all home-brew both ways. BEARS 
report entries are corning in for the first Washington 
Section QSO Party. K7RSB is in charge. Amateurs par
ticipating in the dedication of Sanderson Airport Shel
ton, were W7JHK, WA7AQR. K7IKC, K7GPL, K7MVI. 
W7GJL. W7HMJ and W7PRW. Grays Harbor ARC report 
its float won first prize in the Aberdeen parade. Elected 
to QCWA posts at the Portland meeting were K7CNE. 
chairman; W7CLN. vice-chairman. Congrats to W7AEF 
on a very fine program, W7AEA is the new trustee for 
W7DK, Radio Club of Tacoma. Thirty-two hungry, but 
interested participants attended the picnic at. W7IG. W7- 
PUG and WA7ANG are receiving plaudits fnr 2-meter 
activities, re. repeaters on 2 at 146.76 and 146.34 Me. with 
out nt 146.58Me. Your SCM and XYL W7WHV completed 
a vacation to Calif., Nev.. Ariz., Utah. Colo., Wyo., Ida. 
and Ore. Traffic: W7BA 1307. W7DZX 910, W7HMA 688, 
K7TCY 532, WA7DXI 505. W7ZCE 420. W7ZIW 404. 
K7CTP 317, W7JEY 289. W7PI 192. W7BTB 123, K7JHA 
123, K7VNB 79. W7GVC 63, W7OEB 62. W7APS 47. W7- 
MCW 44. W7HMQ 32, W7KZ 21, K7ZVA 16. W7GYF 15, 
W7RXH 15, WA7CXD 13, W7AIB 9. W7AXT 9, W7EVW 
9. W7AAO 3.

PACIFIC DIVISION
HAW An—SCM. Lee R. Wical. KH6BZF—Asst. SCM/ 

SEC: Ernie J. Kurlansky, KH6CCL. PAM: W0PAN/ 
KH6. RM: to be announced. V.H.F. PAM: KHBEEM. 
«Join a net now.

Nd
League Appointee
Friendly
NoKaOi
50th State

Time Daw
O700Z Wed.
2030Z M-F
2230Z Sat.
0500Z Tue.-Sat.

RACES nets (40. 10, 6 and 2) various. Coordinate with 
KH6GG. May I take this time to wish you and yours the 
best of holiday greetings and best wishes for the coming 
year. KH6AFM has undertaken another license class. W5- 
MTX/KH6 has been holding down 10 and 15 meters 
from his Aiea QTH. Dr. John L. Wick, from KG6IG, 
concluded his Navy doctoring on Chichi Jima in the 
Benin Islands. John heads for CONUS while Lee and 
Hal run KG61G. WN2VED/KH6 has been quite active on 
40 meters, K2ASA spent some time in Tachikawa AB 
Hospital. Reports are she is tine. KH6FR0 has been quite
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Now The Heathkit Single-Banders 
Feature New Performance & Value

• Upper/Lower Side
band On All Models • 
Improved Design & 
Styling • Improved Au
dio & AVC Response 
• ALC Input For Ex
ternal Linear Ampli
fiers • More Conven
ient Control Locations

HW-12A 75-meter

$9995

• 200 watts P.E.P. SSB transceivers • Choose 80, 40, 
or 20 meter model • Single knob tuning with 2 kHz dial 
calibration • Operate fixed or mobile with appropriate 
Heathkit power supply • Crystal filter type SSB genera
tion • High-performance receiver • Built-in S-meter, 
VOX, PTT, and ALC
Now An Improved Version Of The SSB Transceiver That 
Opened Up A New Era In Amateur Radio . .. the number 
of Single-Banders you hear on the air is proof of their 
popularity, so now Heath has improved on these favorite 
transceivers ... to bring you even greater economy and 
better performance.
Practical Improvements For Operating Convenience . . . 
the microphone input & gain control, plus bias adjust
ment are now located on the front panel for ease in 
changing from fixed to mobile operation. An added func
tion switch position controls the optional HRA-10-1 plug
in crystal calibrator. And the power connectors are now 
fully compatible with Heath SB-Series power supplies. 
Engineered With Heath “Know How.” The receiver fea
tures 1 uv sensitivity, 2.7 kHz selectivity, and slow AVC 
action for optimum SSB reception. Transmitted carrier 
and unwanted sidebands are at least 45 db down. Here 
is the performance you expect in high priced equipment: 
Designed For Easy Assembly. Over 90% of the compo
nents mount on a heavy-duty circuit board. Alignment 
is easy, requiring only a broadcast receiver, VTVM with 
RF probe, and a dummy load.

Single-Bander Plus KW Kompact Puts You On-The-Air 
With A Full KW P.E.P. Input SSB For Less Than $400! 
KW Kompact tunes 80-10 meters. Features built-in SWR 
meter & antenna change-over relay, ALC output. Matches 
52 ohm coax. Choose HP-14/HP-24 power supply.
Kit HW-12A, 75 meter, 15 Ibs............................................ $99.95
Kit HW-22A, 40 meter, 15 lbs.......................................... $104.95
Kit HW-32A, 20 meter. 15 Ibs.......................................... $104.95
GH-12, Push-To-Talk & VOX Mike, 2 Ibs.............................$6.95
Kit HRA-10-1, Plug-In 100 kHz Crystal Calibrator, 1 lb. $8.95 
Kit HP-13, DC Power Supply (mobile), 7 Ibs................. $59.95
Kit HP-23, AC Power Supply (fixed station), 19 Ibs.. . $39.95
Kit HS-24, Mobile Speaker, 4 Ibs........................................... $7.00
Kit HA-14, KW Kompact, 10 Ibs...........................................$99.95
Kit HP-14, High Power Mobile Supply, 10 Ibs................$89.95
Kit HP-24, High Power Fixed-Station Supply, 22 Ibs... $49.95

Heathkit_________
"KW Kompact" I ...

The Perfect Kilowatt L’,'J
Linear For Your I

'.’I

Single-Bander w

SPECIFICATIONS — RF Input: 200 watts PEP. Sideband generation: 
Crystal lattice bond-pass filter method. Stability: 200 Hz per hour after 
warm-up. Carrier & unwanted sideband suppression: 45 db. Fre
quency coverage: HW-12A, 3.8—4.0 MHz; HW-22A, 7,2—7.3 MHz; 
HW-32A, 14.2—14.35 MHz. Receiver sensitivity: 1 uv for 15 db (S-|-N) 
/N ratio. Receiver selectivity: 2.7 kHz (A 6 db, ó.O kHz (A 50 db. Out
put: 50 ohm fixed (unbalanced). Operation: LSB, USB. Audio output: 
1 watt (A 8 ohms. Mike input: Hi-Z. Tube complement: Fourteen tube 
heterodyne circuit; (3) óEAB's mie. amp. VOX reiay amp., IF amp., RF 
amp., Recvr. mixer; (5) óAUó's, VFO, VOX amp,, IF amps,, Xmtr. mixer; 
(1) 6BE6, VFO isolator (HW-12A), Hef. osc. and mixer (HW-22A & HW- 
32A); (1) 12BY7 Driver; (1 ) 12AT7 Xtal. osc.. product det.; (1) 6EB8 Audio 
amp. and output; (2) 6GE5 RF output. Power requirements: 800 VDC (A 
250 MA peak, 250 VDC (A 100 MA, —130 VDC @ 5 MA, 12 VAC or 
VDC (A 3.75 amperes. Cabinet dimensions: ói-t’ H x 12H’ W x 10’ D.

I HEATHKIT 1967 FREE 
CATALOG

..........

rHEATH COMPANY, Dept. 9-12 
j Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□ Enclosed is $__________________

Describes these and over 250 i Please send model (s>------------------- 
kits for stereo/hi-fi, color TV, j □ Please send FREE Heath kit Catalog, 
amateur radio, shortwave, | 
test. CB, marine, educational, j Name__ 
home and hobby. Save up to ! 
50% by doing the easy assent- | Address 
bly yourself. Mail coupon or t 
write Heath Company, Benton Pitv 
Harbor, Michigan 49022 | ’

plus shipping.

( Please Print)

State,Zip........... .....
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-175
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CRAMPED FOR SPACE?
NOW . . . MINIATURIZED, 

QUALITY ANTENNAS FOR . . .

• APARTMENTS
* SUBURBAN HOMES
• PORTABLE USE

featuring heavy wall 
aluminum and stainless 

steel construction 
throughout

Open Freq, 
Power Rating 
Turn. Radius 
Total Weight 
Single Feed line 
SWR at Resonance

6.10-15-20 Meters
600 Watts AM

6-10-15-20

METERS
The time proved B-24 
4-Band antenna combines 
maximum efficiency and 
compact design to provide 
an excellent antenna where 
space is a factor. New end 
loading for maximum radi
ation efficiency. No center 
loading.

11 lbs.
52 ohm
1,5 to 1,0 max.

Model B-24 
Net $59.95

MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA
FOR 6-10-15-20 METERS

Needs no ground plane radials. Full electrical wave 
cm each band. Excellent quality construction. Mount with inexpensive TV Hardware.
Power Rating____
TotalWeight
Height___ _ 
Single Feed Line 
SWR at Resonance

600 Watts AM 
6 lbs.
12\_____
52 ohm
1,5 to Ï.0 max.

Model C4 Net $34.95

Open Freq.____  
Power Rating____
Single Feed Line 
SWR at Resonance 
Total Weight___

40 and ÌÒ Meters 
1000 Watts AM 
52 ohm coax.
1.5 to 1.0 max.

40 pi»*  10 £
METERS

New end loading for »28 
maximum radiation 
efficiency. No center 
loading employed.
Element length only L si
1 8.5'... .boom 10'.

Model B4010 Net $79.50

RUGGED 6 METER BEAM
;•? Rugged construction with no holes 

in elements or boom to weaken
S®:? antenna. Heavy wall seamless
|:: :< aluminum and stainless steel throughout.

Power Rating 
SWR at Resonance 
Impedance 
Longest Element 
Boom

1000 Watts AM
1.4 to 1.0 max.
52 ohms 
^8*  .
12'

Model B6M5 ’ 
Net $24.95 each 
Two for $44.50

for ÄÄii^Proüiucif's Afrfenng'.CgWog.
ff ihere U no stocking dlstHbuior

we wÜ pre-'.
pay th e costs in continentäl 11 S,A.-

DISTRIBUTORS WANTEDIN;. .KÉŸ. AREAS, 
details to »

Toni Venable, K 3j&t Sales '

inc.

1001 West 18th Street, Erie, Pennsylvania
LEADERS IN COMPACT ANTENNAS

active chasing DX. W0PAN/KH6 recently was made an 
A-l Operator. Larry also pumps the Official Bulletins to 
the Far East. KG6AIG continues to do a fine job down 
on Guam with his QTC work. WB6HXQ has moved to 
the islands with his family. Jon is quite avid in c.w. and 
2-meter work. VVA4YOK/KG6 has applied for AREC 
membership. KH6KS and KH6AFC leave the islands to 
homestead their ranch in Oregon. Jim and Hazel spear
headed the local s.s.b. club. KH6BZF presented the Ham- 
Quest 67 kick-off speech to the Honolulu and Wahiawa 
ARCs. Remember to support vour League— rhe League. 
Traffic: KG6AIG 145, KH6BZF 20, KG6IG 1, W0PAN/ 
KH6 1.

NEVADA—SCM, Leonard M. Norman, W7PBV- 
SEC: WA7BEU. W7JU0 is the new superintendent of 
Hydro-Generat ion at Hoover Dam for the city of Los 
Angeles. Nevada has a new certificate for working all 
counties in Nevada. For more information write County 
Award, Box 2534. Reno, Nev. W7YKN reports the Reno 
Area is ready with communications for Nevada Admis
sion Dav Parade. WB6GCV, now WA7GAQ. is chief op
erator for the city of Los Angeles communications at 
Boulder City. WA7ECT is bnsv with c.w. traffic. WA7- 
CFS appointed WA7ERY as AEC for Fallon. K7ICW is 
busy on the v.h.f, and u.h.f. frequencies. K7RKH Jias 
several new v.h.f. and u.h.f. units. The Southern Nevada 
f.m. group on 146.94 and 147.5 Me. is busy trying to get 
a location for a mountain-top repeater before winter, 
WN7FBF built an electronic keyer. Ex-W7K0H is a Si
lent Key. W7BIF, EC for Boulder City, is on the air 
with a vertical and SBE-34. W7AEL operated his station 
nt the .1,0. Fair in Las Vegas. K70HX lias some HB 
projects started besides his c.w. traffic-handling. Traffic: 
WA7CFS 34, K7OHX 15. WA7BEU 9. W7KOI 4. W7PBV 
4, W7YDX 4.

SACRAMENTO VALLEY—SCM. John F. Minke, III, 
WA6JDT—SEC: WB6BWB. ECs: WB6MXD, K6RHW. 
W6SMU, WA6TQJ. RM: W6LNZ. PAM: WA6YYK. Sac
ramento Valley was represented at the annual NCN 
Luncheon at Livermore by W6LNZ and WA6JDT. New 
S.V. members to NCN are W6BLW, Oroville; W6HKM, 
Crescent City, and WB6HNC, Roseville. For a list of 
ARPSC nets in this section see last month’s QST. WN6- 
RIM is now WB6RIM and is the son of K6VOO. WN6TOA 
is on assignment to DU-Land and will miss the Sweep- 
stakes and the iNovice Roundup. W6BCN became a Silent 
Key Aug. 12. WA6JDT got the tower and beam up again 
with the help of WA6SLU. The first hour of operation was 
hopeless until it was discovered that the transmitter 
would work better if it was connected to the coax line. 
Your SCM would appreciate more news to print. Traffic: 
VV6LNZ 121. WB6QMT 22, WB6EAG 20, W60FK 14, 
WA6CXB 3.

SAN FRANCISCO—SCM. Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD- 
SEC Bill Ray reminds all Es that Form as are expected 
the first of each month. W6JWF reports that the station 
at Red Cross Regional Headquarters in San Francisco, 
W6CX0, is in fine shape after work by WA6DPJ and 
W6FKS on the emergency power generator. W6BIP and 
W6JXK helped at the Red Cross station during the SET. 
WA6IVM and W6UDL are holding classes for a handi
capped group in San Francisco, WB6KHI still is working 
to get his RTTY gear operating. W6GQA was delighted 
to see bis photo in Oct. QST as the holder of the longest 
unbroken string of FMT test. participation. WA6MGG is 
operating portable from Sunnyvale. W6WLV attended the 
NCN luncheon at Livermore in Oct. The Marin Club 
held its annual auction in Oct, WB6GVI still hopes to get 
a low-powered 6-meter rig on the air anon. WA6SFB re
ports results good on 432 Me. during the Sept. V.H.F, 
Party. Also operating in this party from W6TEN’s QTH 
on Veeder Mountain was WA6STS, bark from, a summer 
in the blast. WA6JVV reports a big improvement from 
San Francisco City in the V.H.F. Contest—one station 
worked while last year be couldn’t nail even a singleton. 
WA6IVM gave a talk on frequency measurement at. the 
Sept, meeting of the San Francisco Radio Club. The 
Greater Bay Area Hamfest this year was the best ever 
with K6OJO getting a lot of credit as chairman of the 
event. Recent KPFA programs (Sat. 10:15 a.m. on 94.1 
Me.) have included W6JWF giving an outline of SET 
activities, VV6HSA on the activities of the San Francisco 
Radio Club and K6OJO and WA6AUD nn the hamfest, A 
newcomer tn the section, W6JXR, reported a large traffic 
count. W6CIS, former Division Director, has retired 
from state service after 39 years. W6CY0 claims that he 
will make DXCC by the time the snow melts. WB6AIS 
finds a lot of DX coming through from ITA-Land. W6- 
RZS says that he will be active again soon. The San 
Francisco Section Net continues to meet Mon. and Fri. 
at 3900 kc. and the Red Cross SET traffic was handled 
over the net this year. Drop a line to the SCM and re
ceive a copy of the section Courier plus a generous, free 
supply of Form Is for reporting activity. Traffic-: W6- 
JXK 201. W6KVQ 134, W6WLV 132, WB6OGF 23. WA6-
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™ HEART
OF ANY 

TRANSCEIVER
IS ITS

VFO STABILITY
so. Compare
the steady

"heartbeat" 
of the

GALAXY V j with that of its 
strongest Competitor!

[Every Galaxy V that comes off our line goes through 
this exacting test! It amounts to a 90 minute “elec
trocardiogram” on VFO stability, the “heart” of 
any transceiver.

Every Galaxy’s VFO stability must meet our exact
ing low-drift requirements! The personal drift
chart of every Galaxy that comes off the line goes 
with the unit to its new owner.

Va haut 1 hour îVà hour»

This is the “heartbeat” of a Galaxy V picked 
at random from our assembly line! Note the mini
mum of drift in a M4 hr. test!

Vi hour ï hour ÌVi hour»

This is the “heartbeat” of a well-known competi
tive transceiver. (Also picked at random.) Note the 
excessive drift that occurred during the same 90 
minute test period!

It’s just one of many Galaxy requirements to insure 
the set’s owner of the standard of performance we 
feel he is entitled to get! Others include vibration 
testing (a real torture test); full power (300 watt) 
key down testing over several hours; actual on-the- 
air contacts to assure superior audio quality; and a 
final test of scope and sweep alignment of the filter.

And speaking of filters—The super-selective filter in 
the Galaxy is no "Johnny-come-lately”! For over 2 
years it has been the most selective filter in any Ham 
transceiver, and it still is! It is just 2.1 kc wide (-6 db 
points) and this, coupled with the shape factor of 1.8:1 
means it is just 3.78 kc wide (at the —60 db points) 
where the strong signals are! THAT MEANS YOU 
HEAR LESS INTERFERENCE! Don’t be MISLED! 
...Shape Factor alone does not tell the story. A bam 
with a nice shape factor of 1:1 is still broad as a bam 
where the INTERFERENCE is!

GALAXY V
The most Powerful —Reliable- 
Rugged Transceiver Anywhere!

*420
80-40-20 

15-10
Meters 

300 Watts

A. See the GALAXY V! Write us for the name of the Dealer nearest youl

G> GALAXY ELECTRONICS 
tf Dept. QST-12M • 10 South 34th Street • Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 
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K7ASK

TWO CATEGORIES TO CHOOSE FROM
Standard Duty Guyed in 
Heights of 37-54-88-105 
and 122 feet

Heavy Duty Self Supporting 
and Guyed in Heights of 
37 —54 feet (SS) 
71 — 88 feet (guyed)

ROHN has these 6 IMPORTANT POINTS:
Ease of Operation—roller guides between sections assure 
easy, safe, friction-free raising and lowering. Strength- 
welded tubular steel sections overlap 3 feet at maxi
mum height for extra sturdiness and strength. Unique 
ROHN raising procedure raises all sections together—uni
formly with an equal section overlap at all heights! 
Versatility—designed to support the largest antennae 
with complete safety and assurance at any height desired! 
Simple installation—install it yourself—use either flat 
base or special tilting base (illustrated above) depend
ing on your needs. Rated and Tested—entire line engi
neered so you can get exactly the right size and properly 
rated tower for your antenna. The ROHN line of towers 
is complete. Zinc Galvanized—hot dipped galvanizing a 
standard—not an extra—with all ROHN towers! Prices 
start at less than $100. .............

K ..
SEND FOR ROHN TOWER HANDBOOK?
-$1.25 Value E
-ONLY $100 postpaid (special to readers t : ' 

of this magazine). Nearest C
source of supply sent on request. Repre- E 
sentatives world-wide to serve you. Write I IffllSS 
today to: p

ROHN Manufacturing Co.
F. O. Bax 2000 Peoria, Illinois

“World’s Largest EXCLUSIVE Manufacturer 
of Towers; designers, engineers, and installers 

uf complete ‘communication tower systems.”

AUD 20, WA6IVM 19, W6BWV 15, W6CY0 6, WB6DMP
5, K6TZN 5. WB6GVÍ 4, WB61M0 4, WA6SFB 3, WB6-
KHI 2, WN6TBC 2.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY—SCM, Ralph Saroyan, W6- 
JPU—WN6UNY is a new Novice in Stockton. WA6UAA 
is attending Fresno State College. WA6BTK is back in 
Nebraska attending the University. K6AXV got rid of 
the old coax and is replacing it with sume new stuff. 
WA6ZLP is on 6 and 2 meters. WA6FUF is working on 
home-brew test equipment. W6RRN is having rotating 
problems. WA6ZRZ is the new president of the Porter
ville Radio Club. K6ROU has a new SB-400. and is mov
ing to a new QTH. W60HT is chasing DX with a new 
TH-6 beam. K6AJU is a new ORS. W6ADB says there 
is nothing new. W6BWK operated from the QTH of K6- 
CPQ during the June V.H.F. Contest, WB6PCQ is hav
ing problems with her linear amplifier. WB6HVA has a 
beam up ou an 80-ft. tower. W6BJT still is working on his 
s.s.b. exciter. W6QON heated up his soldering iron and 
put in some ALC in his Swan transceiver. With school 
starting and getting settled after the summer activities 
seem a little slow. However, 1 want to take this oppor
tunity to wish each and every one of you hams a Very 
Merry Christmas, and a Prosperous and Happy New 
Year. Traffic: K6AJU 264. WB6HVA 253, WB6PCQ 210, 
W6ADB 149, WA6SCE 30, W6ARE 3.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY—SCM, Jean A. Gmelin, 
W6ZRJ—Asst. SCM: Ed Turner, WON VO. SEC: W6VZE. 
RM: W6QM0. Our new SEC is W6VZE, of Burlingame. 
Charlie has been the EC for Burlingame for some time 
and has done a fine job of coordinating both the Red 
Cross and c.d. activities there. He plans to meet with 
the various AREC groups and ECs iu the section. Let’s 
get behind him and bring our section standing on emer
gency communications up. Many groups in the section 
took part in plans for the 1966 SET and your new SEC 
was active in this organization. Our thanks to WA6HVN 
for his work as SEC. Hal is pres, of the 8CCÁRA and 
plans to remain active in Red Cross coordination. The 
West Valley Radio Club now has an emergency net with 
the following actives: WB6CUE. WB6QJW, WA6QIW. 
WB6SQB, W6TPL. K6VSQ, WA6YDF and WB60KS. The 
Santa Cruz Radio Club held a joint meeting with the 
West Valley Radio Club at Cabrillo College in Oct. W AO
UDE is editor of the club’s fine bulletin. The Northern 
California. Net Bulletin is ably edited by WB6HVA. W6- 
ADB and W6LNZ. Activity on the net remains high and 
those interested in learning c,w. traffic operation are in
vited to check into the net at 0300Z on 3635 kc. daily. 
K6RTU, pres, of both the Foothills Radio Club and 
CCRC, was the guest speaker at the Sent, meeting of 
the Palo Alto Club, speaking on historic radio tube«. 
K6HMO, of Farion Electric, was the guest speaker at the 
SCARS. WB6CPQ is reported as a Silent Key. He was 
SCARS member No. 199. W6ZRJ, K6GK, W6DEF. WB6- 
NXK and WÁ6CVU attended the NCN Luncheon In Liv
ermore. K6GK reports noisy conditions on both 7 and 
3.5 Me. for traffic work. W6OII is active on MTN. W6AUC 
is working W4EXK on traffic schedule and is busy as OO. 
W6SAW is working RTTY traffic operations on 80 and 20 
meters. W6YBV is liaison to RN6 and PAN. K6DYX 
works RTTY bulletins and is handling FAX on 2 meters 
to W6SHK. WB6NXK is now working RN6. W6MMG is 
operating on PCN. W6WX reports that he was active 
during tiie rerent CD Party. Dave is busy as the new 
pres, of NCDXC. WB6IZF is active on several phone 
nets. W6DQY works 2 meters. W6RSY was active on RN6 
and PAN and QNI NCN during September. W6ASH is 
EC with SPECS. W6RFF is active on NCN. OO reports 
of active operation were received from W6ASH, W6UMI 
and W6SAW. WOAUC reported active OO contacts but. 
had no OO report. W6DEF‘b AREC area participated in 
the SET. Traffic: W6RSY 1157, W6YBV 416. KfiDYX 258, 
WB6NBX 198. W6SAW 92. W6DEF 90. W6ZRJ 37. K6GK 
35. W6OII 27, W6AUC 14, W6VZE 7, W6ASH 6, W6RFF 6, 
WB6IZF 4.

ROANOKE DIVISION
NORTH CAROLINA—SCM, Barnett S. Dodd, W4- 

BNU— .Asst. SCM: Robert B. Corns, W4FDV- SEC: W4- 
MFK. RMs:WA4ANH and K4CWZ. PAMs: W4AJT and 
WA4LWE. V.H.F. PAM: W4HJZ. WA4QLP says he final
ly made WAS. has the needed QSLs for WAC and DXCC 
now is 70/60 with the same ole DX-60 and dipole, WB4- 
BGL earned WAS on 80 and 40 meters. WA4VNV used a 
swimming-pool broom as a makeshift antenna mast while 
ut the beach. WA4ZLJ and WA4ZLK are debugging their 
homebrew Handbook 432-Mc. rigs. W4NAP has been ap
pointed EC for Rockingham County and has been having 
tun on the low bands with a new EICO-753. W4ULE has 
a new 110-ft. tower with a new six-element 6-meter and 
fifteen-element 2-meter beams on it. K4VAZ is stacking 
two eight-element beams for 2 meters on a 100-ft. tower. 
WA4IXW is putting together an EICO-753 kit for mobile
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EIMAC 3-400Z's used in prototype 
6-meter linear amplifier 
for 2 kW PEP at 50 MHz

The prototype Swan linear amplifier shown here uses 
two EIMAC 3-400Z triodes in grounded grid circuitry 
to achieve two kilowatts PEP input at 50 MHz. Drive 
power is less than 100 watts PEP. The prototype 
amplifier features a tuned cathode circuit for low 
intermodulation distortion, and uses a pi-network 
plate tank circuit. The new linear may be driven with 
modern six-meter SSB transceivers, and offers real 
operational economy at 50 MHz.

Swan chose EIMAC 3-400Z's because these com
pact, high-mu power triodes are ideal for grounded 
grid operation. They can provide a power gain as 
high as 20 in a cathode-driven circuit.

For more information on EIMAC’s line of power 
tubes for advanced transmitters, write Amateur Ser
vices Department, or contact your nearest EIMAC 
distributor.

3-400Z TYPICAL OPERATION
(Minimum IM Distortion Products at 1 kW PEP Input)

DC-DC Plate Voltage..................................... 2500 V
Zero-Sig DC Plate Current*........................... 73 mA
Single Tone DC Plate Current....................... 400 mA
Single Tone DC Grid Current......................... 142 mA
Two Tone DC Plate Current........................... 274 mA
Two Tone DC Grid Current............................. 82 mA
Peak Envelope Useful Output Power............ 560 W 
Resonant Load Impedance............................. 3450 ohms
IM Distortion Products................................... —35 db**
* Approximate

* * - 35 db or more below one tone of a two tone test signal.

We have a new brochure entitled “Linear Amplifier 
and Single Sideband Service." Write for your copy.

EIMAC
Division of Varian

San Carlos, California 94070
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use. K4YEC is helping to get the Rockingham County
AREC organized.A FIRST CLASS 

FCC LICENSE 
...or your money back!

Your key to future success in electronics is a First-Class 
FCC License. It will permit you to operate and maintain 
transmitting equipment used in aviation, broadcasting, ma

rine, microwave, mobile communications, or Citizens-Band. 
Cleveland Institute home study is the ideal way to get your 
FCC License. Here’s why:

Our electronics course will quickly prepare you for a 
First-Class FCC License. Should you fail to pass the FCC 
examination after completing your course, you will get a 
full refund of all tuition payments. You get an FCC 
License ... or your money back!

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-the-minute lessons in all 
these subjects: Logical Troubleshooting, Microminiaturiza
tion, Single Sideband Technique, Pulse Theory and Applica
tion, Boolean Algebra, and many more.
You owe it to yourself, your family, your future to get the 
complete details on our “proven effective” Cleveland Institute 
home study. Just send the coupon below for FREE book or 
write to Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., 
Dept.QT-49, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.l. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. 
If you served on active duty since January 31,1955, 
OR are in service now, check box in coupon for G.l. 
Bill information.

Name.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK

Please send me your FREE book,“How 
To Get A Commercial FCC License.”

©

f"* Cleveland Institute 
WB* B Ebb of Electronica
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

(please print)

Address.

City------ .State. .Zip.

L.

Occupation______ ——........ ..
□ Check here for G.l. Bill information.

-Age.

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Framing . . . since 1934 qt-49
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Net
NON (E) 
NCN (L) 
THEN 
SSBN

Frey. Time Days
3573 kc, 23307. Dailv
3573 kc. 0300Z Daily
3865 kc. 0030Z Daily
3038 kc. 003025 Daily

Mgr 
K4CWZ 
WA4ÄNH
K4ODX
WA4LWE

Traffic: (Sept.) W4EVN 267. W4OTE 156, K4BVJ 137. 
WB4BGL 134. W4HJS 118. K4CWZ 111. W4LWZ 104. W4- 
IRE 95. WA4UFQ 77. WA4NUO 59, WA4VNV 46. WA4- 
CFN 44. K4E0 39. W4UWS 39. K4PKE 36. WA4FJM 22. 
WA4ZLK 20, W4RWL 19. K4VQD 18. W4BNU 16, W4AJT 
14. WA4UVH 12. WA4VTV 9, WA4ANH 7. K4ZKQ 6, 
K4GVJ 3, K4TTN 3. WA4GMB 1. ( Aug.) W4LEV 982, 
W4ÜWS 88. WA4UFQ 56, WA4FJM 29, K4PKE 18.

SOUTH CAROLINA—SUM. Clark M. Hubbard. K4- 
LNJ—SEC: WA4ECJ. Asst.. SEC: W4WQM. RM: K4- 
LND. PAM: WA4RUÖ.

8CN 3795 kc. OOOZ/0300Z Daily
8Ö SSBN 3915 kc, 00002 Daily »Sept. Traffic 202

School has taken its toll of operators, especially on the 
SUN. The younger operators have to put school first. 
WA4ECJ organized an outstanding program for the SET, 
W4CE will have RACES in operation on 3993.5 kc. The 
SCSSBN will he on watch 2100Z. W4.TA has added a 
Clegg 22er on 2 meters and is in RACES. WA4UYT, at 
Clemson U. from the Georgia section, is as active as 
school will permit on SON. WN4DXX. 13 years old. is 
racking up DX. WA4LPV is at, Georgia Tech. K4HDX is 
getting the hugs out of the radio gear in his air coupe. 
W4PED, W4NT0, K4OCU and W4JA hold SUN together. 
The Rock Hill Hamtest had an excellent EC meeting. 
Traffic: WA4ECJ 61. W4WQM 55. W4PED 50. K4LNJ 48, 
W4NT0 20. W4JA 14. WA4ICF 9. WA4QKQ 9, WB4CUF 
6, WA4LDM 5. WN4BZA 4.

VIRGINIA—SCM. H. J. Hopkins, W4SHJ—SEC: 
K4LMB. Asst. SEC: K4ASU. PAM : W4OKN. RMs: W4- 
SHJ, K4LJK, WA4EUL. The Virginia QSO Party will be 
held Jan. 7 and 8. 1967. See details elsewhere in this issue. 
The SET for 1966 is now history. There was plenty of 
traffic but not enough stations to do all the jobs or to 
cover the section properly; the section phone and C.w. 
nets need better coverage regularly. W4KFC is the new 
Roanoke Division Director and W4ACY is the Vice- 
Director. W4KFC is mobiling with a new Swan. Welcome 
back to Virginia, old-timer W4IA. K4PIK visited ARRL 
Hq. The Virginia ARPSC organization cooperated with 
the state RACES headquarters during the SET and mem
bers manned the Hq. station near Richmond. Plan now

VIRGINIA QSO PARTY
January 6-9, 1967 

sponsored by 
'The Roanoke Valley Amateur Radio Club

Rules'. 1800 GMT January 7 to 0200 GMT 
January 9. No power limit or minimum time 
limit. The same station may be worked on addi
tional bands. Call CQ VA. Virginia amateurs 
residing in independent cities will use a neigh
boring county in the contest exchange for the 
duration of the contest. Phone and c.w. are con
sidered separate contests requiring separate logs.

Exchanges: Va. stations send QSO number, 
RS(T> and County. All others send number, 
RS(T) and state, province or country.

Scoring: One point per contact (Va. stations 
may work other Va. stations). Va, stations mul
tiply OSO points by the number of states, prov
inces. countries and Va, counties worked. Others 
multiply points by the number of different Vir
ginia counties worked.

Awards: Certificates to the highest scoring 
station in each state, province or country. Va. 
stations will compete for 1st through 5th place 
certificates.

Frequencies: Suggested frequencies: c.w. 3560 
7060 14,060 21,060 28,060; phone 3830/3930 
7205/7235 14240/14340 and 21310/21410.

Logs showing dates, times, stations contacted, 
bands, mode and location and FINAL SCORE 
must be received no later than Feb. 1967. Send 
logs to the Roanoke Valley ARC, Box 2002, 
Roanoke, Virginia.



A 3-band SSB Transceiver Kit for $189.95 
An Electronic Keyer Kit for $49.95 

A Solid-State AC Power Supply Kit for $79.95

Who gives you 
ham gear so COMPLETE 

at prices so low?

Who else but EICO
Pro all the way, from concept to execution — that’s what ham editors say 

about EICO. Critical customers agree, and like the low price, too.
They’ve made the 753 kit, for example, the industry’s hottest 

seller. And the new 717 Keyer seems headed for the same fate.
Highlights of both give you some inkling why:

The EICO 753 is a complete 3-band 
transceiver, offering SSB/AM/CW oper
ation with conservatively rated 200 watts 
PEP on all modes (rated for maximum 
efficiency rather than maximum possible 
input power). A new Silicon Solid State 
VFO provides full coverage of the 80, 40, 
and 20 meter bands. Assembly is made 
faster and easier by VFO and IF circuit 
boards, plus pre-assembled crystal lat
tice filter. Rigid construction, compact 
size, and superb styling make this rig 
equally suited for mobile and fixed sta
tion use. The EICO 753 is at your dealer 
now, in kit form and factory-wired.

FEATURES: High level dynamic ALC pre
vents fiat-topping even with extreme 
OMer-modulatlon. Automatic carrier level 
adjustment on CW & AM. Receiver offset 
tuning (10 kc bandspread) without alter
ing transmit frequency. Front panel se
lected STANDBY, VOX, or P-T-T opera

tion. Unique ball drive provides both 6:1 
rapid band tuning and 30:1 vernier band
spread with single knob. The Model 753 
is an outstanding value factory wired at 
$299.95

EICO Model 751 AC Supply/Speaker 
Console: Provides all necessary operat
ing voltages for Model 753. Incorporates 
PM Speaker, conservatively rated com
ponents and silicon rectifiers for mini
mum heat and extended trouble-free life. 
Includes interconnecting plug-in cables.
Kit $79.95 Wired $109.95
SPECIFICATIONS: Output Voltages: 750 
volts DC at 300ma, 250 volts DC at 170ma 
- 100 volts DC at 5ma, 12.6 volts AC at 
4 amps. INPUT VOLTAGE: 117VAC.
EICO Model 752 Solid State Mobile 
Power Supply: (Not Shown). For use with 
12 volt positive or negative ground sys

tems. Fully protected against polarity 
reversal or overload. Output voltages 
identical to Model 751.-Input voltage 
11-14 volts DC.

Kit $79.95 Wired $109.95

The ideal accessory for the CW ham— 
the fully automatic 717 Electronic 
Keyer. It provides self-completing clean- 
cut dots, dashes, and spaces accurately 
timed and proportioned from 3 to 65 
WPM In four overlapping switch-selected 
ranges with vernier control of all speeds 
within each range. Matches EICO 753 in 
appearance to make it a perfect .table- 
top companion unit.
FEATURES: Output Contacts - 25 volt- 
ampere dry-reed SPST relay. Built-In ad
justable tone and volume oscillator with 
a 3 x 5 Inch speaker for monitoring. Can 
be used as a code practice oscillator.

Kit $49.95 Wired $69.95

Far FREE catalog and Amateur Radio brochure write to EICO 131-01
_____________ ______________ ____  .  ....    OST. 70, Flushitin- Meuz

39th Ave., 
York? 1352. EICO



nnouncìna . . .
A brand-new addition to the ARRL family 
of publications for the radio amateur.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S OPERATING MANUAL is ideal for the newcomer 
who wishes to learn, and the Old Timer who wishes to brush-up on operating 
procedures, or who is becoming active in a new phase of amateur radio and 
needs information regarding this "new" facet.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S OPERATING MANUAL, was written by George 
Thurston, W4MLE, from his extensive background both as an amateur oper
ator and as a professional journalist.

The Operating Manual is a most comprehensive treatise, with chapters on:

plus an appendix containing:

Operating an Amateur Radio Station
General Operating Practices
Message Handling
Nets and How They Operate
The Amateur Radio Public Service Corps

The National Traffic System
The Amateur Radio Emergency Corps
The Radio Amateur Civil Emergency 

Service RACES
The American Radio Relay League

Numbered RadiogramsGlossary of Terms
Operating Aids Prefix and Countries Lists

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S OPERATING MANUAL will provide a guide and a ready 
reference source on good operating practices found most effective over the years.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S OPERATING MANUAL^ publication No. 24 of the Radio 
Amateur's Library, deserves a place on the bookshelf of every amateur who prides him
self on good operating procedures.

51.00 Postpaid
U.S,A.—$1.25 Elsewhere

-♦ Inc.
Newington, Conn, oshi
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Here’s a Switch lor You
You'll find it on the front of every Sierra 401A 
Series Termination Wattmeter. By controlling 
selection of power ranges, it helps you read 
50-ohm systems between 2 and 1000 MHz with 
unprecedented speed.

Expanded scale on left-hand side of the in
strument meter lets you read low-power ranges 
as easily as high. For example, you can read 
2 watts on the 1000-watt model. With one watt
meter, you can measure output of both low- 
power portable and base transmitters.

Sealed aluminum housings (no bellows, no air 
vents) preclude coolant leakage. Dielectric is 
long-life, non-carbonizing, silicone fluid. All four 
models use Sierra “Twist-Off” Connectors for 
quick field changes.

Prices are $195 (120 w), $275 (250 w), $325 
(500 w), and $450 (1000 w). For full information, 
mail coupon to Sierra/Philco, 3885 Bohannon 
Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC DIV.
OF

PH ILCO 

to originate message traffic to and from friends and rela
tives. Traffic: (Sept.) W4SZT 206, W4DVT 2Û5, WA4OHZ 
205, W4RHA 185, WA4DXJ 182, K4L.TK 134. W4ZM 121. 
W4NLC 107, WA4EUL 100, WA4URN 93. K4FSS 60, 
K4ITV 57, WA4UMX 57, K4ASU 52, W40WE 48. WA2- 
UFI/4 43, W4KFC 41, WA4DAI 40, K4MLC 37, W4OKN 
23. W4BWF 22, K4SDS 22, K4LMB 21, W4TE 20. WA9- 
JRK/4 18, K4BAV 17. W4BOA 17. WA4FEY 17. K4VCY 
16. WA4NJG 15. W4SHJ 15, W4KX 13, W4ZMT 13, W4OP 
12. WA4QOC 12, W4JUJ 11, W4WG 10. WA4PBG 9. K4- 
MXF 8. W4MK 6. W4LK 3. W4PTR 1. (Aug.) K4LJK 
222, W40WE 79. WA4UXL 24. K4VCY 13, WÁ4QOC 8.

WEST VIRGINIA—SCM, Donald B. Morris, W8JM 
—SEC: W8SSA. PAMs: K8CHW, W8IYD. RMs: K8TPF, 
W8LMF. Phone Mgr.: WA8RQB- C.W. Mgr.: W8HZA. 
Nets meets on 3570. 3890 and 3905 kc. The Monogalia 
Wireless ARC conducts code and theory classes. WA8FCM 
is looking for WVA from WA4ECY on 20 at Pensacola. 
W8SSA has a new mobile rig. K8TPF. W8CKX and W8- 
HZA would like to see more stations in the WVN CW 
Net. Last month tn 29 sessions 123 stations handled 88 
messages. K8MYU was active in the Illinois QSO Party. 
WA8FIE nnd WA8CKN are new ECs for Jefferson and 
Preston Counties. The Log,an County Emergency Net 
meets Sun. on 2300 at 3870 kc. The (JCWA West Va. 
chapter held a fine dinner meeting in Charleston. WA8- 
AKU and WA8FCZ are conducting 29.6 tests between 
Wheeling and Charleston. WA8.PXF was semi-finalist in 
the National Merit tests. The WVN Phone Net held 20 
sessions with 555 stations handling 121 messages. K8TPF 
reports WVN PON with 13 sessions, 178 stations and 131 
messages. Have you signed up a new ARRL member in 
the HamQuest 67 program? Traffic: K8TPF 308, W8CKX 
77. W8HZA 66. W8fMX 25, WA8QZO 20. K8BIT 19, WA8- 
QND 18. W8GUL 17. WA8PXF 12. WA8NDY 10. W8SSA 
9, W8JM 4. W8MQB 4, WA8HPE 3. WA8LAL 3, WA8RHT 
3. K8WMQ 3. WA8APM 2. K8CHW 2. WA8CRW 2. W8- 
ETX 2. K8HHH 2, W8HQQ 2, WA8KAN 2, WA8RQB 2. 
WA3FKB/8 1, K8CFT 1. WA8F1E 1. WA8ICZ 1. WA8- 
IMY 1. WA8LFW 1. WA8PDJ 1. K8QYG 1. K8SOR 1. 
W8VYI 1. K8ZDY 1-

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
COLORADO—SCM. Donald Ray Crumpton. K0TTB 

—Asst. SCM: Hank Hankinson. WA0NQL. SEC: 
W0SIN. The major Colorado nets are:

Columbine Net 
Colorado Cod? Net 
High Noon Net

11200Z
7:15 Daily
Daily

39«» kc.
3870 kc.
3989 kc.

The Arapahoe Radio Club has been granted affiliation 
with ARRL. Membership and activity in Arapahoe County 
still is increasing. More 2-meter AREC stations are being 
activated. A section project is underway to work up a 
formula which would permit different categories of sta
tions to compete on equal terms during Field Day for a 
Colorado trophy. Suggestions from clubs or individuals 
on such a formula would be appreciated. Drop WA0NQL 
a card. Another area where coordination is sadly lacking 
is the spreading of information as to when and where code 
and theory classes are being held. One goal of this office is 
to try to gather the information and then sue that it gets 
out to dubs, parts houses. Scouts, etc. Along this line, 
this is why we need closer liaison between clubs. Wake up 
the club secretary and ask him to drop NQL a card, or 
even use the traffic nets. The Colorado University Radio 
Club. W0YQ, Boulder, handled 100 pieces of traffic a 
month reports K1YRF. The above report was written bv 
Asst. SCM WA0NQL. Traffic: K0DCW 80. KQZSQ 7Ô, 
K0FDH 56.

a sussiown w

........--------- CLIP AND MAIL TODAY............—-......... ..

Please send complete information on Sierra Model 
401A Series termination wattmeters to:

Address_____ ____ __________________ -----.......... -________

Ci tv......................................... Suite. _________2ip......... ......

NEW MEXICO—SCM, Bill Farley, WA5FLG-Los 
Alamos and Albuquerque are both helping the amateur 
cause by giving code and theory classes. They report 
good turnouts and interesting desses. The Oct. meeting 
of the Albuquerque Club was to have been held at the 
antenna range at Sandia Corporation, WA5LVD in Gal
lup, reports that 6- and 2-meter activity should show an 
increase since he and WA7COP, at Ft. Definance, Ariz„ 
hold a regular schedule. Don has just been appointed an 
OVS. A reminder to all ECs. you are required to report 
each month to our SEC. We need these reports and ask 
your help in this matter. Time is running out for K5ONÉ, 
fellows, so let’s not give him any time to reconsider. Have 
you noticed the inactivity from the shack of K5ECQ? 
Could this have anything to do with the date coming up? 
A new call in Albuquerque and a permanent resident of 
“the Land of Enchantment’’ is W5PNY, ex-KORHU. 
Harry is now a graduate student at U. of N.M. and will 
teach next tall. Welcome. Traffic: W5UBW 37, W5DMG 
34, WA5FLG 30, K5VXJ 28, W5WZK 10, WA5MCX 4, 

1 W5PNY 2.
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Our antenna breakthru has rocked the industry like a bombshell! Imaginea íüii size 3-eiemenr zu
meter beam, with a 20' steel boom, so packed with materiel that its shipping weight is 26 lbs., yet it
sells for only $22! Or a full size 5 element 15 meter beam, absolutely complete in every respect, for
only $28. Why, some of our competitors sell thin wire dipoles for more money! See our QST ads of
the early 1950’s for comparison with the values here.

ALL-BAND VERTICALS
QUALITY MATERIAL

Brand new mill stock aluminum 
alloy tubing with Aluminite finish 
for protection against corrosion. 
Loading coils made by Barker & 
Williamson.

ALL-BAND OPERATION
Loading coil not required on 6, 

10, 15 and 20 meters. For 40, 80, 
and 160 meters, loading coil taps 
are changed manually except if a 
wide-range pi-network output or 
an antenna tuner is used; in this 
case band changing can be done 
from the shack.

EASY ASSEMBLY
Less than two minutes is all 

you need to put your vertical 
together. No special tools or elec
tronic equipment required. Full instruc
tions given.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Goes almost anywhere. On the ground, 

on the roof, or outside your window.
AMAZING PERFORMANCE

Hundreds of reports of exceptional DX 
operation on both low and high power. 
You will work wonders with a Gotham 
vertical.

“All band vertical?” asked one skeptic. 
“Twenty meters is murder these days. 
Let’s see you make a contact on twenty 
meter phone with low power!” So K4KXR 
switched to twenty, using a V80 antenna 
and 35 watts AM. Here is a small portion 
of the stations he worked: VE3FAZ, 
TI2FGS, W5KYJ, W1WOZ, W2ODH, 
WA3DJT, WB2FCB, W2YHH, VE3FOB, 
WA8CZE, K1SYB, K2RDJ, K1MVV, 
K8HGY, K3UTL, W8QJC, WA2LVE, 
YS1MAM, WA8ATS, K2PGS, W2QJP, 
W4JWJ, K2PSK, WA8CGA, WB2KVVY, 
W2IWJ, VE3KT. Moral: It’s the antenna 
that counts!
FLASH! Switched to 15 c.w. and worked 
KZ5IKN, KZ5OWN, HC1LC, PY5ASN, 
FG7XT, XE2I, KP4AQL, SM5BGK, 
G2AOB, YV5CLK, OZ4H, and over a thou
sand other stations!

V40 vertical for 40, 20, 15,
10, 6 meters........................... $14.95

V80 vertical for 80, 75, 40, 
20,15,10,6 meters.........$16.95

V160 vertical for 160, 80, 75, 
40,20, 15, 10, 6 meters.. .$18.95

QUADS
NEW! NEW! NEW! 
CUBICAL QUAD 
ANTENNAS — 
these two element 
beams have a full 
wavelength driven 
element and a re
flector; the gain is 
equal to that of 
a three element 
beam and the di
rectivity appears 
to us to be excep
tional! ALL METAL (except the insula
tors)— absolutely no bamboo. Complete 
with boom, aluminum alloy spreaders; 
sturdy, universal-type beam mount; uses 
single 52 ohm coaxial feed; no stubs or 
matching devices needed; full instruction 
for the simple one-man assembly and 
installation are included; this is a fool
proof beam that always works with ex
ceptional results. The cubical quad is the 
antenna used by the DX champs, and it 
will do a wonderful job for you! Now check 
these startling prices — note that they are 
much lower than even the bamboo-type:
TWENTY METER CUBICAL QUAD. $25.00 
FIFTEEN METER CUBICAL QUAD. 24.00 
10-15-20 CUBICAL QUAD.................... 35.00
10-15 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 30.00
15-20 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 32.00
(all use single coax feedline)

BEAMS
Compare the per

formance, value, 
and price of the fol
lowing beams and 
you will see that 
this offer is unprece
dented in radio his
tory! Each beam is 
brand new; full size 
(36' of tubing for 
each 20 meter ele
ment, for instance); 
absolutely complete including a boom 
and all hardware; uses a single 52 or 72 
ohm coaxial feedline; the SWR is 1:1; 
easily handles 5 KW; %"and l"aluminum 
alloy tubing is employed for maximum 
strength and low wind loading; all beams 
are adjustable to any frequency in the 
band.
2 El 20......... $16 4 El 15................$25*
3 El 20................  22* 5 El 15.................. 28*
4 El 20................ 32* 4 El 10................ 18
2 El 15................. 12 7 El 10.................. 32*
3 El 15................ 16 4 El 6. ................ 15

8 El 6.................28*
*20' boom

HOW TO ORDER: SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. WE SHIP IMMEDIATEY UPON 
RECEIPT OF ORDER BY RAILWAY EXPRESS, SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT.
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UTAH— SCM, Gerald F. Warner, W7VSS—SEC: W7-

ABSOLUTELY WKF. RM: W7OCX Section net«:

NEW
TRI-EX

W-51
FREE STANDING 
TOWER.
SUPPORTS 9 SQ. FT.
OF ANTENNA.
Shown with internal Ham M rotator and 2" mast.
INCLUDES 
FREE: RIGID BASE 
MOUNT
PRE-DRILLED TOP 
PLATE - For TB-2 
thrust bearing.
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL 
TUBING LEGS. Solid 
rod, "W" bracing.

• EASY MAINTENANCE - 
No guys or house 
brackets needed.
RISES TO 51 FT.— 
Nests down to 
21 ft.

HOT DIPPED 
GALVANIZED AFTER 
FABRICATION!
All welding by 
certified welders.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

»36260
FREIGHT PREPAID INSIDE 
CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION
7182 RASMUSSEN AVE., VISALIA, CALIF.

BUN Dailv 7272 kc. 1930Z
DARN Sat.-Sun. 3987:5 ke. 1500Z

Our thanks to W7LQE and K7S0T for a fine Job <if 
organizing the ahuiteur radio exhibit at tlie Utah State 
Fair this year. The exhibit handled over 600 formal mes
sages, and took a third-place Fair prize us well, W7RQT 
and u group from Ogden operated from Willard Peak 
during the .Sept. V.H.F. QSO Party. W7OCX reports 
that TWN has moved to 3570 kc., no change in time. 
Congratulations to W7NPU for his clean sweep in the '66 
DX Test for the Utah section. W7LQE made the BPL for 
Sept, traffic. Traffic: W7LQE 547, W70CX 150, W7VT.T 
122. W7JHM 52, K7HEN 8, W7VSS 6.

WYOMING—SCM, Wayne. M. Moore, W7CQL—SEC: 
W7YWE. RM: WA7CLF. PAMs: W7TZK. K7SLM. 
OBSs: W7TZK. K7SLM, K7ZHT. WA7DNZ. Nets: Pnny 
Express. Sun. at 0830 on 3920; YO, Mon., Wed., Fri. at 
1830 on 3610; Jackalope. Mon. through Sat. at 1215 on 3920. 
The Casper Club’s younger group showed up the old- 
timers on Field Day by bringing home the SCM. Field 
Day trophy. WA7EWC had a nice vacation in Spain and 
thereabouts last summer. K7LBW is settled in his new 
QTH and plans to get on the air soon. (Jasper College has 
applied for a club station license. K7WNP is back at 
Yale getting some book learning, WA7AXX has moved 
to Cheyenne. The v.h.f. boys didn’t do so well this sum
mer because of conditions and local line noise. Look for 
some home brew filters soon. Traffic: WA7CLF 31, W7- 
NKR 15. WA7BPO 8, K7ABO 6, W7CQP 4, WA7EWC 3, 
K7YPT 2.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
ALABAMA—SCM, William 8. Crafts- K4KJD—Asst. 

SCM/SEC: William C. Gann, W4NML. RM: WA4EXA. 
PAM: K4WHW. Merry Christmas from all Alabama 
ARRL Officials. Sept, net reports (times in GMT);

Net Freq. Time Days Seas. Are. Tfc. Ate. ONI
AENB 3575 0100 Daily 53 1.5 4.8
AEND 3525 2400 Daily 27 1.2
AENH 50.7 02ÓÓ Sun./Tue. 8 1J» 23.75
AENM 3965 0030 Daily 30 2.5 44.20
AENO 50.55 0115 T/T/Sat. 13 0.0 12.90
AENP 3955 123(1 Mon./Sat. 26 Lt 9.Ó
AENR 50.52 0115 Wcd./Fri. 0 0.1 17.9
AENT 3970 2230 Daily 32 LO 4.9

All interested RTTYers, contact W4USM. North Alabama 
hams handled communications for the Flying Petticoat« 
Air Derby. WA4EDF and WA4EEC are now on 6, WA4- 
WGF has new beam, tower and emergency power. W4- 
HYO and W4WIA are active on 2. Traffic: WA4EXA 114, 
K4H.TX 113, WA4UXC 84. K4AOZ 78. WB4ADT 47. WA4- 
GGD 37. K4NUW 34. W4USM 33. K4CFD 32. WA4EEC 
30, WA4FYO 22, W4FVY 21. K4WHW 21. K5RSI/4 16. 
WA4P1Z 15, K4KJD 11. WA4VOP 10, W4NML 7, K4DJJ 
6, K4ADK 5, WA4WLD 3, W4HON 1, WA4WGF 1.

CANAL ZONE—SCM, Mrs. Lillian C. Smith, KZ5- 
TT—Asst. SCM: Russell Oberholtzer, KZ5OB, SEC: 
KZ5MV- Organization of a local 2-meter net for local 
traffic handling from h.f. nets, and also a 2-meter re
peater project, is underwav. New stations on 2 meters are 
KZ5AG, KZ5JC. KZ5OW, KZ5TK and KZ5KR. New 
General Class licenses are KZ5IK and KZ5LH. A new 
Novice Class licensee is KZ5CNN. The USAFSO MARS 
Club took a moonlight yacht trip to Taboga Island in 
Oct. KZ5FX is working on beams for all five h.f. bands. 
Certificates will be sent to each station handling USAFSO 
MARS Annual “Operation Christmas” traffic, during the 
holiday season. Traffic: KZ5MV 60, KZ5FX 7.

EASTERN FLORIDA—SCM, Albert L. Hamel, K4- 
SJH—SEC: W4IYT. RM C.W.: W4LUV. RM RTTY: 
W4RWM, PAM S.S.B.: W4OGX. PAMs: W4SDR, W4- 
TUB. V.H.F. PAM: WA4BMC. W41LE now is an OTC 
member. The new Ft. Myers Club call is W4LX. WA4- 
laBM is scheduled for the Air Force. W4KRC finally 
went v.h.f, MARS. The new name of Brevard Eng. Col
lege is the Fla. Institute of Technology. The call still is 
WB4ABK. WA4GEP/4 is pres. WA4U.1D won first prize- 
in the Dade QSO Party and a cruise on the Bahama, Star. 
WA4WZZ now is comm, chairman of Lakeland Red Cross. 
The Orlando Club's new officers are W4PA0, pres.; 
WA4YZH. 1st vice-pres,; K4FXF, 2nd vice-pres.; WA4- 
VCD. secy.: WA4S11, treas. K4BNE is fining an FB job 
boasting bam radio in his local paper. Are you aware of 
tlie c.w traffic net that operates on 3651 kc. at 1)830 EST 
every flay? It’s a small net as nets go and its speed is 
your speed. K4KDN is manager. Must be the summer 
traffic slump that causes nets to «how such a big check-in 
total and yet such a small traffic total. Any other an-
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MODEL 410 VFO—SWAN 350 TRANSCEIVER —117XC POWER SUPPLY-MARK I LINEAR

Illustrated above is a complete Swan station for SSB, AM, AND CW. You can transmit 
and receive on all 5 bands with your 350 transceiver, and when used with the Mark I 
linear amplifier, you’re at the legal power limit. Switch in the Model 410 outboard 

VFO and you’re all set for separate transmit and receive operation. Yet this complete home 
station, with proven Swan performance, reliability, and craftsmanship is yours for substan
tially less than any other comparable equipment

SWAN 350 TRANSCEIVER 
5 BANDS -400 WATTS

Setting new standards for the industry. Includes 
full coverage VFO . . . features crystal lattice 
filter with shape factor of 1.7 and ultimate re
jection of better than lOOdb . . . providing ex
cellent selectivity and superior audio quality. 5420

A MODEL 410 FULL COVERAGE 
EXTERNAL VFO

Eight tuning ranges of 500 kc each. When used 
with the Model 22 dual VFO adaptor, the 410 pro
vides separate transmit and receive frequency control.
Model 22 Adaptor .. $25 MODEL 410.. $95

Aft 12 VOLT DC 
POWER SUPPLY
MODEL 14-117............ $130

4^ CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
MARS OSCILLATOR
5 Channels, Model 405X, 
less crystals .,.. .............. $45

PLUG IN VOX UNIT ........................................... $35.00
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR KIT..............................$19.50
SIDEBAND SELECTOR KIT.................................. $18.00

A MODEL 117XC MATCHING 
AC POWER SUPPLY

Includes speaker and phone jack.......... ................$95

© MARK I LINEAR AMPLIFIER
5 bands, 2000 watts PEP input. Uses two Eimac 
3-4002 triodes. Built-in power supply. $475

Tubes $68 pr.

See the complete Swan home station at your 
dealers today.

ELECTRONICS Oceanside. California
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You earn your FCC 
First Class License

or your money back!
THERE'S A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY 
FOR THE MAN WITH AN FCC LICENSE 

swer? Traffic: (Sept.) WA4RQR 639. WA4SCK 623, WA4- 
BMC 311. W4ILE 295. WA4NEV 264. W4FPC 198, WB4- 
AJV 151. WA4FGH 139. K4SJH 122. W4T.ÜV H6, WB4AIW 
97, W4SDR 90, W4FP 78. K4BNE 77. W4AKB 59, WA4IJH 
58, K4ILB 54, WA4HDH 52, WB4BOM 50. W4KRC 49, 
WA4DEL 48. WA4CTQ 42. W4EHW 42. W4SMK 38, W4- 
VDC 38. K4DAX 35. K4KDN 35. W40GX 35, W4GDK 
33. WN4DDO 32, W4GM 32. W4VPQ 32. WA4OHO 30. 
W4TYT 27. W4TUB 23. W4NUH 20. W4BKC 19. W4TJM 
19. W4DVO 16. K4LPS 16. WA4IVE,'4 15, WA4MKE 15. 
WA4PWF 15, WA4WNE 14. W4TQL/4 13. WA4WZZ 12. 
WA4FZV U. WA4WOW 10, K4EBE 9. K4IEX/4 8. Kl- 
MTP 8. WA4TXV 7. K8LNE/4 7. WB4CPR/4 5. W4MVB 
5, W4CW1 4, WA4QLZ 3. WB4CAP 2. (Aug.) WA4PWF 
26, W4FWZ 17, WA4NBE 16. W4IYT 15. WN4ODO 10. 
(Aug. comM-tjon) WA4PDM 125.

GEORGIA—SCM. Howard L. Schonher, W4RZL— 
Asst. SCM: James W. Parker. Sr., W4KGP. SEC: W4- 
DDY. RM: W4CZN. PAMs: K4PKK. WA4JSU. W4KR, 
WA4WDE, K4GHR. W4LRR is active <>n 144 Me. WA4- 
GAY will be operating from WR4DTN at Young Harris 
College. WA4RAV is a consistent NCS for GSN. WA4- 
AJY macle the BPL for the first time in 5 years. WB4CNC 
is the club station at Griffin Vocational School. W4ITBS 
has new "Drake twins.” W4FQX rebuilt the quad with 
good results, W4HYW was active in the Wash, and Penna. 
QSO parties-

Freq. Time f0MT}
3595 0000 & 0300
3975 0100
3718 2200
3975 1730
3855 leSO Sat. 2130 Wed.

QNI 
482 
921 
169 
86

QTC 
219 
159 
36 
49 
41

K4YZE is a new OVS. K4UUM visited Columbus. WN4- 
DMF is new in Alamo. WA4IXI is on a new job but 
hopes to resume activity. WA4BUH is the new call of the 
XYL of W4YE. W4GXU wants 50 watts on 160 at night. 
Traffic: (Sept.) W4FOE 206. WA4RAV 161. K4BAI 153. 
W4PIM 149. WB4BDG 135. WA4AJY 114, W4CZN 110, 
K4NFP 81. W4DDY 80. WA4JSU 78, WA4WQU 61. W4- 
TFL 44. W4HBS 37. W4RZL 37. WA4WDE 28. W4FQX 
22, W4HYW 21. WA4OVS 20, K4YZE 16. K4UUM 15. 
WN4DMF 12. WA4LLI 10. W4YE 8. W4GXU 6, WA4JES 
2. (Aug.) W4MCM 280, W4HYW 27.

All it takes is a few spare hours a week and NRI’s FCC License 
Course to open the way to increased opportunities in Commu
nications. With an FCC License, you're ready to operate, serv
ice and install transmitting equipment used in aviation, broad
casting, marine, mobile and Citizens-Band communications.

What does it take? Men with absolutely no training or expert- 
ence in Electronics complete the course in 10 months. A Tech
nician or man with some background can easily cut that time 
in half. And because NRl has a greater enrollment than any 
other school of its type, training costs you less than compara
ble courses offered by other schools. Further, YOU MUST PASS 
your FCC exams or NRl refunds your tuition in full.

Get full details about NRl FCC License Course plus other 
home-study plans offered by NRl, oldest and largest school 
of its kind. Mail coupon. No obligation. No salesman will call.

WEST INDIES—SCM. Albert IL Crumley, Jr-, KP4- 
DV. The Puerto Bien Amateur Radio Club is planning a 
huge ‘‘Fiesta” during Dre. and till KP4s will be notified 
in advance. Hurricane Inez passed about 70 miles south of 
Ponce, while KP4ES and the Ponce gang continuously 
stood by to render communications as required in that 
area. KP4ID and the Red Cross Net are operating as 
scheduled, but they require additional operators at Red 
Cross Hq. on schedule nights. KP4WT reports she was 
very active during Inez, working into the Antilles Weather 
Net. Red Cross. Civil 'Defense. MARS and CAP Nets. 
PRARC meeting night tor all members is the 2nd Fri. of 
each month in the WIPR Radio-TV building in flato 
Rey at 8 p.m. The 6-meter boys report frequent openings 
to the States, especially in the afternoon periods. 1 need 
those monthly reports on the first of the month, fellows. 
Traffic: KP4WT 246.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTI
TUTE, Washington, D.C.

MAIL for FREE CATALOG
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Washington, D. C. 20016

Available Under NEW 
Gl BILL. If you served since 
January 31, 1955, or are in 
service, check Gl line in coupon.

19-126
I 
I 
I

Please send me complete information on FCC License Training 
and other NRl courses, as checked below. (No salesman will call.)
□ FCC License □
L] Complete Communications O 

U Aviation Communications U 

□ Marine Communications O
LI Mobile Communications □

Radlo-TV Servicing 

Industrial Electronics 

Electronics for Automation 
Basic Electronics
Math for Electronics

D Check for facts on new Gl Bill, I
Name.

fUASE PUNT
Age.

Address.

WESTERN FLORIDA—SCM, Frank M. Butler, Jr., 
W4RKH—SEC: W4MLE. PAM: WA4FU. RM: W4BVE. 
Section net reports :

Nei Freq, Time Days Sens. ONI QTC,
WFPN 3950 kc. 2300Z Daily 30 487 157
QFN 3651 kc. 2330/0300Z “ 60 —

Pensacola: W4AXP is getting the bugs out of the SX-101 
with the help of W4IPV. K4SOI has his SB-200 going. 
W4N0G is building a new ham shack. K4COV’s FB ham 
shack is complete with paneled walls. WA4BYT still is 
QRT with rig trouble. Milton: K4NMZ got tired of com
muting and moved to Pensacola. Fort Walton/Eglin 
AFB: The W. Fla. Net Picnic drew a nice crowd of about 
80. F.glin ARS and Playground ARC donated prizes. The 
EARS has to move but should be in new, larger quarters 
soon. WA4HNI retired from the Air Force and is devoting 
full time to hamming. Panama City: Six mobiles took 
part in the first 2-meter transmitter hunt; W4FOX won, 
W5MPK/4, the hidden bunny, held open house at Tyndall 
•after the hunt. Defuniak Springs: K4VWE and WB4BYO 
have ordered gear for 2 meters. W4JOZ has taken up 
sailboat racing, Marianna: Your SCM visited old timers, 
W4AIA. W4IR0. W4PHV and K4ZTQ. WA4DED, who 
has been ill, is missed on WFPN. Traffic: WA4EOQ 128, 
W4BVE 121. K4NMZ 67. K4BSS/4 59, K4VND 25, WA4- 
JIM 20, WA4FU/mm 15.

I City_____....................................... States._____ Ztn 
j ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION

ARIZONA—SCM, Flovd C. Colvar, W7FKK—SEC:
K7NIY, PAM: W7CAF. KM: K7NHL. The Copper State
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CAT.NO.
220-509

What’s NEW in 
Communication 
Antenna 
Systems?

CAT.NO. 522-509

CAT. NO. 522-509 DUPLEXER
CAT. NO. 522-509 Duplexer for 450-570 Me Is an en
tirely new duplexer providing isolation in excess of 100 
db between the transmitter and receiver, at the transmit 
frequency and in excess of 40 db at the receive fre
quency. This isolation is maintained for transmit to 
receive separations of 2 to 20 Me.

NEW!
CAT, NO. 220-509 SUPER STATIONMASTER
is a second generation antenna growing out of 30.000 
STATIONMASTERS and ten years of experience with 
this type array. The new antenna has all the qualities 
of its predecessor. plus new features not now available 
in any antenna made for the land mobile services.
Because of its exceptional bandwidth, the SUPER STA
TIONMASTER is produced in three ranges which cover 
the VHF band, 150 to 459 Me, 157 to 166 Me, 165 to 
174 Me, A10 db—10 Me wide version. CAT, No. 455-509, 
is available to cover 450 to 470 Me in two ranges.

"CHECK THESE 
CPC DEVELOPMENTS 
AS STARTERS!"

NEW!
WIDER ADAPTABILITY 
FOR THE POPULAR
CAT. NO. 25 J-509 
2.5 db VEHICULAR 
GAIN ANTENNA
CAT. NO. 551-509 con
sists of the radiating ele
ment of Cat. No. 251- 
509 equipped with a 
mounting stud to fit the 
standard GE. RCA, or 
IPC Roof Top Mounts.
CAT. NO. 554-509 con
sists of the radiating ele
ments of Cat. No. 251- 
509 and an adaptor to 
fit the standard Motorola. 
Roof Top Mount

NEW!
Additional CPC antennas 
and accessories are be
ing featured in the CPC 
Handbook now going to 
press. Watch for them!

CAT.NO. 
551-509

CAT.NO. 
554-509

stallerà and specifiers of two-way mobile radio
there is a special laboratory and field-

data section. Reserve your copy now !

Then, check this new 64-page Antenna Handbook 
for up-to-the-minute specifications and data cov
ering the complete CPC line of base station an- 

% tennas, vehicular antennas, railroad and aircraft 
antennas, accessories, cable systems etc. For in-

I stallers an 
equipment, 
tested data

Address Inquiries to:
MARLBORO 
NEW JERSEY 07746 
Tel. (201) 462-1880
LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 90065 
Tel. (213) 245-1143

PHELPS DODGE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
nnwpnn atton
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Repeat 
Performance

MODEL RBS-40G 
for antenna heights 
to 41 ft.

NOW- 
the Best is 
even Better! 
/I New

E-Z WAY TOWER
At a special low Hamboree Sale price.

Tower Only

Hot Dipped Galvanized Finish

THESE FAMOUS E-Z WAY FEATURES.,.
CRANKS UP & DOWN

Puts your beam at exactly the right 
height.
TILTS OVER

E-Z access to beam and rotor.
NO GUYS

Carries 7.2 sq. ft. of antenna area 
fully extended in 60 mph winds.
No Guys I

THESE NEW IMPROVEMENTS.
SUPERIOR GEARED WINCHES

Now standard equipment on towers, 
ground posts and tilt-over posts.
PRE-ASSEMBLED UNITS

Most components, of towers and mount
ings are now pre-installed at factory. 
E-Z installation at site.
SEALED PACKAGING

More protection against parts loss and 
damage in transit.
Choice of mounting kits for RBS-40 

(Price shown includes tower)
Tower Hi Wonder Ground Post- GPRBS40 G $288.00

Special sale prices effective only on orders for 
shipment in December, 1966 and January * 
February, 1967.

P.O. BOX 17196 TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

njet meets Mon. through Friday on 3878 kc. at 0230 GAIT. 
Endorsements: K7NHL ns RM. Appointments: AV7DQS 
as ORS: VV7GNP. WA7BIA und WA7BVU as OVSs. 
W7TLG has a new lleathkit SB-200 linear in operation. 
W7CTC is the proud owner of an SX-101A Mark III and 
SP44 Panadaptor. WA7AOW. the Arizona State Fair sta
tion, was active during tlie Fair. The log was computed, 
analyzed and printed on a computer, thanks to K7HGZ, 
Head Programmer at Valley National Bank. A daily 
recap was displayed showing the number of stations 
worked in each state at any one time. Is this the nation’s 
first? A new Wickenburg station is W7DQS, who Ls ex- 
K9KTL. K7VOR transmits code practice Mon. and Thurs. 
on 50,340 Me. from 0100 to 0159 GAIT.and ARRL Official 
Bulletins beeinning at 0200 GMT. Fine reports were re
ceived from OOs K7RUR and K7OIX. OESs W7AYY. 
and WA7ECR nnd RM K7NHL. Traific: K7NHL 306. 
W7CIC 142. K7PL0 13. W7FKK IL W7DQS 4.

LOS ANGELES—SCM, H. G. Garman, W6BHG— 
Asst. SCM/SF.C: W. R. Calkins, W1KUX/6. RMs: Wfl- 
BHG. VV6QAE, WB6BBO, PAMs: K6MDD. W6MLZ, 
W6ORS. BBLers for Sept.: K6EPT, W6GYH. W6MLF, 
W6WPF, WA6VFM/6 and WB6QXY. WB6BBO’« was low 
because ot vacation. K6TOV keeps c.w., phone and RTTY 
skeds. WA6KWV is willing to sell her Mod 26 and TU. 
K6MDD reports 110 amateurs signed the WA6VFM/6 
guest bonk at the Los Angeles County Fair at Pomona. 
WfiTX.T is off 6 meters, the 6N2 is down for repairs. 
K6CDW is building a new antenna. W6BMZ/6 is returning 
to tlie East. Ray section. WA6UCR reports installation 
completed, four-position station (1 or 4 operators): a.m.. 
f.m., s.s.b. anti c.w. modes: power input 100 watts tn I 
kw; 160 . 75 . 40, 20, 10 and 2 meters; emergency powered. 
WB6GGL has a new 60 ft. tower. W6CXC is working 
DX. WB6QWJ received S.S.B.-WAC fnr 3 months opera
tion with a Swan-350, K6BPC is erecting new antennas 
an<1 overhauling equipment. W6IBD is erecting a new 
beam und reports 28 Me. is opening up nicely. WA6ORJ 
reports that new officers of the Tri-County Amateur 
Radio Assn.. Pomona, are K6FDQ, pres-: K6QYD, secy.; 
WR6OWV, treas.: K6RAG, QHSl editor. Aieetings are 
held the 2nd Mon. of each month, Pomona First Federal, 
399 N. Garey. Pomona. WAGORJ holds W0HAW. W0- 
EZT.EP2EZ, formerly .’6 of Upland, <7aHf. leturned 
from Iran and is now »7, Havre AFB, 'Mont. WB6PIO is 
busy with school. W6PUZ reports that severe radar inter
ference is plaguing the 432-Mc. band. W6QJW is inactive 
preparing tn change QTH to the San Diego section. 
WB6RWF is modifying and improving equipment. WA6- 
YMY’r doctor advised him to slow down or else. K6IWV 
reports the OM still is on the sick list, Support your sec
tion nets; EBN. Mon. through Fri. at 1615Z and 
Tue. through Snt, at 0230Z on 50.500 kc.; SCS, dailv at 
0230Z and 2000Z on 50,400 kc.; SCN dailv at 0300Z on 
3600 kc, Traffic: (Sept.) W6GYH 1154. K6EPT 1109, WB6- 
QXY 821, W6WPF 567. W6MLF 518. K6MDD 400, WB6- 
BBO 380, W6QAE 342. KOTOV 305, WA6KWV 269. WA6- 
VFM/6 150. W6FD 134. WB6QGM 117. WA6TWS 113. 
W \6KZI 110. WA6WKF 89. W6BTV 87. K6IWV 82. W6- 
TX.T 77, KeGDW 63. W6RHG 53, K6ASK 51. WB6TMC 
49. WR6KIL 47. W6MLZ 38. WB6QMF 31. WA6TYR 30, 
W6DGH 27. WB6KGK 24, KOKA 19. W6USY 18, WB6- 
AEL 17. W6BMZ'6 15. W6DQX 15. K6LJ 15. W6TN 12. 
PCP 10. WA6UCR 6. WB6GGL 5. WB6OUD 5. W6CX 
3, VV6HU.T 3. K0UMV 3. W1KUX/6 2. K6EA 2, WB6QWJ 
2. W6ORS 1. (Aug.) K6TWV 245. WB6HRH 108, WA6TYR 
26, W6SRE 2. WB6PIO 1. (July) WB6MSU 15.

ORANGE—SCM, Roy R, Maxson, W6DEY—K6ZQB 
is back after a year’s cruise off Vietnam aboard the USS 
Endurance, WB6TCO constructed a GG amplifier using 
2~811s. EC WA6TAG is back from vacation and reports 
the new As-t. EC is WB6Q\H and WN6RXO. KRFS. 
WA6DNI. ROLLE, WB6RAT. W6AOC, WN6SDG, WB6- 
A1AIA and W6RTD are new AREC members, WB6QAK is 
the new EC for 75 meters, relieving K6LJA who did an 
FB job. OO W6BAM was back from a trip tn Oregon in 
time to make the FMT, RM AVA0ROF is back in college. 
W6FB. up to 209? 195 countries and leaving for a visit to 
PT, advises the Desert RATS elected K6LFK, pres.; 
WB6QAH. vme-pres.: VVB0SMT. secy.; WB6GTU. treas. 
SCN. on 3600 kc. at 0300 GMT dailv. K6IME mgr., reports 
traffic 713, QNI 602, SuCalSix, uri 50.4 Me. at 0230 and 
1900 GMT dailv, WB6JFO mgr., reports traffic. 445. NCSs 
me WA6WKF. WB6.TFO. WB6MVU, WB6ODU, WA6VXJ 
WB6HRH. WB6QXY, WB6QGM. Liaison stations arc 
WB6JFO. WB6HTY. WA6TWS, K6IOV. WA6OQM, WA- 
QWI. CHOP at K6MCA, retired from MC Oct. 31 and ht< 
QTH will be Santa Ana. The Barstow ARC welcomed 
W6DEY and W6PJU at its Sept, meeting. The Orange 
Section AREC Net meets everv Sun. at 9 a,m local time 
on 3965 kc. W6WR.T is SEC. Traffic: (Sept.) W6ZJB 767. 
K6MCA 656, WB0.TFO 355. WA0OQM 185, K6IME 12L 
WA0ROF 78, WA6IDN 46, W6WRJ 19. K0YVN/6 13. 
K6ZPE 11, WB6LCO 8, W6EIY 4. /Aug.) WB6NGE 5.
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DRAKE 2-C RCVR & 2-NT CW XMTR

& WB*,*

Basic pair for all Hams... 

Novice or General

Receiver 
Model 2-C 

$229.00

Excellent 
performance 

at low cost

CW 
Transmitter 
Model 2-NT 

$129.00
Built-in 

essentials and 
accessories

• Triple Conversion • Crystal-controlled First Converter e 
500 kc ranges for 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 Meters e Also any 
500 kc range between 3.0 me and 30 me by inserting an 
accessory Crystal • Temperature-compensated VFO Tun
ing • Selectable Sidebands without retuning • Three 
Bandwidths—.4, 2.4, 4.8 kc at 6 db • Solid-state Audio, 
Product and AM Detectors, AVC Amp and Xtal Osc e AVC 
Switch (Fast, Slow and Off) • SSB, AM and CW with AVC 
and S-meter • Works Break-in CW with 2-NT Xmtr • 
19 Tubes and Semi-Conductors • Dimensions: 11/WW x 
6%2"H x 9%2"D. Wt.: 13)6 lbs.
Accessories available: 100 kc Calibrator, Q Multiplier, 
Matching Speaker, Noise Blanker, Crystals for other 
ranges.

• 100 Watts Input (can be reduced to 75 watts for novice) 
e Operates Break-in CW, Semi Break-in CW or Manual 
CW with Drake 2-C or other receivers • Automatic Trans
mit Switching e Side Tone Oscillator built in e Antenna 
Change-over Relay built in e Pi-Network output with fixed 
loading • Lo Pass Filter against TVI built in • Drop-out 
delay of change-over relay adjustable • CW Coverage on 
80, 40, 20, 15, 10 Meters • Simplified Tuning • Frequency 
Spotting without xmtr output • Grid Block Keying e Code 
Practice in stand-by position • 13 Tubes and Semi-Con
ductors • Dimensions: 9%"Wx6%2"Hx9%2"D. Wt.: 12)6 lbs. 
Accessories available: Antenna Matching Network, VFO, 
and Crystals.

All prices are Amateur Net. See your distributor or write for free brochure.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY ■ miamisburg, ohio45342
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BIG-K
1000 watt (p.e.p.) mobile antenna at 
a mini-power price! Quick-connect 
high power inductors for 160-80-40- 
2045-U-10 meters have exceptional 
figure of merit—“Q”—measures 230 
on 80, rises to 350 on 15 meters! 
Webster invites comparison of this 
sky power antenna particularly its 
high efficiency space wound coils, 
suspended—not molded—inside a 
protective all-white housing. Also 
compare the precision-machined, 
hinged column assembly that re
leases coil/whip for right-angle lay- 
down. Lockup is fast, positive.

Install BIG-K—give your mobile sig
nal a real sendoff. Two handy lengths 
for bumper and deck mounting: 93" 
and 77" overall, respectively. And 
use the money you save to buy a fine 
Webster antenna mount.
*l60-meter coil 300W p.e.p.

9nd band-spanner
Wanta fully streamlined antenna that 
will handle 500W p.e.p.? Buy Band
spanner. Single antenna covers 80- 
40-20-15-11-10 meters and MARS. 
Raising or lowering top whip contacts 
internally exposed inductor turns, 
sets exact resonance. Two models: 
117" and 93" overall. Fiberglass 
column and stainless steel top whip.

mounts
Model SHM, single hole 

de luxe mobile mount.

JmL Model THMD, de luxe
3-hole mobile mount.

Model BCM, bumper chain 
mount, (spring not supplied)

Write for free descriptive brochures

RAYTHEON

I SAN DIEGO—SCM, Don Stansifer, W6LRU/WA6- 
Vlil—The San Diego V.H.F. Club will hold its Fourth 
Annual Christmas Party Dec. 7 at the Campus Chuck 
Wagon. The Oct. meeting of the San Diego DX Club 
was held at the home of President WB6LZI. The Sun 
Diego Council oi Amateur Radio Organizations has re
ceived official confirmation that the 1969 Southwestern 
Division Convention will be held here to coincide with the 
2U0t.ii anniversary of the discovery of San Diego. The 
council needs your support now and also that of your 
club. It your club isn’t represented, make it the first busi
ness of the next meeting. New members of the San Diego 
V.H.F. Chib include WB6AXW and WB6UAW. K6RYT 
has a new shack at his new San 'Diego home. WA6TAD 
attended the Air Force MARS Conference in Fresno in 
Oct, WA6OSB reports the San Diego 2-Metpr F.M. Net 
check-ins totalled 57 in September, of which 31 were 
home-based, 12 mobile and 4 portable. The newest ap
pointment is WB6NMT as an OVS. Traffic: (Sept.) K6- 
BPI 9751, W6EOT 544, W6BGF 542, W6VNQ 538, WB6- 
GMM 277. W6ECP 228. WB6NMT 40, WB6MPD 25, W6- 
LRU 18, WA6TAD 9. (Aug.) WB6NMT 36. (Julv) WB6- 
NMT 51, ’

SANTA. BARBARA—SCM, Cecil D. Hinson, WA6- 
OKN/W0CUG—SEC: WB6NDP. The Santa Barbara 
ARC held several successful transmitter hunts during the 
last few months. WA6THG reports on a very interesting 
trip to 8-Land visiting ham friends who all seem to have 
100-ft. towers. WA6PFF is doing fine after surgery. W6- 
JPP was reported entertaining after a recent SBARC 
transmitter hunt. WB6NDP is organizing the public serv
ice effort in the Santa Barbara area. Technical sessions 
for higher classes of licenses are being conducted by 
K6GV and WB6AJV. of the. Simi Valley ARC. K6GV 
also is a new QCWA member and he had 15 or 20 extra 
licensed years left over, WB6TCD is the new ARPSC sta
tion in the Larvin Community Center to serve the Simi 
Valley. K6AAK has purchased a new ham shack in the 
Bass Lake area.

WEST GULF DIVISION
NORTHERN TEXAS—SCM. L. L. Harbin, W5BNG 

-Asst. SCM: E. C. Pool, W5NFO. SEC: W5PYI. PAM: 
W5BOQ; RAI: W5LR. K5AVX presented ¿5PAW with a 
7-lb. lih-oz. baby girl Aug. 14. W5BCB, is the. granddaddy 
and T guess we will start calling Milt Paw, as in his call. 
The North Texas Emergency Net held its annual picnic 
at Lake Proctor near Brownwood Oct. 9. I hope to have a 
report for next month. Brownfield held its annual “free” 
swaptest Oct. 29-30. At last we have a prospect for the 
West Gulf Convention for 1967. A group in the West 
Texas area has expressed a desire to have the convention. 
More next month. I think it will be a good idea as we 
have not had a convention in West Texas before. WA5- 
AGN made the BPL and has also qualified as OPS. Bill 
is doing a fine job as NCS for the NTTN. W5QKF, West 
Gulf Division Director, reminds me that wp are behind 
with our donations to the Building Fund. If you have 
not made a donation, why not send Doc something. This 
is your Building, your League and vour Division. Traffic: 
(Sept.) W A5 A GN 212, K5DBJ 144, K2EIU/5 89. K2- 
GKK/5 54, K5LZA 44. (Aug.) WA5AGH 125, K2GKK/5

RAYTHEON COMPANY
213 East Grand Avenue, South San Francisco, California 94080

OKLAHOMA—SCM, 'Daniel B. Prater, K5CAY—Asst. 
SCM: Sam Whitley. W5WAX. SEC: K5ZCJ. RM: W5- 
QMJ. PAM-75: WA5BTQ. The Oklahoma Central V.H.F. 
Club had very good results operating the information 
Booth at Oklahoma State Fair at Oklahoma City. We are 
glad to hear that W5XJYQ, will continue as Vice-Director 
in the West Gulf Division. W5GAK is being transferred 
to New Mexico. WN5PSA reports he has worked 33 states 
and 6 countries in 3 months. Congratulations to WA5OEM 
on his new job in St. Louis with the Red Cross. New of
ficers of the Electron Benders at Tulsa are K5ZC.T, pres.; 
K5O<)V, vice-pres,; WA5DBM, secy.; W5GZD, treas. 
New amateurs in Tulsa are WN5QPC. WN5QNA, WN5- 
QMZ and WN5QK0. WA5CHD has started another rode 
and theory class at the Enid Amateur Radio C’lnb room. 
Vinita amateurs have reorganized their dub with K5- 
BPV, pres.; WA5IM0, vice-pres,; WA5QGT, secv. Soon
er Traffic Net.: QNI 497, QTC 80. OPEN: QNI 169, QTC 
27. OLZ: QNI 76, QTC 50. I want to thank the many 

I people who gave words of encouragement and help during 
mv first vear in office as SCM. Traffic: (Sept.) K5TEY 
2134, WA5HUN 786, WA5AOB 164, K5VFR 153, K5MJY 
112, W5QMJ 67, WA5IQH 51, W5FEC 47, WA5NTI 38. 
W5TKT 37, K5DLP 29, W5FWW 22. WA5KZA 19, W5- 
PML 17, W5MFX 16, W5DRZ 14, W4SKI/5 10, W5UYQ 
9, WA5FVJ, W5EHC 6, W5FKL 6. WA5OHX 5. K5OCX 
4. (Aug.) W5MFX 20, W5EHC 16, WA5MDN 10, W5- 
FKL 7.

SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM. G. D. Jerry Sears, W5- 
AIR—SEC: K5QQG. PAM: W5KLV. RM: K5ANS. Hur
ricane Inez has been the most unpredictable in history.
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How Maude and Charlie Grubb planted
a Christmas Tree farm with U.S. Savings Bonds

*
* St

Security
FOR AMERICANS

SS YEARS OP
: xr-Spangled *

It’s now a holiday all year 
round for Maude and Charlie 
Grubb of Kelso, Washington. 
In July they retired from their 
jobs and moved out to tjieir 
Christmas tree farm.

Six years ago the Grubbs 
bought fifteen acres of hill 
land with U. S. Savings Bonds. 
Then they began planting and 
building.

Today their farm is cov
ered with little Douglas firs 
growing into Christmas trees.

And they’ve also built a hunt
ing and fishing lodge.

Savings Bonds have a nice 
way of growing into a tidy 
sum for retirement.

Another nice thing about 
Bonds: while your dollars are 
being set aside for your 
future, Uncle Sam is using 
them to help back our men in 
Vietnam.

Start buying Savings Bonds 
today where you work or 
bank.

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
@ The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertisement.

It is presented as a public service in cooperation with 
the Treasury Department and The Advertising Council.

i 4.15^
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QST
He won't turn up his coat collar 

to hide it.

He won't have to exchange it 
for one with longer sleeves.

He won’t read it once and 
shove it out of sight.

it won't shrink.

And he’ll like it whether he 
smokes or not.

QST is the one present that’s always 
suitable, always welcome—a 
monthly reminder that you think 
enough of him to give him something 

he really wants.

ARRL Membership with QST $5 
$5.25 in Canada, $6 elsewhere

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, INC.

Newington, Connecticut 06111

At this writing she has been playing havoc for eighteen 
days and still is going strong. All emergency nets in 
Southern Texas have been watching this hurricane. Many 
reports from South Texas Emergency Coordinators indi
cate “ready.” K5HZR, Bexar County EC, is working for 
a larger emergency power plant for the San Antonio AKC. 
PAM W5KLV reports that W5EMU is now out of the 
hospital after major surgery. W5VPQ reports that newly- 
elected officers of the ¡Sun Antonio ARC are W5VPQ, 
pros»; W5BDN, vice-pres.; WA5IBD, treas.; WA5JPT. 
secy.: WA5FYX. sgt. at arras. Plans are underway for 
the best National ARRL Convention ever at San Antonio 
in 1968, Make your plans now to be on hand. K5MWC now 
is set up at College Station ready for action. Congratula
tions to K5HMF Brazoria County EC, who has just been 
vommissioned a 1st IL in the Texas State Guard and will 
serve as communications officers in the 203rd Defense 
Group attached to the Angleton Security unit. A big hand 
to W5NGW, a very active Official Observer, who finds 
time to do a bang-up job of editing the W5ES Bulletin 
of the .El Paso ARC, Southern Texas has lost two fine 
amateurs with the passing of W5GLS and W5EV, Net. 
activities in our section are Being well attended. The per
centage of check-ins is very good. Traffic: W5BGE 304, 
K5HZR 246. W5AIR 49. WA5LNV 39. K5QQG 14, W5- 
HWY 13, W5TFW 9, K5HMF 6, W5BRZ 2.

CANADIAN DIVISION
ALBERTA—>SCM, Harry Harrold, VE6TG—SEC: 

VE6FK. PAM APN: VE6ADS. PAM SSBN: VE6ALQ. 
ECs: VE6SA, VE6SS. VE6AFJ. VE6XC. VE6AFQ. ORS: 
VE6BR. OPSs: VE6HM, VE6SS, 5TE6BA, VE6ADS. 
OOs: VE6HM, VE6TY, VE6AKV. OBSs: VE6HM, VE6- 
AIF. By the time this repox-t is read the two big chores 
for October, the test and the Boy Scout Jamboree will 
be over. I. would like to thank all who took part in these 
activities. Our SEC reports that things are shaping up 
very well, and he hopes to do some reorganizing this 
winter to better AREC with more balance across the 
province. The OOs report that there still are a few bad 
boys who have to be checked. The APN and SSB nets 
are improving and picking more traffic each month. Look 
for APN and SSB every night at 1900 on 3770 kc.. APN 
on Mon.. Wed. and Fri, and SSBN on the other nights. 
Thanks to all the liaison stations. Fellows, has your club 
nominated anyone yet as your next SCM. Time is getting 
short. At this time I should like to thank all who have 
supported me in any way. A Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year to you all. Traffic: VE6FK 60, VE6HM 
52. VE6XC 40. VE6ADK 15. VF6AKA 15. VE6AKV 15. 
VE6SS 7, VE6WN 7, VE6SA 6. VE6TG 5. VE6FS 3. VE6- 
FZ 3. VE6AFQ 2, VE6AHV 2. VE6ATG 2.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM. H. E. Savage, VE7FB 
—We congratulate VE7ABL on making Class A and now 
we hope io hear him on 3755. The BCAREC meets at 
01 OO GMT on 3755 kc. We need more check-ins from many 
places in B.C., with or without traffic. VE7ACM and 
XYL, also VE7XV and XYL. paid a visit to England. 
VE7AA is happy as he now has a boy to go with his 
daughter. VE7QC and VE7ASY have gone s.s.b. For the 
past several months my reliable reporters of happenings 
in B.C. have failed to write. Please send us your reports. 
VE7PO is a Silent Key. Several years ago he held SEC 
and other League appointments. The B.C. Slow Net. 0200 
GMT. and the BCEN, 0400 GMT. meets on 3650 kc. 
Check-ins sure are needed and. a good place for you to 
begin your traffic experience is on BCSN. VE7KD is ac
tive on 6 meters. VE6ATG was VE7BMN. VE7BLO did 
well in the VE/W Contest: VE7BQB also entered. It is 
nice to hear so many old calls with the original owner 
appearing on 2 meters. VE7AWC, VE7AWD, VE7AHX 
and VE7EP, all mobiles, have a complicated transit sys
tem. VE7APU failed to read instructions until too late 
and plugged a new 12-volt receiver Into 110 vnlts. Traffic: 
(Sept. ) VE7ASY 204. VE7BLG 20, VE7BQB 16, VE7BAV 
11, VE7BLS 11. VE7DH 9. (Aug.) VE7ASY 349.

MARITIME—SCM, D. E. Weeks, VEIWB-Asst. 
SCMs: A. E. W. Street, VE1EK. and R. P. Thorne, 
VO1EI. SEC: VE1HJ. Deepest sympathy is extended to 
the relatives and friends of VO1AU and VE1AOT, who 
have joined the ranks of Silent Keys. The St. Croix Val
ley ARC recently held a dinner arid dance in St. Andress 
with over 50 in attendance. VO1CU was declared the win
ner of the Premier Smallwood Field Day Trophy. VO1AA 
is now an honorary member of SONRA. Ex-V01IU is 
now VO2AK. Recently-elected officers of ARCON in
clude VO1HN, pres.; VO1FA, vice-pres.: VO1BÍ, secy.; 
VO1DI. treas. VO2RE has transferred from Battle Har
bour to Halifax and soon will have his VE1 call- This 
report concludes over 10 years of service by the writer. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many 
amateurs who have assisted during this period. Your sup
port has been much appreciated. The incoming SCM is 
Harley Grimmer, VE1MX. We wish him success in his 
new post. But remember this success, in part, depends on
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The steadier signals 
are regulated 

by Sylvania VR tubes

If you’ve heard better signals lately, we'll venture the guess that one 
of the reasons is the closer attention being paid to good voltage 
regulation in modern transmitters and receivers designed by manufacturers 
and avant-garde experimenters.
You'll also find that, in most instances, good voltage regulation is 
being achieved through the use of VR tubes -- and for good reason: No 
component today can provide a virtually, constant output voltage quite so 
easily and economically as a VR tube.
What's more, improvements in VR tube design have eliminated faults in 
earlier types. Take the Sylvania 0B2, for instance. Our engineers have 
eliminated the "E-jump," that nasty tendency of the tube to break out of 
its constant-voltage region at certain load current. Another design 
feature greatly reduces the possibility of the tube going into 
oscillation because of its negative resistance characteristic. These 
advances make the Sylvania 0B2 almost faultless.
Almost, that is. There's one situation where regulation can be lost. 
Suppose power is interrupted momentarily, then restored while the 
oscillator tube or a similar tube load is still "hot." In that event, 
the power supply is loaded so heavily that it cannot reach the required 
VR tube ionizing voltage, and regulation is lost.
But, where there's a will there's a way, and in this case a clever one, 
used in the Drake R4A receiver. A negative source of 50 volts is applied 
to refire the VR tube, as shown in the accompanying schematic. With 
the VR tube operating, diode DI is forward-biased and conducts the VR 
tube current to ground. However, should the VR tube lose ionization, 
the negative voltage (through RI) will reverse-bias the diode and, in 
turn, the sum of both supply voltages will appear across the VR tube, 
reigniting it. Thus the circuit can operate with less than normal 
supply voltage, or restore regulation should the VR tube go out.
And remember that Sylvania has a family of types to meet virtually any 
transmitter or receiver design consideration. In addition to the 0A2, 
0B2, 0A3, 0B3, 0C3, 0D3 and 5644, there are the high-reliability 
miniature types GB-0A2WA and GB-0B2WA.
If you want steadier signals, see your Sylvania Distributor for the 
data on these VR tubes, or write the Sylvania Electronic Components 
Group, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1100 Main Street, Buffalo, 
New York 14209.

73,

SYIAAMA
SUBSIDIARY OF fTI

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS VJ
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NEW HAM RING!
14K GOLD RING WITH 

YOUR NAME & CALL ON TOP!

Letters 
& 

Numerals 
Individually 

Soldered On Top 
(Not Engraved)

Only $2495
(Puerto Rican Residents

(Direct from 
Manufacturer)

Add 5% Insular Excise Tax)

• ARTY KOLSON KP4CPT
J Kolson Joyeros
J P.O. Box 1788
J Ponce, Puerto Rico 00731 
■i
• Dear OM:
[ Please send me my Ham Ring (Allow 2 
■ weeks for delivery):

! enclose my check or money order for 
$24.95 in full payment (No charge for ship
ping).

Send C.O.D. 1 will pay Postage & C.O.D. 
charges
If I am not completely satisfied, I may return 
the ring within 5 days of receipt for a full 
cash refund and without obligation.

i am interested, but would like more informa
tion.

j NAME ...........................................................................
I (Please Print)
II ADDRESS.......................................................................  III CITY............. ...........................  I I I I
I Please print your Name (up
I and Call in square exactly 
J appear on the Ring: 

STATE......................

ZIP ........... ..............

to six letters only) 
as you wish it to

you. Harley will appreciate your contimied cooperation 
and assistance in the performance of his duties. Traffic: 
VEIOM 10, VE1AAX 9.

ONTARIO—SCM, Richard W. Roberts, VE3NG— 
The Ontario ARRL Division Convention was nn extreme
ly tine effort. The Niagara ARC is to be congratulated 
on its excellent work. I would like to congratulate the 
Windsor Club on winning the Canadian Trophy for the 
Annual ARRL Field Day Contest. The Trophy is known 
as the Keith Russel Memorial Annual Award and is spon- 
eored by the Radio Society uf Ontario. VE3CDX, VE3- 
ASO, VE3DSQ and VE3CSO. members uf the Nortown 
ARC. Toronto, worked in the recent V.H.F. Contest from 
the top of 'Mt, Mansfield, Vt. VE3BTV reports that ac
tivity will start soon at the U. of Waterloo. This month 
we tip our hats to VE3BWM, of the Clinton ARC. Al is 
not only an EC but also is editor of the club paper. 
(ienistor. His work as control station during the SET 
was one of the finest. VE3MH is now in Ottawa. VE1ASI. 
now in Clinton, will be VE3 sunn. The Ottawa ARC has 
made application to hold the Ontario Division ARRL 
Convention in the late fall of 1967, VE3CSF, nf Ottawa, 
will be locating in Winnipeg soon. 1 hear that the London 
ARC is tuning up a red-hot plan for the 1967 Field Day. 
It was nice to see some of the old gang from Hamilton 
ARC at the Falls Convention. VE3AVL, of Toronto, 
came in 9th in the recent RTTY-DX Contest with a 
score of 57,176 points. Congrats Gwen. I regret to au- 
nounce the passing of VE3BF, of Scarborn. Lou was well 
known and will be missed by many. It was nice to see 
representatives from Kitchener and Cornwall at tlie Con
vention. More ECs are required for AREC. Write or radin 
VE3EUM or VE3NG. Traffic: VE3DGB 102, VE3GCE 98. 
VE3CYR 89. VE3NG 73. VE3DVE 72. VE3ATI 56. VE3- 
EBH 51, VE3GI 50. VE3FHV 49. VE3BLZ 43. VE3BUR 
40. VE3AUU 32. VE3FGV 24. VE3AWE 22, VE3AFA 19, 
VE3DU 19, VE3WW 19, VE3ECC 18, VE3TT 16, VE3VO 
4.

QUEBEC—SCM, J. W. They, VE2O.T—SEC • VE2ALE. 
RM: VE2DR. Your SEC is rapidly contacting all ECs. 
Your efforts in all things pertaining to AREC is request
ed, At a very interesting forum at the Ontario Conven
tion AREC and net operation in general was discussed 
and yours truly learned many things from W2RUF and 
VE3AUM. The recent radio blackouts on frequencies be
low 28 Me. gives good food for thought—in case of an 
emergency during one. of the worst of these- on h.f. how 
well are our v.h.f. nets equipped to handle the situation 
over the long haul which may ba required? We have a 
new OC>, VE2TT. Rae has a very well equipped station 
and remember, if you should receive his reports they are 
intended to aid you. Don’t forgot tn give all the time 
you can afford to the Intruder Watch. For information 
call or drop a line to VE2ZM. VE2AM/W4 was a wel
come visitor to the Lakeshore DARTS and DRAUGHTS. 
Flip tells us he will be a regular comer to the Quebec 
c.w. and phone nets. It is with great regret we record the 
passing of one of our best-known amateurs. VE2SF, who 
was proponent of all good things and as controller kept 
the PT, Net in the best of order. Traffic: VE2DR 112. 
VE2AUU so, VE2OJ 72. VE2BLL 46, VE2BRD 39. VF2- 
AJD 38. VE2AGQ 32. VE2BWL 31, VE2BVY 30. VE2BGJ 
26, VE2ALE 20, VE2EC 17, VE2CP 9, VE2AZQ 8.

SASKATCHEWAN—SCM, ’Mel Mills, VE5QC- 
Congratulations to VE5FY and his Masonic team for 
their line effort on behalf of candidate VE5HR. Con
grats to Harold and all the Masonic hams from around 
the province who did so well. The. AREC did an FB job 
on the SET week end with a good check-in with the 
weather assisting. This is the last call for assistance to 
the Saskatoon Amateur Radio club on its Centennial 
History of Amateur Radio in Canada. Clubs all across 
Canada and the States have assisted and this is going to 
he a terrific volume. Send all material to the SARC, Box 
751. Saskatoon, Sask., Canada. In winding up, fellows, a 
very very Merry Christmas tn all and all the best for 
1967. Canada’s 100th Birthdav! Traffic.: VE5HP 50. VE5- 
LM 41. VE5IR 5, VE5JR 5. VE5PV 4. VE5CX 3, VE5EE 
3, VE5FA 2, VE5LK 2, VE5PI 1, VE5PZ 1. iqsr^j

MY RING 
SIZE IS SWITCH

TO SAFETY!
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SPECIAL

<
CHRISTMAS

PRICES

SEE

YOUR

DEA!ER

Check off your 
choice(s) and leave 
this page where your 
XYL is sure to find it

RISTMAS
CHECK LIST FOR

AMDTEUR EQUIPMENT
GSB-II TWO-METER TRANSCEIVER (900A)
For SSB, AM, and CW operation, the GSB-II Two-Meter repre
sents the most in versatility, compactness, and dependability— 
ideal for ham shack or mobile installations. This rugged, easy 
to operate transceiver covers the entire 2 meter band in four 
1 Me segments, delivers a full 20 Watts PEP. Power supplies 
are available in AC and DC Versions.

GSB-VI SIX-METER TRANSCEIVER (910A)
Covering the entire 6 meter band in 1 Me segments, the 910A 
operates on SSB, AM and CW with l/2 mV sensitivity and 2.5 
Watts audio output. For maximum dependability, all low level 
circuits are solid state. Matching power supplies in AC or DC 
versions are available.

COMMUNICATOR IV TRANSCEIVER
Available in 2 and 6 meter versions, the Communicator IV de
livers a powerful AM signal with high level speech clipping. 
The crystal-controlled, AM transmitter offers a selection of any 
6 frequencies at 24 Watts input power. Built-in AC and DC 
power supply.

G-50 COMMUNICATOR
A six-meter fixed station transceiver, the G-50 is rated at a full 
48 Watts, crystal or VFO. RF stage provides high S/N ratio and 
high sensitivity. Excellent image rejection, 7 Kes selectivity, 
dual conversion and other top features make the G-50 an 
excellent DX selection.

903-A AND 913-A POWER AMPLIFIERS
For 2 and 6 meter systems, the 903-A and 913-A may be cou 
pled to any exciter supplying 5 Watts. Operating as class AB 
for SSB, and class C for AM, CW, MCW, FSK, FM and PM, 
they have an extended range to cover MARS, CAP and other 
frequency allocations. Peak input is 500 Watts on all bands 
with the exception of a 300 Watt maximum for AM.

GSB-201 SSB RF LINEAR AMPLIFIER
Here's the last word in amplifiers for the 80, 40, 20, 15, and 
10-meter bands. Gonset's GSB-201 delivers 10 db gain with 
maximum power input ratings of 2000 Watts PEP, SSB, 1000 
Watts on CW and 400 on AM.

g-onset,^
A Subsidiary of LTV Ling Altec, Inc.

1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California
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NEW callbooks

Over 60% of listings 
changed in only a year!

Over 275,000 QTH's in the United States edition 
plus other features .....................................   $5.95
The Foreign edition lists over 127,000 UTH's 
plus other features   .................................$3.95

See your favorite dealer or older direct (add 25c for mail- ( 
ing in U.S., Possessions & Canada. Elsewhere add 50c).

Radio Amateurs Reference VibtarY 
of Maps—Order Your Set Today!

DX zones time zones, dties,^ QQ 
enced tables................. H „„.dt

six maior U.S cities, Francisco

ICM Full color, ^9 X £ Caribbean to 
Central ft.meric?.™ne call areas, zone 
the equator, showi g zones, FCC 
boundaries, informative infor-

50
and other Countries...........
WORLD AT^-Only ^ 
amateurs. Polar P J country . . - tuil

of 4 as listed aoove . • • r
See your Wortte dealer or order direct.

WHITE FOR 
FREE 

BROCHURE!

RADIO AMATEUR || I |

ye callboakiNc
J^bDept. A, 4844 W. Fullerton Ave..

Chicago, III. 60639

A.R.R.L. QSL Bureau
The function of the ARRL QSL Bureau system 

is to facilitate delivery to amateurs in the United 
States, its possessions and Canada of those QSL 
cards which arrive from amateur stations in other 
parts of the world. .All you have to do is send vour 
QSL manager (see list below) a stamped self
addressed envelope about 414 by 9!4 inches in 
size, with your name and address in the usual 
place on the front, of the envelope and your call 
printed in capital letters in the upper left-hand 
corner. Changes are shown in heavy type.

Wl, Kl, WAI—'Providence Radio Ass’n., W1OP, Box 
2903. Providence, Rhode island 02908.

W2. K2, WA2. WB2 — North Jersey DX Assn., P.O. Box 
505, Ridgewood, New Jersey 07451

W3, K3, WA3 —Jesse Bieberman, W3KT, RD 1, Valley 
Hill Rd., Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355.

W4, K4, WA3, WB1 — F.A.R.U. —W4AM, P.O. Box 13, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401.

W5, Ko, WA5—Hurley (X Saxon, K5QUII, P.O. Box 
9915. El Paso. Texas 79989.

W6, K6, WA6. WB6— San Diego DX Club, Box 6029, 
San Diego, California 92106.

W7, K7, WA7 — Willamette Valley DX Club, Inc.. P.O. 
Box 555, Portland, Oregon 97207.

W8. K8. WA8 — Paul R. Hubbard, WA8OXY, 921 Market 
St., Zanesville, Ohio 43701.

W9, K9, WA9— Ray P. Birren, W9MSG. Box 519, Elm
hurst, Illinois 60126.

W0, K0, WA0 — Alva A. Smith, W0DMA. 238 East Main 
St.. Caledonia, Minnesota 55921.

VE1 — L. J. Fader, VE1FQ, P.O. Box 663, Halifax, N. S. 
VE2 —-John Ravenscroft, VE2NV, 135 Thomerest Ave., 

Dorval. Quebec.
VE3 — R. H. Buckley, VE3UW, 20 Almont Road, Downs- 

view, Ontario.
VE4— D. E. MeVittie, VE4OX. 647 Academy Road. 
Winnipeg 9, Manitoba.

VE5 — Fred Ward, VE5OP. 899 Connaught Ave., Moose 
Jaw, Saskatchewan

VE6 — Karel Tettelaar, VE6AAV, Sub. P.O. 55, N. Ed
monton, Alberta.

VE7 — H. R. Hough, VE7HR, 1291 Simon Road, Victoria, 
British Columbia

VE8 — George T. Kondo, VE8RX. % Dept, of Transport, 
P.O. Box 339. Fort Smith, N.W.T,

VOX — Ernest Ash, VO1AA, P.O. Box 6, St. John’s, Newf. 
VO2 — Goose Bay Amateur Radio Club, P.O. Box 232, 
Goose Bay, Labrador.

KII6 — John H. Oka. KH6DQ, P.O. Box 101, Aiea, Oahu, 
Hawaii 96701

KL7 — Alaska QSL Bureau. Star Route C, Wasilla, Alaska 
99687

KP4 — Joseph Gonzalez, KP4YT, Box 1061, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico 00902

KV4 — Graciano Bplardo, KV4CF, P.O. Box 572, Chris- 
tiansted. St. Ciojx, Virgin Islands 00820

KZ5 — Ralph E. Harvey, KZ5RV, Box 407, Balboa, C. Z. 
SWL— Leroy Waite. 39 Hanum St., Ballston Spa, New
York 12020

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Changes of Address

Important postal changes in handling second- 
class mail matter are now in effect. Please advise 
us direct of any change of address. Four weeks 
notice is required to effect change of address. 
When notifying please give old as well as new 
address and your zip code. Your promptness will 
help you, the postal service and us. Thanks.
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W8FYR SEZ

Rugged
FIBERGLASS

with

Low Q

Construction SUPER-QUAD Multi-Band

High Efficiency Arrays

2-3-4 Elements or more

* 2 El. 
10-15-20 
$69.95

Write ^or domptete

individuality priced 

componenti and 

WA-a^nt aNaiji

ÿ

ì

2 El.
6 Meter 

Array 
$29.95

Separate 
2 El. 
10-15 
Array 

$59.95

£

?
i

CHRISTMAS GIFT 
CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE i Interlaced I

I

NOTE CHANGE IN NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTION POINT FROM 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, TO

I 
£ t

2 El. 6 
3 El. 2 
Meter 
Array 

$37.90

%

l I 
I
I

6151 DAYTON-LIBERTY ROAD DAYTON, OHIO 45418
PHONE: AREA CODE 513 — 835-5028

Associated with U.S. Fiberglass Company
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100 PIV (d) 600; 150 
PIV (ài 70e; 200 PIV 
(& 750; 250 PIV (al 
BOG 300 PIV W 850;
350 to 400 PIV (m 99r,

• 12 AMP. ALLOY 
• JUNCTION SILI- 
• CON RECTIFIER.
• Use at 6 Amps for a 
• safety factor of at least 
• 200%. 50 PIV (oi 400;

• SALE: 160 AMP. WESTINGHOUSE S1LI- 
I CON DIODES. Guaranteed 50 PIV or better. 
_ Unused 1st quality. Worth many times our sale 
Ä price of $3.85 each. (With built-in heat sink 
J $4.85)
• 12 AMP. DIFFUSED JUNCTION SILICON 
e RECTIFIER. 50 to 100 PIV 300 each
• 600 PIV @ 1 AMP. Silicons (Ä320 each
Î 800 PIV 1 AMP. Silicons 420 each

R

• HALLICRAFTERS HA-6 TRANSVERTER with Halli- •
• crafters P26 P.S. $160.00. •

• WHIPPANY LI’L LULU 6 meter receiver $59.00.

• P & H LA400 C Linear Amplifier ( 1 KW) Factory Wired •
• $125.00. •

• COLLINS KWS-1 $695.00; COLLINS 30S-1 $995.00. •

• HALLICRAFTERS HT-33 (KW Linear w/4CX300A’s) •
• $250.00. •

• COLLINS R388/URR RECEIVER. (.5 to 30.5 Mes.) •
• $450.00. •
• •
• SPECIAL PURCHASE PL-259A (831SP) 350 each •
• while they last! •

• METER PROTECTOR. Handles continuous overload •
• of 1 amp. and momentary 10 Amp. overload. (See page •
• 33 Sept. 66 0.ST). 980. •

• 5U 4GB SILICON Octal direct plug-in substitute. •
• $2.95. •

• 5R4GY Silicon Octal direct plug-in substitute. $4.95. •

• B & W CC-51 Watertight coax cable Antenna connec- • 
• tor. Orig. boxes w/fuli instructions. For RG8/LT or • 
• RG11/U, etc. (Reg. net $11.85). Special $8.85. •

• SARKES TARZIAN Type S5018 Tube replacement •
* silicon rectifier. For SU4, 5V4, 5T4, etc. 600 PIV (ui • 
• 750 Ma. F.W. (Reg. $12.00 net) Special $7.50. •

WHEN IN NEW YORK DROP IN AND SAY HELLO! 
MON. TO FRI. 9 TO 5:30; SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO 
2 P.M. Parking Lot 501 Broadway. Free parking on 
street Sat.

Remember, Barry has the most diversified tube 
stock in the country! We apecialiie in hard-to-find 
types. Tell us what you need. Also: we buy unused 
tubes, send lists. We are authorized factory distribu
tors on tubes for Eimac, Machlett, Penta, Raytheon, 
Westinghouse, Varian and many others.

Silent

I
t is with deep regret, that we record the 
passing of these amateurs:

W1CGU, Albert C. Heskey, Newtonville, Mass. 
WHUG, Calvin L. Davis, Machias, Ale. 
ex-KLONX, George H. Carlson, Marlborough, 
Conn.

K1OPJ, Francis M. Fossa, Nashua, N. H. 
W1PWW, Benjamin W. Caldwell. Bangor, Me. 
WIRR, Elio G. Cavallini. Kingston, Mass. 
ex-W2BF, Laurence W. Franklin. Bergenfield, N. J. 
WB2ECC, Robert Pheiffer, Medford, N. J. 
W2HCM, Edward C. Hudowalski. Albany, N. Y, 
W2HXP, Edward G. Austin, Fanwood, N. J. 
W2IIU, George F. Haderer, Jr., East Quoque, L.L, 
N. Y.

W2NKF, John E. Dehler. Plain View. N. Y. 
W2SXO, Wilbur R. Stites, North Plainfield, N. J. 
WB2WWX, Eileen P. Shaw, Saddle Brook, N. J. 
K3UCI, Peter A. Robinson, Dover, Del.
W3QVJ, John W. Lambert. Bethel Park, Penn. 
W3RIV, Kenneth 1. Challstrom, Erie, Penn. 
WA4JÜP, Charles E. Hilbert, Dunedin,Fla. 
W40XQ, William H. Wooten, Kings Mountain, 
N. C.

K4TVA, William IS. Burnett, Hopewell, Va. 
W4VS/W7CL, Wilson Moore, Falls Church, Va. 
W5EV. Graham W. Fuller, Marfa, Texas 
W5GLS, George N. Sharp, Pasadena, Texas 
WA5MDF, Boyce Harrell, Smithville, Texas 
K5WN, James 1. Norton, New Iberia, La. 
W6GCA, Albert T. Margo, Porterville, Calif. 
WA6HKN, William E. Asbury, Pollock Pines, 

Calif.
WB6KUJ, Roy E. Greene, Lakewood, Calif. 
W6QGI, Elmer A. George, Los Angeles, Calif. 
W6RSK, Roy C. Pierce, Pacific Palisades, Calif. 
WB6SPW, Renato E. Ghidella, Napa, Calif, 
W6SYW, Nicholas E. Powers, Los Altos, Calif. 
K6YVN, Clifford R. Simmons, La Puente, Calif. 
WA7FEZ, Cortis L. Wingerson, Seattle, Wash. 
«X-W7K0H, Joe K. O’Neill, Henderson, Nev. 
ex-W7NBP, Clarence W. Sternen, Warren, Ariz. 
W8AHV, Paul G, Bauerle, Lansing, Mich. 
W8AKR, Franklin Richards, Bangor, Mich.
W8QMB, Crawford E. Clurg, Ravenna, Ohio 
K8TIP/5, Terry W. Creighton, Commerce, Texas 
W8TRP, Edmond G. Hait, Detroit, Mich. 
W9CYQ, Donald J. Angus, Indianapolis, Ind. 
W9DXH. Lester ,L Spry, Elkhart, Ind.
W9MP, William B, Ferguson, Hinsdale, Ill. 
W9VFF, Harold A. Davison, Danville, Ill. 
WA0DGG, Gary C. Liebling, Kansas City, Mo. 
WA0HTY, Gary L. Creason, Kansas City, Mo. 
VE2SF. Hartland B. Wilder, Town of Mount 

Royal, Que.
VE4QD, Bermhard Urssel, Brandon, Man. 
VE7PO, Clarence R. I). Ferris. Sidney, B. C. 
VK2ADC, G. S. McLeod. Beverly Hills, Sydney, 
Aust.

BARRY ELECTRONICS DEPT. 0-12
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012
WALKER 5-7000 (Area Code 212)
□ Enclosed is money order or check and my order. Prices 

FOB, NYC. Shipments over 20 lbs. will be shipped collect for 
shipping charges. Less than 20 lbs. include sutticient postage. 
Any overage will be refunded. Fragile tubes shipped via Rail
way Express. Minimum order $5.00.
□ Send 10c for current “Greensheet" catalog #18 of 72 pages. 
Write for your copy.
□ Send information.................................. ................................

Name ... 
Company 
Address.. 
City........ .State,

Title

Low Loss Coax
{Continued from page 17)

The main feeder run should be cable similar 
to 1-2-inch Alumifoam because of its low-loss 
characteristics. Since the cable is designed to be 
bent upon installation, there is no electrical or 
physical damage in bending it, even on a radius 
as small as ten times the o.d. of the cable. The 
cable should be terminated to match with the 
transmitter cable connector (type N or splice). 
The type N connector is better than the PL-259 
because of its lower v.s.w.r., greater power-
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From every angle, the superior design 
features, fine craftsmanship, and high 
QC quality of Starline equipment shines 
out ... to guide you to sparkling and 
most pleasurable performance.

The SR-700 E Receiver:
Full ham band coverage 10 thru 75 ... triple conversion 
. . . high stability VFO . . . precise dial reads to 1 KC, 
with electrical zero set . . . bridge T notch filter . . . 
variable selectivity . . . .5-1.2-2.5-4 KC built-in . . . and 
everything else you would expect in the very best . . . 

$395.
(Speaker ST-7 . .. $15)

Test tune this fine equipment at your favorite amateur supply house. 
Ask him about the unique Interstar satisfaction warranty.
Or write for descriptive literature.

ÎXÂ>^%jThe unique Star 
"accepted” symbols 

on your Interstar Communica
tion equipment indicate the 
equipment has been triple qual
ity controlled: in production; at 
export QC acceptance; and 
again when imported. These 
careful steps by the manufac
turer and by Interstar’s engi
neers assure you of highest re
liability, created thru the pride 
of workmanship of Japan's fin
est manufacturer of amateur 
communications equipment



r ANNOUNCING 
HOTEL SAHARA’S 

nd ANNUAL
£SAROC

Sahara Amateur 
Radio Operator's Convention

Exciting Entertainment... Congo Room 
Shirley Bassey & The Osmond Brothers 
Luxurious Accommodations...
1,000 beautiful rooms with a special SAROC 
ROOM RATE OF ONLY $10 single or double, 
plus tax (Jan. 4-9)
SAROC... Special Events
• Manufacturers’ Exhibits
• Technical Talks (Fri.-Sat., Jan. 6-7)
• MARS Luncheon (Sat., Jan. 7)
• Ladies Day Program (Sat., Jan. 7) 
Technical Program and Presentations— 
Master of Ceremonies 
Ray Meyers, W6MLZ 
Registration Fee: $9.50 
Registration includes:
• Three Cocktail Parties
• Midnight Show and Drinks in the 

Sahara Congo Room
• Sunday Sahara Hunt Breakfast

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
Mail Coupon to John Romero 
Hotel Sahara • Las Vegas, Nevada

Name Caff

Address

Arr. date and time Lgth. of stay
Accommodations desired (check one) 
O single □ double
Registration fee of $9.50 enclosed 
(Please make checks payable to
SAROC, HOTEL SAHARA)

□ twin

(Deadline for advance reservations, Dec. 31,1966)

handling capability and improved radiation
characteristics. For still lower system v.s.w.r.,
the conversion splice is t he wiser choice.

The antenna end of the main feed line should 
be terminated by the same procedure as t he trans
mitter end. Jumping from the solid-sheath cable 
to the antenna is accomplished by means of a 
short length of RG-8A/U or T-4-50. The cable 
loops once around the rotator and is terminated 
as you now terminate in your antenna.

Iu conclusion, soHd-aluminum-sheath. cable 
can be reasonably expected to deliver more 
power to the antenna because of its low v.s.w.r. 
and lower attenuation characteristics. Combining 
solid-sheathed, foamed-polyethylene dielectric, 
aluminum-shielded coaxial cable and low-v.s.w.r. 
connectors gives a feeder connecting system 
which, at v.h.f. and u.h.f., may deliver as much 
as 70 per cent more power from transmitter to 
antenna in a comparatively short run. [P5T- ]

Technical Correspondence
(Continued from page 46)

Erfsa II. The picture Is centered just off Vancouver 
Island with a weather front paralleling the coast 
of Washington and British Columbia. Vancouver 
Island can be seen faintly in the right center of the 
picture.

The equipment used here was a synchronizer de
signed by Wendell Anderson, K2RNF, which ap
peared in QST, November 196.5. The lamp driver 
is from a surplus facsimile machine.

In order to reduce time and complication in 
reproduction of weather-satellite pictures a system 
for printing directly on positive paper was developed 
here. In this system the 2400-oycle amplitude- 
modulated signal is demodulated by a bridge recti
fier, Fig. 1. The resultant signal has a bandwidth 
of about 1800 cycles and is filtered by an 88-milli- 
henry toroid coil and a 0.08-microfarad capacitor. 
The output of the demodulator is applied to a 
bridge modulator which is arranged to produce 
minimum output at maximum output from the 
demodulator. The carrier generator used was a Jack- 
son 655 audio generator operating at 2200 cycles. 
This frequency was chosen to reduce interference 
from the original 2400-cycle signal. The 2400-cycle 
signal and the 2200-cycIe carrier are adjusted to 
produce an 80-percent modulated signal with an 
amplitude large enough to drive the lamp driver.

The demodulator diodes are high-voltage silicon, 
types (Sarkes Tarzian 1N2484). The bridge modu
lator diodes are surplus 1N799S. The input trans
former, Ti, is a 5000-ohm-to-voice-eoil output 
transformer. The photographic paper was Du Pont 
Vdour Black R-l developed according to the in
structions on the package.

This unit has been used with a surplus facsimile 
light driver and has produced pictures of good 
quality. — Jack Spillane, W7UGV, 3010 V.TT. 60th, 
Seattle, Washington 98107.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
SWITCH
TO SAFETY
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better sent... 
better received

with Belden wire and cable
... easy to use packaged lengths.

Antenna Rotor Cables
Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated 
cable for rotor applications. Color 
coded. Chrome, vinyl plastic jacket 
resists sun and aging.

Power Supply Cables
Excellent mechanical and electrical 
characteristics for long service life. 
Special jacket offers maximum re
sistance to abrasion and ozone. 
Use as power supply cords and 
interconnecting cables. Ideal for 
remote control circuits, special 
press-to-talk microphone circuits, 
and other applications.

Belden
FOR FULL INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR BELDEN ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
The Belden line gives you maximum efficiency with lowest losses under 
all conditions of operation. There's a Belden wire or cable to meet every 
ham transmitting and receiving need. Shown here is only a small portion
of this complete line.

Shielded Hook-Up and Grid Wire
Provide most effective TVI sup
pression. Vinyl insulated with 
tinned copper braid shield. Avail
able from 24 AWG to 12 AWG.

Coiled Microphone Cable
Provides low impedance for mobile 
microphone- applications. Neo
prene jacket remains flexible at low 
temperatures. Available with or 
without shielded conductors.

Ham Transmission Lines-
Parallel Type
Uniform quality control provides 
uniform impedance. Brown poly
ethylene for best weather resis
tance and lowest losses.

RG/U Type
Designed for lowest losses, longer 
service life, and maximum depend
ability. Cables are essentially flat 
with no peaks in attenuation to re
duce signal on either high or low 
frequencies.

<0' .
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BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY «P.O. BOX 5O7O-A, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680



What Wives Think
(Continued from page tiO)

Summary
The evidence shows that by far the majority 

of ham husbands do keep ham radio in proper 
perspective. As a result, their wives have become 
avid boosters, since they appreciate it as a source . 
of needed relaxation for their husbands and, 
frequently, as a source of friends for themselves 
as well. Wives directly participating in ham 
doings have, even a higher regard for it. For a 
few wives ham radio is not a blessing in the 
home, but often these problems work themselves 
out in time with the application of mutual un
derstanding and common sense on the part of 
the husbands. There may be too much ehatter 
on the air about tiie hobby itself, but the OM 
who wants stimulating conversations can get 
them going without too much difficulty. In sum
mation, then, wives rate ham radio as the best 
of hobbies for their sweethearts. Fellows, be 
thankful for your good fortune!

Acknowledgments
To each wife who returned a questionnaire, 

the author extends his gratitude for permitting 
him. to put your story into words. Tnx and 
88s. Idst^

Drake 2-NT
(Continued from page 44)

in the set (Cu in the manufacturer's circuit 
diagram) will do the trick. The big advantage of 
the keying system used in the ‘2-NT is that, 
shaping can be done without danger of causing 
chirp, a feature which oscillator keying does 
not have.

As the control circuit used for break-in and 
semibreak-in work should be of interest to c.w. 
men it is shown here in Fig. 2A. It is similar in 
principle to the one used in the Drake T-4X 
(“Recent Equipment”, May 1966 QST) but 
differs in detail. With the key open, the 0.22-mI. 
capacitor is charged to about —16 volts (point C) 
and the plate current of the 6EA8 triode is cut 

• off. Point B is essentially at this same potential, 
I through CRi- R\, which is part of the keying 

circuit (not shown) for the sidetone oscillator, 
| is approximately 150,000 ohms, so point .1 
I is about —100 volts from ground. Thus the 

0.0L-/*f.  capacitor is charged to the difference 
between these two voltages, with B positive 
with respect to A. When A is grounded by closing 
the key, the capacitor discharges a positive pulse 
through (.'Ri to the grid of the 6EA8, driving 
the tube into sudden conduction and giving the 
relay a head start. Simultaneous'y, the 0.22-pf. 
capacitor discharges through CRi, and t.he grid 
of the tube stays at ground as long as the key 
is closed. On opening the key the capacitor 
again begins to charge, the charge time being 
regulated by the setting of Ro, and eventually the 
bias becomes high enough to cut off plate current 
and turn off the relay. |D5t£J

OFFERS

THE ha//icraffers
SX-146 AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER

The Hallicrafters SX-146 ... Amateur Band Receiver 
of advanced design, employing a single conversion 
signal path and pre-mixed oscillator chain to assure 
high order frequency stability and freedom from 
adjacent channel cross-modulation products. Em
ploys a high frequency quartz crystal filter and 
has provision for the user installation of two 
more crystal filters. Tranceives with HT-46.

SX-146 $269.95
HA-19 100 Kc Crystal Calibrator $19.95

ALSO IN STOCK: HT-46 Transmitter

USED EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
SX-111
SX-140

$349.95

$139.95 
$59.95

WRITE FOR LATEST COMPLETE LIST

RADIO
P.O. BOX 312 ,O,F.2?E„„ CONCORD, N. H.

oOJ-223-JJdO

VMtwntfi
PORTABLE ANTENNA 

with Non-Shatterable Base

Patented

DPZ

20-15-10-6-2- Meters
• Very Low SWR
• Folds to 19 inches
* Weighs only 2 pounds
• Complete for 5 

Frequencies

$24.50
ask your local dealer 

or

CORPORATION
P. 0. BOX 1615

JUPITER, FLORIDA 33458
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to timahuuc ^Radw!
* HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR
* THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL
* LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE
* OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION

Anyone starting out in amateur radio will find these publications a necessary 
part of his reading and studying for the coveted amateur radio operator's 
ticket. Written in clear, concise language, they help point the way for the be
ginner. Tried and proven by thousands upon thousands of amateurs, these 
ARRL publications are truly the "Gateway to Amateur Radio.”

$2.00

POSTPAID

The American Radio Relay League, Inc.—Newington, Conn. 06111
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Adjustable RF Coils 
On Resinite Forms

Moderately priced resinite coils are used 
frequently for construction projects in 
amateur and experimenter publications. 
These coils give dependable performance 
and are stocked nationwide.

Series 20A .079 uh to 1.25 mh
Series 21A .68 uh to 12.5 mh
Series 22A 5.7 uh to 125 mh

MLh\. . Write for full line catalog

W. MILLER CO.
Wjy 5917 So. Main St. • Los Angeles, Calif. 90003 

AVAILABLE NATIONALLY FROM
DISTRIBUTORS AND MAIL ORDER HOUSES.

HYE-QUE ANTENNA-FEEDLINE CONNECTOR
New 3-in-l molded plastic-and-melal 
fitting provides: coax feeder connec
tion, heavy cupper leads to elements, 
antenna center support. Hye-Que 1 
connector fits standard PL259. Rein
forced, weather protected,, ultra- 
etficient. At your ham store, or $2.95 
ppd. Companion insulators, 2 for 99# 
ppd. Includes complete instructions.

BUDWIG MFG. CO. P.O. Box97A, Ramona, Calif. 92065

ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

With WbIlo P 1 E X
Sending becomes fun instead of 
work with the SEMI-AUTO
MATIC Vibroplex. It actually 

does all the arm-tiring nerve 
wrecking work for you. Ad- 
justabie to any desired 
speed. Standard models have 
polished Chromium top parts 
and gray base. Del-uxe mod
els also include Chromium 
Base and red finger and 

thumb pieces. Five models to choose from, priced at $19,95 
to the 24K Gold Plated Base “Presentation**  at $39.95.

VIBRO-KEYER
Works perfectly with any 
Electronic Transmitting Unit. 
Weighs lbs., with a base 
3 ’4" by 4^". Has Vibroplex’s 
finely polished parts, red 
knob and. finger, and thumb 
pieces.Standard model $18.95; Ip- 
Luxe model includes Chromium 
Plated Base at only $24.95.

Order today at your dealers or direct

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.
833 Broadway New York, N. Y. 10003

FREE 
Folder

ARPSC
(Continued from page 70}

the total representation in all the Region and Area Nets. 
This figure was arrived at by adding .the number of sections 
in each Region, multiplying it by the total number of 
sessions that the net should have held (30 or 60, depending 
on the net’s pattern) and dividing it into the number of 
sections times the number of session« they were actually 
represented in the Region net. For the Area net, replace 
Section by Region in the above procedure.
On behalf of the Public Service branch of the Communica

tions Department, we would like to wish each and every one 
of you the best during this holiday season. May your traffic 
loads be comfortable.
No comments from K1WJD, he’s busy analyzing the 

results of EAN’s participation in the SET. W9DYG 
comments that CAN is ready and waiting for the onslaught 
of traffic during the December rush. W6VNQ notes that 
conditions on 80 have been improving each night so that lie 
has been able to observe an occasional EAN session. He is 
looking for alternate NCSs, so anyone who is qualified and 
interested get in touch with W6VNQ. WTEFW sends an 
excellent report and indicated that this month was the 
best in the representation department since he took over as 
manager. Special kudos to Maine which has come from no 
where to missing only one session. WA2GQZ finally had 
100% reporting for Sept. This is the first time since April 
and the fourth time this year. Joe is hoping for better 
representation, especially from all sections. K3MV0 shows 
a full house on 3RN and some pretty good representation, 
too. K5IBZ comments that RN5 had better representation 
this month, but fell down on the traffic. Is there ever a 
month when everything goes right? K7JHA comments that 
things picked up on RN7, including better representation 
and more traffic. W8CHT spent most of the SET with 
three tape recorders going and he is now in the process of 
wading through thousands of feet of tape. W9QLW can’t 
understand why everyone is so reluctant to QNG when the 
regular NCS doesn’t show. (We don’t either — Ed,). 
K7NHL has high hopes that the return of TWN to 80 
meters will also improve their traffic, representation and 
just about everything else.

Transcontinental Corps: W3EML has lost a few of his 
top men who are feeling the pressures of school work (study 
now, handle traffic later, fellows). Hili is «till in great need 
of night owls who will take the PAN to EAN schedules. If 
you’re interested, drop Bill a fine (or message). W9JUK 
appears tn have three openings for Station F schedules. 
Otherwise, he has a full house of hard working fellows. 
W7DZX is having some trouble clearing the PAN to EAN 
traffic so any of you fellows on the east coast who are inter
ested in that late sked get on the ball and let your TCC 
Director know. Christmas means mucho traffic and we gotta 
get it cleared.

September report:
Func- % Suc-

Area icons cessful Traffic
Out-of-Nd 

Traffic
Eastern 120 84.0
Central VO 83.3
Pacific 120 79.1

2166
1323
2518

825
649
1259

Summary 330 82.1 6007
TCC Roster: Eastern Area (W3EML. Dir.) — 

EFW NJM. Kis TKS ZND, W2s GVH SEI, 
RYH SIL/8 SSX, li’Ais BLV UFI/4 UPC, 
DXM OHK, IF.?« EML FAF NEM, K3MV0 
ZM, K4KNP. WA4UMX, WHs CHT RYP, 
NJW QKY. Central Area (W9JTTK, Dir.)- 
WA4WWT, K4DZM, W5GHP, WA5JOL, 
DYG JUK KQB VAY YT ZYK, WAOs BWY 
W0LCX, WA0MLE, K0AEM.

2733 
ir/sBGD 
K2s KTK 

WBSs AEJ 
JT4s DVT 

K8s KMQ 
- W40GG, 
in?s DXY 
IZR NFS,

Net reports:
Net Sessions Check-ins Traffic
N. Mex. Roadrunner 22
7290 42
HBN 30
North American SSB 26
Mike Farad 32
ISSB 21

497
1355
389
734
448
475

66
870 
537
751 
410
1736

Idst-I
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happier hamming 
in the New Year

So now we make 21
NEW DUMMY LOAD/WATTMETER 

Reads to 1500 Watts!
We’ve added another Dummy Load/Wattmeter to 
the Waters line! It’s the Model 374 and shows 
power output to a full 1500 watts over a 
frequency range of 2 to 30 mHz. Four calibrated 
scales (0-15; 0-50; 0-300; 0-1500) read watts to

±5% accuracy. Load Impedance: 52 ohms.
VSWR: 1.3 : 1. Weight: 12 lbs. Over-temperature 
warning light.

$135.00

Model 369 
$120.00

REFLECTOMETER

Measures both forward and reflected power 
simultaneously on unique double meter. Covers 
3 to 30 mHz at 52 ohms on two separately set 
forward scales of 200 and 1000 watts, (20 and 
200 watts reflected) to insure accurate readings. 
Comes complete with directional coupler.

Model 375
6-position with 

rear axial connec
tors

$13.95

Model 376
5-position with 

side radial con
nectors

$12.50

PROTAX™ ANTENNA SWITCHES 
with Automatic Grounding

The Water PROTAX™ Coaxial Antenna Switch 
automatically grounds the entire antenna system 
when the shack is shut down. Readily handles a 
full 1000 watts and comes complete with knob 
and escutcheon plate with erasable marking 
panels. (Model 376 has mounting bracket.)

WATERS
MANUFACTURING INC.
WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS

Waters Quality Products Are Sold Only Through Waters Qualified Distributors
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XMAS 5 GIFT
SUGGESTIONS

For that budding new amateur: 
See page 141

For the newcomer or oldtimer: 
See page 130

For the amateur who wants his 
QST tile neat and protected: 
See page 110

For« the amateur who wants 
comprehensive information on 
operating procedures: See pages 

118,119

Don’t delay. Place your 
order now to allow 

plenty of time for arrival 
before Christmas

LOOK HO HOLES!
FITS ANY C.B. OR HAM ANTENNA
THIS RIGID RUSTPROOF ANODIZED ALUMINUM 
ANTENNA MOUNT FASTENS TO YOUR CAR TRUNK 
LID IN MINUTES ... AND NO BODY HOLES ARE 
NECESSARY!
SEE THESE SUPERIOR MOUNTS AT YOUR DIS- 
TRIBUTOR/DEALER OR REMIT «.95 (check or M.O.) 
TO E-Z MOBILE ANTEHNA MOUNT INC, P.O. BOX 
W, ALGONAC, MICHIGAN (Mlchlpn residents add 
4% sales tax) PHONE 313 794-7343
SPECIFY ANTENNA MOUNT HOLE DESIRED (3/1’- 
3/C-SMALL OR MEDIUM BALL)

$8«

DEALE, IHaUiniES INVITED

#Pre-Cut * Pre-Tuned *Triband
2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS 
FIBERGLASS OR BAMBOO

from $59.95
• ROTATE WITH TV ROTOR
• HIGH F/B RATIO
• VERY LOW SWR
• LOW Q BROADLY TUNED
• HIGH GAIN
• EASY TO MATCH
• LOW WIND RESISTANCE
• ONE FEED LINE FOR 3 

BANDS. NO SWITCHING
Ask about 6-meter quads

WRITE DEPT. A
406 Bon Air Dr. 

Tempi*  Torraco, Florida 
Phono 988-4213

TVI Is Still With Us 
(Continued from vagi- 01} 

built-in requirements for a permanent solution 
to a TVI case is the need to keep the rig as it 
was checked out, assuming it was operating 
satisfactorily. Both the Field Engineering Bureau 
and TVI committees can be embarrassed by 
statements they make to a complainant to the 
effect “why the transmitter was checked out 
last month (or week) and did not cause TVI.’’ 
Obviously, if proper grid current is exceeded, 
keying changed to the bad, or other important 
changes made, we have a new situation. It is 
necessary for the amateur to evaluate the elianges 
promptly.

Ont of several hundred thousand BCI and 
TVI cases encountered during the past 37 years, 
you would expect a few unusual ones. One that 
I cite to audiences is that of a physically big 
amateur and a physically small TV-set owner, 
living across the street from one another in an 
eastern city. The Bureau’s engineer was dis
patched from his headquarters to bring about a 
solution of the TVI situation. Using all his tact, 
diplomacy and arguments he had the case under 
control when a remark by one of the parties 
started the fracas all over again. The amateur 
invited the TV set owner out of his house and 
engaged him in fisticuffs. It was a short fight. 
The TV set owner, however, had courage, and 
after nursing his wounds, engaged the ham in 
his yard. The assault case went to the local 
prosecuting attorney, but was settled out of 
court. There was no more TVI reported. The 
ham, in the case, apparently operated a clean 
transmitter.

In another famous recent case, the amateur 
made the mistake of castigating his unwilling 
(TV) listeners. Although the Bureau made re
peated efforts to quiet the situation, it was a 
hard sell job. The Bureau’s engineers, both in 
the field and Washington, supported the technical 
position of the amateur and gave him their as
sistance. Yet an article in another radio magazine 
brought up the subject of “Gestapo” techniques 
against the ham. Sometimes it seems you can’t 
win for losing.

In another case, the amateur caused wide 
spread BCI, yet when his rig was checked out 
by the visiting inspector there appeared to be 
no cause for complaint. After two trips, it de
veloped that our friend has a 501) w rig in the 
attic and this he kept concealed. lie was stopped 
from causing QRM. By means of field strength 
measurements, the Bureau has proved cases of 
overpower or conditions of change in powerinput. 
The average TVI case handled by the Bureau 
is routine, which enables the workload to be 
kept under fair control. One unusual case may 
take fifty times the man hours of a routine case.

। Perhaps the nicest endings to TVI eases are 
those where the'complainant becomes an ama
teur, having been convertedall the way. |q5T—'i
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!S

SALE!
DOUBLE

S
ci worth or 
• Transistors 
•• Rectifiers • "Condenser« 
• Knobs, Coils 
• Kesistors • Diodes, etc; 

Adil 25tf for handling, 
PLUS FREE

CHOOSE $100 ITEM ANY m*  ■ rort□
WORLD’S
MOST POPULAR

FREE

BOTH 
GIFT 
PAKS 
FREE 
WITH 
$10 

ORDERS

Speca Saver, 3 Amp Switching 
POWER TRANSISTORS □ @ 
2N1755 T Mr Î12N1760 « TOr *'

ÄXHIGH POWERS'!
PNP I0DWatt/l5Amp HIPower 1 

VTrV.OTOSG Casei 2N44I, 442, 277, 
13 * n 278, DS5QI up to 50 Volts ea.

AMP 800 PIV
SUBMINIATURE 4 <01”

RECTIFIERS $1
SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIERS
PRV 1 AMP 3» AMP
25 n 35« ——
50 □ 45» □ 45<

100 □ 61«'. o 69«
150 □ 69« o 81i

$1 PARTS PAKS
□ 3 INFRA-RED DETECTORS, with leads 41
l~i $25 SURPRISE PAK: transistors, rect, diodes, etc. $1 
[1 40 PRECISION RESISTORS, 4a. 1, 2W; 1% values $1 
□ 30 CORNING “LOW NOISE” resistors, 5% too! $1
Li
□
□ □ □

60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .5mf, to IKv, asst $1 
40 DISC CONDENSERS, 27 mmf to .05 mf to IKV $1 
60 TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, plugs, audio, etc. $1 
30 POWER RESISTORS, 5 to 50W, to 24K ohms ....$1 
50 MICA CONDENSERS, to ,lmf, silvers too! ......$1
10 VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg, switch too! ....$1 
101 ELECTROLYTICS, to500mf,asstFP&tubulars $1 
50 RADIO 4 TV KNOBS, asstd. colors & styles ....$1 
10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS: 10 mf to 500 mf $1

20 WATTS

10 WATT 
ZENERS

Ö 3.0 
□ 6V 
O O.m 
□ 12V
a 20V
O 24V 
c3ov 
□ 4SV 
G «OV

1.00 
Each

□ 70V 
□ 80V 
a 90V 
□ 100V 
□ 110V

a 150V

PRV 1 AMP * 3 AMP
200 □ 81«
400 □ 1.2S

95«
1.50

*TO-9, w/3 leads " ». 
N Slud 

sr SEMIKONDUCTORS
□ 3 2N706 500MW, 300MC NPN PLANAR, TO-18 ...41 
□ 4 2N35 TRANSISTORS, npn. bv Sylvania, TÖ22 ..$1 
Fl 4 2N255 POWER TRANSISTOR EQUALS, TO3 case $1 
□ 2—500 MC, 2N708 NPN Silicon planar TO46 ...41 
[J 15 NPN TRANSISTORS, 2N35, 170. 440, no test ....$1 
O 85 WATT 2N424 PLANAR, silicon, TO-B3 npn,. $1 
[ ] 10 NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS. 2N338, 440 ...,.$1 
□ 25 ZENERS GLASS SILICON DIODES, no test........$1 
□ 2 "TINY" 2N1613 2W. 100MC, TO46 case, npn $1 
□ 15 PNP TRANSISTORS, CK722, 2N35, 107, no test $1 
□ 4 BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSISTORS, 2N1641<7P« • • 4' 
["1.3 2N711 300MW, 300 _MC, PNP MESA, TO18 ....... $1

0 50 COILS & CHOKES, if, rf, ant, osc, & mor«........$l

Ì WATT ZENER DIODES
3For $1

Volfs Volts Volts Volts Volts Volti Volts 
□ 10 □ 15D22Q33n47D68niOOni5O 
□ ti □ l6O24ai36n 5107501 tonico 
□ 120 18 027 OI39 n 56Q82O 120 Q180 □ 13 0 200 30043 Ö62O91 □ 13OÜ2OO

6000 PIVI
200 MA I

SILICON RECTIFIERS

2-Amps ./ 
“GLASSM1KI" J®

SILICON
RECTIFIERS /
PIV Sale PIV Sale 
S0O ’« ‘00 □ 40« 

lOOU 13« Boon 51« 
200O 19« 1000 □ 69« 
4QOC1 29«

. SILICON 
./4p CONTROLLED 
5^ RECTIFIERS 

PRV AMA AMP AMP
SO 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 :

48 □ 70 □ .90 
70K1.20H1.50 

1.05 01.70 02.10 
1.60 02.20 02.70 
2.10O2.70Q3.00 
2.80 Ö 3.30 03.80 
3.00 03.90 04.30

□ 35 TWO WATTERS, asst incl: A.B., 5% too! ......$1
n 75 HALF WATTERS, asst incl: A.B.. 5<ii> too! ....$1 
□ 60 Hl-Q RESISTORS, 14, 1, 2W, 1% & 5% values $1 
□ 10 PHONO PLUG-4 JACK SETS, tuners, amps ......$1
□ 10 TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS, to 500 mf .........  $1
[1 INFRA-RED PHOTO DETECTOR TRANSDUCER ........$1
1 I INFRA-RED PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 4 FILTER  $1 
fl 40 WORLD’S SMALLEST COND., to .05mT .......... .$1
( I 4 TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS, asst, worth $25 $1 
□ 2 clairex photo Electric cell, cloo?....... ..41 
□ 60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, diws, npo’s, to .05 ..$1
n 40 “TINY" RESISTORS, 1/10W, 5% too! •41
□ lOTRANSISTORSOCKETSforpnp-npntransistors $1 
□ 30 MOLDED COND’S, mylar, porc.blagk beauty^41

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS
AMPS 25 PIV 50 PIV 100 PIV 200 PIV

3 n - i'l 5« n 9< n 19«
15 o - 22, u 40« 11 65«
35 □ - □ 50« □ 75« u 1.19

AMPS 400 PIV 6001 PIV 800 PIV 1000 PIV
3 □ 25« 1 1 35« 11 45« □ 

n
65<

15 □ 90« 11 1.35 u 1.59 1.79
35 ! 1 1.90- l.l 2.50 0 2.75 □ 2.95

750 MIL TOP HAT AND EPOXIES
PIV Sale PIV Sate PIV Sale

50 ri 5< 600 □ 19« 1400 0 75«
100 i i 7« 800 [J 24« 1600 □ 95«.
200 ! 1 9« 1000 □ 40«
400 u 11« 1200 □ 5-9«

< FOR OUR "‘'61," BARGAIN CATALOG ON: 
■ — h*  Q Semiconductor □ Paly Paks □ Parts

_ TERMS: »end cheek, moneyorder, include postage—avg. wt. B^B L J ■ ■ per pak 1 lb. Rated, net 30 days.■■ ■ CODS 25%
A IX P.O. BOX 942 MB A K S SO. LYNNFIELD, MASS.

M w »'FAK-KINQ" OP THR WORLD

Bi K

□ 30 TRANSISTORS, rf, If, audio osc-ifs, TO5 no test $1 
□ 3 2-WATT PLANAR TRANS’TRS, 2N697, 100mcnpn$1 
□ 4 2N33 6 NPN SILICON transistors, Tx'ansistron $1
H 10 ZENERS REFERENCES stud, asst types .....  
□ 25 GERMANIUM & SILICON DIODES, no test

41 
4i

□ 25 TOP HAT RECTIFIERS, silicon. 750ma, no test $1 
□ 10 FAMOUS CK722 TRANSISTORS, pnp no test ...4T 
□ 10 30-MC TRANSISTORS, silicon, TO18, no test $1 
□ 3 —2N705 MESA, 300 mc, 300 mw, pnp, TO18....S1 
(I 10 2-6Amp RECT*,,  studs, silicon, 50 to 400 V ...A$l 
□ 10 PNP SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, 2N404,no test 41
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Transmitter, receiver, power supply, plug into rack con
taining interconnecting cable. Rack is 9" wide x 21" high 
x 18" deep.
Receiver is Sensicon model, using cavities for front end 
tuning.
Transmitter output is 30 watts. Uses push-pull 2E26 
driven by 2E26.
Units are in good condition, but may have occasional 
tube missing. Alignment instructions and crystal formu
las supplied, but no crystals.
Base Station (Rx, Tx, 110 VAC power supply, rack) $70 
Mobile Station (Rx, Tx, 12 VDC power supply rack) $65 
12 VDC supply, ¡deal for converting 6 volt 80D 
to 12 volt 80D. $15
Bendix MRT6B with 64 volt vibrator supply, convertible 
to 110 volts by changing transformers. Can be operated 
by Motorola AC supply. A few of these left in stock. $40 
Control head (useful for parts) $ 1
Weatherproof speaker (horns) $ 2
Send check or money order to:

(Illinois residents add 4% sales tax) 

— DuPage FMZ P. O. Box 1, Lombard, Illinois 60148 __

UNITED BRONZE CO. 
705 Bancroft Way Berkeley, Calif. 94710

Aluminum : 
Satin Finish 
Face. Back
ground Bed- 
Blue-Black 
or Gray

Bronze:
Satin Finish 
Face, Deen 
Statuary 
Bronze 
Background

9" x 3’4" Raised Letters and Border
“Add Class to Your Shack” with this hand-crafted 
cast bronze or aluminum plaque. Your name and call 
handsomely cast for posterity. This plaque is more 
than just a nameplate. It’s an attractive addition to 
your little corner of the world. Nothing like this avail
able anywhere on the ham market at these prices. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
Cast Alum.............. $5.75 ea. Cast Bronze............$7.25 ea. 

PPD in U.S.A. Sorry, no c.o.ds.
Furnished With Mounting Screws,

SB-300/SB-400 Modifications
(Continued from page SI)

allows the receiver to be controlled by the trans
mitter l.m.o., or by its own l.m.o. The selection 
is made with a rotary switch, Sa (Fig. 2), which 
is mounted in the hole formerly occupied by 
the phone jack on the front panel of the re
ceiver. The modification permits transceive 
operation while using the transmitter Lm.o. 
It. enables the operator to tune the receiver with
out disturbing the transmitter frequency, a 
useful feature when, the operator wishes to 
monitor a nearby frequency but wishes to con
tinue operating on his own frequency.

The circuit changes are shown in Fig. 2. The 
phone jack is removed and can be relocated on 
the rear chassis panel if desired. A small rotary 
switch, Si, is mounted in the empty hole. Next, 
capacitor Cu is removed from the r.f. circuit 
board and a length of RG-174/U cable is con
nected to the hole vacated by Cu (the hole 
closest to the front of the receiver ), connecting 
it to the bottom of the board. The opposite end 
of the cable connects to lug 2 of Sza.. One lead 
of C’u is connected to the remaining vacant hole 
in the board, but from the bottom side. The 
other lead of Cm is soldered to the inner con
ductor of a second length of RG-174/U. The 
opposite end of the cable is connected to lug 1 
of >8-2a. The shield braid is grounded on this, 
and all other coax cables used in the modifica
tion. Finally, a third length of coax cable is con
nected between lug 3 of 82a and the spare phono 
jack, J», on the rear panel of the receiver (below 
the mute jack).

In the transmitter, connect a length of RG- 
174/U from the spare phono jack, J\, on the 
rear panel of the transmitter (under the mute 
jack), through a 0.01-juf. capacitor, to lug 11 of 
FS2R. This will supply the output from the 
transmitter l.m.o. to the receiver. The inter
connecting cable between the transmitter and 
the receiver should be made from RG-62/U line.

Operation

When operating the two units together, Si 
should be in the receiver position. The b.f.o. 
and heterodyne oscillators in the receiver will 
then be used in transmit as well as transceive 
operation. The desired mode is selected by set
ting the function switch to the proper position. 
The transmitter may be used without the SB-300 
if St is in the transmitter position.

If the receiver modifications are made a slight 
frequency shift may occur in the transmitter 
when S2 is switched because of the change iu 
load on the l.m.o. This shift may be corrected 
by installing a 470-ohm resistor from lug 4 of 
San, to ground.

These modifications have greatly increased 
the flexibility of operation of the SB-300/SB-400 
combination. I have been using this system for 
about two years and have had excellent results.

IqsiA
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$12.95 W2AU FOUR PURPOSE BALUN $12.95 
BALANCE YOUR ANTENNA • STOP YOUR 
COAX FROM RADIATING • HELP ELIMI- 
NATE TVI • IMPROVE YOUR RADIATION 
PATTERN PLUS F/B RATIO

• Broad-banded 3-32 me. • Center hang-up 
hook for inverted Vees • Handles full legal 
power, 2KW PEP • Built-in lightning arrester • 
50239 RF connector for coax transmission feed 
line eliminates center insulator • Withstands 
up to 600 lb antenna pull • For use with all 
type antennas fed with unbalanced coax line • 
Weighs only 6V2 oz. I1/? diam. 6" long • 2 
Models: 1:1 matches 50 0; 75 ohm unbalanced 
coax to 50 or 75 antenna load. 4:1 matches 50 
or 75 ohm unbalanced coax to 200 or 300 ohm.

W2AU Super Vinyl jacketed 2 element 
10-15-20 meter quad. Complete quad $64.95 
W2AU Super-Fiberglas 2 element 10-15-20

Complete quad $99.95meter quad.

Model 41II/RY $1.95

actual size

/ $1.50 ea.

BUYS AT

Shown approximately 
actual size

PRECISION 
PLANETARY-VERNIER 

for exceptionally 
fine tuning

nnjALD“™ ’
2-6- 10- 15-20-40 METERS

SQUALO is a full half wave, horizontally polar- - 
izec^, o^ni'dlrecHonal antenna. Outstanding all 

?around’performance is achieved through a 360^4 
: pattern with no cleep nulls. The square shape = 

allows full electrical length in compact dimen- 
sions, Direct 52 ohm Reddi Match feed provides 
ease , of tuning and broad band coverage. ;

i ON A MAST ON YOUR CAR OUT A WINDOW -
DIRECT/5:! REVERSE VERNIER DRIVE

The newest in the line of fine tuning, 
aids from Jackson Bros. Direct/Slow 
Reverse (5:1 ratio} Vernier Drive. Easy 
fixing — requires only one ?'«” hole. 
High torque, low. back lash, smooth and 
permanent movement, coaxial spindles,
î/4" shaft dia.

ASQ-2 2 Meter, 10" Square $ 9.95 »
ASQ-6 ó Meter, 30" Square 13.95 ì
ASQ-10 10 Meter, 50" Square 19.50 !
ASQ-15 15 Meter, 65" Square 23.50 f
ASQ-20 •20 Meter, TOO" Square 32.50 S
ASQ-40 40 Meter, 192" Square 66.50 Í

i VERSATILE MINIATURE
TRANSFORMER
Same as used in W2EWL SSB Rig 

■ March, 1956 QST. Three sets of CT 
) windings for a combination of imped

ances: 600 ohms, 5200 ohms, 22000 
i ohms. (By using center-taps the Im- 
i pedances are quartered). The ideal trans- 

< former for a SSB'transmitter. Other uses: 
. interstage, transistor, high impedance
.choke, line to grid or plate, etc. Size 
only 2" h. x %" w. x 94" d. New and 
fully shielded.

AM, CW or SSB
Wave envelope or trapezoid patterns
No tuning required
Up to 60 Me
Will handle 5W to 1 KW CAftQR
Uses standard connectors YXJjwJ : 
Internal sweep
Size: SVa" deep, x SVa" high, X SVz" wide;;
Weight: approx. 5 lbs, I;

BULLS EYE

i Superb craftsmanship by Jackson 
Bros, of England. Ball bearing drive, 

: ^4" dia. Shaft W long: 6:i ratio.
Vy FB for fine tuning. Easily adapt
able to any shaft. Comparable value.

; $5.95 Model 4511. DAF.

ARROW

10 for $13.50

nlinU“/ELECTRONICS INC 900 Rte no-Farmi^^^
Q 516 — MYrUe 4-6822

65 Cortlandt St., N.Y. I N.Y. • 525 Jericho Tpke, Mineola, N.Y. • 18 Isaac St, Norwalk, Conn. • 225 Rte. 46, Totowa, N. J.
---------- 203-838-4877 201-256-8555516 - Pioneer 2-2290212 — Digby 9-4730
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0 HANDBOOKS
• BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK by William Orr, W6SAI. 
New edition. Theory, design, construction and the in
stallation of rotary beam antennas! SWR data! Multiband 
beams, 40 meter beams, 20 meter DX beams! How to 
make your beam work! 200 pages. $3.75
• VHF HANDBOOK by Orr, W6SAI and Johnson, W6QK1. 
First complete Handbook covering the VHF spectrum! Many 
VHF construction projects! Design and construction of VHF 
transmitters, receivers and antennas! Make your VHF sta
tion work! $2.95
• ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert 
Lewis, W8MQU. Al! about design—construction—layout and 
testing of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for 
kit-builders and your best key to better performance of 
your equipment! $2.95

• ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS by W6SAI. 
Construction and tuning data. Multi-band Quads. Charts, 
drawings and photos for your Quad. Full complete data 
on home-made Quad antennas. The new X-Q Quad. $2.85

• S-9 SIGNALS by William Orr, W6SAI. Inexpensive 
DX antennas for your station! Multiband ground plane, $5 
beam antenna, 2 and 6 meter beams, Demt-Quad beam, 
and others! $1.00

• NOVICE & TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK by W6SAI and 
W6TNS. All about amateur radio in nontechnical language! 
How to learn the code. How to assemble your ham station. 
Transmitters! Receivers! DX! How to Get QSL cards. $2.95
• BETTER SHORTWAVE RECEPTION, by Wm. Orr, W6SAI. 
Your introduction to shortwave radio. How to hear DX. 
How to buy a receiver. Amateur radio. How to aiign your 
receiver. Antennas! QSLs. Getting your ham license. $3.25

At your radio dealer now!
Add 15<£ per order fo the publisher:

RADIO PUBLICATIONS, Inc., Wilton, Conn.

September V.H.F. QSO 
Party Results

(Continued from page 6l6‘)

K7ICW is an outstanding "regular” from Nevada who 
really has fo work for the few contacts shown on his log. 
He is in there trying every time with an excellent setup, 
running 600 watts on six and two, 25 watts on 432 and an 

interesting antenna farm, 8-L on 6, 20-L on 2 
and 44-L on 432 Me. Nice going Al!

Santa Clara Valley
WB6KAP

2318-106-19-ABCDE
WB6KBZ/6

1650-165-10-AB

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina

WA4BVW/4

WB6GFD
Lox Angeles

1470- 76-I5-ABCDE
W6PVZ 1243- 96-U-ABD
W A6FJJ/6 120- 24-
W6ÓCV 
WN6SJI

112- 28-
28- 28-

5-AB

1-B

orange
K6HMS 488- 50- «-RD
WB6PHO 27- 9- 3-AB

EASY TO LEARN CODE
It is easy and pleasant to learn or increase 
speed the modern way — with an Instructo- 
graph Code Teacher. Excellent for the 
beginner or advanced student. A quick, 
practical and dependable method. Available 
tapes from beginner’s alphabet to typical 
messages on all subjects. Speed range 5 to 40 
WPM. Always ready. No QRM, Beats 
having someone send to you.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
The Instructograph Code Teacher liter
ally takes the place r>f an operator-instructor 
and enables anyone to learn and master code 
without further assistance. Thousands of suc
cessful operators have “acquired the code” with the Instructograph 
System. Write today for full particulars and convenient rental plans

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
5071-Q NORTH BROADWAY, CHICAGO, ILL. 60640 

4700-Q S. Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90043

DX - - DX - - DX - - DX
SHORT PATH QSL-ing

¡'»«nr un»™ /SAVE TIME
nnn'T/ WA9TP iraMPc nnJ beat THE COMPETITIONDONT< mnp™«! PAISE YOUR SCORE

| Wnolt bUUrUno '.QUICKER
of active DX stations have STATE-SIDE QSL managers. 

Our copywrited “QSL MANAGERS DIRECTOR!”’ lists over 
21)0(1 nt‘ these managers and lias now been up-graded to a 
cumiiiete service—you receive:
THE QSL MANAGERS DIRECTORY
QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENTS listing changes—deletions— 
additions.
A COMPLETE LIST OF QTH’s for the above managers. 
TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE (U.S. and CANADA) ?3.0U per year. 
($4.01) elsewhere—airmail) BEND ORDER TO:

BOOKBINDER PUBLISHING CO.
DEPT. D P.O. Box 54222 TERMINAL ANNEX

Los Angeles, Cal. 90054 (Founder W6GSV)
European Agent: DX NEWS SHEET—GEOFF WATTS

62 Belmore Road, Norwich, N0R72T ENGLAND

W4FDO/4(W4FDO, 
WA4BBY) 

22ÔU-L50-15-AB
South Carolina

WA4LTS 5292-189-27-ABD

San Diego
WA6ZQU 245- 49- 5-AB 
WB6BIH 150- 30- 5-AB 
WB6JLC 120- 30- 4-B 
WB6MEI 30- 10- 3-A 
W6NLO/6 (W6s BLL

NLO) 1560-119-12-ABC

Virginia
K4SUM 2.556-127-18- ABÇD

fresi Virginia
K8WVP 150- 15-10-AB
W2UFT/8 (4 oprs.)

2750-121-22-BCD

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION

Colorado
W0AJY ÌOX- 54- 2-AB 
WA0HFS 14- 22- 2-AB 
KÿREG/0 (VV4HEX.

KxREG) 29- 29- 1-A
New Mexico

W5IXR/5 20- 10- 2-AB

SOUTHEASTERN 
DIVISION

Alabama
K4ABT 
K4WFIW 
K4BEI/4 
K4UEC 
WA4DBQ 
WB4ALN

K4HQI
K4YZE

WEST GULF 
DIVISION

Northern Texas
K5TVB 134- 67- 22-A
WA5LPA 84- 42- 2-A
WA5HWI 56- 14- 4-AB
WA5LUM 53- 53- 1-A

Oklahoma
W5WAX 624- 52-12-AB
W5LOW 38- 19- 2-AB
K5CBA 32- 16- 2-AB
K5CEM (K5CFM.

WA5JRH) 
1188- 99-12-AB

Southern Texas
WA5NUA 305- 61- 5-AB

CANADIAN DIVISION
Quebec

VE2BZH/2
1260- 90-14-AB 

VE2BMQ 260- 25-10-ABD

Ontario
4XX- 61- 8-A 
408- 68- 6-AB 
392- 56- 7-A 
1K0- 36- 5-AB 
I L4- 38- 3-A
26- 13- 2-A

ceorgia
162- 27- «-A

6- 6- 1-B

SOUTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

.1 rizona
W7DAY 7 <5 oprs.)

60- 20- 3-AB

VE3BGA 
VE3AIB 
V E3BPR 
VK3B8M

804- 67-12-AB
480- 40-10-ABCD

VE3CRA/3
VE3DSE
VE3GAF
VE3DNR
VE3EVW
VE3CIV
VE3ZZZ

'E3SAU

32Û-
290-

18-10-BD
58- 5-B

189- 27- 
1X5- 26- 
172- 43-
140- 35-
108- 16-
64- 16-
58- 29'

7-AB 
5-BD 
4-AB 
4-B 
6-BD 
4-AB

(VE3S AGB BQN) 
3888-133-27-ABCD 
(10 oprs.)
1938-114-17- AB

VE3VM/3 (VE3s CBG DVE 
GEJ 484- 121- 4-B

iqs¥=l
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Trigger has cut the red tape of time-consuming credit investigations and interminable delays! If 
you are the holder of any major credit card such as:

un cm, mi sHiwi 
mom " TIME EMS

■ Town & Country ■ American Express ■ Carte Blanche ■ Diner’s Club, Etc. aBK KrasS
we will grant you instant credit on Open Account or Time Payments—on either brand new equip
ment, or like-new equipment. Just pick up the phone and call us (no collect calls, please) or write 
and your goodies will be on their way the very same day. If you live in the Chicago area, drop in 
and take the merchandise home with you. What’s more, there is no carrying charge, up to 25 days, 
on Open Account. Or you can take advantage of Trigger’s easy budget terms at a very low interest 
rate. Merely give us the name of your credit card, and its number, and tell us what you want. You 
can also get a substantial trade-in on your present gear.

For a real eye-opener, visit Trigger, located near the junction of Routes 64 and 42A, where 
there’s plenty of free parking.

No company processes foreign orders and inquiries with greater dispatch than Trigger.

NEW EQUIPMENT ON LOW BUDGET TERMS

LIKE-NEW EQUIPMENT ON LOW BUDGET TERMS
| Ten-Day Trial ■ 30-Day Guarantee ■ Trades Accepted
Tops in performance and appearance, thoroughly recondi
tioned, clean-as-a-pin; alignment, calibration as good as new. 
Write for complete listing and prices.

SWAN DRAKE SBE
HALLICRAFTERS HY-GAIN NATIONAL
JOHNSON REGENCY WELLER
AMECO WATERS SHURE
ASTATIC NUMECHRON DOW-KEY
FINCO CDR B&W
HAMMARLUND UNGAR EICO
and other major brands

another important
'RIGGER service:

BUY USED HAM
FOR CA$H

MPT SERVICE.., 
PROMPT CASH!

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH FOR DECEMBER

75S3B........................$495
3251......................... 379
SOLI W/572BS-... 419
516F1 AC............. 69
518F2 AC............... 84
KWM1 CONSOLE... 67
KWM DC SUPPLY.. 57
KWM2 MOBIL MT.. 57
DRAKE TR3............. 379
DRAKE TR4............. 519
DRAKE R4............... 289
DRAKE R4A...... J49
SWAN 240....... 189
SWAN 350............... 349
SBE 34............  339
SB2LA LINEAR... 209
INTERCEPTOR.... 269

EICO 753FW........... $239
S8 5.................   67
5118......................... 59
S120......................... 39
SX110....................... 37
SX122....................... 199
5X140....................... 77
HT37.».................... 229
HT40.....................  57
HA5 VFO.............. 49
RANGER II............. 149
HO100C.................... 117
HO105TR.................. 127
HO110....................... 127
HÓ180....................... 259
NCI25.................. 74
NC155..............  117

KCX5.........................$399
HRO50T1R............... 137
HRO500.................. 1350
NCL2O00.................. 549
VX501 VFO............. 179
DX60......................... 67
HW32......................... 99
UT1 SUPPLY..........  19
HEATH GOO...... 19
SWR BRIDGE..........  12
KNIGHT T150.... 77
ELMAC PMR7..........  40
GONSET GR211... 37
24 HOUR CLOCK.. 7
100KC XTAL CAL. 9 
?5S1 CW FILTER. 27
HEATH BALUM SET 9

r

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i
i 
L.

TRIGGER Attn: W9IVJ
7361 North Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois Amount
RUSH THE FOLLOWING: Enclosed

NAME_________________ t................ ..... ...........................

A D D R ESS___ ________________________________ _

CITY STATE________ ZIP_______
ORDER BLANKTO.’trade ur present gear, order 
equipment, sell ur gear for cash.

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ANV UNIT ON LAY-AWAY.

STORE
TELEPHONE (312) 771-8616UDI I DC Weekdays 11:00 A.M.—8:00 P.M. nvUKD Saturdays 9:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

7361 NORTH AVE. • RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS 60305 
(WEST SUBURBAN CHICAGO)

SUNDAY TELEPHONE 
SERVICE

11 A.M.-3 P.M.



VHF/UHF ANTENNAS

FOR 
MORE 
DX PUNCH

The standard of comparison in amateur 
VHF/UHF communications. Cush Craft antennas 
combine all-out performance with optimum size 
for ease of assembly and mounting at your site. 
They can be mounted vertically, horizontally, in 
pairs, quads, or virtually any combination 
allowing you to design the antenna system to 
meet your exact requirements.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

AÎ44-11 2 meter 11 element $14.95
A144-7 2 meter 7 element 11.95
A220-11 n/4 meter 11 element 12.95
A430-11 % meter 11 element 10.95
AI44-20T 2 meter Multi polarized 29.50
A 50-3 6 meter 3 element 15.95
A 50-5 6 meter 5 element 21.50
A 50-6 6 meter 6 element 34.95
A 50-101 6 meter 10 element 54.95
A 26-9 6&2 meter 10 element 29.95

621 HAYWARD STREET 

MANCHESTER, N. H. 03103

NEW 
TIE CLASP 

FOR 
A.R.R.L. 

MEMBERS
Your Ham Call custom-
engraved
With cuff-links

$1.75 
$3.25

Massapequa. N.Y. 11758
APOLLO 
ENGRAVING 191 N. Hickory St.

''HOW TO MAKE MONEY
14 IN

Mobile Radio Maintenance
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDEBOOK 

ABOUT THE BOOM IN TWO-WAY MOBILE-RADIO, 
tIVES FACTS. FIGURES, PAY RATES. EDEE

WRITE TODAY! FREE

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. Mfg. Div. BRADENTON, FLA.

LEARN CODE
Code Sound Language!

“The specialized language of sound” brings you a complete study 
of the International Morse Code. Satisfied users say—“Complete 
in every detail”—“Easy to learn!”—“CSL is the best!”—Increase 
YOUR receiving speed, master the code now!
CSL NR 1 & NR 2 (1 tape) for the prospective Novice, Technician, 
General or Amateur Extra First. 3 to 25 wpm.
CSL NR 3 & NR 4 (1 tape) for the advanced operator with a sin
cere desire to copy code sounds at rapid speeds. How to copy 
behind, etc. 25 to 55 wpm. Both tapes, plenty of copy—plain and 
scrambled, numerals and punctuation.
Magnetic tape, 7" reel, dual track, 2 hours. Immediate delivery. 
Send check or money order. (Specify which tape.) $6.35 each.

Both tapes on one order, only $13.50.
SOUND HISTORY RECORDING BOX 16015, Washington, D. C. 20023

The Selectoroid
(Continued from page ZU)

must be connected. Be sure to make the con
nections as shown; otherwise the toroid won’t
work. Also, scrape the enamel covering from the
winding leads in order to get a good electrical
connection.

A 2 X 5 X 7-inch aluminum chassis is used 
to house the filter. However, any suitable con
tainer, such as a Minibox, could be used as long 
as there is room for all parts. The layout isn’t 
critical. Machine screws, inches long, rubber 
grommets, and washers are used to hold the 
toroids. The screw is mounted to the chassis with 
a nut, the toroid is centered over the screw, then 
a %-inch diameter grommet and washer is placed 
on the screw and the grommet and washer 
tightened down with a nut.

Connecting It Up
The Selectoroid is designed to work from either 

the headphone or speaker output from your 
receiver. J\ can be plugged into the headphone 
jack on the receiver and St turned on. The 
“on” position of ¿h puts the Selectoroid in the 
circuit and turns on the a.c. The third position 
grounds the input to the filter, so switch to the 
last position, which is a straight-through con
nection feeding the receiver output through the 
unit without actually going into the filter cir
cuits. The ground position on St is to reduce 
any stray coupling.

You’ll find that the selectivity is extremely 
sharp and you may be aware of a “ringing” 
effect on signals. This ringing Ls due to the very 
sharp selectivity. Some amateurs object to this 
■while others don’t seem to mind. If you don’t 
like the ringing, experiment with different ca
pacitors in the filter circuits as described earlier. 
It only takes minutes to t ry them and you may 
find a passband condition that suits you better 
than the very sharp setup as described. However, 
you don’t have, to leave the filter in all the time. 
It’s there when you need it, and as we said 
earlier, “If you can’t hear ’em, you can’t work 
’em.” EstA

Gimmicks & Gadgets
(Continued from page 3L)

was tacked to the south wall of the attic. Al
though maximum radiation is at right angles to 
the plane of the antenna, some side response 
exists, making it possible to work in all directions 
but with reduced efficiency off the ends of the 
antenna.

During an hour of casual listening with an 
SR-42 transceiver, several \V2 stations in New 
York and New Jersey were copied Q5 while using 
the Lazy-H. Stations as far north as Massachu
setts were also received well above the noise level 
of the. receiver. Many of the stations heard were 
more than 100 miles away, offering proof that 
the antenna was performing satisfactorily.

An antenna of this type should deliver com
parable performance on 0 meters, provided care-
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lmk at your low Monthly Payment
AFTER JUST s5°-S DOWN

Galaxy V 8O-IOm Transceiver............ (14.98)$420.00 
Galaxy 2000 Linear.............................. (16.06) 450.00
Galaxy COMM-I Transceiver.............. (17.69) 495.00
AC35 AC Supply (1 lOv only).......................... 79.95
AC3S/220 AC Supply (I IO-22OvAC)..............  89.95
DC35 I2vDC Supply.......................................... 99.95
RV-I Remote VFO............................................ 69.95
RX-2 Special VFO (MARS, etc.).................... 89.95

Crystals for Special VFO............................ 6.50
DAC-35 Deluxe Accessory Console..............  99.95
CAL-35 Crystal Calibrator.............................. 19.95
VX35 VOX........................................................... 29.95
MMB Mobile Mounting Bracket........................ 7.95
ZMM Hi-Angle Mobile Bracket........................ 3.00
MS-1 Mobile Speaker........................................ 2.99
SC35 Speaker Console...................................... 19.95
NOX-I Novice Adaptor for Galaxy V.............. 24.95
REJ-I Rejector Notch Filter.......................... 39.95

AC Supply for Above..................................... 6.95
CW-1 CW Monitor.............................................. 29.95

Terry Sterman, W9DIA 
Proprietor

USE HANDY
COUPON BELOW

To get our 
deal on any 

new GALAXY 
equipment

Ray Grenier, K9KHW 
Mgr. Mail Order Sales

CHECK THESE GALAXY FEATURES:
| | 300 watts - conservatively rated

[ | “Smallest” of the hi-powered transceivers

j.... | Selectable Sideband

f | 2.1 kc McCoy Filter

| | Complete 8O-IOm Coverage

Stability — Personal Drift Chart of every 
Galaxy V that comes off the line goes 
with the unit to its new owner

ORDER TODAY! - DIRECT FROM THIS AD!

Order $50 or more of new Galaxy Equipment & 
we’ll ship PREPAID (our expense) in USA.

AMATEUR 
ELECTRONIC 

SUPPLY 
4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 

Phone (414) 442-4200
MILWAUKEE STORE HOURS: Mon & Fri-9 am to 9 pm; 
Tues, Wed, Thurs-9 am to S:30 pm: Sat-9 am to 3 pm

IMPORTANT! — Be sure to send all Mail Orders and 
Inquiries to our Milwaukee store, whose address is 
shown above. VISIT — Please do not write the fol
lowing Branch stores - they are set up to handle 
walk-in trade only-

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
6450 Milwaukee Avenue 

Phone (312) 763-1030

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
19 Azalea Pk. Shpg.Ctr. 
Phone (305) 277-8231

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
■ To: AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
| 4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
| Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 Q

J I am interested in the following new equipment:

■ -____________________________
11 have the following to trade: (what’s vour deal?)

II-------------------------------------- _____
| Ship me the following New Equipment:

11 enclose $---------------.___ | will pay balance (if any)
■ DC00 Fl 1 year [J 2 years Q 3 years

1 Name_________________________________________ _
I
I Address _ ___________________________________ _

■ _g City------------------------- ------ --------------------------------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
I 
I

■ State________________________Zip___________ ___

i f~l Send Reconditioned Equipment BulletinCHICAGO & ORLANDO STORE HOURS: Mon, Wed. Thurs -
12 to 9 pm; Tues & Fri - 12 to 5:30 pm; Sat- 10 am to 4 pm
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TUNAVERTER
NEW MODELS! NEW PRICES!

- TUNABILITY - USABILITY - QUALITY — 

ful attention is given to the dimensions and to the 
matching. Complete data covering antennas of 
this variety is given in the ARRL Antenna Book, 
Chapter 4. An outdoor version of the Lazy-II 
could be fashioned by mounting the elements 
on 1 X 1-inch lumber support arms. It would 
then be possible to rotate the array, and greater 
efficiency should be possible since the antenna 
would then be out in the clear. — WICER

Amateur 
160 M 

to
2 Meters

TUNABLE, CALIBRATED solid state converters to change 
your auto and home radios into excellent, sensitive, 
selective, calibrated Amateur and VHF receivers!

6-1 reduction tuning! 
HF—2 gang tuning! 
VHF 3 gang tuning! 
FREE 24" conn, coax!
2 WEEK MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE!

• Plug into auto radio! 
• BC & ham ant. inputs! 
• 100% American Made! 
• 9 volt btry powered! 
• Mute terminals!
• Size 2W'X3W'X 41/2"

Models for AM-FM!
BAND MODEL COVERS OUTPUT PRICE
Marine Marine 2.0-3.0 me 550 kc $19.95 ppd
Shortwave & H SWL 9.3-10 me 800 kc $19.95 ppd

WWV time. 1 1SW 14-18 me 1500 kc $19.95 ppd
160 meters 160 1.8-2.0 me 550 kc $19.95 ppd
75 meters 75 3.8-4.0 me 800 kc $19.95 ppd
CB & 10 M 273 26.9-30 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
6 meters 504 49.5-54-5 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
2 meters 1450 144-150 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Police, 1 ! ,308 30-38 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd

fire, & r Ì 375 37-50 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Marine, j (1564 150-164 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd

Aircraft 1828 118-128 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Special VHF Model outputs up to 15 me. add $5.00

Models with Tunable BFO for SSB-CW-AM-FM !
160 M 1600 1.8-2.0 me 550 kc $24.95 ppd
80 M 800 3.4-4.1 me 550 kc $24.95 ppd
75 M 750 3.8-4.0 me 550 kc $24.95 ppd
40 M 400 6.97-7.325 me 550 kc $24.95 ppd
20 M 200 14.0-14.35 me 830 kc $24.95 ppd
15 M 150 20.975-22 me 1500 kc $24.95 ppd

Output kits for use with home radios, (state output) $1.25

Lherbert salch & co. Dept. Q, Woodsboro, Texas 78393J

MARIN 
AMATEUR RADIO 

SUPPLY
COMPLETE STOCK ALL BRANDS 

BUY & SELL USED

70 Woodland Avenue 

San Rafael, California 94901

Station Design for DX
(Continued from page 55) 

effective output-power) may be built in the 
forward part of each character without loss of 
the rounded-corner. This is done by use of a 
very high value of filter capacitor in the high- 
voltage power supply. At W3AFM, 120 A- are 
used. It should be noted that, in the case of 
linear amplifiers, output is not a direct function 
of plate voltage as in the case of Class C grid- 
driven amplifiers. For grounded-grid amplifiers 
the gain is nearly always constant (below satu
ration) at 10-13 db. (output power 10-20 times 
input power). Thus, to use this technique effec
tively, the driving stage and conceivably its 
driving stage should also be provided with high- 
capacitance filters. The technique should also 
be useful for handling modulation peaks. It has 
no value unless, as is usually the case, the h.v. 
power-supply regulation is imperfect.

Station Clock
The station clock should always run on GMT, 

and logs should be kept that way. Digital 24-hour 
types, such as the Tymeter Numeehron, are 
preferable to round-face clocks. The map-clock, 
made by Geochron, is an interesting and useful 
guide to propagation and is a hobby in itself. It 
shows automatically the aim’s position, daytime 
and nighttime zones, and corrects for seasonal 
changes.

Size is about 3 feet wide by 2 feet high by 
4M inches thick. A Mercator transparency moves 
imperceptibly, according to time of day, across 
a red dot at the middle of the map, representing 
the sun's zenith position. The red dot moves 
even more slowly, in latitude and a few
degrees in longitude, forming annually a thin 
figure of eight (the analemma). Most impres
sive, the precise davfight and nighttime zones 
are continually displayed. The clocks are made 
by Geochron, 251.5 Palms Place, San Mateo, 
California, 94401

(Continued on next page)

LRL-66 ANTENNA 66'LONG. 80 THRU 1OM
Power rating 2 Kw. P.E.P. or over on 80, 40,15
On 20 and 10 1 Kw. P.E.P. Transmitter input

mimuw w 
56 1 3 4 4

PRICE 
$30.00 

in Coot. 
USA, ppd.

OPERATES ON 5 BANDS AUTOMATICALLY
2 I. Loading coils for 80 & 40M doublet operation

2. Ad justable ends to set 80 meter resonance
3, 4. Decoupling stubs for 20 & 10 meters

LATTIN RADIO LABORATORIES Box 44

5. Center insulator with female coax 9 
tconnector to take Pl—259 plus

6. Fittings on insulators to tie on rope
Owensboro, Kentucky
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What's the best antenna heading to hear a 6W8?
What time is it in Zanzibar ?
How many IRCs for a letter from 
Are the Dodecanese in Asia ?
Is a ZE in DX Zone 38 ?
What’s the address of the 

Venezuela QSL Bureau ?

aZP?
»SWP'i

SECORD OP

Find all the 
answers fast 
with the

. toetx MAMMtaaiM
> »I*n  »WHIWI IUTE v «ti »mi

t
• U NM
« M» MM»»W {«»»■<»» <U» «KM»* weaxe woiun

Put vital world-wide DX data at 
your fingertips with this 1014" 

circular calculator. Shows 
beam headings, time 

differences, postal 
rates, DX zones,

JlßdtaftäcAtu - 
lilt

4TH EDITION
OF W9I0P S

$1.00

BRAND-NEW

SECOND OP

N.

&

QSL bureaus, 
many more DX 

; facts ... at a 
f glance! The 

> fully-revised 4th
Edition is now at 
your nearby E-V 

ham microphone 
headquarters, 

or send $1.00 to:
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., 

Dept. 1263Q, 631 Cecil Street 
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

KW“

PLATE TRANSFORMERS—$39.95 
3600-0-3600 VAC @ 1000 Ma., CCS, with 120/240 VAC 60 cps 
primary. Commercial quality umts manufactured by Wagner 
Electric Co. measure 13" high, 12" wide, and 9" deep. Net weight 
is 85#. Price $39.95 F.O.B. Minneapolis. One year unconditional 
money back guarantee. Terms: Check or M.O. with order. Im
mediate delivery. Write or phone:

PETER W, DAHL CO.
3314 Diamond Drive Tel: (9l5)-75l-4856 El Paso, Texas 79904

Model 525

NEW HIGH POWER 
DUMMY ANTENNAS

Gentec Dummy Antennas 
permit transmitter adjust- 

; ments under electrical con
ditions duplicating actual 
antenna conditions, but 
converting and dissipating 
electrical power as heat, 
preventing radiation and 

eliminating TVI, QRM and associated problems. Trans*  
mitters readily peaked for top DX operation.

SPECIFICATIONS—DC to 250 MCS. (50 Ohm Units)

ALL NEW TRANSISTORIZED 
CW MONITOR AND 

CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR

JUST $Q95 COMPLETE
V (except battery) 

’»¡Sk'
Use as CW monitor... use as code practice oscillator. This new 
complete unit from hth Electronics is powered by a standard 
9-volt battery, contains a built-in speaker, on-off switch with 
individual volume and tone controls for a loud, clear tone without 
clicks or chirps.
NO EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION-Simply connect spade lugs to 
terminals of CW key, plug in jack, turn on and adjust volume and 
tone controls ... operates automatically ... no accessory relay 
... no pickup antenna... no battery drain until key is depressed.

Precision Engineered. 100% Warranted.
Designed and Developed tn U.S.A. (foreign mfg.)

ORDER TODAY! Allow 2 weeks for delivery.
Price $1.95 $11.95 $19.95 $19.95 $19.95 $29.95 $29.95
Model 507 525 525L 525B 5I0U 510N 5I0B
Term’l# UHF UHF N BNC UHF N BNC
VSWR (max) 1.05 1.1 1.05 L05 l.l (.05 1.05
Power 7W I25W (250W ICAS) 5O0W (IKW IGAS)

ELECTRONIC HOUSE, P.O. BOX 873, TARZANA, CALIF.
I Gentlemen: Dept-1

Terms: C.O.D. plus postage or ppd in U.S.A, when check 
included with order.

Write for Free Literature (50 and 70 Ohm Units)

| Please ship me 
•CW monitor and code 
I practice oscillator(s) @ 
■$9.95. Enclosed is 
| □ cash □ check 
| □ money order for

Ship to:

NAME___

ADDRESS.

CITY____

STATE__GENTEC INCORPORATED, P.O. Box 233, Raritan, New Jersey_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X.—__ _ ... ✓
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COMMUNICATIONS
• ENGINEERS
• SR. TECHNICIANS
EUROPE-ASIA

LOCKHEED has openings at all levels 
including design and specification 
analysis, traffic handling analysis, 
equipment installation, test and per
formance evaluation of troposcatter 
and all types of communications 
systems.

If you are interested in long-term, 
challenging positions in the US and 
overseas — investigate LOCKHEED'S 
outstanding benefits including employee 
savings plan, education refund pro
gram, pension plan with 10-year vest
ing privileges, paid medical plan, etc. 
Then send your resume to Mr. H. F. Fey.

LlOCKHEED-J
ELECTRONICS COMPANY

A Division of
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 

P.O. Box 446
Metuchen, New Jersey

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Before you buy or trade, wire, write, 
call or drop in to see WARD, W2FEU

Be Sure to Write for Our 
Latest Used List

ADIRONDACK RADIO SUPPLY
185-191 W. Main, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12011
Phone: 518-842-8350

Ward J. Hinkle, Owner

Ackno wledgemen is

(Continued from firevioua page)

In preparing this series, lots of helpful corres
pondence developed in connection with sending 
out preliminary draft, texts and accumulating 
information. Mv special thanks to WlWIIS, 
K2HLB, W2GÏIK, W2.JT, W2PCJ, W2VCZ, 
K3OKX, K3TVU, W3BMX, W3GRF, W4A0, 
W1BPD, W4.FFV, W4KFC, W4YIID, W5VA, 
W6AM, W6SAI, WSBRA, W9IHIA and 
KIIGDVD.

Author's Sequel
Not all that was in my head got onto paper. Not all of what 
did get on paper is clear. Also, a couple of errors are worth 
correcting;

Transmitters should be at least be mentioned in a tract 
like this. Essentially all top DX stations in W/K land use 
kw. finals. About half these are home-built. It may help 
those who plan home construction of this kind, to relate 
a point-of-view developed from experience. This is, that 
it pays to buy components of first quality right from the 
start. For example: Westinghouse Oz-Paks, Ebert mercury 
power relays, B&W Type 800 chokes and Linemasfer 
632-8 foot-switches are fine products now in use at W3AFM 
but each was preceded by a cheaper one. The predecessors 
now are in a junk box ... a total loss. Cheaper does not 
mean more economical.

Referring to Part. I, Sep., on antenna siting. There are 
three zones under consideration, namely: 1. Near-zone 
(12R losses» under the antenna, 2. The reflection zone, 
3. The far-zone (horizon clearance). Take a site such as 
W3CRA’s on Fig. 2. Frank Lucas has perhaps the strongest 
signals coming out of W/K land. His near-zone I2R loss is 
negligible; he uses a balanced horizontal radiator and a 
reasonable antenna height of X/2. His take-off lobe is formed 
within the first fraction of a mile, on a nearly ideal sloping 
forezone. This low-angle lobe is able to clear the horizon 
because of his high altitude in reference to surrounding 
terrain. If the antenna were situated back over the ledge 
of the hill on a level plateau, so that the antenna could 
not see the sloping foreground, then his take-off angle 
would be only that determined by the height of the antenna 
over the plateau.
Some questions have been raised about the curved coordi

nates in Fig. 2. This is 4/3 earth-radius paper. On it, radio 
rays passing through the refraction of standard atmosphere 
are straight lines. To construct such paper, draw a level 
straight line. From the center of this line mark off distances 
in miles. Then drop down for various heights according to 
the formula:

= 1.4

The opening remarks of Part III were mostly intended 
for Table 1 rather than 'fable 11. Table I appears in Part I, 
September.

Median Median
>1 ntenna Boom

Height (ft.) Length (ft.)
Table I: Contestera 74 36
Table II: DXCC 65 24

Contesterà are more heavily equipped than DXCCers. 
In Part III, 75A4 mod (4) refers to the r.f. stage.

[gslA

BALUN” FED INVERTED “V” ANTENNA KITS
’ SIMPLE-TO-INSTALL, HI-PERFORMANCE ANTENNA SYSTEMS:

1 KW P.E.P. Mono-Band Kit . . . 1KMB1V/81K . . . $21.95*  
,, 2 KW P.E.P. Mono-Band Kit . . . 2KMB1V/81K . . . $26.95*  

*KIt comprises, encapsulated, “Balun,” copperweld, insulators, 
plus installation and adjustment instructions for any Mono
band 80 thru 10 Meters. Also available 2, 3, 4, 5 Band Models.

Mfd. 
under Telrex 

Pat. No. 
2,576,929

Write 
for TELREX 

PL67
I

TELREX COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
ASBURY PARK, N.J. 07712
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this is the new Clegg "66'er"-f^
nlnniir nr nnTATOf rívoH niimnhilâ "^ULplenty of power, fixed or mobile
operation—all the features 
you’d want in a top quality, 
6-meter transceiver.

Just look at what you get in this compact, 

high-power, ultra-sensitive successor to the famed 99’er.

SUPERSENSITIVE RECEIVER • Dual conversion design with sharp 8 KC selectivity for freedom from 
birdies, tweets and spurious signals. • S Meter doubles as tuneup meter for transmitter. • Full 
49.9 to 52.1 mc coverage for accurate dial readout-excellent band spread. • Sharp cut-off, adjust
able squelch. • Excellent AGC performance. • RF stage provides optimum usable noise figure
freedom from cross modulation and overload. 0.5 uv sensitivity captures weakest signals. • 2 watts 
audio output with internal speaker. Provision for external speaker. • Effective automatic noise 
limiter.
POWERFUL TRANSMITTER • High efficiency, 22 watt final amplifier, driven by straight-through am
plifier for low-low harmonic output. • Dual self-contained, solid-state power supply for both 115 
VAC or 12 VDC operation. • Push-to-talk with provisions to automatically switch Apollo Linear 
and external VFO. • Broadband, multi-tuned exciter stages for rapid QSY and freedom from 
spurious outputs—no TVI problems! • High level modulation with speech clipping for top talk 
power. • Transmitter frequency spotting switch. • Operated with 8.3/12.5/25 mc crystals.
Ideal for MARS, CAP. Wide variety of accessories for CD application. See the Clegg “66'er” today. 
$249.95. Microphone $10.50. Squires-Sanders, Inc., Martinsville Road, Millington, N. J. 07946.

Squires Sanders

ooo

Kahn Research Laboratories’ patented ECHOPLEX, EP-63-JR-1, pro
vides commercial operators and advanced amateurs with one of the 
mhjor communications system improvements of recent years.

• Signal-to-noise gain of 5-to-l makes 
| 1 kw SSB transmitter produce the 
same signa I/noise as a 5 kw SSB 
ransmitter.

• Reduces the effects of fading by 
transmitting same information 
hree times (time diversity).

• Allows you to identify your signal 
from non-echoplex signals thus 
easier to read through QRM.

• Can be used with existing amateur 
or commercial SSB or AM transmit
ters and receivers.

KAHN 
_____ RESEARCH 

LABORATORIES
INCOIPO»*IIO

$399-60 TERMS THROUGH

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.

For Further information Write Dept. Q-126

81 SO. BERGEN PL., FREEPORT, L.l. ni520) 
(516) FR 9-8800
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Happenings of the Month
(Continued from page 73)

NEW YORK’S MIDTOWN HEADQUARTERS

SoTLD haf/icraffers

"Hurricane "SR-2000 Transceiver
Again, from Hallicrafter, the 
ultimate in quality perform
ance! Professional electronic 
engineering and exclusive

P-2000 AC 
POWER SUPPLY 

$395

Southwestern Division

For Dlrator:
John R. Griggs, W6KW, and Ray E. Meyers, WGMLZ' 
were found lawfully nominated aud eligible and their name? 
ordered listed on ballots to bo sent to Full Members of the 
Division.

For Vice Director:
Thomas J. Cunningham, W6PIF, and William G. Welsh. 
W6DDB, were found lawfully nominated and eligible and 
their names ordered listed on ballots to be ««nt to Full 
Members of the Division.

West Gulf Division

• Hallicrafter circuitry assure 
X you dependable quality. See 
• it at Grand Central Radio and 
! see why it's the choice experts 
J prefer.

For Director:
Roemer O. Best, W5QKF, and Fred E. Ellis, W5PTZ, were 
found lawfully nominated and eligible and their names 
ordered listed on ballots to be sent to Full Members of the 
Division.

• ALL HALLICRAFTERS in stock for Immediate Delivery
Complete Audio Demonstration Dept. Depend on Us!

comes to

a GRAND CENTRAL
8:30 to 6
Including 
Saturday

RADIO inc. 1 DOOR EAST OF LEXINGTON AVENUE

124 EAST 44th ST., N.Y.C. MU 2-3869

DUMMY ■
LOAD

52 ohm, uon-reactive 
film oxide R.F. unit. All 
band, all power to 1 KW. 
SWR 1.2 to 1.

Kit $7.95 postpaid.
Wired, add $2 

HAM KITS M 
Box 175 Cranford, N. J. ■

CQ de W2KUW
5% BONUS!!

Paid over any top offer for any piece of aircraft or 
ground radio units, also test equipments. All types of 
tubes. Particularly looking for 4-250 • 4-400 • 833A 
• 304TL • 4-1000A • 4CX5000A et al. 171 • 51X 
• 390A • ARM • GRM • GRC • UPM • URM • USM 
units.
TED DAMES CO. • 308 Hickory St., Arlington, NJ.^^

......TENNA-BAL
COAX AHttHHA

BOW RAtW

For Vice Director:
Ray K. Bryan, W5UYQ. was found lawfully nominated and 
eligible. Being the only eligible nominee, he was thereupon 

; declared, pursuant to the By-Laws, to be duly re-elected as 
i Vice Director of the West Gulf Division for the 1967-19G8 
term without membership balloting.

I On motion of Mr. Groves, unanimously VOTED that 
! Charles G. Compton. Gilbert L. Crossley, and Noel B. 
! Eaton, with F. E. Handy and David H. Houghton as 
I alternates, are appointed a Committee of Tellers to count 
J the ballots in the current election.

The Committee was in recess for luncheon from 12:10 
p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
The Committee examined a request of Donald A. Miller, 

W9WNV, to review the action of the ARRL Awards 
Committee concerning the status of Cormoran Reef and 

j Ebon Atoll on the DXCC Countries List. After extended 
discussion, the Committee did not find sufficient reason to 
direct the Awards Committee to review its action, and 

I requested the President to so inform Mr. Miller.
On motion of Mr. Smith, affiliation was unanimously 

GRANTED to the following societies:
Arapahoe Radio Club Littleton, Colo.
Hereford Amateur Radio Klub Hereford, Texas
Hope High School Amateur Radio Association

Providence, R. 1.
Long Island Mobile Amateur Radio Club Great Neck, N.Y. 
Monroe County Radio Communications Association

Monroe, Mich.
Northland Amateur Radio Club Anchorage. Alaska 
Platinum Coast Amateur Radio Society Melbourne, Fla. 
R. F. Hill Amateur Radio Club Perkasie, Bucks

Co., Penna.
Virginia Beach Amateur Radio Club Virginia Beach. Va.
The Committee next examined the detailed report of the 

Stanford Research Institute in fulfillment of its contract 
with the League for an extensive study and evaluation of the 
Amateur Radio Service, and directed the General Manager 
to procure additional copies so that they might be made 
available to telecommunications officials, member-societies 
of the International Amateur Radio Union, etc.

There being no further business, the Committee ad
journed, at 5:50 p.m.

John Huntoon [qgF—|
Secretary

BROAD BAND BALUN Çlflnetppd. 
• Flat in the amateur bands in U.S.A,
from 3 to 30 Mcs. • Full legal power • Fully 
weather sealed • Matches coax to antenna or 
balanced line. • improves efficiency and radia
tion pattern.
Two models, 1 to 1 or 4 to 1 impedance ratio 

Size l'A" OD x 4" long. Wt. 4 oz.

«FUGLE LABS 1835 Watchung Ave., Plainfield, NJ.«
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nene FET conveners
Drake engineering and the recent development of Field Effects 
Transistors made possible 2 and 6 meter converters that out-per
form the best available tube and transistor converters.

FEATURES: • Low noise—typically 2.5 dB for 2 meter converter • Im
proved cross modulation performance—minimum of 20 dB improvement 
over available tube converters • Uniform gain across band: 15 dB ± 
0.5 dB over 4 MHz bandwidth • Entirely solid-state • Zener regulated 
crystal oscillator for improved stability • Improved image rejection— 
minimum 70 dB • Low spurious response • Companion solid-state power 
supply and VHF calibrator available

For further information n | RDAl/E nnHADAAiV 540 Richard Street
on SC-2 and SC-6 write: 11. L. U IT HIVE bUIVIrMlv I Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

M
MANUFACTURED BY 

EDDYSTONE RADIO LIMITED 
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

4

VOODOO 
MAGIC TIE CLASP 

QSL CARDS REPRODUCED 
IN PERMANENT METAL 

GREAT GIFT IDEA 
We also do business cards 
Send Card and $3.50 to

#598 FULL VISION DIAL
Ball bearing drive, free from 
backlash. Reduction ratio 
10:1. Dimensions 6" x 
A1//'. Selected for HBR 
8-/11-/12 Receivers.

Price $9 postpaid.

OTHER COMPONENTS
898 Geared Slow Motion Drive 
110:1 ratio 500 division logging 
scale $21.50 postpaid 843 Slow 
Motion Drive $6.00 Diecast 
Boxes for exceptional R.F. 
Screening $2 to $4.15 Detailed 
catalogue on request.

GIFT SHOP - Box 73, Northfield, Ohio 44067

BRITISH RADIO ELECTRONICS, LTD.
1742 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. WASHINGTON 7, D. C,

I brochure

BETTER READABILITY

19.95 AUTS 79.50
Preferred by belter operators

ELECTROPHYSICS CORP.
 — 898 W. 18th St., Costa Mesa, Calif.

DFAMC77 I 50mc*144mc*220mc*432mc
I f j > j i On V.H.F., the antenna is half the battle of getting out. Get the story on

BB ■ I ■ IV I J Beams—number of elements, boom lengths, feed impedance, db gain.
’ These features are what make better beams.

it
50 MC New 4-6-8-10 ele

ment beams. Add elements 
without discarding old beam. 
Inverted (Pat.) balun assures 
full coverage with very low
SWR over entire band.

RAY STAIR W9CEJ recently purchased a Skybeam. When asked how 
worked, he said, “I used to hear THEM, now they hear ME!“

144 MC "Skeleton Slot” 
antennas. Skybeams with 
taper element positioning. 
Hottest Yagi manufactured. 
Moonbouncers. 4 polariza
tions.

220 MC “Skeleton Slot” 
antennas with concentrated 
gain plus guaranteed SWR 
less than 1.5 to one over the 
entire band.

COMMERCIAL ANTENNAS MADE TO ORDER

432 MC “Skeleton Slots”, 
high gain easily stacked. 10 
element Skybeam. 14 and 24 
element “Long Johns” with 
multiple reflectors. New! . . . 
28 element cross Yagi Moon- 
bouncer.

We can supply 300 ohm impedances . . . king sized hardware for the big arrays. Matching harness for any band. 
Also Rohn towers, CD rotators, cable, flat line, etc. • Write and ask for pamphlet on “Stacking” . . . free. Let us 
prove why the J Beam is better.
See your distributor 

or write us GAIN, INC Dept. Q-12, 27 East 112th Place Tel. 312-568-1973

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60628
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$250.00!. kc. 12 x 15 x 7 inches.

$350.00with plugs.

FL-1000 1 k.w. grounded grid ampl. Same bands and size as other
equipments. 115/230 vac. 60 cps. $200.00

$475

Springfield, NJ.

FR-100B double conversion superhet. 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 mtrs. 1st i.f. 
5355-5955 kc; 2nd i.f. 455 kc; one mech filter 4 kc for a.m.; one mech 
filter 2,1 kc for s.s.b.; one xtal filter 500 cycle for c.w. 100 kc xtal 
calib; b.f.o.; noise limiter: built-in pwr sup 115/230 vac. 60 cps. Sen
sitivity 0.5 microvolts. Transceive plug. 12 tubes, 10 diodes, dial calib

FL-200B 130 watts s.s.b./c.w./a.m. Same bands and size as FR-100B. 
v.f.o.; one mech filter 2.1 kc; carrier and sideband suppression 50 db; 
built-in ant relay; vox, anti-trip; built-in pwr sup 115/230 vac, 60 cps; 
upper & lower sideband; transceive plug; 13 tubes, 7 diodes. Supplied

The Sommerkamp F-line. A product of German engineering and Japanese 
craftsmanship at a rock-bottom price. Will ship to any place in the world. 

Coming Nov.: FT 100 130 watts s.s.b/c.w./a.m. Transistorized transceiver, 3 tubes;
built-in pwr sup 115/230/12 V; 80 through 10 meters 4- 11 meters............... .. ..

U.S.A, and Canada sales:
Barty Electronics, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012.
Worldwide export: Tokai, Lugano 3, Box 176, 
Switzerland. Tel (0066/091) 88543. Telex (0045) 59314^

USE CHRISTMAS SEALS

EXCELLENT SELECTION—AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES —48 HOUR DELIVERY
Thousands of frequencies in stock. Types in
clude HC6/U, HC18/U, FT-241, FT-243, 
FT-171, etc.

SEND 10£ for catalog with oscillator cir
cuits. Refunded on first order.

CRYSTALS j 2400C Crystal Drive, Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901

RADIO TELETYPE EQUIPMENT
TELETYPE MODELS 28 ASR, 28 KSR, 28 LPR. 
28 LARP, 28 LXD, 28 LBXDL 14, 15, 19, Page 
printers. Perforators, Reperforators, Transmit
ter-distributors, Polar Relays, Collins Receivers 
51J-3, R-388, 51J-4, R-390A. Hammarlund SP- 
600JX. Frequency Shift Converters.

ALLTROMCS-HOWARD CO. 
Box 19, Boston, Mass 02101 Tel: 617-742-0048
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FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS 

and other 
Respiratory Diseases

Federated Purchaser, Inc. 
Federal Electronics, Inc.

BUDWIG HYE-QUE 
coax fed DIPOLE center connector 
and HQ-2 end insulators can be 
obtained in New Jersey and New 
York States at:

Genesee Radio & Parts Co., Inc.
Ft. Orange Radio Distr. Co., Inc.
Higgin & Sheer, Inc. 
Adirondack Radio Supply

Vestal, N.Y.
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Albany, N.Y.

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Amsterdam, N.Y.

Williams Radio Supply Co., Inc.
Highland Park, N.J.

Federated Purchaser, Inc. Shrewsbury, NJ. 
Harvey Radio Co., Inc. New York City and L.l.

DOUGLAS A. SMITH, W2BZR-Representative
P.O. Box 273, Chatham, NJ. 07928

QUICK WEDGE SCREWDRIVERS • MILLER WIRE STRIPPERS



EXCLUSIVE 66 FOOT MOR-GAIN 75 THRU 10 METER DIPOLE 
NO TRAPS - NO COILS - NO STUBS - NO CAPACITORS 

Fully Air Tested — Thousands Already in Use

MULTIBAND SECTIONS FULLY GUARANTEED PATENT ALLOWED
40% Copper Clad wire—Under three lbs. Air Weight—Rated for full legal power—AM/CW or SB—Coaxial or Balanced 50-75 
ohm feed—VSWR under 1.5 to 1 at most heights—Rust resistant hardware—Drop-proof insulators. Completely assembled, 
ready to put up. Model 75/40 Amateur Net $25.00. Terrific Performance—No coils or traps to break down or change under
weather conditions—Fully Guaranteed. MODEL SB20 “SHORTY”
NEW SUPER HEAVY DUTY DIPOLES 66' LONG. RATED 
4KW PEP-2000 POUND BREAKING STRENGTH-DELRIN 
CENTER & CERAMIC END INSULATORS-OUT PERFORM 
FULL SIZE DIPOLES;
75/40 SHD $30.00; 75-20 SHD $35.00; 75-10 SHD $42.00

10 & 20 METER TRAP BEAM—$53.95

MODEL 40/20...................... $17.00 • 36 FEET LONG
MODEL 80/40CW................ $27.00 • 69 FEET LONG
MODEL 75-10...................... $35.00 • 66 FEET LONG

ORDER DIRECT OR WRITE FOR kA D A I M p-°- Box 6006 OR THRU YOUR FAVORITE
FULL INFORMATION /VIW K“ kJ A I IX Alexandria, Virginia 22306 DISTRIBUTOR

Phone: 703-768-7766; Nights and Holidays 703-780-2171

DUMMY ■ 
LOAD

52 ohm, non-reactive 
film oxide R.F. unit. All 
band, all power to 1 KW. 
SWR 1.2 to 1.

Kit $7.95 postpaid. 
Wired, add $2
HAM KITS — 80s 175, Cranford JL A HI

HAM'S 
CARIBBEAN RETREAT! 
Go foreign Antigua, W.l.

Hotel Beachcomber 
73, Bill Wyer, VP2AZ/Ex-VE3BP, 

G2ZB-DXCC 
Box 10, Antigua, W.l. 

Caribbean DXpedition Headquarters

£ittle (gift that makes the BIG DIFFERENCE in the enjoyment of your hamming hours and the prestige of your station
PERMANENT—Personalized logbooks for home QTH. Stiff cover, ring binder. 814“ xll" 
in black, brown, bone, blue, red.................................................................................$3.90 ppd
Contains sheets for 800 QSOs, WAS and DXCC check sheets, page for future skeds. Gold 

imprint of your name and call on cover.

For Mobile Use: Flexible cover, ring binder« 
4’4" x 9’/2" in black, brown, bone$3,OO ppd 
Contains sheets for 800 QSOs. Gold imprint 
of your name and call on cover.

• Additional Sheets, 800 QSOs, each style binder, $1.00 ppd 
For that added touch you deserve, look to Denman where quality and economy go hand-in-hand.

DENMAN SYSTEMS • Box 540, Ventura, California 93002 • Enclose check or money-order—Don't forget your call«

Yes! ®
I would like to become a member of ARRL and help support its many 

services to amateurs and amateur radio. Here's my $5.00 ($5.25 from 

Canada, $6.00 elsewhere). Sign me up for a year's membership and 

twelve big issues of QST!

My name.......................................................................... Call.....................

Street.............................................................................................................

City............................................................... State................ Zip................
(Please see the other side of this page for a list of available League publications.)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
QS-l 266
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Give “him” or “her”
THE ALL-SEASON GREATEST VALUES EVER OFFERED

INCOMPARABLE

BEAMS
Also: Rotator-Selsyn-Indicator 

Systems, Inverted-V-Kits, 
"Baluns,” Towers, “Bertha” Masts, 

12-Conductor Control Cable 
and Co-ax. Send for PL67.

The design, craftsmanship and 
technical excellence of Telrex —

"Beamed-Power” 
"Balanced-Pattern” Rotaries

• have made them the standard of 
comparison throughout the world!

I Every Telrex antenna model is 
engineered, precision machined, 
tuned and matched, then calibrated 
for easy and correct assembly at 
your site for repetition of our

(specifications without ‘cut and 
tty’ and endless experimentation.

s'"" Communication
COMMUNICATION | Engineering

SYSTEMS fOfjKOV" Laboratories
SINCE 1921 ICIf EA ■■ ___

ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712, U.S.A.

SURPLUS NEEDED
Guaranteed highest prices. Shipping paid. We'll buy, 
trade or give you new equipment of your choice. Send 
list or telephone for immediate quote. Payment in 24hrs.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
SPACE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

4178 PARK AVE., BX„ N. Y. 10457 • (212) CY 9-0300

O TIE BARS IN 
STERLING SILVER

I FOR ARRL MEMBERS

Engraved With Your Call $5-95
Also available tn Cuff Links, Key Chains. Belt Buckles 

1. WE1TZNER Inc.
69 Deer Park Ave, Babylon, N.Y. 11702__________

g J would like the following League publications shipped to me postpaid. I am 
< enclosing payment of $. (These prices apply only to the USA.) 

Ship to this address:

NAME.....................................................................................CALL................................

STREET ...............................................................................................................................

CITY......................................................... STATE................................ZIP.....................

□ ARRL HANDBOOK $4.00
The standard comprehensive manual ot ama
teur radiocommunication

□ UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO $2.00 
Written for the beginner—theory and how-to
build it.

□ A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS $1.00 
Use this in conjunction with the Handbook

□ ANTENNA BOOK $2.00
Theory and construction of antennas

□ VHF MANUAL $2.00
A new and thorough treatment ot the amateur 
v.h.f. field

□ LICENSE MANUAL 50«
Complete text of amateur regs, plus Q&A for 
amateur exams

□ HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR $1.00 
All about amateur radio and how to get 
started

|—| SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
1—1 The best s.s.b. articles from OST $2.50

l~1 THE MOBILE MANUAL $2.50
*—1 The best mobile articles from OST

□ HINTS AND KINKS $1.00
300 practical ideas for your hamshack

□ OPERATING MANUAL $1.00
The techniques of operating your amateur 
station—DXing, ragchewing, traffic, emer
gencies, etc.

(Please see the other side of this page for an application for membership in ARRL and 72 issues of QST)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
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Add PUNCH and CLARITY to your SIGNAL!
• Instantaneous Limiting Action

• No Appreciable Distortion

• Completely Compatible with SSB

• Talk Power Gain at Least 10 db

• Optimum Frequency Response
• Installs In Microphone Lead

• All Solid State Printed Circuitry
NEW! COMDEL SPEECH PROCESSOR MODEL CSP-11
prototype of the CSP-11 has proved itself an effective communication aid on the amateur bands 

/T over several years. Its prominent feature is the instantaneous limiting action without the harmonic 
distortion which often makes the use of conventional speech clippers marginal, particularly with SSB 
transmitters. Designed for relatively insensitive high impedance microphones—a gain control is provided 
—the unit will enhance the intelligibility of voice signals considerably under difficult conditions. "MIL" 
design and construction is employed throughout for high reliability and long life. Power is obtained from 
internal batteries (6 “D” ceils—life exceeds 300 hours) or external source.

Free brochure will be sent on request
PRICE: $111.00 Postpaid in U.S.A. (Mass, residents add 3% tax)

COMDEL INC. 218 Bay Road Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982

FOR PORTABLE OR EMERGENCY POWER. Produces 1 KW, 110/120 VAC when driven at 4000 RPM. Weight 23 
pounds, including voltmeter, 2lA" v-belt pulley, switch, 2 AC outlets. Drive it with your car engine or with 
3 HP engine. Requires 12 volt, 120 ampere hour battery. Perfect for MARS or RACES emergency power— 
IDEAL for FIELD DAY.

Regularly $79.95. While they last $39.50 FOB Dallas 
Send check or money-order

Briggs 8c Stratton engines. Regularly $58.85. Sale $44.00 FOB Dallas INTERSTATE ELECTRIC CO.
Elmridge Drive, Dallas, Texas 75240

/ can give you personal service on 
helping you select better gear per 
dollar for your operating pleasure. 
Over 30 years’ experience. Bigtrades, 
easy terms. Used bargains
VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY GO.
Gene Van Sickle, W9KJF, Owner 

4131 N. Keystone Ave. 
On the northeast side of 
Indianapolis 5, Indiana

W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE 
ANTENNA RADIATE!

NOW!
in Easy 
to Build 

Kit Form!

ONLY $249.95
Less Tubes

F=1 HünÎêÏÏTE)

ANTFKNA RCTTEBN

Bandit 2000B
(Set of Cetron Tubes available for $58) 

Grounded grid operation, 2000 watts PEP (twice average 
DC), 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meter operation . . . 115 or 230 
volt operation . . . Relay operated with exciter controls 
. . . Solid state rectifiers . . . Many other features . . . 
size 14%" x 6%" x 14" deep . . . Weight 45 lbs. Avail
able in color to match Drake or Collins. No extra charge.
_ , - / - P.O. Box 1128
Hlinffir S/TIAC Qnr University Station, 

.JL LU LLC I JUlca, CriLLe Des Moines, Iowa 50311

STOPWASTINGYOURSIGNAL! 
REMEMBER, YOUR ANTENNA 
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PIECE OF GEAR YOU OWN.
• No Radiation from Coax 
• No Center Insulator Needed 
• Perfect for Inverted Vees 

(Use Hang-up Hook)
• Built-in Lightning arrester
• Broad-Band 3 to 30 Me.
• Takes Legal Power Limit
• Two Models:

1:1 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm 
balanced
4:1 75 ohm coax to 300 ohm 
balanced

• A must for Inverted Vees, 
Doublets, Quads, Yagis etc. 

$12.95 amnaetteur

W2AU Complete pretuned Fiberglas Quad...........$99.95
W2AU Complete pretuned Vinyl Quad..................$64.95

UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS 
Unadilla, New York 13849
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HAM-ADS
(I) Advertising shall pertain to products ana services 

which are related to amateur radio.
(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor 

can. any special typographical arrangement, such as all 
or part capital letters be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement stand out from the others, No Box 
Reply Service can be maintained in these columns nor 
may commercial type copy be signed solely with ama
teur call letters. Ham-ads signed only with a box number 
without identifying signature cannot be accepted.

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 35$ per word, except as noted 
in paragraph <6) below.

(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy, since 
Ham-Ads are not carried on our books. No cash or con
tract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(5) Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 20th of the sec
ond month preceding publication date.

(6) A special rate of 10$ per word will apply to adver
tising which  in our judgment  is obviously non
commercial in nature. Thus, advertising of bona fide 
surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an in
dividual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertis
ing inquiring for special equipment, takes the 10$ rate. 
Address and signatures are charged for, except there is 
no charge for zipcode when you furnish it. An attempt to deal in apparatus in quantity for profit  even if by an 
individual, is commercial and all advertising so classi
fied takes the 35$ rate. Provisions of paragraphs (1), 
(2) and (.5), apply to all advertising in this column re
gardless of which rate may apply.

* *

*

(7) Because error is more easily avoided, it is re
quested copy, signature and address be printed plainly 
on one side of paper only. Typewritten copy preferred 
but handwritten signature must accompany all au
thorized insertions. No checking-copies can be supplied.

(8) No advertiser may use more than 100 words in any 
one advertisement  nor more than one ad in one issue.*

(9) Due to the tightness of production schedules, can
cellation of a Ham-Ad already accented cannot be 
guaranteed beyond the deadline noted in paragraph (5) 
above.

Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the 
classified columns except those obviously commercial in 
character, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for 
their integrity or for the grade or character of the prod- 
uets or services advertised.

FREE: New York Radio Club cordially invites New York City 
area hams and SWLs to its regular monthly meetings Second 
Monday of each month at George Washington Hotel, 23rd St. 
and Lexington Ave., promptly at 8 P.M. All arc welcome. 
W2ATT. New York Radio Club.__ , _______________ _
OLD Old Timers Club now over 650 members with verified 2- 
way contacts before 1926. Life membership $15.00. Bi-monthly 
“Spark Gap Times’’ $2.50 annually. Roster free to members. 
Write Secretary, W5VA, Box 840. Corpus Christi Texas 78403. 
MOTOROLA used FM communication equipment bought and 
sold.. W5BCO. Ralph Hicks, Box 6097. Tulsa. Okla.
WANT Callbooks, catalogs, magazines, pre-1920 for historical 
library. W4AA Wayne Nelson, Concord. N.C. 28025.
WANTED: all types of aircraft or ground radios. 17L 618F or 
$388, 390, GRC, PRC, 51 IRVX, Colins linear amplifier. Type 
294: Especially any item made by Collins Radio, ham or com
mercial. Also large type tubes and test equipment in general. 
For fast cash action contact Ted Dames W2KUW. 308 Hickory, 
.Arlington, N.Y.________ ___ _______________________
SELL, swap and buy ancient radio set and parts magazines. 
I averty, 118 _N. Wycomb, Landsdowne. Penna.
WANTED: Military and commercial laboratory test equipment. 
Flectronicraft, Box 13. Binghamton. N.Y, 13902- 
SAVE On all makes of new and used ham equipment. Write or 
call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts: 
617-598-2530 for the gear u want at the price u want to pay. 
WANTED: T to 12 304TL tubes.' Callanan. W9AU, 118 S" 
Canton, Chicago 6, Ill................................   _
TOPPING All offers for any piece of aircraft or ground radios, 
tubes or test equipment. In a hurry? Cash-in-advance arranged. 
Turn those unused units into money. Air Ground Electronics, 
64 Grand Place, Kearny, N.I............... .......... .... ............
TUBES Wanted. All types, highest prices paid. Write or phone 
Ceco Communications. 120 West 18th St., N.Y. 11. N.Y. Tel: 
242-7359, ..... ............ .... ........... ........... ............... .... ................. •___
MANUALS for surplus electronics. List, 10$. S. Consalvo. 
4905 Roanne Drive, Washington.!.).C. juO21.  _______ _
WANTED: Collins Parts? BC-610, GRC-2, Antodyne. Bethpage, 
L.L, N.Y.
TELETYPE: Buy 28s, sell parts. W4NYF, Schmidt.  
MICHIGAN Hams! Amateur supplies, standard brands. Store 
hours 0830 to 1730 Monday through Saturday. Roy J. Purchase, 
W8RP. Purchase Radio Supplv, 37 E. Hoover St., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. Tel. NOrmandy 8-8262.____________ ~______ ________
RTTY^ Gear for sale. List issued monthly. 88 or 44 mhy to
roids, five for $1.75 postpaid. Elliott Buchanan. W6VPC, 1067 
Mancana Blvd.. Oakland, Calif. 94610. 
TOOOOBFS: 6146B, $4.00; bCW4, $1.40; 417A. $3.95: 6360, 
$3.45*  6146. $2.55: 5894, $15.50. All new. boxed guaranteed. 
No nulls, seconds or JAN, Catalog of manv other types, free. 
Vanbar Distr., Box 444Z. Stirling. N.J, 07980 
I M Equipment Schematic Digest: A comprehensive collection 
of Motorola schematic diagrams covering low-band, h'gh band 
and 450 Me equipment, manufactured between 1949 and 1954, 
Crystal formulas, a”gnment instructions and a wealth of tech
nical data included in 92 pages. Price, $3.95 ppd. Two-Way 
Engineers, Inc., 1100 Tremont St.. Roxbury 20, Mass.
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QSLS??? “America’s Finest!!” Samples 25$. DeLuxe 35$. (re
funded). Sakkers, W8DED. Holland, Michigan.  __  
QSLS’s. samples 20$. QSL Press, Box 281, Oak Park, HL 
603 03,_____ ____ _______ _ ________ _ ____ _____ _____
QSLS “Brownie” W3CJL 3111 Lehigh, Allentown, Penna. Sam
ples 10$. Catalog 25$. __ _ ___ ____ __
C. FRITZ For better QSLSl Bringing hams greater returns for 
over a quarter-century. Samples 25$ deductible. Box 1684, 
■Scottsdale. Arizona 85252 (formerly Joliet, Ill.)
QSLS: Moyers Printing, 846 Rising Sun, Telford, Penna. Sam
ples, stamped envelope. __ _ __  _______ __ _____ _______
QSLS-SMS. Samples 16$. Malgo Press, Box 373, M.O.. Toledo 
1, Ohio 43601,
DELUXE QSLS Petty, W2HAZ?"P.O. Box 5237, Trenton N.J. 
08638. Samples, 10$. ____________ __ ______ _____ ___
QSLS. See our new “Eve-Binder” cards. Extra high visibility. 
Samples, 5$. Dick, W8VXK*  1944 N.M.-18, Gladwin, Mich. 
10$ Brings free samples. Sims Advertising Service, 32227 Mis
souri Ave., St. Louis, Mo, 63118.  ~ 
DON’T Buy QSL cards until you see my free samples. Bolles, 
W5OWC, Box 9363, Austin. Texas.____________ ___ __________
OSL Specialists. Distinctive Samples, 15$. DRJ Studios. 2114 
N. Lavergne Ave., Chicago^ Illinois 60639. .
SUPERIOR QSLS, samples 10$. Hamsco, Box 773, Hobbs, 
New Mexico, __________ _ __  _ ___ __ ____ ________ >
QSLS, finest, YLRL’s, OMs, samples 10$. W2DJH Press, War
rensburg, N.Y. 12885.____ _______________ 
HUNDRED QSLS, $1.00. Samples, dime. Holland, R S3, Box 
649, Duluth. Minn. 55803.
QSLS, SWLS, XYL-OMS (sample assortment approximately 
9$) covering designing, planning, printing, arranging, mailing, 
eye-catching, comic, sedate, fabulous. DX-attracting, prototypal, 
snazy, unparagoned cards (Wow!) Rogers K.0AAB, 961 Arcade 
St,. St. Paul 6. Minn, 
3-D QSL cards add prestige with spectacularly different glitter
ing colors and raised designs. Samples 25$ (refundable). 3-D 
QSL Co., Monson 2, Mass., __ _______ __ ____ ____
QSL, SWLS, WPE. Samples 10$ in adv. Nicholas & Son Print- 
ery. P.O. Box 11184. Phoenix 17. Ariz.
QSLS 300 for" $4.35. Samples 10$. W9SKR. George" Vesely 
Rte. #1^ 100 Wilson Road, Ingleside, ill. 60041.
QSLS 3-color glossy, 166, $4.50. Rutgers Vari-Typing Service, 
hree samples, Thomas St„ Riegel Ridge, Milford, N.J,
QSLS Kromekote 2 & 3 colors attractive, distinctive, different. 
Free ball point pen with order. Samples 15$. Agent for Call-D- 
Call decals K2VOB Press. 31 Argyle Terrace, Irvington, N.J, 
QSLS-100 3-color glossy $3.00; silver globe on front, report 
Mom 64I16aCk’ *ree samples’ RusPfint’ Box 7575, Kansas City, 

QSLS Stamp and calT brings"'samp'ies7”Eddie
Fairplay, Md. _ _ ______________ _____

includes tax and postage7'Clintrs Radio 
W2UD0, 32 Cumberland Ave., Verona, N.I.
p-SLS $2,50 per 166. Free samples and catalog. Garith, Box 51Q, 
Jutland. N.J.
QSLS—¿Free samples. Attractive designs. Quick Service. WHlZi 
Press. Box 183, Springfield, Ore.___ _______ __ ____  _
PrJQINAL EZ-IN double holders display 20 cards each in 
plastic, 3 for $1 00 or 10 for $3.00 prepaid and guaranteed, 
ffe samnle.to dealers or clubs. Tepabco, John K4MNT, Box 
198T. Gallatin, Tenn. 37066, _
QSL Cards. Quality printing. Samples 15$.""^rgenP^ 
Glen Ave., Lynn, Mass,
Colorful qsls. Veif "artistic—■v^ry'dTfc fo$
or SASE, Colorful QSLS. M. A. Berliner, 833 Crowden Dr., 
Cincinnati, Ohio45224. __
QSLS Glossy coated, 3 and 4 colors, io6~$2.~6or'^
Bob_Garra. Lehighton, Penna.__
QSL Rubber stamp 3*  x $5?00. Other ham^
up. Set samnle impressions 5$ postage. Wes’s W1FP, RFD 
Amesbury, MA 01913.
SINCE 1937. QSLS by WILMS, Sheehan Press. 23 West St., 
■Stoneham, Mass. 02180. Samples 10$. Catalog, 25$.

QSLS: Quality with Service. Samples free with zip. R. A. Lar- 
«pfL-Press» Box 45, Fairport, N.Y. 14450.
QSLS 300 for $5.00. 25$ samples, K2HVN, 860 "Atlantic St., 
Lindenhurst. N.Y.

AWARD Winning QSLS. Very artistic. Very colorful. High 
sloss colors incluuing glow in dark type. Samples 10$ or 
SASE. Colorful QSLS, 510 Riddle Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45220.
QSLS. Radio Press, Box 17112. San Diego, California 92117.
QSLS. Second to none. Fast service. Samples 25$. Ray, 
K7HLR. Box 1176, Twin Falls, Idaho 83301.
QSLS 32 samples. Catalog 10$. Filmcrafters. Box 304, Martins
Ferry. Oh’o._____
DON’T Buy QSLs until you see our free samples. Wilshire 
Printing. P.O. Box 292, Crowley. Texas 76036.
RUBBER Stamps. 3 line address $1.50. J, P. Maguire Company, 
448 Proctor Avenue, Revere. Massachusetts 02 IS 1,
CASH Paid for your unused Tubes, and good Ham and Conv 
mercial Equipment. Send list to Barry, W2LNI, Barry Elec
tronics, 512 Broadway, NYC 10012. Call 212-WAlker 5-7000. 
WE Buy all types of tubes for cash, especially Eimac, subject to 
our test. Maritime International Co., Box 516, Hempstead, N.Y. 
ADD Photo-Stamps to QSLS. Your B&W photo (returned) made 
into glossy, perforated, gum-backed sheet of 100 postage stamp 
size photos: $3.ou. Free sample, literature, C. J. Photos, 163 
Riva, Milltown. N.J. 08850.



N.Y.C. Area QST’s mid-1938 to date, rate $2.00 per year. 
IRE Proceedings same rate. You pay shipping. G. F. Schiff- 
mayer, 186 Maple Ave., Metuchen, N.J.  
WANTED: Tubes, all types, write or phone W2ONV. Bill 
Salerno, 243 Harrison Avenue, Garfield. N.J., Tel: GArfield 
Area code 201-471-2020._____________________________________  
NOVICE Crystals 80-40M. $1.05 each. Also other freqs. Free 
list Nat Stinncttc, W4AYV. Umatilla, Fla. 32784.___  
R-fTY Channel Filters, octal mounted, 2125/2975 cps, $5.95 
nair, 88 mhy toroids, uncased.. .5 for $2.50. Herman Zachry, 
WA6JGL 3232 Selby Ave., Los Angeles. Calif, 9003£______  
WANTED: Model #28 Teletype equipment. “ R-388, R-39OA. 
Cash or trade for new amateur equipment. AHtronics—Howard 
Co. Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101 (617-742-0048).
?SELL: CQ, QST, Handbooks, old IRE Proceedings, any quan
tity. Buy: Old radio gear and publications. Erv Rasmussen, 164 
Lowell, Redwood City, Calif.___  _____ ________________
WANTED: For personal collection; QST, May 1916: Learning 
the Radiotelegraph Code, 3rd edition; How to Become a Radio 
Amateur, Edition 10; The Radio Amateur’s License Manual, 
Edition 7, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 16. W1CUT, 18 Mohawk Dr., 
Unionville, Conn, 06085.____________________ 
WANTED: Johnson 240-305-2SSB adapter. Good condition. Pay 
top price. Will pay shinping costs. Roy Bechtol. 5609 Seminole 
Street. College Park, Maryland. Tel: (301)747-5584.
HEATH HO-10 s'snal monitor completely wired and in perfect 
operating condx, Cab’net in A-l shape. Will ship to first offer 
over $60.00. Send check or money-order to Pete Chamal’an, 
W1BGD, Hl Buena Vista Road, West Hartford, Conn. 06107. 
<Shlr>p?ng Continental U.S, and Canada only). ___
COLLINS Owners: Tired of out of band operating when work
ing DX-split frequency? Avoid bandswitch chang’ng with our 
new kit that installs in 60 seconds. S/Line. $21,95; KWM-2, 
$11,95 postpaid. Front End Conversions and update. 75A-4, 
$69.95; 75-S series, $34.95. 72-hour service. VCZ Sales, Box 
15,_Ramsey, New Jersey 07446, ................   _
TOROIDS. 88 mh, uncased. 5/$2.50. Postpaid. Humphrey, 
WA6FKN, Box 34, Dixon, Calif._____________________________
COLLINS Owners’ A wired kit, $5.00! No soldering! Holes! 
Chassis Removal! Switch In-Out! (State Model). Kit Kraft, 
B-763, Harlan, Ky.____________ ___________________ ___________
WANTED: Magnecord PT-6 type tape recorder, any condition. 
WiU also consider Viking. Need schematic for Knight T-100. 
Ray Sherwood, W9DRY, 727 Garfield Ave., Aurora, Illinois 
312-896-9813._______________ _________ ______
WANTEDThRO^O or HRO-60; VLF coil sets E? F? G, H. J 
and VHF set AD for HRO-60. Bill O’Brien, 14 Laurel St., 
Rockville, Conn. 872-0000._______________________ _____
SELL: Eimac 4X250B tubes. Guaranteed gud condx. $6.50 each, 
$10,000 paid prepair in U.S.A. Send check or m.o. Everett Stid
ham, Jr., W5JLQ, 722 So. 30th, Muskogee, Okla.
SELLING Hallicrafters HT-44 transmitter, $165,00; matching 
PS, 150-120 power supply, $65.00; HT-41 linear. $195.00, Pack
age deal: $495.00. All in exclnt condx. Pick up only, sry. WA9- 
KHT, 2224 W. Fletcher St., Chicago III. Tel: 935-0309, after 
b PM._______________________________________________ ___
HAM Discount House. Latest amateur equipment. Factory 
sealed cartons. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for lowest 
quotation on your needs. H D H Sales Co., 170 Lockwood Ave., 
Stamford, Conn. 06902.
HALLICRAFTERS S-36A, and S-37?'^ J. CJ Mvkim, 
505^ Figuero. Folsom, California 95630._________ ____
STAINLESS Steel Hardware. Small quantities. Send SASE for 
list. Arlington Stainless, Section B, Box 2641, Baltimore, Md. 
21215._____________________________ ' _______ __
TV Cameras, Vidicon-Orthicon, industrial new and used lenses, 
vidicons, pan, tilts, zooms, industrial suppliers camera recondi
tioning and repair. Closed Ckt TV Center, Inc., Rte. 46, Little 
Falls, N.J, Tel: 201-256-7379.___________________
COLLINS 75A-2. 3 filters, verneir dial, book, $375.00; Eico 
753. solid state VFO, A.C. supply. Factory aligned, $325 00. 
New HG-10 VFO, $30.00, New factory aligned HO-10 Hom- 
Sean I.F. 455 Kc.. $45.00, WA8QMK.____________ _____ _____
HW12, 22. 32 Owner: Convert your rig to three bands for a 
total cost of $28.50. This price includes new front pane! and 
dial. Complete assembly manual only 50# or send for free 
brochure. DRC Kit, 215-28 Spencer Ave., Queens Village, N.Y. 
11427.
DON’T Struggle with the code! The Codemaster system is a 
planned program of code learning on magnetic tape which 
brings you from scratch to 15 WPM. Thousands have learned 
by this method. Two-hour tape, $5.95, postpaid. Brochure free. 
Codemaster. Box 29-A, Portsmouth. R.l, 02871.____________ _
FOR Sale: Collins KW-1 1000 watt AM/CW xmtr, mint condx, 
extra tubes and VFO, $950.00. Make offer. New NC-60B revr. 
(/heap, L, B. Cox, W7ACD,Cottonwood, Ariz. 86326.
K4YRR Estate, Hallicrafters SX-101A rec. HT-37 exciter and 
Heathkit SB-200 linear. Exclnt condx. make reasonable offer. 
Brigman. Box 257. Norcross, Ga. 30071,
COLLINS S/Line: 75S-3, $400.00; 32S-3, with 516F-2, $575: 
30L-L $400. Like new in immaculate condx; with entire pack
age receive Astatic 10-D with G stand. Tom Storch, 139 Green
way Road, Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561. Tel: 516-GE2-1253.
SALE! Invader 2000. W4SD.____________________ _ ____
WANTED: Military, Commercial, Surplus . . . Airborne, 
Ground. Transmitters, Receivers, Testsets, Accessories. Espe
cially Collins. We pay cash and freight. Ritco Electronics, Box 
156. Annandale, Virginia. Tel: (7031-560-5480 collect. _
SB-300, $225.00; Ham-M rotator with control box, $65.00; Tri- 
Ex THD-354K, 54 ft. tower with all guy-wires and accessories 
needed for installation; $125.00, plus shipping. HP-13 power 
supply, $45.00. Write; WA2SJZ, 215-28 Spencer Avenue, Queens 
Village, L.L, N.Y. 11427. ____ _____________ _ 

JOHNSON Matchbox, 250W, $30.00; DX-60, like new, profes
sionally wired: $65.00. Joe Nester, W3KUN. Emporium, Penna.

CODE-O-MATIC Keyer; keys your transmitter from tones re
corded on your home tape-recorder, $29.95. H & M Engineering
Lab, 2606 Immanuel Road, Greensboro, N.C.
GOING Sideband: All equipment int. one owner,. original car
tons, manuals, New Elmac AF68A. M1070 AC/DC power sun- 
pply, PTT, cables, complete $165.00 Globe HG-303: companion 
V-10 VFO, Cables, new, $90.00; Vibroplex bug,J feather carry
ing case, $15.00. Newest HQ-110A, beautiful, $175.00. Firm. 
Bob Salituri WB2BKS, 2728 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11229. Tel: ES 7-4285. ........ ...
GALAXY V and AC 35 supply for sale, immaculate, brand 
new. Used exactly 10 hours. Original purchase price $560 00. 
Will sell both for $380.00. Write F. Klein, 35-Newton Dr., 
Nashua, N.H, or call 603-889-2971 after 5:30.______________
COLLINS 75A-4, 3 filters, vernier dial, book, $375.00: Eico 
753. solid state VFO. A.C. supply. Factory aligned, $325.00. 
New HG-10 VFO, $30.00. New factory aligned HO-10 Ham 
Scan I.F. 455 Kc„ $45.00» WA8QMK.. 
DX-100B. three extra 1625’s, homebrew antenna coupler, $100. 
K1RQO. Tel: 237-1772.___________________ 
FREE 20 word classified advertisement with one year’s sub
scription to Ham’s Market Newspaper, only $2.00 per year. 
Sample copy on request, Box 13934, Atlanta 9, Ga.
MERRY Christmas! From Evansville Amateur Radio Supply. 
Let us help you save those $$ on Drake. Swan, Galaxy. Hy- 
Gain, SBE, New-Tronics, Eico, Mars and many more. Send 
a stamped envelope to us at 1306 Division, Evansville, 
Indiana. Bill Ogg, WA9RMO.
TCS “WW” Collins receivers wanted for Novices. Advise 
price and condition. B. T. Scharbach, 502 Scheurmann, Essex
ville. Michigan 48732, ______________ ______________
SELL: National HRO-60 receiver with A.B.C and D coils, 
and matching speaker. $150.00. John T. Chandler, 3904 
Brenda Lane. Annandale. Virginia 22003. _________
NOVICE Station: HQ-100. Vikin? ChaliengeE™T22 VFO, all 
working and in good condition. Take all, with manuals, for 
$150.00. Sorry, will not ship. Looking for mobile and RTTY 
gear. Frank Fallon, WA2YVK, 116-64 231 Street, Cambria 
Heights, N.Y. 11411, Tel. 212-528-1168.________________,___
SELL: Viking 500 complete with power supply and 2 spare 
4-400A tubes, $300.00, excellent condition. Ship collect at 
your direction, in original cartons. Erwin Oeller, W2BY, 104 
Munson Avenue, West Hempsteau, N.Y. 11552.,  
FOR Sale: QSTs, 1938 through 1965. CQs 1953 to mid-1964. 
Some issues missing. Best offer takes. Write for details, Stuart 
Campbell, Rte. 2, Box 535, Vashon, Wash. 98070. ______
HEATHKIT: Marauder transmitter, speech compressor, 
$245.00; Warrior kilowatt linear, spare tubes, $175.00; manu
als. Package deal: $390.00. HDP-21 microphone, $20.00; 
HM-10A tunnel dipper, $27.00; GR-151A portable transistor 
radio, $15.00. Exclnt condx. A. Karger, 33 Elliott Street, 
Beverly. Mass. 01915. Tel: 617-922-8029.
SELLING: Heathkit HW-32 transceiver, $87.00. other op
tional accessories available. Also have Matchbox, allband 
antenna coupler. Model 250-23 at $25.00. Marsh, 16 Dellwood 
Court, Colonia, NJ.__________________ ____________
SELL: "New SB^Fwith microphone?"$345"bo. W6BLZ, 528 
Colima, La Jolla, California 92037.______ ______
NCX5 Mark II, NCXA power supply. Recvr. Sec. used few 
times. Trans, sec. never. Gene Auger, WA0JTT, 1340 So. 
Wheeler, Saint Paul, Minn. 55116.
EICO 753 and AC supply. Excellent condition, with original 
cartons and warranty cards. $250.00. Unaltered BC-348Q, 
$60.00. Charles Cranfill. W3VCN, Worton, Maryland.
BARGAINS: HW22 with 12VDC HP-10, used very little, 
with books, $105.00. Heathkits, new, unbuilt, no time, HA-14, 
“KW Kompact” linear with HP-14, 12VDC mobile supply, 
$165.00. "Cantenna’’ HN-31, $8.50. Bud variable low-pass 
filter, $4.00. Unused Honeywell W612B, 12VDC mobile sup
ply with instructions, $20.00. Bell. Box 488, Altadena, Calif. 
91 oof_______________________________ _____ _____
CLEGG ZEUS, PTT, Variac controlled and manual: $350.00; 
new equipment, never used. Ameco PV-144 preamp. $9.50: 
Ameco CM A all-frequency converter, $35.00; DK60-G2C relay 
12VDC, $8.00: Raytheon semi-directional carbon mike, $5.00. 
Include transportation charges. Phil Zarch, WB2ASR, 2728 
Kings Highway, Brooklyn, New York 11229.
FOR Sale: SB-100, SB-200, SB-300. Wanted: any kit to wire 
and repair, preferably Heathkit. Most Heathkits in stock. 
Business references on request. Lan Richter, 131 Florence Dr., 
Harrisburg, Penna. 17112. _______ _________ ___ _  __
JOHNSON Viking Valiant II (used 1 yr) and Hallicrafters S-76 
(works like new). First certified check or money-order over 
$300 for xmtr and $60 for revr takes them. WA0KOJ, Sharon, 
No, Dakota. ________ ___________ * ______  __  __
WANTED: SX-88. State~condition and price."W9JKC? Byron 
Sharpe, Box 366. Glencoe, 111. 60022;
EXCELLENT 32V2, $125.00: 388URR (51J3), $300.00. 
K6MDA, 4919 Pecan Grove #227, San Antonio, Texas. __ 
LIKE-New, Collins 75A-4 S/N 3663, with matching speaker, 
reduction tuning, dial lock, 500 cycle 3.1 Kc filters and in
struction book, $400.00. W5REV, 1608 William Brewster, 
Irving, Texas. Tel: 2I4-BL4-7429,________ ___________ __
COLLINS 75S-3, 32S-3r’new, $950.00: Hallicrafters SX-88A. 
factory serviced, $325.00; KWM-2, AC*DC  supplies, PTO 
unit, New-Tronic mount, Waters cquippeu, $1050.00. W8JOR, 
4810 Haddington, Toledo, Ohio. ___
KWM-2 plus 516-F2, $695. Sorry, no shipping. K6SZQ, 11214 
Fcrina St., Norwalk, California. Tel: 864-5454.
$282 for SBE-34. One year old, with less than fifteen hours 
of air-time. In superb condition, guaranteed by first class 
licensed engineer. College student needs funds and will ship 
to any point in Continental United States. Manual and power 
cords included. Lynwood Jordan, Box 21531, Emory Univer
sity, Atlanta, Georgia 30322.
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HW-22, HA-23 power supply, speaker, mike, xtal calibrator. 
All in excellent condition: $160.00. James B. Clayton, 1700-30 
Murfin Ave., Ann Arbor, Michigan. 48105. ________ _______
9-ROOM split-level house, paneled hamshack 25 ft. by 11 ft. 
adjoining TV-room. 8-ft. console, 50-ft. Rohn fold-over tower, 
Mosley TA-33 Tribander, Telrex 2-meter, 80-meter and 40- 
meter Inverted Vees, swimming pool. 50 minutes express bus 
to New York City. Relocated, Hank Jordan, WB21YO, 9 
Surrey Drive. Hazlet, NJ. Tel: 201-264-1141. ......... ......... __......
NATIONAL NC-iO9 revr in good condition, with xtal cali
brator and manual. All for only $68.00. Used only 15 months. 
U pay shipping. Dayton Jones, WA3DVH. 224 West Willow 
Grove Ave., Philadelphia. Penna. 19118. Tel: 215-CH8-2947.
SELL: Clegg Zeus and PS/Mod, unit, $400.00. Art, WA91QP, 
811 Franklin, River Forest, Illinois 60305. 
LAFAYETTE HE-35A, 6 meter transceiver. Good condition. 
Will sell $30 or trade for ART-13 or 2 meter equipment. 
Write Paul,. WA9IHV, 407 N. Maple. Benton, Illinois. 62812. 
HAMMARLUND HQ-180A, in carton, never used. 24-hour 
clock tinier packed separate. Will fit into set. First $300. 
K2HAM.__  „ ...... ...... .............................. ......... ..............
APACHE With SB-10, like new, with manuals. $180.66. 
LRL-66 antenna 80-10 meters, $15.00. Stan Davis. WB2HZK, 
84 Studley Street. Rochester, N.Y. 14616. ___
SELL: HO-170C. excellent. $185.00. SR-42 xtals mikeT$95.00: 
Globe VFO and Globe Chief amplifier, $45.00. Joe Ehrler, 
W200, 221-20 104th Ave., Queens Village, N.Y. Phone 
212-HO5-0912.
DRAKE IA SSB Receiver, like new, $125,66; Heathkit HX-20 
SSB transmitter, excellent condx, $145,00. with instruction 
manuals. Both for $260.00. K2RAG. Chris F. Bednarek, 225 
Alexander Ave.. Nesconset, N,Y. Tel: 516-265-4991, 
20A. HQ-140-XA. Both in good condition. Best offer. Dan 
Lindstrom, K9GJX, Duke University Physics Dept., Durham, 
N.C, _  ...... ________  __ __ ____________ ___ ____ _
KWM^2TT12B^5. MM, PM-2,“136B-2. 351D-27CC-l."Hy-Gain 
Tran Traveller, Mnsley mobile, Webster Band-Spanner, and 
loaded with whip antennas. $1400,00. Package deal only. 
30-Ll, $350.00. W, H. Jay, K4TWK. Box 516, Douglasville, 
Ga. Phone: 404-942-3192,____ __ ______________________________
SELL: 75A-2~ with crystal calibrator, C-E Sideband Slicer and 
Q-multiplier, speaker, $195.00. Eldico SSB-100F with silicon 
rectifiers, $235.00. Manuals for all above included. R. W. 
Emott. W2A1, 29 East Madison Ave., Florham Park, NJ. 
07932.
SELL IRE Proceedings Jan. 1931. thru Mav 1935: Jan, 1936 
thru Dec. 1938. Best offer. Ted Hansen. W9IX, 733 N. Wash
ington. Park Ridge, 111.
SELL: Johnson 6N2 xmtr-mint condx: $75.00. R. P. Brehm 
862First St., Menasha, Wis. 54952.................... ....... ...
SELL Or Trade for handguns. Viking 11, excellent. $75.00. 
VFO, $15.00. W0STM. 3810 Lindlavista, Des Moines, Iowa 
50310..................................................... ....... _ . ________________
WANT Test equipment for ham and mobile servicing, Lamp
kin, Measurements, Bird, etc. Sell Sixer. Twoer, K8UZX.
FOR Sale: Hallicrafters HT-9 transmitter, in good condition, 
all coils, spare final tube. J. P. Hyde, W4BGS. Nokesville, 
Va. 22123. ................. ............................
TRÃNSMITTERS-Receivers repaired by radio engineer. Lab 
equipment. J Á J Electronics, Windham Road, Canterbury, 
Conn. Tel: 203-546-9126...................................... ... ..... ..........................
KWM-2 and PM-2 50-400 cps supply with speaker, $800. 
HW-32, $90. Used by physics teacher. Stan Rohrer, Waka
rusa. Indiana 46573. ____ ____ ____ ___ ____________
SELL: CQ, QST 25# ea.. Popular" Electronics, 15# 1953-1965. 
Gordon Edwards, W4ÀBF, 5220 Backlick Rd., Springfield, 
Virginia. ______________ ______ ___ __ _ ___ __
DRAKE R4 Receiver, like new, original carton. Not a scratch, 
actual running time 20 hours. Sale $260.00, Irv Fishelberg, 
W2ZLD, 2606 Atlantic Ave., Longport. NJ. 08403.
MERRY Xmas and a Happy New Year from W0CVU. See you 
in 1967 at Montreal._____________ __ _ _______ ____ _
FIRST $20,66. plus shipping, gets a D-104 mike and G-stand. 
Robert Burns, 522 E. Center, Warsaw, Ind.
FOR Sale: ” HT-32A, $230,0.0: HQ-170A/C, $235,00; Johnson 
’Thunderbolt, $250.00: 600-watt modulator with tubes and fila. 
xfr. $80.00: 6-RCA CT12A, a 65-watt 2-meter transmitter with 
power supply, $35.00 each; 960MC RCA rack xmtr. driver 
power supply and receiver, $50.00 complete per above set. 
Surplus units, test equipment, transformers, chokes filter 
condensers and parts. Write for list. W3BBV, P.O. Box 722 
York, Penna. 17405. Tel: 717-854-6037 evenings._____________  
DX-60, $55.00; VF-1 VFO, $16700: Millen 90800 xmtr, $25.00: 
three 829Bs, new, $9.00 each: NC-3 revr, $20.00: Winegard 
mod. FM-318 ant. booster, $5.00: BC-455-B 7-7.6 Me revr., 
$8.00: Eico 221 VTVM with probes. $20,00; BC-221, AC 
power supply, make offer; 6V to 600V Dynamotor, $10.00. 
Martin Huyett, W5PKI. JBU, Box 1081, Siloam Springs, Ark. 
72761. ___________
FOR Sale: KWS-1 plate transformer. $75.00: Variac 115V/20 
amps., $25.00; Eimac SK-400, SK406 combination, $10.00: 
Heath HD-11 Q multiplier, $8. D-104. W/G-stand mike. 
$15.00; HO-13 “Ham-Scan”, $60.00; power supply. 3 KV/4 
amps, 115V primary, $50.00. James Craig, 172 White Birch. 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801. _ ____________ ____
FOR Sale: Kilowatt SSB Linear amplifier, Heath HA-14 and 
AC power supply, HP-24, like new, used less than 10 hours. 
Both for only $125.00. Tom Jones, 86 Wing Road, APO 
New York 09845. 
WANTED: Control unit for Ham-M rotator. K41AQ, Robert 
Cates, 811 Laurel Dr.. Aiken, S.C.
SELL: Complete mobile unit, AF-67 w/p./s. PMR6A w/p.s, 
12V, Antenna, coil, coax relay. What’s your offer? J, G. 
Schenck, 450 Miranda Rd., Pittsburgh, Penna. 15234. W3SIW.
GONE Transceiver: sell perfect Hallicrafters SX-117; not a 
mark. Ship collect. First check for $125» Steinhauer, W3LHZ, 
RD #1, Dallas, Pennsylvania 18612.

SELL: 75A-4 SWFcyclc mechanical filter (F455I-05), new
$32.00. É, Drozdick. 30 Nebo St., Medfield. Mass. 02052.
6-METER A.M. transmitter, built around International STP- 
50: Astatic T-3 mike; F‘CU-2 converter and p/s. Best otter. 
G. W. Pettit, 15Q_W. Chestnut St., Kent, Ohio 44240.
WANTED: Coilins station-control SC-101 and SR-150 for 
cash, WB6KID, 8050 Irondale, Canoga Park, Calif. 91306. 
COLLINS KWM-2, AC supply, Samsonite Carrying case, spot
less, never mobile. $795.00. WA6KUA, Box 100, Glendale, 
Calif.
MINT Condition: HT-37, ’$215,00; SX-101 Ar$200.00: 'Heath- 
kit Warrior Linear. $108.00. Will ship F.o.b. Orville Houlder, 
Box 303. Spooner. Wisconsin 54801. _ ...... .......... ..... ....... ...
COMPLETE 2M station: HW-30, 6-ci. Hi-Par 2M beam, ic, 
2 xtals. 17 ft. cable. All in cxclent condx, used less than 2 
hours. $55.00 cash for lot. Will ship. Robert Heath, WN4DDR, 
Wondberry Forest School, Woodberry Forest. Va, 
NATIONAL HRO-50-T w/xtai calibrator and 5 coxis: 
$130.00; K6TXA, 441 21st St., Manhattan Beach, California 
90266. (Los Angeles!._________ _______ _ _____ ____ __________
'TELETYPE regenerative repeater, TT-63Á, may be used as a 
receiving converter also; like new, $23.00. Power supply, 
I20VDC at 800 Ma„ all solid state, run whole loop. $8.00, 
Reperforator, typing, sync motor. $40. Tape, $3/case. Hq- 
129X, $60: Two’er with DC. $35. Saturn Six halo w/xfrmr. 
$9. L. Van’t Slot. W2DLT. 302Z Passaic. Stirling. NJ, 07980. 
WANTED: Part-time small manufacturer or individual capable 
of converting pocket size transistorized fm receiver to receive 
single frequency 162.55 Mcs. Receiver selected should he from 
reliable, consistent source. Write G. W. Berry, P.O. Box 707, 
Newark, NJ,
FOR Sale: KWM-2, $725.00: 30L-F, $360.00: MP-b l'óO’.Ott 
Fred Oster, 1133 27th St. N.E.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.   ____ 
FOR Sale: í ZX-Í01A. .1 two meter Ámeco Nuvistor con
verter and power supply. 1 six meter Ameco Nuvistor con
verter and power supply. All for $275.00. U pay express. Zito, 
9900 Pine, Niagara Falls, N.Y.______ ________ _ ______ ____
HAMMARLUND HQ-ÍÍ0-AC receiver with clock, manual, 
and a speaker. Newest model, recent serial No., original 
owner, in excellent condx. $125.00. WB2RJJ, Robert Schenck, 
22 Greenwich St., Bergenfield, N.J, 07621.  
COLLINS 75A-4. Serial No. 4179. Absolutely immaculate. 
Vernier dial, 800 cycle and 3 Kc, filters. Will ship prepaid 
in ILS. for first cashier's check for $425.00. B. Ripley, Box 
1336, Phoenix. Arizona 85001._ __ ______ ___________
SELLING: Collins 32S-1 and 75ST“ w/p/s: Mosley TA-33 
Senior Beam, 80 thru 10 vertical; D-104 mic w/stand, keyer 
plus odds & ends for $900, All mint condx. Will deliver radius 
200 miles. John Dearing, WA0CEC, 1712 Ave. G, Fort Madison, 
Iowa.
NEED Engineer with First Class license, transmitter and 
maintenance duties, no announcing. Will train if necessary. 
Contact: R. J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN AM/FM, Lex
ington, Nebraska 68850. Phone 308-324-327!._________ __
DUMONT 294Á oscilloscope. Needs minor alignment. Best 
offer or suitable trade accepted. Pick-up preferred. AR-88 Re
ceiver, 200 countries worked with it. Best cash or trade offer 
(over $ 135) accepted. K3MNJ, 8361 Langdon Street, Philadelphia, 
Penna. 19152._______________ __ ___ _______ ______
TRANSFORMER And filter choke for 2-150, 6-150, trans
former: Pri. 117 VAC sec. 900-350-0-350-900 Cai 250 Ma., 150 
volt bias tap, 2-5 vnlt fit, 1-6.3 volt fiL Choke: 10 hy (9- 
250 Ma, Set $12.00 shipment prepaid. C.R. tube for DI-1 
3AP1 (a> $6.00. P & H Electronics, 426 Columbia, Lafayette, 
Indiana 47901.
WRL’s Bluebook saves money. These prices, without trades, 
cash or charge: KWM-2, $652.50: 75SB, $404,10; SX-101A. 
$188.10: SX-I11. $143.10; HA-225. $76.45, AF-67. $44.95; 
King 500C. $269.10: 753, $161.10; HX-50, $233.10: HQ-170-C, 
$179.10: 2B, $188.10: NC-270. $134.10; Galaxy 300. $161.10: 
hundreds more. Free list, WRL, Box 919. Council Bluffs, 
Iowa 51501.
FOR Sale: Excellent Collins station, KWM-2, $690.00, 
516F-2, $69.00, 30L-1. $325.00; 312B-5 $210.00; DL-1, $28.00. 
Make offer for complete station. Can have local ham check 
for you. Bob Heaton, K9RDL, 5735 Winthrop Ave., Indi
anapolis. Indiana 46220. ________________  __ __  __  ____
JOHNSON Viking 500 and Collins 75A-47 M A” 1. $400.00 
each. WB2TTC. 18 Allerton Ave., Middletown, New York. 
Tel: 914-343-7287. ........  _    
VHF Station. .Ameco TX-62; Tccraft Criterion Conv.; Halli- 
crafters HA-26 VFO: Lafayette KT-320 revr; Ameco CN-144 
conv. Best offer over $225.00. W0KTK. Richard Vuillequez, 
701 Brownhert Court, Rock Hill, Mo, 63119. Tel: WO1-3976. 
WILL Sell complete set QSTs in Binders. In excellent condi
tion. Run: January 1955—October 1966. S. J. Hooper, W8FBN. 
650 Gordon Dr., Charleston, W. Va. ________  
30L-1, like new, in factory carton. Will sell for $350.00. 
W5MUG, 2469 Paden, Jackson, Miss^___ _ ___ __
FOR Sale: HfS $200.00; NC^03? $200.00. In exclnt’ cond^ 
K4EKS, 252-A Hawkeegqn Pk, Frankfort, Ky. Phone: 227-6064. 
FOR Sale: Gonset G-76 with 12V transistor power supply, 
$125,00: CE-10B with 20 meter coils, xtal, no QT. $45-00: 
Johnson 6N2 with spare 5894 final tube, power cable, $75.00. 
Will ship collect, no trade. Fred C, Heffken, W8CRS, R#3, 
Glouster. Ohio 45732. _________ .. ______  __ _
ESTATE Liquidation offers. Big list. Paradd Engineering 
Service. 284 Rte, 10. Dover, NJ. 07801.
FOR Sale: Unbound QSTs 1955 less Sept. 1958 through 1965, 
Unbound CQs, 1952 less August, 1953. 1954. 1955, 1956, less 
August; 1957 less Jan, and Feb., 1958 through 1965, excellent 
condition, $2.50 for complete volumes, $2.00 incomplete vol- 
umes. W2UPJ, 20 Ash Drive, Neptune, N.J. 07753.
SELL or trade: Stainless G-24 24-inch tower, 5/10/20 foot 
sections available. Good to 350 feet, $3 ft. Need S/'Line revr or 
xctr. Wanted: 1RE7IEEE Professional Group Transactions. Ad
vise nos. available and price desired. W4YHD, 6800 Hampshire 
Rd., McLean. Va. 22101.
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SELLING: HT-37, $225.00; SX-111, $135.00. Both good con
dition, FOB Hartford. Conn. Hy-Gain Hy-Tower, $50. Ex
cellent condition. Cannot ship—you dismantle and pick up 
vicinity of New London. Conn. HRO, early model with 2.5-volt 
tubes. Very poor condition. Rest offer, FOB Hartford, Conn. 
J. Huntoon, C/o ARRL, Newington, Conn.________ _____ ,_ ____
GOING VHF: Viking if with HG-10 VFO, $130; 75Alwith 
spkr, $150; HM-ll SWR plus other assorted goodies! K3EXB, 
1927 Lincoln Ave., Wyomissing, Penna.___ 
SELL: National 190 general coverage receiver in excellent 
condition, like new appearance, 100 kc. calibrator, speaker, 
$125.00. D. L. Robinson, 501 Keystone Drive, New Kensmg- 
ton, Penna. 15068,___ ________  ___ _ __ _________ ________ _
SELLING: Hallicrafters SSB/AM/CW kilowatt. SX-101 MK 
HL HT-32A, HT33, speaker, manuals. First certified, check 
for $650.00. Will deliver within 100 miles radius. Princeton 
YMCA Radio Club, K3PWK, 120 John Street, Princeton, N.J. 
0X540, __  _ ..... .......................... ............................... ........-
HEATH"' HW42, “gp?|3 HP-23 power supplies,, cables,
GH-12 mike, HS-24 spkr. Hustler antenna, Hy-Gain body 
mount and spring. AH recently purchased new. Kits expertly 
assembled. Everything unconditionally guaranteed perfect in 
every respect. Operated only few hours. Outstanding perform
ance, Kits and antenna cost $270.00. Sell for $210.00. W. G. 
Blankenship, Jr., WA4GNW, 6709 Green Meadow Court, 
I »misville. Ky. 40207.  . .... ...................................
WASHINGTON D.C....area:...Collins KWM-2, 516F-2. 30L-1, 
312B-3, 189A-2. Mint condition. $1295.00. K4LYW, 8114 
Blairton Road, Springfield, Va. Tel: 451-2371. ........ ............
B&W 6100 xmtr freq, synthesizer controlled m cxc. condx, 
$375 or best offer, will throw in Dow-Kev relay. Marc Finek- 
stein, 610 Warinf Ave. Bronx, jj.Y. 10467.
FOR Sale QSTs 1930 to 1965. Excellent condition. Best offer. 
W4BKN, 603 Bunkers Cove Road, Panama City, Florida 
3 2401. ..................... ....................... .................................. ..... ............. ........ .
SELL: DX-40, $35.00; SX-99, $60.00. Certified check or 
money-order. You pay shipping. WA2MTI, 21 Napoleon St., 
Newark, N.I. Tel: MI-2-1805.
APACHE SB-10, $200.00; RME DB-23 Preselector, $35.00;
Vibroplex Original, $15.00: SX-99, $40.00. For sale. William 
Sander, 2210 Pike St., Durham, N.C. 27707. 
KNIGHT T-150 for sale, $60.00. Excellent condition. Johnson 
T-R switch, $18.00. Wayne Hall, W3PBO, 1400 Owens Road, 
S. E. Washington, D. C. 20021. 
SEASON’S Greetings to all from and Paul, W4UDQ
and~ W4HHK-A4HHK, Box 430. Collierville, Tennessee 38017, 
RTTY-Model 15 "S/R machine, 14 TD, 14 typing reperì., 
AN/FGC1 converter, almost brand new w/spares. Not junkers. 
Excellent condition and now operating. All $200 cash and 
carry. CE100V, $400.00; CE-600L, $175.00; both for $500. 75A-4, 
$375.00, in A-l condition. Will ship. W8NLT, Mel Swilhnger, 
Charleston, West Virginia 25304.
SPECIAL—Field Day Power. $39.50: Portable or Emergency, 
See our display ad on page 161. Interstate Electric. ___ ~______
SALE: Hammarlund HQ-lib with 24-hour clock, $120.00. 
WA6PXG, 40 Laurel Ave., Millbrae, Calif. 94030..........  .
WANTED: Obsolete tubes, de Forest spherical audion, Mar
coni, Weigant. Telefunken, Moorehead, Phillips, Brighton, 
Welsh. W9EWK, 610 Monroe Ave., River Forest, ill. 60305. __ _
DRAKE 11B. $170.00: 2BQ, $25.00; HX-20, $130.00: HR20, 
$75.00; HP-10, $25.00; HP-2, $25.. E. M. White, WA2JDW, 
848 Broad St., Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701.
FOR" Sale: 75A-1, $175.00: 32V" $100: 30L-1, $350.00; KWM-1 
with 516F-1 AC supply, $300. Collins CC carrying case, $70. 
All in good condition. Cleaning house. W3VDA» P.O. Box 
1W’ Harrisburg. Penna. 17105. ___________________ _
COLLINS 75S-3/200 cycle’’filter, perfect, $425.00; Hallicraft- 
ers HT-44 used one year, $295.001 DX-20, good, $22.00. Will 
ship prepaid in continental US A. Larry Kaolan, 56 Carver 
Terrace, Yonkers, N.Y. 10710. Tel: 914-SP9-6636,_______________ 
FOR Sale: Heath Seneca 6 and 2 Transmitter, plate modulated, 
in mint condx, $150.00; Eico 730 Modulator, $50.00: Halh- 
crafters SX-24, with spkr, $40.00. Johnson Viking 6-2 converter, 
$35.00; Clegg 99’er, late model with light, $125.00, with 6 
crystals. 6 element wide spaced Hi-Par 6 meter beam, $15.00. 
H. Brown. K3TXB, Fairless Hills, Penna. Tel: 215-943-5786 
6N2/Valiant, $225.00. Sry, won’t split. Will ship. HO-10, 
$50.00. Firm. W0CUC, Cravaack. Box 1007, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota 57101. _________________________ _____________________
HAM TV. Toshiba 7038 Vidicon, $5.00; RCA 7038 Grade C, 
$10.00; Vidicon socket, $2.00, 15,75 Kc crystals, $14.00. RCA 
Image Orth 5820, $10.00. WB2GKF, Stan Nazimek, 506 Mt. 
Prospect Ave., Clifton, New Jersey 07012. _____________ ____
P&H Electronics Linear amplifier, Model LA-400C, $150.00; 
Johnson Ranger II transmitter, $175.00: Micro-Match Model 
No. 261, 262 (new), $30.00; Vibroplex DeLuxe Bug key. 
chrome, $15.00; Eico Signal Generator, wired, Model 315 
(new), $50.00; Squalo antenna (new), $8.50. (Sry, no shipping 
on amplifier or transmitter). Cost plus postage on others. LA7- 
8506 after 6 PM. Mrs. Herbert S. Willcox, 39 Woodbine St., 
Auburndale, Mass. 02166.____________________ ______________
MUST Sell for college: Heath DX-60A, HR-10 with xtal cali
brator, HG-10 VFO, HM-10A “tunnel dipper”; all still in kit 
form, opened only for inspection, plus IM-11 VTVM with HV 
probe, already built. $200 or best reasonable offer takes all. 
Ideal for beginner. K0FDZ, Lavern Wiig, 522 West Washing
ton, Winterset, Iowa 50273.
MOVING Into apartment, must sell, like new SR-150, PS-150, 
30L-1, Electro-Voice 729 SR mike, Rohn 50 ft. foldover tower. 
Ham-M rotor, 4-element Hornet Triband beam, Telrex 80-40 
inverted V, new Fiberglass element quad, never been assem
bled. Complete set extra tubes. Waters Hybrcd Coupler, low- 
pass filter, Cesco SWR reflectometer, B&W antenna switching, 
field strength meter, 1 KW dummy load, RCA voltohmyst. 
Everything guaranteed perfect and like-new. Will ship, with 
manuals, in original cartons, AU for $1250. Will sell beautiful 
2 BR home, with ham equipment, $18.500, Cost over $22.500. 
Send SASE for photos. Also have instructograph. new? $35.00. 
WA4LBY, 1112 Robmar Rd., Dunedin, Florida 33528.

DRAKE 2A, 2AC. 2AQ, SRL SB-175, V-tO. PSA-63. All for 
$250.00 or best offer. K9BWL. Box 43, Cedarburg, Wis. ... .
COLLINS Station lor sale: 75S-3B receiver w/50() cycle filter, 
325-3 transmitter, 5JA-P2 power supply, 312-B4 station control. 
Station is one year old, mint condition, price: $1200.00. W9- 
CKF, Porter Barnes, 2922 Muensterman, Evansville, Ind. Tel: 
812-4259857. Evenings after fa PM. ............................... ........
EXCELLENT Gonset G-50 six-meter transceiver, six crystals, 3 
element Cush Craft beam, $225.00; Hallicrafters SR-42, HA26 
VFO, mike and crystals. 8 element Telrex beam, $200. Heath 
HR-10, calibrator, speaker, $60.00. Barry Altman, 601 Bright- 
water Court, Brooklyn, N.Y, 11235.__________ __ __ ____ _
SALE: Mor-Gain 75/40/15 Novice special dipole antenna. 
Brand new, never unboxed. Regular $25.00, only $19.00. Tom 
Branton, Box 68« Dayton. Texas....................... _.................. ...... ......... ...
BACK Copies of QST from estate of W2ZSZ: Complete run 
from 1949 through 1964 (1950 missing), and 7 in 1965. All in 
xclnt condx. Best quote takes, Mrs. G. G. Reed, 21 Corbett Ave., 
Binghamton, N.Y. __ ______ _____________________
FOR Sale or swap: APX-6, 1296 Me. transceiver, clean, un
touched, all intact. HQ-170AC, exclnt condx, BC-221F w/AC 
supply and cal. book. Make an offer. W1DEJ, 39-C Salmon 
Brook Dr., Glastonbury. Conn. _____________________________
FOR Sale Or trade: G-E Co. mobile radio 2-channel telephone 
transmitter/receiver, equipped with 2-meter xtal 146.94 Me. 
Can also be used on marine frequency 156.3, 156.8 Me. Com
plete with new control unit. Power and control cable. Shure 
mike 104B-104, Hy-Gain mobile antenna, G-E speaker and 
instruction manual. Want: Collins 75S type reevr in trade, or 
$375.00 in cash. WA3CBB, Box 93, Crescot, Penna. __________  
SWAN 350 latest series still in warranty including 117XC pow
er supply and 14X 12-volt module and cable. Like new. 
$425.00. W. Dres, Box 273, Palos Heights, Illinois 60463.  
DRAKE R-4 Receiver, 1 year old, little used. Carton, instruc
tion book, extra crystals, $325.00. Wilt ship. L. E. Foltz. 
W9SFG, Brownsburg. Ind. 46112. ____________________
WANTED: Heavy duty oil filled capacitors 2-100 mid. at 
2500-6OO0V, Also need 25-30 A Variac. State price in your 
first letter. Bill Smitherman, WA4YFL 2705 Riverside Dr., 
Knoxville, Tenn. __________________ ______
SACRIFICE SX-115 deluxe receiver, excellent condx, $275.00 
firm. Consider perfect HW-32 partial trade. Collins F455J31 
filter, $25. 12V car stereo tape player, all chrome, new, $45.00. 
F455Z3 SSB filter, new, $20.00. W4ETO, 13315-108th Ave. No., 
Seminole, f lorida 33540. ___________ _________________ _____
HW-32 with AC power supply, both tn excellent condition, 
$130.00. K9TVC. ______________________________
QUICK Sale: KWM-2: 30L-L 312B5; 516AH PM2: CC2. First 
certified check for package, $1400; also HT-37, $225.00; SX-111, 
$125.00; SB-200, $200: LA-400C, $100; HW-12, $U0j HP-23, 
$55.00: HP-13, $35.00. All in perfect working condition.
K4EOF.______ _____________________
NEED Money tor college: Heathkit 20-meter Mono-Bander 
converted for Tri-Band operation with Dynalab modification 
kit. Excellent condition. $150.00 or best offer. Marc Armstrong, 
WA5GZC/ 5, Apartment 357, 316 Fry, Denton, Texas 76201.
SELL: 75A4 #3739 excellent condition, 3.1 and 1.5 Kc filters, 
$395.00; HT-44 with matching a.c. supply. Little used, like 
new, $295.00. BC-221C, a.c. supply and book, $50.00. H. Tau- 
bin, W2GCW. 192-15A 69th Ave., Flushing 11365, N.Y. Tel: 
454-2775. _____________ _________ ______________________
FOR Sale: HT-46 Hallicrafters Transmitter in sealed carton, 
won as 2nd prize at the Foundation Hamfest. Best offer. 
W3DQJ, F. GartrelL 281 Washington Road, Westminster, Mary
land 21157. Phone 848-4028._______________ ____________________
THOR VT by Clegg. Perfect condition, nut a scratch. Excel
lent results. $300 complete. Will deliver within 50 miles. WA3- 
AOF James Lunt, 8434 Ardleigh St., Philadelphia, Penna. 19118. 
HAMMARLUND HQ-170 AC, excellent condition, with noise 
immunizer and matching speaker: $250.00. WA3DAY, 1068 
George Road, Meadowbrook. Philadelphia. Penna. _____ _
AMECO cps code oscillator, $10.00; Knight MPZ adaptor, 
$10.00; 70E8A PTO with dial, $48.00, unused in original car
ton. Both prepaid Conus. BC221AH with book, $33.00. W3AFM, 
5800 Hillburne, Chevy Chase, Md. 20015. 
FOR Sale: Assembled Heathkit “Shawnee” g-meter transceiver, 
HW-10, AC/DC. mobile/fixed. Best offer. Mike Reiter, 58 
Raleigh St., Rochester, N.Y.
COLLEGE Expenses: sell mint condition Eico 753 and AC 
supply in factory cartons, $275.00. Will ship. Gerry Ladd, 
K4KAZ/1, 33 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass. 02215,
RITY Gear for sale. Model 14 TD, $40.00; Model 14 receiv
ing typing reperforator, $35.00. Very fine condition. Tom 
White, 10610 Royalwood Drive, Dallas. Texas. _ ___________
SELL:"4X150’s, $4,50 each; 4CX25OBs, $12.00' each; 4CX3OOAs. 
$16.00 each, many other types in my listing. Also have various 
panel meters at giveaway prices. Globe #303 90 watt all
band xmtr with extra 6146s, xtals, coax relay, all for $28.00. 
1.5 amp. 0.140V Variac only $3.00. Send stamp for bargain 
listing. Samkofsky, 201 Eastern Parkway. Brooklyn N.Y. 11238. 
SELL: HQ 170, $200; Valiant I. $175.00; HT-41. $200; 833A 
tubes, etc. SASE for list. W8YHU, 921 South Woodside, North 
Canton, Ohio 44720.__________ __ _______________ _
FOR Sale: TX-1 and SB-10, $195700. Paul Werner, WA2BCP, 
233 Cornelia St., Boonton, N.J. 07005. 
FOR Sale: 2 el. 3-band quad Skylane with steel boom, Fibre
glass arms, $75,00. W2UGM, 66 Columbus Ave., Closter, N.J. 
Tel: 201-768-1884. 
NEW And excellent reconditioned equipment at lower prices. 
Terms. Collins 75S-1, 75S-3, 75S-3B, 32S-3, 30L-1; Drake 2-B, 
R-4A Gonset GSB-101, G-50; Hallicrafters SX-101A, SX-117, 
HT-41, HT-32B, HT-37: Hammarlund HQ-110A, HQ-170A, 
HQ-180A; National NC-300, NC-303, NCX-3, NCX-5, NCL- 
2000, HRO-500. Much other equipment. Write for price lists. 
Henry Radio Company, Butler, Missouri. , _____ _____
SELL SX-101, $125.00; HT-37 mint condition, $215.00; 70 ft. 
crank-up tow’er, CDR TR-44 rotor. Triband antenna, $100.00, 
W6DNQ, 492 S Anacapa St., Ventura, Calif. 805-463-8927,
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SELL: Collins 32S-I receiver. 75SI transmitter. 516F2 power 
supply. Mint condition, iow hours, $675 firm. B. Green, W2- 
LPC. 51 Elmira St.. Hicksville. N.Y, 11801, ___ ____  ___
HEATH HX-20, HR-20 matching power supplies HP-10, HP-20, 
mobile mount, mike, cables. Mint condition. Will ship collect'. 
$275.00. J ay Sims, 5337 Northern Hills, Tucson, Arizona.________ 
WANTED: Power transformer 3600-0-3600 volts. 500 Ma. State 
specifications and physical dimensions. Bob Rutfer, W5LGD, 
4013 Cleveland Place, Metairie, Louisiana 70003.
EICO "7237"60 W.C.W., $30.00: 25 W.H.B. Mod., $15.00. 
Hallicrafters HA-5 VFO, $40.00. Knight P-2 SWR/Power me- 
ter, $8.00. WB2AEO, tel: 212-721-4518.  
FIRST Certified check for StOO. (Buyer pays shipping).takes 
excellent 2U-A and matching VFO and manuals. Lewis M. 
Ralston, 105 West Ann. Knoxville, 111.  „__ __
DX-60, $50.00: Preselector, $10; ARC-5. $6.00; mobile rigs, 
80m. $15.00; 10m, $25.00; Select-O-Ject, $10. WA3EWD, 4U7 
Kerwin Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 2901. .. .......................... ....... .................
SELL: Heath five-inch laboratory oscilloscope. Model 0-12. 
Little used, fine working order, $40.00, I unnel Dipper Model 
HM-10A, new, $25.00; Ameco Nuvistor preamp PV-144, new, 
$9.00. AU with manuals. WB2FGR. 786 Grand lerrace Ave., 
Baldwin, L.L, N.Y. 11510. Tel: BA3-0101._______
WANTED: TA-33 Jr. or its equivalent. State age, condition 
specifications and best price. Carl Stecker, WN2ZCX, 1531 
Deer Path, Mountainside, N.J. 07092.
HT-37. Purchased new in November 1961. Used only lVi hours. 
Logbooks since then, immaculate in every way. Excellent re
ports on SSB, CW. z\M. Firm at $235.00. F.o.b. Kingston, 
N.Y. Original carton and manual. Lacey, WB2LZL RFD 1. 
Box 26, West Hurley, N.Y. 12491.
WANTED: National XCU-109 xtal calibr., NTS-3 speaker. W8- 
LLX, 727 Floral Ave., Terrace Park, Ohio 45174.___________  
SELL: Collins 75A-4 serial 3063 with manual, excellent condi
tion; speaker, HT-32 transmitter; Electro-Voice 630 micro
phone; homebrew amplifier of 4-81 IA in parallel, grounded 
grid, built-in power supply. 10-15-20 meters. Pick up and take 
all for $800. Will entertain offers for each or all. Mrs. N. A, 
Beeton. Contact B. F. Fulton, K4NKI, 3308 Somerset St., 
Roanoke, Va. 24014._________________ _ __________ _____
KWM-2 and PM-2 power supply. In exclnt condx. Serial 15026. 
Waters notch/filter, $80o.00. Kclsie E. Lawrence, W4GED, 
212 N.E. 3rd St., Satellite Beach. Fla. Phone 305-626-1939.____ __
APACHE For sale. Excellnt condition. Make offer. WB2VZU, 
Lawrence Scott, 17 Rainbow Drive, Hauppauge, L.I., New 
Y<>rk 11788, Telephone 516-AN5-6929, ........................... .......
OOPS! Price of 100V immaculate in my November ad mis
printed! Should be $350.00 and not $35.00. Bert Griffin, W2- 
MJA. 131 Hillcrest Dr., Wayne, NJ. 07470. Tel: 694-2281.
RADIO Operator, with Second Class FCC Telegraph Lie., 
needs only five months on an American vessel or ocean-going 
tugboat to endorse license, any help or leads will be appreci
ated. Write Elie Halkitis, 511 Hawkins Rd. E., Selden, L.I., 
New York. N.Y, or phone 516-732-1929.................... ...... ... ..................
FOR Sale: 23 Acre ranch home of W6FPQ. 3 BR. 2BA large 
radio room with or without radio rec, and xmt; 40 ft tower, 
30 and 10. Rwy nr town. Write Mike J. Fuimis, W6FPQ, 
Rte. 2, Box 759. Delano, California 93215, ..........................
SELL: NC-303 with calibrator, $225.00, Collins 516E-L $75.00. 
Want clean HRO-60 with extra coils and accessories. Clark, 
1030-20th. West Des Moines, Iowa.  .
DRAKE 2B plus calibrator, spkr/Q-mult.. xtals. $215.00. Heath 
HX-20 SSB VFO 80-10 exciter plus HP-23AC, $145.00. Man
uals. Working perfectly. Cordioli, 18071 Norwood. Tustin, Calif. 
MAGAZINE Collection: QSTs 1940-1966; CQ 1949-1966. Many 
other ham and electronic publications. For sale, all or part. 
List available. W6NSS. 1962 Stearns Drive. L.A., Calif. 90034. 
FOR SaleTHT-44 with P150AC, $275.00: SX-117. $250.00; SBE 
linear SB1LA, $135.00. All are in excellent condition. WB2AUB, 
72 Morewood Oaks, Port Washington, N.Y. or call 516-767- 
8078.
FOR Sale: Gordon rotor and indicator in gud condx with 75 
ft. cable, $250.00 or you make offer. Prefer to deliver within 
Ohio ar to nearbv state due to size. W8YNB, 3759 Crestwood, 
Canton. Ohio 44708,  
SWAN-350, SW-512-DC supply, SW-117-VAC supply, Harii- 
crafters R-47 mobile speaker. Shure mike Model 404C, NTC-1 
baseball spring assembly (stainless), New-Tronics Mast MO-1, 
New-Tronics resonator RM-20, in exclnt condx, $500.00. H. A. 
Friedsam, WA4OPY, P.O. Box 337, Ellwood. City. Penna. 
16117. .............................. ..................... __________________________ .
TA-33 JR beam, AR-22 rotator, ¡6 ft. triangular tower, low- 
pitch saxophone. Must sell: Reasonable. WA2SKA, 1361 E. 
17th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230 Call after 6 PM Tel: 212-DE9- 
0349._______ __ ____.... _____________________ __
HAM TV. Pair ATJ/ATK converted TV cameras with power 
supplies Pick-up deal. Make any offer. Reiss, RFD 1, Storrs, 
Conn.... ....... .................................................. .................. ..... ......................
CRYSTALS Airmailed: SSB, Nets, MARS, Novice, Marine, 
etc. Custom finished etch stabilized FT2-43 .01% any kilo
cycle or fraction, 3500 to 8600 $1.90. (Five or more same or 
mixed frequencies $1.70) (Nets: Ten or more same frequency 
$1.35.) (1700 to 3499 and 8601 to 20,000 $2.50). Overtones sup
plied above 10.000. 10, to 13,500 fundamentals $2.95. Add 
50$ each for .005%. HC-6/u metal miniatures above 2000 add 
75$ each. Crystal kits for most ARRL and other projects in
cluding “IMP”. “SBB Package” and SSB Filter, mixer, oscilla
tor etc. Tell us your needs. Write for order-bulletin. Crystals 
since 1933, Add 10$/crystal airmail return, 5$ surface. C-W 
Crystals. Marshfield. Missouri 65706. ___________ _ __
PRINTED Circuit Boards custom designed and processed Io 
your diagram or layout. New tinned process protects board 
from corrosion and gives good solderability. Send us your cir
cuit for price and delivery, time. Printed Circuit Design and 
Processing, 714 Walnut St., Rte. 3, Albertville, Alabama 35950.

ANI ENNA Rotor AR-22 and/or Pinco A-62 6&2 mtr. beam.
Both excellent. Cheap, WB2OQK, 1129 Astor Avenue, Bronx,
N.Y, 10469. ____________ _ ________________ _
FOR Saie: Gonset Communicator HI, 6 meter. With Turner 
350 PfT microphone and three xtals, 50.18, 50.64, 51.30 Me. 
No instruction book. $100, Thomas Johns, W0BKV, 1622 High- 
ndge Circle, Columbia. Mo. 65201.____________________________
JOHNSON Viking Ranger, in exc. condx, $130.00. Offers? 
First model with 11 meter band. Hale Anderson. 1821 Walnut, 
C edar Falls. Iowa.___________ __ ___________ _____________
INCENTIVE Licensing? You need Posi-Check, Amateur Extra 
and General Class FCC type exams, complete in detail and 
style, even to the IBM. type answer sheets. A very good aid to 
learning and a Must in preparation for FCC Amateur exams. 
General Posi-Check consists of 297 questions and explained 
answers for only $2.98. Extra Class, 115 questions and dia
grams with explained answers. $2.00. 139 questions of the 297 
in the General Posi-Check apply directly to Extra Class also. 
Get both for only $4.50 postpaid^ Post-Check, P.O. Box 3564, 
Urbandale Station, Des Moines, Iowa 50322 _
WANTED: B&W 51 SB or Heath SB-ÌÓ. Sale or trade QSTs 
1947. September thru September 1966. W8DCB, Archibald 
Graham. 6275 Collegevue Pl, Cincinnati, Ohio 45224. Tel: 513- 
541-6456.
COLLINS 75SÌ with Waters rejection tuning, $320.00: 32S-1, 
$320.00: 30S-1 Collins factory rebuilt with new 4CX1000, 
^875,00. WA2FVX. Jack Grayson, Le Roy, N.Y. 14482. Phone 
716-967-6134. __________ _ ____________________________
SELL: SX-96 receiver, good condition. $105.00. WA7BVM, Wes 
Nielson. 2200 South 10th, Caldwell, Idaho 83605.
75.À-4 in A-l condition. Vernie knob. 3 Kc-500 cycle filters, 
$.>50.00, New Attinger 1:1 Q-tran balun. $7.50. Al Wells, 
W8OPÀ, 3820 Elsmere. C ncinnati. Ohio 45212^ 
DRAKE 2B, mint, $180.00: Beautiful Globe King 4O0B, $125.00; 
Handbook keyer, $15.00: ColLns F-250A 85 mechanical filter, 
$10.00; new IP-69C Panadapter, $20.00. K6ILM, 835 Valencia 
SLS.F. Calif. Tel: 415-282-3200.
FOR Sale: Drake..2B receiver, $160.00: HP VTVM 40ÒD, 
$95.99; 12 VDC mobile transistor P/S. $30,00. Other new items, 
meters, transformers, etc. F. Williams, 611 Cedar Lane, Tea
neck, NJ. _____ „ _________________
THOR 6 six-meter transceiver with both AC and DC p/8, 
60 watts. $250,00. Will swap for 20 meter SSB sear. Yorktown 
Heights, N.Y, Tel: 914-245-4120.
SWAN 350. 19 months old, factory updated and aligned in 
August, 117-C power supply, Turner 90D microphone. Like 
new condx, $400. WA1BMA, Buddy Grace, Box 207. Sudbury, 
Mass. ....  ... .......................................  ........ __
PRINTED Circuit Board. 2$ square inch. Epoxy Fiberglass. 
[)etails?Sample 10$L Reiss, RFD 1, Storrs, Conn.  
FOR Sale: Collins 75S-1 receiver, 32S-1 transmitter and 516F-2 
power supply, all for $600,00. Linear with two 4-250$, $100,00; 
Gonset G-50. $200.00. Philip Will, W8HPB, 30 West St. Canal, 
Winchester. Ohio,____________ _ _____________ ____________
SELL: Hatticrafters SX-122 receiver $180.00: National HFSJ? 
to 250 Me receiver. $85.00; 32V-2 with Collins NBFM modu
lator, $100.00; LM14 and PC-221 freq, meters, original cal. 
book, AC supplies, $60.00 each: Johnson speed bug. $10.00. All 
items in excellent condition and FOB Norfolk. Earl Crews, 
W4DBH. 2522 Shafter St„ Norfolk, Va. Tel: 853-4903.  
METERS Galore! A whole slew of high-quality meters at give
away prices. A bunch of other stuff, too. Please send stamped 
addressed envelope for list. R.. L. Baldwin, 26 Ridge Road, 
Simsbury. Conn.
SELL: Drake DC-3 mobile power supply for TR-3 or TR-4, 
Hustler mobile antenna with resonators for 20. 40. and 80, plus 
chain mount, mobile mike and speaker, all for $120,00. K2KER, 
Box 147, RD_£1. Colts Neck, N.J. 07722. 201-946-4225.
DRAFTED! MusTseTf: Collins 75S-1. $275.00; Knight T-60, 
$25.00; Globe VFO deluxe. $40.00; 10-mtr. beam, $(5,00; rotor, 
$10.00. Well stocked junk box and magazines. Will deliver with
in 100 miles radius. Bill Pigott, WA7CQO, 23129 Wachusett 
Road. Edmonds, Washington. Phone (206)542-4812.
HQ-100 AC, $80; DX-100. $70; HE-45R with halo and 5 element 
beam, $70: homebrew modulator, $20.00; ID-60 APA Pan
adaptor with supply, $30. Need cash. Make offer. WA2GVJ, 
Whitney Point. N.Y.
VFO Hallicrafters HA-5 in new condx. Make an offer. W1KBÖ, 
Towdy.J52 Washington. Stoneham, Mass.~ 
FOR Sale: Hammarlund HQ-1 IOC, good condition. $120. Bill 
Geiger, c/o Radio Station WAGE, Leeesburg, Va.
SELL: SX-101A revr, good condx, $125,00 plus T-60 xmtr, 
$25.00. Will separate, Dan Parrilli, WN9PSU, 3533 S. Emerald, 
Chicago, Ill. 60609.
NCX-5 Mark H and NCL-2000 in factory sealed cartons. New. 
$1000. AC supply, $95.00. K7HYZ, N. 308 Locust, Spokane, 
Washington.
COMPLETE "Novice station: DX-60, “$50.00. Twoer? $35.00; 
Lafayette HA-230. $50.00. Whole works for $125.00. You ship. 
WA1FSK, Box 256, Ivoryton. Conn. 06442.
TR-4, $480.00; AC-4, $83.00: DC-3. $123.00; R-4A, $330.00; 
T-4X, $330.00; MS-4. $17.50: RV-4. $83.00; factory-sealed boxes, 
warranted. Sell separately. Mel Palmer, K4LGR, Box 10021, 
Greensboro. N.C,
SELL: HQ-180C revr, I year old, $300.00. Mainline TT/L 
RTTY converter, $125,00; Collins 3 WB, $100.00; Model 14 
typing reperf. with power supply. 14 TD with sync motor, both 
tor $90.00, HT-3L has Paracitics, $50,00. Roy Norris, 101 
Beech St., Apt. 11. Auburn, Ala. Tel: 887-9850. After Dec. 15th, 
1006 Euclid Ave., B’ham. Alabama.

432 Me Converter! Convert from 432 Me. to 7-30 Me. Removed 
from missile guidance systems: size 2*  x 3*  x 3^’ complete 
with schematic and instructions, less crystal. Unused, $9.95 each. 
We pay postage on prepaid orders. C.O.D*s,  remit $2.00 with 
order. Send stamped addressed envelope for list. Alpha-Tronics, 
DePt. B., P.O. Box 31127, Aurora, Colo.
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HR-10 Receiver, $65.00; Globe HG-303 transmitter, $30.00; 
Globe V-10 VFO, $30.U0. Separately or complete station, 
$11U.00. Tom Benewicz, WA2OBT, 11 Montrose, Allendale, N.J. 
FOR ’’^TeTTn’excellent condition: Drake Model 2-B receiver, 
Drake Model 2-BQ “O” Multiplier; Johnson Viking Adventurer 
transmitter with key and 40M-80M crystals. AH for $350.00. Will 
sell separately. Write Wayne Banks, 1207 Loch. Lomand. Ct., 
Richmond, Va. 23221._______________ __________________________
CODAX Automatic keyer. Used 30 hours. With mercury 
batteries and new spare reed relay capsule. $55.00. Bob Norloff, 
W4GEX/2, Box 164, Southampton, N.Y. 11968.
T-150. R-100 and all accessories for $140.00 Plus post. Has 
Worked All States and 31 countries. WB6PDP, Box 396, Scotia, 
Calif. 95565............................. .. ....... ................................ . ..... .... ..............
SELL: HT-37, excellent electrically, mechanically and in appear
ance. It didn’t sell for $245.00. Would you believe $220.00?? 
F.o.b. Tucson, Arizona 85708. K7ZYK, 5815 Aexander St.
SELL: Collins 32V2, in excellent condition, with low-pass 
filter, TV! suppressed, mike, $140.00. National HR050T1 band 
spread, general coverage coils. Matching speaker, $160.00. A 
Levy, 139 Block Blvd., Massapequa, L.L, N.Y. Tel: PY8-8380, 
HT-33B 2 Kw linar with final, $395.00. HAt-TO keyer and 
Vibro-Keyer, $65.00. Webster Bandspanner 36" base, $18.00. 
BUI Jessee, W4GMN, Box 37!, Lebanon, Virginia 24266.
NEED Money for flying. Sell Drake 2B. 2BQ speaker. Ranger 
I, Gonset 201. Best offer. AU guaranteed mint. K9RGH, 9600 
S.W. Highway, Oaklawn, III. 60453. ,
COLLINS 32V3, spare 4D32 PA tube, homebrew SSB adapter, 
needs some work, $150.00; DX-100, $80.00: Regency ATC-1 
hamband converter, $25.00. Ted Shelly, K0DDB, Box 160, 
Manchester, Iowa. ___ _______________ „______________________
SELL: HT-37, new condx, with manual, $250.00. Roland Crider, 
K9VCM. RR #2, Culver, Ind. Tel: 842-3019......... ,
TELEVISION Experimenters, used 5820 image orthicons, used 
500 to 80(J hours; what have you to swap? Cash price $30.00. 
Carlton Scharf. W9QYH, 1605 Ridge Road, Green Bay, Wis.
SX-117 for sale, new tubes, w/trcvc cables: worked 167 D>G 
1 yr. old. $250.00. Joe Poston, K9GCE, 309 Benton Dr., In
di anapolis, Ind. 46227, Tel: 317-881-9771. __ .
HEATH HR-20 SSB revr, $105.00: Cheyenne xmtr. $52.00, 
UT-1 P/S, $12.00. All $150. DX-100, perfect, $85.00. K2ORN, 
2536 River Road, Manasquan, N.J. 08736____________ ______ _
FOR Sale: Viking Navigator, 6N2, Courier factory-wired, 
Viking VFO and Heath VFO. W0TEM/4, Box 248, Waxhaw, 
N.C. _____________________ ______
SELL: Heathkit HW-32, $T20.00T Heathkit VHF-1 Seneca, 
$150.06. W9JEO, RFD #2, Box 82, Toulon, 111._____________  
SELLING NCX-3 transceiver AC/DC power supply, $300.00. 
Mike Mavor, 561 Van Duzer, Staten Island 10304.________ 
SELL: Four 4/400A $20.00 each; two of them new surplus. 
W6GMC, zip 91016.____ ___  ____________________________
SELL:“~DX-W0, $60; H&80, $50.00. W8GDC, 561 Elizabeth, 
Columbus, Ohio 43213.__________________________ _ _____
B&W5100 transmitter. 6146Bs, final. No modifications, except 
professionally de-TVI’d. Original owner. Spotless, perfect work
ing condition all bands, phone and c.w. Set spare tubes, in
cluding 6146s. Also Astatic #D-104 mike (new condx). All for 
$189.00. cash & carry. George M. Clark, W2JBL, 123 Davis 
Ave., Hackensack. N.J. 07601.________________ _ _______
RME 6900 revr with matching speaker, $150.00; Ameco 6 mtr. 
Nuvistor converter with power supply, $30.00. Home brew 
Novice transmitter, $10.00. Home brew keyer, $10.00 (elec
tronic). No trades, please! WB2GVF, Harvey Lawrence, RD 
#2, Bath, N.Y. 14810. Phone PR6-6203.________
FOR.. SaieTHQ-170A "w/s, $260.00; HT-37, $245.00: HA-10*,  
$110.00. Sorry, can’t ship. AH in excellent condx. Going trans
ceive. W3YPL, 104 Johns Ave., Gettysburg, Penna. 17325.
FOR Sale: Clegg 99’er, in good shape; $95.00, including home 
brew mobile mount. Stan Israel, WA2BAH/1, 21 Hartford Ave
nue, Apartment 16, Newington, Conn. Connecticut 06111. Tel: 
1-203-666-3250.________________________________ __ _____ _ __
“HOSS-TRADER” Ed Moory says stop inflation at all costs: 
Down go prices on new equipment factory warranty display 
models. New Galaxy V transceiver and power supply, regular 
price, $499.95. Cash price, $399.95. Package deal, new Swan 
350 and 117-XC supply and speaker, regular price $515.00, cash 
price: $429.95; SB-34, regular price, $395.00, cash price: $339.00: 
TR-4. $489.00. T-4X. $339.00: R-4A, $338.00; new NCX-5, 
$685.00; cash price, $479.00; NCL-2000, $539.00; 32S-3, $599.00; 
75S-3B, $499.00; 30L-1 factory warranty, $439.00: new Mosley 
TA-33 beam and Ham-M rotor, $184.95. Reconditioned gear: 
TR-3, $369.00; HT-37. $189.00: 2-B, $179.00, SX-101A, $179.00; 
75A-3, $239.00: KWM-2, $549.00. Ed Moory Wholesale Radio, 
Box 506, DeWitt, Arkansas. Phone 946-2820 and ask for “Char
lotte” or “Ed* ’.____ ___________________________________________,
SB-300, SSB and AMTfUters: $225.00. HO-tO, $60.00. W0KSK, 
2300 South 4th Avenue, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57105.______ 
ANTIQUES: Very old, in good condition, horn spkrs; loose 
couplers; xtal detectors: revrs; tubes, etc. Will sell or swap 
for modern equipment for my first ng. Perry Mercurio, King- 
fw1d2 Maine 04947._ _  
FOR Sale: Telrex Triband Model TB-74, in excellent condition, 
complete with spec sheets, priced to sell. 100 feet CPH Amphe
nol RR-8/4, $8.00. Jack R. Hildreth, 1 Stonehill Drive, Stone
ham. Mass. Tel: 438-0755. .. ............................ .......
FOR Sale: Johnson Ranger, like new, Eico 720 in good condi
tion; BC-348 good condition, and R-174/URR receiver with 
power supply for 6, 12, 24, and 110 volt supply. All for $175.00. 
WA5EZE, 2020 Sth, Apt. 42, Lubbock, Texas.
SELL, Never used: Hy-Gain BN-12 balun coil. $12.00. WA3- 
EIZ, 5200 Talbot Place, Baltimore, Md,_________ __________
URGENT! Need to borrow 30* parabolic reflector for micro
wave moonbounce experiment. Craig McCluskey, WB6NFX,
6301 W. 78th St., Los Angeles, California 90045, 213-670-0607.
HEATH HW-12 with Dynalab Triband conversion. Like new.
Will ship prepaid in original carton. $125.00. WA5LBC, 104
Palm Dr., Marlin, Texas 76661,

Centuries ago the knight tn shining armor 
sallied forth on various quests—to find the Holy 
Grail, to rescue a maiden in distress, to slay the 
fiery dragon.

Today, the League and several hundred local 
radio clubs have started out on a quest, too, 
to reach out for the 100,000 or so amateurs 
who are not affiliated with a local club or the 
League. We need the added strength these 
amateurs will bring to our fraternity, and these 
amateurs need the services, fraternalism and 
idea exchange provided by ARRL and club 
membership.

If you're a club member, and your club is not 
already embarked on HamQuest 67, you should 
request a dub promotion kit from HamQuest 
67, ARRL, Newington, Conn. 061 IK Individual 
members and the dub alike can earn prizes as 
they add members to the dub and the League 
rosters.

And if you're not a dub member, why not 
make it a point to drop in at the next meeting 
and see for yourself what it has to offer?

ARRL membership with QST $5, $5,25 
in Canada, $6 elsewhere. Additional 
family members at the same U.S. or 
Canadian address, $1.

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, Inc.

NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT O«IH
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The No. 90672
ANTENNA BRIDGE

The Millen 90672 Antenna Bridge is an accurate 
and sensitive bridge for measuring impedance 
in the range of 5 to 500 ohms at radio frequen
cies up to 200 me. it is entirely different in basic 
design from previous devices offered for this 
type service inasmuch as it employs no variable 
resistors of any sort. The variable element is an 
especially designed differential variable capaci
tor capable of high accuracy and permanency 
of calibration over a wide range of frequencies. 
A grid dip meter such as the Millen 90651 may 
be used as the source of KF signal. The bridge 
may be used to measure antenna radiation 
resistance, antenna resonance. transmission 
line impedance, standing wave ratio, receiver 
input impedance aud many other radio fre
quency impedances. By means of the antenna 
bridge, an antenna matching unit may he 
adjusted so ax to provide the minimum stand
ing wave ratio on the radiation system at all 
frequencies.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS 
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FEATURES:
• Complete ham-band coverage 80-10 
meters and portion of 6 meters
• Standard-equipment 9.5-10.5 Me band 
provides WWV and 31 meter SWL band
• Three-position selectivity for optimum 
fidelity end QRM rejection
• Ultra-sharp CW filter
• Crystal-controlled BFO; separate AM and 
Product detectors; AF and RF gain controls
• Full AGC with selectable decay time; 
S-Meter; illuminated dial
• Fly-wheel tuning drive with high-ratio 
split gears; direct calibration on all bands
• Tunable rejection notch filter; extremely 
effective noise limiter
• Transmitter type VFO; crystal controlled 
first oscillator; built in crystal calibrator
• Low power consumption, permitting 12V 
battery operation when desired; AC supply 
availeble
• Full transistorization, diode selectivity 
switching, plug-in module construction, 
highest quality components
• Rugged, stable extruded aluminum chas-

Lsis for extreme stability; textured grey
metal cabinet; FULLY GUARANTEED

THE RECEIVER THAT PERFORMS THE WAY 
YOU EXPECT A RECEIVER TO PERFORM

THE DAVCO
□R-3O

Get the receiver that does the Job!
Feature for feature the DR-30 is your best buy.

HERE’S WHY:
• All solid-state featuring Field-Effect transistors in 
RF stages • Most compact receiver on the market 
today but big enough to do the job • Makes overloading 
and cross-modulation a thing of the past*  Unbelievable 
sensitivity—really pulls in the weak ones • Contains 
all of the features you want at a price that's right •
All of the advanced capabilities ever wanted in a receiver are 
now available at a price within the range of every serious 
amateur. The all-transistorized Davco DR-30 is a compact 
(4"H X7'/s" WX 6"D| amateur-engineered receiver designed 
to provide exceptional performance under extreme environ
mental operating conditions. Sensitivity you won't believe, 
superior image rejection and extreme freedom from cross
modulation and overloading on strong signals are only a few 
of the reasons why the DR-30 is the receiver that does the job! 
Ask the ham who is using one now, check the many features 
included at no extra cost and you'll discover why the Davco 
DR-30 should also be your receiver. Many professional 
and commercial users have already discovered for themselves.

DAVCO DR-30 $389.50

For further information and illustrated brochure, write:

DAVCO ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. Box 2677, 2024 S. Monroe St.,
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

I
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HARRÌSON .... ^akes^so^asy
for you to give

New Reflectometer with unique dial in
dicator reads both forward and reflected 
power on every transmission. Two separ
ately set forward scales of 200 and 1000 
watts (20 and 200 watts reflected) insure 
accurate reading. VSWR determined from 
reference chart. Comes complete with 
Directional Coupler.
Model 369

MILLEN GRID DIP METER
Compact and completely self-contained. 
"Transformer" type AC supply. Frequency 
coverage: 1.7 me to 300 me. (Additional 
coils available to extend range to 220 kc.) 
Can be battery operated. Complete with 
carrying case. The "Old Reliable”!
Model 90651 .................................... $68.85

Model 92200

mercury-wetted keying relay. 
Model HA-1 ...... .............. .

MILLEN TRANSMATCH
Allows transmitter to work into 50 ohm un
balanced, for which it was designed. Con
verts multi-band antenna to 50 ohms between 
3.5 me and 29.7 me. Matches 10 to 500 
ohm unbalanced loads. Handles a KW.

âtAâ REFLECTOMETER

$120.

MORE “GOODIES” for GOOD HAMS!
4.00$129.00

Model AP-SMB with dual headphones $35.95
Model AP-SS-MB with single phone .. $26.95
Model AP-S — headphones only .... $24.95

Harrison is the shortest distance between two 
points — you, and the gift you want to give 
or get for Christmas. Here, at “Ham Head
quarters, U.S.A." you'll find every item and 
service to make shopping easy for every ham 
and tyro alike.

73 ZdZ W2AVA

HEADPHONE 
and BOOM 
MICROPHONE

High impedance Model 
AP-S dual headphones 
and high output (—50 
db) ceramic mike. Com
plete with shielded cable 
and plug.

AUTOMATIC KEYER
Now . . . rhythm-smooth automatic CW — 
never anything like it! Feather touch double 
paddle with fully automatic spacing and 
timing from 5 to 50 WPM. 1500 cycle out
put can plug into mike jack to work USB, 
LSB or AM. Solid state circuitry with sealed 
"Reed” relay. Monitors own signal.
Model 361 ......................   $92.50

HALLICRAFTER ‘TO.” KEYER
Smooth, precise CW transmission. Dots and 
dashes are self-completing and perfectly 
spaced. Calibrated for 10-25, 20-45, and 
30-65 WPM ranges. Features include side
tone monitor, speaker, headphone jack,

$79.95

IK«

I 
5* 
X

ARRL RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS.
U.S. and Foreign.
Both sent postpaid for.... .............. . $
EDITORS & ENGINEERS RADIO HANDBOOK $ 
FANON-MASCO 2-STATION INTERCOM

t Mod. EC-2 .................... ...............................
X PENWOOD 24-HOUR JUMP CLOCK............
X ARRL VHF RADIO HANDBOOK....................
T WATERS “PROTAX” AUTOMATIC
X GROUNDING ANTENNA SWITCHES
A Mod. 375 (radial connectors) ..............
A Mod. 376 (rear connectors)..................
❖ HARRISON RADIO OPERATORS
X WORLD REFERENCE MAP
X Postpaid folded.......................................
•5 Postpaid in mailing tube......................
t MONARCH VOM (20,000 ohm de;
X 10,000 ohm ac.) MT200 .............................
A ASTATIC D104 MICROPHONE & PTT STAND

X
X

CDR-TR44A ROTATOR.................
CESCO CM52 REFLECTOMETER ., 
SIMPSON 260-5 V0M TESTER .... 
HY-GAIN 18TD TAPE DIPOLE....  
BROWN CTL COMBINATION KEY 
BROWN TWIN LEVER KEY.........

$

9.90
9.50

9.95
$15.00 
$ 2.00

>13.95
42.50

VIBROPLEX TRANSMITTING KEYS 
“PRESENTATION”

24-K gold plated base top. Super speed 
control main spring. Adjusts instantly 
to any speed. Red switch knob, finger 
and thumb piece. Jewelled bearings.

$ 2.00 J 
$ 2.50 J

$12.90 f 
$30.72 ¿ 
$64.95 • 
$29.95 ; 
$55.00 . 
$69.95 • 
$18.95 ; 
$14.95 <

Mail orders carefully and promptly filled.
o'

“Presentation1 $39.95
Vibroplex “VIBRO-KEYER” .. $18.95

'CHAMPION” Standard base—chromium finished top parts ..$19.95
"ORIGINAL" Standard base ...........

Deluxe, chrome base
... $24.95
... $29.95

IK
»!

"BLUE RACER” Similar to “Original" but just half its size .... $24.95

HARgiSON
225 Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y. 10007 

(212) BA 7-7922
... .. Long Islanders! Visitors! ——

Jamaica Store: 139-20 Hillside Avenue
(516) RE 9-4101
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ARRL Asks Low End of Two................................ ............ 47, Jan.
Board To Meet Early...................... ..................................... 66, May
Bove, Charles M., W0MXC............ ..................... ............. .. 89, Oct.
Canadian Centennial Calls................................................ .. 88, Oct.
Canadian License Figures........................................ ............. 60. Aug.
CB Operator Nailed Despite ‘‘Skip Call”.......................... 60, Aug.
CB Request on Calls Denied.................... ........................... 88, Oct.
Centennial Calls for Canada................... ............................. 48, Jan.
Change of Address or Name..................... . ......................... 72, June
Civil Judgment Against CB Licensee...................... .. 60, Aug.
Cover Plaque Award (photos)

W4WQZ, 43, Mar.; K1PLP, 39, Apr.; W2EEY/W1DCG/ 
D.I0BV, 66, May; K3CFA, 74. Sept.; WA6FQG, 88 Oct.; 
W0GIL & K0HLZ. 85, Nov.; W1YLB, 85, Nov.;

Director Election Results................ ..................................... 74, Jan.
Dunn, Dr. Lawrence J., W2LP........ ........... . ..................... 89, Oct.
Election Notice................................. ... ..................... 58, Aug.; 74, Sept.
Election Results........................ ................... ......................... 84, Nov.
Examination Schedule.......................... ................................. 49, Jan.
Family Membership............................. ............................. ,. 89, Oct.
Family Operating Privilege Denied.................................. 88, Oct.
FCC Denies Fee Reductions,..................................... . 34, Feb.
FCC Denies Power Reduction........................ .. 89, Oct.
FCC Dismisses Petition Against Contest & Playback ... 39, Apr. 
FCC Examination Schedule.............. -.................................. 69, July
FCC Hamfest Attendance Suspended.............. ................... 67, May
FCC Personnel Changes................ ................................. .. 40, Mar.
FCC Policy on FM/TV Receiver Design................ .. 39, Apr.
FCC Seeks Engineer......... ................................. .................. 93, Feb.
Finance Committee Report............. . ........................... . . 62, Aug.
Foster, WOGQ, New Midwest Director........................ . 68, July
Gov. Volpe/Mass. Amateur Radio Week — (photo)........ 38, Mar. 
Identify in English......... ............................. 72, June
Kentucky Call Plates Defeated............................................ 73, June
KratokvilRetires.................. ......................................... .. 34, Feb.
K2BVC Award (Group photo)................. ................... .. 42, Mar.
Las Vegas Exam.................... . ........................... . ............... 49, Jan.
League Requests Ten-Meter RTTY................... .. 72, June
Massachusetts License Plates............................................. 72, Dec,
Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting .... 140, Jan.; 42, Mar.;

67, May; 70, July; 77, Sept.; 72, Dec, 
Minutes of 1966 Annual Meeting of Board of Directors.. 70, July 
More Amateur Radio Weeks............,....................... 59, Aug.; 88, Oct.
National Convention — 1967.................................. . 81, Nov.
National Amateur Radio Week........ . ............... ................. 75, Sept.
New Amateur Chief, W3BG.............................. ... 67, May
New Novice Question..................................... .. 75, Sept.
Overseas & Absentee Ballots........................ ............. 60, Aug.
Permanent Status Proposed for RACES............... 40. Mar. 
Plaque to W4MVH for Service as Director (photo).......... 89, Oct. 
Prison Sentence for Citizen Bander..................................... 48, Jan.
Proposed Antenna Tower Rules,.......................................... 66, May
Queen's Counsel Honors for VE3RX.................................. 67, May
RACES Now Permanent...................,............................. . .. 75, Sept.
Reciprocal Operating with Paraguay.................................. 66, May
Renewals by U.S. Amateurs Overseas................................. 38, Apr.
Report of Membership & Publication Committee............. 61, Aug. 
Report of Official Availability Committee..................... . .. 61, Aug.
Report of Planning Committee........ ................................... 61, Aug.
Report of Public Relations Committee..................... . 62, Aug.
Revised Articles & By-Laws............. ................................... 68, July
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Second Prison Sentence.........................    38, Apr.
Staff Notes......... ...................................................................... 72, Dec.
Suspensions and Revocations...........................    35. Feb.
Telephone Company Fraud Bills..............................   59. Aug.
Temporary Traffic with 4U1ITU........................................  88. Oct.
Tuska presentation (photo).... ...................   77. Sept.
United Kingdom Reciprocity......................  56, Jan.; 68, Feb.
What Bands Available.......................................................... 85, Nov.
W6ZH presentation from WlQV (photo)........................... 69, July
W0NWX New ARRL President.........................................  68, J uly

IARU NEWS
Amateur Radio in Yugoslavia..............................   56. Apr.
Amateur TV in France........................................................... 56, Apr.
Application Procedure — France........................................ 78, Sept.
Chilean President Thanks Amateurs.............................. 92. Ort.
Colombia Reciprocity................................      19, Jan.
DX Operating News.................................................79, Sept.; 74, Dec.
DX Operating Notes.............. ................30, Jan.; 67, Feb.; 158, Mar.

77, June: 144, July
European Band Plan............ ... ............................................. 86. Nov.
Finnish Amateur Licensing.................................................... 67, Feb.
First Foreigner Operates tn England.................................... 31, Jan.
Flash! Third Party with Uruguay........................................ 87, Nov.
Foreign CN8 Mobile Operation.......................................  81, July
Foreign PA0 Operation...................................   73, May
Foreign QSL Bureau Notes.................................................... 81, July
France— U.S.Reciprocity.................................................... 81, July
Germany — U.S. Reciprocity............................................... 78, Sept.
Halligan, W9AC/W4AK & ARI President Dr. R. Sesia, 

UFA (photo)............. .......................   74, Mar.
Ham Gear into Britain.......... ...................................    86, Nov.
IARU Progress........ . ...........................     9. Apr.
Tndia/Tsrael—U.S. Reciprocity.........................................   65, Aug.
Israeli Amateur Radio. .....................................      90. Oct.
Korean Examination Results...................    86, Nov.
I xmdon Exhibition..... ........................................... 92, Oct.
LA1ITU, Oslo.................. .. ...................................... 80, July; 74, Dec.
LA5LGSK............................................................................... 79, Sept.
LU Emergency Net .........................    56, Apr.
Mexican Convention..........................................................    73, May
New FP8 Licensing Rules..................................................... 78, Sept.
New IARU Members — Nicaragua & Czechoslovakia.... 80, July 
New IARU Member—Nigeria............................................ 68, Feb.
New Norwegian Calls....................   86, Nov.
Notes and News.................................................   87, Nov.
Novice Class License Sought in Zambia.............................. 30, Jan.
OA4O DXpedition ..........................................................  152, Sept.
Polish Fair Operation..............................   76, Juno
QSL Bureaus of the World.................... ................. 76, June; 75, Dec.
Reciprocal Operating Rules for HK......................   68, Feb.
Region I Committee ( photo)......................................   31, Jan.
Region I Conference In Opatija.............................. 73, May; 64, Aug.
Region I Executive Committee (photo)............................. 79, Sept.
HOAR International Friendship Award.... ..................     31, Jan.
Swiss Win Antenna Case.......................      86, Nov.
U.K. Reciprocal Operating Agreement (photo).................. 56, Apr.
U.K. Reciprocal Operating Rules.............. .......................... 74, Mar.
United Kingdom Reciprocity............................................ .. 56, Jan.
U.S.— United Kingdom Reciprocity.................................... 68. Feb.
WAG................. ........................................................   74, Mar.
W6MLZ WinsColumbusAward...................................   74, Dec.
W0NWX New IARU President........................................... 80, July
Yugoslavian Anniversary Award............................................. 92, Oct.
9Gl Amateurs QRT..........................................................  76, June
9G1 Back on the Air.................................................   154, Sept.
50-Mc. Band dropped in Rhodesia..........................  30, Jan.
9G1 Back on the Air....................   154, Sept.
50-Mc. Band dropped in Rhodesia..................................   30, Jan.
1966 IARC Convention — Geneva........................................  65, Aug.

KEYING, BREAK-IN AND 
CONTROL CIRCUITS

Break-In Keying, More on S-fane (Hildreth)...................... 13, May
Break-In Monitoring with the HA-1 (Thompson)    35, Dec. 
C. W. Keying Monitor, A Better (Trueblood).................... 23, Apr.
CWX, The (Fisher)......................................................  20, Feb.

Feedback................ .....................................  .54, Apr.;67, July
CWX Control, The (H&K)..................     «7, July
Key Clicks?, Why (Grammer).................................  11, Get.

Feedback.........................       53, Nov.
Keyer Weight, Homebrew (H&K)..............      74, May
Keying, Low-Level Blocked-Grid (Grammer)....... Il, Nov.
Station Control, Full Break-In ( H&K) ........................ 66, Apr.
Station Control, Some Thoughts On (Blakeslee)............... 27, Jan. 
Use A Monitor! (McCoy),. .........    29, Nov.

MEASUREMENTS 
AND TEST EQUIPMENT

Audio Light Meter (H&K).................................................... 63, Jan.
Audio Oscillator, Finding the Value of an Unknown In

ductance With an (H&K)...........................................  67. Apr.
Beacon-Signal Generator........................................................ 72, Aug.
Capacitance Meter, Wide-Range (Coding)......................... 18, Sept.
Checking Resonant Frequencies (H&K)............................  62 Jan.
Electrical Interference (Nelson)

Part 1 — Causes and Identification..............   11, Apr.
Part II — Tracking and Cure....................   39, May

Heath S.W.R. Meter, Building a Transmatch into the 
(Perera)..........................................   20, Jan.

L Networks for Reactive Loads (Gordon).........................  30, Sept.
Oscilloscope. Simple Linear sweep for (H&K)............... . .. 71, Feb. 
Pad Construction (H&K)..................................................... 44, Mar.
Power for the Noise Generator (Conley )............................ 48, Feb.
Receiver, A Noise-Locator (DeMaw)...............................  17, June
RTTY Filters, High-Performance (Hoff)

Part II — Improved Designs for Better Reception... 34, Sept.
RTTY Shifts, Checking (Hoff)............................................ 35, May
Smith-Chart Calculations for the Radio Amateur (Hall)

Part i — Graphical Solutions of Transmission-Line 
Problems..........................  22, Jan.

Part II—Determining Actual Antenna Impedances. 30, Feb.
Feedback.................... . ..................................... 76,Mar.;40, June

Test Generator, A Simple Two-Tone (Cheek).............. .. 26, Aug.
Transistor 100-Kc.Standard & Harmonic Generator.......... 28, June 
Transistors, Field-Effect (George)............................  16, Oct.
Transmatch, A 300-Ohm Standard For the (G&G)............ 22, Oct.
Varimatcher, The (DeMaw)...........................   11, May
Voltmeter, A Readout A.C-Line (G&G)... .......................... 20, July
25 to 25,000 Cycles (Lange).....................................    30, July

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL
A Le.tter From Our President................................................ 10, Mar.
Amateur Balance, The (Grenfell)..................   55, Nov.
Amateur Radio Frequency Allocations & Use (Schmefing). 61, Apr.
Amateur Radio on The Seven Seas... ...............................  28, July
Anniversary Series — ‘‘Classic'’ QST Articles, January, page 41-46;

February, page 62-65: March, page 59-65; April, page 68; May, 
page 77; June, page 80; July, page 82-83; August, page 68-69; 
September, page 82; October, page 96; November, page 92; 
December 80.

ARRL Awards Honor Roll for 1965....................................... 46, Mar.
ARRL QSL Bureau.. .150, Feb.; 152, May; 156, July; 158, Sept.

164, Nov.
As The- Ham Sees ARRL (Waters).................. . ................. 46, May
Astronet (Calkins & Guter)................................................. 50, Feb.
Auto License Plates (H&K)...............................   48, Nov.
B.A.R.T. (Dittmann)........................  52, May
Blind — “Auditory Meter Dial”......................................  93, Mar.

Feedback........ ..........................   38, May
Boduch, WA2GXI Receives Anne Sullivan Award........... 33, Sept. 
Canadian Ham History......................................................... 28, Nov.
Coax, Using Uld (H&K)........................................................ 49, Nov.
Code-Speed Nomograph ( H&K)........................................... 74, June
Civil Defense Radio Station, Setting Up A (Geiser)......... 63, June 
Cycles, Cycles Per Second, or Hertz.....................    48, Aug.
Easy Box, The. ........... ...............................................   17, Sept.
Family Membership.................................   52, Feh.
FCC Seeks Engineers.....................................      93, Feb.
Flying Submarine, New Jersey Ham Builds....................  65, May
G B A (Moreau)................................................................... 55, Oct.
Goldwater Operating WA7A0W (photo)............................ 84, Jan.
“ Ham of the Year” Award.   .................   10, Feb.
Hamquest 67...............................................................  17, Dec.
Headquarters Building

Building Fund Progress........... .. .34, Jan.; 76, May; 63, Aug.
Members Are Saying.......................34, Jan.; 76. May; 63. Aug.

Help Yout Library Help You............................................... 21, Mar.
Hick, Harry (Photo)..........................................    46, Jan.
Improve Your Club’s Training Program (Foss)................ 55, Jan. 
Jamboree On The Air (Gribi, Jr.). .......................  58, Sept.
Keeping The Log Book Flat H&K.............. . ....  74, June
Key Base, A Heavy (H&K).................................................. 67, July
“ Little Black Box” (Vander Horck)................................... ¿»3, Nov.
Lightning Calculator (H&K)...............    48, Dec.
Meeting The Challenge (Watson).......................   51, June
Museum Items Wanted......................     26, Jan.
My Friend, CR6CH (Barbosa)..........................   53, Aug.
New Books.......... .............................................,............... 79, Feb.
New MARS Chief K3AKK (photo).................................... 58, Jan.
Privilege — or Right? (Grenfell)....... . ................  55, Sept »
QST Abbreviations used in Text & Drawings, Some...... 57, Nov. 
QST Congratulates............................. ..................... 61, Jan.; 10, Apr.
QSL Card Mounts (H&K).........   74, May
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Smith-Chart Calculations for the Radio Amateur (Hall)
Part I — Graphical Solutions if Transmission-Line

Radio Frequency Management (Buss)............ ...............  52, July
Rubber Feet (H&K)..........................................  49, Nov.
SJRASflth,,,............... ......................................  71, Dec.
Slow-Scan

Twenty-Meter Test?.........................   ...... 38, Sept.
TV Communications with Antarctica.......................... 20, Nov.

“Talking On Air” (Russell)..... ................................  54, Nov.
Ten-Minute Timer (H&K)........................... 75, June 
TH Television Forum (photo)........................................ .. 77, Feb.
Weekly Radio Program...................................  26, Jan.
WWV to QSL “First-Day” Reception............... .............. 53, Nov.

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL
Adapter for Mikes without P.T.T. Switch (H&K)....... 56, Oct. 
Adapter Plug (H&K) (Feedback 77, Dec.)......................... 49, Nov.
('able 1-acing, Another Method of Forming Vinyl (H&K).. 57, Oct. 
Chassis Mounting of Printed-Circuit-Type Transformers

(H&K)..............    _.......  48, Dec.
Circuit Boards, “Unetched”. ........................................  16, Nov.
Cleaning Crackle Finishes (H&K)..............   70, Aug.
Coaxial Shield Connectors, Neat (H&K).............................. 66, Apr.
Connection Weatherproofing (H&K).................   67, Apr.
Crystal V.F.O., Building a Simple (Noble)........................ 18, Nov.
Crystals, Restoring Etched (H&K)................  66, Apr.
Electrical Interference (Nelson)

Part i — and Identification. ...............    11, Apr.
Part H — Tracking and Cure..............................  39, May

Emergency Alignment Tool (H&K).........................................48, Nov.
Equalizing the Low-Voltage Requirements of the HW-12

and SB-100 (H&K)............................................................ 49, Dec.
Filter Design, An Amateur Application of Modern 

(Wetherhold).................................. 14, July
Gimmicks & Gadgets

Lazy-H Antenna, A. V.H.F........................................  34, Dec.
One-Watt Rig for 40 Meters, A (Dwight).................. 40, Nov.
Transistor Supply, Zener-Regulated Low-Current... 28, Sept.
Transmatch, A 300-Ohm Standard For The ........ 22, Oct.
U.H.F. Oscillator, An Experimental...... ..................... 24, Aug.

Feedback.....................      94, Sept.
Voltmeter, A Readout A.C.-Line............................  20, July

Hardware, Vibration-Proof (H&K)...............................  85, Sept.
Heat Dissipating Plate Caps (H&K)................   62, Jan.
Heath HW-32 Alignment (H&K)........................  74, May
Heath HX-20, Improved C. W. Operation of the (H&K).. 44, Mar. 
Hi-Fi and Electronic Organ Interference (McCoy)....... 32, June 
HP-23 With The HW-12 And The SB-100, Using The

<H&K).._...............................................  75, May
HW-12 Rattle (H&K)...........................................    19. Dec.
HX-20andHR-20DialPointers(H&K)............. .. ..........  74, June
Insulators, Toothpaste-tube Cap (H&K)..............  74, May
Is One of These Y’our Problem? (McCoy)............................ 26, May
Key Clicks?, Why (Grammer)............................. ................. 11, Oct.

Feedback...........................................      53, Nov.
KWM Relays (H&K)..................................    66, July
Mating Shafts of Different Diameters (H&K)..................... 75, May
More Modifications for the Knight C-100 (Streeter)........... 38, Dee.
Neon Lamps (H&K)......... ..........................  56, Oct.
New Apparatus

Ami-Tron Toroid Kit..............................................  17, Nov.
Broad-band Ferrite Baluns...___ _____   17, May
Budwig Equipment Feet................................................ 29, Sept.
Esseo PS-3........................................................................ 29, July
Johnson Insulated Terminals......... .............................. 45, Nov.
Meter Protector.................. ........................  33, Sept.
Meter Shield, New.......................................   88, Feb.
Millen No-String Illuminated Slide-Rule Dial........... 108, Oct.
Millen R.F. Switches.......................    29, July
No Hole Mobile Antenna Mount................................. 46, July
Omega Multirange PanelMeter Kit..... ........................ 108, Oct.
Polyphase Coaxial Switches.............. . ......................... 34, May
Quick On-off PL-259 Adapter...................................... 29, July
Semtech“Slimpacs”..................       100, Feb,
TRPTunaverter... ...............       35. Feb.
Veto Breadboard Kit..............................   17, Nov.
Waters Reflectometer..........................................  56, Sept.

Nonconductive Guys (Hamlin)....................... 28, May
Feedback...............................    99, Nov.

Potentiometer Replacement (H&K).....................  84, Sept.
Printed-Circuit Cleaning Tool (H&K).......................... .... 63, Jan,

Quick Connector (H&K)...........     48, Nov.
Removing Slugs From Greenlee Punches (H&K).............. 62, Jan.
Rotary Switch Contacts (H&K)....... ............................  62, Jan.
Shaft Couplings (H&K)......................................   71, Aug.
Shrinkable Sleeve Eliminates Shielding Gap in R.F. Cable

(H&K)____ ______ _ _____ ...___________________  66, July
Silver-Plating Paste, Inexpensive (H&K) ...................... 75, May
Silver Polish in the Hamshack (H&K).......................  71, Feb.

Problems.......... ..................................................  22, Jan.
Part II — Determining Actual Antenna Impedances 30, Feb. 
Feedbacks............. . ......................................... 76, Mar.; 40, June

Soldering Aid (H&K).....................................................  70, Aug.
Soldering-Gun Tip, Emergency (H&K)............................... 85, Sept.
S.S.B. Transmitters, Telephone QRM from (Balmer)..., 34, June 
Strengthening Feedthrough Capacitors (H&K).................. 48, Dec.
Technical Correspondence

Active Filter for RTTY......................................  46, Nov.
Alternator Power Supply....... ....................................... 48, July
BC-221 Maintenance........ . ........................................... 78, Mar.
“ Cantenna ‘ ’ as an R.F. Wattmeter, The................... 79, Mar. 
Cross-Modulation in Receiver R.F. Pentodes............ 41, June 
CWX Control System, The........................................... 54, Apr,
Essa II.................. ................................. ...40, Sept.; 16, Dec.
Fire Protection..........................         79, Mar.
Ground Planes. Phased ....................     37, Aug.
Hertzes? Why Not?.....................   39, Sept.
Improvisation — The Mark ot the Amateur.............. 48, July
1-1.77 Surplus Tube Tester, The......... .....................  36, Aug.
Micro-Circuit Shift Register......................................... 78, Mar.
Monifilter....................................................................  77, Mar.
Narrow-Band TV Using Pseudo-Random Dot Scan.. 46, Oct. 
Noise Locator.......................   46, Nov.
Polar Coordinate Converters, Note on....................... 54, 55, Apr.
One Plus One — Solid Copy... ................  79, 80, Mar,
On Using The 6EH7....................................................... 49, July

Feedback.........................................   94, Sept.
Plastic Quad Frame............................    45, Dec.
Reactance Signposts.......................    39, Sept.
Smith Chart, On Using The...................    40, June
Standards for Moonbouncers......... ...............................  77, Mar.
Transistor Regenerative Detector...................40, June; 39, Sept.
Transistors for Amateur Applications, Low-Priced

Premium............. . ......   47, Oct.
TV Boosters....................      40, Sept.
TVI From Boosters........................................................ 48, July
Vertical for 80-40........................................................... 46, 47. Nov.
V.F.O, Stability.......... ........................................   45, Dec.
Voltage Regulators.........................   46, Nov.
W3QLV Crystal V.F.O., The...............................  77, Mar.

Technical Topics
Noise Figure & Receiver Noise..................................... 21, Sept,

Telescoping Mast, A Mark II (Corgiat)................. ............ 96, Apr.
Toroid Cores, Miniature (H&K).....................   57, Oct.
Transformer, improved Mounting for the Balanced-

Modulator (H&K)........ . ................................. ......... 67. Apr.
Transformer Laminations, Cleaning (H&K)...................... 66, July
Transistors, Field-Effect (George)........ ............................... 16, Oct,
“Unpottmg” Permakay Filters (H&K)..................,......... 18, Dec.
Work Light (H&K)..........  ...........................  70, Aug.
WWV Moving to Colorado........... .............................  39, June 
8-Mc. Crystals with the SR-42 & SR-46, Using (H&K).... 70, Feb.

MOBILE
Beams for 50 and 144 Me., Portable (Tilton)............ .  32, Jan.
Mobile Antenna, A Neat 50-Mc. (Tilton).......................... 44, May
Power Supply, A Transistorless 300-Watt Mobile (Exum

& Johnson)........................... . ............................. ,,........... 23, May
Feedback...............................................................  52, Aug.

QSL Holder for Mobile (H&K).....................................  62, Jan.
Super-9 The Simple (North)................................................. 20, Aug.

Feedback..................... ................. ... ................. 70, Sept.; 53, Nov.
Transmitter/ConvertfT Unit, A Ten-Meter Mobile (Rush) 29, Aug. 
6 Meter “Rushbox”, The (DeMaw)................. ..... ........... 11, July

OPERATING PRACTICES
C.D. Article Contest

“A New Vear’s Resolution” (Johnston)..................... 97. Mar.
“DX Operating Procedures” (Hennigan).............. loo, July 
“Radiomamhip” (Amis)......... ..................................    103, Sept.

CL and VA, On Using.....................       98, Sept.
Code, Some Notes on Acquiring the (Johnston)............ . .. 62, Nov. 
DX Operating Notes......................... ..................... 67, Feb.; 158, Mar,
G B A (Moreau)..................................................................... 55, Oct,
identification,About.............. ..................      85, Aug.
ID Requirements and Phonetics......................................  98, Sept.
Listen Before Culling CQ...............    96, Mar.
NCEFs, Using the.............. . ..................................  97. May
Originating Traffic, Some Hints on.......... .............  100, July
Q Signals, Handling Correctly.............................................. 85, Aug.
“QSL , , . Solid Copy” (Tröster)........... ......................... 51, Oct.
S.S.B. Signal, Achieving the Clean...................................... 84, Aug.
Traffic Netters. A Special Word to.........................   99, May
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97.73 — or Bust! (Lien) 
Parti....................................................................... 52, Oct.
Part 11.......................... . ......... .  .................. .. 58, Nov.

POWER SUPPLY
D.C. Power Supply, Variable-Voltage (Wagner)............... 32, Nov. 
Dual-Voltage D.C. Supply (H&K)...................................... 70, Aug.
Dual-Voltage Tower Supply Has Increased Efficiency

(H&K).................. . ................. . ............... .......................... 75, June
Electronically Regulated Supply, Using an Overload Re

lay with an (H&K)................. . ................... ............... .. 49, Nov.
Power for the Noise Generator ( Conley)............................ 48, Feb.
Power Supply, A Transistorless 300-watt Mobile (Exum &

Johnson).....................................................        23, May
Feedback..............................................................   52, Aug.

PowerSupply, a Wide-Range Voltage-Rcgulated(Nydam) 38, May 
Feedback..... ..................................................   38, May

Transistor Supply, Zener-Regulated Low-Current (G&G) 28, Sept. 
12 Volts at 500 Ma. — Regulated (Copp)............. .............. 50, July

PROJECT OSCAR
Oscar IV

Due Deo 21...................... ............................. .................... 10, Jan-
(The World Above 50 Me.). - ...........................       .80, 81, Feb-

Project Oscar Wins Christopher Columbus Award............ 31, Jan*

PUBLIC SERVICE
A Busy Weekend............. .............................................. . ... .. 72, Sept.
Amateur Radio in the U. 8. Coast Guard Auxiliary

Baldini).......................... -................................................... 88, Nov.
Amateur Radio Public Service Corps (Hart)..64, Jan.; 42, Feb.;

51, Mar.; 44, Apr.;58, May; 66, June; 58, July; 54, Aug.; 67, Sept.;
84, Oct.; 79, Nov. 

ARRL Simulated Emergency Test, 21st Annual............... 82, Oct. 
Astronet (Calkins & Guter).................................................. 50, Feb.
Civil Defense Radio Station, Setting Up A (Geiser)......... 63, June 
Convention ARPSC Meetings............................................... 14, Apr.
Diary of the AREC. .65, Jan.; 46, Feb.; 52, Mar.; 46, Apr.; 59, May;

69, June; 59, July; 56, Aug.; 68, Sept.; 84, Oct.; 81, Nov. 
Emergency Communications — A National Plan.......... .. 9, Aug.
How To Join The AREC (Hart).................................. . 63, July
How to Register Your Net...................... . ............................ 67, June
Hurricane Alma....................................................................... 67, Sept.
Hurricane Betsey (Hart)........................................................ 26, Feb.
Jamboree On The Air (Gribi, Jr.).............. . ........................ 58, Sept.
Mass. Governor Praises Amateurs......... .. ............................ 14, Feb.
Military fixed Texts ... ................  ................. 92, Dec.
Move Higher Precedence Messages First..................... 102, Apr.
National Traffic System..66, Jan.; 60, May; 67, June; 60, July;

55, Aug.; 68. Sept.; 86, Oct.; 80, Nov. 
Northeast Blackout................................................ . .............. 43, Feb.
NTS Net Procedures........................ ...................................... 54, Mar.
NTS Region Net Standings— 1965.................................... 45, Apr.
Our Reporters Are You.......................................................... 58, May
Public Service Work.............. ........................................... .. 97, June
RACES in ARPSC................................................... .............. 59, July
RACES News..................... . ......................70, June; 60, July; 57, Aug.
RACES Plans, August 1 Deadline for................................. 5«, July
Rules for Region Representation in Areas Nets................ 14, Feb.
SimulatedEmergencyTest— 1965(Hart&Chamalian).. 25, Mar. 
Succeeding By Success............................................. .............. 67, Dec.
Training Aids (New ARPSC Slide Collection)................... 99, July
“ Yanqui, Come Back” (8. Cook & R. Cook).................... 50, May
You and Emergency Communication i Hart)............. .  63, May

RECEIVERS
BC-455 Unconverted (Holbrook).......................................... 45, June
Mighty Midget, A Mate for the (McCoy).......................... 49, Apr.
Receiver, A Noise-Locator (DeMaw).................. ................ 47, June
Receiver, A Two-Meter Pocket (DeMaw).......................... 12, June
Super-9, The Simple (North).................. .............................. 2d, Aug.

Feedback.,..................................................... .70, Sept.; 53, Nov.
Transceiver, The TR-2 (Dennison), ...................................  11, Aug.
Transmit-Receive Converter, A 100-Watt 2-Meter (Hall) 35, Jan.
V.L.F. Receiver Without Tuning Capacitors or Coils, A

(Tiffany)..........................................................   23, Oct.
3-Transistor Receiver, A 5-Band............................................ 51, Jan.

Feedback.................................................     W, Apr.
6 Meter “Rushbox”, The (DeMaw)...................................... 11, July

RECEIVING
“Bandspreading” A Plate Tuning Capacitor (H&K).... 67, July 
B.F.O. for Converters, Instant (H&K)............................... 66, July
Drake TR-3, Offset Tuning and F.S.K. for the (Swanson) 20, June

Electrical Interference (Nelson)
Parti — Causes and Identification.............................. 11, Apr.
Part II — Tracking and Cure................... . .................. 39, May

Filter, Selectable-Sideband Adapter (Fielder).................... 71, Mar.
Frame-Grid R.F. Pentode, Improving Your Receiver

With a (Balogh)...................... ......................................... .. 22, Feb.
HRO-60 S.S.B. Modification (Crowell)............. .................. 16, Apr.
Power Feed For Antenna-Mounted Preamplifier«H&K).. 70, Aug.
RTTY: Diversityis Worth the Effort (Combs)................... 40, Apr.
Transceivers, Accessory Package for (Schultz).................... 18, Jan.
Transmitter/Converter Unit, A. Ten-Meter Mobile (Rush) 29, Aug.
Transistor Converter for 432 Me., A Low-Noise (Brannin) 17, June

Feedback.,.......... ............. ............... ................... 89, Aug.
Transistor Preamplifiers for 50 through 432 Me. (Tilton).. 36, Feb. 
World Above 50 Me., The (Harris)

More Noise About Noise........................... .................. 97, Apr.
420-Mc.Preamp.................... ....................................... .. 90, May
432-Mc. Preamplifier, Part II....................................... 85, June

WWV Converter Circuit, A................................................... 28, June

RECENT EQUIPMENT
Delta VDX-5 Antenna Coupling System............ ............... 33, May
Drake T-4X and T-4........................ ............................. .. 30, May
Drake 2-C Receiver.......................... . .................................... 42, Dec.
Drake 2-NT Transmitter....................................................... 42, Dec.
Eico 753 S.S.B. Transceiver.................................................. 68, Mar.
FEC Model 1200 F.S.K. Demodulator................................ 41, July
Hallicrafters HA-26 V.F.O..................................................... 46, Aug.
HallicraftersHT-46................ ........... . ........................... 44, Aug.
Hallicrafters SX-146 Receiver...................................... .. 88, Apr.
Heath HM-15 Reflected-Power Meter, The....................... 44, Nov.
Heathkit SB-100 Transceiver, The................................ .. 45, Sept.
Heathkit SB-600 Communications Speaker, The............... 19, Sept.
Knight C-577 Compressor.................................................. 76, Feb.
Knight-Kit TR-106 Transceiver, The............................. . 42, Oct.
Knight-Kit V-107 V.F.O., The............................................. 13, Oct.
Lafayette HA-650 50-Mc. Transceiver, The....................... C6, Mar.
Lafayette 50-Watt Mobile Linear Amplifier......................... 36, June
Millen Transmatch Junior............................... . .................... 75, Feb.
Parks 432-3 Converter, The.................................... . ............ 44, Oct.
SB-34 S.S.B. Transceiver....................................................... 38, July
Singer Metrics Panadaptor..................... ........................... .. 70, Jan.
Squires-Sanders SS-1 V Video Bandscanner......................... 37, June
WRL Duo-Bander 84............................. . ............... 42, Nov.
WRL Galaxy 2000 Linear Amplifier............................ 68, Jan.
6-meter Transceiver, The Heath SB-110................. .......... 72, Feb.

REGULATIONS
Amateur Radio Frequency Allocations and Use 

(Schmeling)........................................ . ............................ 61, Apr.
Antenna Form 401-A Now Obsolete.................................. ... 48, .Jan.
ARRL Asks Low End of Two for Weak Signals & A-l..... 47, Jun. 
( entennial Calls for Canada................................. . .............. 48, Jan.
Colombia Reciprocity.................................. .......................... 49, Jan.
DX Operating Notes.............................. 30, Jan.; 67, Feb.; 158, Mar.
Examination Schedule.......... .................................................. 49, Jan.
FCC Denies Fee Reductions........ ....................................... 34, Feb.
Las Vegas Exams...................... ............................... .............. 49, Jan.
Privilege — or Right? (Grenfell)........ ......................... .. 55, Sept.
RACES, Permanent Status Proposed for............................ 40, Mar.
Radio Frequency Management ( Buss).................... ............ 52, July
Reciprocal Operating Rules for HK..................................... 68, Feb.
Renewals By U.S. Amateurs Overseas............... . ................ 38, Apr.
U. K. Reciprocal Operating Rules........................................ 74, Mar.
United Kingdom Reciprocity...................... . ........... 56, Jan.
U.S. —■ United Kingdom Reciprocity .............. .. 68, Feb.
W hat Bands Available............................................................ 85, Nov.

RTTY
Drake TR-3, Offset Tuning and F.S.K. for the ( Swanson). 20, June 
F 8.K. for the HX-50 (H&K)..................................... .. 48. Dec.
RTTY; Diversity is Worth the Effort (Combs)................. 40, Apr. 
RTTY Filters, High-Performance (Hoff)

Part I — Improved Designs for Better Reception... 16, Aug.
Part II — ..... ............................................................. 34, Sept.

RTTY Ribbon Rejuvenation (H&K).......................... . 67, July
RTTYShifts, Checking (Hoff)................................... . 35, May
Teletype-Printer Noise Reduction (H&K).......................... 71, Aug.

SEMICONDUCTORS
Circuits, Practical Triplet (Blakeslee)........................... . 14, Mar.

Feedback........ . ....................... ....................... . .............. 10, Apr.
C. W. Keying Monitor, A Better (Trueblood)..... .... 23, Apr.
D. C. Power Supply, Variable-Voltage (Wagner)......... 32, Nov. 
Diode Multipliers, Improving Output from (H&K)..... 57, Oct. 
Field-Day Gallon, A (Daughters).................................... ... 47, Mar,
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Field-Day Galion, Notes ou the (Daughters)..................... 30, June
Field-Day Gallon, Further Notes on the (Campbell’).......... 31, June 
Field Effect Transistor as a Stable Element (Hanchett).... 11, Dee. 
One-Watt Rig for 40 Meters. A (Dwight ) (G&G)................ 40, Nov.
Power Supply, A Wide-Range Voltage-Regulated

(Nydam)......................      22, Mar.
Feedback........ ............................    38, May

Receiver, A Noise-Locator (DeMaw).................................. 47, June
Receiver, A Two-Meter Pocket (DeMaw).........................  42, June
Semiconductor Heat Sinks (H&K)...................................... 85, Sept.
Super-9, The Simple....................................   20, Aug.

Feedback.............................  70, Sept.; 53, Nov.
Transistor Amplifier, High-Gain Voltage-Controlled

(H&K)____ _________............... 45, Mar.
Transistor Converter for 432 Me., A Low-Noise (Brannin). 17, June

Feedback...........................................    <89, Aug.
Transistor Oscillator (H&K)..........  71, Feb. 
'Transistor Power Supply (H&K)........    49, Dec.
Transistor Preamplifiers for 50 Through 432 Me.(Tilton). 36, Feb. 
Transistor Supply, Zener-Regulated Low-Current (G&G). 28, Sept. 
Transistor 100-Kc.StandardandHarmonicGenerator,... 28, June 
Transistorized Impedance Transformer (H&K).................  48, Nov.
Transistors, Field-Effect (George)..............  16, Oct.
Tuning Capacitor Heat Sink (H&K)..........    71, Feb.
U.H.F. Oscillator, An Experimental (G&G)...................... 24, Aug.

Feedback................. ............................... ............... . .. 94, Sept.
Varactor Converterfor50to432, A(Hess).................  19, Mar.
Varactor Diodesin Theory and Practice (DeMawj....... 11, Mar. 
V.L.F. Receiver without Tuning Capacitors or Coils, A

¡Tiffany)......... .............           23, Oct.
(»-TransistorReceiver, A 5-Band... .......................  51, Jan.

Feedback...........................................      10, Apr.
6Metcr“Rushbox”,The(DeMaw).........................   11, July
25to25,000Cycles(Lange)........... ........................................ 30, July
160-Meter“SolidStatus”(Lally)........................................ 57, Apr.

SINGLE SIDEBAND
Filter Design, ¿In Amateur Application of Modem

(Wetherhold)......... ....................,............... ............... . -14, July
Filter, Selectable-Sideband Adapter (Fielder)........... 71, Mar. 
HRO-60S.S.B. Modification (Crowell)............................... 16, Apr.
H.S.B.Exeiterfor7Mc., A Simple (Fullinwider)................. 30, Apr. 
8.8.B. Transmitter for Transceive Operation, Au

(Karentz).......___ 11, June
S.S.B. Transmitter, Telephone QRM from (Balmer)...... 34, June 
“ Stanley Steamer,’ ’ The (Quinn).......................................... 18, May
T.'st Generator, A Simple Two-Tone (Cheek)......___ 26, Aug.
Transmit-Receive Converter, A 100-Watt 2-Meter (Hall). 35, Jan. 
Transverter for 144 Me., The Ashley)................................ 25, Nov.
U/60 Special (Raydo), ................ . .......... . ..... ... ... 11, Jan.
700-Watt Linear Amplifier, A Low -Cost (McCoy).............. 15, Feb.

TRANSMITTERS
“ DasSoftenboomcr 160” (DeMaw)..................................... 38, Aug.
Field-Day Gallon. A (Daughters) .......................................... 47, Mar.
Mighty Midget, The ( McCoy)..............................   54, Feb.
One-Watt Rig for 40 Meters, A (Dwight) (G&G)............. 40, Nov.
S.S.B, Transmitter for Transceive Operation, An

(Karentz).............................................     11, June
Transceiver, TheTR-2 (Dennison)...................................... 11, Aug.
Transmit-Receive Converter, A 100-Watt 2-Meter (Hall). 35, Jan. 
Transmitter, 180-Watt D.S.B, (Rush)........... ...................... 22, July
U.H.F. Oscillator, An Experimental (G&G)........................ 24, Aug.

Feedback............ .. . .....................      94, Sept.
6/60Special(Raydo).......... ................. ...................... 11, Jan.
160-Meter “Solid Status” (Lally)..................................... 57, Apr.

TRANSMITTING
Amplifier for 2 Meters, An All-Mode (DeMaw) .......... i 1, Sept.
Circuits,PracticalTripler(Blakeslee).  .............................. 14, Mar.

Feedback.......................  ,........... 10, Apr.

Coaxial Neutralizing Capacitor (H&K)................................ 71, Aug.
CQ Machine for Voice, An Automatic (Taylor)................ 75, Mar.
Crystal V.F.O., Building A Simple (Noble)....................... 18, Nov.
Field-Day Gallon, Notes on the (Daughters)..................... 30, June
Field-Day Gallon, Further Notes on the (Campbell)........ ’ll, June 
Field Effect Transistor as a Stable Element (Hanchett)  11, Doc.
Filter. An Effective Low-Pass ( Welsh)................................ 16, Jan.
Filter Design, An Amateur Application of Modern

(Wetherhold)....................................   14, July
Grounded-Grid Amplifier, Evolution of a ( Cooper).......... 29, Dec. 
Ranger II, Cooling for (H&K).......................  85, Sept.
S.8.B. Exciter for 7 Me., A Simple (Fullinwider).............. 30, Apr.
“Stanley Steamer,” The (Quinn).......................    18, May
Transceive Modifications for the Heath SB-300/SB-400

Combination (Brekford)...................    21, Dec.
Transceivers, Accessory Package for (Schultz).................. 18, Jan.
TVT Filter For 50 Me., A Simple (Copeland). .......... 34, Aug.
Varactor Converter for 50 to 432, A (Hess)....................... 19, Mar.
V.F.O. Stability (Tech. CorresJ........................................... 45, Dec.
V.F.O. Stability— Recap and Postscript (Grammer)

Part I — An Examination of Some Design Principles, 
Old and New.......... ....... ............... 22, Sept.

Part II.......................     26, Oct.
432-Mc. Kilowatt Amplifier, The W1QWJ....... ................  11, Feb.
700-Watt Linear Amplifier, A Low-Cost (McCoy)....... 15, Feb.

V.H.F. AND MICROWAVES
Amplifier for 2 Meters, An All-Mode (DeMaw)......... It, Sept. 
Antenna for 2 Meters, Quickie (H&K)................................. 56, Oct.
Arraysfor 50 and 144 Me., Building Your Own (Tilton)... 33, Oct. 
Beacon-Signal Generator..........................    72, Aug.
Beams for 50 arid 144 Me., Portable (Tilton).................... 32, Jan.
Circuits', Practical Tripler (Blakeslee).................................. 14, Mar.

Feedback............ ............................................................. 10, Apr.
C. W. With the “Two-Band V.H.F. Station”, Improved 

(H&K).......................................................   75, May
Filter, An Effect! ve Low-Pass (Welsh).................................. 16, Jan.
Microwave Oscillators, Stable (Jensby).............................. 33, July
Mobile Antenna, A Neat 50-Mc. (Tilton).................... 44, May
Piston Trimmers, Low-Cost(H&K).....................................  63, Jan.
Receiver, A Two-Meter Pocket (DeMaw)............................ 42, June
Transceiver, The TR-2 (Dennison)............... ............. 11, Aug.
Transistor Converter for 432 Me., A Low-Noise (Brannin). 17, June

Feedback........................................     89, Aug.
Transistor Preamplifiers for 50 Through 432 Me. (Tilton). 36, Feb. 
Transmit-Receive Converter, A 100-Watt2-Meter (Hall).. 35, Jan.
Transverterfor 144Me..The(Ashley)................................. 25, Nov.
TVIFilterFor50Mc.,ASimpIe(Copeland)........... .............. 34, Aug.
U.H.F. Oscillator, An Experimental (G&G)....................... 24. Aug.

Feedback............................................................  94, Sept.
U.H.F. Tuned Lines with Piston Trimmers (H&K).......... 48, Nov.
Varactor Converter for 50 to 432, A (Hess)....................... 19, Mar.
Varactor Diodes in Theory and Practice (DeMaw).......... 11, Mar.
V.H.F. Transmitters. Oscillator Instability in (H&K).... 45, Mar. 
V.H.F.-U.H.F. Signal Source (H&K)................................. 56, Oct.
Weather Satellite.................. ................   56, Mar.
World Above 50 Me., The........... ........................  81, Mar.

Aurora.......................................................... —............... 94, Nov.
VK3ÄTN-K6MYC Moonbounce.............................  104, Oct.
Moonbounce Down Under....................... 84, July 
More Noise about Noise.................................................. 97, Apr.
One-Way California — Australiaon 144 Me................ 95, Sept. 
OscarIV (article & photos)...................... .80, 81, Feb.
Plain Talk About Antennas.......................................... 84, Dec.
Solid State and the V.H.F..................................... ^... 80, Jan.
50-Mc F2 DX Coming?...............................................    72, Aug.
420-Mc. Preamp.........................................   90, May
432-Mc.Preamplifier, Part II............. ..................  85, June

Yagi Arrays for 432 Me. (Tilton)............... ......................... 19, Apr.
6 Meter “Rushbox”, The (DeMaw).............................. ... 11, July
6/60 Special (Raydo)............. . ............................................. Il, Jan.
432-Mc. Kilowatt Amplifier, The W1QWJ................  11, Feb.
5650-Mc. Record, Breaking the (Troilmanj....................... 82, June
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New from National 
The most versatile 5-bander on the market 
...priced even lower 
than a kit rig!

Here’s the fastest way to move up from single
band or triband operation ... the all-new National 200. It’s a
fabulous five-bander, an ideal rig for mobile, portable, or home operation . . . and it’s only 
$359! For the first time at this amazingly low price, you get top-notch SSB, CW, and AM

' performance on the 80 through 10 meter bands . .. plus National’s traditional quality and 
full One-Year Guarantee.

j National gives you these important features: ■ Complete coverage of the
80 through 10 meter bands. ■ 200 Watt PEP input on SSB, plus CW and AM. -...Separate 
product and AM detection plus fast-attack slow-release AGC. ■ Crystal-controlled front 
end and single VFO for high stability, and identical calibration and tuning rate on all’ 
bands. ■ Crystal lattice filter for high sideband suppression on transmit, and rejection of 
adjacent QRM on receive . . . plus solid-state balanced modulator for “set-and-forget” 
carrier suppression. ■ Operation from new low-cost AC-200 supply or from NCX-A or
mobile power supplies. ■ ALC. ■ 45/1 planetary/split gear tuning
drive. ■ Automatic carrier insertion in AM and CW modes. ■ Panel 
meter automatically switched to S-units on receive. ■ Universal 
mobile mount included.

National Radio Company, Inc.
37 Washington Street, Melrose, Massachusetts 02176

$350
onlyWwUi

with National’s full
One-Year Guarantee
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RCA Electronic Components and Devices

W1MTQ W2CWC K2HN K20AB W2RYI K2ZX0 W3JSZ
W1NLA K2CXG K2HR K20AS K2SAU W2ZY W3JYL

WA2CYE W2HRC W20KO WA2SBH W3KDTW2ABG W2CYR K2IAP K2000 W2SDP K3AKI W3KFI
WA2AAE WB2CYU W2IAR K20PV K2SJN WA3AMX K3KGG
K2AAB WA2CZX W2IET K20QW K2SKK W3ATW W3KKG
K2ADR K2DJL W2IHF W20UY W2SLZ K3AWH W3KKX
K2ADY K2DKY WB2IXE WB2PG0 K2SNH WA3BWP W3KRA
K2AFW K2DKZ W2IYG W2PGW K2TJF WN3CLR K3KSA
K2ANB K2DPI WA2IZJ K2POD K2TJT WN3CLS K3KVJ
K2ATK K2DQX K2JCF K2PPF W2TVU K3CPK W3LCA
K2AUM K2DQY W2JF0 K2PPT W2TVW WN3CUN W3LEP
WA2AVT WB2ECB W2JQE W2PZP W2UIJ WA3DWD K3LHV
K2BBX K2EHF W2JSX W2QAU WA2U0V W3EJA W3N0IK2BBY K2EIR WB2JXH WB2QCT W2UPC W3E0B K30YV
W2BC K2EIW W2KAU K2QEX K2UUC W3EWR W3PGL
WA2BDE W2EJA W2KCN K2Q0N WN2VGY WA3FAH W3PNJW2BHL K2ETF K2KDW WA2QPI W2VHU W3FAL W3PSK
K2BTM W2FZV K2KFZ W2QWH K2VMD W3FEI K3QAXW2BVJ W2GCV K2KIZ K2QY0 W2VYF W3FEY K3QKU
W2BVS WA2GDX WA2KN0 K2QYP W2WCT W3FSE W3RRV
W2CBL WB2GEL W2KRN K2RIV W2YJS W3FSS W3SNI
W2CBR K2GHW K2LAP K2RMH W2YJZ W3FXE K3STT
K2CLN WB2GLA W2LHS K2RMK V/2YM W3GJA W3SURW2CDP W2GQK K2LPQ K2RML ¡K2Z0N K3GZX K3SUZK2CUB K2GQW , K2LVH K2RRE <W2ZPD W3HJ W3SYNK2CVF K2GZW WA2MWP K2RVX ÍW2ZWA W3HXY W3TLHK2CVS K2HKT WA2NDY K2RVZ W2ZXL W3IGX W3VDY

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

W3V0P 
K3YAD 
W3YAM 
K3YBA 
W3YPI 
K3ZEH 
K3ZLG

W4FIQ 
WA4PUZ 
W4VI

W5CLE 
W5JQE 
W5PCZ

K8B0N 
W8KKE 
W8KYH 
K8KZE 
W80KN 
W8SUF 
K8WNE

W9EEP 
W9J0C

KJÍTYP/2


	jSBEl has a corner on the market

	NEW from International

	THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY

	LEAGUE, ¡nc.,

	DIRECTORS

	“It Seems to Us...”

	BY G. D. HANCHETT,* W2YM

	ARRL DX Competition Rules for DX

	Low-Loss Coax

	BY FREEMAN F. DESMOND, * AND RICHARD TUTTLE, * W1QMR

	December 1966




	The Selectoroid A Simple

	BY LEWIS G. McCOY, * WUCP

	Transceive Modifications for the Heath SB-300/SB-400 Combination

	BY WILLIAM M. BRELSFORD,* K2INO/K3FXJ

	BY GEORGE SCHLEICHER,* W9NLT

	Navy MARS Slow-Scan TV Activity

	A 50-WATT

	UNIVERSAL MODULATOR

	BY DOUG DEMAW, WlCER *

	December 1966




	Evolution of a

	Grounded-Grid Amplifier

	BY WAYNE W. COOPER,* K4ZZV/W6EWC

	TO SAFETY!

	BY DOYLE D. THOMPSON,* W4PLL

	December 1966

	37

	BY ROBERT D. STREETER, W9IQI




	¡Recent Equipment^

	The Drake 2-C and 2-NT

	THE 2-C RECEIVER

	Drake 2-C Receiver

	THE 2-NT TRANSMITTER


	'toechnicaB^ Correspondence z

	PLASTIC QUAD FRAME

	V.F.O. STABILITY

	ESSA II


	Hints and Kinks

	LIGHTNING CALCULATOR

	CHASSIS MOUNTING OF PRINTED- CIRCUIT-TYPE TRANSFORMERS

	F.S.K. FOR THE HX-50

	STRENGTHENING FEEDTHROUGH CAPACITORS

	"UNPOTTING” PERMAKAY FILTERS

	HW-12 RATTLE

	EQUALIZING THE LOW-VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS OF THE HW-12 AND THE SB-100

	TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY

	Amateur TVI Involvement

	December 1966

	Red Wire

	To Post Three



	STATION DESIGN FOR DX

	BY PAUL D. ROCKWELL,* W3AFM

	20th V.H.F. Sweepstakes —January 7-8

	EXPLANATION OF V.H.F. SS CONTEST EXCHANGES

	December 1966

	COMPILED BY ELLEN WHITE*, W1YYM

	Soapbox


	December 1966

	«^PUBLIC SÉRÌV1CE CORES'*


	50th ANNIVERSARY FOR SJRA

	MASSACHUSETTS LICENSE PLATES

	STAFF NOTES

	IB. J. Sngusi,

	EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

	LA1ITU ESTABLISHED FOR ASSEMBLY

	W6MLZ WINS COLUMBUS AWARD

	DX OPERATING NEWS


	WStrays^

	Feedback


	Correspondence From Members-

	MEMBERSHIP

	TWO QSTs?

	DESIGN FOR DX

	CONTESTS VS. QRN

	Electron-Coupled Oscillator Circuits

	April 1940



	TheWorl

	TO SAFETY!

	CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,* W9BRD




	। m Operating M News

	BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE

	ELECTION RESULTS

	CLUB COUNCILS AND FEDERATIONS

	A.R.R.L. AFFILIATED CLUB HONOR ROLL

	ELECTION NOTICE

	SUGGESTED OPERATING FREQUENCIES

	RTTY 3620, 7040, 14,090, 21,090 kc.

	WIDE-BAND F.M. 52.525 146.94 Mc.

	A.R.R.L. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR

	WlAW SCHEDULE, DECEMBER 1966


	S^StraysSf

	ATLANTIC

	DIVISION

	98

	CENTRAL DIVISION


	99

	DAKOTA DIVISION


	100

	DELTA DIVISION

	GREAT LAKES DIVISION


	101

	HUDSON DIVISION


	102

	MIDWEST DIVISION

	NEW ENGLAND DIVISION


	103

	104

	105

	106

	107

	FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT OR AMATEUR TV

	NORTHWESTERN DIVISION


	108

	SOLID STATE FREQUENCY CONVERTERS WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOCK FREQUENCIES


	109

	PACIFIC DIVISION


	110

	$9995

	111

	Model B-24 Net $59.95

	MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA

	Model C4 Net $34.95

	METERS

	Model B4010 Net $79.50

	RUGGED 6 METER BEAM

	Model B6M5 ’ Net $24.95 each Two for $44.50

	1001 West 18th Street, Erie, Pennsylvania


	112



	™ HEART

	VFO STABILITY

	ROHN has these 6 IMPORTANT POINTS:

	ROHN Manufacturing Co.

	114




	EIMAC

	3-400Z's used in prototype 6-meter linear amplifier for 2 kW PEP at 50 MHz

	115


	A FIRST CLASS FCC LICENSE ...or your money back!

	116

	VIRGINIA QSO PARTY


	Who gives you ham gear so COMPLETE at prices so low?

	Prefix and Countries Lists

	118


	Here’s a Switch lor You

	ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION

	120


	ALL-BAND VERTICALS

	QUADS

	BEAMS

	121



	NEW

	ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION

	122

	THERE'S A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR THE MAN WITH AN FCC LICENSE 
	SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION


	124

	126

	WEST GULF DIVISION


	129

	Newington, Connecticut 06111

	CANADIAN DIVISION


	130


	TO SAFETY!

	132


	RISTMAS

	GSB-II TWO-METER TRANSCEIVER (900A)

	GSB-VI SIX-METER TRANSCEIVER (910A)

	COMMUNICATOR IV TRANSCEIVER

	G-50 COMMUNICATOR

	903-A AND 913-A POWER AMPLIFIERS

	GSB-201 SSB RF LINEAR AMPLIFIER

	133

	Over 60% of listings changed in only a year!

	IMPORTANT NOTICE



	134

	Low Q

	Construction SUPER-QUAD

	Multi-Band

	High Efficiency

	Arrays

	136

	r ANNOUNCING HOTEL SAHARA’S nd ANNUAL

	better sent... better received

	with Belden wire and cable

	... easy to use packaged lengths.

	139

	SX-146 AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER


	140

	141

	Adjustable RF Coils On Resinite Forms


	W. MILLER CO.

	ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

	THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.

	142



	happier hamming in the New Year

	XMAS 5 GIFT

	FITS ANY C.B. OR HAM ANTENNA

	2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS FIBERGLASS OR BAMBOO


	144

	ÄXHIGH POWERS'!

	SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIERS

	Bi



	146

	2-6- 10- 15-20-40 METERS

	nlinU“/ELECTRONICS INC 900 Rte no-Farmi^^^
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	0 HANDBOOKS

	EASY TO LEARN CODE

	INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY


	un cm, mi sHiwi mom " TIME EMS

	NEW EQUIPMENT ON LOW BUDGET TERMS

	another important

	'RIGGER service:

	MPT SERVICE.., PROMPT CASH!

	VHF/UHF ANTENNAS


	LEARN CODE

	lmk at your low Monthly Payment


	TUNAVERTER

	MARIN AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY

	Find all the answers fast with the

	4TH EDITION

	OF W9I0P S

	$1.00


	COMMUNICATIONS

	EUROPE-ASIA

	this is the new Clegg "66'er"-f^

	operation—all the features you’d want in a top quality, 6-meter transceiver.

	Squires

	Sanders
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	RADIO inc.

	DUMMY ■

	LOAD

	CQ de W2KUW

	5% BONUS!!
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	19.95 AUTS 79.50

	DFAMC77 I 50mc*144mc*220mc*432mc

	GAIN, INC
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	USE CHRISTMAS SEALS
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	FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS and other Respiratory Diseases



	Give “him” or “her”

	THE ALL-SEASON

	GREATEST VALUES EVER OFFERED

	INCOMPARABLE

	SURPLUS NEEDED

	MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.

	SPACE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

	4178 PARK AVE., BX„ N. Y. 10457 • (212) CY 9-0300

	O TIE BARS IN STERLING SILVER




	Add PUNCH and CLARITY to your SIGNAL!
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	NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT O«IH


	THE DAVCO


	□R-3O


	HARRÌSON .... ^akes^so^asy

	for you to give

	ir QST ★


	SOLID QSO'S

	The Most Trusted Name in Electronics







